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PREFACE
I have to tender my deepest apologies to the sponsors of the Symposium,
to all participants and to all meteorologists who have waited so long for the
publication of these proceedings. Ill health struck me shortly after editorial
work had commenced and over a two year period medical restriction of my
activities outside normal work severely limited the time that could be devoted
to this book. The President of the Munitalp Foundation kindly allowed me
to continue with the production even though this considerable delay ensued.
The many papers are of such lasting value that it is firmly believed that the
delay in publication will be of small consequence.
As is usual with the editor of a large collection of papers from many
authors, I have a debt to many people for assistance, advice and kindness. A
mere listing would take too much space and I ask all who have assisted in
any way to accept this, my heartfelt expression of thanks.
DAVID

J.

BARGMAN

Dar es Salaam,
Tanganyika 19fr2.
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FOREWORD
The purpose of the Symposium on tropical meteorology was achieved by the widespread
interest that it engendered and the scientific standard of those who attended it.
Meteorology, like other sciences, has, in the main, been studied in the centres of learning
in the old and new worlds, and although physicists have always realized the importance of
the equatorial belt in the global pattern of the atmosphere, the lack of information and
facilities have resulted in their opinions remaining largely conjectural and theoretical.
It is true that books have been written on tropical meteorology, but the data on which
they have been based have been climatically insular rather than continental. The Munitalp
Foundation, with the guidance of the World Meteorological Organization, in organizing
the Symposium has hoped to stimulate the thinking of the World's experts and focus attention
on problems which have long been neglected.

In making Nairobi the venue of the Symposium the organizers had in mind its geographical position, situated a hundred miles from the equator and almost on the line which
bisects the largest land-mass which is contained within the tropics, and which, with its
vast deserts, high mountains and adjacent oceans must be a major factor in any consideration
of global_climatology.
The Foundation is unable, in the space available, to give adequate thanks individually
to all those who attended the symposium and contributed to its success.
The Foundation must record its special appreciation to His Excellency the Governor
of Kenya, Sir Patrick Renison, K.C.M.G. for honouring the occasion by opening the Symposium; to the Secretary-General of WMO, Mr. D. A. Davies and his staff and the Director
of the East African Meteorological Department, Mr.]. P. Henderson and his staff, without
whose help the symposium would not have been possible.
Finally, the special thanks of the Foundation are given to Mr. David J. Bargman of
the East African Meteorological Department for undertaking the arduous task of editing this
report and correlating the large volume of documents and diagrams in a number of languages
produced by the delegates, and forming the subject matter of their lectures and which
together form the basis of this volume.
MALIN SORSBIE

President
The Munitalp Foundation.
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FOREWORD
The importance of tropical meteorology has long been realized by the World Meteorological Organization and its predecessor, the International Meteorological Organization.
For example, at the Third Congress of WMO in April 1959 a resolution was adopted with a
view to stimulating more research work in tropical meteorology, especially as regards developing improved forecasting techniques. The symposium on tropical meteorology, held
in Nairobi later in 1959 under the joint auspices of WMO and the Munitalp Foundation,
was one of the first steps towards the implementation of this resolution.
I would like to place on record the gratitude of WMO to the Munitalp Foundati01-. ,
and especially to its president Captain Malin Sorsbie, for having provided such generous
financial support for the symposium. There can be no doubt that all the participants derived
great stimulus from the symposium and I hope that the present volume will make it possible
for its benefits to be extended to an even wider circle.
D. A. DAVIES

Secretary-General
World Meteorological Organization

IX

RESUME OF THE SYMPOSIUM
INTRODUCTION

The symposium on tropical meteorology in Africa was held in Nairobi, Kenya, from 1 to
17 December, 1959, under the joint auspices of the Munitalp Foundation and the World
Meteorological Organization. The Munitalp Foundation is a non-profit organization founded
with private capital with the support of scientific research as one of its main objectives.
The headquarters are in Nairobi, Kenya.
Both the President of the Foundation, Captain Malin Sorsbie, and the Secretary-General
Df WMO, Mr. D. A. Davies, made tremendous personal efforts in the planning stages to
ensure that the symposium was an unqualified success. The purpose was
-to review the present state of knowledge of tropical meteorology in Africa and the neighbouring islands;
-to identify particular problems and to discuss solutions giving indications on priorities;
-to stimulate interest in tropical meteorology and to demonstrate its importance to economic
development in Africa.
Arrangements were made to invite some leading scientists, mostly from outside Africa,
to ask them to give papers in the main fields to be covered and to initiate and lead in the
various discussions. These scientists were:
Prof. H. Flohn
Dr. A. G. Forsdyke
Prof. N. E. La Seur
Mr. V. D. Rockney
Prof. L. J. Tison
Col. N. P. Sellick

-Chief, Research Division, 1\1eteorological Service of the Federal
Republic of Germany.
-Assistant Director, Climatological Research, United Kingdom
Meteorological Office.
-Professor of Meteorology, Florida State University, U.S.A.
- -Chief, Observations Section, United States Weather Bureau.
-Professor of Hydraulic Engineering, University of Ghent.
- -One tim~ Director, Rhodesian Meteorological Service.

PAR TIUIP ATION

Leading experts from, or representing, twenty-one African Countries and four international
organizations were present as ,,vell as the guest and other visiting scientists from outside
Africa. The names of participants and their organizations are listed below. (NOTE: The
names of the organizations and countries are those at December, 1959).

Name
Ali, F. M.
Asfaw, T.
Ashford, 0. M.
Aspliden, C. I. H.
Bacon, P. ].
Bargman, D.].
Blanc de Portugal,
Chaussard, A.
du Chaxel, R.
Clackson, J. R.

J.

B.

Organization
United Arab Republic Meteorological Department.
Meteorological Service, Ethiopia.
World Meteorological Organization.
World Meteorological Organization.
Decca Radar Limited, U.K.
E.A. Meteorological Department.
Portuguese East Africa Meteorological Service.
Service Meteorologique, Madagascar.
Meteorological Service, Brazzaville.
Meteorological Service, Lagos, Nigeria.
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Name

Cocheme, ] .
Dana, F.].
Davies, D. A.
Emore, I. 0.
Felfelou, B.
Flohn, H.
Forsdyke, A. G.
Griffiths, .J. F.
Golding, E.W.
Gutteridge, T. H.
Rattle, J. B.
Henderson, .J. P.
Johnson, D. H.
Kruger, E.
La Seur, N. E.
Le Roux, J. J.
Lindley, M. (:rvfiss)
Manning, H. L.
Martin, K. A. T.
McCulloch, .J. S. G.
McCallum, D.
1\forth, H. T.
Osman, 0. E.
Owen, vV. G.
Pauly, J.
Peixoto, .J. P.
Pereira, H. C.
The Earl of Portsmouth
Rainey, R. C.
Ranaivoson, R.
Roberts, I. L.
Robertson, J. 0.
Rockney, V. G.
Rollo, W. E.
Russell, E. Vv.

Samy, R.
Sansom, H. W.
Schlossin, H. H.
Sellick, N. P.
Seltzer, P.
Smith, I. S.
Sundberg, A. F.
Tait, Sir Victor
Them, E. P. (Miss)
Taylor, C. M.
Thompson, B. W.

Organization

World Meteorological Organization
Spanish Meteorological Service.
World Meteorological Organization.
Meteorological Service, Nigeria.
1\1eteorological Service, Ethiopia.
Deutscher Wetterdienst.
United Kingdom Meteorological Office.
E.A. Meteorological Department.
Electrical Research Association, U.K.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, U.K.
Meteorological Service, Rhodesia & Nyasaland.
E.A. Meteorological Department.
E.A. Meteorological Department.
Sudan Meteorological Service.
Florida State University, U.S.A.
Weather Bureau, Union of S. Africa.
Ministry of Works, Kenya.
Empire Cotton Growing Corporation, Uganda.
World Health Organization.
E.A. Agriculture and Forest Research Organization.
E.A. Meteorological Department.
E.A. Meteorological Department.
Sudan Meteorological Service.
Uganda Government.
Chef. Centre Met. de Dakar-Yoff.
Portuguese \!Vest Africa Meteorological Service.
E.A. Agricultural and Forest Research Organization.
Munitalp Foundation.
Anti--Locust Research Centre, London.
Service Meteorologique, Madagascar.
Ministry of Works, Kenya.
Ministry of Works, Kenya.
U.S. Weather Bureau, \Vashington, U.S.A.
E.A. Power and Lighting Company.
E.A. Agriculture and Forest Research Organization and Commission for Technical Co-operation in Africa South of the
Sahara/Scientific Council for Africa South of the Sahara.
United Arab Republic Meteorological Department.
E.A. Meteorological Department.
Dept. of Physics, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, S. A.
Southern Rhodesian Meteorological Service (Retired).
Meteorologie Nationale, France.
Balfour Beatty & Co. Ltd., Kenya.
Meteorological Service, Mauritius.
Munitalp Foundation.
Munitalp Foundation, New York, U.S.A.
E.A. Meteorological Department.
E.A. Meteorological Department.
XU

.Name

Organization

Tison, L. J.
Universite de Gand.
Torrance, J. D.
Meteorological Service, Rhodesia & Nyasaland.
Triegaardt, D. 0.
Weather Bureau, Union of S. Africa.
Lord Twining
Munitalp Foundation.
Van der Elst, N.
Service de Meteorologie et Geophysique du Congo Belge.
Voiron, H.
Service Meteorologique, Madagascar.
Many forecasters from the E.A. Meteorological Department, although not formal
participants, attended the technical meetings.
-ORGANIZATION OF THE SYMPOSIUM

The symposium was to have been under the direction of Captain Malin Sorsbie, President
-of the Munitalp Foundation, and up to a few days before it was due to start he had been
carrying out the work with evident enjoyment and great success. Unfortunately he was taken
ill and spent the period of the symposium confined to bed; this was not only sad for him but
was a loss to the meeting. Lord Twining and the two co-chairmen took up the onus of direction.
Two co-chairmen had been appointed to see to the day to day running of the technical
meetings and to supervise the general organization. They were Mr. 0. M. Ashford, Chief
of the Investigation Section of the World Meteorological Organization and Mr. J. P. Hender'Son, Director of the East African Meteorological Department. Assistance at the practical
level was given by two assistant directors and an extremely hardworking secretariat composed
of members of the World Meteorological Organization, the East African Meteorological
Department and specially engaged staff.
In planning the order of the presentation of papers it was decided to devote the first
week to the problems of synoptic meteorology and then, in the second week, to move on to
the problems of climatology and hydro-meteorology. After this, in the third week, problems
-o f applied meteorology were to be discussed. With some exceptions it was possible to adhere
to the plan and it is believed that participants appreciated the flow of ideas from general
.and large scale theory to the particular problems in applied meteorology. The printed
-0rder of the papers in this volume follows the original plan.
Time was also planned during the period for field visits to Departments practising pure
.and applied meteorology, and, in the third week, there was time for general discussion and
the formulation of recommendations.
Participants will remember the symposium not just for the high level of scientific worth
and friendliness, but also for the munificent hospitality provided by the Munitalp Foundation.
This hospitality extended from the provision of an extensive trip to Uganda where the work
-of several Departments and organizations was seen, as well as allowing a visit to a Game
Park, through shorter field trips to a glittering reception and a sumptuous banquet.
THE SYMPOSIUM

The symposium was formally opened on r December 1959 by Sir Patrick Renison,
Governor of Kenya. Speeches of welcome and introduction were made by Lord Twining
-on behalf of the Munitalp Foundation and Mr. D. A. Davies, Secretary-General, on behalf
-0f the World Meteorological Organization.
In his speech Lord Twining explained how the resources of the Munitalp Foundation
were being used in the furtherance of tropical meteorology in Africa, quoting as examples
the co-sponsoring of the present symposium, the support of meteorologists from Africa in
travel to scientific meetings and the provision of a mobile meteorological laboratory for use
m East Africa. The most important part of the speech was the announcement that it had
Xlll

been decided to establish an Institute of Tropical Meteorology near Nairobi. At a later date
during the symposium, Mr. J. P. Henderson, Director of the East African Meteorological
Department, enlarged on the plans for the Institute which was to work in close association
with his department.
The Secretary-General underlined the practical values of tropical meteorology to the
developing countries and emphasized that the symposium was not to be a forum for the
debating of abstract questions in atmospheric science. The theories that were to be presented
during the symposium were all directly related to the solutions of problems involving the
economic development of tropical countries in Africa.
Air Vice-Marshal Sir Victor Tait then opened the technical part of the symposium with
a talk on the meteorological problems associated with the introduction of high performance
jet aircraft into commercial operation. He added his plea to the remarks made by the SecretaryGeneral and asked that participants keep the practical and economic ends in view during
the ensuing papers and discussions, particula rly those of a theoretical nature.
Over the following days thirty-five technical papers were presented and were followed
by periods of discussion. These papers and the record of the discussions form the major
portion of this volume.
At the end of the symposium recommendations were put forward and adopted with
unanimity. In the interest of space saving these are not reproduced in full but are discussed
in brief.
The announcement of the proposal by the Munitalp Foundation to create an Institute
of Tropical Meteorology was warmly welcomed and commended to governments, international organizations and other interested bodies as deserving of support. Associated with
this was another recommendation requesting VVMO, the Munitalp Foundation and any
other organization planning research Institutes or programmes in tropical meteorology to
bear in mind the items listed below:
I.

Synoptic Meteorology
Description of synoptic models of the tropics and of meso-scale phenomena and
associated theoretical studies. It is considered that the studies initiated by Messrs.
Johnson and Morth constitute a promising start in this field. Further work should
also take account of the full equations of motion, heat and moisture exchange and of
friction.

2.

Synoptic Climatology
Study of the patterns of weather and rainfall in particular, in relation to the
synoptic models and broad scale synoptic systems (see also No. 5 below).

3. Investigations into the Possibility of Long Range Forecasting
The study of homogeneous long-term monthly averages of rainfall, rain frequency,
temperature, cloudiness and resulting winds, and changes in ocean temperature for
selected stations in the tropics in relation to similar data for the world as a whole.
4. Cloud Physics
Basic cloud physics studies, especially over tropical continental areas and their
practical applications.

5. Radar Assessment of Rainfall
Study of the radar equation in the tropics and the application of meteorological
radar to the assessment of rainfall over catchment areas. Use of radar in connexion
with problems under item 2 above.
XIV

6. Applied Meteorology
Studies in collaboration with other disciplines of the water balance and heat balance
of catchment areas under tropical crops or natural vegetation. Similar collaboration
in studies in the fields of medicine, hydrology, and other user interests.
Also in this grouping was a third recommendation expressing hope that in view of the
tremendous success of the symposium, similar symposia be organized at three or four year
intervals.
A second group of recommendations concerned upper air observations, instruments and
networks. In these WMO was asked to do all possible to achieve standardization and increase
accuracy of instruments, organize swarm radar wind ascents, improve networks, organize
experimental high density rawinsonde networks and encourage nephoscope observations.
In a third group, recommendations were made asking WMO to arrange for general
comparison and calibration of instruments, particularly barometers, the augmentation of
climatological networks, the investigation of ground radar equipment as an aid to general
meteorological and climatological work, consideration of special tropical code forms, investigations of tropical cloud physics and the standardization of terminology in tropical
meteorology.
Other recommendations asked for \VMO to urge hydro-meteorological services to undertake and continue investigations on the water balance of forests and swamps, and the changes
caused by different land use and pointing out to WMO the considered value to applied .
meteorology of the publication of the charts produced by the WMO Technical Assistance
Mission in Nairobi.
EDITOR'S NOTE

r. The President of the Munitalp Foundation, immediately after the symposium, began
to implement the plans for the establishment of the Institute for Tropical Meteorology.
During the first year he received some unexpected setbacks in the plans for the building
and senior staff. After much deliberation the Board of the Foundation reluctantly
decided to halt, temporarily, their efforts and to review the situation at a later stage.
2. All the recommendations addressed to WMO have been considered and passed, where
appropriate, to the Regional Association or a Technical Commission for study and
action.

xv

PROBLEMS OF SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY IN THE TROPICS
BY A. G. FORSDYKE

Meteorological Office, Harrow
Introduction
For the purpose of these lectures I propose to regard the tropics as the region for which
the orthodox techniques of weather analysis and forecasting, developed in higher latitudes,
break down or prove inadequate. Broadly, this is due to the absence from synoptic charts of
models such as pressure systems or fronts, and to the inapplicability in low latitudes of the
geostrophic relation. These effects emerge gradually as one proceeds from higher to lower
latitudes so that from this point of view the tropics. cannot be regarded as sharply delineated.
Synoptic meteorology will be regarded as that part of the subject dealing with weather
analysis and short period forecasting.
Weather forecasting presents scientific problems which are well worth studying if only for
the contribution they make to scientific knowledge. But the methods of obtaining and disseminating the necessary basic data involve great cost in money and manpower so that forecasting is inevitably judged on the contribution it can make to economic welfare, safety,
comfort and convenience. The impact of weather (as distinct from climate) on human
activities is less in the tropics than in higher latitudes mainly because of the lower incidence
of adverse conditions, especially those associated with near or sub-freezing temperatures. It
may help to put the subject in its correct perspective if we consider briefly how the need
arises for weather forecasts in tropical regions.
With large distances involved and surface transport not in general highly developed
flying is an essential method of travelling. The main forecasting requirement for aviation is
accurate upper winds for safety in navigation and for balancing pay load against fuel requirements. At present levels of flying strong winds are unusual in the tropics and forecast errors
do not involve dangerous consequences as a rule, though this is not true of long flights over
oceans or deserts. As flying levels increase the upper winds will probably assume a greater
importance. Adverse terminal conditions are, on the_whole, a lesser hazard and inconvenience
than in higher latitudes, mainly on account of the lower incidence of thick fog and really
low cloud. Instability phenomena such as thunderstorms, squalls and dust storms affect
tropical airfields to a greater or less degree and may be dangerously violent. To sorrie extent
terminal hazards can be reduced by suitable arrangement of aircraft schedules having regard
to the incidence of weather in relation to the time of day at the various airfields. The principal
in-flight hazards in the tropics are turbulence and icing in convective clouds. Often these
clouds are thinly enough spaced so that they can be avoided but at times they merge together
into large conglomerations which cannot easily be avoided in flight. It is of the greatest
importance that forecasts shall warn pilots of aircraft of these conditions.
The principal hazards to shipping, gales and fogs, are comparatively rare in the tropics.
Gales are almost exclusively associated with tropical storms for which the meteorological
warning arrangements are well established.
Land transport by road and rail may be interrupted by floods and wash-aways following
heavy rain and even moderate rain may make earth roads unusable owing to mud. Timely
forecasting of rain could therefore help in the planning of journeys. But the problem is far
less serious than in, say, Great Britain in winter when fog, snow and ice bring great inconvenience and often danger.
For agriculture the main requirement is in connexion with the planning of crops and
short period forecasts have little application. Perhaps their main use is in connexion with
2
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the control of irrigation-particularly the avoidance of unnecessary irrigation if imminent
rain can be forecast with confidence.
For the general public the outstanding instance of the usefulness of weather forecasts is
(at least in island and coastal areas) the provision of warnings of tropical storms. These may
be the means of avoiding much loss of life and damage to property. For ordinary outdoor
activities accurate forecasts of rain have obvious uses and forecasts of temperature are helpful
in some instances. But it hardly seems that the problem is so acute as in summer in England.
Temperature and humidity are important for air conditioning and at the higher altitudes
in the tropics for the heating of houses. So far it is more a matter of reacting to ambient
conditions rather than acting on forecasts, but it is possible that in the future heating and air
conditioning needs may present electricity supply undertakings with fluctuating load
problems for which short period forecasts would be useful.
PROBLEMS OF SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY IN THE TROPICS

The Background

It will be convenient to remind ourselves of the meteorological relation of the tropical
regions to the earth as a whole. This may be illustrated by world climatic charts of mean
pressure, wind and temperature at the surface and upper levels, and of mean rainfall. They
are shown in a series of slides and are, for the most part, too well known to need comment in
the report of this lecture. But, on the rainfall chart, I would draw attention to the dry area
astride and to north of the Equator in eastern Africa-an area of particular interest- to the
Symposium. The dryness is anomalous in that it occurs in a zone which, in other land sectors
of the globe, is occupied by tropical rain forest; it would appear to arise from a predominantly
divergent air flow. A similar dry tongue extends far across the eastern Pacific, near the
Equator.
The Nature

of the Problem

The basic problem of synoptic meteorology is one of mathematical physics. The physical
system under investigation or about which it is required to make predictions, is governed by
physical laws expressed by differential equations; it starts from a specified state and throughout its history is subject to specified constraints; these are expressed by the initial and boundary
conditions. In the case of the atmosphere, the governing differential equations are those
appropriate to the thermodynamics and hydrodynamics of a compressible fluid (viscosity
usually being neglected in problems on the synoptic scale). The initial conditions are the
synoptic observations; in many areas, especially in the tropics, these are too thinly spread
for complete specification. Apart from the fixed and material surface of the earth, the spatial
boundaries are usually left undefined; this difficulty is got over by extending the observational
coverage well outside the area for which it is required to forecast.
Mainly because the fundamental differential equations are non-linear, the problem has
defied all attempts at complete mathematical solution and seems likely to continue to do so
in the foreseeable future. It is true that solutions to the equations of motion have been obtained
under drastically simplifying assumptions, e.g., steady geostrophic motion, absence of friction,
adiabatic temperature changes; and somewhat less drastically simplified equations are now
becoming amenable to numerical methods of solution, using electronic computers. But the
forecaster still has to rely largely on empiricism, experience and scientific judgement based
on the" how" rather than the" why" of the evolution of the weather. This applies especially
to the tropics where the tremendously simplifying assumption of geostrophic motion is invalid
and for which no suitable model for the application of numerical methods has yet been
devised. To correct for the departures of his estimates from the actual developments the forecaster adjusts his initial conditions by considering new sets of synoptic data at frequent and
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regular intervals. Here again, the tropical forecaster is at a disadvantage in that his data
are not only less comprehensive than in temperate latitudes but also that they do not knit
together into coherent patterns.

of Orthodox Synoptic Methods in the Tropics
A few tropical meteorological services have prepared weather forecasts for many years.
But it was not until the Second World War that a large and widespread demand arose for
forecasts to meet operational requirements in the tropics; this provided a very great stimulus
to tropical synoptic meteorology and may be considered to have marked the beginnings of
the subject as it is today. The upsurge of activity brought to the tropics many meteorologists
trained in the methods of temperate latitudes. No techniques and very little theoretical
background peculiar to the tropics were then available and it was inevitable that much
effort should be spent in trying to apply the ideas and methods of temperate latitudes. As is
well known the results have been disappointing. Nevertheless, it has not yet been possible to
develop satisfactory techniques specially for tropical forecasting. (It is interesting to speculate
how tropical synoptic meteorology might have developed if temperate latitude methods had
not already been in existence.) Though the temperate latitude techniques are inadequate it is
against them as a background that the tropical problem is best approached. It will, therefore,
be useful to consider the principal ideas and models used in the synoptic meteorology of
temperate latitudes and the extent to which they apply in the tropics.
Limitations

(a)

Isobaric Systems

An isobaric chart for extra-tropical latitudes exhibits easily recognizable models such
as depressions and anticyclones. The differences of pressure between high and low centres
are large compared with the errors of observation; therefore, the systems can be accurately and unambiguously indicated, each, as a rule, by several isobars. This is true also
for upper-air charts. In low latitudes, apart from tropical cyclones, isobar and contour
patterns are ill-defined and recognizable systems are few. Pressure gradients are often
obscured by instrumental errors. In some elevated areas, particularly much of Africa,
the reduction of pressure to a standard level is imprecise and leads to further errors on
the pressure charts.
In the higher latitudes the isobaric systems are on the whole oflarge extent compared
both with the areas for which it is required to forecast and with the average distance
between observing stations. The observing network not only locates the individual
systems, but also gives information about their structure. Networks in the tropics are
usually wider, but in any case little is yet known about the scale of synoptic systems and
they may, so to speak, slip through the net; in the tropics much of the weather is associated with convection, the pattern scale of which is relatively small. However, there is
some evidence of rainfall and cloud systems whose scales in time and space are comparable
with those of the synoptic systems of higher latitudes. These, however, are far from easy
to detect and follow on the surface synoptic charts and they appear to be principally
phenomena of the middle and upper troposphere.
Isobaric systems of temperate latitudes are associated with characteristi_c weather.
They conform broadly to describable patterns of evolution and movement and appear as
identifiable entities on a sequence of charts extending over one or two days, sometimes
longer. These characteristics have little application on tropical charts.
Outside the tropics the wind is closely related to the pressure (or contour) field at its
own level through the geostrophic or gradient wind equations. The equations of motion
are, of course, the same everywhere but the relative orders of magnitude of the different
terms vary with latitude. The geostrophic relation is such a useful approximation in the
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higher latitudes because the two terms in the equation of motion, which afford a simple
relation between the wind and the pressure distribution (the latter being capable of easy
and precise measurement), are of a higher order of magnitude than the others. The
neglect of these other terms in the equations also conveniently eliminates the unwanted
sound and gravity waves which would appear in the solution of the full equations. In
low latitudes these terms, particularly that expressing the Eulerian acceleration, cannot be
neglected; the resulting equations are non-linear in the velocities and become analytically intractable. Thus there is no usable relation between the wind and the pressure field.
In particular the interpolation of winds on a contour chart becomes impracticable.
The breakdown of the geostrophic relation may be seen also to be linked with the
lack of association between weather, on the one hand, and isobaric forms and fronts
(curvature and shear in the wind field), on the other, if we consider the vorticity equation

! (' +z ) = -(' +

where

l) divh V

' is the relative vorticity,
l the Coriolis parameter,

V the vector .wind, and
divh denotes the contribution of the horizontal
motion to the divergence.
In low latitudes l is certainly small and 'is usually small (except in tropical cyclones).
The equation shows that large values of divh are possible while (' + l) remains small,
i.e., significant convergence may occur unmarked by appreciable increase of cyclonic
circulation or wind shear.
(b) Pressure tendencies
In the higher latitudes the three-hourly pressure tendencies are useful pointers to the
movement and evolution of pressure systems. Being associated with such systems they
often have characteristic orderly arrangement. Such is not found to be the case in the
tropics, where there is also the difficulty of separating the true tendency from the semidiurnal pressure wave.

(c)

Air masses and fronts
These concepts also originated in higher latitudes. It has often been argued that
fronts and air mass contrasts can exist in the tropics, if at all, only in very weak form,
because the region is nearly uniform as regards surface influences. This is true for the
ocean areas which occupy such a large part of the tropical belt, and probably true also
for the vast areas of the equatorial rain forests. It is confirmed by the fact that rarely in
these areas do surface or upper-air observations show significant air mass differences.
But in certain areas these differences are well marked, for example, in West Africa where
the Harmattan air differs markedly from that originating over and to the south of the
Gulf of Guinea. Cold fronts from high latitudes may occasionally penetrate in vestigial
form into very low latitudes. But the properties which make the concept of fronts so
useful in temperate latitudes-associated weather and cloud sequences, changes of
temperature, humidity, visibility and wind, and the fact that frontal movement is given
to a useful degree of accuracy by the pressure field, are all much diminished in the
tropics.
It is evident that isobaric systems and fronts, the sheet anchors of temperate latitude
forecasting are, on most counts, of little practical value in tropical regions. Nevertheless,
the tropical forecaster has certain advantages in that the seasonal and diurnal rhythms
of weather are well marked; and there are pronounced orographic effects, which, tied
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to geographical features do not set a problem of movement. These considerations show
that the practical problem of forecasting may be eased somewhat in that climatology
and local knowledge have an enhanced value. In some areas (and it would be worthwhile
to investigate which areas) forecasts based on the day-to-day repetition of the diurnal
cycle and other aspects of persistence would be useful on a high enough proportion of
occasions to make these considerations worthwhile. Though it has so far proved difficult
in the lowest latitudes to make use of co-ordinated upper-air soundings, individual
soundings are very useful for forecasting convection cloud and precipitation and at some
places they constitute the most useful of all forecasting aids.

Dynamical Considerations
It is evident that ideas based on synoptic models do not provide a solution to the problems
of tropical forecasting and we are therefore driven to appeal to first principles and to consider
the fundamental role played by convergence and divergence. Convergence is not only related
in a precise way with vertical motion and dynamical cooling, but it is also the principal factor
in concentrating the moisture necessary for precipitation. In higher latitudes the usefulness
of pressure systems and fronts derives largely from their association with characteristic patterns
of convergence and divergence. Lacking this association in the tropics the main forecasting
problem resolves itself into the estimation, or better, the calculation of the future pattern of
the divergence. Numerical methods are obviously the straightforward way of attacking this
problem and later in these lectures some consideration will be given to the way in which
numerical methods might be applied in the tropics. Before that, however, it is desirable to
consider the extent to which the ideas of synoptic models can be used in the tropics, as well
as special synoptic techniques.
DISCUSSION
H. T. MORTH: The East African Meteorological Department uses contour charts, but I do not wish to
join issue with Dr. Forsdyke until after the presentation of the paper by Mr. Johnson and myself.
Dr. Forsdyke referred to aviation forecasting creating a tremendous pressure on the forecaster. I
agree with this, but think hazards are less in the tropics than extra-tropical regions. Nevertheless,
there is a tendency amongst operators to ask for terminal forecasting of extreme accuracy in order
to allow them the most economical operations.
A. G. FORDSYKE (in reply): My point was that in many tropical regions terminal hazards are less frequent
than in higher latitudes, but not o_n the whole less severe. Because of their relative infrequency, they are
perhaps more difficult to forecast in low latitudes.

Dr. Forsdyke gave several important aspects of the necessity of accurate forecasting for
agriculture in the tropics. One problem he did not mention, which is important to plateau Africa, is
the hail problem. Damaging hail is a major agricultural hazard.

D. BARGMAN:

In addition to Dr. Morth's statement, I point out some landing hazards to aircraft
peculiar to aerodromes in under-developed countries, where financial conditions allow only one runway, and adverse conditions may preclude the use of the one direction. With the present type of aircraft,
a cross wind component of 30 knots and a tailwind component of 5 knots are limiting conditions.
I am also against the use of the climatological approach for forecasting in-flight winds and exemplify
this with newly found radar-winds in Mauritius seen in relation to the 200 mb. wind-charts described
by Dr. Forsdyke.

A. F. SUNDBERG:

J. PAULY: Dr. Forsdyke points out that in the tropics, the occurrence of certain phenomena (fogs, etc.)
is much smaller than in extra-tropical regions. This is true, but this fact offers more disadvantages than
advantages to weather forecasting. Let us take, for example, the fog which in Dakar occurs on only a
few days each year. The forecasters trained in London and Lyons will gain in three or four years
a considerable experience relating to this phenomena. Whereas the Dakar forecaster would need to
live for several centuries to gain the same amount of experience!
It should have been made clear above all that climatological series are perhaps the shortest and the
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least reliable in tropical regions, so that the assistance given to forecasting by climatology is not yet
adequate.
(in reply): What M. Pauly says is true; nevertheless, meteorologists can augment their
knowledge of rare events by synoptic studies of past cases.

A. G. FORSDYKE

Referring to Dr. Forsdyke's statements about the application of synoptic meteorology to
agricultural problems, I would like to emphasize the necessity for long range forecasting in the tropical
regions of Africa, especially for the amount of rainfall, which is the principal and sole source of the
permanent and seasonal supply of water for the rivers starting in these regions.
·
The economy and life of the countries forming the basin of such a river depend wholly on the
amount of water they can get from the river, particularly when the climate is dry, as it is in the Egyptian
Territory of the U.A.R. Information regarding the amount of water available during the next few
months is of the utmost importance. Therefore, the existence of a new technique for that purpose seems
to be of vital necessity.
F. M. ALI:

N. P. SELLICK: I support Dr. M0rth's remarks about the pressure from air operations for increased
accuracy in terminal forecasts. We also have a demand for hail forecasts during the early stages of
growth of the very valuable tobacco crop. In my times as forecaster, there was a demand for forecasts
for planting, for fertilizing and for haymaking.
I found Dr. Forsdyke's argument, from the vorticity equation to the divergence, difficult to follow.
In S. Rhodesia it was perfectly clear that the relation between winds and isobars is a function of the
rate of change of the pressure field. The winds blow along the isobars when the rate of change is small
and deviate from the isobars increasingly as the rate of change increases.

(in reply) : The vorticity equation is derived by eliminating the pressure from the equations
of motion, but since it includes the time differential of absolute vorticity, it automatically includes such
accelerations as contribute to the divergence, including those due to the change of pressure field.

A. G. FORSDYKE

J. D. TORRANCE: One of Dr. Forsdyke's slides gives the surface wind streamline patterns for January and
July. The pattern for January shows northerly winds originating in Egypt and extending down the
Nile Valley, and beyond, as far as 20 ° S., presumably dry. This is not in accordance with the conditions
as we know them in Rhodesia and Nyasaland, for the region 8 ° to 20° S. Our experience is that the
northerly and north-easterly winds found over Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland at this time of the
year are very moist, and come almost entirely from the oceanic part of the East African North-East
Monsoon.
Also, over the western part of Northern Rhodesia, but not shown on this slide, the winds are mainly
north-westerly, originating from, and recurving from the Atlantic South-East Trades. (At this stage,
I only wish to draw attention to this discrepancy, as I expect that my colleague, Mr. Hattie, will probably go into greater detail during the discussions following the lecture on the I.T.C.Z.)
(in reply): It is evident that Mr. Torrance is referring to later and more ample data
than were used in making the slide referred to. The large meridional penetrations of wind into the
opposite hemisphere to that in which it originated, are, however, still broadly confirmed.

A. G. FORSDYKE

SYNOPTIC ANALYSIS IN THE TROPICS: THE GENERAL PROBLEM
BY N. E. LA SEUR

Florida State University
Introduction
The last two decades have seen a marked revival of interest in synoptic analysis of tropical
data which, it appears, will continue into the foreseeable future. The organization of this
symposium is encouraging evidence of present interest and future development of the field
in one of the major tropical continental areas. The invitation to participate in this symposium
stated the following as its objectives:
(a) to review the present state of tropical meteorology in Africa,
(b) to identify particular problems and discuss methods of reaching their solution, and
(c) to stimulate interest in tropical meteorology and to demonstrate its importance to
economic development in Africa.
My own background and experience do not qualify me as an expert in the problems of
tropical meteorology in Africa, however, just as the atmosphere is global in extent, so are
most of the fundamental problems in meteorology, including tropical synoptic meteorology.
Therefore, these lectures will approach the above objectives in the broader context of tropical
synoptic analysis in general. The regional problems in Africa, in my opinion, do not differ
fundamentally from the general problems. Of course, there are differences, but these should
be kept in their proper perspective as regional anomalies superimposed by such factors as
topography and geographical location. Whenever possible, specific illustration and discussion
of aspects peculiar to, or of special interest in, Africa will be included. The first lecture is a
general discussion of tropical synoptic analysis, its objectives, problems, historical development
and present status. The second will discuss techniques most useful in processing, evaluating
and analysing meteorological data for purposes of tropical synoptic analysis. Finally, the third
will discuss synoptic models developed up to the present in tropical regions and the possible
value and limitations of their applicability in Africa.
Some problems of method and semantics
On the basis of replies to a questionnaire, Palmer [I] was able to separate meteorologists
with experience in tropical areas into three " schools of thought ". He termed these: ( 1) the
climatological school, which approached the problems of tropical synoptic meteorology
primarily by description of the average conditions, including seasonal, diurnal and local
effects: (2) the air-mass-frontal school, which sought to transplant to the tropics empirical
and theoretical concepts so useful in mid-latitudes; and (3) the perturbation school, whose
members turned to more fundamental considerations, especially of the field of motion.
Though each has made significant contributions to tropical synoptic analysis, certain preconceptions of workers in each group, when combined with the inadequate data characteristic of tJ:ie tropics, have tended to obscure their achievements in a welter of over-generalization.
One symptom of this is the considerable semantic confusion which plagues us yet today.
To minimize misunderstandings of semantic origin we shall first discuss the meanings of
some of the terms and expressions to be used here. Effective communication of work and
ideas, so essential to all fields, cannot be achieved if the same terminology arouses different
images in the minds of each reader or listener, or if various terms are used to describe the same
phenomenon. In principle it is believed that most tropical meteorologists would agree with
the proposed terminology.
7
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We may begjn, perhaps unnecessarily, with a consideration of what is meant by the
tropics from the viewpoint of tropical synoptic meteorology. In general, we seek to make more
explicit the implication that the state of the tropical atmosphere differs significantly from that
of higher latitudes. It is obvious that no fixed geographical boundaries can be assigned, but a
realistic separation is obtained if one considers the tropical atmosphere to consist of that
portion which lies between the surface positions of the belts of sub-tropical high pressure.
This allows for seasonal and longitudinal variations and is ambiguous only in some continental
areas. As later discussion will clarify, the ideal definition should be based on such considerations as: the relative magnitude of different scales of atmospheric motion; the relative importance of different physical processes in the dynamics of atmospheric motion and the
equations which govern them; and the usefulness of various atmospheric parameters in
synoptic analysis. However, such considerations result in a boundary so complicated as to
defy description.
Next, let us consider what is meant by synoptic analysis. In this regard one must recall that
atmospheric motion and weather systems occur over a wide spectrum of space and time scales;
furthermore, the frequency and energy of the motion are not distributed uniformly or at
random throughout the spectrum. Instead, the motion tends to occur in one or another of a
relatively small number of characteristic space sizes which, in turn, are highly correlated
with a characteristic time period. Thus, we have come to recognize such smaller-scale systems
as the individual clouds of the convective scale motions, as well as large-scale systems exemplified by the equatorial trough or some sub-tropical highs. Synoptic scale systems lie at intermediate values, ranging in size from about 300 to 1 ,500 miles and with a lifetime of a few
days. Their development and motion are associated with day-to-day variations in weather.
The description and understanding . of such systems are the primary problems of synoptic
analysis. The prediction of their future motion and development is the closely related and
inevitable problem of short-range forecasting. Study of the larger, more slowly varying
scales of motion , usually by means of averaging over relatively long time periods or extensive
areas, will be considered as within the domain of synoptic climatology. Failure to realize that
the average patterns found on mean maps may not be the same as the median or modal
patterns characteristic of synoptic charts; hasty extensions of average conditions found in one
area to other areas with little or no data; and the idea that average motions comprise a
possible steady state which satisfies the primitive equations of motion, have all contributed
to misunderstanding and misconception in tropical synoptic meteorology.
Probably the greatest source of confusion, semantic and otherwise, in tropical areas has
been the use (or misuse) of the termfront, with or without qualification. Recent work has done
much to clarify this situation but, especially with regard to tropical continental areas, some
problems may remain. The concept of a front necessarily implies the concept of air masses,
and may be defined as a relatively narrow transition zone, detectable on a synoptic scale,
in which the horizontal gradients of certain thermodynamic (density, temperature, humidity)
and kinematic (wind shear) properties of the air are large when compared with the gradients
of these properties within the air masses separated by the frontal zone. At times the transition
is so abrupt that, considering the scale of our analysis, we may approximate the frontal zone
by surfaces of zero- or first-order discontinuity in these quantities. In addition, the empirical
study of fronts which established the above definition also revealed associations between
fronts and certain patterns of clouds and precipitation. However, these associations are not
unique but vary widely from front to front and even from place to place along the same front.
Furthermore, the presence (or absence) of these patterns is neither a necessary nor sufficient
condition for the existence of the front. The lack of a clear understanding and consistent
application of these empirical frontal concepts in tropical synoptic analysis has been responsible
for much disagreement and debate. These empirical results were accompanied by considerable
theoretical work from which it was postulated that the concentration of solenoids in the frontal
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zone plays an important role in other atmospheric phenomena, especially the formation and
development of cyclones. Aside from the difficulties of preserving physical reality in the
mathematical development of such theories, they are valid only to the extent that their
predictions are found to agree with actual events in the atmosphere. Further work has cast
considerable doubt upon the primacy of the role of fronts in extra-tropical cyclogenesis;
certainly then their role must be questioned in tropical cyclogenesis, even in areas and at
times when their existence is established upon empirical grounds. Failure to distinguish
between empirical and theoretical properties of fronts has led to confusion in the past, and
most certainly will continue to do so if not corrected in the future.
Other semantic difficulties such as confusion of the terms convergence and confluence
could be mentioned, but it appears that this aspect has already consumed considerable space
and time. If it has seemed needlessly long and tedious, I ask your pardon, but again give
assurance that these are real problems of considerable magnitude. If my experience with
students is typical, the problems are not easily resolved by reading the literature.

The objectives of synoptic analysis
It is hardly possible to discuss the problems of synoptic analysis without first considering
its objectives. The reasons for undertaking synoptic analysis may be separated broadly into
two categories: scientific and economic. From a scientific point of view synoptic meteorology
is a field science as contrasted with the laboratory sciences. Its first objective is an accurate
description of phenomena gained from a synthesis of extensive empirical investigation and
formulated in terms of a synoptic model. This empiricism combined properly with theoretical
investigation may lead to an understanding whose completeness may be measured by the ability
to formulate the physical laws which the phenomenon obeys, and which are usually expressed
in mathematical form. Prediction of future conditions, given the past and present, is the next
logical objective. Such prediction may be based solely upon the empirical description through
techniques of extrapolation or, more adequately, upon methods derived from increased understanding through theoretical insight. It may safely be stated that, at present, our empirical
description of tropical synoptic systems is incomplete and our understanding of them even
more unsatisfactory. The physical laws which have been deduced, lead to mathematical
problems which are intractable unless unrealistic approximations are made. Only recently
has the development of numerical techniques utilizing high speed electronic computers given
hope for a solution to this problem. Thus, prediction of synoptic events in the tropics may be
considered as much an " art" as a science. Unfortunately, it is only through the benefits of
prediction that one can justify economically the high costs of equipment and personnel
required for the collection and analysis of the data necessary for the initial description and
understanding. Synoptic meteorology of all latitudes has long suffered from this burden of
tackling the problems of prediction prematurely in order to justify its existence. It has also
suffered from the " schizophrenia" resulting from the tendency for its members to split into
two groups: the " practical " forecasters and the " scientific " synopticians. The gap which
separates these factions remains to be bridged.
It may be appropriate to add in closing this section that the subject of possible control
over atmospheric processes has been avoided deliberately. Here, of course, lie the greatest
potential scientific and economic accomplishments. However, in light of our present knowledge, it seems premature to discuss this aspect of the subject in any detail.
The basic problems of tropical synoptic analysis
With the previous discussion as a background we may now try to assess some of the
fundamental reasons why special problems arise in tropical synoptic analysis. Some of these
problems differ only in degree from those in higher latitudes; others differ fundamentally.
The first reason is simply lack of adequate data. The cost of adequate observing networks is
high, especially so in the remote continental areas and vast oceanic regions which comprise
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most of the tropics, and far exceeds the resources of interested scientific groups. It is perhaps
more difficult to justify the necessary expenditures in tropical regions than in mid-latitudes
because the immediate benefits of short-term forecasting are less. The greatest benefits of
prediction lie in the solution of such difficult problems as seasonal rainfall prediction and the
problems of tropical hurricane formation and movement. It would be the height of optimism
(or the depths of deception) to promise an early solution to such problems in return for the
establishment of additional observing networks. Indeed, it is doubtful whether we could
outline facilities adequate for their solution. However, the data must be obtained if the
problems are to be described and eventually solved. We must convince the responsible
authorities that the potential benefits of probable advances. warrant the investment. Since
so large a fraction of the tropics is ocean and the economic resources of much of the continental areas remain to be developed, some of the funds may have to be derived from worldwide support.
The second fundamental problem may be described as one of the representativeness of data.
The underlying cause is the fact that the magnitude of synoptic-scale systems in the tropics
is typically less than that of either larger or smaller scales of motion. The synoptic scale
disturbances mostly appear as relatively small perturbations of the larger scale features and,
except over the open ocean, are usually overshadowed by local orographic and diurnal effects.
This is in direct contrast to mid-latitudes where the synoptic scale systems dominate to such
an extent that time or space averaging is necessary to reveal the larger scale features, nor do
local or diurnal influences distort the synoptic patterns to a serious degree. Even very extensive
data networks cannot alone solve this problem. There is great need for changes in the procedure and technique of observing and in the manner and codes for reporting certain meteorological elements. Several specific examples will be discussed later along with some suggested
revisions. It will suffice here to point out that the present observing procedures and reporting
codes were mostly developed in mid-latitudes to suit conditions there; since tropical conditions
are quite different, it is not surprising that different codes and observation methods are
needed.
The accuracy of data presents a third fundamental problem in tropical synoptic analysis.
Unfortunately, the small magnitude of synoptic effects noted above is of the same or smaller
magnitude as the probable error in measurements of many meteorological variables, again in
direct contrast to mid-latitude conditions. This problem is aggravated by the tendency for
the probable errors in tropical data to be greater than in higher latitudes. Many factors contribute to this tendency including: difficulty of calibration against standard instruments, less
skilled personnel, lower quality instruments, and even the effects of tropical climate on both
personnel and equipment. Although many improvements in data accuracy can and should be
made, note that this alone will not solve the problem of unrepresentativeness.
To these aspects of the data situation must be added a fourth fundamental problem of
tropical synoptic meteorology. Although it can be separated into many parts, in general, it
consists of the invalidity in tropical areas of most of the simplifying approximations and concepts so
useful in higher latitudes. An outstanding example is the decreased validity of the geostrophic
or gradient wind approximations including, of course, the thermal wind relationships. One
important consequence is that the field of motion must be analysed explicitly rather than
implicitly through the pressure field. There is also reason to believe that the effects of friction
and _the thermodynamic influences associated with phase changes in water substance can no
longer be safely ignored. Thus, complicated as problems may be in higher latitudes, they do
not become simpler in the tropics.

Historical review
In the early days of synoptic meteorology the tropics played a leading role. It was as a
result of tropical studies that the concept of an atmospheric general circulation was introduced
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into meteorology, and early work on tropical storms was responsible for the introduction of the
concept of synoptic systems and the word '' cyclone '' itself. This period of eminence in tropical
synoptic meteorology, which produced both important scientific results as well as significant
benefits from forecasting, reached a climax just before the turn of the century. The decline
which followed probably cannot be ascribed to a single reason, but one of the major contributing factors appears to have been a shift of emphasis to a climatological point of view.
Experience with the available data had revealed the importance of large scale systems such
as the monsoons, trades and doldrums, and of the small scale diurnal and local effects but,
except for tropical hurricanes, had not revealed much about synoptic scale systems. Interest in
and study of these systems languished as emphasis was shifted to larger and smaller scales of
motion. This was the period dominated by the " climatological school ", whose members
made important and significant contributions to our knowledge of the average structure of
such features as the trades, monsoons, sub-tropical highs, etc. They also correctly identified
the topographic and thermal factors responsible on a large scale for these systems, and on a
small scale for land-sea breezes, etc. In addition, much valuable statistical information on the
frequency, regions and movement of tropical storms was collected and summarized. Their
primary fault was the tendency to forget, ignore and even, at times, to suppress evidence of
synoptic scale variations. Emphasis was placed on average conditions with little attention paid
to the variance about the mean. Riehl [2], for instance, has shown that proper statistical
analysis of daily rainfall amounts gives powerful evidence as to the existence of synoptic
systems. There was also much unjustified generalization as to the validity of mean conditions
derived from a study of one region or time scale for other areas and time scales. Thus, conditions found in the trades at one longitude were generalized as valid for other longitudes,
and patterns found on mean charts were used as models in analysing daily synoptic charts.
This type of generalization was largely responsible for the shortcomings in theoretical attempts
to explain such problems as the formation of tropical cyclones, the variation in the structure
of the trade-wind inversion, and others.
Meanwhile, rapid strides were being made in mid-latitude synoptic meteorology. Here,
because of their dominance, attention was focused from the start on the synoptic scale
systems. Their study culminated in the air-mass frontal models of the Bergen school communicated in the years following the First World War. The revolutionary impact of these
concepts on both the scientific and applied aspects of mid-latitude meteorology was of great
value. It was perhaps inevitable that these ideas would be transplanted to the dormant
problems of tropical synoptic analysis. The result was distinctly two edged. On the credit side
we may place the revived interest in the study of tropical synoptic systems which rapidly
resulted in the description of organized cloud and weather patterns on a synoptic scale and
some evidence of accompanying features in the wind and pressure fields. Also the properties
of tropical air were described and accounted for to a large degree. On the debit side must
be placed the tendency to assume that cloud patterns similar to those sometimes associated
with mid-latitude fronts must also be accompanied by fronts in low latitudes. Though the
temperature discontinuity was admittedly smaller in magnitude, its existence and importance
were seldom questioned; in fact, it was postulated to exist even in the absence of the associated
cloud patterns. Furthermore, and perhaps more to their discredit, the frontal school accepted
and applied the postulated theoretical role of the air-mass discontinuities and the occlusion
process in tropical cyclogenesis. The data problem was undoubtedly a factor; just as it is
easier to draw ideal frontal cyclones over mid-latitude oceans with sparse data, so it was
possible to apply frontal models to tropical cyclogenesis in the inadequate tropical networks.
Though some voices of experienced tropical synopticians were raised in protest, the air-massfrontal school rapidly dominated tropical synoptic analysis. Nearly two decades passed before
evidence began to appear that this dominance was on the wane (for example, Dunn [3]).
The process was accelerated by World War II when military operations placed extensive
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requirements for tropical forecasts on meteorologists, and simultaneously were responsible for
the establishment of data networks far superior to any previously existing in tropical areas.
The failure of air-mass-frontal models as a basis for forecasting prompted intensive study of
this newly available data in an attempt to discover suitable substitutes. New synoptic models
were rapidly evolved which discarded both the empirical and theoretical aspects of density
discontinuities. Emphasis was shifted from pressure and temperature analysis to analysis of
the wind field and the importance of the derived fields of divergence and vorticity in their
relationships to cloud and weather patterns. Except for certain continental areas, it was
realized that variations of temperature and humidity could be interpreted as varying degrees
of modification of the basic tropical air mass, often by synoptic scale influences, rather than
as fundamentally different air masses. The work of this " perturbation school ", led by
Palmer and Riehl, has continued to the present.

The present perspective
It now appears that tropical synoptic meteorology has overcome preoccupation with
climatology as well as having successfully freed itself from the misconceptions due to domination by air-mass-frontal concepts. If not, at least it is now in a position to do so. It must be
recognized and emphasized that there are basic synoptic problems to be investigated in low
latitudes; problems which differ from those in mid-latitudes in more fundamental ways than
the degree of temperature discontinuity. Indeed, some aspects of atmospheric motion can
best be studied in low latitudes where they occur essentially free and independent of factors
which are the dominant ones in mid-latitudes.
The first task is to continue and expand the programme of intensive and accurate empirical
description needed to reveal what kinds of synoptic scale systems occur in different tropical
areas. The work of the "perturbation school" can serve as a valuable guide in this regard.
The greatest obstacle in the way of such work is the lack of adequate data. The problem is
essentially one of money; adequate instruments and facilities have been developed, but must
be procured and installed. Responsible authorities in control of the needed funds must be
convinced that the potential economic and scientific benefits of the solutions to many tropical
synoptic problems which would result from the establishment of adequate data networks,
would easily justify their cost. The fact that these benefits would not be limited to tropical
areas may be used as a basis to seek international support. Unfortunately, in most international
programmes, such as the recent International Geophysical Year, the tropics tend to be
neglected in favour of the polar regions, although the volume of the tropical atmosphere
which remains unexplored, exceeds that of polar areas by several fold. It may be pointed out
that the " expedition type" of data collection, · utilizing modern equipment aboard aircraft
and/or ships, may be the least expensive manner of obtaining data from some of the remote
land and ocean areas of the tropics.
As description becomes more extensive and precise, effort must be made to clarify further
the semantic confusion of various terms now applied to the same physical phenomena. Care
must be used in applying concepts derived from study of average conditions to a given
synoptic situation, especially in inferring that their synoptic structure is identical with the
mean. There is sufficient evidence now to show clearly that convergence is not always found
in the " Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone ",and even the classical Asiatic monsoon possesses
important synoptic scale variations. Special care must be taken in using the word " front ",
however it may be qualified. It should be remembered that the existence of particular cloud
patterns is not sufficient evidence of the existence of a front, and that the typical negative
correlation between temperature and moisture reduces the apparent density contrasts. By
no means does all of the semantic difficulty arise from misuse of climatological or air-massfrontal concepts; for example, the term and model of an " easterly wave " are frequently used
in situations where they ar e not applicable.

SYNOPTIC ANALYSIS IN THE TROPICS: THE GENERAL PROBLEM

Also as description is improved and made more quantitative, much increased emphasis
must be placed on the application of theoretical meteorology to tropical problems. It is
difficult to understand the almost complete lack of interest on the part of theoreticians in
problems posed by tropical phenomena except in terms of the lack of accurate, quantitative
description of that which is to be explained. There is no a priori reason to believe that the
tropical problems are of a higher order of difficulty which will not yield to intensive theoretical
investigation. The techniques of numerical solutions to otherwise mathematically intractable
problems, which have shown considerable success in higher latitude problems, is perhaps the
most promising line of theoretical investigation. But it must not be forgotten that although
the tropical problems are not necessarily more difficult, they are different from those of midlatitudes; our description must include sufficient quantitative information on the relative
importance of various physical processes to enable the theoretician to construct realistic
models.
The above emphasis on the synoptic aspects of tropical problems is not intended to imply
that the statistical and theoretical techniques of climatology be neglected. On the contrary,
there is great need for extensive and intensive application of such methods to both larger and
smaller scale features. Meteorology in general has only just begun to use modern statistical
techniques such as spectrum analysis and data processing by high-speed, large capacity
electronic computers. The proper application of such methods to the mass of accumulated data,
as well as future information, should lead to improved understanding of the " general circulation" of the atmosphere in the tropics and the physical mechanisms which are involved. It
will never be possible to consider the influence of each small-scale convective or orographic
eddy, but through intensive study it may be possible to include their accumulated statistical
effect on larger scales of motion. The synoptician needs statistical information on the larger
scale circulation patterns to serve as a broad-scale framework for his synoptic analysis; he
needs information on th~ smaller scale motions in order to estimate the representativeness of
the synoptic reports and to eliminate their effects from his analysis as quantitatively as
possible. He also ne~ds this information in order to translate a prediction of synoptic scale
influences into a forecast of weather conditions at a particular location.
There is already good reason to believe that as more adequate data are obtained and
analysed to provide solutions to some of the empirical and theoretical aspects of tropical
problems, these will have significant impacts upon mid-latitude meteorology. Then the cycle
will be complete, and tropical synoptic meteorology will have regained the respected position
it enjoyed in the earliest days of the science.
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SYNOPTIC MODELS OF THE TROPICS
BY A. G. FORSDYKE

Meteorological Office, Harrow
Introduction
A synoptic model is essentially a standard configuration of the field of pressure or
flow with which is associated a characteristic weather pattern. Orthodox forecasting
methods consist in recognizing these models as entities and estimating their future
evolution while attaching to them the standard pattern of weather modified in intensity from
a consideration of the current synoptic observations. Compared with those of temperate
latitudes the synoptic models of the tropics are, with one or two exceptions, vague and elusive.
At present they are the crux of the problem of orthodox short-range forecasting though they
may diminish in importance should numerical methods (which would aim at forecasting
directly the field of divergence and hence of vertical velocity without attachment to models)
prove practicable. Many of the systems do not figure regularly if at all in tropical forecasters'
appreciations of the synoptic situation, which suggests that forecasters are lacking in confidence
regarding the reality or practical significance of these systems.
It is important to see these systems in their proper perspective in relation to short period
forecasting. In some tropical areas seasonal and diurnal influences are so predominant that a
forecasting method based on them alone would be statistically worthwhile. But there are sometimes departures from this regular cycle which must be ascribed to more th~n purely local
causes; disturbed weather may affect a rather wide area and last for a few days suggesting
association with a system having some coherence in space and time. Such disturbances may be
said to constitute the main forecasting problem. While it is important to investigate synoptically the development, movement and decay of such systems, investigation of their detailed
structure by means of an adequate network of radiosonde/radarwind stations, and systematic
exploration by aircraft is also necessary. The systems obviously cannot be used as bases for
forecasting until they can be properly described. In temperate latitude meteorology ideas
regarding frontal models originated from observations made on an extremely close network
developed in Norway during the First World War and were thereby put on a sound observational basis. In the tropics the devising of models has tended to precede adequate observations,
and the models are so much more conjectural.
Tropical synoptic systems may be divided into two groups:
(a) Systems which are common to many regions though they may vary from one to
another. The outstanding example of such a system is the tropical revolving storm.
Included in this group also are large-scale systems such as the monsoons and others
(including variations in the monsoons themselves) regarding whose nature and
structure little is yet known but which can affect the weather over quite a large area,
for periods up to several days.
(b) Systems which may be small scale and may occur only in one or two regions, or
though perhaps common to many regions differ markedly in characteristics from one
to another, e.g., Harmattan (W. Africa), Sumatra (Malaya) , Disturbance Lines
(W. Africa).
One great drawback with regard to many of these synoptic systems is a lack of codified
knowledge about them. Some, such as tropical storms and easterly waves, are readily recognized and partly understood. Adequate descriptive accounts of most of the others are not yet
available. The more significant synoptic models of the tropics will now be considered.
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Tropical Revolving Storms
Exceptionally these are systems easily recognized on synoptic charts and associated with a
characteristic pattern of weather and cloud which is fairly well known. It is not proposed
to consider them in detail here because they are being dealt with in other lectures at the
Symposium. It may merely be remarked that from the forecasting point of view they present a
problem which is to some extent amenable to orthodox forecasting methods, so long as the
system is within the area of the observational network. Adequate warning of the approach of a
general storm system is given by clouds, winds and pressure tendencies, though the vital
problem of predicting the precise path of the dangerous central area is extremely difficult.
Another difficulty arises from the lack of observing stations in many of the areas in which
tropical storms form; knowledge of the early stages of these systems is, therefore often not
available to the forecaster.
Equatorial Trough
Originally called the Inter-Tropical Front (I.T.F.) this is the most commonly referred to
of the tropical frontal models. Its conception is an outstanding example of plausible
ideas preceding observation and having to be substantially modified. Some thirty-five years
ago it seemed natural enough to extend the then new Norwegian frontal ideas to the boundary
between the trade winds of the two hemispheres; hence arose the name I.T.F. It may be
remarked, however, that the Norwegian frontal theory was developed following the setting
up of a very dense network of observing stations the like of which existed nowhere in the
tropics. There is, of course, no doubt that at some times and in some places the I.T.F. is a
real feature associated with bad weather extended along a line or narrow zone but the term
front (in the sense of the definition) is by no means generally appropriate. The terminology
has been the subject of considerable differences of opinion among synoptic meteorologists,
which are not yet resolved. The active parts of the I.T.F. must obviously involve convergence
and for these the term Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (I.T.C.Z.) is appropriate. However,
the confluence of the N.E. and S.E. trades is not necessarily (probably not even usually)
accompanied by convergence, though it is everywhere marked by a trough of low pressure.
The term Equatorial Trough (E.T.) therefore seems convenient in all cases, I.T.C.Z. being
reserved for the active sectors.
Following the annual variation of the sun's declination and the associated latitudinal shift
of the main pressure systems the E.T. also undergoes an annual movement in latitude. In the
Atlantic and East Pacific it is always located near or to the north of the Equator and its
annual excursions are small. On the other hand the largest excursions occur over East Africa
and the Western Indian Ocean; in longitude 40° E. for example the mean latitude of the E.T.
varies from about I0° S. in January to 22° N. in July. In West Africa the E.T. though mainly
situated north of the Equator lies south of the Guinea Coast in January but over the Southern
Sahara in July. These movements are reflected in marked seasonal changes of weather,
which are well known. Superposed on this annual variation are fluctuations through four
or five degrees over periods of a few days.
During and for a few years after the Second World War synoptic meteorologists continually
tried, with little success however, to fit temperate latitude frontal concepts to the E.T. and
there were some instances of clinging to these concepts after experience had demonstrated
their shortcomings. This was partly because of the lack of observational data on which to
formulate any different model, but also because the E.T. is accompanied in its active sectors
by some of the weather manifestations of a Norwegian front. Thus, cloud and rain occur
in bands extended along the front, there is often a wind shift, and apparently significant
differences of temperature and humidity occur. Where the E.T. lies nearly along a boundary
between ocean and continent these differences may properly be regarded as air mass effects;
for example the contrast in West Africa between the moist air from the Gulf of Guinea and the
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hot dry Harmattan air from the Sahara. This is quite sharp. The isopleth of dew point
60° F. is regarded as marking the front at the surface. A similar contrast is found between
S.W. monsoon air and continental air over India in summer. But where the E.T. lies far from
such land-sea contrasts-over the ocean or the equatorial rain forest the temperature and
humidity changes arising from air mass differences are insignificant. However, in most active
sectors of the E.T. the cloud cover and evaporation from falling rain do cool the air very
considerably and it is tempting on this account to regard the E.T. as an ordinary cold front.
The E.T. can, apart from a break over Northern India in summer, be traced as
a continuous belt encircling the earth, though it is by no means uniform in configuration of
character. Active sectors alternate with inactive ones and there is some evidence that they
travel along the trough. The wind shear also varies along the trough and it is the most useful
parameter for locating the trough synoptically. Extrapolation of movement and activity are
of little help jn forecasting, for the active portions of the trough do not move continuously ;
often_they appear to jump, moving from one location to another at a speed which could not be
accounted for by advection. This is perhaps not surprising, because divergence (unlike
vorticity) is not advected with the wind field; it may appear or disappear in situ.
Detailed studies of the vertical structure of the equatorial trough are few because of the
lack of observations. Sawyer [1] has made such a study of the front over N.W. India. His
results indicate that in the lowest 10,000 feet (approximately) the moist monsoon air lies below
the drier continental air, the slope of the surface of separation varying between about 1/350 at
the bottom to 1 /120 at the top of the layer. At higher levels the monsoon air overlies the
continental air so that the latter projects into the monsoon air in the form of a wedge with its
nose at about 10,000 feet. There is no evidence of the usual upgliding above this upper sloping
surface. The lower sloping surface almost completely checks convection near to and immediately to the south of the surface front and the disturbed weather, if any occurs, is near and to
the south of the nose of the continental air wedge-that is about 200 or more miles to the
moist air side of the surface front. Only occasionally does the strongly heated shallow monsoon
air break through the frontal surface to give isolated convection. A similar arrangement of air
masses and weather in the E.T. is suggested by the rather scanty data from West Africa.
Though not by any means always the seat of bad weather, the E.T. is a useful model
synoptically in that it indicates where bad weather should be looked for and associates it in a
not unreasonable way with the pressure field.
Easterly Waves

These are wave-like perturbations travelling in the easterly air streams on the equatorial
sides of the sub-tropical belts of high pressure. They are described in detail in the well-known
text-book by Riehl [2]. The associated wind and pressure changes are in conformity with a
pressure trough open towards the Equator and travelling towards the west. The air moves
faster than the trough and therefore the winds blow through it from east to west. Unlike the
long (upper) waves in the westerlies of higher latitudes the path of the air through the trough
is inconsistent with constant vorticity; for clearly at the point of the trough the relative cyclonic
vorticity and the Coriolis parameter are simultaneously at their maximum. It is a dynamical
requirement therefore that divergence and convergence shall be associated with an easterly
wave.
Easterly waves are of similar dimensions to the better known wave perturbations in the
westerlies of temperate latitudes but on synoptic charts they are altogether less well marked,
particularly at the surface. Indeed it was not until upper-air observations became available
that the nature of these systems became known at all. They are essentially a phenomenon
of the middle and upper troposphere; weather, wind and pressure changes are in the main
reflections of what is going on aloft. They have been studied chiefly in the Caribbean area and
to a less extent in the Pacific. Their occurrence in the Western Indian Ocean south of the
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Equator was first suggested during the Second World War but even today the evidence on
this point is by no means entirely accepted.
The most useful parameter for analysis is the wind, particularly when displayed in a
vertical cross-section. The trough line slopes upwards from west to east with an average
slope of the order of I/50 but it is not an air mass boundary. It is accompanied by a zone of
bad weather about 50 miles wide which tends to be concentrated immediately to the rear of
the trough; ahead, though pressure is falling, the flow is divergent and the weather usually
fine. Cooling of the air by precipitation and downdrafts of cooled air below cumulonimbus
clouds produce some resemblance to cold fronts of higher latitudes.
Equatorial Waves
These are wave-like perturbations in the equatorial easterly current. They have been the
subject of a very detailed study by Palmer [3] based on an exceptionally good synoptic
network of upper-air observations in the Pacific. As far as pressure and flow patterns are
concerned they are very similar to easterly waves and there is no reason to suppose that there
is any essential difference. But the waves studied by Palmer are situated in very low latitudes
so that their crests and troughs may be on opposite sides of the Equator and therefore both
represent cyclonic circulations. Riehl [ 2] suggests that this may lead to a distribution of wind
and weather sometimes referred to as a double equatorial front.
Tropical Waves
This is the name given in East Africa to high-level disturbances which bring rain from the
west. It seems that instability or convergence is created by a trough in the upper flow which
forms in sympathy with a cold front or developing cold front wave in extra tropical regions.
The tropical air flow may be easterly at all levels but because the movement outside the
tropics is towards the east the disturbance near the Equator also moves towards the east,
i.e., against the current in which it is embedded. These disturbances appear to be of similar
dimensions to moderate sized troughs or depressions of temperate latitudes; they are quite
slow moving and may affect a considerable part of East Africa for two or three days.
Disturbance Lines ( West Africa)

These are disturbances often associated with violent squalls and other instability phenomena which travel from east to west across West Africa. There is not enough upper air
evidence to suggest a structure having the form of a perturbation in the wind and pressure
field-if any such is present it is masked by the squall and the rise of pressure following the
marked cooling of the air by rain. A recent study by Eldridge [ 4] suggests that these disturbances have an elongated structure (like a front) and that their duration may cover several
successive synoptic charts. (The linear shape not unambiguously suggested by ordinary
synoptic data has been confirmed by radar echoes.) Early recognition of these systems is therefore useful for providing warnings of possibly dangerous weather, e.g., to aircraft. But too little
is known about the evolution of these systems to make useful forecasts of the intensity or times
and places of occurrence of the associated squalls and thunderstorms. In the study by Eldridge
referred to above it was not possible to form any classification of these systems by duration,
movement or intensity.
The Polar Point in the Tropics

Cold fronts originating in high latitudes sometimes penetrate the sub-tropical belt of highpressure especially when one ofits high pressure cells builds up to considerably greater intensity
than the next cell to the eastward. On the equatorial side of the high-pressure belt the front, at
least in the lower levels, is swept into the easterly circulation and may be followed as an entity.
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These "frontal zones" were recognized in the region of Mauritius-Madagascar-East
Africa during the Second World War, and they were included in the synoptic analysis then
issued from Nairobi. This was considered justifiable because, during flights over the Western
Indian Ocean, the "fronts" were on the whole encountered near the positions forecast.
A frontal zone of this type is marked by a line of more or less continuous cloud, which is,
however, as a rule, of no great depth. There is increased shower activity or even a narrow belt
of more continuous rain. There is usually a slight wind shift and trough-like pressure change
though the latter is usually masked by the diurnal pressure wave. Though sometimes giving
rise to "weather" on windward facing coasts these systems cannot as a rule be traced far
inland; they are soon obliterated by convectional and orographic effects. Examinations
of the few upper-air ascents then available at the East African coasts and islands failed
to reveal any regular changes in temperature and humidity on passage of these systems.
Unlike easterly waves they appear to be essentially low-level phenomena. The upper p~rt of
the original front usually has travelled away westwards in the upper westerlies before the
system as a whole penetrated to really low latitudes. These upper westerly troughs occur only
on the outer regions of the tropics, particularly N. India and S. China, and to a less extent in
the Caribbean and N. Africa. They may, however, sometimes induce troughs in the equatorial
easterlies, the tropical waves referred to earlier.
Polar air on penetrating the sub-tropical high-pressure belt is subject to subsidence as well
as marked heating from below, so that the associated fronts are usually weak and residual
features. Occasionally, however, with a marked polar outbreak all the characteristics of a
temperate latitude cold front may be swept to within about 20 degrees latitude of the Equator.
Such a front was encountered in 26° S. on a flight from S. Madagascar to Durban in May,
1944· It was marked by the characteristic waJI of cumulonimbus, a fall in temperature of
several degrees, heavy rain at the front and a change of wind direction from N.W. to S.
Rapidly weakening as it progressed northwards the front traversed Madagascar and the
Rhodesias. It gave rise to very little precipitation north of about 20° S. but over much of the
African mainland it was followed by a few days of cloudy cool weather.
Similar Equatorward penetrations of the polar front are not uncommon in winter in S.E.
Asia and the Caribbean.

Surges
The Equatorward movement of cold air referred to in the preceding paragraph is accompanied by a rise of pressure, often referred to as a surge. It might be thought that the surge of
pressure would be propagated at the same speed as the cold air. I investigated the surge of
pressure northward along the coast of Eastern Africa associated with the cold front just
discussed. After allowing for the semi-diurnal pressure wave I found a rise of pressure at all
stations from southern M~_dagascar to Somalia. It amounted to about ten millibars in the
south falling off sharply northwards and was about three to four millibars over the whole
coastal strip from Lindi to Mogadishu. The interesting point is that the pressure rise occurred
almost simultaneously everywhere, showing a speed of propagation very much greater than
that of the cold air.
Shear Lines
When the polar front penetrates into the tropics the density discontinuity is almost
obliterated by subsidence and surface heating and often at the front only a shear of wind
remains. In the literature weather is associated with shear lines but only in a vague way. It
should, however, be remembered that according to the vorticity equation divergence is
inversely proportional to the mag..nitude of the shear and directly proportional to its rate of
change. A constant shear would not be expected to give rise to weather and with equal rates of
change the smaller shears would be associated with the greater amounts of divergence.
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Tropical Synoptic Models-Summary

All bad weather necessitates convergence, the existence of which is implied with each of the
models considered above. In most models, however, the characteristic pattern of convergence,
if it exists, is little known. To predict the convergence is the fundamental problem. Linking
to models has so far proved inadequate because too little is known about their detailed
structure. The changes of wind, pressure, temperature and humidity associated with these
models, though slight, are on the whole more prominent in the upper air than near the
surface. Nowhere in the tropics is there a dense enough upper-air network to permit analyses
of these disturbances. Our knowledge of them comes mainly from time cross-sections for
individual stations. The existing upper-air network only gives the climatological background
on which the disturbances are imposed. No substantial progress is likely in tropical synoptic
meteorology until a network is established giving a density of stations similar to that in North
America or Europe at least over a limited tropical area.
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DISCUSSION
n. H. JOHNSON. Dr. Forsdyke mentioned at the beginning of his lecture the importance of the diurnal
variation of rainfall. Thompson [I] has prepared some statistics which show how the period of the rainfall
maximum varies over East Africa. The peak occurs at the west in the early hours of the morning, over
the Kenya Highlands in the early afternoon and near Lake Victoria in the morning. At Nairobi the
maximum is in the evening except during the short rains, when it occurs within an hour or two of dawn.
However, one cannot rely on these diurnal variations and there are frequently spells of several days when
seasonally untypical patterns are followed. The anomalies are probably related to the synoptic situation,
but investigation of this point is required. Records are not available from enough places and a good network of autographic rain gauges is needed. Perhaps the general problem would be a suitable one for the
proposed Tropical Institute to tackle.
Dr. Forsdyke asked whether some of the models he describes are currently used in East Africa. The
shallow troughs, travelling from the south-east to the north-east of Madagascar, which Dr. Forsdyke has
experienced are not at present followed in detail at the Central Forecast Office. Mr. McCallum has
frequently reported the occurrence of travelling waves or disturbances at the Tanganyika coast, but I
do not think that these penetrate far inland, although opinions at C.F.O. differ on that point. They are
probably rather shallow phenomena, as Dr. Forsdyke suggests, and may be destroyed by the strong lowlevel divergence which occurs over the East of the territories, particularly during the S.E. monsoon. The
coast is the region for which we have most difficulty in forecasting the weather. A second situation
mentioned by Dr. Forsdyke, the cold front travel into the Madagascar Channel, is well known to the
present forecasters, who pay particular attention to it when an upper cold trough is also involved;
this may give some rain in S. Tanganyika.
REFERENCE
1. Thompson, B. W. (1957). Diurnal Variations of Precipitation in British East Africa. E.A.M.D. Technical Memorandum No. 8.
Firstly, our old friend the Equatorial Trough. The essential idea of this is stated by Dr.
Forsdyke "the boundary between the trade winds of the hemispheres", and might be described more
generally as the boundary between the air masses of northern and southern hemisphere origin. It thus
seems unnecessarily confusing to christen this with a name "Equatorial Trough" which refers to a
pressure pattern; surely inter-hemi_spherical boundary, or some such phrase should be adopted.
Dr. Forsdyke suggests that the structure in the "equatorial trough" in N.W. India might also occur in
Africa. This is not so, in that in a certain section this air mass boundary does not recurve to the north at
high altitudes, no doubt because the depth of this south-westerly current is restricted normally to less
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than 1o,ooo feet, and also this shallow monsoon easily penetrates the air mass boundary with convection,
due to the surface heating, although there is usually no cloud because the moist monsoon layers mix
with the very dry easterly current above.
One might feel from the comments that disturbance lines and line squalls in West Africa are rather
little known and ephemeral phenomena, whereas in fact they have been the dominant fixture on
synoptic charts in West Africa for the- last 20 years. The general conditions for this formation are well
established, and their movements are surprisingly uniform. As Dr. Forsdyke stated, they are similar in
structure to the squall lines, on which much American literature exists, and we believe that the mentioned
structure of squall lines given by Fujita [ 1] holds for the West African line squalls.
REFERENCE
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J· PAULY. May I be permitted to congratulate Dr. Forsdyke on the lucidity and conciseness of his lecture.
I would like to add a few remarks:
r • Use of Pressure Variations

(a) The French school of meteorology continues to have a very high regard for the 24-hour pressure
change charts. Their usefulness in the tropics cannot be doubted, and we note the following associations:
Increase in pressure = worsening or deterioration of the weather.
Decrease in pressure = improvement of the weather.
This is typical of Mugge's sub-tropical weather, the opposite of the kind of polar weather defined by 1he
same author, where improvement corresponds to an increase of pressure, and deterioration w a decrease
of pressure.

(b) Squall lines coincide noticeably with a line of negative 24 hours pressure change.
2. Tropical Revolving Storms (according to Dr. Forsdyke's term)
It is appropriate to note here that the Dakar-Cape Verde Islands region appears to be an area of
cyclogenesis, notably in August and September. American meteorologists agree in the opinion that a
considerable number of the cyclones which reach Florida, for example, come from this region.
Initial phases of the formation can occasionally be observed there under reasonably good conditions
3. In much the same manner as upper air "cold pools" can be observed in the westerlies in high
altitudes, it happens that upper air quasi-cold pools are occasionally observed in the inter-tropical
easterlies.
The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 3. 1.
The determination of under which conditions a quasi-cold pool in the inter-tropical easterly current
could eventually add to itself the subsequent formation of a surface cyclone, would be an interesting
study. It seems clear that the intervention of a third air mass is necessary.
4- Regarding contour lines, it would seem that during a given month, for example, their areas of
origin have a tendency to group themselves into distinct centres.
In July, 1957, being required to give forecasts for R.A.F. jet aircraft flying at 55,000 ft., the preliminary investigation disclosed:

(a) That for two or three days previously, contour lines had been forming over the east of the
French Sudan, and

(b) Radiosondes from Niamey showed that the tropopause had a complex structure.
Consequently, I considered that this was the time to forecast cirrus up to the highest levels (60,000 ft.I oo mb.). These clouds were duly encountered.
This case is not mentioned here because the forecast proved correct, but solely because there is
perhaps some material here which would be worth considering when organizing research into aerial
meteorology.
D. MCCALLUM. The model of an easterly wave shown by Dr. Forsdyke is for the northern hemisphere,
and the obverse is the model south of the Equator. Systems of bad weather which move from the
east might be presumed to be easterly waves. Supporting observational data, especially in the upper
air are, however, lacking. There appear to be, however, from my personal observations over some years,
two kinds of wave. These, on the basis of analogy, might be described as simulating cold and warm fronts.
In the wave whose effects resembled that of a cold front, the axis appeared to slope upwards towards the
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Schematic diagram of conditions giving quasi-cold pool.

east, as described by Dr. Forsdyke, while in the other there was some evidence, though upper air
observations were again facking, that the slope of the axis was to the west.
I am hopeful of resolving the problem with the imminent establishment of a radar wind and radiosonde station at Dar es Salaam and plans have been laid to obtain a synoptic case study of such a "wave"
by frequent soundings of wind, temperature and humidity before, during and after the passage of a wave.
Storm warning radar pictures, by time lapse camera and actual films of the weather would supplement
the upper air observations.
I draw attention to the relation of the equatorial trough and the start of the rains, and point out
that the start of the rains at Tabora occur about a week after minimum pressure was reached.
The slope between monsoon air and continental air in the vicinity of the I.T.C.Z. seems to be
better described as a dynamical problem rather than an air-mass characteristic, as will be shown in
my lecture on the structure of the I.T.C.Z.
Recently, Rudloff [1] demonstrated frequent cases of large-scale simultaneous pressure changes
in the area of Central and Northern South America, which resulted in high correlation coefficients up to
+ o · 78 of pressure changes for several stations more than 2,000 km. apart. The study of these quite
unorthodox phenomena seems to be necessary on a global scale.
H. FLOHN.
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B. HATTLE. Many years ago Riehl's paper on Waves in the Easterlies and the Polar Front in the Tropics
aroused interest in Southern Rhodesia-especially his description of the wintertime Upper Polar
Trough or Cold Westerly Wave. The reason for this interest was that, for some time, unseasonal outbreaks of thunder, during Southern Rhodesia's dry winter season had seemed to be associated with
waves of cold air aloft from the west or south-west. But it gradµally became apparent the Riehl's model of
the Polar Trough over the tropics fitted our sequences in some respects but not in others. Whereas
Riehl described the trough between the retreating sub-tropical high and the advancing cold anticyclone as being formed as a "reflection" of the upper westerly wave, there appeared to be a far closer
relationship between the upper westerly wave and the cold anticyclone itself. This seems reasonable if we
assume that, above the advancing anticyclone, there is a cyclonic circulation, due to a more rapid
d ecrease in pressure with height through the cold dome than through the surrounding air. (On the
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other hand there was agreement with Riehl's model in that the upper trough was non-fronted, with the
isotherms normally in phase with the streamlines.)
I decided to test the suspected relationship objectively. Marion Island (47° S., 38° E.) pressure
changes were taken as an indication of the passage of troughs and cold anticyclones in the temperate
latitudes; and Pretoria temperature changes at 500 mb. were used to provide an indication of the
passage in lower latitudes of cold westerly waves, representing the equatorward extremity of the upper
cyclonic vortex superimposed on the prevailing circumpolar westerlies. Now, Marion and Pretoria
are more than 1,500 miles apart and any variations in the orientation of the upper westerly wave should
affect adversely the supposed relationship. Nevertheless the negative, and more or less contemporaneous
correlation between Marion surface pressures and Pretoria upper temperatures proved to be surprisingly
high. Selected diagrams have been prepared and are based on 3-day and g-day running means of the two
elements under consideration. Incidentally, no correlation could be found between the cold upper
westerly wave and pressures in the surface trough (which might be expected if the Riehl model applied).
R. c. RAINEY (communicated). A marked surface discominuity, between over-running, drier northeasterlies, usually of continental origin, and the more humid and generally cooler south-west monsoon,
comparable with that mentioned by Dr. Forsdyke as occurring in West Africa and India, and usually
known as the Inter-tropical Front, has also been recognized in summer in Mauritania, French Soudan
[[g, 12], Chad, Sudan [13], Northern Ethiopia [11], Somaliland and southern Arabia [10], and is at
times sufficiently sharp over the Gulf of Oman to give anomalous propagation of short radio waves [2].
As in India, the main zone of precipitation appears usually to be several hundred kilometres south of this
surface discontinuity [I I, I 3].
Other semi-permanent surface discontinuities which have from time to time been recognized in
synoptic analysis in various parts of Africa are:

(i) the "Congo air boundary", between easterlies from the Indian Ocean and relatively cool and
humid westerlies of Atlantic origin from the Congo Basin, meeting over Uganda and the
western parts of Kenya and Tanganyika [1, 4], and over the Rhodesias [8];
(ii) the "coastal front", between continental and maritime air, oscillating (at times in association
with the passage of a small closed "coastal low" [7]) about a mean position corresponding with
the boundary separating regions of continental and maritime climate, and associated with many
of the smaller-scale weather changes experienced in the vicinity of the coasts of, e.g., South
Africa and Libya [5];
(iii) over the central Red Sea in winter [3, etc.], between north-westerlies and south-easterlies, and
apparently associated with the rains, mentioned by Professor Flohn, which are characteristic
of this area and season.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
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J· cocHEME (communicated). Dr. Forsdyke, in agreement with Scott [1], has suggested that if the wind
field is looked upon as a combination of two fields: the first, a solenoidal vector which has no divergence
but can have vorticity, and the second a lamellar vector which has no vorticity but can have divergence,
then near the equator, the irrotational second part is negligible compared with the first part, the
solenoidal.
This may appear to be so when analysing areas adjacent to the equator, or situations such as confluent easterlies where the same sense ofzonal flow obtains on both sides of the equator. It is not the case
with an area astride the equator with a meridional pressure gradient.

SYNOPTIC MODELS OF THE TROPICS

Weather observations at the equator do not reveal sudden shifts in the wind direction from west to
east, or east to west, with meridional gradients. These observations in fact indicate a preponderance of
meridional airflow. 'It must therefore be induced that the passage from a zonal wind in one sense in an
area where the solenoidal part of the wind is preponderant to another in the opposite hemisphere where a
similar state prevails, but with a zonal wind blowing in the opposite direction, must be gradual and
cover an area where it is the irrotational part of the field which is preponderant.
REFERENCE
I. Scott,J. R. (1958). Quart.J.R. Met. Soc., 84.
A. G. FORSDYKE (in reply). In general, the comments either amplify the points of the lecture or present
new aspects of it based on more recent work.
With regard to Mr. Clackson's comment that the lecture had implied that Disturbance Lines in West
Africa are little known and ephemeral. This was certainly not the impression I wished to convey. My
point was that Eldridge's paper did not lead to a classification of these systems according to such factors
as their extent, speed, duration and intensity.
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Introduction
In principle, the goal of the tropical synoptician is not different from that of his midlatitude counterpart. He seeks to describe accurately, in space and time, the synoptic scale
_circulation features and their association with the weather distribution. Success in this objective
will provide a basis for both scientific study and understanding as well as the ever-present
problem of forecasting future conditions. It is apparent from the previous lecture that the
probability of success in these objectives is less in tropical than in most mid-latitude regions.
In part this is due to deficiencies in tropical data, but also, at least in the past, has been due in
part to shortcomings in the techniques and concepts employed by the tropical analyst. The
purpose of this lecture is to discuss those approaches to, and methods of, tropical synoptic
analysis which have proved most useful when applied to existing tropical networks. Since
it is still mostly true that synoptic analysts come to the tropics with training and experience in
higher latitudes, some emphasis will be placed on the contrasts between methods suitable to
these regions and the necessary adjustments which should accompany the transition. The
utopian day, when consideration of tropical problems receives equal weight in the training
of meteorologists or when approximate equality in data is established, still appears far away.
Some suggestions will be made as to possible revisions in the manner of observing and reporting certain meteorological elements that could increase considerably their value for synoptic
analysis.
Collection and Processing of Tropical Data
The tropical synoptician must be more intimately concerned with the problems of
collecting and plotting data if he is to be at all successful in his analysis. Because the available
data are, at best, less than desired, every possible effort must be made to ensure that none is
lost in careless communication and handling. Tropical communication facilities are typically
poorer than in mid-latitudes and chances are greater that data may be lost, delayed or
garbled. Communications and observing schedules are frequently not synchronized, with the
result that certain data are always late. Experience shows that some reports, usually those
from the more remote stations which are of great value, often are delayed or fail to be transmitted; if this is allowed to continue without energetic inquiries from operational personnel
as to why the data are not received, the reports will become less and less frequent and may
cease entirely.
Though inexcusable, it is nevertheless true that reports, actually communicated, frequently
fail to reach the analyst or reach him in distorted form, because of carelessness in plotting.
This is due mostly to the fact that tropical data are seldom received as complete, concise
collections of a single type of report. Instead, data of several types frequently are mixed
together or follow one another in irregular sequence on the communication lines. It is imperative that those who plot the reports be carefully trained in the routine so that none is overlooked. The analyst must have a thorough knowledge of the number and type of reporting
stations in the network in order to check for missing information. In general, greater care
must be taken in plotting reports accurately, especially those plotted in analogue form. Thus,
wind vectors are best plotted with the aid of protractor; it is advisable to add the wind report
in digital form to facilitate checking. The analyst will find it necessary to check many reports
for accuracy and consistency. Simple, rapid methods for applying hydrostatic and other
24
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consistency checks to data should be an integral part of the analysis routine. Plotting the data
in time-section form for each of the stations with the more reliable and complete reports is
very helpful in this regard. Often, simple inspection of data plotted in this manner reveals
inconsistencies which would otherwise escape detection.

ef the Data
The relative value of the different meteorological elements to synoptic analysis depends
upon the point of view and purpose of the analyst. Here we shall adopt the point of view of a
tropical synoptician interested in and concerned with the scientific problems of description
and understanding of synoptic systems, as well as concerned with the operational problems
of forecasting. Excellent detailed discussions of the relative value of various meteorological
elements from essentially this point of view may be found in the literature [I, 2]; for this
reason the present discussion will be confined to a summary of the more important points.
Since the discussions to which reference was made above are more concerned with analysis
over tropical oceanic areas, an attempt will be made to add remarks pertinent to problems
in tropical continental regions. In general, the problem is to choose as the bases for analysis
those elements whose variations in space and time are most representative of synoptic scale
systems, are best associated with the accompanying weather patterns and can be measured
with sufficient accuracy. These data must then be analysed by means of techniques which
yield the greater amount of information in return for the time and effort expended.
Before turning to a discussion of individual types of data, let us review very briefly the
fundamental problems of tropical data from a synoptic point of view. Aside from the lack of
adequate quantity, these may be summarized as follows: the day to day departures of most
meteorological variables from their average values for the season and general area are much
smaller than is typical of mid-latitudes; those departures which are relatively large are mainly
associated with effects of local and diurnal origin rather than with synoptic systems. The
local effects include those of orography, land-sea contrasts and even lakes or forests. Because
rainfall in tropical areas is so frequently in the form of showers, we must add the synoptically
unrepresentative effects of precipitation to the list of local influences. Such local effects are
normally closely related to, and often inseparable from, diurnal variations caused by the daily
radiation cycle whose amplitude is large in tropical areas, especially over continents. Any
one or all of these local and diurnal influences can produce time and space variations in all
of the meteorological variables which exceed the synoptic effects. Thus the tropical analyst in
seeking to isolate and recognize the synoptic scale variations must consider not only whether
the value of a particular element departs significantly from its large-scale average, but whether
it is typical of a particular time of day at a given location. Another unavoidable burden is
placed on the tropical analyst: he must have intimate knowledge of these small scale influences
.at each of the reporting stations if he is to succeed either in his analysis or in the preparation of
forecasts. It is certainly useful, if not necessary, that each station carry out a detailed investigation of such small scale influences and disseminate this information to all stations in the region.
Evaluation

(a) Suiface Temperature and Dewpoint
The principal value of these elements, of course, is for airmass identification. Over tropical
oceanic regions they have been proven virtually useless for this purpose [I, 2]. However, over
some tropical continental regions, including Africa, significant air mass contrasts occur. In
those areas and at those times when this is true, judicious use of these variables as indicators of
air mass origin and modification can be helpful. But the potential dangers of air mass analysis
probably exceed their value unless the analyst discards most of the ideas which have been
developed in mid-latitudes and returns to fundamenta} considerations. Some of the dangers
of air mass analysis will be elaborated in the following section; here we are concerned with
evaluating the data. First, it must be emphasized that temperature and dewpoint are much less
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conservative in low than in high latitudes. Second, all factors which have been recognized
as the causes of unrepresentative values of these variables in mid-latitudes are present in
greater magnitude in the tropics. Each location presents its individual problems and the
only valid generalization is that the local and diurnal influences are large. The diurnal cycle
in temperature is dominant over tropical continents and varies significantly both in the
horizontal and with altitude. The diurnal variation in dewpoint may be in phase with
temperature (typical of humid areas) or out of phase (typical of arid regions). The effects of
cloudiness and of the evaporation of falling rain cannot be over-emphasized. For many years
the role of these influences in producing secondary climatic minima in temperature have
been recognized; their effect in causing synoptically unrepresentative values of temperature
and dewpoint are even greater. Even small showers rapidly lower the temperature and raise
the dewpoint to the wet bulb temperature, and the associated cool downdrafts may spread
these influences well outside the immediate area of the shower.

(b) Surface Pressure
The principal reasons for the great reliance upon sea level pressure in analysis of extratropical regions are: the accuracy and representativeness of the values; the fact that synoptic
scale systems can be delineated by several closed isobars drawn at an interval which exceeds
the probable error of the observation; the fact that considerable information about the
wind field can be derived from isobaric analyses through the gradient or geostrophic relationships ; and the fact that pressure tendencies are closely related to the motion and development
of synoptic systems. To a large extent, none of these reasons is valid in tropical regions. The
small synoptic variations hardly exceed the probable error in the observations due to uncertainties in the instrumental measurement, reduction to sea level and, frequently, lessskilled observers. Local influences may introduce variations which are larger than the I to 2
m~llibar interval required in the analysis; the consequences are serious when the open scale of
most tropical networks is considered. Finally, even if the above problems are overcome, the
pressure field cannot be used to derive reliable information about the wind field because of the
decreased validity of gradient or geostrophic approximations. The usual three-hour pressure
tendency has little, if any, use in tropical synoptic analysis because of the dominance of the
semi-diurnal pressure oscillation. Twenty-four hour pressure tendencies are of definite synoptic
value in regions more than about 10° latitude from the equator, but even these lose value
nearer the equator.
(c) Surface Wind
If measured properly, surface winds are representative over oceanic regions and small
flat islands. Over tropical continents and mountainous islands many factors seriously reduce
their value. Coastal areas tend to be subject to pronounced land-sea breeze regimes
and interior regions to large diurnal and orographic effects. All locations may be influenced
by small scale motion patterns associated with convective clouds. These small scale influences
could be minimized by changes in the manner of wind measurement. The one to two minute
average winds now reported can hardly be considered representative of synoptic scale motions
and are more likely to reflect small scale influences. Reports of total wind movement over the
previous three to six hours would be much more likely to represent synoptic scale systems. This
change would not solve all problems of unrepresentativeness in surface wind reports, but it
should certainly be an improvement over the present methods.
(d) Clouds, Precipitation and Restrictions to Visibility
Tropical clouds are not fundamentally different in type or structure from those in midlatitudes, as far as is known. However, the relative frequencies of the various types and
sequences of clouds in low latitudes are fundamentally different from those of extra-tropical
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regions. An average cloudiness of near five-tenths in mid-latitudes normally is associated with
a bimodal distribution with maximum frequencies near zero to one-tenth and nine to tentenths; i.e., the average value occurs infrequently. In tropical areas the mean, median and
single mode all lie in the range of four to six-tenths; i.e., the average cloud amount is
also the most frequent. The dominant cloud types of higher latitudes are stratiform in
character, and large areas overcast with such clouds alternate with extensive clear areas in
association with synoptic systems to produce the distribution mentioned above. In contrast,
the dominant cloud in tropical areas is the cumulus which varies over a wide range of
shapes and sizes, but typically covers about one-half of the sky. In mid-latitude there are
particular types and regular sequences of stratiform clouds associated with synoptic systems,
and the international cloud codes provide means of reporting these in considerable detail.
In tropical regions there are characteristic types and sequences in the form and size of
cumulus clouds which also have synoptic significance, but little or no provision for reporting
them is to be found in the codes. Revision and expansion of the cloud codes for use in tropical
areas is badly needed to enable the observers to convey accurate and meaningful information
as to the type and sequence of convective cloud. Ideally the codes should provide for reporting
average conditions and significant trends over the past three to six hours, and how these compare with the conditions which usually prevail. Provision should be made for reporting the
several types of cumulus usually present as well as information on their amount, geometrical
arrangement (in lines or groups), their vertical extent and lean or tilt with height (related to
wind shear), and the associated precipitation. Because of the small scale and great variability
of convective showers, information on rainfall should also be based on average conditions
over the area during the previous several hours. Modern radar techniques are of great value
in this problem. These revisions in codes and methods of reporting clouds and precipitation
represent perhaps the single most significant improvement which could be made in the existing
tropical data networks. There are many variations in cloud and rainfall distributions, easily
distinguishable to observers, which cannot be encoded in the existing codes in such a way as
to convey the distinction to a distant analyst.
Restrictions to visibility are more infrequent in tropical than in extra-tropical regions. Over
Africa the most important are blowing dust or sand, and fog in some jungle regions or along
coastal regions adjacent to upwelling cold water ocean currents. None of these presents serious
analysis problems.
(e) Radiosonde Data

The usefulness of upper-air temperatures, pressures and humidities (now usually in the form
of dewpoints) obtained from radiosonde ascents in tropical areas has been the subject of much
dispute and controversy. Opinions vary from the extreme viewpoint that they are completely
useless, to one which suggests that extensive use may be made of these data. As usual, the truth
lies somewhere between the extremes, and the value of these data varies from place to place
as well as with the problems to be solved. The accuracy of radiosonde data is a serious problem
in tropical areas, not because the observations or instruments are significantly greater in error,
but because the probable error approaches or exceeds the space and time variations which
are to be measured. The evaluation of a radiosonde ascent is a hydrostatic integration upwards
from measured ground values. Errors tend to be systematic since any error in the ground
values will also appear at all upper levels, and errors in temperature values, which experience
shows tend to be systematic, accumulate in the vertical integration. In mid-latitudes we find
the fortunate circumstance that these systematic and accumulative errors are offset by the
tendency for pressure-height gradients to increase upward, at least in the troposphere. We are
not nearly so fortunate in tropical regions. These problems become magnified when radiosonde instruments of more than one type are used in a network, or when part of the soundings
are taken during daylight hours, and part at night. The temperature indicated by the radio-
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sonde is affected by radiation to a different degree for different instruments. There is no
reason to believe that this problem of accuracy cannot be solved by improvements in and
standardization of instruments and observing practices. There is still the problem of representativeness. Experience indicates that local effects, especially those of orography and convection,
can and do produce small scale variations in upper air temperature, pressure and dewpoint
which may exceed the synoptic variation. However', there are indications that these unrepresentative soundings can usually be recognized and qualitatively corrected, or largely
eliminated by proper choice of time and place for release of the radiosonde. Accuracy appears
to be a more serious problem than representativeness.
Some types of information contained in the radiosonde data are more reliable than others .
Data on lapse-rate of temperature and changes in this parameter with height (such as inversions) are usually quite reliable if too many of the reported "significant" points do not fall at
the "mandatory" reporting levels. This is a serious problem in the upper troposphere where
the number of mandatory levels is so large that they frequently are the only points reported.
The chance that the atmospheric structure actually corresponds to such conditions is nil;
in particular, statistics on the location of the tropopause are very misleading. Dewpoints and
their change with height are quite reliable at temperatures above freezing, but not below.

(f) Winds Aloft
Such data are probably the most representative of synoptic scale systems of all tropical data.
Important small scale influences are confined to orographic effects and convective clouds.
Accuracy is not a serious problem though some theodolites (optical or radio) have been found
to be incorrectly oriented. The principal improvement which might be made is to increase the
synoptic representativeness and accuracy of the wind report. The net wind movement over
a period of 6 to I 2 hours can be obtained from tracking constant level balloons. Such "transosonde" observations would be valuable additions to tropical winds aloft data. It also appears
possible that increased representativeness and accuracy result from measuring the resultant
wind in layers 5,000 to 10,000 feet thick from conventional rawind ascents rather than the one
to four-minute averages usually transmitted. The rising balloon responds to many small scale
eddies and its net displacement over a thicker layer automatically yields the resultant wind for
that layer, which is more likely to represent the synoptic scale flow. Some experiments with this
type of wind reports are being carried out in the West Indies rawind network established in
support of the National Hurricane Research Project sponsored by the United States Weather
Bureau. It should also be mentioned that upper wind reports derived from nephoscope
observations could be revived with great benefit in tropical areas .
Ana(ysis of the Data

The term "analysis" as used in synoptic meteorology is somewhat of a misnomer. The
process is, perhaps, more one of synthesis in that the analyst tries to reconstruct the complete
. picture from discrete observations. The steps involved may be described as an interpretation
and evaluation of the representativeness and accuracy of the individual reports combined with
an interpolation among the values to reconstruct the field distributions. In the case of existing
tropical networks it must be emphasized that very considerable amounts of subjectivity are
involved. Wherever possible the analyst uses various concepts and models as an aid in these
subjective judgments, which means that if incorrect concepts or inapplicable models are used
the resulting field distributions will be in error, as will any forecasts based upon them.
In dense mid-latitude networks, some success has been attained in formulating the subjectivity
in terms of operating instructions for electronic computers based on various physical models of
the atmosphere; the computers then produce "objective" analyses of the data. The degree of
success attained in extra-tropical regions is not likely to be matched soon in the tropics, partly
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because of poorer data and partly because the formulation of the machine instructions
is a different and more difficult problem. It appears that we will continue to be faced with the
problems of subjective analysis of tropical data in the foreseeable future.

(a) Areas and Levels to be Analysed
As is true of all portions of the atmosphere, tropical analysis must be extended well outside the area of immediate interest. Physically this is because we are unable to specify what
will happen in a given region in terms of information within that area plus conditions on the
boundaries. We resort to the device of moving the boundaries far enough away that events
outside are not likely to have any influence inside the region during the forecast period. This
is not always possible when the region adjoins an area devoid of data, a frequent occurrence
in tropical areas. In the case of Africa the area of analysis, at least in the major centres, should
encompass all of the continent and some of the adjoining oceanic areas.
Climatological data show a general tendency for two or more regimes of motion in the
tropical troposphere [I, 2]. Examples are the lower westerlies overlain by easterlies, such as
occur in summer over western Africa; lower easterlies with upper westerlies, often found in
trade-wind regions in winter; or lower easterlies and upper vortex systems with little average
flow, often found in the trades in summer. The transition layer between lower and upper
regimes is usually found in the mid-troposphere, an important factor in the choice oflevel§ to
be analysed. In general, the choice should consist of a minimum of two levels, one in the low
troposphere at the lowest level which is relatively free of small scale effects, and one in the
upper troposphere above the transition layer but below the tropopause. Over tropical oceans
the lower level may be as low as 2,000 feet, but over 'tropical continents 5,000 to ro,ooo feet
(850-700 mb.) is a more suitable choice. A choice of 35,000 to 40,000 feet (250-200 mb.) is
usually suitable for the upper level. Note especially that the 500 mb. surface (20,000 feet) ,
which enjoys such popularity in extra-tropical regions, is usually a poor choice in the tropics.
(b) Types of Analyses
It cannot be said that any fundamentally new and different methods of presentation or
analysis of synoptic data have been devised in tropical regions. Aside from some increased
emphasis on direct analysis of the wind field and decreased emphasis on fronts, the charts
displayed in tropical weather stations do not appear strange to mid-latitude meteorologists.
One typically finds the usual six-hourly surface synoptic chart analysed for sea-level pressure
and rudimentary cloud and weather distribution, supplemented by such upper level streamline and contour charts as time and interest permit. However, almost no tropical analyst
would insist that these techniques are used because they provide a satisfactory-understanding
and description of the tropical atmosphere, or a satisfactory basis for forecasting. One gains the
definite impression that these conventional methods are employed because they are familiar,
and no more suitable techniques have been developed. Riehl [3] has suggested that the surface
chart might be replaced with a basic chart which combines the representative elements of
the surface data with the lower tropospheric winds; detailed surface analysis would be
confined to those areas and times when it is most useful, such as tropical hurricanes. The
analysis of the basic chart includes the streamlines and weather distribution. Palmer [ 2] has
shown for portions of the tropical Pacific that when detailed analysis of the wind field and
weather distribution are possible, they provide a much superior description of the state of the
atmosphere and a sounder basis for forecasts. Their common emphasis on direct analysis of the
wind field and the associated weather distribution points out the direction in which improvements in tropical analysis are most likely to be made; however, such analyses require better
observation networks than exist generally in low latitudes together with greater skill on the part
of the analyst than is required in routine air mass analysis. It is for these reasons that such
techniques have failed to supplant _the more conventional methods.
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of the Surface Chart
In its present form, by far the most useful information to be derived from this chart is
the distribution of clouds, precipitation and, in some cases, such as the Harmattan, restrictions
to visibility. Reports of these elements are usually found only on this chart. It is recommended
that actual neph-analysis, at least in simplified form, be carried out. The distribution of
convective clouds and rain is likely to be the most difficult to analyse as was discussed above,
however, with skill and patience, the analyst can usually delineate the areas of above and
below average convective activity. Amounts of rainfall in the past six to twenty-four hours
should receive special attention since they reflect to some degree an integration of conditions.
The distribution of middle and high clouds should be analysed insofar as possible with an
attempt to distinguish between those upper clouds which are produced from cumulus and those
whose existence is independent of convection. The latter are valuable indicators of middle and
upper tropospheric synoptic systems whose existence is not otherwise reflected in the surface
data.
Isobaric analysis is best accomplished after streamlines of the low tropospheric motion have
been drawn. We have noted previously that the pressure field cannot be expected to be
related to the wind field through the simple geostrophic or gradient relationships, nevertheless, representative winds greater than about I o knots should not blow across the isobars at
angles greater than 20° to 30° except in areas where appropriate patterns of acceleration exist
and within about 5° latitude of the equator. Nearly balanced cross-isobar motion, especially
toward lower pressure, is possible and occurs frequently when the pressure force along the
motion is counteracted by opposing frictional forces. The distribution of twenty-four hourly
pressure tendencies should be analysed from values computed at fixed reporting stations and
from interpolated pressures at a grid of points over the ocean.
Air mass analysis and frontal symbols should be used sparingly and only on occasions
when they are clearly warranted. Even in these cases the analyst should avoid the application
of concepts and models developed in mid-latitudes involving the relationship of cloud and
rainfall patterns to the front, or of the front to cyclogenesis. It remains a future task for tropical
synopticians to establish and describe such relationships which are valid for tropical regions,
but it can be stated that mid-latitude models should not be used without independent justification.
(c) Ana(ysis

(d ) Ana(ysis

of the

Wind Field

Various methods of wind analysis exist, ranging from very qualitative to precise quantitative techniques. The choice of the proper techniques to be used depends completely upon
the quality and quantity of wind data. If the wind reports are widely and irregularly spaced,
or of low quality, it is best to draw only qualitative streamlines and to outline approximately
the principal features of the speed distribution, especially areas of above and below average
speeds. To some extent, knowledge of synoptic models of wind systems can be used as a guide
in construction of the qualitative streamlines, but the analyst must exercise restraint in this
regard to avoid drawing detailed patterns based more on models than upon data. It should be
emphasized that such qualitative wind analyses are not adequate for the computation of such
quantities as divergence and vorticity; only qualitative results, such as comparison of the sign
or relative magnitude of divergence or vorticity at different points, can be derived from
qualitative analyses. In addition, when data justify only qualitative analysis there should be no
attempt to analyse the wind components separately to serve as a basis for calculation, or to
construct streamlines spaced inversely proportional to the wind speed in an attempt to locate
regions of divergence or convergence where such streamlines begin or end. Experience shows
that conclusions drawn from these modifications of qualitative analysis are likely to be misleading.
When wind reports of high quality, such as from rawind or special weather reconnaissance
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aircraft, are available over a reasonably dense network of stations it is desirable to employ
more precise methods of wind analysis. Though not widely used, such methods were developed
and described forty years ago [4, 5], and their use played an often overlooked role in the
discovery of the polar front. The method, usually referred to as the isogon-isotach method,
consists of separate but co-ordinated analyses of the wind direction (isogons) and speed
(isotachs). A detailed discussion of their application to tropical wind fields has been given by
Palmer [2]. Only over small areas for short periods of time have tropical wind reports been of
sufficiently high quality and quantity to warrant their application, and it is doubtful that their
routine use can be justified for any existing tropical network. Their present value lies in
research, and in the models which have been derived from their application to dense observations; these will be discussed in a later lecture.
(e) Analysis of Pressure and Temperature in the Upper Air

From the evaluation of radiosonde data given earlier it is evident that analysis of the
contours of constant pressure surfaces and of temperature fields aloft is a difficult and uncertain
procedure. But there are good reasons for undertaking such analyses and, at the same time,
exerting every effort to improve the data needed to make the task easier and more reliable.
From a scientific point of view we must have analyses of pressure and temperature if we are
to study the dynamics and thermodynamics of the tropical atmosphere; wind analyses alone,
however accurate and complete, provide only a basis for study of the kinematics of motion.
In addition there are operational forecasting problems, such as the operation of jet aircraft,
for which such information is needed.
Contour analyses of middle or upper-tropospheric pressure surfaces are virtually worthless
if based only upon the reported contour heights, and should not be attempted without reference to wind reports and analyses at the same level. This statement may seem strange in view
of the earlier stress on the fact that the relationship between the pressure and wind fields in the
tropics cannot be simplified to the geostrophic or gradient relationships. However, a simple
calculation of the magnitude of accelerations implied by cross-contour flow shows that the
uncertainty is more with respect to the relationship between contour spacing and wind speed
than with respect to the relationship between contour orientation and wind direction. Even
for the small contour gradients typical of low latitudes, cross-contour flow at angles greater
than about 30° implies unrealistic accelerations. Thus, at least for areas more than about
10° latitude from the equator, the analyst may use the direction of reported winds (except
when speeds are less than 5 to 10 knots) as a definite guide in the orientation of the contours.
No attempt should be made to space the contours in accordance with geostrophic or gradient
balance. The contour pattern should be adjusted to minimize cross-contour flow and to agree
with as many reported heights as is feasible, the greatest weight being placed on the more
reliable stations. If more than one type of radiosonde instrument is used in the network, it is
best to draw primarily for the reports from one type. Sometimes it is possible to apply corrections for systematic differences in the values reported from different types of instruments,
but such corrections must be used with caution. The greatest reliability in contour analysis
will be attained if the technique of differential or "thickness" analysis is employed. For this
purpose the vertical shear of reported winds can be used as an aid in the construction of the
thickness field to the same extent as the winds are used in the contour analysis. Shear vectors
for the layer help in determining the orientation of the thickness lines, but their spacing is not
in accordance with the "thermal wind" equations. Use of differential analysis prevents the
construction of contour patterns which contain values that are unrealistic for the area and
season, and also provides for better continuity from day to day through the quasi-conservatism
of the mean thermal structure. The contour patterns produced in this manner should be
free of gross errors and may be viewed as a sort of stream-function field whose numerical values
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correspond to the values of geo-potential on the pressure surface. It must be emphasized that
such patterns are not suitable for computation of spot winds or other spot calculations involving
wind, such as advective terms; there is no substitute for wind data in the tropics. Nor, at the
present time, is it likely that such contour analyses are sufficiently accurate for study
of atmospheric dynamics; it is to be hoped the future will bring improvements in this
regard.
The thickness analyses produced as part of the routine suggested above have further
value as guides in analysing the temperature field at particular levels in the atmosphere.
The pattern of isotherms at a given level should resemble to a considerable degree the pattern
of thickness lines in the layer which contains that level. Thus if temperature analyses are
needed at some upper-tropospheric level, they should be drawn with reference to the thickness
pattern in the upper half of the troposphere.
Summary and Recommendations

The tropical synoptician, faced with more meagre data resources than in extra-tropical
areas, must be more concerned with the routine aspects of data collection and processing
in order to maximize available information. He must also possess a more detailed knowledge
of the local characteristics of each station in the reporting network so that the proper interpretation and evaluation of the reported data can be made. No basically new techniques of
analysis have been developed in low latitudes up to the present, but the possibility of
their development when data networks are improved sufficiently should not be discounted.
The most useful and valuable fields which can be analysed in tropical areas are representative wind fields and the distribution of clouds and rainfall. Emphasis should be placed on these
if time is limited and interest is mainly in short-range forecasting. More complete description
and study of atmospheric dynamics, which is necessary if we are to make significant scientific or
practical advances, requires three-dimensional analysis of pressure and temperature as well.
At present only qualitative, subjective analyses of these variables are possible, and increased
accuracy of available data is needed. Other improvements in existing data networks could be
made especially with regard to wind reports, clouds, and rainfall.
The minimum analysis programme should include a surface chart analysed with emphasis
on the distribution of clouds and weather, plus lower and upper tropospheric streamline
patterns. Pressure and temperature analyses should carried out whenever possible, after
streamline analysis. Considering the relatively high relief of the African continent, suitable
levels would appear to be about 10,000 feet (100 mb.) and 40,000 feet (200 mb.).
The establishment and maintenance of good "continuity", especially with height and
time, is absolutely necessary. The use of the time-cross-section format of data presentation at
selected stations is of great aid in this respect since time and height are the two co-ordinates
of such a diagram. Also of considerable value is the practice of careful post-analysis of the
most recent charts after the immediate pressure of issuing forecasts is past; especially all late
data should be added and the analysis revised accordingly. These practices will ensure that the
analysis of the next synoptic period will be based on the new data plus the best possible prior
analyses.
The tropical analyst-forecaster today faces a difficult and frustrating task; even his best
efforts will sometimes produce results which are unsatisfactory, both to himself and to those
who· rely upon his predictions. However, much of the blame for such failures must be placed
where it properly belongs, not upon the analyst-forecaster but upon the deficient data which is
provided as his basis for tackling the complex problems involved. Improvements in analysis
and forecasting will follow the elimination of data deficiencies, and to this end we should
exert every possible effort.
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DISCUSSION
Scrutinizing carefully Professor La Seur's first paper, I found nothing with which
I would disagree except possibly one small point. The question mentioned in the last lecture, why the
Bergen-school first made streamline charts and later pressure charts, I can answer and that answer
refers to the point. The Bergen school had some pretty shrewd preconceived ideas about what they were
looking for and when those effects had not been observed for over 50 years by any of the meteorol ogsts
of the world, they suspected something was wrong with the traditional material and tried a new outlo ok.
Later experience showed that it was only the philosophy that had been wrong and they therefo e wient
back to a pressure analysis, now reduced more or less to a convenient way of representing the wird field.
In the second paper I have more to comment on. To average surface winds over three to snx hours
seems very dangerous with the risk of suppressing important and relevant discontinuities. Tihat time
period is too long compared with the synoptic time scale. The averaging of upper winds o trer layers
10,000 feet deep is even more dangerous in this respect.
I am not so sure of my ground in my final remarks. The attitude of the audience seems to indicate a
long felt frustration with the present international synoptic code and I would not categorically deny
a need of a modification for the tropical region. The need for a revision is certainly not so strongly felt in
the ocean areas and the present code is fairly suitable for analysis of tropical cyclones. In that respect
we would perhaps like some addition, but certainly no subtraction from what we have got at present.
A. F. SUNDBERG.

In reply to an inquiry from Colonel Sellick regarding the channel whereby the views of
this meeting on changes in coding procedures for synoptic codes could be brought to notice of W.M.O.
with a view to their introduction. Any recommendations which the symposium might care to make on
this subject, would be passed to the Executive Committee and thence to CSM and CAe as necessary.
New codes will be introduced, however, on I January 1960 which include provision for regional procedures and this regional flexibility may meet the requirement.
D. A. DAVIES.

J.

It seems to me that the dispute over standard levels cannot be satisfactorily settled.
The essential thing is for meteorological centres to be equipped in such a manner as to enable
them to distribute all the radiosonde information from within their territories which is necessary for
analysis. Facsimile transmission by radiosonde stations of their complete information might be considered as a future solution.
PAULY.

A . G. FORSDYKE. Speaking personally, I agree wholeheartedly with the need for making special provision
for tropical needs in the synoptic code-in particular the more adequate specification of precipitation
within sight of the station. Could this not be done by allocating special meanings to the snow decade in
the ww code?
Many of the difficulties in reconciling radiosonde observations arise from the use of different types
of sonde in different territories. There is a great need for uniformity in this respect.
In the U.K. Meteorological Service we have not found the difficulties mentioned by Professor
La Seur in regard to reporting of manda tory levels only: we receive the data for many "significant"
levels and the distribution of tropopause pressure in our climatological statistics is smooth.

It seems necessary to underline the proposal of Professor La Seur, to enlarge substantially the
existing upper-air network by creating a fairly large number of nephoscope stations. These observations
can be made with a minimum of installation, and they are especially useful during the rainy seasons
when pilot balloon observations are greatly reduced in height and frequency. It may be sufficient to
estimate the cloud direction in eight points at the levels of upper, middle and lower clouds.
H. FLOHN.

R.

c.

RAINEY.

While in full agreement with Professor La Seur on many of the limitations of tropical
3
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surface observations, I should, on the other hand, like to direct attention to the convenient fact that,
as a result of the intense convective turbulence characteristic of the tropics, surface observations of
temperature, humidity, and wind, particularly around the time of daily maximum temperature, can b e
representative of the air up to considerable heights, often more than a thousand metres. In synoptic
research in areas of rugged topography in southern and eastern Africa, recognition both of boundaries
and of modification of air masses has been found to be considerably facilitated by expressing surface
observations as dry and wet-bulb potential temperatures; an example of the application of this method,
to the demonstration of an active cold front penetrating into the interior of southern Africa, has been
published [ r]. The use of potential temperature has also proved to be illuminating in detailed surface
and upper-air studies of the air-flow over a Rift Valley escarpment in Tanganyika [2].
REFERENCES
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I.

N. E. LA SEUR (in reply). I thank Mr. Sundberg for his information on the return of the Bergen school
from wind pressure analysis. With regard to his comments on the possibility that average winds would
suppress information on significant discontinuities in the wind field I feel that true zero or first order
wind discontinuities are rare in the tropics. Discontinuities in any meteorological elements are, of
course, largely a matter of the scale on which the analysis is made. At present, in most tropical regions
the data are so sparse that we tend to interpret the information in terms of discontinuity, which would
disappear if better data were available. I am still of the opinion that the perpetually increased synoptic
representativeness which should result from such averaging would outweigh the possible disadvantages of
suppressing discontinuities. In any case, provision could be made for reporting significant wind changes
which may occur within the interval of averages.
I agree heartily with Dr. Forsdyke's comment on the need for uniformity in the type of radiosonde
instrument and can only envy the quality of the U.K. radiosonde data which he reports. M. Pauly's
proposal for centralized evaluation in distribution of radiosonde data is a good one. Such a procedure
is feasible with present technological equipment and could give much more uniform results.
In so far as code modification is concerned perhaps the provision of regional option will meet the
need. The simple addition of two digits each on a scale 0-10, one giving information on the degree of
organization and form of convective clouds and the other on the intensity of convection, would be of
tremendous value. Some suggestions along these lines can be found in Riehl's textbook [ 1].

l.
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TROPICAL SYNOPTIC TECHNIQUES
BY A. G. FORSDYKE

Meteorological Office, Harrow
Introduction
Earlier in these lectures reasons were discussed why the synoptic techniques developed for
temperate latitudes have not been successfully applied in the tropics; the synoptic chart in
particular has been found an inadequate tool. That it is still so widely used together with the
conception of fronts stemming from the Norwegian theory is largely because no satisfactory
alternative has been fully developed. Many tropical synoptic surface charts defy analysis and
are little more than catalogues, geographically arranged, of weather at the time of observation.
These have their obvious uses but much of their purpose would be served by listing the data
in tabular form. The charts provide little insight into the structure of tropical weather systems
and it is questionable whether the effort being put into their pr_e paration several times daily
and into the concomitant observing and distribution of the data provides the best return.
It seems that some at least of the effort might be more profitably employed in obtaining more
significant data, especially from the upper air, and in the further development of other
synoptic techniques.
Study of the Wind Field
This is important directly in connexion with the forecasting of upper winds for aviation
and also in connexion with the analysis of tropical weather systems, in particular, the weather
associated with convergence and orographic effects. In the tropics the wind field cannot be
studied through the medium of the pressure field and the only alternative seems to be to study
the wind field directly. This has been done for many years by one or other of the variants of
the method of streamlines.
In its simplest form the streamline technique consists of plotting the wind vector at the
desired level and drawing the streamlines free hand as tangential curves. Because of the small
density of the observing network this process is highly subjective. Nevertheless, streamline
patterns have some spatial coherence and, with judgment, may be used to interpolate winds
where observations are lacking. Extrapolation outside the area covered by the observations is,
however, of extremely doubtful value. Some recognizable patterns, principally straight
currents, neutral points, waves, whirls and asymptotes emerge. The significant processes of
convergence and divergence are, however, not revealed by this simple technique since it is not
possible to distinguish them respectively from confluence and diffiuence. An early refinement
of the technique consisted in spacing the streamlines in inverse proportion to the wind speed
(cf. geostrophic winds and isobars); but it is not usually possible to draw a set of continuous
lines in this way. To represent a unidirectional current whose speed is changing along the
stream it is necessary to terminate streamlines or start new ones; a convention has to be
adopted regarding the spacing (wind speed) interval of the streamlines. Neither is it possible
by this method to represent confluent or diffiuent currents of uniform speed.
This technique in fact seeks to represent the wind by the expression
k x Vi/;
where k is a unit vertical vector,
if; is a scalar stream function, and
the X denotes a vector product. Such a field is non-divergent, for the scalar triple product
\7.k X Vi/; is identically equal to zero. Streamlines with free ends are therefore necessary to
represent convergence; the technique is used in reverse in practice, the necessity for drawing
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free-ended streamlines being regarded as an indicator of convergence. The method is, however,
too uncertain to have much practical use.
The drawing of streamlines may be made more objective by the preliminary sketching in
of isopleths of wind direction (isogons) and speed (isotachs, isovels). These subsidiary lines
help greatly in delineating streamline patterns and in interpolating winds where observations
are lacking but they afford little additional aid for the detection of areas of convergence. There
is some evidence to show that particular features of the streamline pattern maintain their
identity from chart to chart, and in the case of waves at least maintain some regularity of
movement, so that these features have a forecasting value akin to that of troughs and ridges
in higher latitudes. Whether this applies in a usable way to other features of the wind field
is not yet established.
Recent work by Scott ( 1958) [1] asserts that the simplest and most objective method of wind
analysis in the tropics is to map the field of the scalar if; of equation( 1) above. Apart from the
Coriolis factor if; corresponds to pressure in the geostrophic wind equation.
The full expression for V is
k x Vi/;
V</J
where</> is a potential function; V</J represents potential flow (irrotational), and the divergence
is given by \12</J; if; gives the solenoidal part of the wind field. If V is exactly given by k X Vi/;
then it is possible to map the wind field completely by isopleths of if; as described above. On
the other hand if V is exactly given by V</J it would be equally easy to map the wind field
obtained by rotating all the winds through a right angle in the same sense; isopleths of <P
would then give the streamlines of the rotated field (k X V</J). Scott usually finds it a straightforward process to map the actual wind field (approximately) by means of streamlines but
impossible so to map the field of rotated winds as to give a reasonable pattern. He concludes
that the irrotational and possibly divergent part of the wind field is negligible compared
with the solenoidal part, and that techniques which set out to estimate the divergence directly
are doomed to failure. In justification of this assessment of the relative importance of the
two parts of the wind field, Scott states that winds interpolated in the if; field are subsequently
verified within acceptable limits of error by the actual observations.
Scott proposes to estimate divergence by applying the vorticity equation to the winds
given by the field of if; on successive charts (the vorticity i given by v2tj;), but he gives no
examples of the method.

+

Graphical Estimation of Divergence
This is a technique suggested by Forsdyke ( 1949) [ 2] but it has not been extensively tried
because of the insufficient density of the observational network and its sensitiveness to errors
in the measurements of the upper winds. The observed winds are first resolved into easterly
and northerly components (u, v) which are plotted on separate maps (as scalar values), and
isopleths ofu, v are then drawn. If (x, y) are rectangular co-ordinates in the E and N directions
respectively, the partial gradients
OU
ov
and -

ox

oy

can be measured at a network of points on the u and v charts, and the divergence obtained by
addition. An example of the method applied to Eastern Africa is given in Forsdyke's paper,
and Watts ( 1955) [3] states that it has been used in connexion with the forecasting of rain
belts (convergence zones) in Malaya. It should be pointed out, however, that at best this
method can only estimate the field of divergence existing at the time of the chart and it
affords no guide to future changes in this field. Moreover, unlike vorticity (in barotropic flow
at least) divergence is not conserved, and the advective method of estimating its changes
at a point cannot be applied even as an approximation.
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Vertical Time and Space Cross-Sections
There is little doubt that atmospheric disturbances on the scale of temperate latitude
weather systems do occur in the tropics and that surface and upper-air synoptic charts afford
little help in the detection and analysis of these systems. They affect wide areas, sometimes
giving rise to a widespread and continuous cloud cover with rain, at others merely increasing
the general intensity and incidence of convection. Typical of such systems are Easterly Waves,
Equatorial Waves, surges in the monsoons and the Tropical Waves of East Africa. It is
evident that only a study of the upper air can give any insight into the nature and structure
of these systems. The most promising technique is the construction of vertical cross-sections
from regular upper-air observations. Space cross-sections for a number of stations aligned in
two approximately perpendicular directions are the ideal but the requisite networks do not
yet exist. Time cross-sections, on which are plotted successive ascents at a single station, are
a useful alternative, though in the case of a moving disturbance they afford little indication
of the change of its structure with time.
The co-ordinates for the time cross-section are pressure (or height) and time; the elements
plotted should include some or all of the following:
Wind
This may be represented by conventional wind arrows or by one or both components
plotted numerically in which case sets of isotachs may be drawn;
Temperature
Actual or potential temperature may be plotted. To eliminate possible confusion of the
diagram arising from the rapid change of temperature with height, Bellamy (I 945) [4]
recommends the plotting of temperature anomalies (representing departures from a
standard atmosphere);
Humidity
Of the various parameters for representing humidity the specific humidity is probably
the best for vertical cross-sections;
Contour height
If the vertical co-ordinate is pressure, isopleths of constant height afford a means of
representing the changes of height of the standard pressure surfaces and of the intersurface thicknesses. To make the representation clearer, following Bellamy ( 1945) [ 4],
departures of height from values appropriate to a standard atmosphere may be plotted.
For the cross-section technique in the tropics the elements which display the most marked
changes are wind and humidity. Upper-air observing should therefore aim at measuring
these with the greatest possible accuracy. Improvement of the upper-air observing networks
is necessary if worthwhile results are to be obtained from cross-section analysis. It is suggested
that such analysis would then yield more valuable return for the effort expended than the
synoptic chart now does.
Synoptic Distribution of Water Vapour
It has long been realized in the East African Meteorological Department that if there is
any one parameter of value as an indicator of rain within the period of a daily forecast that
parameter is the humidity of the middle and lower troposphere. This was first shown by the
regular aircraft meteorological soundings made at Nairobi during the Second World War.
At most times of the year the ascent curve is, as a rule, dry and stable. On some days, however,
it indicates very moist air up to 600-500 mb. with perhaps instability. B. W. Thompson of the
East African Meteorological Department has written that in Nairobi the relative humidity
below the level of 500-600 mb. shows very large variations from day to day, and that the most
successful forecasting is done on the basis that there will or will not be rain according to
whether the troposphere is moist or dry. There is no other upper-air station within a few
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hundred miles of Nairobi so that it is difficult to say whether this simple rule applies to East
Africa in general. For the same reason it is impossible to say what the geographical pattern
of moisture distribution is in such cases. The increase of humidity in rainy periods appears to
be an accumulation of moisture due to convergence; it would be difficult to explain by
advection.
Recent studies in Rhodesia have brought out the importance of other aspects of convection.
The ascent of every unit of moist air must be accompanied by the descent of an equivalent
amount of dried air. In Rhodesia air oflow humidity appears fairly frequently at medium and
low levels. It carries dry and wet-bulb potential temperatures considerably lower than those
consistent with adiabatic descent from the lowest probable condensation value and this points
to the conclusion that radiation losses must play a part in rain production.
The modification of the air mass by local evaporation may also be important; change of
air mass by advection seems an inadequate explanation. In Rhodesia local evaporation during
the rains is estimated as 3-4 mm./day. There is evidence that the moisture content of the
upper atmosphere increases at a comparable rate over several days on occasions. Decreases
tend to be more abrupt; advection arguments are more readily applied to the drying than the
moistening of the air.
Another useful parameter is the height of the trade wind inversion, closely related to the
depth of (lower) moist layers, and to wave-like disturbances in the inversion surface. These
variations are related to the height of the cloud base, the time of formation and disappearance
of the cloud and the general intensity of convectional activity.
Station Level Pressure Anomaly Charts
This is a technique which has been used in Southern Rhodesia and it is considered that it
merits further study. The charted parameter is the difference between the observed pressure
at station level and the corresponding average value appropriate to the month and the hour of
observation. This eliminates uncertainties arising from the reduction of pressure to a standard
level, as well as the daily pressure waves, and thus takes fullest advantage of the precision
attainable in station level pressure measurements. It is hoped that this technique might reveal
synoptic systems (having some coherence in space and time) which the ordinary isobaric chart
fails to show. An example of such an analysis applied to a tropical cyclone traversing the
Rhodesian plateau has been given by Sellick (I 958) [5].
THE DYNAMICAL PROBLEM
Introduction
It may be concluded that orthodox methods of forecasting and even the further development of special synoptic techniques do not go far enough in meeting forecasting requirements
in the tropics. A more fundamental attack on the problem is called for and we are led to
consider what the prospects are of extending to the tropics the methods of numerical forecasting
now being developed in extra-tropical regions. It will be helpful first to outline the methods
at present being used, which are fundamentally the same in all countries, emphasizing the
assumptions and simplifications made to render the mathematics tractable and then to
examine how they would need to be modified for application in low latitudes.
Outline of Numerical Forecasting Method
The fundamental problem is to solve the set of six partial differential equations: three
equations of motion and the equations of state, continuity and heat transfer. These six
equations together with appropriate initial and boundary conditions form a set sufficient to
determine the six unknowns :
.u, v, w,
velocity components,
p, p, T, pressure, density, temperature.
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In practice it is convenient to take p as an independent variable with the geopotential h as
dependent variable; the ' linear ' vertical velocity w is then replaced by
dp
dt
The equations of motion are non-linear and therefore not amenable to analytical solution,
but solutions can be obtained numerically. Modern electronic computers can be used to speed
up the process so that short period forecasts can be prepared within a useful time interval.
All the operations are simple numerical ones; differential coefficients of the first, second, . . .
orders are replaced by finite differences of the corresponding orders taken with reference to
points of a mesh with an appropriate grid length. Prediction is by finite differences step-bystep solution using equations of the type
f(t
St) = f(t)
Stf'(t)
It appears, therefore, a straightforward process to integrate the six basic equations and, in

+

particular, to solve for u, v and

~~

+

to give the field of flow and the vertical velocity. But

the six equations are not suitable for use as they stand; the solutions they give are too general
and include the synoptically redundant sound and gravity waves. These unwanted parts of
the solution may be repressed by imposing constraints-by assuming geostrophic motion and
negligible vertical acceleration (hydrostatic relation between h, p and p). Geostrophic flow
is however non-divergent; to make the geostrophic substitution for u, v in the equations as
they stand eliminates the acceleration, in particular the time derivatives, and renders the
equations inconsequential for prediction. The method adopted is therefore to form the
vorticity equation (by cross differentiation of the two equations of horizontal motion and
subtraction).

d~ (' + l)
V

here

= -('

+ l)

(I)

divh V

horizontal wind vector
relative vorticity
Coriolis parameter
divh signifies ' horizontal' divergence.
Unlike the geostrophic equation, equation ( r) retains the Eulerean acceleration.
When divh V is put equal to zero, equation ( r) yields the barotropic equation
d
d t ('
l) = 0
=

' =
l =

+
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which simply expresses the conservation of absolute vertical vorticity. Since divhV no longer
appears the geostrophic values of ,, u, v
.
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may be substituted into (2) giving
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l
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This is a third order partial differential equation in h. Given an initial distribution of h and
boundary values (round the edges of the forecast area) over the period of the forecast this
equation may be solved by a step-by-step process to give the predicted field of h.
Equation (3) gives the flow at one level only-the level of non-divergence for which divh V
= o. In temperate latitudes this level occurs in the middle troposphere and the equation is
accordingly used to predict the 500 mb. contour field. Even under the stringent barotropic
assumption the forecasts over periods up to about 24 hours, as regards the large-scale features
(long waves), achieve about the same measure of success as orthodox methods.
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If further progress is to be made, however, the baroclinity of the atmosphere must be
included in the equations; theoretically this requires that the grid of points used must be
made three-dimensional. To keep the computation within reasonable bounds, however, it is
necessary to restrict it to a small number of levels, usually two, making certain assumptions
regarding the situation between the levels. These assumptions are typified in the model
proposed by Sawyer and Bushby (I 953) [6], used for experimental numerical forecasting
in the Meteorological Office. The method based on this model will now be outlined, with
particular reference to the assumptions involved, in order to bring to the forefront the special
considerations necessary for a possible extension of numerical forecasting to the tropics.
Using the (x, y, p, t) system of co-ordinates we begin with the vorticity equation

and the equation of continuity

.
d IV
where

1T

v + ap =
a1T

h

(s)

0

is the vertical velocity (with respect to an isobaric surface)

~~-

Substituting from (5) and (4), making the geostrophic assumption and expanding

:t

we

obtain
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This replaces equation (3) in the barotropic model; it has introduced the thermodynamically
significant vertical velocity 1T as a dependent variable. The other dependent variables in (6)
are ug, vg and 'g but these are all expressible in terms of h through the geostrophic relation.
Equation (6) therefore involves two independent variables and is therefore insufficient for a
solution.
We can, however, write down equation (6) for each of two levels and obtain by subtraction
a similar equation involving only the vertical velocity at each surface and the (geopotential)
thickness between them (h'). The thermal wind and thermal vorticity appropriate to the
layer between the surface may be expressed in terms of h' by the geostrophic relation. The
rate of change of thickness at any point is given in terms of the thickness advection and the
adiabatic temperature change; these depend respectively upon the horizontal and vertical
velocities, quantities already included in the equations. We thus have three differential
equations in the three dependent variables 17', h and h' and solution is possible, provided that
certain assumptions are made regarding the vertical distribution of ug, vg and 17'.
E xtension of Numerical Methods to the Tropics

The extension of numerical methods to the tropics depends on the extent to which the
assumptions made in higher latitudes are still valid, and, if they are not, what alternatives
might be adopted.

(a)

Geostrophic assumption

The method depends entirely on this assumption and it therefore appears that
extension to the tropics can be ruled out immediately. It also has certain drawbacks
in the higher latitudes, one of which is that its use leads to an over-intensification of high
pressure systems in the forecasts. Its advantages are that it expresses velocity and vorticity
in terms of a single parameter h. These advantages could, however, be given also by a
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Experiments are in progress with the object of

introducing a stream function. The initial field of if; would be derived from that of h
by using the appropriate balance equation (geostrophic or cyclostrophic); if; itself is not
directly measurable. Further, the thickness tendency equation involves the difference of
geopotential, not of if;, between the two pressure surfaces so that h does not disappear
altogether when if; is introduced into the equation; the number of differential equations
in the problem is therefore greater, but still able to be handled electronically.
In the tropics it is evident that if; would be needed for numerical forecasting. This
had, of course, been anticipated to some degree by the use of empirical streamline
techniques. But in the tropics the initial values of if; could not be obtained from the field
of h using the balance equation and it seems that an initial specification of the velocity
field would be required. Given this, if; would be obtained by numerical integration. At
present, however, nowhere i,n. the tropics can the wind field be measured accurately
enough for this purpose.
(b) Neglect offriction and orography
Friction at the earth's surface and the internal friction of the atmosphere as well as
the effects on the flow of orographic barriers have so far been neglected in numerical
methods though the possibility of including them is now being explored. One error
arising from the neglect of orography is the downstream advection (in the numerical
forecast) of the pressure trough to lee of a mountain range, which in reality remains
stationary so long as the flow inducing it persists. It cannot be judged whether orography
would have such effects in numerical forecasting applied to the tropics (it is possible, for
example, that the turning of the S.E. monsoon off East Africa into a southerly current
before it reaches the Equator is an orographic effect of the plateau). In the tropics friction
is larger in proportion to both the pressure gradient and the Coriolis force than in higher
latitudes and it may be more significant in numerical forecasting.

(c)

Non-adiabatic temperature changes
Temperature changes are important because of their direct relation to thickness;
it has already been noted how this relation completes the set of equations necessary to
solve for h, h' and Tr. This is true, however, only if the non-adiabatic changes of temperature can be neglected. In the tropics this is certainly not the case for there is considerable
input of heat to the atmosphere through surface heating while evaporation and convective
condensation also lead to the exchange of large amounts of heat.
(d)
The remaining assumptions adopted in the temperate latitude model do not have the
same fundamental bearing on the problem. They are plausible assumptions justified or
otherwise by results. They are :
(i) That the vertical velocity through a constant pressure surface is zero at the lower
and upper surfaces of the layer considered (I ,ooo and 200 mb.);
(ii) That the vertical variation of Tr between these two levels is parabolic with pressure
with its maximum at the mid-level of the layer (600 mb., conveniently approximated as 500 mb.). It follows that at this level the divergence is zero;
(iii) That the thermal wind at any place is unidirectional and its speed is a linear
function of the pressure (i.e., the wind changes steadily with height).
Whether these assumptions could be applied to the tropics can only be decided by trial;
they may have to be replaced by others more realistic. In so far as the thermal wind is related
to thickness, through the geostrophic relation, (iii) is clearly inapplicable. No new difficulty
should arise, however, through its being regarded as the vector increment of wind with height,
related to a stream function which varies in the vertical. The model to be adopted in the
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tropics would clearly depend upon more detailed synoptic data, again emphasizing the need
for a closer upper-air network. On all counts this is the outstanding need in tropical synoptic
meteorology.
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DISCUSSION
N. P. SELLICK: The field of pressure anomaly was used in the Southern Rhodesian forecast office for a
number of years as a supplement to the sea level isobar chart. About r o types of field were recognized
and the weather described in terms of the type and the changes leading up to the appearance of the
type. This chart of pressure anomaly thus became the principal tool of the forecaster. It suffered, in
particular, from the fact that there is no simple relation between the lines of isoanomaly of pressure
and wind. These charts were discarded when charts of pressure at plateau level came into use.

o. TRIEGAARDT: Further to the previous speaker's comments I would like to point out that it is not
always the pressure itself which is significant, but the actual flow patterns. An example of this can be
found in my paper. (See pages 143, 145, Figs. 8.5 and 8.7) where two very similar low pressure areas
occurred over Central Africa. It can be seen, however, that in the one case the central pressure (or
850 mb. geopotential) was 20 metres lower than the other one.
D.

J. D. TORRANCE: Adding to Colonel Sellick's remarks on the use of Departure from Normal (D/N) maps,
in the 194o's the orthodox pressure maps were supplemented by D/N pressure maps. These were much
simpler, and showed much better continuity (more regular change of pattern) over 6-hour and 24hour periods than the orthodox maps. I also experimented for several years with the use of D/N upper
wind maps, mainly for 1 · 5, 2 or 3 km. These agreed closely with the D/N pressure maps, and also showed
the same simplification to the essential features, and coherence from one map to the next. Figs. 5. 1 and
5.2 illustrate this simplicity.
The sequence of 2 to 3 October 1945 has been chosen, despite the somewhat rough and ready
analyses of that period, to show the value of departure-from-normal (D/N) maps when applied to one
of the more troublesome forecasting problems in Southern Africa, an inland low. Despite rising pressure
along the coasts where cold air built up to beyond 700 mb. the low deepened rapidly and moved to
the west, contrary to all observed winds. On the 2nd the strongest winds are the north to north-westerlies
in the warm air to the North of the low, but in the cold air winds are north-west to westerly to about
3 km. and under r o mph. The weather map is awkward in that the r ,200 gdm. and the sea level isobars
show reversed pressure gradients over Natal and the southern Cape Province, in part an effect of the
mountain barriers. There are surface easterly winds in these areas, but no upper easterly winds are
reported until 20° S.
The D/N maps for the 2nd, however, show a vigorous cyclonic circulation, with easterly winds to
the S.E. and S. W. of the centre of low pressure, and of about the same strength as the north-westerlies
to the N.; strikingly different from the conventional maps. (On the strength of these D/N maps, the
intensification of the low was correctly forecast.)
On the 3rd, the low is so intense and winds so strong (70 mph easterly gales off the Cape coast)
that the differences between reported and D/N winds are relatively insignificant over most of the map.
When the change in patterns fron the 2nd to the 3rd is considered, the D/N maps are two of a kind,
showing reasonable continuity; whereas the conventional maps are deficient in this respect.
These D/N upper wind maps were drawn from 04-06 GMT data. Owing to the large diurnal variations of wind in Rhodesia, it is much easier to obtain continuity from successive 06 GMT maps at 24.hour intervals, than from maps at 6-hour or 12-hour intervals.
n. MCCALLUM: I refer to the part about station level pressure anomalies where Dr. Forsdyke said he
believed this could give valuable information; this is more so in East Africa than in the Rhodesias
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and South Africa where the variation in pressure field drawn in the orthodox way is much greater. I
instance an occasion when strong positive anomalies caused a break of 20 days in the rains of Central
Tanganyika in March and April when normally the rains reach a peak. I am of the opinion that since
there is a large amount of data available the technique could give valuable results, and suggest the
possibility of applying the anomaly technique to other meteorological parameters.
v. D. ROCKNEY: In the United States, we are experimenting with a new instrument to measure total
precipitable water, namely a water-vapour spectrophotometer. With this instrument one looks at the
sun through two filters, one absorbing the water vapour emission, the other a reference filter. The
difference between the light passed by the two filters is a measure of the total precipitable water between
the instrument and the sun. This instrument will work only if the disc of the sun can be seen. However,
this is perhaps not too much of a handicap in convective cloud situations. So far, calibration is a bit
tricky. A way of overcoming the deficiency of the above instrument if clouds are present might be to
use radio techniques as follows:

( 1) build two radio receivers, one on a wavelength of 1 · 25 cm. where there is a strong water vapour
absorption band, and the other on 0·86 cm. where there is a water vapour window;
(2) calibrate the two receivers identically;
(g) direct the two antennae at the sun and measure the difference in radiation from the sun. The
difference should be a measure of the water vapour. The assumption is made, of course, that radiation
from the sun is equal on the two wavelengths.
F. M. ALI: Dr. Forsdyke stated that friction is more effective in the tropics than in middle latitudes. An
explanation for such a statement would be highly appreciated as well as references.
FORSDYKE (in reply): On general grounds friction effects might be expected to extend to higher
levels in the tropics than in middle latitudes because the vertical exchange of momentum by convective
processes is greater, especially in very low latitudes. Theoretically, my work in Geophysical Memoir
No. 82 of the Meteorological Office, London, led to a similar conclusion; an important factor in these
considerations was the variation of Coriolis parameter with latitude.

A. G.

N. E. LA sEuR: With regard to the use of stream function fields in numerical prediction models, I agree
completely with Dr. Forsdyke's comment that, for tropical areas, they cannot be derived from present
geopotential fields by means of the so-called balance equation. Even in regions where the wind data
are of sufficient quantity and quality for use in the determination of the stream-function field, there are
other points to be considered in connection with the model presented. The first, will stream-function
fields derived with the assumption of non-divergence be appropriate for a model which includes
divergence? The second, will such fields be adequate for the finite difference evaluation of the second
and third order derivatives involved? Only extensive computations can answer such questions.

J. P. PEIXOTO: I wish to congratulate Dr. Forsdyke for his most interesting lecture. In addition to the
extension of numerical methods to the tropics as postulated by Dr. Forsdyke following the so-called
deterministic approach, may I mention the possibility of an analogous extension to the tropical regions
of the statistical method of numerical weather prediction as developed by Malone and Lorentz. I
would like to hear from Dr. Forsdyke if the iteration interval was chosen having in mind the FriederichCourant-Levy conditions, or if it was taken exclusively from experience.
A. G.

FORSDYKE (in reply): The iteration interval was chosen on the basis of experience.

1· cocHEME (communicated): Dr. Forsdyke, in agreement with Scott (1), has suggested that if the wind
field is looked upon as a combination of two fields: the first, a solenoidal vector which has no divergence
but can have vorticity, and the second a lamellar vector which has no vorticity, but can have divergence,
then near the equator, the irrotational second part is negligible compared with the first part, the
solenoidal.
This may appear to be so when analysing areas adjacent to the equator, or situations such as confluent easterlies where the same sense of zonal flow obtains on both sides of the equator. It is not the
case with an area astride the equator with a meridional pressure gradient.
Weather observations at the equator do not reveal sudden shifts in the wind direction from west to
.e ast, or east to west, with meridional gradients. These observations, in fact, indicate a preponderance
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of meridional airflow. It must, therefore, be induced that the passage from a zonal wind in one sense
in an area where the solenoidal part of the wind is preponderant to another in the opposite hemisphere
where a similar state prevails, but with a zonal wind blowing in the opposite direction, must be gradual
and cover an area where it is the irrotational part of the field which is preponderant.
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(in reply): Mr. Cocheme seems to imply that a solenoidal wind field is impossible with
flow across the equator unless, at the equator, there is a sudden reversal of the zonal component. The
question hinges upon how closely the actual (or rotated) wind field can be represented by a set of scalar
isopleths (stream function); Mr. Cocheme does not refer to this criterion and it is therefore a little
difficult to appreciate his point. I would add that even if the flow is irrotational this is not necessarily
kinematically significant, for it may still be non-divergent.
A. G. FORSDYKE

TROPICAL SYNOPTIC MODELS
BY N. E. LA SEUR

Florida State University
Introduction
In most sciences knowledge is advanced through the continual interplay of empirical and
experimental work with theoretical investigation. We may regard synoptic models produced
by work in the field science of synoptic meteorology as analogous to experimental results in
laboratory sciences, although the models usually are less precise. It is significant to note, however, that no synoptic scale system, to my knowledge, has ever been predicted by theoretical
work and later verified by empirical investigation. It has not been possible in the past, nor
does it appear possible at the present time, to deduce the form and characteristics of synoptic
systems solely from theoretical considerations. We must first discover and describe the kinds
of synoptic systems which occur in the atmosphere, and then attempt to understand them with
the aid of theory.
Synoptic models represent an attempt to condense the general results of extensive empirical
investigation in a manner which retains a description of the essential kinematic, dynamic and
thermodynamic aspects of a particular type of synoptic system. The structure of individual
systems of one type varies in detail, but such variations do not represent fundamental differ
ences from the model. All realistic and successful synoptic models must be derived from the
study of many individual cases in a dense network of observations which .r-ermits the construction of unique analyses of the data and reliable computations from the analyses. When
analyses of a large number of individual cases reveal the same fundamental structure, the
synoptician is justified in formulating these characteristics in the form of a model. The
complete model, deduced from both empirical and theoretical investigation, presents descriptions of the fields of motion, pressure, temperature and weather distribution associated with
the synoptic system, together with information as to the kinematic, dynamic and thermodynamic processes responsible for this structure. In the sense that the model is derived from the
study of a large sample of cases it can be considered as a kind of statistical concept. But it must
be noted that only in the rare circumstance of a steady state can the model be derived from
study of averaged data. Furthermore, models derived from study of conditions in a particular
area cannot a priori be assumed to be valid for application in other areas.
Failure to adhere to one or more of the above principles has been responsible for much of
the confusion and uncertainty associated with the development and use of tropical synoptic
models. Aside from the pioneering work on the structure of tropical cyclones, which resulted
in the introduction into meteorology of the first synoptic model, almost all of the early models
were climatological concepts developed from the analysis of mean data. The models of subtropical anti-cyclones, trades, doldrums and monsoons are all essentially climatological
concepts derived mostly from the study of mean data because insufficient data were available
on a synoptic basis. Only in certain portions of the trades are conditions even approximately
in the steady state required for the average structure to be valid as a model for synoptic
structure. It is now known that conditions along the equatorial trough are quite non-steady
due to many small amplitude synoptic disturbances. Even the classical South-West Monsoon of
India has been shown to exhibit d efinite synoptic scale variations. The confusion and misunderstanding due to the substitution of climatological concepts for synoptic m odels were
compounded when airmass-frontal interpretation was added, whether from a climatological
or synoptic point of view. O nly within the past two decades have the data been improved and
our concepts been freed from climatological and airmass-frontal domination to an extent
47
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that reasonably accurate descriptions and useful models of tropical synoptic disturbances
have been developed. The work is still far from complete; large volumes of the tropical
troposphere remain virgin to modern meteorological instruments and scientific study.

General Remarks on Disturbances and Basic Currents
An attempt will now be made to summarize present knowledge of the various tropical
synoptic disturbances. The extent and completeness of information on the different types vary
considerably; in the case of some, description and understanding is quite complete, for others
only rudimentary information has been obtained so far. Emphasis will be placed on those
which appear to have the greatest general application and about which most is known.
Let us first review briefly the concepts of "disturbance" and "basic flow", as they are used
in synoptic meteorology. The distinction is primarily one of scale, both in space and time.
That part of the total motion which is characteristic of a large region and which changes
slowly with time, as compared to the size and time-scale of synoptic systems, may be termed
the basic flow. The synoptic disturbances appear as smaller-scale perturbations of the basic
flow. It may be noted that this empirical distinction makes no assumptions as to the theoretical
properties of the basic current or disturbances, i.e., it is not assumed that the basic flow alone
satisfies the primitive equations of motion or that the perturbations are of infinitesimal
amplitude. There is no unique empirical method by means of which one can objectively
separate a given total flow pattern into the basic current and perturbations. The characteristics of one or the other must be subjectively specified on empirical or theoretical grounds; this
automatically specifies the residual as the other component.
The concept of disturbance "intensity" should also be discussed. Of the many different
quantities which have been used as measures of intensity, the most realistic is the relative
vorticity. This is probably the least used in practice, however, because of the problems
involved in its computation. Most of the quantities which have been used, such as central
pressure, maximum wind speed, etc., are correlated to some extent with relative vorticity, but
not infrequently their use gives misleading information as to the correct variation in intensity
with height or time. It may be noted that most of the vorticity as computed on synoptic charts
is associated with the synoptic-scale disturbances; the vorticity of the basic flow is typically
smaller by an order of magnitude.
The Basic Flow
Because synoptic-scale disturbances in most regions of the tropics are of small amplitude,
it appears reasonable to consider the average flow patterns as the basic current. It is true that
in some regions, at certain times, synoptic systems contribute significantly to the average
picture, especially in some portions of the equatorial trough. With this reservation in mind,
we may describe the tropical basic current as consisting of two main parts [I J: a nearly
barotropic easterly current, the axis of which closely coincides with the equatorial trough in
the lower troposphere, and an upper part which becomes increasingly baroclinic with
increasing height and distance poleward in the troposphere, with the result that the easterlies
decrease upward, often turning to westerlies in the upper troposphere of the sub-tropics. No
distinct boundaries between the barotropic and baroclinic portions can be given, but in the
lower troposphere the transition typically occurs some 10 to 15 degrees oflatitude away from
the equatorial trough; it then slopes toward the equatorial trough with height to an elevation
of 20,000 to 40,000 feet. In the low troposphere the speed of the easterly flow is a minimum
along the equatorial trough, indeed at some places and times average westerlies occur. The
easterly speed increases poleward in low levels reaching maximum values in the oceanic
trades. In the upper troposphere the easterly speeds decrease poleward, becoming weak
easterlies or westerlies in the summer hemisphere, and strong westerlies in the winter hemi-
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sphere, above the surface positions of the sub-tropical anticyclones. There is also definite
evidence of average meridional flow toward the equatorial trough in the low troposphere and
return poleward flow in the upper troposphere. The lower convergence is more steady and
widespread than in the upper troposphere. The lower convergence is more steady and widespread than the upper return current, which occurs more sporadically in time and position.

Classification of Tropical Synoptic Systems
Synoptic scale disturbances of low latitudes can be classified in many ways: on the basis of
geographical location, geometrical form, intensity and others. It is convenient for purpose of
discussion to divide them into three broad groups based on their general appearance:
(I) Vortices.
(2) Wave-like perturbations, and
(3) Linear systems.
From a physical point of view these groups are not mutually exclusive since a disturbance
governed by the same physical process may have any of these geometrical forms at some stage
in its life-cycle. Conversely, disturbances in which fundamentally different physical processes
play a dominant role may have quite similar geometrical shapes. Within each of the broad
categories an attempt will be made to subdivide the disturbances on the basis of the dominant
governing physical mechanisms.

Vortices
(a) Cyclones
Here the term "tropical cyclone" will be used in a general sense to denote any cyclonic
vortex in the tropical troposphere. The study of some types of tropical cyclones has a long
history and was responsible for the introduction into meteorology of the concept of a cyclone
as a synoptic entity as well as for the origin of the word "cyclone". Much of the earlier subclassification of tropical cyclones has been on the basis of intensity, usually measured by the
maximum wind speed. A different approach is used here, which attempts separation on the
basis of physical processes and structure. From this point of view one can distinguish two main
classes: those whose intensity is greatest near the surface, decreasing upward, and those
whose intensity is greatest in the upper troposphere, decreasing downward. The former are
warm-core and the latter cold-core systems in so far as can be determined from the data.
Each class exhibits a wide range of sizes and intensities. Palmer [2] has suggested the somewhat
biological terminology of "proximal" and "distal" cyclones respectively for these two types,
but the more prosaic and descriptive terms of "low-level" and "high-level" cyclones are more
commonly used.
The low-level cyclones range in intensity from barely detectable to the most
severe hurricanes or typhoons. They originate mostly from intensification of synoptic disturbances in the equatorial trough, but may also form as a result of the transformation of previously
cold-core systems. In either case the release of latent heat of condensation, primarily on a
convective scale, is the primary physical process in their formation and maintenance. Their
movement is predominantly westward with a lesser poleward component.
The high-level cyclones also vary in intensity, to an extent that they are sometimes subdivided into different types. Some appear to be of mid-latitude origin, their formation due to
differential subsidence of cold air of high latitude origin as described by Palmen [3]. Others
have been shown to form entirely in the upper troposphere of low latitudes [4, 5]. They
frequently do not extend as a vortex below 20,000 to 25,000 feet, instead a weak wave-like
perturbation of the low tropospheric easterlies will be found beneath them. At this stage they
may be associated with extensive areas of middle and high clouds and a slight increase in
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convective activity. Further intensification and downward growth may result in the appearance of a vortex at the surface, a stage accompanied by large increases in convection. In the
ultimate stage of development, probably through the effects of convection, they may acquire
warm-core structure and occasionally develop into hurricanes. The physical processes responsible for their formation, intensification and maintenance (before convection becomes of
possible importance) largely remain a mystery, but probably are to be sought in the baroclinic
structure (available potential energy) or kinetic energy of the atmosphere. Their movement is
irregular and usually slow; they may remain quasi-stationary for several days. In the summer
hemisphere motion is westward more often than eastward, in the winter hemisphere it is eastward more often than westward. A poleward component is more common than an equatorward motion.
Occasionally a cyclonic vortex will appear which seems to agree with neither of the above
descriptions in that it appears as a vortex only in the middle troposphere. This structure is
usually due to variations in the basic current with elevation rather than reversal in intensity
of the vortex with height. For example, a cyclonic disturbance embedded in lower easterlies
and upper westerlies frequently appears as a wave-like perturbation at low and high levels
and as a vortex in the mid-troposphere where the basic flow reverses. Only by computing the vorticity at several levels can the true vertical variation of disturbance intensity be
determined.

(b) Anticyclones
Aside from the sub-tropical highs, which will be considered here as features of the basic
flow subject only to synoptic scale variations in position and intensity, anticyclonic vortices
are less well known in low latitudes. Since synoptic scale anticyclonic relative vorticity rarely
exceeds the value of the Coriolis parameter, anticyclonic disturbances are of small intensity
in low latitudes. Again it appears possible to divide them into two main classes: those which are
best developed in low levels, disappearing upward, and those which reach greatest intensity
in the upper troposphere.
The high-level anticyclones occur more frequently in the summer hemisphere and seldom
can be found below about r 5,000 to 20,000 feet. They are definitely of warm-core structure,
but this thermal characteristic appears to be due to two different processes. In most highlevel anticyclones the warm core results from subsidence and those are usually referred to as
dynamic anticyclones. It is now clear that some warm-core high-level anticyclones result
from the release of latent heat, again primarily on a convective scale. These two sub-classes
can be distinguished by their associated weather distribution; the dynamic type is accompanied
by little or no middle and high cloudiness and suppressed convection, the "thermal" type by
enhanced convection and dependent layers of middle and high clouds formed from the
convective clouds.
Low-level anticyclones occur mostly in regions and seasons when the equatorial trough is
displaced more than about ten degrees oflatitude from the equator. Definite evidence of their
existence has been found in the western North Pacific Ocean in summer [ r, 5] . There is also
evidence of their occurrence in the tropical North Atlantic and over Western Africa. They
usually disappear with height below an elevation of 20,000 feet and move predominantly
westward. Because of their proximity to the equator, w.here the term "anticyclonic" reverses
in meaning, they are sometimes called "clockwise" eddies (in the northern hemisphere) .
They are typically associated with above average convection and cloudiness, particularly in
their poleward sectors.
TtVaves
Two types of wave disturbances in the tropical easterlies have been the subject of considerable study: the Easterly Wave of the Caribbean, described by Riehl [6], and the Equatorial
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Wave of the Pacific, described by Palmer [I]. For these, rather detailed models have been
presented and considerable insight into the physical processes responsible for their structure
has been gained. There is reason to believe that they are not basically different phenomena,
but are different manifestations of the same fundamental wave-like disturbance of the easterlies
whose differences can be accounted for in terms of the differences in latitude and the characteristics of the basic flow which they perturb.
Historically, the Caribbean Easterly Wave was studied first. The new model was developed
by intensive study of new data obtained from the improved networks established in the area
during World War II. The new data consisted primarily of winds aloft observations which
were used to extend and clarify the results of Dunn [7], which had been obtained mostly from
surface data. Analysis of the upper winds revealed that the surface isallobaric centres
previously found by Dunn were accompanied by a westward moving wave-like oscillation of
the easterly current. The average speed of movement was in the range of ro to I5 knots and
the average wave-length about I5 degrees of longitude. Ahead of the wave, lower level
divergence and higher level convergence were accompanied by subsidence and suppressed
convection; behind the wave, lower convergence, upper divergence and upward motion
were associated with increased convective showers and some thunderstorms. This distribution
of divergence and vertical motion is consistent with results derived from the application of the
potential vorticity theorem to a wave in the easterlies which moves slower than the basic current
in the low levels and faster than the basic current in the upper layers [8].
The development of the Equatorial Wave model also came as a result of the study of new
improved networks, in this case from the Marshall Island area during periods of atomic
· weapons tests. Comparison of the Equatorial Wave with the Easterly Wave reveals both
similarities and differences. The average speed and wave-length are essentially the same, but
the lateral extent of the Equatorial Wave tends to be smaller. The distribution of low-level
convergence and divergence differs in detail; instead of isolated areas of convergence confined
to the region behind the wave axis, one finds isolated areas of divergence in the region ahead
of the wave axis. It is suggested that this difference is primarily to be attributed to differences
in the basic flow rather than the disturbances. The Equatorial Wave is embedded in the
easterlies of the equatorial trough which are convergent in the mean; in contrast, the Caribbean Easterly Wave is embedded in the trades which are divergent in the mean. In the former
case the sum of perturbation and basic fields of divergence results in isolated areas of positive
divergence surrounded by convergence; the reverse is true in the latter case. Note that,
although the two types of waves are not fundamentally different, the weather distribution
associated with each will be significantly different from a practical point of view. Other
differences between the two waves in the easterlies result from the differences in latitude. At
the higher latitude of the Easterly Wave the winds are more nearly gradient which accounts
for the fact that these disturbances are more easily recognized in the pressure field and are
associated with well-defined 24-hour isallobaric centres. The perturbation in the pressure
field associated with the Equatorial Wave usually is too small to be detected reliably with the
available data.

Induced Waves
Wave-like perturbations in the low tropospheric easterlies can be induced by the presence
of upper tropospheric disturbances. One example has already been mentioned previously when
it was pointed out that a high-level cyclone frequently does not extend to the surface as a
vortex, but its presence is indicated by a cyclonic wave disturbance in the lower easterlies.
This type is most frequent in the summer hemisphere. A similar phenomenon frequently
occurs in the winter hemisphere beneath troughs in the upper tropospheric westerlies which
overlie the lower easterlies. The name "polar trough" has been suggested for the latter type
[6]. These induced waves in the easterlies bear some resemblance to Easterly Waves in dimen-
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sion and weather patterns. The most striking difference is to be found in their motion which, in
contrast to the steady westward progression of the Easterly Wave, is irregular. They move in
response to the motion of the high-level cyclone or westerly trough which may be slowly westward, quasi-stationary or slowly eastward. The latter case is puzzling if only low-level data
are available. Less frequently an upper-level anticyclone or ridge is associated with an
induced anticyclonic perturbation of the lower easterlies.

Linear Disturbances
Grouped in this category are the several types of synoptic systems in which vorticity or
divergence, or both, tend to be concentrated along a line or zone whose length is much larger
than the width. There is a strong tendency for cyclonic vorticity to be associated with convergence, and anticylonic vorticity to be associated with positive divergence in such zones, but
the correlation is not perfect. One must always be careful to consider the contribution of shear
to vorticity in addition to the curvature effects, and to include the contribution of changes in
speed along the streamlines to divergence in addition to the effects of diffiuence. It should also
be remembered that certain characteristics of these disturbances depend upon the scale of the
analysis and average spacing of the reports; this is especially true with regard to assumptions
about the existence or degree of discontinuities in various elements.
Shearlines
As the name implies, this term is applied to lines along which shear of the horizontal wind is
concentrated; in practice it is applied exclusively to zones of cyclonic shear. The shear may be
due mostly to variations in wind direction, as in cases when two currents of nearly opposite
direction lie on either side of a line parallel to the flow, or primarily to variations in wind
speed across a current of nearly constant directions. Shearlines of the first type occur frequently
in the upper troposphere in summer between warm anticyclones. Such shearlines are typically
colder than the surroundings, probably as a result of ascending motion. They may be
associated with extensive areas of middle and high cloudiness and sometimes also
above average convection [8]. Similar shearlines in the lower troposphere may be drawn in the
vicinity of the equatorial trough when it is displaced far from the equator. Equatorward of
such shearlines the so-called low-level "equatorial westerlies" are found. This analytical
interpretation usually is found in regions of widely spaced reports; when detailed data are
available such shearlines are found to contain a series of small cyclonic vortices [ 1 J. Thus
it may not be justifiable to assume that the wind field has a zero-order discontinuity at such
lines if only sparse data are available. This is one of the synoptic entities to which the name
" equatorial front" has been applied, though convincing evidence of a density discontinuity
is seldom presented. Such zones are typically accompanied by extensive convection, especially
if they are quasi-stationary or moving poleward.
(c) Asymptotes
These may be defined simply as certain streamlines in the wind field towards which
neighbouring streamlines converge, or away from which neighbouring streamlines diverge.
The former is called an asymptote of confluence or sometimes a negative asymptote, and the
latter an asymptote of diffluence or positive asymptote. In theory the streamlines of a continuous wind field do not actually touch except at singular points, but on the scale of synoptic
analysis it is common practice to merge streamlines along the asymptotes.
Although asymptotes have recently been emphasized by Palmer [ 1] as a result of the
application of isogon-isotach m ethods of wind analysis in the tropical Pacific, they are neither
a new concept nor peculiar to the tropics. They were described four decades ago in connection
with the development of the isogon-isotach techniques, and discovered and described in extra-
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tropical regions in some of the early investigations of the polar front. In fact, it is easy to show
that almost all extra-tropical fronts are associated with asymptotes. But the converse is not
true; asymptotes may exist without any associated front. In this sense the asymptote can be
considered a more fundamental feature of the atmosphere than the front.
In the tropics asymptotes are found on both a synoptic and climatological scale, the
distinction between these must be kept in mind. Only in the case of a steady state will they be
the same. On a synoptic scale, asymptotes of confluence are associated with most low-level
cyclonic vortices, and asymptotes of diffiuence with most low-level anticyclonic vortices.
Instances of the opposite association occur occasionally. Both types of asymptotes also occur in
Easterly Waves and Equatorial Waves. Unless speed divergence compensates for the confluence along the negative asymptotes in the low levels, they will be accompanied by long lines,
or narrow zones, of cumulus congestus and cumulonimbus clouds with many showers. These are
another synoptic entity to which the term "equatorial front" has been applied when they occur
in or near the equatorial trough.
Another synoptic system frequently associated with an asymptote of confluence is the
remnant of extra-tropical cold fronts as they move into tropical regions. Due to the frontolytical effects of subsidence and non-adiabatic heat transfer from the surface, the temperature
contrast diminishes rapidly. However, the system can often be traced to quite low latitudes as
an asymptote of confluence in the winds, which is also frequently marked by moderate to
strong cyclonic shear.
One asymptote which occurs on a climatological scale deserves mention because it has
been used frequently (and erroneously) as a synoptic model. This is the mean asymptote of
confluence found on maps of average winds in a position which coincides closely with the
mean position of the equatorial trough. The term "equatorial front" has also been applied
to this climatological asymptote. On synoptic charts an asymptote of confluence may or
may not exist in the region of the equatorial trough; when it does, there is usually little
resemblance to the mean pattern.

Conclusion
It will have been noted that none of the synoptic models discussed above was derived from
a study of African data. It is not known, therefore, to what extent they are suitable for application to this region. However, the above classification and discussion attempt to emphasize the
general characteristics and fundamental processes of synoptic systems which have been shown
to have the widest validity in other tropical areas, in the hope that these are also likely to be
valid in Africa. Details of structure and physical processes which appear peculiar to a particular region have been avoided deliberately in the belief that these are not likely to be the
same in Africa.
It remains for synoptic meteorologists in Africa to determine the extent to which models
developed in other tropical areas may be used here. When basic agreement is found between
events in Africa and previously established models, they may be accepted; undoubtedly there
will be necessary detailed modifications. When synoptic studies reveal fundamental differences between African systems and other models, no attempt should be made to force agreement. I strongly suspect that basic contributions to tropical synoptic meteorology will result
from studies of adequate African data. An admittedly incomplete survey of literature on
synoptic studies in Africa suggests some of the previously established models will prove to be
valid with minor modifications. The survey also revealed considerable concern with airmass frontal interpretations of events on both a synoptic and climatological scale. Because of
limited experience in African analysis, I do not feel competent to judge the validity of such
interpretation, but I feel this should be an important consideration in future work.
Again, the greatest need is for the establishment of adequate data networks. I sincerely
hope the recent progress in this direction will continue.
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DISCUSSION

J. PAULY. Concerning the examples of easterly waves observed in the Caribbean islands, shown to us by
Professor La Seur, I note a complete similitude with the squall-lines of West Africa in the pressure
variations (low in front-high at the back) and the type of phenomena observed, especially the cloud
system: (I recall that Hubert had, some 30 years ago, applied the Cloud system notion of the French
School to phenomena observed in West Africa).
Referring to my remarks made in the discussion on Dr. Forsdyke's paper "Synoptic Models of the
Tropics" it is noticed that the easterly wave of the Caribbean islands and the quasi cold drop already
defined by me are similar. One can even suppose that the latter is the result of the farmer's evolution.
As I have already pointed out at a former stage of the evolution and under certain conditions, one
could witness the birth of a tropical cyclone. We would then have the following possible complete
evolutive diagram:
squall line
or
easterly-wave

quasi
cold-drop

tropical cyclone

I would like to congratulate Professor La Seur on his very clear explanation of the slide
he has shown us (not reproduced in the text), in particular on the detailed analysis of wind shown for
Northern Africa. Could Professor La Seur say whether the vortices shown were persistent enough to
appear on more than one of a sequence of charts; in other words can they be regarded as entities having
the nature of useful synoptic models?
A. G. FORSDYKE.

N. E. LA SEUR (in reply). In reply to Dr. Forsdyke's question, the vortices shown are indeed persistent
synoptic systems which can be found on successive daily charts and are useful synoptic models. This
reply, based on our own limited experience has been substantiated in a more extensive and convincing
manner by the chart presented by Mr. Aspliden in his lecture.

It seems inadvisable, without further research, to apply all synoptic models which have
been derived in oceanic regions to continental regions like Africa. At least the basic flow is quite
different: in contrast to Palmer's results from the Pacific we observe over Africa, India and the adjacent
oceans a baroclinic flow also in the lower troposphere, at least during the extreme seasons.
In addition to the synoptic models of the lower and middle troposphere described by Dr. Forsdyke
and Professor La Seur, I found over the equatorial Pacific a frequent multiplication of the tropical
tropopause in the layer between 120 and 75 mb.; its frequency decreases from nearly 75 per cent. at
1° to about 70 per cent. at 12° N. Similar investigations of the radiosonde ascents over Equatorial Africa
should be suggested.
.
H. FLOHN.

(in reply). Professor Flohn's comment emphasizes a point which I tried to make in the
lecture. We must verify independently whether synoptic models derived elsewhere are valid for use in
Africa. The second remark concerning multiple tropopause is certainly valid for the Caribbean region.

N. E. LA SEUR

It was quite clear from the slides exhibited by Professor La Seur (not reproduced
in the text) that the analysts had taken elaborate precautions against the misuse of any frontal models
and maybe had missed a few points in the process. It would, however, be inappropriate to enter into a
detailed discussion of that.
Professor La Seur had emphasizeJ che continuity in the windfield and pointed out that apparent
discontinuities disappear with an increase of data. This is not at all astonishing as the discontinuity is
completely dependent on the scale. Even what the lecturer has termed "a time front" will, if the scale is
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i~1creased, break down into small circulations in the windfield and into separate areas in the weather

patterns.
N. VANDER ELST. In reply to Dr. Flohn's question regarding tropopause: since we have applied the
definition adopted by WMO for the tropopause to the radiosoundings of Leopoldville and Coquilhatville, the number of cases of a multiple tropopause has been small-at any rate much smaller than
before the WMO definition was applied. It appears to be the same in Bangui.
Then, commenting upon Professor La Seur's remarks about the origin of low-level cyclones near
the coast of Africa: I have seen, over many years, a number of line-squalls or line-shaped disturbances
crossing the northern half of the Congo from E. to W. The formation of these disturbances has sometimes been well observed in Southern Sudan or Uganda on the eastern side of the Nile Valley in
association with well-marked isallobaric highs of the 24-hour tendency. It has been suggested that such
isallobaric patterns and such disturbances may occur when cold air invades the southern Nile
Valley behind weak cold fronts moving along the Mediterranean. When we have been able to follow
these line-squalls on the chart, it has been found that they were often intensified as they passed over the
Cameroon mountains (or that they triggered off a stronger line-squall) which in turn could be followed
along the coast of Guinea, sometimes as far as south of Dakar.
Now, if as Professor La Seur has simplied, tropical cyclones or hurricanes could be started off the
coast of Guinea, and since it is known that some hurricanes have returned north-eastwards in the guise
of waves along the polar front, I suggest that we have a chain of events which is well worth studying as
a large-scale synoptic phenomenon.
PAULY. I agree with Mr. Vander Elst. Since the adoption of the new international definitions of the
tropopause, their multiplication happens less frequently at Niamey, Abidjan and Dakar.

J.

I have been engaged actively in the study of synoptic charts in tropical Africa since 1926
and feel that I must apologize for my inability to present to this gathering even one synoptic model.
Taking the model as a pattern of meteorological elements and weather of synoptic scale which moves
through the area and endures for some time the only models I have seen are the occasional cyclones
which invade the high land and the polar waves described by Rattle.
You will recall that Dr. Forsdyke showed a diagram of pressure traces in which a surge of I 5 mb.
at Tulear was reflected simultaneously at all stations up to Mogadiscio where the amplitude was 1 mb.
We have IO years of meteograms of the stations in the Rhodesias showing not only pressure but winds
and other elements. Stations in the south react to pressure movements in the southern temperate zone
and these changes are reflected with decreasing amplitude in the north. In the height of the rainy
season the most northerly station, Kasama, pursues a course of its own. Cyclone invasions are clearly
traceable on these meteograms and the polar waves can be directed with difficulty. Apart from this
the main pressure changes are sensibly simultaneous and in phase with movements to the south and I
am driven to the conclusion that we are not affected by tropical synoptic models such as are described.
N. P. SELLICK.

N. E. LA SEUR (in reply). Colonel Sellick's comments on the lack over certain portions of Africa of
synoptic systems, as have been described here, emphasize that models developed elsewhere may not be
valid for use in Africa. However, I should be very surprised if no synoptic variations at all occur in these
regions. Those which do occur may take a quite different form, perhaps predominantly occurring as
variations in the position and intensity of quasi-permanent larger scale systems.

G . D. STOCK. We observe in our zone several cases of wind-shear. A very marked and persistent one
occurs in Northern Kenya and Somalia in September/October at levels below 14,000 feet and appears
to be of a zero-order discontinuity. It certainly is of a much narrower band than Professor La Seur
has shown in his models, and is of the order of only 20 to 30 mb. with wind speeds often approaching
30 to 40 knots at the shear-line. I would suggest if small vortices were to be set up in such a wind
strength, larger systems would probably develop and be observed in our upper air network, but we do
not observe any change in the shear-line pattern from day to day. No significant weather is observed
near the shear-line, although a point to be noted in this case is that it generally coincides where the
south-easterly flow rises from a l,ooo foot plateau to meet the northerly flow coming from a 3,000 foot
escarpment and it could be partly due to orography. The spread of the shear-line varies from 3 to 12 °
oflatitude.

(in reply). I would agree with Mr. Stock that orography probably plays an important
role' in the structure of the shear-line he describes.

N. E. LA SEUR

FORECASTING RESEARCH IN EAST AFRICA
BY D. H. JOHNSON* AND H. T. MORTH

East African Meteorological Department, Nairobi
Preface
This paper was originally prepared for presentation at the joint Munitalp/World
Meteorological Organization Symposium held in Nairobi in December, 1959· However,
owing to unfortunate delays in the publication of these "Proceedings", and the fact that
this paper forms part of an integrated research project, the published results of which will be
out of balance unless the paper is available, it has been published now in limited quantity
as an East African Meteorological Department Memoir with the agreement of the Munitalp
Foundation.
As a result of the additional research which has been undertaken since the date of the
Symposium, the opportunity has been taken to amend and extend the content of the original
paper which was presented verbally at the Symposium.
PART l
(Read by D. H. JOHNSON)

Introduction
The programme of forecasting research of the East African Meteorological Department
began in 1958 with the principal aim of developing methods of short period rainfall forecasting.
The research can be considered in four inter-related sections:
(i) A study of 24-hour rainfall observations to determine the existence, scale, and
behaviour of rain areas over East Africa;
(ii) A statistical examination of the Nairobi radio sonde ascents for relations between
rainfall, and measures of moisture, stability, and wind;
(iii) A search for relations between the upper flow and rainfall which has led to the
recognition of certain models and an appreciation of the necessity for mapping the
upper pressure fields;
(iv) A study of the tropical and sub-tropical jet streams.
Rainfall Patterns
There are at present about fifty synoptic reporting stations in East Africa, five of which
are 24-hour stations. Fortunately, as Fig. 7. l. l shows, there is a network of rainfall stations
measuring 24 hour totals, most of them voluntary, which provides a good data coverage
except in the Northern Frontier District of Kenya, and in some virtually uninhabited areas
of Tanganyika. This network provides the basic data for our rainfall maps.
Fig. 7. I.2 illustrates the analysis problem which the plotted observations present. It is
obvious that the values are not randomly scattered but are grouped into relatively wet or
dry regions. There is, however, so great a variation from station to neighbouring station in
the amounts reported, that isohyets would form patterns too complicated for study of large
scale weather systems. Bultot [ 2] has met the same problem in the Belgian Congo. To
overcome the difficulty, we have divided the maps into areas which are broadly homogeneous
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as regards the proportion of stations which are reporting rain. Each area carries an index
figure in whole units on a scale between o and I o: o applies to a completely dry region;
the values from 2 to 10 represent the percentage, in tens of percent, of stations reporting
rain; and a I (one) area is what is left when the o and 2-ro areas have been fixed.
The analyses have been made subjectively according to the following rules. The highest
index areas are delineated first, followed by the others approximately in order of descending
value. Inhomogeneities on a scale of less than that of one degree of latitude are neglected,
but the analysis is incorrect if a large region of given index could be divided into smaller
areas, of dimension greater than one degree squared, to which higher or lower indexes would
apply. In practice such analyses have proved feasible, and the areas so defined more often
than not have clear cut edges, being bounded either by dry areas or areas of another index
value. Fig. 7. r.2 makes this point clear: note particularly the sharp change north of the
centre of the map, where there is a good network, from the "9" area to dryness. The plotted
rainfall values are given in hundredths of an inch. The subjectivity is a disadvantage, but
where the network is good, providing that the above principles are followed, there is little
room for two analysts to produce analyses which differ by more than one index unit here
and there. There is no reason why similar analyses should not be made objectively, by an
area searching technique, similar to that used for objectively analysed contour charts, but
an electronic computer would be required.
Figs. 7. r.3 to 7. r.9 illustrate the value of the analyses in depicting large-scale changes
of weather. They apply to December I958, but for economy in space, charts can be given only
for selected days. The sequence of daily charts shows a continuous evolution. A rain area
which developed on the South Tanganyika coast, spread northwards during the first few
days of the month (Figs. 7. r.3 to 7. r.4.), moving up to the east of the Kenya Highlands and
retracting from the South by the roth (Fig. 7.r.5). Throughout the first week there were
outbreaks of rain in the west of the territories and a consolidated rain area appeared in the
west on the 12th (Fig. 7.1.6), when the previously persistent East Kenya area rapidly
declined. The new rain area extended to cover all but the north-east of East Africa by the
2Ist (Fig. 7.r.7). On the 25th (Fig. 7.r.8), a clearance from the north-east began, spreading
steadily south-eastwards to the whole of East Africa, the chart for the 31st (Fig. 7. 1.9).
indicating very dry conditions.
Further insight into the space and time correlations in the weather is given by Fig. 7. 1. 10,
which graphs the daily index values for five locations during January and February 1959.
These months are normally relatively dry in Kenya and Uganda, except for lake and coast
effects, but are rainy in Southern Tanganyika. The differences of season and location clearly
affect the character of the graphs and the serial correlations quoted with them. They all,
however, show wet and dry spells of varying duration and spatial correlations are obvious
for at least two of the spells. The sequence 8th to 1 rth February is discussed in Part 2 of
this paper.
To date, six months' charts have been analysed and examined. For that period there is
little evidence of movement of the rain patterns on time scales which might suggest association
with moving waves, troughs, or disturbances of the kind which characterize temperate
latitude weather. The winds in the lower troposphere usually blew through the patterns,
which tended to remain quasi-stationary for several days, until evolution to another configuration set in.
Apart from their use in studying changes of weather synoptically, the analyses can be
used to give a greac deal of information about the general character of East African weather.
Fig. 7. r. r I shows frequency distributions of the mean rainfall values in areas of given indexes.
There is a clear correlation of both the model value and the range, with the index number,
which does something to justify the chosen form of rain area analysis.
Using these analyses many problems which arise in forecasting rainfall amounts can be
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investigated; variations in the texture of the patterns with weather type, season, and location
(modifying effects of orography, lake, coast, etc.); the degree ofrandomness in the distribution
of amounts within the areas; the representativeness for their regions of the synoptic reporting
stations; and so on to the province of climatological research, in which a rain area index,
rather than a station value, approach might be advantageous for some purposes.
Rainfall and the Upper Air Ascent

To test the value of upper air ascents in forecasting local rainfall in East Africa, a statistical
investigation is being made, using a technique of graphical correlation advocated by Brier [ 1 J.
For each day on which an early morning ascent was made from Nairobi, from 1954 to
1959, several measures of moisture, stability and wind were taken from the plotted tephigram.
For seventy raingauge stations within about twenty miles radius of Nairobi, two counts,
Rr and Rz, of the number of stations reporting rain (Rr) and the number reporting falls of
o · 5 inches or more (R2), were made; they refer to the twenty-four hours beginning at 0600
GMT on the morning of the ascent. Fig. 7.1.12 shows the relation between Rr, Rz and
humidities in the layers 750 mb. to 500 mb. and 500 mb. to 300 mb., for the long rains. The
Nairobi ascent begins at about 820 mb. To calculate the total mixing ratio
deficit for any day, the differences between the observed mixing ratios and the
mixing ratios for a dew-point curve coincident with the observed dry-bulb curve, were
measured at 50 mb. intervals and summed for the required layers. A high deficit then,
corresponds to low humidity. The values of Rr and Rz entered in the diagram are averages
for the squares of side 5 gm. /kg. at which they are centred. At the top and on the right of
the diagram, are means of Rr and Rz for ranges of mixing ratio deficit represented by the
columns or rows in which they are given. The row and column totals need not agree with
the sums of those in the squares, because a few observations which fall outside the squares
have been included. The marked correlation of rainfall with upper humidity, on which
Thompson [15] has commented, is clearly shown. A similar correlation was found for each
of the four East Kenya seasons. The set of curves has been drawn to fit the Rr values,
allowing some smoothing. The curves could be used on any future occasion to predict a value
for Rr, once the mean mixing ratios have been measured from the ascent. A similar diagram
might be prepared for a second pair of predictors, measuring stability perhaps, to give a
second estimate for Rr. The two estimates could then be regarded as fresh predictors and
graphically combined in the same fashion. The scheme would be:
Pr (WIND)
P2 (STABILITY)
P 3 (HUMIDITY)

)

P 4 (PERSISTENCE)

J

)

R, lRAINFALL FORECAST)

The final estimate of Rr would be an objective forecast for the Nairobi area. The
probabilities of rainfall of specified amounts occurring at a particular station in the area,
will be related to the Rr value and could be assessed using the past data. There is no reason,
beyond the magnitude of the computations, why the graphical relations should not be fixed
using rigorous statistical methods. In a recent problem at Dunstable (Freeman [6]), quintic
polynomials were fitted by a least-squares process to the basic data to give curves equivalent
to those of Fig. 7. 1. 12. Since this involves solving twenty-one simultaneous equations for
twenty-one unknowns the work is suited only to an electronic computer. The method is very
much more powerful than simple linear regression.
The relevance of some sixteen different predictors is being investigated, but space does
not permit a full account to be given. However, a few results which are relevant to the general
question of weather mechanisms are worth quoting.
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Considering the relation with moisture, it is tempting at first sight to theorize that moisture
is the key to the problem, which must be solved in terms of moisture sources and advection.
Table 7. I. 1 shows the frequencies with which specified mean mixing ratios are observed at
Nairobi; they refer only to the layer from the surface to 700 mb.
TABLE 7.1.1. FREQUENCIES OF MEAN MIXING RATIOS (GM./KG.) FOR THE SURFACE-700 MB. LAYER, OVER
NAIROBI

Mean Mixing
Ratio

6·

I
7·0

7· I
8·o

8· I
g·o

g· I
IO·O

IO· I
II ·o

II·I
II ·o

I 2 ·I
I3·0

I3 ·I
I4·0

7

2

Feb. 2I-May 3I

4

II

35

75

IOI

37

June I-Oct. I5

4

65

I76

II3

22

3

Oct. I6-Dec. Ig

2

I2

30

60

48

6

Dec. 20-Feb. 20

5

14

35

5I

53

II

.Note :-8 · o

MEAN MIXING RATIO APPROXIMATELY EQUIVALENT To ONE CM. RAIN.

It is clear from Table 7. 1. I that only very rarely, if ever, will there be insufficient moisture
in the lower depth through the lower troposphere. It seems that the most plausible explanation
of the correlation is that upper moisture is usually indicative of present or recent upward
moisture transport and of the absence of lower tropospheric divergence and subsidence.
The proviso must be made, however, that in a situation which is dynamically inactive and in
which pure convection takes over, the moisture distribution is of critical importance.
Figs. 7. I. I 3 to 7. I. 16 show how rainfall is related to wind in each of the four seasons.
Rr and Rz are compared with the mean components in the layer 750 mb. to 550 mb., which
are the lower layers of the troposphere at Nairobi.
Considering first the diagrams for the two rainy seasons (Figs. 7. 1. 13 and 7. 1. I 5), the
winds in both seasons are predominantly easterly and most of the rain falls in easterly regions,
although when westerlies do occur in the February-May period, there is a high probability
of widespread heavy rain, particularly if the winds are due west rather than northwest.
In the November rains, northeasterlies are more productive of rainfall than southeasterlies; probably the southeasterly situations represent the tail end of the dry season and
late recurrences of the southern subtropical anticyclone which drives the diffl.uent low-level
southerly trades over East Africa.
In February-May southeasterlies are more often rainy than northeasterlies, perhaps
because spells of dry weather at that season are often associated with divergent northeasterlies
which recurve across the equator into a southern trough; southeasterlies when they first
appear near the equator at this season form a confluence with the northeasterlies.
In the short December-February dry period (Fig. 7. i.14) the raininess of the westerly
intrusions is again very marked, but northeasterly winds prevail. During the long dry season
however (Fig. 7.i.16), westerlies and easterlies are about equally probable. The westerlies
are again more likely to give rain than the easterlies, but although the probability of rain
is much smaller than it is in other seasons.
In June-October there are many occasions of rainless westerlies, and falls over half an
inch are uncommon.
The relative raininess of the westerlies and, statistically speaking, the dryness of the
easterlies, have been known to forecasters for a long time. The advection of moist westerly
air, "Congo air", has sometimes been taken to explain the phenomenon in East Africa.
But the evidence of Table 7. I. I weighs against this explanation; further, the cases of Table
7. I. 1 were sub-divided according to the speed and direction of the 750 mb. wind and there
was no significant difference between the average low level moisture contents in the two
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groups. There is no doubt that upper westerlies are associated with high relative humidities
aloft, but the correlation is explained as a result of the upward transport of moisture. Flohn
[4] and Johnson and Morth [9] have remarked on a possible mechanism for the basic
tendency to ascent in westerlies and descent in easterlies which is also discussed in Part 2
of this paper. Regarding the lesser effectiveness of the westerlies in the dry season, this can be
explained by the very marked damping effect which the strongly divergent low-level southeasterlies exert during this period.
Stability has been measured in several ways, but in most cases the correlations with rainfall
are not nearly so marked as they are for moisture and wind. Fig. 7. I. I 7 shows the case for
which the closest relations were found; it relates rainfall to the convection temperature
and the difference between parcel and environment curve temperatures at 500 mb., assuming
the convection temperature to have been reached.
The lack of a very marked relation of rainfall with stability agrees with the forecasters'
general experience, but there are nevertheless one or two occasions each year when a clear
morning combined with a patently unstable ascent leads the forecaster successfully to forecast
widespread heavy showers with thunder for the afternoon. One such case is discussed in Part
2 of this paper. The diagrams do not isolate these occasions very well and future work will
centre on the thunderstorm cases.
General Deductions from foregoing Sections

The results discussed in the foregoing sections may be summarized as follows. Distinct
rain areas, which often persist in situ for several days at a time are observed in East Africa.
They are not generally advected with the winds of the lower troposphere, although they may
move in the same sense as one of the prevailing currents, at times when both the upper
flow and the rainfall patterns are undergoing change. This suggests that advective changes
of moisture and stability are not fundamental to our rainfall problem. For moisture, the
suggestion is confirmed by the statistics regarding availability of moisture in the lowest
layers. It is conceivable that stability could be the agent of some dynamical effect in producing a stationary rain area through which the winds blow, but the unimpressive statistical
correlations between rain and stability do not suggest that this is generally the case.
We have thus been led to seek our explanations for the maintenance of weather patterns
and for weather changes, in the dynamics of the upper flow.
The Upper Flow and Rainfall
(a) The Pressure Field

The significant terms m the horizontal component equations for large scale flow are, in
standard notation,

op + 2 ~&nsm
. ,./...
'Y y + F x

x

= - (/.-

y

op -- 2 ~&nsm
. ,./...
= - (/. -oy
'Y x

ox

+ Fy

(I.I)

( 1.2)

of the three forces on the right hand side of the equations, only the pressure force creates
kinetic energy: the Coriolis force deflects, but does no work, and frictional forces dissipate
kinetic energy. If follows that to understand the mechanisms which control the accelerations
of air particles, and hence the divergence, and the vertical motions, and the weather, we must
investigate the pressure field. The argument holds for all latitudes.
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(b) East African Contour Ana(yses

In December Ig58, contour charts were drawn at the Central Forecast Office for the
first time. The charts are currently prepared for standard levels up to I oo mb. and extend
over all Africa and most of Europe. Much has been learned from them regarding the
relations between the wind and pressure fields, and the dependence of the weather on these
relations. They have replaced the purely wind flow analyses which were previously made.
Streamlines and isotachs define the instantaneous wind field admirably, but they do not
explain it; nor have they permitted developments in the wind flow patterns to be forecast.
Those who work with the present African data will be well aware that the radio sonde
network, which has slowly grown in recent years, is still entirely inadequate to enable a
unique pressure analysis to be made independently of the wind observations, for any given
occasion. But in the course of studying day by day, the evidence which the observations
afford, models for the relationships between the pressure and wind fields and the weather
have come to be recognized, together with some characteric effects associated with changing
pressure patterns.
(c) The Duct and the Drift

The most frequently observed models are depicted in Figs. 7. r. I8 and 7. r. 19.
Fig. 7.r.I8 illustrates the flow observed when two high cells or ridges oppose each other
across the equator. The air flows approximately parallel to the contour lines. This model,
perhaps the commonest, taking all levels into account, we have called the "Equatorial Duct".
On the largest scale, allowing for some surface frictional convergence, it is manifest in the
trade wind pattern; but it is observed on all scales down to that of a few degrees, and it is
observed as a feature which builds, declines and is replaced by other models on the time scale
of synoptic change.
Fig. 7. r. I g shows the usual consequence of the opposition across the equator of cells
of high and low pressure, or a ridge and a trough. The flow is markedly cross-contour and is
similar to that of the great Indian Ocean monsoon flow; the winds cross the equator with a
marked easterly component. The remarks of the previous paragraph regarding scale and
change with time apply equally in this case. We term the model, the "Cross-Equatorial Drift".
The first problem is to explain why the air, north of the equator in the examples of Figs.
7.r.I8 and 7.r.Ig, behaves differently in the two cases, although the contours are parallel
to the equator in both. Obviously, the air particle is affected only by the forces which are
acting instantaneously upon it, and it cannot tell whether there is a high or a low cell on
the other side of the equator.
To take first the case of the Duct, in which the flow is observed approximately parallel
with the contours, we note that the pressure force acts at right angles to the flow: Considering
equation ( r.2), for south-north component of motion, calculation shows that the pressure
force cannot be balanced by the y acceleration for any appreciable distance, unless there is
very marked curvature, as in the cyclostrophic case of the tropical storm, because the air
would soon turn to flow directly down-gradient and the conditions of the model would be
unsatisfied. Considering friction, there is no reason to suppose that the frictional force
should act more across the path of the particle, than along it, and steady antitriptic flow could
only reasonably be achieved in the downgradient direction. We are left with the conclusion
that the pressure force, to a first approximation, is balanced by the Coriolis force; in other
words, the flow is geostrophic even down to the equator. Fig. 7.r.20 shows the bowl shaped
meridional pressure profiles, assuming geostrophic zonal flow of specified speeds. It will be
noted that the pressure trough at the equator is not "sharp" as, say, a cold front trough, but it
is completely flat at the equator itself. There is not the necessary radio sonde network to
test the detail of these profiles by observation, but the observed meridional pressure differences,
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in large-scale motions, over steps of approximately l ,ooo miles are of the correct order.
These deductions are in agreement with recent, detailed work by Palmer et al. [1 l], using a
dense Pacific Islands radiosonde network, from which it is concluded that, for monthly mean
flow at least, the low tropospheric winds obey the geostrophic equation.
The Duct configuration includes an entrance and an exit, wherein acceleration and deceleration of the air take place. The relations of the streamlines to the contours in these
regions are indicated in Fig. 7.r.18. Acceleration of air at the confluence requires a downgradient component of flow, which gives rise to convergence near the equator; similarly
there is divergence in the diffiuent part of the pattern. When the confluence extends in depth
through the lower troposphere the conditions for ascent and rain are fulfilled. From experience,
it can be said that the effect is particularly enhanced if pressure in one or both of the boundary
high cells is rising: increased convergence in this case is to be expected on theoretical grounds.
In the current rainy season, the Duct situation has been established throughout the lower
troposphere, and the weather has obviously responded to intensifications in the controlling
high cells and ridges.
(d) Dynamics

of the Drijt

The Drift is distinguished by the existence of a pressure gradient at the equator and
highly ageostrophic flow. The kinematics of the flow within the Drift has been investigated
using the following equations and finite difference relations to compute the air trajectories:
At time t 0

ox + 2£2 sin </>o Yo

( r.3 )

op)
oy o-

( l-4)

Xo = - a (op )

0

Yo = At time tr where

IX (

2

Q sin </>o Xo

b.t = tr - to
Xr = Xo + Xo f::.t
Yr =yo + Yo f::.t
Xr = Xo + t (xo
Yr = Yo +

i

(yo

( r.5)
( r.6)

+ xr) b.t
+ Yr) f::.t

(q)
( r.8)

(for all our computations a has been given a value appropriate to 700 mb.). The pressure
pattern must be known as a function of space and time and the initial velocities of the air
particles must be specified, but subsequent positions and velocities of the air can be computed.
This approach differs in several ways from those of Grimes [7], Crossley [3] and Sellick [13],
who sought mathematical, not numerical, solutions, Those writers required the horizontal
flow to be non-divergent and the vertical motion to be zero. Following Forsdyke [5], the
view is taken that the vertical motions inay be neglected in determining the horizontal
flow, although the flow may indicate divergences, from which vertical velocities may be
inferred. Forsdyke [5] gives some further mathematical solutions on that basis, but for tractability, has to assume that the Coriolis force does not vary with latitude. It is believed, however,
that the variation of Coriolis force with latitude plays a very important role in the models
observed.
Fig. 7. r.2 l shows the computed trajectory of air flowing into an idealized Drift with a
slightly ageostrophic velocity. The pressure gradient is taken to be constant and for this and
other computations, which have so far been made, the possible frictional forces are not
included, and a steady state is assumed. The y-component horizontal acceleration may be
expressed in the form :
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dy
dt

- =

.

a.y

. ay

ay

x-+yax
ay +at

For steady state and no variation with longitude of the velocity components, we can write:
div V
H

ax. a-y
·
= -ax +-=
y
ay
Y

This relation has been used to compute the divergences, where they are quoted. From Fig.
7. r .2 r it is seen that the air particle does not recover a geostrophic equilibrium north of
the equator, but flows downgradient, until it recurves south of the equator. There is divergence
in the north and convergence in the westerlies to the south. This agrees very well with
experience for the months January to March, when lower troposphere drifts are associated
with fine weather over Kenya, but with seasonal rain in the westerlies over Southern
Tanganyika. In our model drifts the high pressure is shown north of the equator, the mirror
image situation with high pressure to the south is the same in principle.

(e) Truncation errors
Because the solutions to the equations ( r.3) and ( r.4) are numerical, truncation errors will
arise due to the integration being made with finite time steps. Fortunately, for the case in
which the contours parallel the equator, and the pressure gradient is uniform, an exact
solution of the equations is possible. Under the conditions:
~

ax

= 0,

~

-l/.,

ay

y

= A,sin<f> = R'F = 0.

the equations (r.r) and (r.2) reduce to

and

x

= Byy, where B

y

=A - Byx

( r.g)

(r.10)

Equation ( r.g) integrates at sight and ( r. IO) is solved on substitution for By from ( r.g). The
velocity components are then:
=

xo + -B2 (y

2

-

y~)

(r.II)

(i.12)
where

x

Both and y are functions of y and the initial conditions alone. The exact solution for the
velocities can therefore be compared, latitude for latitude, with the finite different solutions.
Fig. 7. r.22 allows the comparison to be made. The x-ward steps of the second computation
were found using the relations:
ntor =
wherenyor =Yr -yoand/;:;.tor = tr -

2nyor

Yo +Yr
toandxr = Xo + i

(:Xo

+ Xr)ntor

In the case shown in Fig. 7. 1 .22 the truncation errors were, for practical purposes, very
small. Tests have been made with other trajectories which show that the time step of 104
seconds needs reducing to avoid serious truncation error, if the velocity, or the accelerations,
change signs rapidly.
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(f) Stability

of the Duct and the Drift

The solutions ( r. r r) and ( r. 12) to the equations for an ideal Drift have been put into graphical form, so that the conditions under which particles will cross the equator can be investigated
further. It is found that, for a given pressure gradient, there is a critical latitude equatorwards
of which geostrophic flow is only in neutral stability and for all subgeostrophic velocities the
air will flow southwards across the equator. As one proceeds polewards of the critical latitude,
the flow is stable for increasingly subgeostrophic winds. Fig. 7.r.23 shows the computed
trajectory for a stable oscillation in a Drift. Such oscillations are not observed. This is understandable since the interference from air particles in neighbouring latitudes and longitudes
would exert a damping effect and a quasi-geostrophic mean motion would be achieved.
The properties of the Drift configuration are evidently such that there can be a tendency
for stable quasi-geostrophic flow at ro 0 North, say, and markedly downgradient flow at 5°
North. In that event the divergence south of the anticyclone must be spectacularly increased.
In Fig. 7. r.24 a comparison between the trajectories of two particles which initially
have identlcal velocities in identical gradients at 5 ° N. is made. In one case the pressure
gradient is constant, in the other the meridional profile is bowl-shaped, as appropriate to
a Duct. The Duct case is stable; the Drift is not. This result is due to the decrease of the Duct,
and in very low latitudes air which has only a slightly sub-geostrophic speed will attempt to
cross the equator: in practice this would result in a marked convergence near the equator.
(g) The Bridge

Fig. 7. r .25 shows another model, the Bridge. In this case there is quasi-geostrophic flow
with low pressure to each side of the equator. The meridional pressure profiles are inverted
forms of the bowl-shaped Duct profiles. The equatorial ridge is a "flat" pressure feature with
very small pressure gradients. The bridge occurs with closed lows in low latitudes, and to a
degree, when deep upper troughs in the westerlies penetrate into low latitudes simultaneously
from both hemispheres.

(h) A Composite Model
Fig. 7. r.26 gives approximately the observed relations of the winds to a more complicated pressure pattern. As depicted, the contours are almost meridional near the centre of
the figure, and yet the wind is deflected into a westerly current before it reaches the equator.
This effect has not been reproduced in trajectory computations even when the air particles
are directed equatorwards with an appreciable initial west wind component. This is the case
in which Hollman's equation, as discussed by Flohn [4], should apply. That equation assumes,
however, that it is possible for the pressure force to accelerale the air parlicle to the extent
required by geostrophic considerations. In practice, the assumption breaks down three or four
degrees from the equator, but the particles do cross the equator with a marked westerly
component, although they are unable to deflect fully into a pure westerly, until they have
travelled a few degrees of latitude across the equator. Fig. 7. r.27 shows what can be achieved
by tilting the pressure gradient. Alternatively, the introduction of a frictional force would
cause more marked downgradient flow.

(i) Future Work
It is hoped that the resources of the East African Meteorological Department will permit
the contour studies to be continued. Without doubt, more sophisticated models and greater
understanding of the weather processes will accrue. There is a particular need to develop
methods for forecasting the movements and fluctuations of the sub-tropical cells of high and
low pressure.
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The computations of air flow have been made only for very simple models. They should
be extended to determine whether it is necessary to include some form of friction or horizontal
exchange of momentum in the lower troposphere.
Jet Streams
The construction of high level contour charts, coupled with the occasional availability
of some accurate high-level aircraft winds, have enabled details of the structure and behaviour
of low latitude jet streams to be examined. Fig. 7. I .28 shows a typical February 200 mb.
contour chart. Air is flowing from the southern hemisphere upper anticyclone across the
equator and is fed into the northern hemisphere sub-tropical jet stream. Under these circumstances, quite strong easterly winds can occur close to the equator due to conservation of
absolute angular momentum. Mean charts published by Jenkinson [8] show that, at this time
of the year, the maximum easterlies occur along the equator and have a southeasterly
component. Fig. 7.r.29 shows a mean west wind component profile, from the equator northwards, for three occasions on which this large scale pressure pattern occurred. The number
of winds available in the individual cases varied from seven to twenty. It is very interesting
to compare this profile with the theoretical curve, which has a slope everywhere equal to
the Coriolis parameter. The theoretical case represents a limiting condition for dynamic
stability according to Solberg [I4] and Sawyer [I2]. Incidentally, the pressure pattern
forms a very large-scale Drift and the slope of the theoretical curve is also that to be expected
for the x component according to equation (r.I I). It is notable that beneath the southern
anticylone there is frequently a zonally orientated trough at levels up to 700 mb., at this
season, which is accompanied by southward cross-equatorial flow at low levels. There is
the implication of a direct Hadley-type meridional circulation which extends across the low
latitudes of both hemispheres.
Fig. 7. I .30 depicts a northern summer, easterly jet. This was the first of the season and
the strong easterlies had not advanced to West Africa by this time. The pressure pattern
forms a large Duct. The upper anticyclone in the southern hemisphere does not vanish for
part of the southern winter as does its northern counterpart in the northern winter, and this
must be an important factor, contributing to the persistence of the northern hemisphere
easterly jet.
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PART
(Read by

2

H. T. MORTH)

(Note :-The Part 2 issued at the symposium was in lecture note form. The notes have
been expanded by the authors to make a formal paper. On the original diagrams many
observations were illegible and so they have been redrawn. Advantage was taken of the
redrawing to include extra observations, supplied as published or unpublished data by several
meteorological services: where necessary the analyses have been amended to take these
into account.)
Introduction
In the first part of this paper certain relationships between wind and pressure fields in
equatorial latitudes was established. Characteristic states were investigated mathematically
and associated divergence patterns were deduced. Examples of the equatorial Duct, the
equ~torial Bridge and the cross-equatorial Drift, as they appear on the contour charts which
are drawn as routine in the Central Forecasting Office, East Africa, are given in the following
sections.
The daily contour analyses are drawn on charts on scale l: 15 million, for the area extending from 55° N. to 50° S. and from 17° W. to 70° E. The rectangle bounded by latitudes 5° N.
and 12° S. and by longitudes 30° E. and 40° E. has been marked on each of the maps
illustrated below: it coincides approximately with East Africa, the region .for which rainfall
analyses have been made.
An Equatorial Duct
Fig. 7.2.1 shows the 700 mb. contours and winds for 30 April 1959· With the trough of
low pressure lying over or close to the equator the -large scale situation resembled that described
for an ideal duct. The anticyclones over Arabia and Madagascar were drawn with tilted
axes, and the duct entrance lay over East Africa.
Before assessing qualitively, what motions could have been expected, the situations at
850 mb. and 500 mb. must be taken into account. This three-dimensional approach is not
simply a theoretical requirement, but has been found to be important in practice for East
Africa; in many situations the sign of the divergences does not change between the surface
and mid-troposphere, but in other cases a marked change of sign occurs at a low level.
At 850 mb. topographical effects give rise to complicated contour patterns as shown by
Fig. 7.2.2. The contours over the high ground are drawn with the help of numerous values
derived from surface pressure observations. In this case, the Arabian and Madagascar highs
formed a duct east of 35 ° E. The high pressure over the Eastern Congo is a conservative feature,
at this level, throughout the year. Systematic differences in contour height may result from
different methods of reducing the heights in the Congo and East Africa, but the existence
of relatively high pressure in this area at 850 mb. is often confirmed by the deflection of
approaching airflows.
The 500 mb. contour pattern (Fig. 7.2.3) was similar to that at 700 mb.: East Africa
was overlain by the entrance to a Duct which extended across the African continent.
Summarizing for East Africa, convergence* could have been expected at the entrance

* Note :-"Diffiuence" and "divergence", "confluence" and "convergence'', have been used in their strict
meteorological senses throughout the paper. It is our local experience that marked, deep, low-level diffiuence is
well correlated with those weather conditions normally associated with low-level divergence, and that deep
low-level confluence is usually accompanied by the weather to be expected with low-level convergence. For the
Duct, it was shown in Part 1 that there are theoretical grounds for expecting convergence within the confluence
(entrance) and divergence at the difHuence (exit). Nevertheless the importance to the divergence of the term
due to the variation of speed along a streamline is recognized.
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of the 700 mb. and 500 mb. Ducts, while at 850 mb. there was confluence into the trough over
Uganda but diffiuence from the ridge over southwest Tanganyika. Thus convergence in
depth was implied for a large part of East Africa, but in the southwest, low level divergence
may have mitigated against general upward vertical motion.
The rainfall areas as shown in Fig. 7.24 coincided well with the areas where net convergence in the lower troposphere was inferred and where, from continuity, ascent could be
expected.
Like situations occur frequently over East Africa in both rainy seasons. The November
rains over East Kenya are believed to result almost entirely from ducts created between the
receding southern hemisphere winter high, over Mozambique/Madagascar, and the building
northern winter seasonal high pressure over Arabia and Ethiopia.

A Cross-Equatorial Drift

Fig. 7.2.5 gives the 850 mb. analyses for 9 August I959· Over Eastern Africa pressure
fell fairly uniformly from the South African high, across the equator, to the Arabian extension
of the Indian summer low. Near the east coast, southeasterlies from the south Indian Ocean
turned northwards, down the pressure gradient, to recurve into westerlies, as in the crossequatorial Drift; according to the Drift model the parts of this flow with affected East Africa
should have been predominantly divergent.
Pressure was relatively high over the Eastern Congo, but the main body of the high cell
lay over the Sudan and western Ethiopia. This cell prevented the extension of the Drift
flow to western parts of East Africa, where the situation had more of the Duct character, making
allowance for the usual low-level orographic complications. In these circumstances, convergence could be expected over Lake Victoria and western parts of Uganda, particularly as
the easterlies over Uganda were blocked by the high ground and associated high pressure
in the west. In the southwest the tendency was towards slight diffiuence and divergence,
following the normal seasonal pattern.
As shown in Fig. 7.2.6, the broadscale fall of pressure from south to north over eastern
Africa was again evident at 700 mb., but the pressure gradients were much smaller. The
winds indicate that the cross-equatorial Drift flow which occurred in the east at 850 mb.
extended up to 700 mb. In the west of East Africa, the Tanganyika winds were generally
southeasterly, but winds over Uganda were more nearly east, suggesting that limited high pressure to the north, which was clearly present at 850 mb., was again blocking the tendency
to an overall Drift flow at 700 mb., but the radio-sonde network is incapable of detecting
such detail. At 700 mb. then, the evidence is for divergence in the east of the marked area,
but there is some confluence over Uganda and Lake Victoria.
At 500 mb. (Fig. 7.2.7) there are indications that a small high cell over south Tanganyika,
together with a large anticyclone to the north formed a limited Duct with easterlies near the
equator; the situation would imply a confluent flow over east Kenya and diffiuence over
Uganda, but the 500 mb. winds are too sparse to make the case clear.
Taking the two lower levels together, general divergence would be inferred except over
Lake Victoria and Uganda. Accepting the 500 mb. analysis, low-level divergence over East
Kenya was overlain by some convergence, and the low-level convergence over Uganda
decreased with height to be overlain by divergence at 500 mb. There was, thus, the expectation of general descent, except over Uganda and the Lake, where upward vertical motion
was required.
The rainfall analysis is given in Fig. 7.2.8. The only rain of any amount occurred in
Uganda; elsewhere there was a small patch of orographic rain over the southern Highlands
of Tanganyika, which rise above 850 mb., and a few local coastal showers.
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A Change of Type
The Duct and the Drift are not simply seasonal features, basic to the climatology; they
frequently change from one form to the other on a time scale of several days, with corresponding changes in the weather. An account of a change of type which occurred over a fourday period, follows.
On the first day, 8 February 1959, Fig. 7.2.9 shows that 850 mb. winds over East Africa
were very light, with some confluence over Uganda between weak outflow from the ridge
over Tanganyika, and westerly outflow from high pressure to the west. At 700 mb., however
(Fig. 7.2.10), a well-organized Duct overlay East Africa, the axis being somewhat south of
the equator: there was confluence between the coast and 35° E. Likewise at 500 mb. (Fig.
7.2. l l), a pattern resembling the ideal Duct was situated over eastern Africa.
In the absence of any marked tendency of divergence or convergence, whether it rains or
not will depend upon the moisture content of the air, and the amount of convection set
off by the available insolation. It was remarked in Part l of the paper that there is nearly
always enough moisture available in the lower layers of the air over East Africa for appreciable
rainfall, given adequate large-scale convergence and uplift. That is not to say that there is
necessarily sufficient moisture for showers to form by convection alone, since the entrainment
of dry air above the lower layers may frustrate the development of the clouds. However,
in cases in which moisture has previously been carried aloft, even though low-level convergence
has ceased, the insolation will generally give rise to diurnal showers. The central region of
the duct is favourable for this kind of development, since the quasi-geostrophic flow is nondivergent, but the air is generally well-supplied with moisture in the middle, as well as in
the lower troposphere, downstream of the convergent, rain productive, duct entrance.
The rainfall chart for 8 February 1959, given in Fig. 7.2. 12, shows that the most widespread rainfall occurred towards the west of the duct entrance and downstream.
By 9 February at 850 mb. (Fig. 7.2. 13) contour heights had risen at Aden and over
Tanganyika, and had fallen over Madagascar. The light southeasterlies which prevailed on
8 February in eastern parts of Kenya and Tanganyika had been brought to rest and
replaced by northeasterlies. Easterly winds between East Africa and Madagascar were
replaced by westerlies. At 700 mb. (Fig. 7.2.14) the trough in the westerlies over Egypt
on 8 February had moved quickly east, with a marked rise in pressure over the Sudan
and southern Arabia. Pressure also rose over South Africa, but the rise did not extend
northeastwards, and there was a falling tendency at Madagascar, so that the contour height
difference between southern Arabia (Aden) and central Madagascar (Tananarive) increased
from 4 g.p.m. to 27 g.p.m. in 24 hours. In the east then, the pressure field of the Drift was
being established and the associated changes in the winds are clearly shown: the confluent
easterlies of 8 February were giving way to the recurving cross-equatorial flow of the
Drift on the 9th, and westerlies replaced easterlies over southern East Africa. The trends.
at 500 mb. and 700 mb. were similar, but at 500 mb. (Fig. 7.2.15) the wind showed the
tendency for flow across the equator only in western parts of East Africa: in the southeast the
winds were southerly.
The rain area analysis for g February (Fig. 7.2.16) shows that the rainfall became more
scattered in the north, but patches of widespread rain appeared in central Tanganyika.
On IO February at 850 mb. (Fig. 7.2.17) pressure had continued to fall at Madagascar
and there were small falls in the Rhodesias, despite the northeastward movement of the
high cell over South Africa. Well-organized northeasterlies over Kenya and Uganda recurved
south of the equator into westerlies. Pressure also continued to fall at 700 mb. over Madagascar
(Fig. 7.2. 18) and in the Rhodesias so that the Aden-Tananarive contour height difference
increased again slightly. The 700 mb. high cell over South Africa was beginning to decline.
The 700 mb. winds over East Africa on I o February showed the cross-equatorial, downgradient flow and recurvature into westerlies, typi_c al of Drift trajectories. The 700 mb. flow
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on this occasion was noticeably better organized than that at 850 mb. where small-scale
features, the low over western Uganda and the small high cell over Tanganyika, interfered
with the broadscale fields. The 500 mb. flow followed the Drift pattern better on the 10th
(Fig. 7.2.19), than on g February (Fig. 7.2.15), although the contour height gradients were
small.
With increasing organization of the Drift flow at all levels, the rainfall pattern on 10
February (Fig• 7.2.20) shows the diminution in the concentration of rain in the north;
patches of widespread rain occurred in the south.
On the last day of the sequence, l l February, at 850 mb. (Fig. 7.2.21) pressure had again
fallen markedly to the south and there were lesser falls in the north. The flow recurved
across the equator in the east, but in the west, the winds indicate confluence into the low
pressure over Uganda. At 700 mb. (Fig. 7.2.22), the contour height and flow patterns again
closely resembled those of the Drift, with confluent westerlies in the south. The 500 mb.
pattern (Fig. 7.2.23) also has Drift characteristics. By l l February, rainfall was
distributed in a manner typically associated with simple Drifts (Fig. 7.2.24): there was
widespread rain in the south, and it was dry over Kenya: patchy rain in the northwest
was associated with the low-level confluence in the Uganda low.
The change in the distribution of rainfall, which is seen to be very marked if the rainfall
charts for 8 February (Fig. 7.2.12) and l l February (Fig. 7.2.24) are directly compared,
took place gradually, with the progressive accommodation of the flow patterns of three
levels to the changed contour fields. It is a matter of experience, that whether the resultant
steady state be dry or wet for East Africa, changes of type of this nature are initially accompanied by widespread rain in most cases; considerable convergence must result when established air flows are retarded and redirected by changing pressure fields.
Westerlies
For many years East African meteorologists have recognized a basic difference in the
weather types associated with deep easterlies and deep westerlies. In Part l of this paper it
was shown that the likelihood of rain at Nairobi is greater at all seasons if the winds of the
lower troposphere are westerly, than if they are easterly. Except during the season of the
southeast monsoon, when underlying diffiuent easterlies are almost invariably present at
low levels, the development of deep westerlies usually presages imminent widespread rain.
With westerly rains, stratified cloud in layers up to 20,000 feet is typical, although there are
sometimes embedded cumulonimbus. Easterly rain at Nairobi falls in the morning, from
shallow low level cumulus and stratocumulus, or later, from cumulonimbus, but altostratus
and nimbostratus are features of only the most active Duct entrances. Furthermore, the
persistence at night of altocumulus sheets, formed from dissipating cumulonimbus over the
Kenya Highlands, can often be forecast by reference to medium level winds: if the midtropospheric winds are westerly during the night, the cloud persists, at least in patches, until
the mornings, and often thickens, whereas with easterlies, a complete clearance by midnight
is usually experienced.
Tephigrams, for occasions when easterlies overlie westerlies or vice versa, frequently
show marked associations between wind direction and relative humidity. Figs. 7.2.25 a and b
contain two examples: the discontinuities in wind direction coincide with marked changes in
relative humidity. Figs. 7.2.26 a and b illustrate the increase in upper westerlies; the ascents
were made on successive days. In each case the westerlies were moist in comparison with
the easterlies.
It was shown in Part l that evidence regarding available moisture, favours a dynamical
explanation for the observed correlations between wind direction and rain or upper moisture.
Such an explanation may be found in the vertical component equation for large-scale tropospheric flow, as derived in standard texts:
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z = where

z is the vertical acceleration,

CJ.

-

op
n
,,/....
-+
oz 2 ,!,~ cos 'f' x

(2. I)

- g

oz is the vertical component of the pressure force per

a-

x

op

unit mass, 2 Q cos cfo is the vertical component of the Coriolis force per unit mass, and g
is the gravitational force per unit mass. z and 2 Q cos cfo x are small compared with observed
values of a

op

-

oz

and g, and their omission from the -equation leads to the well-known hydro-

static relation, which shows that the pressure force and gravity are to a high degree of approximation, in balance. On these grounds, Pettersen [ r o] and others argue that it is permissible
to neglect the vertical component of the Coriolis force in dealing with large-scale motions.
The present writers however, disagree that the Coriolis component can be neglected in general
simply because it is smaller than the forces of buoyancy and gravitation. Consider the acceleration of a large mass of air from rest. Initially, the hydrostatic relation strictly applies and
-g is balanced by

a

op.

oz

With the introduction of an east-west component of motion, the

Coriolis term becomes finite and a vertical acceleration results. The acceleration is not
small, being of the order 10- 1 cm. sec. -z for a west or east wind component of 15 kt., at the
equator.
When the initial vertical movement takes place, the balance between a

op and

oz

-g must

become upset in such a way that the resultant force opposes the Coriolis acceleration. By
damping the vertical acceleration, this counteraction keeps the vertical velocities within
bounds. A variation of o · 01 per cent. in

a

op is sufficiently large to balance the Coriolis term,
oz

but is sufficiently small not to influence, visibly, the horizontal pressure distribution. Whether
the vertical motions achieve large-scale significance depends upon the efficiency of the
counteraction, which in turn must depend on other environmental controls such as stability
and continuity. Stability probably enters as a damping factor, but the overall control must
act through the requirements of continuity. When vertical motions or changes in

a

op

oz

take

place, for equilibrium, there arises the necessity for appropriate balances to be attained in
the horizontal fields of flow, there is no reason to suppose that the adjustments can take
place instantaneously, and so prevent sizeable vertical velocities from being generated.
The physics of the problem is not easily argued, and appeal to observation is limited by the
inability to measure vertical motions, but the evidence of the rainfall and moisturt ..::orrelations
is very suggestive.
The action of the vertical component of the Coriolis force may well have a marked
effect on the vertical distribution of moisture in zonal airstreams. Over East Africa in particular
moisture transported inland from the Indian Ocean, except in circumstances of general
convergence, is normally concentrated in the lowest layers which, allowing for the orographic
upslope, accounts for the widespread low cloud typical of strong easterlies over East Kenya
and Tanganyika. Over Kenya, outside the season of the Southeast Monsoon, when an easterly
flow is reversed, and returns as a westerly, rapid upward distribution of moisture frequently
takes place. Conversely the replacement of westerlies by easterlies is usually associated with a
gradual drying out in mid-troposphere.
Synoptic situations which give rise to westerlies at the equator, then, are particularly
important; three distinct types are shown at Fig 7.2.27. The first illustrated is the equatorial
Bridge, which was defined in Part I of the paper, with quasi-geostrophic flow on the equator-
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ward sides of low pressure centres in each hemisphere. Fig. 7.2.28 is a synoptic chart for
850 mb. on 17 August, 1959, which shows westerly flow in the bridge between low pressure
areas over the Sahara and north of Angola. The second case of Fig. 7.2.27 has a shear at
the equator between a westerly geostrophic flow in one hemisphere and an easterly geostrophic flow in the other; this model has been called "an equatorial step" at the suggestion
of]. Cocheme; it rarely occurs in the lower troposphere, but is more often found at high
levels. The third case given in Fig. 7.2.27, in which the flow is markedly ageostrophic, was
also mentioned in Part l; it is common at certain seasons when the east-west component
of the pressure gradient equals or exceeds a north-south component.

Large-Scale Developments
For limited periods it has been possible to construct contour height tendency and thickness
tendency charts for study in conjunction with the contour charts. These tendency charts
sometimes reveal correlations between developments in the two hemispheres, which are not
very obvious from the contour charts alone. Changes in contour height or thickness take
place on a much smaller scale at the equator than in temperate latitudes, but it is noticeable,
that when large-scale middle latitude falls or rises occur simultaneously at a given longitude
in both hemispheres, heights or thicknesses near the equator fall or rise in sympathy; the
effect is generally most marked in mid-troposphere, and may be related to the tropical
waves mentioned earlier in the symposium by Dr. Forsdyke, since eastward movements of
the whole isallobaric configuration sometimes takes place.
An interesting example occurred on 17 August 1959· Figs. 7.2.29, 7.2.30 and 7.2.31
give the 24-hour pressure or contour height tendencies for the surface, 700 mb., and 500 mb.
Considering only East African longitudes, at the lower levels, the main feature was the area
of substantial rise to the south. At 500 mb. however, there were large areas of fall, both to
the north and to the south; in the south, the more westward location of the isallobaric high
was due to the normal westward slope with height of a cold front trough. Typically, the
500 mb. falls diminished towards the equator. Fig. 7.2.32 shows the 24-hour thickness
tendencies for the 700-500 mb. layer; there was cooling over all eastern parts of Africa.
The Nairobi tephigrams for 16 and 17 August 1959, appear in Figs. 7.2.33 a and b. By
equatorial standards, the change of stability between the two ascents is very marked and there
is noticeable cooling at middle levels. It seems significant that the upper cooling coincided with
much greater temperature falls to the north and south of East Africa. In each case the moister
part of the ascent was associated with westerlies. The change was significant for weather near
Nairobi; 16 August was generally fair during the day although some light rain fell late
in the evening, whereas on the I 7th, from a sunny beginning there was a rapid build-up of
cumulonimbus during the morning and widespread thunderstorms in the afternoon.
Concluding Remarks
The variations in East African weather, both spatial and temporal, owe much to topography, radiation, moisture distribution and stability; a full explanation of the weather is
impossible unless all those factors are taken into account. However, a study of ·the interrelations between the wind and pressure fields in conjunction with the rainfall patterns shows
that important dynamical controls operate in equatorial latitudes to create large-scale areas
of rain and dry weather. These dynamical effects can be invoked to explain the character
of East African seasons, but they are not only important climatologically; they are responsible,
in a large part, for the day-to-day changes in East African weather.
The present work represents a first attempt only, to study synoptically and explain the
dynamical controls. It can be expected that other models will be recognized in the course
of future work, and there may be a need to modify some of the present ideas. Nevertheless,
it is already apparent that the network of rndio-sonde and radar wind stations must be
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substantially augmented if improved standards of forecasting and greater understanding of
equatorial weather mechanisms are required.
From about 50 radio-sonde and radar stations on the African continent, East African
analysts consider themselves fortunate if they receive more than 20 TEMP or RAWIN
messages each day. These 20 stations are likely to have used half-a-dozen different types of
sonde and methods of correction. The times of sounding vary within six hours, and some
stations close during their dry season. Urgent steps are needed to establish a dense, uniform
and synoptic upper air network, and the means of interchanging information without the
loss of data.
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DISCUSSION
I consider this work very important and would like to congratulate Mr. Johnson and
Dr. Marth not only on the effort they have put into it but also upon the results.
Not having had the opportunity to study in detail I can only make a few general comments.
(i) The method uses particle dynamics. This has been frowned upon by the dynamicists in recent
years. If, however, it is usable, and the authors appear to have shown that it is, this is obviously a
great advantage.
(ii) The method depends upon the pressure field being steady. Cross isobaric flow would cause
variations in the pressure field, which is the main reason why problems of isobaric dynamics are so
difficult. But experience indicates that the assumption of a constant pressure field , at least over several
hours, is reasonable.
(iii) The method requires a fairly close initial adjustment of the flow to the pressure field; if the
initial flow is markedly ageostrophic one would expect modification of the pressure field by the cross
isobaric flow.
(iv) The authors use idealized patterns, e.g. the Duct pattern with E.W. isobars and a specified
pressure profile. They have in fact postulated synoptic models. In the practical examples shown the
centres of high and low pressure giving the Duct and Drift pattern were irregularly distributed and one
would expect the deviations from the idealized flow patterns to be considerable. Nevertheless it does
appear that satisfactory forecasts of rain can be produced using the non-idealized patterns.
(v) This work to my mind promises to be a great step forward in tropical forecasting and appears
to be justified by results. I hope it will be published soon.
A. G. FORSDYKE:

N. E. LA SEUR: Mr. Johnson and Dr. Marth well deserve our congratulations. Their work exemplifies
the combined dynamic and synoptic approach to atmospheric problems in equatorial regions including
applications to forecasting. I should like to emphasize that this approach and the more kinematic
methods illustrated by the work of Aspliden and Kruger are not mutually exclusive. The two approaches
should be combined for greatest understanding and the best applied results.
My detailed comments are quite similar to those made previously by Dr. Forsdyke, especially
insofar as the points which concern the importance of initial conditions, critical compensation of
divergence and particle dynamics are concerned, so I shall not elaborate them. One interesting implication of the success of the use of particle dynamics is that the pressure field, at least in these equatorial
regions of Africa, appears to be controlled predominantly by influences from higher latitudes with
subsequent adjustment of the wind-field to the pressure changes. I should like to ask whether the
authors noted any circumstances in which significant adjustments of the equatorial pressure patterns
occur in response to wind changes.

(in reply): We substantially agree with Dr. Forsdyke's and Professor
La Seur's comments.
Particle dynamics are used in most treatments of dynamic meteorology to demonstrate some
aspects of extra tropical flow: the geostrophic wind relation, certain kinds of accelerated flow, and the
behaviour of the wind relative to typical pressure patterns associated with the jet stream, long waves,
etc. In the latter cases, inferences may be made regarding associated convergence and divergence.
These relations are borne in mind in deducing winds from forecast pressure patterns. We have attempted
an analogous approach; although there is a greater need in equatorial than in temperate latitudes to
proceed from the forecast winds to the weather through the implied divergence. The more general
use of fluid dynamics, when dealing with problems of pressure change, seems as desirable for equatorial
as for extra tropical latitudes, particularly if numerical methods are to be attempted.
To maintain a steady pressure distribution with a geostrophic flow, there has to be a fairly close
compensation between different levels; this is frequently observed, at least in a qualitative sense.
The successful use of the models in forecasting has depended upon the ability to forecast changes
in the sub-tropical cells either from middle-latitude developments or from obvious trends within the
equatorial belt. Smaller scale cells of high or low pressure sometimes form equatorward of the main
subtropical systems and no method of predicting their development has been found: these may
represent adjustments of the pressure patterns in response to wind changes, but their scale and tempo
makes them difficult to study with the present network.
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N. P. SELLICK: I refer to my paper [4] in which I examined the pressure field associated with a stream
function extending across the equator. The streamlines formed alternate clockwise and anticlockwise
cells extending over g degrees of latitude and longitude. When centred along the equator the centre
of the cells, regardless of the sense of rotation, were low pressure areas. Anticyclonic curved isobars
appeared on the poleward sides of the pattern with highest pressures opposite the axis of cross equator
flow.
If the pattern is moved to a position where it is bounded by the equator the isobars in the cell of
cyclonic spin are nearly conventional but those in the anticyclonic cell are remarkable.

and H. T. MORTH (in reply): Our main difficulty in applying the results of Col. Sellick's
paper, is that we do not observe circulation patterns of the assumed form. The relations between the
streamlines and contours are of great interest to us and we would like to re-examine Col. Sellick's
results so as to get a better understanding of the physics.
D. H. JOHNSON

N. P. SELLICK

(communicated):

Rainfall Patterns

I heartily support the authors in their approach to the problem through a study of rainfall distribution. Similar studies made in S. Rhodesia have led to the same conclusions. More detailed studies
indicate that part, at least, of the rainfall is associated with meso-scale patterns which are not readily
detected in ordinary synoptic scale analysis.
Rainfall and the Upper Air Ascent

I also agree generally with the authors' conclusion that increased moisture in the upper layers is
usually indicative of present or recent upward moisture transport.
General Deductions from Foregoing Sections

I am fully in agreement with the conclusions reached by the authors in the first paragraph of this
section. The evidence is that the weather is "made in place" and is not advected from elsewhere.
The Upper Flow and Rainfall

From the numerous examples quoted it is evident that some relation between upper air patterns
and weather has been uncovered. This is very satisfactory.
When the authors go on to attribute this relation to convergence due to the shape of the isobaric
pattern, I find myself at variance with them for the following reasons:(a) It was shown by Moller [2] that, of the many possible stable non-divergent horizontal flow
patterns in a thin lamina of air, only two, those of straight line and circular flow, have the wind direction
parallel to the isobars. In all the other cases considered the wind direction is inclined to the isobars
and the air is accelerated along its path. Thus any argument based on the assumption that stable
flow patterns must obey the geostrophic or gradient wind laws is false. An outstanding example of this
fallacy is the much quoted argument of Bjerknes [I] in which he discovers divergence and convergence
in a wave in the westerlies. I have shown [3] that such a wave can exist in a non-divergent wind field.
In the same paper, p. 272, I have shown that the unbalance between pressure and wind ,field required
to bring about development is too small to be detected by the most refined observations available.
( b) In a paper [ 4] I have shown that the relation between pressure and wind fields near the equator
may be highly unconventional. I think that this must be true whatever patterns exist and that little
difference would be found in the presence of divergence. If this is so then the greatest care must be
taken in the construction of contour charts based on inadequate and relatively inaccurate observations
in the equatorial belt.
(c) The authors' arguments imply that lack of balance between pressure and wind fields leading
to convergent flow also lead to vertical motion. This requires justification. In terms of the pressure
tendency equation, convergent flow would modify the pressure field and probably remove the inequalities causing the convergence.
I hold the view that persistent divergence in a horizontal layer is but one feature of circulation
about a horizontal axis and that the whole of the circulation must be taken into account when discussing
divergence. It then appears that the divergence is the result of lack of balance between the solenoidal
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and other terms in the equation to the development of vorticity about a horizontal axis and the problem
becomes one of thermodynamics.
In conclusion I think the authors have wrung some sense out of the chaotic conditions observed
over equatorial Africa and I hope that they will persevere in their task. I think that they have been
led astray in their theoretical explanations of the phenomena observed and expect that further studies
will result in the production of satisfactory physical models. After all this task remains to be done for
the frontal cyclone.
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D. H. JOHNSON and H. T. MORTH (communicated): We are most grateful to Col. Sellick for finding time
to make further comments on our paper, and for the encouragement of our general approach to the
problems ..
Regarding the dynamics, we think that the differences in our viewpoints may be much smaller
than appears at first sight.
We are not yet familiar with Moller's (1936) paper, but the situation in which the air is taken to
parallel the contours, namely the central part of the duct, is one of "straight line" flow; in the drift
and at each end of the duct where the wind direction is inclined to the isobars, the air is indeed
accelerated along its path. We agree that the flow, even near the equator, is usually to a first approximation non-divergent, and that our observations are unsatisfactory for measuring the unbalance
required for development.
We are in complete concurrence with the comments made under Upper Flow and Rainfall (b).
Referring to the same section sub-para (c); when an unbalanced state is manifestly perpetuated,
then the tendency for the convergence to modify the pressure field must be sufficiently compensated
by associated effects at other levels. We know that in all latitudes, such compensations are the rule,
for the observed and calculated divergences imply quite unreasonable pressure tendencies, unless one
assumes a high degree of compensation within vertical columns. In answer to Col. Sellick's suggestion
that the whole of the circulation must be taken into account we wish we could work with the full
equations.

J. B. RATTLE: Do the analysts always, or usually, assess the overall circulation patterns ?-If so, do they
find that it is particularly helpful to know that, for example, the pattern is clearly meridional in the
northern hemisphere and zonal in the southern hemisphere? Does such knowledge help to extend the
forecast beyond a day or two-or perhaps, in certain cases, make the forecast more difficult?
Mr. Johnson and Dr. Morth mention "a particular need for methods for forecasting the movement
... of the subtropical cells". Probably one of the most important movements of this kind is the eastward
advance of the semi-permanent anticyclone in the southern Atlantic ocean. My experience in synoptic
analysis and forecasting in South Africa and the Rhodesias suggests that an eastward movement usually
occurs during temporary regional intensification of the zonal circulation associated with a family of
depressions to the south (which overcomes the "tenacity" of the subtropical cell).
An interesting sidelight is that the rate of movement appears to be markedly uniform during the
summer months. Having gathered the impression that the cold front; = marking the forward edge of
the advancing high, tended to occupy certain "preferred" coastal positions on successive 0600 GMT
synoptic charts, I decided, a few years ago, to test this objectively. The coast from East London (station
68:858) to north of Beira (67 :297) was divided into a number of small sectors; all the analysed 0600
GMT charts for one complete summer (October to March inclusive) were examined, and the number
of occasions noted on which the front appeared in each sector. This analysis showed a marked preponderance at the following positions (i) Near Port St. Johns (68 :674); (ii) Between Lourern;o Marques
(67 :341) and Intambane (67 :323) and (iii) (if the advance continued) Near Beira (67 :297). This
obviously suggests a diurnal influence and the following tentative explanation is offered:
The continental summer trough over South Africa tends to hold the Atlantic Anticyclone in its
preferred locality; the effect is presumably stronger during the day than at night. With the zonal
circulation reaching the critical intensity, the eastward surge is therefore more likely to commence at
night-and, by morning, the forward edge is approaching Port St. Johns. (The phenomenon may be
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similar to the "cool change" experienced over Southern Australia; this is also stated to have diurnal
characteristics).
n. H. JOHNSON and H. T. MORTH (in reply): We study the circulation patterns over as great an area
as our resources permit, for the sub-tropical cells clearly respond to changes in the large-scale
circulations. The extension of the forecasts beyond a day or two depends near the equator, as elsewhere,
on progress in explaining variations in the general circulation.
Mr. Johnson and Dr. Morth's paper is certainly very interesting. As far as the use of
pa,rticle dynamics is concerned I think this approach is quite possible. The main difficulty I see, is the
difficulty to realize what basic assumptions are used in p article dynamics for fluid motion. Transforming
Mr. Johnson and Dr. Morth's equations into the more familiar form of the Eulerian equations and
crossing out the neglected terms gives for instance:
E. KRUGER:

t
t
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ou
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The terms left give of course the same solution as obtained by Mr. Johnson and Dr. Morth. We see
that the most important assumptions made are steady conditions and vanishing absolute vorticity.
Their solution of the d rift type of flow therefore does not contradict the more general equations of
motions I proposed.
From the solution a marked acceleration downstream is necessary. Such accelerations are not
observed. In the examples given in Part 2 of the paper the wind speed either decreases or is at most,
constant, I am inclined to think that the assumption of vanishing absolute vorticity over wide areas
in the drift type of flow is unrealistic. I tried to find other simple solutions but even the rather general
assumption of constant kinetic energy, gives no cross isobaric flow at all. It is obvious, as already
pointed out by Mr. Johnson and Dr. Morth that more accurate and much denser upper air observations
are necessary to determine the pressure wind-relation near the equator with some confidence.
I do not think that the contours constructed for the drift type of flow can be used to verify this
particular pressure wind relation. Such assumptions are of course quite permissible and often necessary,
but the pressure pattern obtained in this manner is a product of the assumptions, as long as either the
height observations are not accurate and dense enough or some other means of verification is possible.
D. H. JOHNSON and H. T. MORTH (in reply): We must be careful to distinguish between what is observed
or inferred, and what is assumed. Recognition of the models came from experience in charting the
wind and pressure fields; the theoretical explanations come after. Quasi-steady states are frequently
observed. The longitudinal symmetry is often approximately true. These are features based upon
observation and we prepare the equations accordingly; it was not implicity assumed, for example, that
the absolute vorticity should vanish. We do not suggest that the equations are suitable for studying
other equatorial models which do not resemble the duct or the drift which are non-steady states: a
general solution was not sought.
Regarding Dr. Kruger's second point, we would say that the marked accelerations are not always
observed in the lower troposphere; high level examples in which there was appropriate acceleration
are discussed in Part 1 of our paper. In the lower troposphere, friction, taking the term to include
convective exchange of momentum as well as mechanical stirring, may effect significant retardation.
We hope to look into this further, but once again we need a more accurate specification of the contour
field than the present network permits.

The equation (1.1.2) is represented by the form x = (3 y y.
.
. l
,
Th is seems to imp y that the terms x + y - have been disregarded in the development of

A. CHAUSSARD:

ox'
ox

, ox'
oy

dx
the term dt.
However, calculation shows that these terms are at least equal to the retained term.
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In addition the vertical wind component plays an important part in the vicinity of the Equator.
Perhaps the fact that the movement is considered as horizontal obscures an essential fact?
We can take the following as an example:
In the semi-natural co-ordinate system, we can write the equation:

dlX
v dt

I
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Op

- -

p

OU

-

2
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Q v sm ef>

+ 2 Q w cos ef> sm. IX

If a particle is animated with a movement in which

CJ..

constantly increases, it must be that

dlX remains constant, no matter what the value of IX is.
dt
One must therefore have:
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that is to say, using the geostrophic relation:
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If w = o (horizontal movement) this condition always holds.
If not, one finds that there appears a limiting latitude below which the angle cannot indefinitely
increase. This could be an explanation for the non-occurrence of tropical cyclones in the immediate
vicinity of the Equator.

SEASONAL CHANGES IN THE CIRCULATION OVER THE SUBTROPICAL ZONES AND SOME EXAMPLES OF PERSISTENT FLOW
PATTERNS
BY D. 0. TRIEGAARDT

Union of South Africa Weather Bureau, Pretoria
Introduction

Synoptic studies in the Northern hemisphere have shown that, apart from the seasonal
variation of the hemispherical zonal circulation, marked variations in strength and position
of the strongest westerlies occur. Willet and other workers have found that the changes
occur in a more or less orderly manner characterized by a period of expansion of the circumpolar vortex followed by a period of contraction. This cycle was called an index cycle.
During the evolution of the index cycle, attendant changes occur in the circulation over
tropical and subtropical regions which can be summarized as follows for the extreme stages
of the cycle :
(a) The high index stage is characterized by stronger than normal westerlies over the
middle latitudes and intense subtropical highs elongated in an east-west direction.
Over tropical regions there is a greater width and depth of easterlies.
(b) During the low index stage the westerlies are stronger than normal over the lower
latitudes. Extended west-wind troughs or cut off cold lows appear over tropical regions.
The subtropical high pressure ridge is weak and broken in many places.
A study of the southern hemisphere circulation based on daily hemispherical analyses for
:five years by Vowinckel [3] showed that real low index patterns rarely occur. Polewards
of the 35th parallel typical Southern hemisphere low index sea level profiles resemble high
index profiles for the northern hemisphere. Compared to the Northern hemisphere. the
southern hemisphere circulation can only be classified as high (or very high) index.
Although the west wind belt is never completely interrupted in the Southern hemisphere
as it is the Northern hemisphere during intense low index circulation types, interesting
anomalous circulations often occur. Some examples of persistent flow patterns of fairly long
duration during January and February are presented in a later section. It was decided to
concentrate on these two months mainly because a great number of weather reports are
received from whalers in the Antarctic during these months and the hemispherical analyses
can therefore be regarded as well-founded and suitable for index studies. Unfortunately the
analyses for the summers of 1958 and 1959 are not yet available and no firm conclusions
can be reached about flow patterns during this period.
The examples of flow patterns presented here are statistical averages of daily synoptic
situations. The periods were determined by an inspection of 1200 U.T. maps. Certain
clear features of the circulation were looked for, such as the extended V-trough over Southern
Africa; a quasi-stationary trough in the Moc;ambique channel or pronounced anti-cyclonic
curvature of the 850 mb. contours over Central and Southern Africa. The mean flow patterns
are, therefore, representative of the daily synoptic situations during this period.
Some remarks on the seasonal variation of the circulation over Southern Africa

Some interesting features of the circulation over Southern Africa are shown up by a study
of the seasonal variation of the geostrophic west wind at the 500 mb. level. Provisional
mean monthly values of the geostrophic west wind for the sector 10° to 40° E. and 10° to
45 ° S. appear in Table 8. I. These wind speeds were calculated from four years of grid138
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point values of geopotential prepared by the South African Weather Bureau. Because of the
sparseness of data on which the daily contour maps are based the table cannot be expected
to show up more than the broadscale features of the circulation.
The most interesting features are:

(a)
(b)

The general decrease in the westerly component over Southern Africa from winter to
summer to a minimum in February and March.
The appearance of a weak westerly component between I0° and I5° S. in January.

These tropical westerlies last till March. During April there is a marked increase in the
southern westerlies over Southern Africa.

(c)
(d)

The increase in easterly winds between I0° and I5° S. from July to September and the
decrease from October to December.
The strong westerly winds south of the continent in summer compared to winter.

A great deal of research has been done on tropical disturbances in the Caribbean, mainly
by American meteorologists. The mean monthly values of the geostrophic west wind for the
sector 70° w. to I00° w. and 20° N. to 45° N. for the period I949-I953 [I] were calculated
and are shown in Table 8.2. It can be seen that whereas the values for this sector and for
Southern Africa between the 2oth and the 45th parallels are comparable in winter, the west
wind is very much stronger over Southern Africa in summer. Easterlies also extend 5° further
polewards in summer over this sector of the northern hemisphere It therefore seems that the
easterlies over Southern Africa have much smaller depth and width than over the Caribbean
and it is doubtful whether easterly waves, of the type found in the Caribbean, appear over
Southern Africa. The mean flow patterns discussed in the next section suggest that quasistationary troughs or lows in the lower level easterlies are more common.
TABLE 8.1. MEAN MONTHLY VALUES OF THE GEOSTROPHIC WEST WIND IN KNOTS OVER THE
SECTOR 10° E. TO 40° E. AND 10° s. TO 45° s.
Latitude

12!0 s.
17!0 s.
22! 0 s.
27!0 s.
32!0 s.
0
37! s.
42!0 s.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

+ 3
- 6

+ 6
- 8

-

-

+ 2
- 5
+1
+17
+22
+31
+56

-

I

+11
+25
+29
+51

I

+10
+24
+31
+53

I

+ 5
+ 9
+21
+27
+33
+45

May

+ 8
+I2
+I8
+go
+32
+35
+45

June

+ 7
+10
+17
+25
+34
+42
+54

July

- 4
+18
+14
+30
+24
+39
+43

Aug.

- 3
+10
+14
+32
+30
+48
+47

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

-15
+13
+14
+31
+32
+45
+43

- 6
+4
+12
+32
+39
+39
+42

- 7
+ 3
+ 9
+25
+61
+40
+52

-

I

-

I

+4
+17
+24
+35
+62

TABLE 8.2. MEAN MONTHLY VALUES OF THE GEOSTROPHIC WEST WIND IN KNOTS OVER THE
SECTOR 70° w. TO 100° w. AND 20° N. TO 45° N.
Latitude

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

22t 0 N.
27!0 N.
32!0 N.
0
37! 0 N.
42! N.

- 6
- 3
+ 2
+14
+24

- 6
+ 2
+ 7
+15
+23

-

+ 6
+15
+13
+22
+32

+I7
+25
+36
+39
+37

+22
+35
+44
+46
+42

+I2
+30
+42
+48
+49

+26
+33
+42
+49
+44

+25
+41
+44
+46
+35

+24
+35
+32
+36
+28

+I5
+20
+19
+25
+28

o·o
+ 4
+10
+19
+26

I

+ 5
+11
+21
+30

Much has been written about the north-south oscillation of the South Indian and South
Atlantic subtropical anticyclones from winter to summer. On mean sea-level pressure maps
this effect is not as noticeable as the east-west oscillation of these anticyclones. This is especially
true of the Indian Ocean anticyclone. According to Vowinckel [4] this is the only maritime
anticyclone whose centre of gravity shifts from the western part of an ocean in summer to the
eastern part in winter. The east-west movement of the South Atlantic anticyclone is much
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smaller but it ridges strongly east-south-eastwards in summer so that a weak ridge of high
pressure extends from the Atlantic Ocean to the Indian Ocean south of the continent during
the late summer. Thus the most important change in the mean flow pattern from winter to
summer is that the ridge extends across the southern tip of the continent joining the two
subtropical anticyclones in winter and south of the continent in late summer. In winter
the trough in the easterlies separating the two highs is found over the west coast and from
winter to summer it shifts slightly eastwards and it is situated more or less over the continent
in summer.

Frn. 8.r
Sea-Level Pressure Change, December to March.
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FIG. 8.2
mb. Contours for December based on 4 Years' Normals.
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500

FIG. 8.3
mb. Contours for February based on 4 Years' Normals.
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The trough in the westerlies separating the two anticyclones also shows a seasonal eastwest oscillation. It is situated in the Marion Island region in December and shifts westwards
during January, February, and March. During winter it is found to the south-south-west of
the continent. The westward movement of this trough from December to February is clearly
shown in a study by Vowinckel and van Loon [5] based on 20 years data from whalers. In
this respect it is interesting to note that the mean pressure for Marion Island in December
is more than 3 mb. lower than any other month.
Probably one of the most significant seasonal changes which occur in the African sector
is the marked pressure rise in the Marion area from December to March. As can be seen from
Fig. 8. 1 it is part of a rise which extends over more than half the hemisphere . In fact the
circulation during late summer and autumn is distinctly more high index than during midsummer. This can be seen by studying Table 8.3 which gives the values of the hemispherical
geostrophic west wind at sea-level for the months December, January and February.
TABLE 8.3. MEAN VALUES OF THE HEMISPHERICAL GEOSTROPHIC WEST WIND IN KNOTS AT
SEA LEVEL FOR THE YEARS I953-I957 FORjANUARY AND FEBRUARY AND FOR THE YEARS I952-I956
FOR DECEMBER

Latitude
0

I2-! S.
I 7!o S.
0
22t
0
27-! S.
32!0
0
37! S.
0
42! S.
0
47!
0
52!
0
57!
0
62!
0
67!

s.
s.

s.
s.
s.
s.
s.

December

January

February

-I2
-IO

-I2
-IO
-II
-IO

-IO
-IO
-I3
-II

9

-

8

-

I

-

+ 6
+I9
+2I
+20
+I4
+ 3
4

4

-

5

+ 7
+I7
+2I
+23
+I6

+4
+I5
+2I
+27
+2I

+
-

+
-

3
4

9
4

Tropical cyclones are only known to occur in this sector of the hemisphere with a maximum
frequency in January and February. It is possible that the greater depth and width of easterlies
over tropical regions during these months is a contributory factor.
At the 500 mb. level the westward movement of the west wind trough is also apparent
as can be seen from the mean contours for December and February shown in Figs. 8.2 and 8.3.
In Fig. 84 the change in geopotential of the 500 mb. level from December to February is
shown.
TABLE 8.4. COMPARISON OF THE MEAN GEOSTROPHIC WEST WIND IN KNOTS FOR THE PERIOD
24 JANUARY I955 TO 22 FEBRUARY I955 WITH THE FIVE YEAR MEAN FOR FEBRUARY

Latitude
I2f o
I7f o
0
22!
0
27!
0
32!
0
37!
42!0
0
47!
0
52!
0
57!
62!0
0
67t

24
22

Period
January r955February r955

-

8

-I2
-13
-15
7
+ 2
+I6
+25
+30
+29
+1I
3

Five year
mean for February
-IO
-IO
-I3
-II
-

5

+ 4
+I5
+2I
+27
+2I
+
-

9
4
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Average of Geopotential of 500 mb. Surface from December to February.
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FIG. 8.5

Mean 850 mb. Contours and Sea-Level Pressure for the Period
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February 1955.
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Some Examples of Persistent Flow Patterns
The period 24 January r955 to 22 February r955
In Table 84, the mean hemispherical geostrophic west wind for the period is compared
with the five year mean for February. It can be seen that the circulation during this period
was more high index than normal characterized by stronger easterlies to the north of the
subtropical high pressure belt and stronger westerlies to the south of the belt.
The mean flow pattern for the period is shown in Fig. 8.5. The pressure anomalies indicate
that the subtropical highs were further south and more intense than normal. The outstanding
feature of the period was the quasi-stationary low over Central Africa with the V trough over
Southern Africa.
The period I January r956 to 23 January r956
The difference between this flow pattern and the previous one is striking. The subtropical
highs are weak and fully 5° oflatitude further north. The significant negative pressure anomaly
of g mb. in the Tristan-Gough area indicate that there was a quasi-stationary trough in that
area. The low pressure area over Central Africa is weak and the contours over the continent
south of 20° S. are curved anti-cyclonically. This is a low index circulation pattern as can be
seen from Table 8.5.
TABLE 8 . 5. COMPARISON OF THE MEAN GEOSTROPHIC WEST WIND IN KNOTS FOR THE PERIOD
I JANUARY I956 TO 23 JANUARY I956, WITH THE FIVE YEAR MEAN FOR JANUARY

Latitude
0
I2!
I7to
22!0
0
27!
0
32!
0
37!
42-!o
0
47!
52!
0
57!
0
62!
0
67!

Period
I January I956 to
23 January I956
7
-I2
-II
9
-2
+ 8
+I7
+I7
+I4
+ 9
I
+
6

Five year
mean for January
-I2
-IO
-II
-IO
-

4

+
7
+I7
+2I
+23
+I6
+
-

3
4

To illustrate the difficulties one would experience in weather typing the mean geostrophic
west wind at the 500 mb. level for this period for the sector 10° E. to 40° E. is compared with
the four year mean for January in Table 8.6.
TABLE 8.6. COMPARISON OF THE MEAN GEOSTROPHIC WEST WIND IN KNOTS AT 500 MB. FOR THE
PERIOD I JANUARY I956 TO 23 JANUARY I956, WITH THE FOUR YEAR MEAN FOR JANUARY

Latitude
I2!o
I7to
22!0
0
27!
32!0
0
37!
0
42!

Period
I January I956 to
23 January I956
+I
4
4
+ 5
+I2
+30
+49

Four year
mean for January
+
-

3
6
I

+II
+25
+29
+5I
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FIG. 8.6
Mean 850 mb. Contours and Sea-Level Pressure for the Period 1 to 23 January 1956.

Fm. 8.7
Mean 850 mb. Contours and Sea-Level Isobars for the Period 5 to 21 January 1958.
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Contrary to what one would expect the westerlies over Southern Africa were appreciably
weaker than normal. This was because a fairly intense upper high was situated over the
continent during this period.

The periods 5 January to 21 January 1958 and 23 January to 31 January 1958
The flow pattern during the first part of the month, Fig. 8.6, is very similar to that in
Fig. 8.5. Unfortunately the hemispherical analyses for the period were not available so that
no comparison could be made. The positive pressure anomalies along the 4oth parallel, however, suggest that the circulation was of the high index type. Within two days a complete
change occurred in the circulation as can be seen from Fig. 8.7. A quasi-stationary trough
developed in the Tristan-Gough area which weakened the Atlantic high and displaced it
northwards. At the same time the Indian Ocean high intensified and extended southwards
and a quasi-stationary low developed in the M0<;ambique channel. This type of pattern
occurs fairly frequently in late summer and autumn and it seems to be associated with anticyclogenesis in the Marion Island region. Van Loon [ 2] in a study of blocking action in
the southern hemisphere showed that this area is one in which blocking occurs in March.
He suggested that warm air advection from the continent might be a contributory factor.
The mean 500 mb. contours for the two periods are shown in Figs. 8.8 and 8.g. If one considers the general run of the contours in Fig. 8.g it seems quite feasible that warm air advection
from the continent might be a contributory factor in the stabilizing of the high to the southeast of the continent.
The period 14 January 1959 to 31 January 1959
In Table 8. 7 the mean geostrophic west wind in knots for this period at the
level is compared with the four year mean for January.

500

mb.

TABLE 8.7. COMPARISON OF THE MEAN GEOSTROPHIC WEST WIND IN KNOTS AT 500 MB. FOR THE
PERIOD 14 TO 31 JANUARY, I959, WITH THE FOUR YEAR MEAN FOR JANUARY

I

Latitude
1210
17!0
0
22t
0
27l
0
32!
0
37!
42!''

Period
4 January r959 to
3 I January I 959

Four year
meanfor January

-

8
2

+
-

6

-

6

-

l

+20
+27
+30
+29

3

+ II
+25
+29
+51

The strongest westerly winds during this period occurred just south of the continent and
the westerlies over Southern Africa were much stronger than normal. With the exception of
the positive pressure anomaly in the Mo9ambique channel the surface pattern resembles a
high index pattern and illustrates the danger of using only surface data over a restricted
region in weather typing.

Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to show that persistent flow patterns of fairly long duration
occur over subtropical Southern Africa. It should be possible to devise a system of weather
typing which would be of use in short term forecasting at least over subtropical regions of
Southern Africa. It would, however, not be possible to use surface data only for this purpose
and some use must also be made of the meagre upper air data over the surrounding oceans.
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Mean 500 mb. Contours for the Period 5 to 2 l January l 958.
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FIG. 8.g
Mean 500 mb Contours for the Period 23 to 31 January 1958.
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DISCUSSION
The most interesting feature seems to be the existence of persistent cyclonic vortices between
the subtropical cells and the equator. I wonder how far these large-scale anomalies are connected with
anomalies of the tropical precipitation pattern.
The use of the term "high index" or "low index" is frequently misleading, in the description of the
quasi-stationary circulation anomalies. In the Northern hemisphere there exists a great variety of quite
different patterns of this kind, and the different sections do not behave in the same way. It seems to
be advisable to extend these investigations across the tropics to the Northern hemisphere.
H. FLOHN:

J. B. HATTLE: I find that I disagree at times with Mr. Triegaardt's assessment of the circulation or index
type. Some of the patterns he describes as high zonal index I would describe as low zonal index, and
vice versa. If we take the zone from lat. 35° S. to lat. 55° S. as the region where pressure differences
are measured to determine the zonal intensity, then persistently high pressure at Marion should be
indicative oflow zonal index (and vice versa). Marion at 47° S. being nearer the poleward end of the
zone 35-55° S.
However, I am very pleased that Mr. Triegaardt has raised the subject of the index cycle, because,
I believe, an assessment of the circulation type prevailing offers a promising technique for medium range
forecasts. If we bear in mind that a low zonal index pattern is associated with, for example, largeamplitude upper westerly waves and with the possibility of cut-off upper lows, etc. we can temper our
forecasts and further outlooks accordingly.
N. P. SELLICK: I note with interest that this modern analysis confirms the correlation found between
the contemporary pressure gradient Port Elizabeth-Bulawayo and rainfall in S. Rhodesia.

n. MCCALLUM: In drawing attention to Table 8.4 it is of interest so note that during the period in question
Southern Tanganyika had been subject to widespread rain and thunder, and this particular time
normally coincided with a diminution of rain in the interior and the dry season on the coast. Dar es
Salaam indeed over the month of February 1955 had more than six times its average rainfall, and
westerly winds which accompanied these widespread rains could be traced to the east of Madagascar,
a most unusual occurrence.

J. PAULY: I would like to know if, and how, high and low index disturbances determined by data at
the standard level 500 mb. are correlated with jet-streams which can be observed at higher levels,
especially above 300 mb.
n. H. JOHNSON: Regarding the difference of opinion between Mr. Triegaardt and Mr. Rattle on the
inference to be drawn from hi-g h pressure at Marion, surely either might be correct. If the high pressure
betokens southward displacement of the subtropical anticyclones and the zonal westerlies, then a
high index will be obtained on measurement over latitude bands to the south of Marion. If, on the
other hand, the high pressure is associated with a ridge flanked by deep troughs giving a meridional
outlay, then the situation will be low index.
Mr. Hattle's suggestion for the use of zonal indexes in medium range forecasting is interesting, but
how does one forecast the future index value?
Mr. Triegaardt mentioned that southern ocean indexes were either high or very high. We have
noticed the marked reluctance of the southern westerlies to form the classical block, although the
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meridional type occurs from time to time. On one occasion when distinct cut-off high and low cells
did occur in the longitude of Africa, the system collapsed spectacularly within 24 hours of its formation.
N. E. LA SEUR: It is interesting to note that "index" computation and considerations in the Southern
hemisphere have raised some of the same problems of nomenclature and semantics as in the Northern
hemisphere. I suggest that those working on this problem in the Southern hemisphere may benefit
from our experience in the Northern and avoid usage of "index" terminology, perhaps replacing it
with appropriate terms for large-scale weather types, pressure and flow patterns.
D. o. TRIEGAARDT (in reply): The method I used to determine the index characteristics of the circulation
is more or less that one which is suggested in the American Meteorological Society monograph "Middle
Latitude Forecasting" by Riehl and others. In this method the shape of the profile of the westerlies
over all latitudes is the primary consideration. In comparison the zone index between the 35th and
55th parallels in the Southern hemisphere is at best a crude approximation and it is often misleading.
To illustrate this consider Table 8.3 in my paper in which the profiles of the westerlies over the whole
hemisphere for the months December, January and February are given. The contraction and intensification of the circumpolar vortex from December to February is very clearly•indicated. The zonal
indexes between 35° and 55° S., on the other hand, are 16, 17 and 18 knots for the months December,
January and February respectively, from which no definite conclusion regarding the index characteristics
can be reached.
I agree with Professor Flohn and Professor La Seur that the terms "high" and "low" index are often
misleading and that some sort of a large-scale weather type classification would be more desirable. This
will not be an easy task however since it is expecting too much of the single parameter of sea-level
pressure distribution over a restricted region that it will uniquely determine the large-scale anomalous
circulation patterns which occur from time to time. Some use will also have to be made of upper air data.
In reply to Professor Flohn's and Mr. McCallum's questions on precipitation, I can only say that,
although precipitation patterns are known to occur with the anomalous pressure patterns, no special
study has as yet been made of this phenomenon.
I agree with Mr. Hattie that a study of the broadscale patterns and trends of the circulations seems
to offer the best opportunity of improving forecasts at the present moment. A great deal of research work
will still have to be done before these considerations can be applied with any amount of confidence,
especially to forecasting in South Africa.
In reply to M. Pauly a contracted polar jet stream is normally associated with high index patterns
and the opposite with low index patterns. The position is, however, not clear cut over subtropical
and tropical latitudes where the subtropical jet stream, which is apparently not clearly connected with
temperature gradients in the lower troposphere, is found.

NOTE ON HUMIDITY AND RAINFALL
BY N. P. SELLICK

Southern Rhodesia
Introduction
An investigation carried out in Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia, in 1929 disclosed a relation
between the value of the vapour pressure derived from the morning temperature observations
and the occurrence of rainfall in the succeeding twenty-four hours. The vapour pressure,
reduced to a standard level and plotted on charts, showed an organized distribution in space
and was displaced with time in a manner which promised the possibility of prediction.
In areas where the vapour pressure was low showers were rarely reported in the following
twenty-four hours. (.At higher values of vapour pressure numerous showers were usually
recorded and at the highest values precipitation was fairly general. This led to the plotting of
humidity on the local synoptic charts. Dew point was selected to represent humidity in the
place of vapour pressure as the dew point is directly comparable with the air temperature
and is easier to plot.
In a further investigation, the morning dew points for nine rainy seasons at Salisbury
were examined in relation to rainfall recorded at the station. Over the period December
to March, the main rainy season, it was found that rain occurred on 75 per cent. of the
occasions when the dew point was 60° F. or above and on only 31 per cent. of occasions
when it was below 60° F. It was also noted that rain in the early season occurred with somewhat lower dew points and this was thought to be due to the frequent appearance of largescale synoptic disturbances in this period.
The matter of provision for reporting dew point in synoptic messages was taken up with
the I.M.O. at Warsaw in 1935 and the tropical form of the message was there designed to
provide two figures UU for reporting relative humidity.

Behaviour

of the Dew Point

At the time of the discovery discussed above little was known of the diurnal variation
of dew point in Southern Rhodesia. Since then routine observations at various times of the
day have become available and instruments for the continuous recording of dry and wet
bulb temperatures have been devised and put into operation. From 1936, hourly values of dry
and wet bulb temperatures and dew point have been tabulated for Bulawayo and Salisbury.
(a) Diurnal Variation

of Dew Point

The text book describes the dew point as being low at dawn with a rapid rise to a maximum
at 08-09 hours; from this point, it falls steeply to about 15 hours, rises slowly to about 22
hours and then falls again to dawn. In a humid climate the dew point is said to be lowest at dawn
but in a dry climate the lowest dew points occur in the afternoon. The Bulawayo and
Salisbury records conform fairly closely with this description. Here the lowest value is recorded
at dawn from December to February but in the afternoon during the remainder of the
year. The fall in dew point during the night occurs through most of the year but is replaced
by a rise in the months of September and October.
Inspection of the individual daily records discloses that the variation is extremely irregular.
The early morning rise is usually present but the fall during the day is sometimes very large
and sometimes absent. The evening and night changes are irregular. There are sharp or
gradual rises and falls. Some last for a few hours and some for days and a plot of hourly
values often bears little relation to the mean monthly curve.
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The original work on the relation between dew point and rainfall was based exclusively
on observations at about 08-09 hours, the period when the dew point is normally at its highest
value, and the records show that, although this value may be maintained through the day
while convective showers are building up, it is far more likely to fall several degrees during
this period. Thus the morning observations are not representative of conditions when the
showers usually occur and there is an obvious possibility that the onset of showers is affected
by the variation of dew point during the day. In Southern Rhodesia, it has been generally
accepted that days with a high dew point are more favourable lo shower development than
those with a low dew point, but this hypothesis has not been thoroughly examined.
(b) The Daily Mean Dew Point

It is to be expected that many of the irregularities from hour to hour in the dew point
would be smoothed out in daily means but that these means would continue to differentiate
between days of large and small diurnal variation. To test this, daily mean values for Bulawayo and Salisbury for the period July I 95 I and June I 956 were plotted and the daily
rainfall at the stations shown against the curves.
A study of these curves has brought out the following points:
(a) the fluctuations are considerably greater in the dry than in the wet season;
(b) relatively steady increases and decreases in dew point occur over periods extending
from two days to a week or so. Statistical analysis of the Bulawayo records shows that
the rises are more abrupt than the falls during the dry season but that there is no
significant difference during the rains;
(c) with a few prominent exceptions the changes recorded at Bulawayo and Salisbury are
similar and at roughly the same time;
(d) the relationship with rain is very close. Rain is confined almost invariably to days of
relatively high mean dew point.
The relatively sharp rises of dew point at Bulawayo during the dry season are associated
with invasions of moist, cool maritime air from the E.S.E. and S.E. There is a similar but
less marked effect at Salisbury. These invasions are associated with rapidly rising pressure
off the southeast coast of the Union and the results are peculiar. The pressure and wind
change occur together but the arrival of the cool moist air is frequently delayed and it may
appear in successive steps over a day or so or even as a gradual change. Similar invasions
occur in the rainy season but, at this time, the moisture content of the air over the land is
greater than that of the maritime air and the invasions result in a fall in dew point and, very
frequently, in an interruption of the rains.
( c) Rain or Dew Point-Which is First?

The evaporation of rain into the air through which it is falling will raise the dew point
and it is arguable that the high dew points accompanying rain are the result of the rain.
A study of the relationship between mean daily dew points and rainfall at the station
shows that the rise of dew point precedes the rain. Further, the greatest fluctuations of
mean dew point occur in the dry season and are not connected with rain.
Detailed examination of hourly records shows that sustained rises in dew point may
occasionally accompany rain but more frequently precede it by a matter of hours or days.
The dew point may occasionally fall with rain, is often affected only slightly and on many
occasions rises, but the rise is only maintained for a few hours. There is also evidence that
sustained rises coinciding with rain may be attributed to air mass changes.
It is concluded that sustained changes of dew point are to be attributed to causes other
than the evaporation of falling rain into the air.
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The Constancy of Upper-Air Temperatures

Statistical treatment of records of upper-air temperatures over Salisbury discloses a
remarkable constancy of temperature in the middle layers both from day to day and throughout. the year. The mean monthly thickness of the layer between 600-500 mb. varies from
l,442 m. in October to l,452 m. in January-March, and the standard deviation in thickness
of the 700-500 mb. layer on monthly means varies from 10-12 m. during the rains to rather
over 20 m. in the dry season. These variations correspond to standard deviations of temperature of from 1° C. to rather over 2° C. The quite considerable seasonal changes of temperature
experienced at the surface are confined to a shallow layer and the cool surface air in the
winter is surmounted by an inversion or isothermal layer above which seasonal temperature
changes are slight.
Throughout the year the mean monthly temperatures from the 600 mb. surface upwards
lie close to the 294 ° A. wet adiabatic line on the tephigram and it appears reasonable to
infer that surface air with a wet bulb potential temperature greater than 294 ° A., once started
upwards, has sufficient heat content to convect through the upper air at any season of the
year. Making an arbitrary allowance for the effects of entrainment, this figure could possibly
be raised to 296° A.
The Dew Point and Wet Bulb Potential Temperature

Surface atmospheric pressure at Salisbury varies between 860-850 mb. and Table 9. 1
shows the relation between surface temperatures and dew points at 850 mb. when the wet
bulb potential temperature is 296° A.
TABLE

9.1.

850

THE RELATION BETWEEN SURFACE TEMPERATURES AND DEW POINTS AT
. WHEN THE WET BULB POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE IS 296° A.

Dew Point °F.

Dry Bulb °F

68
75
79
85
91

MB .

Condensation Level

60
57
54
51
47

8oomb
750
700
655
600

It thus appears that a wide range of dew point is associated with the critical wet bulb
potential temperature. During the main rains the surface temperature at Salisbury will
exceed 70° F. in most mornings and will attain 80° F. not infrequently in the afternoon. Thus
a dew point range of 54 ° F. and above would introduce the probability of formation of
cumulus congestus. In the early season, October and November, temperatures of 4-5° higher
are frequently attained and correspondingly lower dew points could lead to the same result.
The hourly observations at Salisbury were examined for the rainy season 1950-51 and a
tabulation made of the wet bulb temperatures each day at 08, l I and 14 hours together
with remarks on cloud and weather. The presence of cumulus congestus was taken as a sign
of penetrative convection and the dry and wet bulb temperatures and dew point were recorded for the hour of its first appearance.
The frequency of appearance of cumulus congestus at different levels of wet bulb temperature is shown in Table 9.2 together with the highest wet bulb temperature recorded on
days when no cumulus congestus was recorded.
TABLE

9.2.

Wet Bulb Temperature °F.
Cumulus Congestus
No Cumulus Congestus

FREQUENCY OF APPEARANCE OF CuMuLus CoNGEsTus.

57

57

58

59

2

18

8

9

60

61

62

5

13

14

63
18

64
27

6

4

9

4

9

65
12

66
18

67

3

2

7

68
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296° A. corresponds to 62 ·6° F. wet bulb temperature at Salisbury pressure. Dividing
_the Table between 62° and 63° F. we find
Wet Bulb Temperature ° F.
Cumulus Congestus
No Cumulus Congestus
63° and above
83
7
62 ° and below
36
56
and the association between wet bulb potential temperature and rain is fairly clear. Division
on 61-60° F. is slightly better.

Humidity in the Upper Air
The daily observations of relative humidity at pressure levels 850, 800, ... 400 mb. were
tabulated for all observations made at Salisbury between July 1951 and June 1956 together
with a few records at Bulawayo.
During the dry season conditions in the upper air resemble closely those found in the
sub-tropical Atlantic. There is a shallow layer of cool moist air on the surface surmounted
by an inversion or isothermal layer in which the humidity falls off very rapidly and the air
above is warm and dry. During the rainy season the inversion is absent and the moist air
frequently extends to great depths. Dry air is frequently present however. The first signs are
usually at high levels whence it extends downwards and occasionally reaches the surface. The
retreat is from the surface upwards and the changes are rarely sudden. As a variation, layers
of dry air appear in intermediate levels, but generally the rule holds that the dry air is above.
The appearance and disappearance of dry air aloft is irregular and dry air at high levels
does not lead inevitably to its extension towards the surface.
The appearance and disappearance of dry air aloft is closely associated with the behaviour
of surface dew points and rain. When there is a shallow layer of moist air the diurnal variation
of dew point is large, when there is a considerable depth of moist or dry air on the surface,
the diurnal variation is absent or small. Periods of rain coincide with periods of deep layers
of moist air and the appearance of dry air in the lower layers coincides with breaks in the
rams.
The variation of weather has also been compared with the variation of moisture expressed
as millimetres of precipitation. It was found that the amount of moisture carried in the
atmosphere during the rainy season varied from as low as 10 mm. to at least 35 mm. and that
reports of precipitation were confined to days of high moisture content.
Summary and Conclusions
An investigation started by the discovery that high vapour pressures on the surface were
associated with the incidence of rainfall had led, through various phases, to the conclusion
that precipitation over Southern Rhodesia is controlled to a large extent by the wet bulb
potential temperature and that the controlling level is reasonably constant owing to the
constancy of temperature in the middle levels of the atmosphere. Upper-air observations
have shown that some control of surface dew point, with which the wet bulb temperature is
linked, is exerted by dry air which appears in the upper levels and extends downwards and
retreats upwards.
Further study of the conditions accompanying the humidification and desiccation of the
upper air is indicated.
DISCUSSION
A. G. FORSDYKE:

Does the early morning tephigram help in the forecasting of rainfall on that day?

(in reply): I have been absent from forecasting for such a long while I will ask one of
the Rhodesian forecasters to answer.

N. P. SELLICK
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D. TORRANCE:

o.

Yes.

TRIEGAARDT:

I agree with Mr. Torrance but we also find the windfield very useful, often better.

J· B. DE PORTUGAL: The use of night or early morning R/S data in Lourern;o Marques to forecast precipitation for the ensuing day has been to predict the maximum air temperature at ground level for
that day. It was verified that even the amount of precipitation is correlated to the maximum air temperature at ground level.
Of course this is only true for some patterns of circulation and air mass characteristics on day-to-day
forecasting.
A. CHAUSSARD: In Madagascar, we make use of the radiosondes from Tananarive, but we consider the
vertical distribution of the wind of the greatest importance. Two identical soundings from the standpoint of vertical distribution of humidity and of vertical temperature gradients will be followed by
different convective developments according to whether or not the wind strengthens with height.
Moreover, a wind of 30 knots is more often than not sufficient to arrest development of the convection
altogether. This is probably due to the geographical location of Madagascar, which is in the path of
the trade winds most of the time.

J. PAULY: To complement M. Chaussard's remarks, I would like to add that during the monsoon season
over West Africa, the speed of the east wind of 30 knots toward an altitude of 3,000-4,000 m. would
seem to me to be a critical speed in the sense that:
(a) free convection would be very restricted at speeds above, or equal to, 30 knots.
(b) on the other hand, forced convection in association with the appearance of line squalls, would
appear from this critical speed of 30 knots.
I refer to the relationship between morning dewpoint and rainfall as exemplified by
Col. Sellick and point out that at Asmara many years ago I had worked out an almost exactly similar
relationship to that found by Col. Sellick, and that I had found an Italian paper by Morsellino who had
written in the same vein with respect to Addis Ababa.
D. MCCALLUM:

R. c. RAINEY: I should like to draw attention to the need for caution in the un-aspirated wet bulb
readings at low humidities in calm conditions, such as occur from time to time in, for example, the
Transvaal Low Veld, when the conventional "light air" degree of ventilation is not attained in the
screen, and the wet bulb depression can be appreciably under-estimated.

J. R. CLACKSON: I am very glad Col. Sellick had produced a paper on humidity and rainfall, a relationship
recognized by many meteorologists in Africa, no doubt mainly due to Col. Sellick's original promptings.
The diurnal variation of dewpoint referred to in the paper was no doubt due, apart from local
effects, to continued mixing of the surface layers with dryer layers above. This phenomenon was particularly marked in West Africa with a dry easterly current overriding a shaliow moist south-westerly
current. This emphasized the necessity for using upper wind observations in conjunction with surface
dew points in considering possibility of rainfall.
As regards local use ofradiosonde ascents, the one at Ikeja in Nigeria, some 15 miles inland from the
coast, was frequently misleading for convection forecasts. It was believed that this was due to the very
considerable coastal effect, and it would be interesting to know whether other Services experienced
similar difficulties with coastal radiosonde stations.
J. PAULY: In answer to the question put by Mr. Clackson, I believe I can state that difficulties analogous
to those mentioned have been encountered at Abidjan as well as at Dakar.
w. SANSOM: A radiosonde station has been in operation at Entebbe, Uganda, for nearly a year, and
the situation, on the shores of Lake Victoria, is somewhat similar to that described by Mr. Clackson.
Ascents are normally only made in the morning, but occasional afternoon ascents have been made
in I.G.Y. World Periods. The morning ascents are almost invariably moist and unstable, but the afternoon ascents seem to show a marked drying out at all levels, and far less instability. This is in good
accord with the rather maritime weather pattern at Entebbe, but makes the direct use of the tephigram
less straightforward.
H.

Falling dewpoints during the morning were quoted as an explanation of the non-occurrence
of rain at stations which had the requisite morning dewpoint of over 60° F. I suggest that there may

J.B. HATTLE:
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be occasions, where stations have high morning dewpoints an'd where there is little or no fall in surface
dewpoint during the morning, and yet conditions are actually unfavourable for the development of
convective cloud and showers. A typical tephigram shows moist air in the lower level, and dry air above,
but in some cases there may be an inversion in the drybulb curve coinciding with fall-off with height
in the dewpoint. In such cases, it seems, surface dewpoints may be above 60°, and remain high during
the morning, and yet conditions are obviously unsuitable for the build-up of cumuliform cloud.
(in reply): Most of the contributors to the discussion followed the lead of Dr. Forsdyke's
initial question and I have no comment.

N. P. SELLICK

J· D. TORRANCE (communicated): Dr. Forsdyke asked whether tephigrams had been found useful for
local forecasting in Rhodesia.
Though there are occasions on which the sounding is not interpreted correctly judging from a
subsequent lack of agreement between forecast and observed weather, and other occasions when the
next sounding shows a major cha~ge in upper air conditions during the period of the forecast, our
experience is that on a very large majority of occasions there is satisfactory agreement between observed
and forecast weather conditions. Yet, as other speakers have indicated, it is essential that other factors
be considered also, especially the wind profile, and the tendency towards convergence or divergence
suggested by the synoptic and upper wind charts, which may modify the interpretation considerably.
The assessment of probabilities is not as straightforward as textbooks would suggest, and a good deal
of practical, local "know-how" enters into the assessment. As an example, the steepest lapse rates and
deepest layers of moist air do not necessarily produce the most vigorous or widespread thunderstorm
activity.
None of our forecasters care to do without the radiosonde ascent, and for certain purposes the
upper air readings are regarded as indispensable; e.g. the application of the local hail index formula
for hail forecasting.
To sum up, the upper air sounding is indispensable for certain purposes, and undoubtedly of great
value on the majority of occasions, but by no means an independent and automatic guarantee of success
in local forecasting.

FORECASTING DIVERGENCE AS A TOOL TO FORECAST THUNDERSTORMS
IN THI2 SUDAN
BY E. KRUGER

Sudan Meteorological Service, Khartoum
Introduction
In the Sudan a systematic treatment of the synoptic situation seems very difficult and
most of the time hardly possible. The Nile Valley is shielded to the east by mountains and
little advection is possible from this direction below 700 mb. The southwest monsoon, which is
the main source of moist air in the lower layers, has to cross the whole of Africa before reaching
our area and is therefore inclined to show only a very irregular flow pattern. Surges within
the southwest monsoon either do not exist or can be traced back most of the time to large
outbreaks of thundery activity, which always will act as short-lived sources of cool and moist
air.
Generally the equatorial airmass south of the surface position of the Intertropical Front is
apparently homogeneous in its horizontal properties. The Intertropical Front north of 10°
is nearly always a well-defined line of wind discontinuity at the surface and except, temporarily,
when moving, is a dividing line between the dry tropical and the moist equatorial airmasses,
without any marked density contrast. Apart from the fact that no weather should be expected
to the north and scattered showers can be expected south of its surface position, the concept
of the Intertropical Front does not help to solve the forecasting problem.
Soundings at Khartoum are invariably conditionally unstable during the rainy season.
But little or no relation seems to exist between comparatively dry and comparatively moist
ascents and the subsequent weather. Unusually quickly growing cumuli during the forenoon
often die out suddenly and on other days, few and reluctantly growing convective clouds can,
during the afternoon, suddenly grow into cumulonimbus and produce widespread thunderstorms or haboobs. The ability of the always conditionally unstable airmass over the Central
Sudan to make use of this instability seems to change within six hours. Some sort of trigger
action apparently is necessary. The examples · given by Forsdyke for Africa and Watts for
Malaya of horizontal divergence in relation to rainfall were interesting and encouraging
enough to make me look at the divergence distribution as a possible source for the necessary
trigger action.
From the continuity equation one gets immediately, for constant density, the following
relation between vertical movement w and the horizontal divergence DIVh:
I

Wr -

Wo =

-

JDIVh OZ
0

When starting integration from the surface, divergence must be accompanied by subsidence and convergence by ascending motion. A close relation between divergence and thundery activity should therefore exist within a comparatively homogeneous and conditionally
unstable airmass.
For a selected period ( 16.9.57 to 22.9.57) divergence within the Sudan has been computed
from mean wind components up to 5,000 feet above the surface. The divergence pattern
did not always agree as closely to the subsequent thundery activity as one would have hoped.
These trials were mainly undertaken to help the forecaster, who must produce, early in the
morning, forecasts of the expected weather conditions during the next twelve to eighteen hours.
Obviously the actual divergence distribution at the time of the least stable stratification, the
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early afternoon, should show the closest relation with instability phenomena. Forecasts of
divergence for this period were therefore desirable. Computing relative vorticity from the
same data gave rise to the impression that the sum of (DIV + VOR) shows a closer relation
to the developing weather conditions than each pattern by itself.
As it is rather unsatisfactory to add vorticity to divergence for no other reasons than a
slightly better fit with subsequent thunderstorms, efforts were made to obtain a solution
of the equation of motion which would enable some sort of forecast of divergence for the early
afternoon from the 0600 U.T. distribution.

Basic Formulae
For predominantly horizontal motion within a uniform airmass (a =constant) the following equations apply:
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Equation (4), the continuity equation, will be used to evaluate the vertical motion, which
we otherwise neglect in (2) and (3). Differentiating (2) with respect toy and (3) with respect
to x, gives the vorticity equation
dVOR
dt

- (VOR + ,\) DIV - (3v

(s )

where f3 is the Ross by parameter.
Differentiating (2) with respect to x and (3) with respect to y gives the time change of
divergence
dDIV
- - = ,\ VOR -DIV~ + 2J(uv) -(3u -a L (p)
(6)
dt
au av au av
with J(uv) = - - ----the Jacobian of u, v

ax ay

ay ax

azp a2p
+--the Laplacian of the
ox2 ay2

and L(p) = -

pressure.

Equation (5) as it stands depends on divergence, vorticity, the flow and pressure pattern.
The time change of divergence therefore is rather difficult to evaluate. It is necessary to
neglect some of the factors on the right hand side, in order to make use of the equation .
Obviously the factor -f3u is small against .\VOR and DIV2 • For mean wind speeds of IO
knots and time intervals of six to twelve hours we can neglect f3u and (3v in (5) and (6). Over
longer periods under the assumption that most of the other factors cancel themselves and
each other, the factor f3u should be of importance. That is west winds (/3u positive) are more
likely to develop convergence than east winds. In our rectangular coordinate system and
probably within the equatorial region, north-south components of the flow should not change
divergence directly.
Mean values of vorticity and divergence are normally 3. rn-5 for layers 5,000 feet deep.
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The approximate values of the Laplacian (Lp) is more difficult to estimate. With a pressure
gradient of 1 mb./ 100 miles and a change of the gradient by 20 per cent. over the same
distance L(p) would be 5.10- 10 against 1.10-9 for .\VOR and DIV2 • Obviously with decreasing
latitude ( </><7°) VOR will become smaller than L(p). The factor J(uv) depends probably
entirely on the structure of the flow. In fact whenever a functional relation exis~s between
u and v it will be equal to zero. For any well-organized flow (for instance straight or uniform
curvature) J (uv) should be small. In the Sudan the mean flow in the lowest layers is hardly
ever well organized in summer. J (uv) is probably of significance here. One can show then,
that the expression -DIV2 + 2J(uv) should be small or zero except for VOR = o.
For the equatorial region we will neglect .\VOR and J(uv); for the tropical region, that
is </>>7° latitude, we will either neglect L(p) and J(uv) or, putting -DIV2 + 2J(uv) = o,
neglect L (p).
The following equations should then describe divergence as a function of time in the
tropical region :
dDIV
- - + D I V2 = -1XL(p)
(7)
dt
is the equatorial equation for organized flow, where

</><7°, J(uv) =

o.

dDIV
dt

- - = +.\ VOR -DIV2
dVOR
dt

(8)

- (VOR + .:\) DIV

are the equations of organized flow outside the equatorial area, e.g. West Africa, where
</>>7°, J(uv) = o.
dVOR
- (VOR + .:\) DIV
dt
dDIV
dt

(g)

+.\VOR

are the equations of unorganized flow outside the equatorial area, e.g. Sudan, where
</>>7°, J(uv) i= o.
Only within the equatorial region does divergence become independent on vorticity (7)·
For latitudes above 7° the change of divergence depends on divergence and vorticity. In
this case it is necessary to solve the simultaneous equations (8) and (g) in order to get the
correct answer when seeking divergence as a function of time.

Solutions
For the equatorial equation ( 7) we get the following solutions:
DIV(t)

DIV(t)

DIV(t) =

DIVo
I+ DIVot

for L(p) = o

DIVo y--;L- IX L tan ( y;;Lt)
y~L

+ DIVo tan( y1XLt)

DIVo y-1X L-1XL tanh ( y-1XLt)
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y - aL +DIVotanh (y-1XLt)

for L(p)
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(L
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>

o

<

o

(10)

(II)
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If the initial distribution of divergence and L(p) is given and under the assumption that
L(p) stays approximately constant within the considered interval of time, divergence can
be worked out for a later time. But even without a detailed knowledge of the initial values
some general results are immediately available. It is easily seen that solutions ( IO) and ( l l )
tend to minus infinity for certain values of DIV and (Lp).
TABLE 10.I. EQUATORIAL SOLUTION

DIV (t).

Equation
(I I)

L(p)

(ro)

>o

DIV0 >o

negative
- a L/DIVo

DIV0 = o

-

DIV0 <o

positive
-aL/DIV0

positive
y-aL
positive
y-aL
positive

0

00

0

-

(I 2)

<o

0

00

~

For regular pressure distributions without marked changes in the pressure gradient L(p)
will be either small or zero. In this case solution ( IO) applies. This solution tends to zero
except for negative values of divergence. Marked convergence therefore should have the
tendency to increase near the equator. For negative values of the Laplacian L(p), solution
(12), divergence will ultimately set in. Solution (1 l) for positive values ofL(p) gives a change
of sign in the divergence pattern except for DIVa = o. For this initial value marked convergence will occur. Such areas of positive L(p) should be normally associated with widespread
thundery activity. Ifwe assume originally an undisturbed pressure distribution with a constant
pressure gradient, widespread activity will nearly always lead to the formation of high
pressure through evaporative cooling within the active area. It is easily seen that when
such a thunderstorm high is superimposed on the original pressure distribution, large positive
values of L(p) are inclined to occur over small areas at the boundaries of the thunderstorm
highs. On the other hand, divergence in the lowest layers normally sets in within the high
pressure area and strong convergence occurs near the boundaries, the conditions for DIVa
= o and L (p) > o should occur over a narrow band-like area at the edge of the thunderstorm
high. In this area strong convergence should constantly be produced. From this would follow
that within the equatorial region (ff J(uv) = o) widespread thunderstorms after producing
appreciable surface pressure changes should have a tendency to develop into disturbance
lines, which are, in the sense of what has just been said, stable in that they should have the
ability to reform constantly within the area of the strongest changes in the pressure gradient.
Such disturbance lines h ardly ever occur in the southern Sudan (latitude 5-10°).
Squall lines can occur associated with widespread thunderstorms extending over hundreds
of miles. But the movement of such lines cannot be tracked on synoptic charts. They apparently
form suddenly and die out within six to twelve hours. If we assume that the predominantly
unorganized flow pattern (J(uv) =fa o) makes solution (12) unrepresentative for this area,
it would explain the fact that such disturbance lines apparently do occur in West Africa at
the same latitudes and tend to exist for much longer periods there.

Tropical Solutions
For the tropics at latitudes greater than approximately 7°, divergence as a function
of time will depend on the factor A VOR in equation (6). It is therefore necessary to solve
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the simultaneous equations (g) and (10) if one wants to forecast divergence. For (10) using
the process by Picard-Lindeloeff one gets the following solution. Abbreviation D for DIV
and V for VOR is used.
t2
t3
DlV3 (t) =Do+ AVot - ,\(Vo+ A) Do-+ (Vo+ A) (D~ - AVo)-2

VOR3 (t) =Vo - (Vo+ A)

2.3

t2
0
Dot - (D~ - AVo) - +Do (D~ - A2 -4AV0)--

I

2

2.3

These solutions will converge for a time interval of about six hours up to 20° latitude. The
errors introduced by breaking the series off with t3 is approximately 2 per cent. of/ VOR
DIV I = 5. rn-5. If we keep only the first three terms up to t2 the error increases to 10 per
cent. Due to the necessity to neglect L(p) these three terms should be sufficient for practical
purposes.
Solution (13) explains the fact that in the latitude of Khartoum (15° N.) the sum of
divergence and relative vorticity seems to give a fairly good approximation to the probable
distribution of the divergence at mid-day when working with the early morning pilot reports.
For 20°, At = l, that is, the sum ofDIVo +VO Ro is the first approximation of the divergence
after six hours.
J

J

General Discussion of the Solutions

From the basic differential equation for the time change of divergence (6) it was already
apparent that for the equatorial region, ,\-+o, the change of divergence should be independent of vorticity. This seems to contradict the vorticity equation (5)· But in my opinion
the direct application of the vorticity equation to questions related to changes of the divergence is not always permissible. Using the vorticity equation in such a way means in fact,
d DIV
.
that we try to obtain information on an unknown - - from an equat10n,
w h'1ch d oes not
dt

depend on it. From the solutions (13) and {14) two interesting results follow. The rate of
change of divergence with time in the tropical region should in the first instance depend on
relative vorticity, the factor ,\ VORt. Only the terms of higher order than the first depend
on the absolute vorticity (VO Ro + A).
Similarly we see from ( 14) that the time change of vorticity for DIVo = o, is of course
necessarily independent of divergence but not necessarily zero. In fact for Do = o we have:

VOR(t) =Vo - (Vo+ A)

I;\ vof . . . . )

From this follows that vorticity is only constant when the absolute vorticity and divergence
vanish simultaneously. The same applies to absolute vorticity as one easily sees when adding
on both sides of ( 15).

VOR(t) + ;\ = (Vo+ A)

I

I -

vof . . . . ) for Do =

0

These conclusions should be true for any surface or layer. Only when divergence

dDIV

and~

are identically zero, for instance considering isentropic layers, absolute vorticity will be
constant.
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Application of the Series Solution
From the solutions ( l 3) and ( 14) it follows that the future divergence distribution could
be computed if the initial pattern of divergence, vorticity and the latitude are known.
Computing divergence as time function with ( 13) is rather a lengthy affair. But as only the
Coriolis parameter enters into the solutions as an additional factor, it is possible to compute
for a given latitude and time interval (t = 6 hours) the forecast values of divergence and
vorticity once and for all. Diagrams for a time interval of 6 hours were constructed from
6° to 18° latitude for various initial values of vorticity and divergence from (13) and (14).
From these diagrams the value of divergence or relative vorticity after 6 hours can be read
off from the given values of DIVo and VORo.
In Figs 10.1; 10.2; 10.3; and 10.4 DIVo, VORo, the forecast value of divergence
D1vi0 recast and the rainfall distribution for the 24 hours between 0600 U.T. on the 16.9.57
and 0600 U.T. on the 17.9.57 are shown. The rainfall over 24 hours has been used, as the
much closer rain gauge network (150 stations against 17 first-class synoptic stations) make
it possible to define active areas with some accuracy. Similar charts were drawn and computed
for the following days up to the 22.9.57. In order to evaluate the accuracy and success of
these divergence forecasts the degree squares were counted in which divergence was positive
and no rain occurred, or divergence <I. rn-5 and rain occurred. Similarly the squares
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VOR 0 over Sudan 0600 U.T., 16.9.1957.
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with pos1t1ve divergence and rain or negative divergence without ram were computed .
Table 10.2 gives the totals for the week in question.
TABLE

10.2.

DIVERGENCE WITH OR WITHOUT RAIN IN DEGREE SQUARES EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF DEGREE SQUARES.
DIVERGENCE FORECASTS BY DEGREE SQUARES: +vE IS THE PERCENTAGE OF SQUARES WITH A CORRECT FORECAST
AND -VE THE PERCENTAGE WITH A WRONG FORECAST.

DIV
no rain

DIV>o
DIV<I.ro-s
TOTAL

87
26
68

DIV6
Forecast

DIV
0600
rain
I3
74
32

IIOO
rain

no rain

16

84
35
75

65
25

DIV6 (I3,ooo ft.)
Forecast

+

+
go
50
8I

IO

50
rg

92
55
83

08
45
I7

In the last column the forecast divergence pattern has been displaced with the six hour
trajectories at the 13,000 ft. level. That gives the best values as thunderstorms will invariably
spread to a certain extent into neighbouring areas with positive divergence, once they exist.
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In general, it is obvious that it is easier to forecast no rain than rain. This is partly due to the
fact that the active (rain) areas in the Sudan are normally much smaller than areas without
rain. Another reason seems to be that positive divergence is a sufficient reason for no rain.
Convergence on the other hand depends on other factors, like moisture distribution etc.,
in order to produce rain. Another interesting feature is that the forecast values give better
results than the values from the divergence pattern at I IOO U.T. This in my opinion is mainly
due to the fact that with pronounced convection near the surface at mid-day, pilot balloon
ascents are bound to give unreliable results which are not even smoothed out using mean
, wind components over a 5,000 ft. layer.
In general the results obtained with this technique of forecasting divergence from the
initial distribution of divergence and vorticity are fairly promising. As far as the Sudan is
concerned, this technique seems to offer the only objective method to forecasting thunderstorm occurrences, except for scattering them evenly over the whole area when forecast.
It is hoped that during the rainy season in 1960 the method can be introduced as routine
at Khartoum, and a final evaluation of its usefulness for other periods and seasons obtained.
DISCUSSION
I have been very interested to see this work because it is similar in many respects to some
work we have been doing recently in the Caribbean region. As my first point I should like to ask how

N. E. LA SEUR:
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the time rates of change of divergence following the motion, computed from equations (7) or (g), were
used to obtain local rates of change?
As a second point, we found in the Caribbean region a distinct tendency for the terms (in Kruger's
notation) A (VOR)-,8u-cx:L(p) to compensate one another such that their sum was small. These
terms may also be written as A('-'g)-,B(U-Ug) where 'g = geostrophic relative vorticity and
Ug = geostrophic zonal wind. Thus, if the flow is quasigeostrophic these terms should be small, a
condition which seems to be indicated for the Caribbean.
As a third point I should like to say that this particular form of the "divergence-tendency equation"
may not be the most convenient for computation because it contains the divergence itself, a quantity
subject to considerable computational error. From the equations of motion expressed in the so-called
Cauchy form, one can derive another form of this equation which does not contain the divergence,
namely :

an - ' + u a'
Tz
ay - v a'
ax + v
2

2

K

=

A(' - 'g) - (3 (U -

u g)

where D = divergence, ' = relative vorticity and K = kinetic energy per unit mass. Since ' and K
are probably subject to less computational error than D, this equation may be better suited for calculation of the divergence tendency. We are now carrying out some experimental computations using this
expression.
E. KRUGER

(in reply): In view of the probably rather special conditions prevailing over the Sudan,
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Rainfall areas (shaded) over Sudan, 16-17.9. 1957·
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no attempts were made yet to forecast thunderstorms by the outlined numerical methods over longer
periods than twelve to eighteen hours. The basic assumption used was, that divergence at the time of
the least stable stratification will be the controlling factor. The problem therefore was essentially a
forecast of the divergence pattern six hours ahead. For such a small interval oftime and with the normally
rather small wind speeds (approx. IO knots) the local change was taken to be similar to the individual
changes. For longer periods this would no longer be true. I am afraid the question of divergence and
vorticity advection might be a rather difficult one. In the Sudan both patterns change considerably
within short periods. Such pronounced changes must necessarily reflect in changes of the associated
flow pattern. I think therefore that both flow properties, divergence and vorticity, might move with
an irrotational and solenoidal basic current. Up to now I have had little success in obtaining this basic
current by a simple computation from the computed vorticity and divergence pattern and the observed
flow. Such basic current would probably, when used in the advection terms, make forecasts of divergence
possible over much longer periods than is possible at present.
The other points raised by Prof. La Seur are very interesting. In the area referred to, the Caribbean,
the use of a quasi-geostrophic relation is apparently the most suitable one. for the Sudan and probably
some other areas in Africa (Belgian Congo) the flow within the friction layer seems to be markedly
ageostrophic. Under such conditions little difference seem to exist between computing divergence and
vorticity. Both computations are then essentially the same.
H. w. SANSOM: I would like to congratulate Dr. Kruger on an interesting and enterprising paper which
shows promise of being of real practical value to the forecaster.
Dr. Kruger's paper suggests that change of divergence with time should be much slower and smaller
in East Africa than in the Sudan. This is unfortunately not true of the Lake Victoria region, where
the marked lake breeze and land breeze effects introduce a pronounced diurnal variation into the
divergence field.
For the past year I have been trying to make use of computations of divergence and vorticity
as an aid to forecasting thunderstorms over Lake Victoria and particularly at Entebbe, where early
morning thunderstorms have a very high frequency. Owing to the diurnal variation of divergence
already mentioned, use has been made of the early morning divergence field to forecast the possibility
of thunderstorms 24 hours ahead. Computations of divergence and vorticity have been made by a
simple method described by Bellamy [ l] for the triangle found by the stations Entebbe (northwest
corner of Lake Victoria) Kisumu (on the east) and Mwanza (in the south). At Entebbe the wind is
measured by radar but ordinary pilot balloons are used at the other stations. Owing to the pronounced
effect of the Lake breeze in the lowest 5,000 feet, tests seemed to show that the most promising level to
use was 10,000 ft. a.m.s.l. (i.e. approximately 6,ooo ft. above lake level). Initial inspection of the results
seemed to show little correlation between the occurrence of negative values of divergence and the
occurrence of thunderstorms the following morning, but if allowance was also made for variations in
the stability of the air (as revealed by the Entebbe Radiosonde) and for the moisture content of the
air, some better relationship seemed evident.
Early in the investigation it became apparent that morning lake storms near the northwestern
shores were almost always preceded by afternoon storms near Kisumu. Out of l 14 occasions with thunder
heard or actual thunderstorms at Entebbe only l 7 occurred when there had been no sign of a storm at
Kisumu by 1200 U.T. on the previous day; whereas, when there was no storm at or near Entebbe,
there was also on 60 per cent of the occasions no previous storm at Kisumu. It seems that the afternoon
weather at Kisumu may be an indication of changes occurring in the morning divergence field.
Tests are now being made of a simple objective forecast for the likelihood of lake storms based on:

(a) The morning divergence value for the triangle Entebbe-Kisumu-Mwanza.
(b) The stability of the air, using a modified form of the Showalter Stability Index [2] between 800
and 500 mb.
(c) The average relative humidity of the air between 800 and 500 mb.

(d) The 1200 U.T. Kisumu weather.
It will be noticed that no use is at present made of the vorticity, as this parameter appeared to give
little indication of the likelihood of lake storms, the vorticity being nearly always cyclonic.
A simple method of allocating scores for each of these four factors between plus 2 to minus 2, enables
the forecaster to compute the Lake Storm Index in a few minutes. Even if one factor is not available,
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the Lake Storm Index based on 3 factors seems to be a useful guide, and it has been found that the
indication of the index is as follows:

+ 3 or more
+ l, + 2
O, -

-

2

I

or less

Thunderstorms very unlikely.
Thunderstorms improbable.
Thunderstorms possible, but probably not actually at Entebbe.
Thunderstorms probable.

Over the past eight months scores of - 2 or less (i.e. larger negative values) occurred on 106 occasions.
Out of these there were thunderstorms at Entebbe on the following morning on 35 days, thunder
heard (i.e. adjacent storms) on a further 22 days, rain was reported but without thunder on 12 days,
and on 3 l days there was cumulonimbus with distant rain or lightning but no actual thunder, and
there were only 16 days when no cumulonimbus was reported.
For the Sudan Dr. Kruger found it easier to forecast "no rain" than to forecast rain, but the reverse
seems to be true at Entebbe, owing to the high incidence of storms. During the period so far examined
there were only 39 days when there was no sign of any storm (i.e. no cumulonimbus visible, nor lightning
reported) and of these days 16 occurred with a positive Index, I7 with one of zero or - l and 6 occurred
with a small negative index ( - 2 to - 3).

REFERENCES
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(in reply): The conclusion drawn from the equatorial solution that time changes of divergence
might be less in East Africa than at higher latitudes does not include diurnal changes. Such diurnal
variations either of divergence or of a stability index should be superimposed on the forecast divergence
pattern. I think that the apparent success of Dr. Sansom's objective method to forecast thunderstorms
at Entebbe, using the initial values of divergence, is a clear sign of this tendency for small changes with
time. A similar approach in the Sudan is certainly bound to fail.
It would be very interesting to know, if forecast values of divergence perhaps including J (uv) and
L (p) in the equations, which probably can easily be computed for the stations around-Lake Victoria,
could further improve the forecasts. In such a case advection of divergence might play its part. This
perhaps is already suggested by the close relation of thunderstorms at Kisumu during the afternoon
and storms near Entebbe the next morning.
The fact that no or little relation between vorticity and thunderstorms at a later period over the
Lake seem to exist is rather gratifying. From equation (6) it necessarily follows that near the equator
no direct influence of relative vorticity on the time change of divergence should exist.
E. KRUGER

I congratulate Dr. Kruger on his courage in applying methods hitherto confined to
middle latitudes to a tropical country like the Sudan, but I am sceptical about a similar solution being
applicable to East Africa, as the topography there may introduce departures from horizontal windfields
which exclude a treatment by equations based on a horizontal windfield.

H. T. MORTH:

(in reply): I am inclined to agree with what Mr. Johnson said in a previous lecture that the
departures from the horizontal are probably small enough to neglect them in the equation of motion
when using mean values of the flow over comparatively large areas.

E. KRUGER

I would like to join with the previous speakers congratulating Dr. Kruger on this work.
The suggestion that the equations should be simplified for East Africa because the flow might be
disorganized by the orography is difficult to accept. Our experience is that the flow is rather well
organized at all levels which clear the mountain massif.
I am less worried than Dr. Morth about the applicability of the horizontal flow equations to East
Africa. The flow generally shows an apparent divergence and the air is not simply forced up the slopes
in toto, there wbuld be a great deal more orographic weather if it were, Developments which oppose this
"orographic diffluence" naturally favour forced upward motion, but the equations still adequately
describe the dynamics.
D. H. JOHNSON:

(in reply): The question of organized or unorganized flow is of course a rather difficult one.
According to my definition organized flow would be characterized by a vanishing Jacobian J (uv).

E. KRUGER
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For mean winds within the lowest 5,000 ft. above the surface the resulting flow pattern might differ
substantially from any pattern in a surface at the upper boundary of the layer. Nevertheless I did not
want to give an opinion on the prevailing (organized or unorganized) flow pattern over East Africa.
The equatorial solutions were only meant to illustrate the wide variations of possible solutions one can
and will obtain from the equations (5) and (6) taking suitable local conditions into account.
May I congratulate the lecturer on the way he had made these horrible equations work.
I am rather perturbed however at the frequency with which speakers at this symposium have proposed
dynamic solutions to an essentially thermodynamic problem.
Has the lecturer tried the dewpoint method which I described earlier in the session?
N. P. SELLICK:

(in reply): I fully agree that a purely dynamic approach might not always give the right
answer. In the Sudan, the success of the numerical method seems to indicate that the controlling factor
is really the trigger action of forced vertical motion through convergence in a comparatively uniform
and conditionally unstable air-mass. Nevertheless, further improvements taking insolation and moisture
distribution into account are most likely. The rather uniform values of dew points at the surface south
of the Intertropical Convergence Zone in the Sudan might make the very interesting dewpoint method
presented by Col. Sellick perhaps less useful in our area. But we certainly will try it out during the
next rainy season.

E. KRUGER

GENERALIZED GRADIENT WIND EQUATIONS AND CONTOUR ANALYSIS IN
THE TROPICS
BY E. KRUGER

Sudan Meteorological Service, Khartoum
Introduction
The breakdown of the geostrophic pressure-wind relation is probably the most serious
difficulty in tropical analysis and forecasting. With apparently no balance between flow
pattern and the pressure distribution most models and theories developed for temperate
latitudes are becoming invalid and of little use in solving forecasting problems in the tropics.
Nevertheless experience suggests predominantly non-accelerated motion in low latitudes.
The normal practice to use the latest available reports, more or less as they stand, for forecasts of upper winds implies steady conditions and vanishing acceleration. On the other
hand there is little doubt that occasionally ageostrophic flow occurs. These observations of
predominantly steady motion on the one hand and obviously ageostrophic flow on the other
contradict each other. They make not only forecasting, but even the basic analysis extremely
difficult. Extrapolation in space and time, the main problem in aviation forecasting, has to
be carried out as routine; but without a definite relation between pressure and wind, such
extrapolations are extremely difficult and often unsuccessful. The aim of this paper is to
outline a method of analysis which would seem to solve some of the difficulties.
Generalized Gradient Wind Equations:
Grimes in his interesting contribution on "Equatorial Meteorology" in the Compendium
of Meteorology [I J obtains the following form of the equations for horizontal motion:
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here P = p
!Vz is the dynamic pressure, VORa the absolute vorticity and yz = uz
vz.
This form of the Eulerian equations does not involve any special assumptions, it is in fact
just another form of the equations of motion.
Using the vorticity equation dVORa/dt = - VORaDIV, and assuming non-divergence,
gives VORa

= constant. Grimes therefore suggests that for a steady state OU =

at

av
at

=

0

the

isolines of the dynamic pressure should be parallel to the flow and absolute vorticity constant
along each streamline (and isobar). No practical examples are given. According to Grimes,
pressure observations in low latitudes are not reliable enough to obtain the dynamic pressure
distribution with sufficient accuracy.
Another serious difficulty seems to be the assumption of non-divergence. Computing
divergence on a routine basis at Khartoum suggests values of 5. ro-5 for the mean flow
between the surface and 7,ooo feet. In fact divergence is probably the most important flow
element in tropical regions. If we drop the assumption of non-divergence and with it of
constant absolute vorticity, we get for steady conditions:
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These equations are of course identical to the equations proposed by Grimes, except that
absolute vorticity VORa, which replaces the Coriolis parameter, is not assumed to be constant.
Equations (2) contain the geostrophic equation, as is seen when putting v= o. Relative
I dp
vorticity is then given by - du/dy and therefore u = - pA dy' the geostrophic relation.
Similarly, one easily sees that for circular flow without tangential acceleration the gradient
wind equation is obtained.
Equations (2) are therefore a more general form of the pressure wind relation on a rotating
earth. Only friction and local acceleration are neglected. The equation should therefore
describe steady motion even in tropical regions, where the Coriolis parameter becomes too
small to balance the pressure gradient.
If we assume that (2) can be used in low latitudes, the same relation between wind and
the dynamic pressure gradient would follow as for the gradient, or geostrophic assumption;
except when absolute vorticity changes sign. In such a case the direction of the flow must
be reversed. Such cases of reversed flow, which we will call anti-flow here, should occur whenever anticyclonic curvature or shear exceeds the Coriolis parameter and absolute vorticity
becomes negative (positive) in the northern (southern) hemisphere. In fact anti-flow seems,
in the Sudan, to be a regular phenomenon south of about I 5 ° latitude. Especially so in the
winter seasons, when anticyclonic cells migrate towards the equator and pronounced anticyclonic curvature often occurs at latitudes of 10°-15°.
We will define positive vorticity as counter-clockwise rotation (cyclonic) on the northern
and southern hemisphere. This seems the only desirable definition in the equatorial region.
Then absolute vorticity must be necessarily positive in higher latitudes in the northern and
negative in the southern hemisphere. Near the equator, a continuous line of zero absolute
vorticity must exist. It divides northern from southern hemispheric flow. We will call it the
kinematic equator. This kinematic equator meanders between 5° S. and 5° N. only approximately
parallel to the geographical equator.
These concepts, the kinematic equator and anti-flow, remove the main difficulties of obviously
non-geostrophic flow in low latitudes. Contour analysis of constant pressure surfaces therefore '
should be possible. One difficulty at present is the fact that the flow pattern depends on two
parameters, the pressure gradient and the absolute vorticity distribution. Contour analysis
in the tropics is therefore necessarily less straightforward and more complex than in temperate
latitudes. If one wants to avoid computing absolute vorticity for a given pressure level, which
is only possible with a dens,e network of observations, another relation between absolute
vorticity and the flow is desirable. Thermal winds are the obvious choice.
Thermal Wind Equations:

In complex notation the wind shear between two surfaces using relation (2) is:
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From the equation of state (p = p RT) and the hydrostatic equation (op = - gp oz) we
immediately get with T(z) = Tm
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and with Td =Tm+ Tm/2gz(V 2 - V 0 2 ), the virtual mean temperature between two dynamic
pressure surfaces, the following relation is obtained:
.
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Equation (6) is nearly identical with the thermal wind equation for the geostrophic assumption. Except for the factor VORo/VORr which adjusts the lower wind vector to the value of
absolute vorticity at the top of the layer. Furthermore, instead of the simple thickness gradient,
the virtual mean temperature gradient between two dynamic surfaces is given by the shear
wind. This virtual thickness gradient only is necessary to build up the contours of a dynamic
pressure level from a lower surface by differential analysis. The fact that the ratio VORo/
VOR 1 enters into the thermal wind equations gives, furthermore, a possibility of assessing
· qualitatively the magnitude of absolute vorticity at both surfaces.
Practical Examples:

It has been shown that under the assumption of predominantly steady motion the tropical
flow pattern should follow the pressure wind relation as given in equation (2). It is now
necessary to show that anti-flow occurs and, at the same time, conforms with the necessary
condition (VOR0 ) on a synoptic scale.
In Fig. I I. I isogons for a cross-section at 32°E. from 22°N. to the equator are shown
for the 3.2.59 at 0600 U.T. The flow pattern is fairly typical for winter conditions over the
Sudan. The uniform N.E. trade wind extends up to 8,ooo feet. Above I 2,000 feet a pre-
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dominantly anticyclonic circulation exists. Its axis shifts from I8°N. at 14,000 feet to 06° N.
at levels above 25,000 feet. The isogons form a rather regular pattern except at Kosti (712)
and Malakal (840) above the ro,ooo foot level. Under the assumption that anti-flow occurs
at these two stations the reversed winds ( - I 80°) should fit the general pattern.
In Fig. I 1.2 isogons for these adjusted winds are plotted. Obviously they fit the general
pattern much better than the observed ones and on this occasion anti-flow must have occurred
over the central Sudan.
In Fig. 1 I .3 thermal winds derived with equation (6) assuming VOR0/VOR1 = I for
the layer 850-500 mb. are shown for the 3:2.59. Heights from radio-sondes are given with the
first figure omitted. These thermal winds form a rather regular pattern with a warm centre
over Ethiopia. Closer inspection reveals that at a few stations either the direction or the strength
of these shear winds do not fit closely to the otherwise regular temperature distribution. At
such stations a second thermal wind-arrow is shown which has been computed under the
assumption of anti-flow at the top of the layer.
In Fig. 11.4 the thickness pattern constructed for the 3.2.59 with reported thickness
values and the computed thermal winds is shown. Here the thermal winds between ro 0 N.
and S. are adjusted to a uniform value of 2·5.ro-5 for absolute vorticity. The thermal
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0600

winds derived with equation (6) fit most thickness values from the few available radiosonde
stations and form a regular and convincing pattern with a prominent centre of warm air over
Ethiopia and pool of cold air over the Congo area. Adding this thickness pattern to the 850 mb.
contours gives the 500 mb. contours for the dynamic pressure on the 3.2.59 (Fig. r r .5).
Northern hemisphere flow and contours are continuous lines, southern hemispheric flow
(VO Ra < o) is shown by dotted lines.
Normal flow-analysis will place the centre of anticyclonic circulation east of Aden on
account of the prevailing south-east winds in that area. With the concept of anti-flow two
cells must be constructed. One over Ethiopia, the other east of Aden. Obviously this pressure
distribution fits the reported heights much better. Furthermore the irregular flow over the
Central Sudan which, at first sight, seems to contradict any possible pressure-wind relation
fits the general pressure pattern when one assumes anti-flow in this area. Both areas of anti.flow near Aden and over the Sudan occur in regions with strong anti-cyclonic curvature.
Furthermore over the Sudan the curvature within the anti-flow pattern is still strongly anticyclonic which is a necessary condition in order that absolute vorticity becomes and stays
negative within such an area of anti-flow. The position of the kinematic equator is only loosely
defined, too few wind reports are available from the southern hemisphere. Nevertheless, the
flow pattern over Kenya makes it most likely that this area is to its north.
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Conclusions:
It has been shown that with the assumption of vanishing local acceleration (the only
assumption introduced) equations (2) for the pressure wind relation and (6) for the relation
between wind shear and temperature gradient should hold. From these equations, it follows
that absolute vorticity should determine the pressure wind relation in the tropics. The concept of anti-flow and a kinematic equator are then the logical conclusion. With the above
equations routine contour analysis by differential technique is quite possible up to and across
the equator. Such contours make interpolation between stations possible. They furthermore
remove the main difficulty of the forecasting problem. Contours are more or less unique and
can be compared from day to day, whereas any flow analysis is to such an extent subjective,
that two charts analysed by different forecasters cannot be compared with each other and
little, if any, information extracted on movements and development of flow or pressure systems.
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DISCUSSION

In the investigations of the Intertropical Convergence Zone over the Atlantic (see Thf;
Structure of the Intertropical Convergence ,Zone page 244) the existence of a kinematical equator in a
climatological sense could be revealed in computing the meridional and vertical distribution of relative
vorticity with respect to the position of the Intertropical Convergence Zone. Here the kinematical
equator coincides exactly with the position of the Intertropical Convergence Zones and separates, near
the surface, cyclonic and anticyclonie vorticity. According to the data, this feature extends vertically
up to at least 5 km. but with slightly different kinematical properties.
H. FLOHN:

REFERENCE
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N. P. SELLICK: I have some examples published in the Quarterly Journal
wind near the equator is directed opposite to that indicated by the isobars.

10

years ago in which the

J.

PAULY: Concerning the anti-flow and the notion of a kinematic equator, I can quote the observed case
of a thunderstorm anticyclone, just south of the geographic equator, where the winds had a clockwise
circulation, that is to say, precisely as in the northern hemisphere. But the analysis seemed questionable
to a number of meteorologists.

D. H. JOHNSON: This is a most interesting paper. I think that Dr. Kruger has made a very strong case
for the establishment of a dense experimental upper air network, for these rather startling results need
to be thoroughly tested. Perhaps Professor La Seur can comment from his Caribbean experience.
Colonel Sellick has drawn attention to the apparent occurrence of anti-flow in some of the models
described in the 1960 Quarterly Journal paper. I believe that Colonel Sellick assumed conservation of
absolute vorticity and that his solutions depend upon that assumption, and the initial conditions.
Does this mean that absolute vorticity was initially assumed to be negative?

I cannot say with certainty whether anti-flow occurs in the Caribbean. The data near latitude
N. in that area, which is probably the highest latitude at which one would expect to find anti-flow,
are insufficient to determine exactly the relationship between the pressure and the windfields. We have
noted occasions over Panama in which we were tempted to apply this concept, but the report is too
isolated to be certain.
E. KRUGER (in reply): The theoretical results of anti-flow and the kinematic equator are deduced for
steady conditions from the complete equations of motion. It is therefore rather unlikely that such
motion does not exist. The main difficulty in deriving a unique relation between pressure and wind
near the equator is, in my opinion, twofold. Within the friction layer, cross isobaric flow is most likely
and probably often prevailing. In the free atmosphere above the friction layer (for East Africa, probably
700 mb.), the gen eralized pressure wind relation I used should exist. Here the lack of sufficiently dense
and accurate heights from radio-sonde ascents make a direct contour analysis difficult, in fact, impossible.
Without using thermal winds and thicknesses pattern, anti-flow, which normally occurs within the
wide network at isolated stations only, will lead to a wrong contour analysis, or is taken as a transmission
or observational error.

N. LA SEUR:
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A METHOD OF ANALYSING, ON A REGIONAL SCALE,
THE STABILITY OF THE LOWER TROPOSPHERE
BY

J.

D. TORRANCE

Meteorological Service, Rhodesia and Nyasaland
Introduction
The method was developed some years ago when upper air temperature stations in
Southern Africa were few and far between, to make fuller use of the upper wind reports
available from a much denser network. Since showers and thunderstorms are the predominant
form of precipitation in this part of tropical Africa, and since an examination of the records
has made it clear that the incidence of precipitation is far from random on the regional scale,
this method of analysis was devised in the hope of adding more objectivity to the forecasting
of the occurrence of showers and storms. Though developed initially for application in a
region of sparse upper air temperature data (and still most useful in such regions today),
the availability of more upper air temperature data does not entirely do away with the value
of this form of analysis; but rather permits it to be carried forward one stage further, to the
production of a chart of mean lapse rate.
The technique is most useful when applied to early morning winds and temperatures
for the development of showers and storms in the latter part of the same day, and at those
times of year when the air is not so moist that numerous showers and thunderstorms are
certain to occur.
Thermal Ana(ysis
To obtain a synoptic presentation of the information given by the hodograph technique,
thermal winds are computed for the same two layers for all stations available, and plotted
in the correct positions on one map. Streamlines are drawn in accordance with the thermal
winds, and since these are parallel to the mean isotherms, they locate the centres of warmest
or coolest air in each of the two layers. Comparison of the relative positions of these centres
yields qualitative information about the large-scale variation of stability.
By utilizing thicknesses or mean temperatures from upper air temperature ascents, the
streamlines can be replaced by mean isotherms, the thermal winds providing guidance
in the regions away from the upper air temperature stations. Thus data from isolated upper
air temperature stations can be made useful over a much larger area.
Given the mean isotherms for two layers drawn on one map, they can be gridded directly
to give isopkths of their differences, representing the mean lapse rate and putting the stability
analysis on a more quantitative basis. Whether any instability will be realized depends also
on the moisture factor of the air near the ground. This can be assessed by contrasting the
m ean temperature of one of these layers with the wet bulb thermometer wet bulb potential
temperature at ground level during the period 1000 to 1400 hours local time. The excess
or shor tfall of the estimated wet bulb temperature over the upper dry-bulb temperature
(in terms of wet bulb potential tt:mperature) is plotted on the map of mean lapse rate.
Active convection and precipitation can be expected in areas showing positive temperature
di fferences and high lapse rates; in other areas convection is less likely to be effective in
producing precipitation.
T he first analysis of this type made in Salisbury, covering an outbreak of thunderstorms
in the dry season, is shown below in Fig. 12. 1. Another example is shown in Figs. 12.2a
and 12.2b.
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DISCUSSION
I would like to assure Mr. Torrance that during the past two years, working in Kenya,
I have used wet bulb potential temperatures and forecast daily maximums to assess shower and
thunderstorm development with a very high degree of accuracy; the method does work in tropical
regions, but one must be careful to apply this for purely convective type rainshowers or rainstorms.
It obviously does not work if one's area is in a diffiuent or convergent airflow.
G. D. STOCK:

J. D. TORRANCE (in reply): I do not think that convergence need necessarily invalidate the method,
it may well extend the critical area.
A. G. FORSDYKE: I would like to endorse the remarks of the Chairman about the value of work of this
kind. It represents the experimental side of meteorology and, as we all know, in any science theory and
experiment must go hand in hand; theory is useless unless it will stand up to experimental test.
Mr. Torrance showed us curves of pressure differences Tananarive-Salisbury and Rhodesian
rainfall. (Editor's note: not reproduced in the text.) The correspondence between them is remarkable.
I would like to ask Mr. Torrance whether correlation coefficients have been worked out for these curves,
and what are their values.
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Isotherms in °F at levels 6,ooo feet apart.

J. D. TORRANCE (in reply): The correlation coefficient between the pressure gradient and the amount
of rain was
o · 60; and for the non-occurrence or occurrence of rain above o · 10" . it was
o · 63,
with the rainfall data 2 days later than the pressure gradient.

+

+

o. o. TRIEGAARDT: I found the first diagram of Mr. Torrance's paper very interesting in that the upper
cold trough is ahead of the lower cold trough. I would like to ask him whether he has found many
similar examples in his work.
J. D. TORRANCE (in reply): For these layers it is by no means unusual to find the upper cold trough
ahead of the lower trough as the upper trough appears to move faster than the lower, and the two do
not remain in phase.
I confirm Mr. Torrance's experiences on the structure of 850-700 mb. and 700-550 mb.
thickness patterns and the usefulness of their application to explain stability changes.

H. T. MORTH:

J. B. HATTLE: (i) With reference to the remark about the upper trough sometimes being found ahead
of the surface trough, the explanation may be that whereas the surface trough usually trails in lower
latitudes, the upper trough is oriented more north/south and may therefore overtake the surface trough
in lower latitudes.
(ii) In a busy forecast office the analysis techniques actually used depend on the man-hours available;
they also depend on the usefulness of the technique in relation to the time taken to complete the analyses.
Could Mr. Torrance give some indication as to how long such an analysis takes? I know he is very
adept at devising short cuts.
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FIG. 12.2b.
Thermal analysis, 6. I o. I 949.
Mean lapse rates in °F./ 1,ooo feet obtained by gridding map in Fig. 12.2a. The crosses show the positions of
thunderstorms that occurred during the following 24 hours.

J.

(in reply): (i) This is often the case.
(ii) An analysis of this type would take about half an hour, depending on the number of reports
available. Tables have been prepared for obtaining the vector differences directly from the reported
wind directions and speeds.
D. TORRANCE

E. KRUGER: Mr. Torrance's lecture is most interesting. It seems a very good method of expanding the
scanty radiosonde data over much wider areas.
I would like to stress Mr. Torrance's point that contours obtained from the thickness pattern are
helpful. My own experience is that direct contour analysis depending on the very few radiosondes
in Africa is nearly impossible, or is at least as subjective as any flow analysis. Using thermal winds and
thickness the final pattern is based on a much larger number of pilot balloon ascents instead of a few
heights reported from radiosondes. Furthermore, adding the thickness to the contours at or near the
surface gives a first approximation of the contours at the upper level, which, in the first instance is
independent of any assumption of what the contours should look like for the given flow patterns. Therefore contours obtained with the help of thermal wind and thickness pattern are certainly less subjective
and probably nearer the truth than the direct method which is necessarily dependent on the assumed
pressure wind relation or even on changing the relations with different pressure distributions.

J. PAULY: The utility of the method of drawing up thermal contour charts, even in intertropical
regions is incontestable but it calls for time and staff.
This disadvantage could be reduced if the section of the International Code "TEMP" (W.M.O.
code F.M. 35B) which allows for the inclusion of thermal winds and thicknesses were used by more
r eporting stations. The real problem however is the increase in communications traffic.

SOME STREAMLINES AND CONTOURS OVER THE EQUATOR
BY

J.

COCHEME

World Meteorological Organization, Technical Assistance Mission, Nairobi
Introduction

When streamline analysis of an area extending into both hemispheres is attempted, it
becomes apparent that there is a zone of transition about the equator which requires special
consideration.
In temperate latitudes, streamlines do not depart very far, or for very long, from contour
lines. Indeed, when observations are scarce or doubtful, data from one set of lines are sometimes used to fill in gaps in the other. This similarity is still observed around centres of high
and low pressure found on the equator side of the subtropical high pressure belts. Scott [ 1 J,
discussing the weather in Malaya, has stressed that what he calls the solenoidal component
of the wind is still most likely to help in areas of ascending air and bad weather.
It is shown in this consideration of some streamlines and pressure contours over Africa
that within a zone of 3 or 4 degrees on either side of the equator, in some cases it is the
irrotational component of the wind which has become preponderant. The geostrophic
approximation has finally broken down and has a minor effect only on the shape of the
streamlines. The vorticity observed, by its amount and nature, does not lend itself to useful
applications of the vo~ticity equation. The change equatorwards is gradual, but within the
limits suggested an important shifting of emphasis can be observed.
Far from heaping further discredit on the utility of pressure measurements, this study
suggests that the pressure gradient, though weak, has still shape and synoptic meaning at
the equator; and that understanding of air movements there may be gained by visualizing
the winds as flowing across the isobars, with certain conditions. Furthermore, since at the
·e quator streamlines and contours no longer coincide two different sets of lines are available
for simultaneous analysis.
The time and place of this consideration of air flow in the lower troposphere; the month
of February 1955 over East Africa and adjoining areas, are part of those chosen for investigation by the UN/WMO Technical Assistance Mission for Desert Locust Control, of which
this note is a by-product.
Trades and monsoons on the East African seaboard and the pressure gradient. The furrow

In this paper, winds issuing from the equator side of the sub-tropical high pressure zones
and with an easterly component in their direction are called trade winds so long as they
remain in the hemisphere in which they originated. This is in accordance with technical
common usage. Trades which have crossed the equator moving towards low pressure are
called monsoon, irrespective of their continentality or dryness. This might be looked upon as
a severe restriction of an old word with many shades of meaning. However, it is felt that in
no other way could the two terms be used in equatorial synoptic meteorology. Grandidier
and Rainteau [ 2] must have had the same thought in mind when they refer to "les alizes
devenus mousson".
A low pressure zone where currents from both •hemispheres meet, be they both trades, or
easterly trades and westerly monsoon, is called an "intertropical convergence zone", irrespective of its position within the tropics, or even the subtropics, or of its alignment. This is
also in accordance with common technical usage, or very nearly so.
Along the coast of East Africa winds regularly cross the equator from north to south
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FIG. 13.1
Surface chart-8 .July 1959-South trade monsoon . .
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and from south to north according to the season, flowing from the winter to the summer
hemisphere.
The knowledge of these great air currents, which here will be called trades-monsoon, and
of their climatic timing is very old because of their importance to navigation. They are
depicted in ancient sailing charts and in modern representations of surface winds over the
oceans such as the streamlines of Riehl [31 and Palmer [4l, and the vector mean winds shown
in Meteorology for Mariners [5]. The broad picture is the same in all cases: the easterly
trades leave their anticyclonic circulation and cross the equator as a meridional flow. With
further recurvature, the monsoon joins the cyclonic circulation of the low pressure zone in
the opposite hemisphere.
Thus the south-east trades of the southern winter over the western Indian ocean become
the Indian monsoon in their progress northwards; the low pressure areas be~ng in this case
as far north as 20 to 30 degrees of latitude, in the north of the Indian continent. The dry
north-east trades of the northern winter, on the other end, do not have so far to go. They
converge towards an intertropical convergence zone which oscillates about the l2th parallel
south, sufficiently far south of the equator, however, for the clockwise cyclonic circulation
of the southern hemisphere to assert itself around the low pressure centres of the I.T.C.Z. and,
consequently, for the air currents from the northern hemisphere to join it as westerlies.
The weather of East Africa is dominated by these two trades-monsoons and their ramifications inland, and by the two transition periods from one current to the other. The resulting
seasonal characteristics have been described in some detail by Walter and Grinstead [6], and
by Thompson [7].
Meteorology for Mariners also shows the distribution of surface pressures over the oceans
in January and July. From these climatic outlines it can be gathered that, on the average,
the trades-monsoons off the coast of East Africa cross the equator along the pressure gradient. These are not average conditions only. On the chart of Fig. l 3. 1 there is a gradient
of pressure all the way from the end of the monsoon to the origin of the trades, the total
pressure difference being 32 mb. With both patterns we see a gradually increasing ageostrophic departure from an anticyclonic circulation followed by a crossing of the equator at
right angles to the isobars, and finally a gradual rejoining of a cyclonic circulation.
The study of wind-pressure relationship at the equator has been stimulated by the increase
in data brought about by the second world war and by the intense series of measurements of the
nuclear tests in the Pacific. It will no doubt benefit from the information collected during
the International Geophysical Year. The land areas which offer at present reasonable
opportunities for this study are few. British East Africa is one of them. It offers the rare
additional feature of its preponderant meridional air currents in the east of the territory.
Without attempting to survey comprehensively the literature on the subject, the work
of Sellick [8], Crossley [g], Grimes [rn], Scott [II], Forsdyke [12], Flohn [13], Riehl [3]
and Palmer [ 14] might be mentioned, passing from the theoretical to the empirical. Different
models (Grimes, Crossley and Sellick) and different samplings (Riehl, Palmer) have yielded
different solutions. It is conceivable, that at the equator, with different pressure patterns,
different forces might predominate, as implied by Palmer [14], and recently suggested by
.Johnson and Marth [15]. Any general solution offered must take into account both sides of
the equator rather than be a projection towards it of what obtains in higher latitudes. No
rapid spatial changes in air movement within the same current could be observed here at
the equator. Any hypothesis which would imply a sudden shift, either in horizontal direction,
(geostrophic winds), or in vertical movement (constant relative vorticity), is not applicable
to the flows associated with marked meridional pressure gradients at the equator on the
East African seaboard.
What is observed under those conditions is an ageostrophic cross-equatorial recurvature
of the streamlines which makes possible a gradual transition from the zonally aligned isobars
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and contours of one hemisphere to those of the other. This curved streamline shape, or wave,
standing astride the equator, when considered in terms of pressure contours, looks like a
trough or ridge; it is neither. It is a unique airflow pattern and deserves a special name. In
this note it will be called a furrow. This word may be thought of as favouring the trough;
but this might be allowed on the grounds that a curvature is cyclonic in terms of the hemisphere of origin of the stream. It also conveys the idea of uniform depth. In terms of pressure
this is so.

850 mb. pressure contours and 5,000 ft. streamlines during the northeast trade monsoon
Is this simultaneous crossing of the equator and of the isobars a prerogative of broad
coastal airstreams and surface pressure gradients extending over a large area, or would it be
discernible in more intricate and smaller pressure patterns? In an attempt to answer this
question some winds and pressures inland were examined.
In order to obtain pressure fields for East Africa heights in gpm of the 850 mb. surface
at 0600 GMT were computed for every day of the month of February 1955 for g inland and
3 coastal stations between 5° N. and 5° S., of which a list is given in Table 13.r.
TABLE 13.1. STATIONS USED TO OBTAIN PRESSURE FIELDS AT 850 MB.
Altitude
Index number

Name

Latitude N./S.

Longitude E.

Metres

Feet

630
676
705
708
733
740
790
801
820
832
870

Gulu
Fort Portal
Entebbe
Kisumu
Musoma
Nairobi Airport
Moshi
Kigoma
Mombasa
Tabora Airfield
Zanzibar

o2 0 45' N.
00° 40' N.
00° 03' N.
00° 06' s.
01 ° 30' s.
01° 19' s.
03° 21'S.
04° 53' s.
04° 02' s.
050 05' s.
06° 13' s.

32° 20' E.
300 17' E.
32° 27' E.
34° 45' E.
33° 48' E.
36° 55' E.
370 20' E.
29° 38' E.
39° 37' E.
320 50' E.
39° 13' E.

1,106
1,539
1,146
1,146
1,148
1,624
832
885
56
1,190
18

3,629
5,049
3,761
3,760
3,764
5,329
2,728
2,903
182
3,903
50

894

Dar-es-Salaam
Airfield

06° 52'

s.

39° 16' E.

58
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Seven of the inland stations are between 3,000 and 4,000 feet high and for those it was
thought that for 0900 local time (0600 GMT) the assumption of a dry adiabatic lapse rate
and 60 per cent. rela tive humidity, which to this day are the basis on which 850 mb. height
are computed in the British E ast African Meteorological Department, was sufficiently accurate
on most days. Of the other two inland stations Fort Portal is only a few metres a bove 850
mb. and Nairobi about roo. For those again, the same conditions were assumed to obtain,
downwards, so to speak.
Treatment of the three coastal stations was more difficult. It was decided to use the dry
adiabatic lapse rate with 60 per cent. humidity to goo mb., and thereafter saturated conditions
to 850 mb. in order to obtain representative mean virtual temperatures. This assumption is
probably fairly close to the truth on the many days when it agrees with the cloud picture
but it breaks down when there is a thunderstorm at the station. It is also sensitive to variations
in the screen temperatures such as would be brought about by a cloudy morning after a
clear night. There seems to be between Zanzibar a~d Dar-es-Salaam a systematic difference
of about 5 metres in favour of the latter. Considering that the barometer at Dar-es-Salaam
was an old Fortin without an NPL certificate, this is not impossible.
The heights were plotted on a 1 : 5 X ro 6 chart and contour lines for the pressure surface
drawn at 5 gpm intervals.
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The daily patterns shown are largely repetitive and well represented by the contours of
the mean heights which are shown at Fig. r 3.2 and will be discussed first. These contour
heights, it is realized, are a straightforward reflection of the surface pressures and temperatures since no account has been taken of the possible density differences along horizontal
planes between the surface and 850 mb. other than those introduced by assumptions governed
by surface temperature alone. That such differences do exist can be surmised from the
rapid changes with height of the wind field above 5,000 feet which will be discussed in a
later section. The 850 mb. level, however, is close enough to the ground to be sufficiently well
represented for the purpose of the present discussion by the contours given at Fig. r 3.2.
The main feature is an elongated area oflow pressure over Lake Victoria. This had already
been pointed out by Walter and Grinstead [6], 1936, who say: "A study of the synoptic
charts indicates the presence of a permanent low pressure centre over the great lake." It is
understood that the variations in intensity of this depression and its lateral movements were
at the time deemed to provide important forecasting tools. Since then the use of observed
barometric pressures at the equator has found less favour. Recent work indicates a renewal of
interest in this all-important parameter.

40° E

s°

N______
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FIG. 13.2
Mean 850 mb. contours. British East Africa, Feb. 1955, 0600 GMT. Also mean wind components.
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It can be said with confidence that the contours of Fig. I 3.2 are representative of theaverage conditions during the whole northerly trades-monsoon period, December to March,
in 1945-55 and, for that matter, of that season in any year.
Equally permanent and perhaps no less important than the low over Lake Victoria, is
the adjacent ridge of high pressure between the lake and the coast, also shown in Fig. 13.2.
There are, furthermore, indications of another ridge of high pressure to the west of the lake,
such as would be expected if the whole pattern was looked upon as a shallow centre of low
pressure embedded in an overall south-north pressure gradient as shown by the pressure lines
(continuous) of Fig. 13.3, borrowed from the well-known model of classical hydrodynamics.
The difficulty in extending the fine contour lines westwards is increased by an apparent
systematic difference of some 20 metres between the contour heights of the Belgian Congo and
those of British East Africa.
The wind pattern corresponding to these contours is represented by vector mean winds.
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FIG. 13.3
A depression in a S.-N. gradient. Down gradient flow. Pressure lines thick and continuous. Flow lines thin and
dotted.
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at 5,000 feet, drawn to scale and shown going away from the observation points in Fig. 13+
They are accompanied by a constancy value which is the ratio expressed in percentage
between the magnitude of the vector and the mean wind speed, irrespective of direction.
The mean streamline pattern is just as representative of the daily occurrence as the mean
pressure pattern is and the two can be compared. Along the coast the furrow pattern is again
found, and with a very high constancy. The name bend is given to this type of furrow with
long radius of curvature, say ro 0 of longitude. Inland, two attenuated vortices or indraughts
of little relative vorticity, with their attendant neutral points, are seen, corresponding to the
area of low pressure of the contours. The southern indraught appears to be the purer of the
two. The small constancy figures associated with the vector mean winds involved in the
indraughts and neutral points is due to the shifting in position of these singularities from day
to day. Juba, for instance, is on a kind of wind shed between vortices to the north and to
the south. So is Entebbe. Tabora is sometimes north and sometimes south, sometimes east
and sometimes west of the neutral point downstream of the low pressure complex. Its
southerly wind components are the most important pieces of evidence in this analysis.

FIG. 13.4
Vector mean winds with constancy and streamlines based on them. February 1955, 0600 GMT 5,000 feet.
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The streamlines associated with the ridge of high pressure to the east show air flowing
along its axis from high to low pressure and spreading out sideways across the isobars. The
evidence on the west side of the ridge is not very clear, owing to the presence of high ground
at this level, the same type of fiow will be shown more clearly by the streamlines at the higher
levels discussed, but, for which, unfortunately, pressure contours are not available.
When the fiow is nearly geostrophic and the streamlines run along the contours, the
neutral point associated with a low pressure vortex embedded in a vast current is situated to
the side of the low, facing downstream. With a fiow imagined to be completely free from
vorticity due to the rotation of the earth, the neutral point would be downstream of the pure
indraught, as shown by the streamlines of Fig. I 3.3. The neutral points seen on Fig. I 3.4 are
-intermediate in position between what one would expect to find in a temperate latitude
flow and the downstream position of the idealized diagram, being much nearer the latter
than the former.
Taking into account the nearly pure indraughts, the position and shape of the neutral
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FIG. 13.5
850 mb. heights in g.p.m. and contours every 5 g.p.m. 5,000 feet wind and streamlines, 6 February 1955,
0600 GMT.
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points, and the axial flow in the ridge, it can be said that the streamline pattern in its relation
to that of the contours approaches the shape shown in the idealized diagram of Fig. I 3.3 with
the added distortion of the anticlockwise bending of the furrow.
The mornings of the 6th, 2oth and 28th February 1955 have been chosen to illustrate
separate occasions.
The 6th February was one of the two days during the month when no closed contour was
drawn with the trough (Fig. I 3.5). The height at Gulu might indicate a depression in the
north, but this would not seriously affect the rest of the pattern. It is the day when the trough
and the ridges are most flattened out. The pressure gradient slackens out westwards and the
contours form a set of radiation lines. The streamline pattern of the furrow extends inland. It
is a shape frequently found at higher levels where, by analogy, the radiating pattern of pressure
contour lines is thought to exist. On the 6th the pressure appears to be low off the coast at
about 4 ° S. This may be due to a surge northwards of the I.T.C.Z. at this height. Air is
converging towards this area of low pressure down the gradient, giving an example of a
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FIG. 13.6
850 mb. heights in g.p.m. and contours every 5 g.p.m. 5,000 feet wind and streamlines, 20 February 1955,
0600 GMT.
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westerly wind with a zonal gradient about which more will be said m the last se·c tion of
this paper.
The 2oth February is representative of the most common pattern (Fig. I 3.6). The trough
and the ridge are lying side by side. There is a well-marked centre oflow pressure in the trough
north of the lake and there are indications of another between Kigoma and Tabora. Winds are
clearly seen to converge towards both centres with little vorticity. Diffiuence in the ridge is
well shown by what winds there are.
The 28th February shows the deepest depression of the month (Fig. 13.7). The strong
winds at Mandera and Lodwar indicate that plenty of air is travelling towards the lake area
from the east. The wind at .Juba implies drainage north,vards, and this is confirmed by the
7,000 foot streamline chart. Fig. 13.11, embracing a wider area, shows a low at I0° N. in the
Sudan. The ridge is flattened out and the wind at Mombasa unusually easterly.
Thus it is seen that in the more intricate wind patterns at the equator, owed to the interposition within the furrow stream of adjacent areas of high and low pressure, there is evidence that the same type of ageostrophic departure which made the furrow possible yields
nearly pure indraughts and flow along the axis of a ridge with diffiuence towards both sides.
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FIG. 13.7
850 mb. heights in g.p.m. and contours every 5 g.p.m. 5,000 feet wind and streamlines, 28 February 1955,
0600 GMT.
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The 7,000 foot streamlines and the aggregate centre
At 7,000 feet it is no longer advisable to estimate contour heights from surface pressure
and temperature alone. Only winds, therefore, are available, and streamlines derived from
them. Fig. l 3.8 shows the vector mean winds and corresponding streamlines. The furrow on
the coast is still a bend with high constancy figures. Diffiuence in what must remain of the
ridge is well marked. It looks like an almost pure indraught with a neutral point well to the
south of it.
At this height daily morning streamline analysis on l : 20 X rn 6 charts for the wh9le of
Africa and adjacent seas and territories have been carried out and fragments of charts for the
6th, 2oth and 28th are given to illustrate separate occasions, and also as a sequence to those
5,000 feet charts which have already been given.
The 6th February at 7,000 ft. shows no indraught (Fig. 13.9), and is a plain illustration of
the type of furrow which I have called loop and bend. The introduction of such terms may
require explanation.
Expressing describing pressure patterns, such as highs, lows, troughs and ridges, can be
used regardless of the geographical position. A streamline terminology also exists which is

Vector mean winds at

7,000

FIG. 13.8
feet with constancy and streamlines based on them. February 1955,

0600

GMT.
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applicable to any part of the globe, with terms such as waves, cusps and neutral points. A
detailed account is given by Palmer [4]. However, as streamlines and contours go largely
together away from the equator, one set of lines is often described in terms borrowed from
the other. This is no longer so in many cases not always at the equator, and it is for this reason
that it is thought that special names are needed for some of the exclusive streamline shapes
found there. Thus, the term furrow has been introduced for what could strictly, but not
sufficiently, be called a wave; take now the expression loop and bend brought forward for a
streamline pattern which could be called a cusp.
A cusp, as described by Palmer, is a short lived transition shape between a wave and a
vortex moving down a stream, normally a zonal stream. It may be represented by two streamlines, one slightly bent and the other with a more pronounced curve. As soon as a vortex
appears within a cusp, the emphasis and the name of the whole structure are shifted on to it.
However, the cusp structure is still there, enclosing the vortex and its attendant neutral point.
The topological index of the cusp, which is zero, remains unchanged, since a vortex,
1 and
a neutral point, - 1, add up to o. This streamline structure has been found to be a con-
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Winds and streamlines at

FIG. 13.9
feet. 6 February 1955, morning.
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servative and tractable configuration especially when dealing with average streamlines, and
the expression loop and bend is used in this note to describe a cusp, standing, not moving, astride
the equator, in a meridional stream, and possible enclosing one or more almost pure indraughts
with their attendant downstream neutral points.
The loop and bend of 6 February at 7,000 feet which contains no singular point is typical
of the pattern normally found at high level in the same area as shown by the average streamlines at 10,000 and 13,000 feet (Figs. 13.14 and 13.15).
The chart for 20 February (Fig. 1;po), shows one indraught, corresponding in position
to the more southerly of the two shown at 5,000 feet A very similar picture is obtained for
28 February, again with only one indraught, the southern one (Fig. I 3. I I).
On I 7 out of the 28 days it was possible to draw such indraughts near the equator on the
daily charts. They coincided with those of the 5,000 feet level with the difference that the
axes of the centres appeared to be tilted southwards with height and that some of the centres
were no longer discernible. This was more particularly so for an area north of Lake Victoria.
As the streamlines drawn over that area were largely based on the winds at Entebbe and
Kisumu, the implication of indraught to the north may be the result of the sea breezes at
these stations. On the other hand it must be remembered that the mean contours at 850 mb.

Winds and streamlines at

FIG. 13.10
feet. 20 February 1955, morning.

7,000
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show a depression over that area. A closer network of observations will no doubt provide the
answer ..
In order to obtajn rapidly an estimate of the divergence and vorticity relative to the earth
about these attenuated vortices, 12 of them were superimposed and 57 winds around them
split into two components one going from the point of observation to the arbitrarily chosen
centre of convergence, and the other tangential to the radius thus formed (Fig. 13.12). These
components, each divided by the appropriate radius, meaned and doubled, should give a
measure of the average convergence and vorticity about the aggregate centre.
A high degree of accuracy is not claimed for this method, but it is thought to be of a coarseness equivalent to that of the collection of data available. It has the merit that it does not seek
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Winds and streamlines at

40° E
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to introduce detail which the density of observations cannot be expected to yield. It is estimated
to give answers of the correct order of magnitude and to make comparisons of the same area
at various levels possible when data from the same points of observation are available in
each case. It has the advantage of being rapid, useful if a large number of assessments are
to be made.
Admittedly it treats the areas concerned as if they were solid, but that is also in effect
done by any methods seeking averages even if, on the way, local values are yielded.
Two assumptions have been made:
I.

2.

The change of wind along the radii is linear;
There is no wind at the arbitrarily chosen centre.

The first assumption is common to all such calculations in one form or another. The
errors introduced decrease as the density of observations increases.
The second introduces errors in two main ways according to the flow pattern. With
occasions like those collected for the aggregate centre when the evidence from the streamlines
and contours indicates the presence of an indraught, inaccuracy in the computed averages
will be due to the actual centres of the singularities not coinciding with those arbitrarily
chosen, thus affecting the lengths of the radii used in the computation. With situations
higher up, such as will be met in the next section, where it is clear that there are no indraughts,
inaccuracy will be due to observations not being symmetrically disposed about those arbitrarily chosen centres.

077

FIG. 13.12

Mean convergence and vorticity, diagram.
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The horizontal divergence at one of the observation points in terms of the radial and
tangential velocity components u and v along rand T can be expressed as the sum of three
terms. The first two are due to the accelerations along the rectangular co-ordinates and the
third is owed to the diffiuence of the radial flow, thus:
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The expression for vorticity being more familiar, especially when the wind is taken to blow
wholly along the tangent, when it takes the form
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streamlines. In this case a third term is necessary to take care of the radial accelerations along
the tangential axis.
From these expressions, mean values for divergence and vorticity with a circular area
about the aggregate centre can be obtained.
If Ur, U2, . . . un and Vr, V2, . . . vn, are the component velocities and rr, r2, ... rn the
corresponding radii and t a chosen time interval then:
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The answer, divided by 3,600 will be in fractions per second since u and v are m knots
and r in nautical miles.
The degree of accuracy of this estimation is comparable with that obtained by Taylor's
and Bellamy's triangular method [ r 6] ; the following reasoning applying more particularly
to cases at higher levels where it is obvious that no indraughts exist. The arbitrarily chosen
centre is then a mere datum point from which measurements can conveniently be made,
and the incorrect assumption that there is no wind there would not, as already pointed out,
alter the values of the mean divergence and vorticity calculated for a circular area of say,
radius r about the arbitrarily chosen centre, if the observations were symmetrically arranged
around it.
The observations taken in sets of three form overlapping triangular areas for which the
horizontal divergence and the relative vorticity can be estimated by Bellamy's method when:
DIV
= -3Lnu
nt
I h
where hr, h2, ... hn are the triangular heights ending at the points of observation.
If all the triangles are assumed to be equilateral, an assumption which is approached as
the number of observations increases, the observations being then disposed on the periphery
of concentric circles, and H being the mean perpendicular height of the inscribed triangles,
and R the mean radius then:
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Therefore, in practice, the results obtained by both methods will tend towards the same
value as the number of observations increases.
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FIG. 13.13
The aggregate indraught, average convergence and vorticity in 10-6/sec. for quarters and disc.
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Mean values were first obtained for 90° quadrants and the overall means were then calculated. The results are shown diagrammatically at Fig~ I 3. I 3.
The convergence is very much the same in all four quadrants. The mean for the whole
aggregate, 19 · 5 X 10- 6/sec. is classified by Peterson as between medium and intense
for temperate latitudes and cloud and weather observations do not suggest that vertical
velocities are very different here from there.
The mean vorticity for the aggregate is 4·4 X 10- 6/sec. An estimate of three times the
Coriolis force for a corresponding temperate depression seems reasonable and would give
approximately 3 X 10-4.
The proportion between the calculated values for convergence and relative vorticity
above Lake Victoria is the average in draught at 7,000 feet. a.s.l. is therefore between one and
two orders of magnitude greater than that of a temperate latitude depression, the difference
being due to the vorticity variation whilst the convergence remains about the same.
The average position of the aggregate centre is 1t0 S. Its vorticity is attributed to three
causes: the shape of the furrow itself, transport of cyclonic vorticity from the northern
hemisphere, the effect of divergence. Of these the first, though mainly a curvative effect,

FIG. 13.14
Vector monthly mean winds at lO,ooo feet with constancy and streamlines based on them. February 1955,
morning.
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seems to be the most important and the third the least. Some further evidence for this will
be found in the next section.
When the average quadrant values are examined with these considerations in mind, as
well as the basic similarity to the idealized irrotational picture of Fig. l 3.3, the second
quadrant strikes a discordant note. It should show some clockwise rotation about the aggregate
centre, or, at least, far less anticlockwise rotation than the opposite quadrant, number 4,
whereas it does in fact show anticlockwise vorticity almost equal in amount.
This is entirely due to the strong south-easterly winds at Lodwar. The vector mean
wind there at 7,000 feet is 108°, 13 ·2 knots with a constancy of 85 per cent. By contrast,
that at Juba is 027°, 7·3 knots, C.73 per cent. and Mandera, to the East, 044°, 18·9 knots,
96 per cent. The wind at Lodwar backs and decreases with height as can be seen from the
monthly mean illustrations. Topography must have an important influence on the low level
wind direction since Lodwar is in a corridor between the Abyssinian and East African
highlands. Pressure distribution may also play an important part in this; streamline analysis
frequently suggests the presence of a centre of high pressure over the south of the Abyssinian
plateau. No contours are available for that area.

FIG. 13.15
Vector monthly mean winds at 13,000 feet with constancy and streamlines based on them. February 1955,
morning.
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IO,ooo and I 4,000 foot Levels-The indraught

of r8 February

For these two levels, vector monthly mean charts and derived streamlines similar to
those at 5,000 and 7,000 feet were prepared, in addition to the available daily morning
streamline analysis on I : 20 X I 0 6 charts for the entire locust area and beyond.
The two vector mean charts (Figs. 13.14 and 13.15) show a transition upwards to a
simple loop and bend pattern in the furrow. There are no further signs of an indraught
over the lake area. As a consequence, there is a general increase in the constancy figures of
those winds which at lower levels, were disturbed by it. Thus the low pressure over the lake
and the resultant indraught appear to be shallow and quickly compensated, presumably by
the presence of air of lesser density.
The winds of the loop and bend configuration show in what might be called the upper limb
of the furrow marked difference from the lower limbs and are probably divergent whilst the
opposite convergence is seen in the lower limbs. This, as pointed out by Morth [I 5] has
an effect on weather and climate and probably explains the anomalous dryness of the East
African coastal plains.
Wind data for the l8th offer an opportunity for three-dimensional calculations, using the
same method as for the aggregate. Seven winds are available within a radius of 330 miles of
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FIG. 13.16.
850 mb. heights and contours and 5,000 feet winds and streamlines. 18 February 1955, morning.
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the selected indraught centre. There would have been 8, 2 in each quadrant, were it not for
the fact that the wind at Dodoma, 862, at 5,000 and 7,000 feet must be considered to lie south
of the neutral point and beyond the windshed. The seven remaining pilot balloon observations
go up to or above l 3,000 feet, thus making it possible to compare convergence and vorticity
at and between various levels.
The very fact that it was possible to follow balloons to l 3,000 feet at all these observation
points does not single out the attenuated vortex of the l 8th as a particularly active one with
regard to weather production. This is also borne out by the 850 mb contours (Fig. 13.16),
which show little depth in the depression compared, for instance, with those of the 2oth or
28th. The contours for the l 8th show the double low structure which has already been
described, both indraughts being approximately as shallow as the trough of the monthly
mean chart.
At 7,000 feet, (Fig. 13.17), only one indraught can be seen, again in accordance with the
average picture. At lo,ooo feet (Fig. 13.18), the indraught has disappeared, and at 13,000
feet (Fig. 13.19) streamlines imply compensatory divergence.
Divergence and vorticity about the arbitrarily chosen centre at 03° S., 33° E. were
calculated from the available wind field at 7,ooo feet, l o,ooo feet and l 3,000 feet and also
from the mean winds for the intervening and for the accumulated layers. The total results are

7,000

FIG. 13.17
feet winds and streamlines. r8 February 1955, morning.
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given at Table
sentation.

13.2

whilst at Fig.

I

3.20

an attempt has been made at cross sectional repre-

TABLE I3.2· MEAN DIVERGENCE AND RELATIVE VORTICITY IN
I 8 FEBRUARY' MORNING
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FIG. r3.I8
io,ooo feet winds and streamlines. 18 February i955, morning.
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The picture which emerges is, as already suggested, that of a shallow depression with
active convergence to about 8,500 feet and rapid compensation above that height by diffiuence and acceleration with height of the northerly stream of air, the simple furrow, loop
and bend pattern within which the indraught had been interposed reasserting itself.
The divergence values for 7,000 feet compare well with those for the aggregate centre.
Those for vorticity are also of the same order of magnitude as those of the aggregate. The
second quarter, well away from Lodwar, shows clockwise vorticity or rotation. There does
not seem to be any change of vorticity with height which could be taken as significant. As
the change in divergence is unequivocal it can be deduced that from amongst the factors
which govern vorticity in this case convergence is not preponderant.
The divergence and vorticity of the indraught of the l8th at 7,000 feet were also calculated using a method described by Forsdyke [ 12]. The isopleths for these two qualities thus
obtained are shown at Figs. 13.21 and 13.22.
As mentioned before, it is felt that the details thus obtained are not warranted by the
density of observations. On the east coast, in the Mombasa area, divergence and furrow
curvature are shown over an area which compares well with Fig. 13.16 which shows that on
that day the easterly ridge was rather far to the south. The convergence of the lower limb
would be further south and cannot be tested.

Is° N

_,,_-26

s
FIG. 13.19
13,000 feet winds and streamlines. 18 February 1955, morning.
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Average convergence for an area corresponding to that used in the concentric estimation
gives 14 X 10- 6/sec. at 7,000 feet as opposed to 19 · 5 X 10 - 6/sec. by the method described in
this note. The agreement with respect to average vorticity values is less good although the
general arrangement shows well the preponderance of the vorticity provided by the furrow,
and also the fact that the indraught area is one of least vorticity of'either sign.
Thus within a narrow equatorial zone of some 6 to 1 o degrees of latitude, the irrotational
components of the wind have become so important that vorticity considerations do not
appear likely to yield useful information on development.
General wind and pressure distribution at the Equator over Africa during the north trade monsoon

In this section an attempt is made to extend the ideas on wind pressure relationship
at the equator expounded so far to a consideration of the low level circulation over a wider
area.
This extrapolation must remain very tentative since only a few winds are available, so
dispersed that any streamline analysis based on them must be highly subjective in character.
At Fig. 13.23, what is considered to be a typical set of streamlines at about 10,000 feet
during the northern winter over equatorial Africa is shown as dotted lines.
To the west, beyond the loop and bend pattern, a relatively narrow shear zone is seen,
lying along what might be described as a prolongation of the furrow axis. This zone is
bounded by east winds to the north and west winds to the south, the northerly winds of the
loop to the east and the southerly winds issuing from an anticyclone to the west-south-west.
In accordance with streamline drawing rules a neutral point has been drawn in the middle ofit.
The whole structure is so elongated that a neutral line along its axis would describe conditions
even better. In the northern hemisphere some streamlines and neutral points associated with
the high-pressure belt have been omitted in order not to complicate the pressure unduly
away from the equator.
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FIG. 13.20

Vertical cross sections of wind field , 18 February 1955· Wide arrows for layers and thin arrows for levels. Length
of arrows proportional to mean quadrantal values of !f.
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Pressure contour lines have also been drawn (continuous). Beyond about 7° north or
south these lines are based on fair evidence; closer in and as the gradient slackens they are
far more tentative, except, perhaps, in view of this note, over East Africa.
Three centres of high pressure, forming part of the subtropical high pressure belt of the
northern hemisphere are shown. The centre in the middle illustrates the anticyclone over the
southern Abyssinian highlands to which reference has already been made. To the south of
the equator, two cells of the I.T.C.Z. are shown. They are already sufficiently far to the south
for cyclonic circulation to cause westerly winds to the north. To the west, at rn° S., a centre of
high pressure has been drawn, again sufficiently far south to have an anticyclonic circulation;
but at the same time showing in the north-east air spilling across the pressure contours. It is
to such an ageostrophic mechanism that Grandidier and Rainteau [ 2] ascribe the origin of
the flow of the cool and moist monsoon air which penetrates the Congo and gives it rain
during the northern winter. The monsoon equatorial east winds boundary to which these
authors refer is that between this flow and the trades north of the shear.
As the equator is approached the contours and streamlines have been drawn so that there
is everywhere a pressure gradient, however slight, down which the wind can blow. This
assumption is legitimate with the loop and bend in the east and generally speaking with moderate
or strong pressure gradients, be they meridional or zonal, everywhere. It becomes more
questionable with the confluent easterlies at the equator obtained between high pressure

30°

35

°

40° E

FIG. 13.21
Isopleths of vorticity in ro-6/sec by Forsdyke's method. 7,000 feet. 18 February 1955, morning.
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cells. Indeed, Palmer [ 14] has suggested that with confluent easterlies such as are met in
the part of the Pacific he has studied which are associated with a weak meridional pressure
gradient with a minimum at the equator itself, geostrophic flow might be maintained right
on to the equator itself. Quantitative work in progress at the East African Meteorological
Department by Johnson and Marth would tend to confirm this. Meanwhile the streamlines
and isobars of Fig. 13.23 are given, tentatively as already pointed out, to form a self consistent
system where at the equator the wind blows across the isobars irrespective of their alignment
and spacing, the way it does in the bend of the furrow. For this to be possible right round
the globe, there must be areas at the equator with a zonal West to East gradient at the surface
producing westerly winds to compensate for the weak zonal gradients steering the trades at
the eqm~ tor if such is the case. An example of this on the coast of East Africa is seen at Fig. 13.5.
Leaving now aside considerations of the wind pressure relationship at the equator itself,
it is suggested that the features of Fig. 13.23 represent the essential condiments of the low
level circulation between the subtropical high pressure belts during the north trade monsoon.
Variations in air movements which, together with the air characteristics, ultimately make the
weather, are due to the change in relative position and importance of these features which are:
the cells of the subtropical high pressure belt of the northern hemisphere, the centres of low
pressure of the intertropical convergence zone, the cells of the subtropical high pressure belt
of the southern hemisphere.

FIG. 13.22

Isopleths of relative vorticity in ro-6/sec by Forsdyke's method,

7,000

feet,

18

February 1955, morning.
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The intertropical convergence zone as defined at the beginning of this note is looked upon
as a general circulation phenomenon and concept analogous to the polar front. On it may be
found air mass discontinuities rather analogous to temperate latitude fronts but not so sharply
contrasted nor submitted to the same movements and boundary conditions. Like the polar
front, the I.T.C.Z. is at times obliterated by blocking by high pressure systems which in this
season may be considered to form part of the southern hemisphere high pressure belt. An
instance of this is the anticyclone which forms just off or on the west coast of Africa and which
is represented in Fig. 13.23. The I.T.C.Z. is then filled or may reform further north within
confluent easterlies as shown in the illustration.
The I.T.C.Z. could be identified every day during February 1955 but often not continuously. At 10,000 feet its average position was 18° S. for 24 mornings at 25° E. At 35° E.
it was 14° S. for 25 occasions and 13° S. for 23 at 45°. It is tilted west-south-west over Africa,
reappearing off the west coast nearer to the equator as already described.
Two streamline instances of extreme departure from the arrangement of Fig. 13.23 will
now be given:

10°

2cf>

4

SC° E

FIG. 13.23
Representative contours and streamlines. 10,000 feet. Monthly Trades-monsoons.
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20°

FIG. 13.24
13,000 feet winds and streamlines, 24 February 1955, morning.
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The 24th at I 3,000 feet (Fig. I 3.24), shows an almost absolute preponderance of easterlies
between cells of the subtropical high pressure belts. The I.T.C.Z. has been obliterated unless,
as already pointed out, it is deemed to exist as a very shallow low pressure minimum within the
easterly stream at the equator.
The 4th at rn,ooo feet (Fig. 13.25), shows a furrow extending right across Africa with
westerlies in the southern hemisphere right up to the equator north of a very pronounced
I.T.C.Z.
It might be appropriate to end with an actual streamline pattern closely resembling that
of the construction of Fig. I 3.23. For this the 6th at 7,000 feet (Fig. I 3.9), already discussed,
has been selected. The loop and bend, the shear, the anticyclone to the west-south-west, and
part of the I.T.C.Z. are clearly shown. The northern high pressure belt is not in evidence;
There was no centre of high pressure over Abyssinia on that day and the Sahara cells are not
shown.
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FIG. 13.25
feet winds and streamlines, 4 February I 955.
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Summary
Evidence for the presence of a zone some 500 miles about the equator within which the
downgradient component of winds predominates is discussed; firstly, as found off the coast
of East Africa in conjunction with the broad trades-monsoon meridional currents. Secondly
with regard to the configuration in the northerly trades-monsoon introduced by a quasi
stationary low pressure area observed during February 1955·
A method of estimating the horizontal divergence and the relative vorticity over that
area is described and used to calculate means of these parameters for an aggregate of l 2 daily
occasions during that period. A preponderance of the irrotational over the solenoidal
component of the winds of up to two orders of magnitude compared with temperature latitude
conditions is obtained. Accordingly the configuration is described as an almost pure indraught. A three-dimensional representation of such an attenuated vortex for the 18th is
obtained by the same method and offered as a model for the configuration.
An attempt is made at extrapolating these findings on to the broader canvas of the low
level circulation of the atmosphere about the equator over Africa and adjoining seas during
the same season. Some ad hoe additions to the terminology of equatorial synoptic meteorology
are offered as the need arises.
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DISCUSSION
N. E. LA SEUR: Mr. Cocheme has presented interesting examples of equatorial relationships between
contour and wind fields. His results can be interpreted in terms of the expression for the wind previously
presented by Dr. Forsdyke, namely

V=KxviJ;+v</>
where t/; is the stream function and </> is the velocity potential. As the Coriolis effect becomes more
important in higher latitudes the geopotential is more nearly analogous to a stream function while in very
low latitudes the geopotential corresponds more nearly to the velocity potential. In the former case
vorticity is larger than divergence and the reverse is true in the latter instance, in agreement with
Mr. Cocheme's results.
Mr. Cocheme has queried the appropriateness of the term Drift. Perhaps I should
explain the derivation. The full expression is cross-equatorial drift, which describes the basic character
of the flow; but the term is commonly used in East Africa and South Africa to describe the concrete
slopes which are built into river beds to provide fords for vehicles. The analogy is obvious. Mr. Cocheme
has made a most interesting contribution to our knowledge of equatorial flow. His work seems most
sound where he evaluates numerically the precesses which he describes. It seems unlikely however
that computation would confirm the feasibility of the trajectories given in Fig. 13.3. Mr. Cocheme
does not define the scale but clearly several degrees oflatitude north and south of the equator are involved.
D. H. JOHNSON:
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It is difficult to explain: the conditions at the polarward boundaries, where the flow is already at right
angles to the isobars; why momentum is not conserved and the flow is everywhere in the same direction
as the pressure force; and the absence of Coriolis effects which calculation shows to be important even in
equatorial latitudes.
I wish to express appreciation of the work which led to Mr. Cocheme's paper; but
disagree with the extrapolation of 850 mb. (near surface) pattern to higher levels. Experience shows
that in upper layers closed pressure p ;::i tterns (lows, highs) centred on the equator do not exist.

H. T. MORTH:

H.

w.

SANSOM:

I suggest the word.flyover instead of drift.

B. w. THOMPSON: I was much interested in Mr. Cocheme's paper and congratulate him on it. From my
experience of equatorial regions between East Africa and Malaya or beyond, however, I can recall no
similar example of the existence of a quasi-permanent low near to the equator such as the one described
by Mr. Cocheme at 5,000 ft. in the vicinity of Lake Victoria. The pressure pattern depicted by Mr.
Cocheme at 850 mb. is indeed that which would be expected in the particular topographic circumstances. The monsoonal flow from the north-east comes up against the Ethiopian and Kenya Highlands
which lie approximately from north to south and a ridge is consequently developed on the windward
side and a trough or low on the leeward side of the high ground. Such orographic pressure patterns are
common. It is significant that at 10,000 ft., i.e. above the general level of the plateau, both the ridge and
the trough have disappeared. It would be interesting to know whether similar lows are found anywhere
else in the world where broad flows cross the equator, and if so, whether or not there is any apparent
topographical control.

I wonder if there is any relationship between the low-level circulation over Lake Victoria
and the diurnal wind-system?

H. FLOHN:

J.

cocHEME (in reply): Professor La Seur has expressed admirably the main idea of my note which is
the existence of a narrow zone about the equator where the velocity potential is preponderant.
In answer to Dr. Marth, I would point out that one of the points I tried to make in my note was
that a closed pressure pattern found at 850 mb. and implied by the wind field at 7,000 ft.haddisappeared
at 10,000 and 13,000 ft. My idealized extrapolated contours and streamlines at 10,000 ft. over
tropical Africa did not show closed contours between 5° N. and 5° S. We are therefore in agreement on
this point.
In answer to Mr. Thompson I would say that the presence of the quasi permanent and shallow
low over Lake Victoria was first recorded by Walter and Grimstead. The orographic origin of the
depression sounds to me plausible but the presence of such a large expanse of water must also have
something to do with it through a lowering of the density. In this note I am concerned almost exclusively
with driflow.
In answer to Professor Flohn I would say tl·at there is evidence that the contours and streamlines
I have shown for 0600 G.M.T. undergo considerable deformation during the course of the day and
that these changes may have a bearing on the diurnal variation of the weather in Central Uganda and
Western Kenya. This would make a most interesting subject for a study, which is unfortunately outside
the scope of this note.
In answer to Mr. Johnson I would say that his additional explanations on the origin of the word
drift make it sound more attractive. It seems to me that a little uniformity is desirable in deriving these
terms. In duct and bridge and as suggested step it is the contours that are being described. In drift it is
the actual flow or process.
Fig. 13.3 is not meant to have any geographical location or extent. It is a representation of contour
lines and potential flow in complete absence of the Coriolis force and does not even necessarily refer to
the atmosphere.

SOME REMARKS ON HORIZONTAL MOVEMENTS NEAR THE EQUATOR
BY N. VANDER ELST

Service de Meteorologie et Geophysique du Cange Belge
Particle dynamics applied to meteorology seem to have yielded, in temperate latitudes,
all the results they ever will; this is not the case for the equatorial belt and I believe that the ·
exploration of problems of tropical meteorology using particle dynamics is justified until
the equations of motion have been, so to speak, squeezed dry. Moreover, the results obtained
in this way do not contradict those derived from hydrodynamical and thermodynamical
considerations: they are only part of the picture and may be useful in guiding further investigation.
While listening to some of the speakers in this symposium, and particularly those who
considered the equatorial waves and the patterns of wind flow near the equator, I have
thought of two sets of theoretical considerations which may support certain of the ideas
expressed: (a) that equatorial waves might be initiated by a perturbation of inertial origin
and (b) that easterly winds flowing along the isobars very close to the equator are possible
but must have a very temporary character, and cross isobaric flow must take place.
It is convenient to use a particular system of co-ordinates which I call, after Godart and
Sutcliffe ( l 943), isobaric co-ordinates.
The isobaric co-ordinates are very useful if one wants to study the movements along the
isobaric surface: these movements are practically horizontal, but their mathematical
expressions are somewhat different from that of the horizontal movements except, of course,
when the wind follows the isobars. Later, Sutcliffe (1947) and Eliassen (1949) developed the
quasi-static equations of motion in the (x, y, p) system by assuming hydrostatic equilibrium.
We shall not make this assumption here for reasons which will appear below. The OxOy
plane is tangential to the isobaric surface (it is the "isobaric" plane); Ox is the intersection
of this isobaric plane and the horizontal plane, thus Ox is the tangent to the isobar and
positive towards the E. hemisphere. Oz is normal to the isobaric surface, its positive direction
towards the decreasing pressure. The positive direction of Oy is such that the co-ordinate
system is right-handed. Let oc be the angle between the positive directions of the vertical and
Oz; (3 the angle between Ox and the W.-E. direction.
The equations of motion, without friction, in these co-ordinates are:
du

-dt + dJ (cos </> cos (3 cos rx + sin </> sin !X) w ~~ + '2 Q (sin </> cos !X dt

dw
dt

+ '2 Q cos </> sin (3v -

'2 Q

'2 Q

(sin

cos </> cos (3 sin !X) u (sin </> sin !X

</> cos

'2 Q

!X - cos

</> cos (3 sin !X)

cos </>sin (3 w

+ cos </> cos (3 cos !X) u

=

-

v = o

- g sin a
g cos !X -

~ \7 p
p

(I )
( '2 )

(3)

Waves due to temporary disturbance of the hydrostatic equilibrium
Let us assume that there is very little vertical movement and no tangential acceleration
but let us take into account the curvature of the trajectory. The acceleration terms may be
written, if V is the magnitude of the velocity:
du
V
dv
V
dw
V2
-V=U dt
R
dt
R
dt
P
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R being the radius of curvature in the isobaric plane and P the curvature in the plane
formed by the tangent and the normal trajectory. Since w = o and the movement on the
isobaric surface practically horizontal, P is of the order of magnitude of the Earth's radius a n d

vz

- can be generally neglected.
p
R corresponds to the geodesic curvature and, since our co-ordinate system is right-handed,
it is positive on the left of_an observer moving along the positive direction of the trajectory
on the positive side of the isobaric surface.
If the horizontal pressure gradient is very small or zero near the equator, let us put ll.. = o
in the equations. When v -f:. o we then may divide equation (I ) by v, the ensuing relation
satisfies also (2) and we are left 'vith

v

R=

( rn)

y2

r+u cos f3

-

v sin f3 =

2

Q

p </>
cos

(2a)

I

where

r =

g +-vp
p

y2

Let us neglect p

Since we have no isobars, f3 is no longer the angle of the x axis with the W.-E. direction,
but if ,\ is the angle of the velocity with the W.-E. direction (3a) can be written

v cos ,\

r

=

2

Q

cos

</>

(3 b )

(a) When there is complete hydrostatic equilibrium r = o. If no account is taken of the
variation of latitude, the movement is the "circle of inertia". When the variation of </> is
considered, one obtains the various trajectories discussed by Whipple. The relation between
V and ,\ derives from (3a) which becomes V = 2 p Q cos ef> cos ,\ and leads to enormous
velocities except near the N.-S. direction.
(b) But in the equatorial regions the hydrostatic equilibrium may be perturbed at times,
for instance by the local release of thermal energy in non-adiabatic processes. Admittedly,
the hypothesis of w = o is not absolutely valid in this instance, but my purpose is to show
that for a very small value of r the combination of equations (rn) and (gb) will lead to a
quasi-inertial movement which is of some interest. The movement takes place under the
following balanced forces: the centrifugal force, the Coriolis force and the resultant of pressure
and gravity forces; this resultant is very small and the energy it supplies to the system is
negligible, hence the adjective "quasi-inertial" used to describe the motion.
Let us represent this movement by its projection on a XY plane tangential to a meridian
and to the equator. Then we have approximately:
dy
- =tan,\
dx

dx
-d,\ cos,\

R

-

and after eliminating ef> between (I a) and ( 3b)
dx

V
2

cos 2

Q. Jcos 2 ,\

,\

- -

d ,\

_J:f_
(2 QV)
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Putting Kz

I

-Kz

(r)Z

=---

(2fJV)

and sin ,\ = K sin u, we can integrate the parametric equations of the trajectory ( u being a
parameter and not a velocity component).

V[EM (u -uo) +z(u) -Z(uo) ]

+ 2Q

X = Xo

Y

=

VK
Q

Yo -

(COS U -

COS Uo)

2

where sin u and cos u are the usual Jacobian elliptic functions of u for the modulus K, Z(u)
the Jacobian Zeta function and M and E respectively the first and second complete elliptic
integrals. Z(u) is simply periodic with a period u = 2M, sin u and cos u have a real period
of u

=

.
.
b y ----;tJ
4EV the ang1e ll\ o f the wind direction and
4M. T h us every time
X mcreases

the W.-E. direction has the same value. Thus Y is a periodic function of X with a period of
2EV
Q
The length of the trajectory during one period is
u+4M

L

=

VJ
--7TV
[J \11 -Kzsinzu du = Q

2

u

and the time taken by the parcel of air to cover this distance is L

v

The movement is a travelling wave, an
VK
VK
Ym = Y0 + Q cos Uo, with an amplitude ---yJ·
2

1

oscillation

=

!!.___

Q

around

= 1 2 sidereal hours.
the

mean value

For K = o ·g and for a wind of about IO knots, the wavelength of the oscillation is about
70 km. and its amplitude is about 70 km. As shown by the sign of the radius of curvature,

the movement is anticyclonic and its general direction is therefore from West to East. It
is easy to see that Y m == o; the motion is symmetrical with respect to the equator but not with
respect to the meridans of the maxima and minima of Y, the "pulses" due to Z(u) in the
increase of X with u being responsible for a certain skewness of the trajectory.
If we had put (/.. =f. o, but (/.. and cf> being small angles, we would have obtained instead
of (ia) and (3b)

R=

v

v

-------~

2

Q sin ( </>

Vcos ,\

-

cpo)
r

=

2

Q

COS (

cp - cpo)

~ 2

r

Q

To show this, let us start from the complete equations ( 1 ), (2) and (3), put IX and cp for sin (/..
and sin cf>, I for cos (/.. and cos cp, and neglect the product IX cf>. Let cpo be a small angle; then
(1) becomes
v
cpo - (J..Cos/3
-----v·
R = - - - - - , with w
2fJ(y-yo)
cos/3
'
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(2) becomes

R=

V
.
ef>o - rx COS {3
-----,with w =
.
u+
2 Q ( ef> - ef>o)
sm/3

2

rx g
.
;
!Jsm/3

and by equating the two values of w, we obtain the condition

Q- .U Q) =

( ef>o - rx COS /3) (

V
, COS f.I

Sln /'-'

2

: ~ Q

~~

Sln fJ

or, if Vis the component of the wind in the isobaric plane,

v cos \

I\

=

rxgcos/3
Q (rx COS {3 - ef>o)

------2

which is identical to equation (3) provided one has
r

=

rxgcos/3
r
or - rx cos {3 -- ef>o
I
-y-p

sin rx cosf3
sin ef>o •

p

This gives us the physical meaning of ef>o. Its simplest expression is found when the isobars
are parallel to the equator (which is the most likely model of a very slack pressure field
near the equator); then p = o and ef>o is the latitude at which the resultant r of the pressure
and gravity forces is in the plane perpendicular to the Earth's axis of rotation. The condition
expresses that its prqjection on the horizontal plane (here the N.-S. direction) is equal to
the horizontal pressure gradient.
When this condition is fulfilled, we have a quasi-inertial motion, the horizontal projection
of which is similar to that studied above. However, the oscillation takes place around
r

('/..

latitude ef>o which can be several degrees away from the equator, since T and
'f'O

-1

-v
p
p

are

very small (of the order of 10-4 to 10-5). The movement is no longer on the isobaric surface
as w =f=. o, but the vertical motion is still very small.
rxgV
w =---sin,\
r

and -

rxg.
- is approximately sin ef>o, so that w is zero at the crests of the wave and reaches a
r

maximum of ascending or subsiding motion of say 1 cm. per sec. at latitude ef>o.
It is not suggested that such movements take place for any long period of time; the practical
interpretation of this mathematical curiosity is that when the hydrostatic equilibrium is
disturbed during a certain period, the particles of a weak flow of air in a very slack pressure
gradient near the equator will have this oscillation superimposed on their original movement .
It is believed that this might explain equatorial waves:
Let us consider the model which has been discussed in relation with Mr. Aspll.den's
paper [I]. If an inertia wave is temporarily superimposed on the westerly movement near
the equator, the easterly current above and north of the westerlies would suffer a small
disturbance in its flow pattern with an increase of shear and the possibility of a local low
forming at the boundary of the two wind flows.
If (4) applies, we can even have a pressure distribution such as will give ascending m otion
and convergence along the northwards movement.
This could initiate local cyclonic circulation and, if the required instability is present,
start the process of the "equatorial wave" in the easterly current. Note.-It is interesting to
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see that the quadratic equation (3b) when solved for V, yields the following results when
r

-n
is small.
p ~'12

v =
I

r
2 .Q P COS <P COS ,\ -

r

V2=

.Q cos cp cos ,\

2

2

Q

cos

cp

cos

,\ +

+

The first solution represents a perturbed "fundamental" motion. The second solution
is the perturbation alone, in the opposite direction, as shown by the sign of V2. The first
motion is fictitious: to reject it, it will be sufficient to note that neglecting the variation of
cp the movement is zonal and we must take cos ,\ = - 1 and r = o to satisfy equation ( rn)
where R = P cot cp. It has been often pointed out that there is no mechanism capable of
maintaining such E.-W. rotation, at the same speed but in the opposite sense to the Earth's
rotation. On the contrary, the second solution is physically possible when r # o; V 2does not need
to reach enormous values and R may become smaller than P cot cp in equation (rn). When
the expansion ofV2 is limited to the first term, we obtain our equation (3b). In other words,

v

the introduction of a small term_: in the resultant r of the pressure and gravity forces leads
p
to equation (3b) and extends the above conclusions to the case where the curvature of the
Earth is taken into account.
Relation between latitude and pressure field for the gradient wind near the equator

This is only a minor point inspired by the first paper by Johnson and Morth in which
they consider the stability of geostrophic flow near the equator.
Let us consider the movement on an isobaric surface, but let us now take v = o. The
wind is along the x axis only, that is along the (horizontal) isobar. Since the x axis is chosen
towards the Eastern hemisphere, if V is the positive magnitude of the wind velocity, we have
to consider the two cases u = + V and u = ~ V; the first corresponds to a westerly
component in the wind, the second to an easterly component. The second and third equations
of motion become :

±

y2
R

±

2Q

(sin cp cos

y2
-=f 2fJ (sin cp sin
p

<f.

<f. -

+

cos

cos cp cos
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cos
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f3

sin

<f.)

cos lf.)

V

v = -

- gsm
g cos

<f.

I

(f.

-

-v p
p

when w = o and tangential acceleration is zero.
Each of these two equations gives the value ofV for a given pressure distribution in space
If they are compatible, the following conditions must be fulfilled:

p

±-=
R
Let us

sin
sin

cp cos <f. - cos cp cos (3 sin <f.
cp sin <f. + cos cp cos f3 cos <f.

gsmlf.
I

gcos (f.

+-vp
p

put/~I ~tanµ

The angle µ., is the angle between the Oz axis and the plane parallel to the equatorial
plane containing each of the following vectors: Coriolis force, radius of curvature, and re·
sultant of geopotential and pressure gradients.
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We have: cos

fJ

=

±

tan ef>

(

tan µ

±

),

the upper signs corresponding to u

'2 I

7

-V and

('J.

the lower signs to u = + V.
The parametric equations of the isobar are of the form X (fJ) = o, Y (fJ) = o, and one
condition that it would represent a closed curve is that fJ should be able to take all possible
values between o and 2n.
tan ef>
This means the condition: I > ±
(
) > - I.
tan µ ± ('J.
It is easy to see that µ - ('J. or µ + ('J. will always be greater than ef> as the parcel of air
moves along the closed isobar except in one case, that of an easterly wind. In this case µ + ('J.
must be able to decrease in such a way that when the wind is pure easterly we have
µ + ('J.r = <Pr•
For ef>r - ('J. it is always possible but the limiting case is ef>r = ('J.r with µ = o.
In other words, there is a latitude ef>r = ('J.r below which an easterly wind along the isobar
will not be possible. In case of a cyclonic circulation, this affects the point of the trajectory
farthest from the equator and it seems therefore possible to formulate the following conclusions:
(I) At a very low latitude, Ducts in the sense of Johnson and Morth will tend to show
cross-isobaric flow in the easterly current.

(2) Small depressions where the wind follows the isobars should not exist for any length
ohime on or very close to the equator (that is in the region where ef> < ('J.) unless the pressure
gradient tends to disappear altogether.
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MULTIPLE TROPOPAUSE ABOVE THE EQUATORIAL PACIFIC
BY H. FLOHN

Deutscher Wetterdienst, Offenbach

Investigations of the occurrence of Berson Westerlies [7]-which had been discovered
as early as 1908 over Lake Victoria by F. Berson (Aeronautisches Observatorium Lindenberg)
-above the area of the Marshall Islands during the period of April-July 1956 [1] led to
the unexpected result of a duplication (or multiplication) of the tropopause in the same region.
At equatorial stations south of the Marshall Islands-Kapingamarangi (1 ·o 0 N., 155° E.)
and Tarawa (1 ·3° N., 173° E.)-multiple inversions can frequently be observed, in 75-90
per cent. of all cases, between 60 and 130 mb. (15-20 krri.). As an example, Fig 15.1 shows
isopleths of temperature, mostly based on 3-hourly ascents. Here we observe two persistent
tropopauses between 80 and 105 mb., as far as the evaluation has been carried out in a
reliable and comparable manner, with temperatures varying between -80° and -85° C.
In addition to this, several inversions or marked isothermal layers occurred in the stratosphere, some of them remaining persistent over longer periods. Further time cross-sections.
reveal frequent developments and disappearances of temperature discontinuities, similar
to the tropopause region at middle latitudes. Trial statistics of tropopauses, as indicated by
their potential temperature, lead to a broad, apparently multi-topped frequency distribution.
From a sample of 390 ascents of Kapingamarangi, only 70 (18 per cent.) belong to the
type of single tropopause, while 320 (82 per cent.) exhibited two, three or even more inversions
between 50 and 150 mb., or tropopauses together with isothermal layers, which indicated
further weak inversions, since the temperature was published only in units of 1° C. Since an
objective distinction between tropopauses and other (frontal or subsidence) discontinuities
at isolated stations does not exist, it seems advisable to deal with all types of discontinuities
in a given layer. The layer between 60 and 140 mb. was selected, but even in the layer between 75 and 110 mb., above Kapingamarangi, multiple tropopauses are observed in 42 per
cent. of all cases.
In the layer 60-140 mb., the relative frequency of multiple discontinuities decreases with
latitude. From 330-450 ascents, made at each station, at 1° N. 82-91 per cent., at Majuro
(7° N.) 75 per cent., at Rongerik (11° N.) 65 per cent. and at Wake (19° N.) 52 per cent. of
all cases showed more than one discontinuity. In another investigation, mainly restricted
to subtropical and higher latitudes, F. Defant [2] has demonstrated the existence of two
peaks of the tropical tropopause near 85 and rno mb. In the area of the Marshall Islands,
]. Korshover [5] computed nearly the same monthly averages of temperature at 100, go and
80 mb. for spring 1954.
Evaluating only cases with two discontinuities between 60 and 140 mb., we obtain the
following averages of pressure and temperature, both computed independently:
April-May, r956
lower

Tarawa (1c N.)
Kapingamarangi
Rongerik (1 Ic N.)
Wake (19c N.)

I 05 mb.-80 • 7c C.
104 mb.-81 ·8 cc.
107 mb.-?
119 mb.-73·8c C.

upper
tropopause

78 mb.-78· 5c C.
76 mb.-78 · oc C.
82 mb.-?
87 mb.-74·oc C.

June-July, r956
upper
tropopause

lower
I I I mb.-79· 3c C.
111 mb.-80 · 2cc.
114 mb.-?
126 mb.-73 · 7c C.

75
77
82
92

mb.-74· 5c C.
mb.-75 · 2° C.
mb.-?
mb.-72 · oc C.

Above both equatorial stations, temperature is positively correlated with the pressure
of the lower tropopause, but negatively with the pressure of the upper tropopause, coinciding
with the prevailing lapse rate [4].
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The standard deviation reveals the existence of large time fluctuations. Above Kapingamarangi, the standard deviation reaches 3° C. at the surface (including the daily variation),
at 850 ... 200 mb. the extremely low value of only o · 7-I · 3° C., but at IOO, 50 and 25 mb.
5-8° C. While the small variability of temperature of the troposphere is correlated with a small
horizontal gradient and with strong vertical mixing, frequent disturbances seem to occur
near the tropopause and in the stratosphere inducing vertical movements and temperature
changes.
Similar discontinuities can be observed in the wind field, near and above the tropopause;
frequently the jumps of temperature and wind seem to coincide. In the stratosphere, layers
with a uniform, mostly zonal current may persist for weeks and even for months; the lack
geop.km
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FIG. 15.1
Time cross-section of temperature (° C.) above Tarawa (1 ·3° N., 172·9° E.; 30 April-1 May, 1956);
thick lines= tropopauses and similar discontinuities.

of an unequivocal annual variation and surprisingly large aperiodic variations from year
to year are peculiar [6]. The lower limit of the Berson Westerlies-if this term really can be
related to a normally observed current-may coincide with the lower tropopause near IOO
mb. The lower boundary of Krakatoa Easterlies near 50-60 mb. coincides-this is true at
least for the data of I954 and I956-with a temperature discontinuity, above which dt/dz
increases.
Above Tarawa, an investigation of upper winds between 50,000 and 75,000 ft. in relation
to the tropopause types revealed only insignificant differences [ 4]. The shift from westerlies
to easterlies and the large vertical shear at the lower limit of the Krakatoa winds d.oes not
vary with the tropopause type.
This evidence of multiple tropopauses in tropical and equatorial latitudes is obviously
of general interest. Firstly it reveals-in addition to the jet-stream regions-another oppor-
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tunity of mass exchange (and transportation of fission products) between troposphere and
stratosphere [3]. Furthermore the physical mechanism of this splitting deserves considerable
interest. Finally it should be investigated whether here-in analogy to the jetstream region
near the tropopause with its cross-isobaric circulation in middle latitudes-a similar system
of vertical and ageostrophic components of wind may exist.
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SOME REMARKS ON LONG-RANGE FORECASTING IN TROPICAL
AND SUBTROPICAL REGIONS*
BY H. FLOHN

Deutscher Wetterdienst, Offenbach
Introduction
The economic value of a really successful long-range forecasting (LRF) technique can
hardly be overestimated. But the present state of LRF is far from being satisfactory, especially
after many of the well-known time- and space-correlations found by Sir Gilbert Walker and
Bliss [3, g, IO] and some other authors proved to be unstable and therefore unreliable. It is
not possible to review here such new concepts which arise together with the development
of numerical forecasting, as described by Namias [8], Blinova [2] and Thompson [1]. Here
we may envisage the first steps into an unknown future, following the lines of leading scientists
of the rank of C. G. Rossby and J. von Neumann. Obviously these initial steps are done by
different ways: theoretical climatology and a theoretical derivation of the atmospheric
circulation, including their anomalies. The last may be used as a base for rational LRFtechnique. But it should not be forgotten that at the present time it is still open how far the
various atmospheric instabilities-especially the hydrodynamic instability of strong baroclinic flow-may prevent a complete mathematical solution. In addition to this, the existence
of significant, but complex solar-tropospheric relationships demonstrates that the atmosphere
can hardly be treated as a closed system with a constant supply of energy.
Especially in tropical and subtropical latitudes we are lacking in
(a) useful practical techniques of LRF;
(b) a fundamental and physically sound concept of the large-scale weather anomalies
for LRF;
(c) an evaluation of the climatological data needed for any fundamental research,
directed towards LRF.
Large scale tele-connections
For practical purposes we may distinguish between:
(a) Long-Range Forecasts (LRF) for periods of one month or a whole season;
(b) Medium-Range forecasting (MRF) for a period from three days to a week. At present,
MRF is more or less based on a combination between empirical extrapolation and
individual statistics (correlations), while in LRF we use only statistical techniques.
Since the work of Walker and Bliss progress in synoptic meteorology has led to afundamental
change in the basis of LRF and MRF techniques. In the last ten years we have recognized
from upper air maps that some relationships exist between the large-scale circulation
anomalies of the Westerlies and the rainfall patterns in tropical and subtropical areas. Mr.
Triegaardt has demonstrated some instructive examples of this type. As a working hypothesis
to be checked in the future, we may conceive that tropical weather disturbances near the
ITCZ are developed in those regions w here we observe, in subtropical and tropical latitudes, a
deep upper trough of the Westerlies or isolated cold vortices travelling towards the equator.
Both phenomena mostly are connected with persisting blocking situations in the Northern
hemisphere Westerlies, while in the Southern hemisphere the same type of blocking situation
seems to be infrequent.

* This paper is an amplification of the introductory talk given by Prof. H. Flohn at the Discussion on Longrange forecasting.
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Frequency and persistency of these upper vortices or troughs seem to prevail in peculiar
areas as, for example, a quasi-stationary trough over the eastern Mediterranean which
extends southwards to the Nile Valley and to the Red Sea in all seasons except Northern
Summer. Another example seems to occur rather infrequently over the Western Mediterranean
and West Africa. A well marked quasi-stationary trough has been described in the vicinity
of Madagascar which is activated during the Southern Summer due to the seasonal warming
of the South African plateau.
A few examples of such large-scale teleconnections between tropical and extratropical
weather patterns may be given:
(r)

(2)

(3)

(4)

According to Bullig [4], the highly variable summer rains of Northeast-Brazil are
strongly correlated with the direction of the Atlantic Trades, on both sides of the
equator. In addition to this, the direction of the trades-even south of the equatoris correlated with the pressure gradient Azores-Iceland and, after some preliminary
studies, with the frequency of some large-scale weather patterns (Grosswetterlagen)
over Europe [7].
Some other preliminary investigations have revealed a relationship between the
occurrence of anomalous rains at the West Coast of South America (from the equator
to about 8° S.) and the upper winds and temperatures over the Peruvian Andes
[5]. Apparently a similar coincidence exists between the homologous anomalies at
the West Coast of Africa and the upper winds in the interior of Angola. In both
cases the accompanying anomalies of the ocean temperatures in the Humboldt
current or in the Benguela current are most likely caused by anomalous wind patterns.
Starting from the working hypothesis of an advection of these ocean temperature
anomalies with the South-Equatorial current towards N.E.-Brazil, a significant
positive correlation could be found between the rainfall during the rainy season of
Luanda (Angola) and the rains during the same season, but some months later, at
Fernando Noronha and Quixeramobin. The correlation co-efficient for this last
relationship is bigger than most of the individual correlations derived by Walker
for the same area [9].
Contrary to former text-book ideas, the correlations between the time of onset of
the Indian Summer Monsoon from S. to N. are not significantly positive or even
negative. Obviously this phenomenon is correlated with the seasonal warming of
the Tibetan plateau, which can be represented by the temperature deviations at
Leh [6] only in an unsatisfactory manner.

In addition to such investigations on large-scale teleconnections between tropical and
extra-tropical weather patterns we should encourage investigations on the solar-atmospheric
relations as mentioned by Mr. Vander Elst. Here it is advisable to use the individual eruptions
at the sun as key dates. Some experiments of this kind resulted in conclusions which seem to
be statistically significant and can be applied with some success to individual cases in the
routine forecast service.

Data required
For a systematic investigation of such teleconnections as a base for improved LRF- and
MRF-techniques in tropical and subtropical latitudes, we need a vast amount of hitherto
unavailable data. Over the northern hemisphere we have 500 mb. grid-point values available
since at least I 949. Due to the sparsity of aerological network, the data are reliable only north
of about 25° N. In the Southern hemisphere similar maps are, at least before the IGY, less
reliable than those of the Northern hemisphere. In some areas, methods of indirect aerology
could be used for filling the gaps; I shall only mention the correlations between selected
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surface temperatures and the thickness of the layer 500/I,ooo mb. or surface wind observa, tions at selected mountain stations, at noon, which can be taken as representative for the
undisturbed flow at 700 or 800 mb. These data should be used for a better understanding
of the physical mechanism of the interaction between tropical and extratropical weather
patterns.
For LRF research the climatological observations of homogeneous and representative
stations should be presented in the same form as in the World Weather Records [I I].
Especially for tropical regions we need rainfall data including rainfall frequency for individual
months as far back as possible. Since most tropical rains are produced and randomly distributed by convective activity, more representative data are obtained by averaging the
observations of individual stations in an area not exceeding 105 km. 2 or one degree square
carefully checked with regard to homogeneity. This can be done in climatologically uniform
areas, because obviously we cannot expect that LRF may be applied to single stations. In
such areas where monthly temperatures vary substantially from year to year, we should
have similar temperature records.
If we give priority to MRF, we will have to concentrate on daily data of the same kind,
i.e. the frequency and the amount of daily rainfall averaged over an area. Thus it is possible
and necessary to define onset and end of the rainy and dry periods objectively. In the same
way we can define secondary singularities of the annual weather trend, which have been
presented here by Mr. Manning and Mr. Griffiths. As an example of this kind we may
mention the rains during March and April, which extend from Ethiopia and the Red Sea to
Kenya.
Any fundamental and large-scale research directed towards LRF and MRF techniques
must be based on such climatological information for selected areas or representative station
records. Therefore is it impossible without active co-operation of all meteorological services
concerned.

Conclusions
On this base we would be able to push forward fundamental investigations of climatological anomalies and .t heir causes and teleconnections, together with time and space correlations with the aim of developing techniques for regional LRF and MRF. At this point a
warning seems to be necessary, not to promise to any consumer or to any government agency
that long-range forecasting is possible in the tropics, and that successful techniques could be
developed in a few years. There are some basic difficulties which may prevent successful
long-range forecasting in tropical and temperate latitudes. The atmosphere is a partially
unstable system with three forms of instability:

(I) the micro-scale colloidal instability of mixed clouds consisting of water droplets and
(2)

ice particles;
the meso-scale thermodynamic instability of convective cloud systems;

(3)

the large-scale hydro-dynamic instability of the wind field near jet-streams.

Having in mind the urgent economic need and the best use of our meteorological knowledge we should concentrate our efforts on co-operation in all fundamental research work.
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DISCUSSION
N. P. SELLICK:

I give a brief description of work done on Seasonal Forecasting in Southern Rhodesia.

Historical
This problem of seasonal forecasting was first examined in I 920. After various essays the method of
correlation developed by Walker was followed, data was supplied in manuscript by various services
and a forecast essayed in the 192o's with disastrous results. The publication of the World Weather
Records by the Smithsonian Institution provided more material and by I 930 several regression equations
had been computed with r approaching o · 8. After, I think, 3 years, private trial tentative forecasts of
excess or deficit were issued when the equation indicated a marked departure. Including the private
trial 8 forecasts were essayed in 17 years and 6 gave correct indications (one of these was due to an error
in a cablegram).
In 1947 the whole project was reviewed. It was found that the two best of the four factors had
deteriorated materially and a wide search for factors was made, using records up to 1940 and going
back as far as 18 months. A large number of possible factors was found, but comparison with the distribution to be expected from pure chance showed a general similarity and gave no indications that
real correlations were included. The existing regression equation was manifestly unusable and forecasts
were therefore discontinued. The intention at this time was to renew the attack when the world data
up to 1950 became available and it was tentatively decided to seek factors with perhaps 30 years of
data and to test all promising factors by comparison in two steps appears to improve the chances of
selecting real correlations, if such exist.
It might be mentioned that the last series of correlations examined included contemporary factors
and one or two, such as high pressure at Port Elizabeth, were high and probably real.

Application
The question, what is the value of a bald forecast of seasonal rainfall in excess or deficit, requires
an answer. So far, no success has been achieved in obtaining factors for smaller areas than S. Rhodesia,
or shorter periods than the whole rainy season. Parallel with the examination above an intercomparison
between a large number of long period records at single stations was carried out. I cannot recall the
details now, but it was found that there was close agreement between the stations in the S. W. of the
colony and that this agreement fell to an alarmingly low value towards the N. W. where agricultural
development is most intense, values as low as r = o· 7 being reached over distances of 100 miles or
less. There was a distinct direct relation between variability of seasonal rainfall and correlation between
stations. This investigation demonstrated that a tolerably accurate forecast for the whole country could
be lamentably less accurate for a single station or a small area. Further, the forecasts could not distinguish between seasons in which the rain or drought occurred early or late and one wondered
whether the usefulness of a bald statement of excess or deficit over the whole country warranted the
labour involved in producing the forecast.

J.

P. PEIXOTO: Prof. Flohn stressed the need of more basic research in the domain of long and medium
range forecasting. It seems to me that in this connection the basic problem to be attacked is that of
the general circulation of the atmosphere. And obviously in this respect the tropical regions play a
decisive role since we must consider the atmosphere as a whole. The interactions between tropical and
middle and high latitude regions must be considered. We need a much deeper knowledge of the
structure and behaviour of the general circulation; of the mechanisms, namely the energy-cycle, the
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momentum balance, that maintain the observed types of circulations and not others; the influence of
boundary conditions, etc. Only after having a better understanding of these phenomena will we be in a
sound position to tackle the general problem of predictability both in time and space.

w. SANSOM: Some years ago an attempt was made to apply the methods of Sir Gilbert Walker to
predict the seasonal rains of Eastern Kenya. It was felt desirable to make use of factors which were of
fairly obvious synoptic significance, and some correlation was found between the pressure changes
over North Africa and South Africa or Mauritius, and the rainfall in Eastern Kenya in the subsequent
rainy season. Similarly some correlation was also found with the rainfall in those areas of Africa whose
rainy season preceded that of Eastern Kenya. In this way two multiple regression equations were devised,
one for the so-called "Long Rains" of Eastern Kenya, and one for the "Short Rains". Unfortunately
the correlation coefficients were rather low (of the order of o · 5), and although the method gave some
indication of the amount of rainfall to be expected, the usefulness was very limited, and no further
work has been done. An account of this work was published in Weather, in March r 955.

H.

F. M. ALI: I emphasize the great importance of long range forecasting for rainfall with respect to the
seasonal amounts expected over a particular region, its distribution and the expected periods of rainfall,
particularly w:1en the rainfall is related to rivers and is considered the main source of permanent water
and the seasonal flood .
Such information for the Nile Valley would be of the utmost importance for the countries in the
Nile basin since it helps in determining the seasonal amounts of water expected and the period of
reception, so that a schedule can be arranged for the run-off of water for the different districts for the
various crops.
Long range forecasts of temperature are also very important to the Agriculturists of the Egyptian
Region of U.A.R., since they help in determining the most suitable dates of sowing the principal crops,
especially cotton.

LINDLEY: There is one factor which I think would be of interest and use to several types of user.
It would be of considerable advantage if a forecast of the length of the dry season and the approximate
time of arrival of the next wet season could be made at about the time of the end of the previous wet
season. I have in mind the problems of the Kenya Northern Frontier District, where the available water
and grazing have to be closely organized together. It would also be useful to the irrigation, water works
and hydro-electric engineers in the planning of the operation of his storage reservoirs. A further interested
party would be the authority responsible for water allocation. We have in Kenya a Water Apportionment
Board, which allocates the flow ofrivers to the users; normal flow to meet primary, essential, needs, flood
flow for irrigation and other uses. When the discharge of a river or stream falls so low as to be insufficient
to meet all demands upon it, flood flow is declared to have closed and restrictions are placed upon
irrigation and the less essential uses. It would be of considerable advantage if the possibility of having
to impose drought restrictions could be foreseen at the beginning of the dry season.

M.

c. PEREIRA: The statistical approach in forecasting is a very limited objective: it can never give us a
forecast of a given rain season-it can only give us the chances of the season being above or below
average. Even for this approach, we have in East Africa very inadequate information about the rainfall
on our main stream-source areas. Nearly all of our statistical approach must be from rainfall observations
taken at convenient points on the plains. We must, as a first step, get more measurements of the rain
falling on our mountain catchments.

H.

N. E. LA sEuR: It seems necessary to me that the problem of long range prediction must be approached
from the point of view of describing and understanding first the characteristics of shorter-period patterns
whose persistence or recurrence determine the characteristics of longer periods. It appears especially
inappropriate to attack the problem of long-range forecasting directly by means of monthly or seasonal
averages.

9

QUELQUES PARTICULARITES DES CYCLONES TROPICAUX
DANS LE SUD-OUEST DE L'OCEAN INDIEN
PAR A. CHAUSSARD

Service Meteorologique, Madagascar
L'ete austral 1958-1959 a ete particulierement riche en formations cycloniques clans le
sud-ouest de l'Ocean Indien. Pas moins de 3 depressions tropicales et 7 cyclones tropicaux
ont evolue pendant cette periode au voisinage immediat de Madagascar. Le Service Meteorologique malgache s'est done trouve confronte de fac;on aigue avec les problemes de prevision
relatifs a ces meteores: formation, developpement et surtout trajectoires.
Parmi toutes les idees directrices que pouvaient lui fournir les differentes theories, ii a
ete oblige de se limiter a celles qui s'averaient les plus fecondes, compte tenu des observations
dont ii dispose chaque jour.
Un examen rapide d'une carte geographique montre que, le continent africain et
Madagascar mis a part, le domaine d'analyse ne comporte au sud de l'equateur que quelques
stations insulaires isolees. De plus, les observations meteorologiques transmises par les
navires sont rares.
Le reseau d'observations en altitude etant tres lache, l'irregularite de la concentration de
ces observations ajoute a la difficulte. Seules les stations de Tananarive et, depuis le debut
de cette annee, l'ile Maurice effectuent des radiosondages. Les stations de Diego-Suarez et
Fort-Dauphin effectuent des sondages de vent par radio-theodolite.
L'altitude de Tananarive etant de 1300 metres, les resultats des mesures aux niveaux
inferieurs a 3 OU 4000 metres sont fortement influences par le relief assez irregulier des Plateaux.
L'analyse synoptique clans les regions de latitude moyenne, reduite a ses traits essentiels,
est probablement assez proche de la realite. Elle s'appuie sur une etude detaillee, clans le
temps et l'espace, des observations disponibles. On peut admettre que la structure des
perturbations polaires a un instant donne est connue avec une certaine precision.
Dans ces conditions, un certain nombre de methodes etait a rejeter: ii ne pouvait etre
question de faire par exemple des calculs de divergence et un trace precis des lignes de courant
en altitude sur l'ocean s'avere fallacieux. Les efforts d'investigation et de synthese du service
se sont portes principalement sur les conditions de surface et de basses couches. On a pu
ainsi mettre en evidence certains faits qui Se retrouvent plus OU moins clans d'autres regions.
L'etude faite a partir de ces bases est actuellement en cours, et les premiers resultats
obtenus ont un caractere provisoire et demandent a etre precises.
On peut d'abord classer les perturbations cycloniques par zone de formation:

(I)

Perturbations se formant clans la partie meridionale du canal de Mozambique. Elles
se dirigent vers le sud-est des leur naissance.

(2)

Perturbations se formant clans la partie septentrionale du canal de Mozambique.
Elles se dirigent en general vers l'est des leur formation.

(3)

Perturbations se formant clans !'ocean Indien au nord-est de Madagascar. Ce sont
les plus nombreuses et les plus violentes. Le plus grand nombre d'entre elles se
dirige vers l'ouest au moment de leur naissance.

Les perturbations du canal de Mozambique sont en general assez faibles et de petit
diametre. Elles n'ont pas le temps de se developper outre mesure avant leur arrivee sur
Madagascar, leur trajectoire sur mer etant assez courte. Elles subissent un effet de frottement
important qui ralentit rapidement la vitesse du vent clans les basses couches et les affaiblit.
L'influence polaire sur leur formation est nette, surtout clans la partie meridionale du canal.
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Par exemple, en decembre I 958, le processus de formation a ete celui-ci: Le 8 decembre,
un front froid aborde I' extreme sud de I' Afrique et une depression dynamique se creuse sous
le vent des Drakenbergen. Precedant l'air froid, le noyau isallobarique de baisse resultant se
dirige vers le nord, tout en diminuant de valeur. Le l 3, la seule trace qui en reste est une
petite circulation depressionnaire fermee clans les basses couches au sud-ouest de l'archipel
des Comores.
L'air polaire, en voie de rechauffement rapide, se deplace plus lentement vers le nord.
Son arrivee le 16 au voisinage de la petite depression residuelle provoque un nouveau creusement de celle-ci. Le tourbillon cyclonique se renforce clans les basses couches et s'etend aux
couches superieures pour atteindre le niveau 200 millibars le 18.
Pendant ce temps, les phenomenes caracteristiques se sont developpes et la perturbation
s'est mise en mouvement vers le sud-est. Madagascar est traversee au cours de la nuit du
18 au 19 et la perturbation garde ensuite son individualite pendent plusieurs jours sur l'ocean
Indien. Elle se trouve le 23 au nord de l'ile de la Nouvelle-Amsterdam.
Il faut remarquer que la zone de convergence intertropicale n'a joue aucun role clans la
formation de cette perturbation. Elle occupait une position beaucoup plus septentrionale, se
trouvant au nord de l'archipel des Comores.
Un second exemple, mettant en jeu un mecanisme different se rencontre clans les memes
regions en janvier l 959:
Du 10 au 13, on observe la formation d'une veritable discontinuite frontale clans la partie
meridionale du canal de Mozambique. Celle-ci se developpe entre le flux de nord-ouest
anormalement rapide des alizes devies circulant au sud de l'archipel des Comores et un
flux de sud d'origine polaire souffiant le long de la cote orientale de l'Afrique.
On assiste ainsi a la transformation de la zone de convergence intertropicale en un front
repondant a la definition norvegienne et devenant de plus en plus net. Aux alentours du
vingtieme degre sud, les points de rosee sont de I7 a 20 degres centigrade clans l'air d'origine
polaire et de 24 a 26 degres clans le flux de nord-ouest.
Des ondulations classiques se forment sur ce front. Elles se comportent comme des
ondulations se formant sur le front polaire a des latitudes plus temperees. Elles se deplacent
vers le sud-est, ce qui correspond en gros a !'orientation generale du front. La derniere des
perturbations de ce type se forme au cours de la nuit du 13 au 14.
Par contre, une perturbation d'un genre nouveau apparait au cours de la matinee du
14. Elle se forme a l'avant du front, clans l'air d'origine equatoriale. Elle prend rapidement
le caractere d'un faible cyclone tropical et se deplace vers l'est et non plus vers le sud-est
comme les precedentes. Ce petit cyclone aborde la cote malgache au cours de l'apres-midi
du 14, tandis que l'air polaire tres degenere n'arrive qu'environ 36 heures plus tard. En
!'absence de donnees precises en altitude au-dessus du canal de Mozambique, il est permis
de supposer que les premieres perturbations prenaient naissance au voisinage immediat de l'axe
de la discontinuite, OU meme Sur cet axe, tandis que la derniere a pris naissance a !'avant de
cette discontinuite, clans le flux d'origine equatoriale.
Nous prendrons maintenant comme exemple de cyclones formes a des latitudes plus
proches de l'equateur les derniers cyclones de fevrier 1959:
Le 13 fevrier, l'axe de la zone de convergence intertropicale traverse la partie septentrionale d'une depression orographique resultant du franchissement du relief malgache par
un flux de sud a sud-est.
Une dorsale prolonge !'anticyclone d'Arabie sur le nord de !'ocean Indien et un flux
de nord assez rapide circule le long de la cote de la Somalie italienne. Apres franchissement
de l'equateur, ce flux s'inflechit vers le nord-ouest puis l'ouest, !'orientation generale de la
cote africaine favorisant cette rotation
Une circulation depressionnaire, observable jusque vers 5,000 m. existe done au voisinage
de l'archipel des Comores. De plus, une forte instabilite orageuse se manifeste depuis la ve~lle.
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Le 14, une petite depression se creuse sur mer au sud de l'archipel des Comores et reste
stationnaire. La circulation depressionnaire se renforce a tous les niveaux. Au cours de la
nuit du 14 au r 5, la petite depression se transforme en cyclone tropical de faible diametre
et commence a se deplacer vers l' est.
,
Le metfore, dont le diametre est de l'ordre de IOO kilometres, traverse l'ile de Nossi-Be
le 15 puis aborde la cote malgache. Il traverse ensuite la montagne d'Ambre en perdant
toute activite. La depression residuelle stationne jusqu'au 19 au large de la cote nord-est
de Madagascar; se confront pratiquement avec la zone de convergence intertropicale.
Les 19 et 20, on assiste au renforcement des vents de nord-ouest au nord de la zone de
convergence et a l'arrivee d'un noyau isallobarique de baisse sur Madagascar, ce noya
etant lie a une perturbation polaire circulant plus au sud.
11 en resulte d'abord un deplacement vers l'ouest de la depression residuelle, puis une
transformation rapide de celle-ci en cyclone tropical.
Celui-ci aborde la cote nord-est de Madagascar au cours de la matinee du 21, inflechit
sa trajectoire vers le sud et longe la cote malgache pour se diriger ensuite vers le sud-est et
passer le 25 au sud de la Reunion. Ayant perdu de son intensite au cours de son trajet terrestre,
il se developpe a nouveau sur mer, pour finalement s'affaiblir et disparaitre le ler mars au
sud-ouest des iles Cocos, par 25 degres de latitude sud.
Dans ce processus de formation, l'air polaire ne semble pas avoir une influence aussi
directe que les cas precedents. Cela tient certainement ace que sa degenerescence thermique
est de plus en plus poussee au fur et a mesure que l'on se rapproche de l'equateur. De plus,
les phenomenes a etudier se produisant clans des regions OU les observations sont rares, ils
sont assez difficiles a mettre en evidence.
On peut toutefois schematiser les faits ci-dessus ainsi:
Une discontinuite cinematique preexistante separe deux courants d'origines differentes,
mais de proprietes thermiques qui peuvent etre tres voisines. Une impulsion se produit,
semblant rompre en quelque sorte un equilibre instable preexistant. Cette impulsion resulte,
ou s'accompagne, du renforcement temporaire de l'un ou l'autre courant, ou meme des deux.
La perturbation se developpe clans les basses couches, puis s'etend aux niveaux plus eleves.
Il est evident que ce mecanisme doit etre complete par l'etude des phenomenes se produisant
clans les couches superieures. Par exemple, I' orientation des vents autour d'un centre cyclonique
preexistant se manifeste sur une epaisseur tres variable. La couche interessee peut avoir une
epaisseur comprise entre I ,OOO metres (perturbation de decembre clans le canal) et 9 a IO,OOO
metres (cyclone de debut mars au nord de l'ile Tromelin). Existe-t-il rapport entre l'epaisseur
de la circulation cyclonique initiale et la violence du cyclone forme ou sa vitesse de developpement? La question est posee, mais !'intervention d'autres facteurs au cours de developpement
rend difficile la reponse.
Le renforcement temporaire des courants semble pouvoir se rattacher clans la majeure
partie des cas a une expulsion d'air polaire en direction de l'equateur, cet air pouvant etre
tres degenfre. Au sud de la zone de convergence intertropicale, les renforcements du courant
des alizes sont done probablement lies au passage de perturbations polaires plus au sud, ou
plus exactement a l'arrivee de l'air froid posterieur.
En ce qui concerne le renforcement des courants situes au nord de la zone de convergence,
c'est-a-dire des alizes <levies, il a ete observe qu'il etait souvent precede quelques jours plus
tot d'un gonflement de !'anticyclone d'Arabie et que les vents se renforcent d'abord aux
Seychelles, puis au voisinage de la zone de convergence. II est d'ailleurs frequent que le
developpement cyclonique commence alors que les vents ont repris leur valeur normale aux
Seychelles.
Un examen rapide de "Historical Daily Weather Maps" a montre qu'un certain nombre
de cyclones ont atteint Madagascar six a douze jours apres un tel renforcement de la partie
meridionale de !'anticyclone d'Arabie. En particulier, en fevrier 1926, il est possible de
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suivre sur ces cartes la trajectoire d'une cellule anticyclonique quittant l'anticyclone asiatique,
traversant la pfoinsule d'Arabie et se perdant clans l'ocean Indien. Quelques jours plus
tard, un cyclone violent s'abattait sur Madagascar.
11 nous reste a examiner les facteurs agissant sur le deplacement de ces phenomenes. La
trajectoire d'aspect parabolique de centre existe quelquefois sur l'ocean Indien, surtout
les premiers jours apres la naissance du phenomene. Elle n'est que tres rarement observee
clans le cas de cyclones se format clans le canal de Mozambique.
11 semble que, clans la plupart des cas, !'influence des cellules et perturbations polaires soit
preponderante. Ce fait est particulierement net au sud des dix-huit a vingtieme paralleles sud.
L'arrivee d'un axe de thalweg polaire sur le meme meridien que la centre d'un cyclone
tropical provoque un inflechissement de la trajectoire de celui-ci le sud et le sud-est. Le
meteore accompagne ensuite, ou non, le thalweg clans son deplacement. Par contre, l'arrivee
d'une cellule anticyclonique au sud d'un cyclone freine le mouvement vers le sud de celui-ci.
Ce mouvement ne reprend que lorsque !'anticyclone s'est su:ffisamment eloigne vers l'est. Le
meteore accelere alors son deplacement et contourne la face occidentale de !'anticyclone.
11 faut remarquer que certains cyclones gardent leur individualite jusqu'a des latitudes
tres meridionales. Par exemple, le 16 fevrier 1959, un cyclone passait a proximite immediate
de l'ile de la Nouvelle-Amsterdam par 35 degres de latitude sud, s'accompagnant de vents
de 55 noeuds. Toutefois, la partie centrale etait composee d'air froid, tout au moins clans
les basses couches. Par contre, d'autres cyclones interferent rapidement avec le front polaire,
semblant provoquer la f<?rmation d'une ondulation presentant toutes les caracteristiques
d'une perturbation classique de front polaire.
Un dernier point a signaler est la modification de la frequence de ces perturbations qui
est intervenue depuis que des renseignements a leur sujet sont mis en archives. Toutefois les
renseignements disponibles etant bases sur des donnees differentes et recueillis par des methodes
differentes, il y a lieu d'etre prudent clans !'interpretation des chiffres.
Deux periodes de comparaison ont ete prises: une periode de 64 ans entre 1888 et 1951
inclus, pendant laquelle 182 meteores ont ete signales-une periode de 8 ans, entre 1952 et
1959, pendant laquelle 36 meteores ont ete observes.
Le rapport de duree de ces periodes choisies est de 1 a 8, le rapport du nombre des cyclones
etant de la 5· Si on decompose mois par mois on trouve pour le mois de decembre un rapport
de I a 7, pour janvier un rapport de I a 7 · 4, pour fevrier un rapport de I a 7 · I, pour rnars
Un rapport de I a 2 • 3, et pour le mois d'avril Un rapport de I a 7 · 5·
Si, compte tenu des differences de methodes, les rapports trouves pour la plupart des rnois
sont comparables au rapport des durees, il n'en est pas de meme en mars. Le nombre des
cyclones en mars a done augmente au cours des dernieres annees, mais il faudra attendre
encore de longues annees avant de savoir si nous avons affaire a un phenomene bien reel ou
simplement a une fluctuation de longue periode.
Ces resultats qui viennent d'etre exposes n'ont pas la pretention d'etre· definitifs. En
s'appuyant sur quelques examples recents, ils essaient de faire le point des recherches du
Service Meteorologique de Madagascar. 11 a ete simplement tente de degager les traits
communs presentes par les cyclones de l'ocean Indien avec leurs homologues des autres
regions et surtout les points qui font leur originalite propre.
TABLE 17.1
NoMBRE DE CYCLONES AYANT EVOLUE

A

PROXIMITE IMMEDIATE DE MADAGASCAR PENDANT LES

PERIODES 1888-195IET 1951-1959.

Plriode

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Fev.

Mar.

Avr.

5

28

59

64

30

15

82

8

4

8

9

13

2

37

8

7

7·4

7

Durie

1888-1951

64

1951-1959

Rapport

2·3

7·5

Mai

Total

4·9
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DISCUSSION
SUNDBERG: J'aimerais faire une observation sur la contradiction apparente qui existe entre les chiffres
publies par Madagascar et l'ile Maurice sur le nombre de cyclones tropicaux (tenant compte des
depressions qui n'atteignent pas la force de l'ouragan) et je l'attribue partiellement aux etendues
differentes couvertes et partiellement a la subjectivite des definitions. J'espere que le colloque mettra
au point une definition moins subjective et arbitraire qui permettra de comparer la taille et la frequence
entre cyclones tropicaux de zones differentes.
A. F.

CHAUSSARD: Je suis d'accord en tout point avec M. Sundberg. Toutefois la definition demandee me
parait difficile a preciser, compte tenu de la rarete des observations.

A.

D. o. TRIEGAARDT. II est interessant de constater que la frequence des cyclones en mars s'est accrue
pendant les annees 1952 a 1959· On peut voir clans le tableau l 7. l demon expose que de decembre a
fevrier pendant 4 annees 1952 a 1957, il y a eu une tendance tres nette a une contraction et un renforcement du tourbillon circumpolaire hemispherique. Ceci, en general, indique une diminution de
l'intensite et de la frequence des expulsions polaire vers les latitudes subtropicales, d~ decembre a
fevrier. D'autre part, la frequence des cyclones tropicaux s'est accrue de decembre a mars pendant la
periode 1952-1959. Ceci pose la question: a savoir si !'importance que l'on prete aux expulsions polaires
clans les latitudes subtropicales, clans la formation des cyclones tropicau.x, n'est pas peutetre exageree.
A. CHAUSSARD: Une expulsion polaire ne constitue pas le seul facteur necessaire au developpement d'un
cyclone, et toutes les expulsions polaires ne donnent pas naissance a des cyclones. Une diminution du
nombre des expulsions polaires ne serait pas incompatible avec une augmentation du nombre des
cyclones si la frequence des autres facteurs necessaires augmente, favorisant ainsi les coincidences.
J. PAULY. Je pense que M. Chaussard n'a pas suffisamment insiste sur le fait qu'une onde de variation
est associee aux fronts froids.
Ainsi, suivant !'importance de la baisse anterieure au front froid, une depression pourra se creuser.
Si l'air froid posterieur ne parvient pas jusqu'au lieu de cyclogenese, il apparait probable que la depression ne se developpera pas ou peu. Si au contraire l'air froid parvient jusqu'au lieu de cyclogenese, la
depression se developpera probablement de fac;on plus ou moins rapide suivant les cas.
En somme, les processus physiques ne seraient, de ce point de vue, pas differents; ils se distingueraient
seulement par leur caractere evolutif.
Autrefois, les uns pretendaient que les cyclones se developpaient sur le FIT meme, les autres
soutenaient que les cyclones se developpaint sur l'extremite meridionale d'un front polaire.
II semble que la verite soit entre les deux.
A. CHAUSSARD: Le terme d'air froid me parait impropre, car I' air peut etre fortement rechauffe et le
terme 'air d'origine polaire' me parait preferable.
N. E. LA sEuR: On m'a demande de commenter le probleme de la formation des ouragans; permettezmoi de vous dire tout d'abord que je n'ai pas de solution a ce probleme. En fait, je doute qu'il existe
une seule solution. II semble vraisemblable que la formation d'un ouragan soit l'aboutissement de
plus d'une sequence d'evenements a l'echelle synoptique. Certains des resultats recemment obtenus par
le "National Hurricane Research Project" sur la structure des ouragans aux Caraibes apportent
beaucoup de lumiere au probleme de leur formation. En particulier, ils indiquent !'importance des
processus a l'echelle convective qui se developpent de maniere organisee a l'interieur de la perturbation
preexistante a l'echelle synoptique.
G. D. STOCK: Est-ce-que M. Chaussard voudrait developper ses observation concernant le vent "normal"
des Seychelles. Avec la depression equatoriale de sud des Seychelles, un renforcement de I' "Anticyclone
d'Arabie" (Arabian High) entrainerait naturellement un renforcement du vent des Seychelles. Si Je
recourbement a travers l'equateur resulte en une composante de l'ouest croissante aux Seychelles, je
peux voir la correlation entre ceci et le developpement cyclonique clans la depression equatoriale, mais
le renforcement d'un "anticyclone d'Arabie" (Arabian High) n'entraine pas toujours des courants
d'ouest aux Seychelles.
Etudions la depression du Canal du Mozambique de 8 au 13 decembre 1958. Je suis arrive a la
conclusion que lorsqu'un profond systeme frontal polaire s'approche de la region du Natal, une partie
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se detache du systeme principal qui se deplace en ondes d'amplitude normale vers le sud-est. La section
d'air froid qui s'est detachee est maintenant sous !'influence d'un anticyclone se deplai;ant derriere lui et
venant de l'ouest et elle est poussee le long du canal du Mozambique. II en resulte une zone de pluie
provenant principalement de nimbostratus. A mesure qu'il avance le long du Canal, l'air plus frais
maintenant est confine, en general, clans une couche qui va du sol a 500 ou 600 mb., mais il est toujours
accompagne de pluie. L'air se rechauffe lentement et la situation devient normale, mais j'ai suivi souvent
ces perturbations jusqu'a la cote du Tanganyika et j'ai parfois constate a l'interieur des terres un
recourbement guide par les courants d'est.
Je crains que ces situations, lorsqu'elles presentent un caractere marque, soient souvent confondues
avec des depressions tropicales etje me demande si la situation du 8 decembre n'etait pas un cas similaire.
A. CHAUSSARD: Le mot "normal" doit etre pris clans le sens de retour a la valeur qui a precede l'accroissement de vitesse. II est bien evident que le renforcement de "!'anticyclone d'Arabie" n'est pas obligatoirement suivi d'un renforcement du vent aux Seychelles, ni meme qu'un renforcement du vent aux
Seychelles n'est suivi d'une formation cyclonique clans l'Ocean Indien. D'autres facteurs entrent en jeu.
Par analogie avec ce qui se passe clans le Golfe de Genes, sous le vent des Alpes, je pense que la
depression formee au sud du canal du Mozambique est d'origine orographique. La circulation cyclonique
s'accompagne d'un mouvement de l'air chaud avec soulevement de celui-ci, ce qui explique la formation
de nuages type As et Ns, tant sur les Alpes que clans le canal.
Je ne pense pas que la perturbation formee le 18 decembre se rattache a ce type, car elle s'est
formee au voisinage de 20° S. et elle a atteint rapidement une ampleur que ne connaissent pas les
perturbations ci-dessus decrites.
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Introduction
Quantitative descriptions of the water balance at the earth's surface have in the past been
based mainly upon the study of the terrestrial branch of the hydrological cycle through the
use of the so-called equation of hydrology. However, the great difficulties in obtaining reliable
measurements of the evaporation and, to some extent, of the precipitation and of the storage
have always limited the application of this equation. A new approach to the study of the
hydrological problems which bypasses some of these difficulties has recently started to emerge
with the realization that it is possible to measure with fair accuracy the field of water vapour
transport in the atmosphere, directly from the aerological observations. In this manner, the
difference between evaporation and precipitation over a given region is inferred by continuity requirements from a knowledge of the upper-air branch of the hydrological cycle.
Use of water vapour transport data to evaluate the water balance of a given region of the
atmosphere has been made by Wundt [I 5], Benton and Estoque [ 1], Starr and White [ 13]
among others. The first attempt to measure water vapour transport on a hemispheric scale
directly from the wind and humidity observations was that of White [ 14] for the purpose of
including the contribution oflatent heat in the study of the energetics of the earth-atmosphere
system. Later, these studies were much amplified by Starr and Peixoto [ IO].
In view of the improved quality and quantity of aerological date for the northern hemisphere, such as formed the basis for Buch's atlas of hemispheric wind conditions [2], a complete
set of hemispheric maps of several quantities of importance in the study of the water vapour
and water vapour transport fields was prepared and published in extenso by the General
Circulation Project at M.I.T. [4, 6, 7].
Some special aspects of this study have been treated on several occasions elsewhere by
the author, in collaboration with others. The present paper constitutes an attempt to study
the hydrological implications of the field of divergence of water vapour flux, as evaluated by
Starr and Peixoto [rn], stressing the importance of such an approach in studying the hydrology
of broad regions. Special attention will be given in this discussion to the water divergence
field in the northern part of the continent of Africa.
The water vapour balance equation as an equation of hydrology
In view of the principle of conservation of mass, water cannot be created or destroyed
within the atmosphere. Moreover, there is no significant net inflow or net outflow of water in
the atmosphere as a whole. The necessity for the transport of water in the atmosphere arises
from the existence of an excess of precipitation over evaporation in certain areas of the globe
with a reversal of these conditions in other regions. Since in the long time average the storage
effects of the atmosphere for the water vapour are small enough to be disregarded, and since
for a sufficiently long interval of time the amount of precipitable water does not change
appreciably, the excess and the deficits must be balanced by the transport of water by atmospheric circulations. This transport may occur in any one of the three phases of water but the
transport in solid and liquid phases appears to be quite small compared to the transport in
the vapour phase except possibly in the tropical regions where the southward transport of
water in liquid phase may be of some importance.
Thus the flux of water is accomplished mainly by the exchange of nearly equal masses of
moist air with different concentrations of water. Since we may assume that, to a very high
232
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degree of accuracy, the atmosphere is in hydrostatic equilibrium, we shall take the pressure
p as the vertical coordinate and use a ( i\, cp, p, t) coordinate system where ,\ denotes the
longitude, cp the latitude and t the time. If we consider at each point of the earth's surface a
unit column of air which extends from the surface to the top of the atmosphere, the total
horizontal flux of water vapour above that point, for a given interval of time T, defines a
two-dimensional vector field given by

Q (,\, cp)

=

~ff qv. dp. dt

(r)

cp,

p, t) system are represented by

The respective zonal and meridional components in the ( i\,

IQA =

lQ~

=

ff
Hf

~

qu . dp . dt

qv dp dt

where g is the acceleration of gravity, q the specific humidity, u and v the zonal and meridional
components of the wind field v ( = u i
v i cp), at a given level p, positive eastward and
northward, dp an element of pressure in the vertical and dt an element of time.
The precipitable water contained in a unit column of air at a given instant at a point on
the earth's surface is expressed by

+

w

(A,

cp,

t)

iI

=

q dp

(3)

In writing the expressions (r), (2) and (3), use has been made of the hydrostatic equilibrium
condition. The pressure integrations extend from zero to the value of the pressure at the
surface. Expressions (r), (2) and (3) may be averaged with respect to time over the interval
T, leading to the corresponding mean values Q, Q,\, Q<f> and W, where the bar denotes the
operator:

If

(~) = 7

T

(

) dt

Using the continuity equation, the water vapour balance equation, at a given point of
the atmosphere for an instant t, can be expressed formally by a general equation of balance, as
follows:
dq
qv
= == a (q)
(s)
dt

aq
-at + '\/.

oqw
+ -ap

where a (g) represents the rate of generation of water vapour in the unit mass of the atmosphere
and w

= ~~ the individual rate of change of pressure. The balance equation (s) may be

integrated with respect to pressure and in the (A,
the form:

cp, p, t) system the resulting equation assumes

a
a
)
-aw
-r - cp ( --at + -az cos
a,\ (a Q,\) + -acp (a cos cp Q<1>) =

f !-3.ap

~

(q)

(6)

Po

since

u

w dp

= o.

In equation (6) a represents the mean value of the radius of the
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earth and~ (q) the total rate of generation of water vapour in the unit column of the atmosphere at a given point of the globe.
Since the storage effects of the atmosphere for the water vapour are very small (Starr and
Peixoto [10]) (at any rate much smaller than the ground water storage) the local rate of
change of precipitable water in the atmosphere is so small that

~:may be set at zero.

The

only sizeable sources and sinks of water vapour in the atmosphere are those due to evaporation
and condensation and this is mainly due to effects at the earth's surface rather than from
effects involving clouds within the atmosphere.
Thus, the rate of generation of water vapour inside the unit column of the atmosphere
may be taken accurately enough as:

2: (q) =

~Ju (q)

dp

=

E - P

(8)

As noted in the introduction, the water transports in solid and liquid phases by the clouds
are negligible when compared to the transport of water in the vapour phase. It is generally
accepted that the amount of water in solid and liquid phases of a cloud is considerably
small when compared to the water vapour content within the corresponding volume in the
atmosphere.
Therefore, in applying the above-mentioned assumptions to the water vapour balance
equation (6), we are led to an equation of balance for the water component, which reads as
follows:
1

a cos if>

(

a
)
-aQ"
at.. + -acp (Q</> cos ef>) =

E - P

(g)

If the balance equation (g) is to be applied to a region of the atmosphere bounded by a
vertical cylindrical wall which defines an area A on the earth's surface bounded by a closed
curve c (e.g. a river drainage basin, etc.) equation (g) may be transformed by the OstrogradskyGauss theorem into:

~f

(Q, De) de E -

P

( IO)

where llc denotes the outward normal vector at any point on c.
Equations (5), (6), (g) and ( IO) may be averaged with respect to time by applying the
bar operator as defined by (4) to both members of these equations. Since the "bar" and
divergence operators are permutable and the order of integration in the resulting equation
( 10) is immaterial, we can write the balance equations as follows:

I(A- -Qt\ + -o (Qc/>
_ cos

-a cos if>

at..

at..

</>)

i =

E - P

(ga)

and
( 1oa)
Equation (g) or (ga) may be regarded as an equation of hydrology for the atmospheric branch
of the water cycle which affords the means of obtaining reliable mean values of the difference
between the evaporation minus the precipitation without the uncertainty involved, if measured
separately by the direct instrumental methods. This equation (ga) or (ma) provides us
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with an independent means of estimating the water economy of a given region and once the
characteristic behaviour of the water vapour flow has been studied, estimates of run-off,
storage effects, evapotranspiration and other related concepts may be considerably improved.
In considering equations (ga) and (ma) special attention must be paid to the correct
meaning of Q (Q;x. C;x.
Qq, cq,). As follows from equations (2), application of the bar operator
will lead the integrands to expressions such as qu and qv, which may be expanded in the
forms:

+

qu

~ ~: +q'u'

qv

=

l

q v

(II)

+ q' v'

where the primes denote the deviations from time averages. In these expressions the second
terms, representing the covariance of the instantaneous values of q and u and of q and v
at any level and at any point, are proportional ' to the local zonal and meridional eddy
transports of water vapour associated with the "transient" large-scale horizontal eddies,
while q and q measure the transports due to the mean or "standing" fields of water
vapour and wind.
The zonal and meridional mean components of the total vertically integrated eddy
transport due to the transient eddies, given by the expressions

u

v

Q\=gIs~
q'u'dp

Is-

Q'q,=g

q'v'dp

have been computed by Starr and Peixoto [I oJ and it is found that they cannot be disregarded.
The meridional eddy component Q' q,, for example, is of the same order of magnitude as
the total meridional transport. Thus the approach that at times has been followed hy some
authors of estimating the total meridional transport by the product of the mean vertically
integrated values of q and v leads to a very poor estimate.
A clearer appreciation of these facts is gained when one considers an even fuller expansion
of qv than is given by (I I), and tries to get a quantitative assessment of the different terms
and the role that they play in building up the total mean water vapour transport field.
Thus we consider the expansion:

- Is- Is-- + -Is-

Q .q,

= -

g

qv dp

= -

g

q v dp

g

q' v' dp

=
(I 3)

v

where the asterisks denote the deviations of point mean values of q and from the corresponding vertically averaged values.
Actual evaluation of the eddy components given by the second and third terms of righthand side of expansion (I3) shows it to be of too great importance in most of the cases to
be disregarded, Starr and Peixoto [I oJ. In considering only the expression between brackets
in (I 3) one is running the risk of not even obtaining the right sign for the "estimate" of total
water vapour transport.
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Data and procedure
Using the grid point values of Q.\ and of Q<1> for every point of a grid 10 X IO degrees in
longitude and in latitude, the mean value of the divergence of water vapour flux for each
IO X 10-degree square was computed by applying finite difference methods, the expression
used is:

\/· Q

18
=
7T

a cos </>

[ 8QA.t

+ 8 Q</>k cos cpk]

where 8 represents centred differences, e.g.

In the evaluation from the data a network of go aerological stations scattered all over the
northern hemisphere has been used. In order to facilitate the analysis of maps some stations
near the equator in the southern hemisphere were also used. See Fig. 18.I. The evaluation
of QA. and Q<1> given by the expressions (2) and the corresponding time means was carried
out independently for each station using actual wind and moisture data reported daily during
the whole year 1950 for the surface levels 1,000, 850, 700, 500 mb., except where the elevation
of the earth's surface interfered. Unlike most of the studies previously made, which were on a
much smaller scale, in the present study the geostrophic wind approximation has not been
used.
The exact upper level at which the integrands of (2) and (3) could be assumed to vanish
was found to make but little difference for the total flux and water vapour content. It was
found that levels higher than 500 mb. were generally unnecessary. The values of the divergence have been computed using the expression ( 14) and converted into the equivalent
differences E - P in centimetres per year. They were plotted on hemispheric maps and
the analysis of the divergence field was performed by the standard procedure drawing the
isothims smoothly, with as close a fit to the data as possible. The isothims were entered for
intervals of roo cm. per year.

General discussion
The analysis of the divergence field is shown in Fig. l 8. l. This is the first hemispheric
chart ever drawn from actual data treated in the manner described and was published by
Starr and Peixoto [ 10]. A similar map for the southern hemisphere is not possible, due to
the sparsity of upper-air observations at the present time.
The map shows the existence of divergence centres alternating with convergence centres.
By and large the areas of divergence and convergence for the whole year balance for the
hemisphere, so there is but a little flow of water vapour across the equator, in agreement with
previous results obtained by Starr, Peixoto and Livadas [12]. However, summer and winter
analyses not presented here differ substantially. In summer, the convergence area predominates, whereas in the winter the areas of divergence exceed those of convergence with
a corresponding influx and outflux, respectively, across the equator. The monsoon effect,
for example, is very well in evidence.
As results from the classic equation of hydrology, regions where\/· Q = E - P is negative
must possess a means foe the disposal of the excess water which falls. Besides some storage
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and infiltration over land this generally implies drainage by rivers. Thus these regions
should coincide with the drainage basins of large streams. On the map, this is generally
true-an outcome which gives support to the reliability of the method used.
Large centres of convergence are found over the northwestern United States and western
Canada (Columbia, Mississippi, Colorado, Mackenzie, Saskatchewan and Rio Grande
rivers) ; over the northern part of South America (Madalena, Orinoco and Amazon
rivers); over Eastern Africa (Nile, Congo, Juba and Scebeli rivers); over eastern India,
Burma and Indo-China (Ganges, Brahmaputra, Irrawady, Salwen, Yangtse, Sikiang and
Mekong rivers); over Russia (Volga, Don, Dnieper, Driiester, Onega, Duna and Obi
rivers). As a possible result of inadequate information from central Asia, no particularly

FIG. 18.1
Distribution of the horizontal divergence of the vertically integrated total annual flux of water vapour for the
year 1950. The units are the equivalent depth of liquid water in centimetres per year. The isopleths (full lines for
divergence and dashed for convergence) are entered for intervals of roo cm. per year.
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marked convergence areas seem manifest in the case of the Indus river. Some other areas of
convergence are found over the oceans (northern part and southern part of North Atlantic
Bay of Bengal, Eastern Pacific).
The areas of divergence (i.e. the areas in which E - P is positive) are located over the
sub-tropical regions, over the ocean areas (Gulf of Mexico, central part of North Atlantic,
Mid-Pacific) and over a number of deserts (Northern Mexico, Western Sahara, Arabia, Iran,
Iraq, Thar desert, etc.). Another centre of divergence extends along the eastern coast of
Asia centred over the Sea of Japan.
When these regions of divergence occur over ocean surfaces there is no problem concerning
the supply of water for the net evaporation. When they occur over land, as for example
over the deserts, the situation is completely different. In such cases, it must be the surface
and underground flow from less arid areas that supplies the necessary water that accounts for
the observed predominance of evaporation.
The study of the underground flow in desert areas is an extensive and difficult subject,
although of increasing practical importance and of great economical value, Starr and
Peixoto [ 10J.
If one computes the mean value of the divergence by ten degrees latitude belts, Peixoto
[8], the values obtained compare very well with the corresponding climatological estimates of
E - P secured by independent means. Starr, Peixoto, and Livadas [12] have previously
presented an estimate of the divergence by ten-degree latitude belts, computed from the map
of the mean .meridional transport, Qcp, since

<v· ii> =

a c:s

1'

a: f[<i~ (A) cos 1'] d A

noting that the (( )) operator is defined by:

(( )) _=_:__I
27T
and

c

) d ,\

1j ~d,\=o.
aQ~

The values obtained agree with the values derived from the actual map.
The zonal averages summarize the main global characteristics of the divergence field
of the water vapour in the northern hemisphere. The net divergence is positive in the subtropical latitudes between 14 ° and 4 7° N. with a maximum about 26° N., and perhaps to the
north of 80° N. and negative in the equatorial and middle latitude regions. The sub-tropical
region acts as a source of moisture for the atmosphere, while the equatorial and the middle
latitude regions act primarily as sinks. The polar region probably acts as a source.
The general pattern of the distribution of the divergence of water vapour flux, as portrayed in Fig. l 8. l, is in large measure controlled by the prevailing atmospheric circulations,
as follows from synoptic experience.

Some comments on the kydrology of Africa
The net moisture transport vector field and the field of horizontal divergence of the
total annual flux of water vapour for the year I 950* over the northern part of Africa, as
drawn by Lufkin [6], are presented in Fig. 18.2.
*The great majority of wind and humidity values used in this study were observed during the year 1950.
There are, however, some exceptions because for some of the stations of the basic network (Gao, Lagos, Bangui,
Leopoldville and Nairobi) no data were available for that year. Instead, the observations taken during 1954
were used. This necessity for mixing the data from different periods is somewhat unfortunate, but in all probability
the overall characteristics of the results are not affected seriously by the procedure.
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FIG. 18.2
Distribution of the net moisture transport vector and of the horizontal divergence of the total annual flux of
water vapour for the year 1950 over the northern part of Africa. The isothims (full lines for divergence and dashed
for convergence) are entered for intervals of 50 cm. per year.
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The broad area of divergence that covers the sub-tropical region of the Atlantic Ocean
splits into two large zones in the vicinity of the African Coast. One zone extends over the
Mediterranean region and covers all North Africa and Northern Sahara. The other deflects
southwestward towards the Congo region. In the northern branch the water vapour transport
field is predominantly eastward, while in the southern branch the transport is towards
the west.
The main centre of divergence is located over the French Sudan in the upper Niger, a
region of small lakes and swamps, with a considerable drainage of water from the mountains
of Guinea and highlands of Ghana where the precipitation is abundant. However, it seems
that surface run-off does not account for the strong evaporation that seems to exist there. A
part of the water evaporated over this divergence area is transported into the Central Sahara,
where it probably accounts for the existing weak convergence zone that shows in Fig. 18.2.
Along the Mauritanean Coast much of the water evaporated comes from the highlands
of Guinea, through Senegal and Gambia rivers, whose run-off, however, appears to be
insufficient to maintain the high values of the evaporation which are to be observed. During
the summer the water table of the lowlands of this region becomes so low that sea water
penetrates deeply inland, both underground and along the dry streams, providing a considerable source for evaporation.
The other zone of divergence which extends to the south owes its existence, presumably,
to the combined effect of the evaporation from the Congo and Ubangi rivers and of the
strong evapotranspiration from the tropical forests which cover the northern part of the
Congo territory. It is possible that, owing to boundary effects, the divergence values are
overestimated in this area.
A zone of strong convergence is found over the highlands of Ethiopia, which forms the
catchments area of the Nile System and of several smaller rivers which empty on the Somali
Coast. This zone extends roughly to the edge of the Saharan plateau where the values of
convergence are however much smaller.
Another zone of convergence which has already been mentioned is located on the Gulf of
Guinea coast. The highlands of this region constitute the main part of the catchment area of
Niger, Senegal, Gambia, Lagone and Sahari rivers. Here again boundary and smoothing effects
tend to cause an underestimate of the values of the convergence which must be more intense.
Sparsity of soundings on the eastern part of Africa obscure details which would he of
great hydrological interest. The divergence field over Nubian and Sudanese deserts, as well as
over the Red Sea, fails to give a representation that would agree with the high values of the
evaporation that prevails on these areas. Thus, it seems that the network of aerological stations
in this region must be improved before a more reliable representation of the divergence of
water vapour flux can be achieved.
It has long been recognized that evaporation far exceeds precipitation in most deserts.
What seems surprising, however, is the magnitude of the evaporation from those arid
regions, as shown in Fig. 18.2. Desert areas generally contain evidence of evaporation
processes. Thus the evaporites formed by residues of salts are very common in Sahara, Algeria
and Tunisia, where they occur in the "chotts". These materials were leached out from
ground substances during the passage of water over or through the lithosphere although, at
least in coastal regions, occasional contribution from sea water cannot be disregarded.
Special phenomena, such as the deposit on exposed rock surfaces, known as "desert varnish"
indicate the accumulation of a mineral coating consisting mainly of iron components. This
"varnish" is the result of a strong evaporation followed by an active oxidation.
Since the deserts tend to have internal drainage, a considerable amount of water is transported by surface flow from surrounding regions where rainfall is more abundant. The
existence of various gorges and wadis indicates the importance of the run-off caused by
occasional torrential streams into the central parts of deserts, often below sea level.
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In some instances of the permanent rivers already mentioned, a sizeable fraction of the
flow is evaporated before the remainder is d rained into the ocean. The flow of underground
water into deserts through aquifers and subterranean rivers can, and usually does, take
place. That vast quantities of underground water do exist in deserts is commonly recognized
because of the presence of oases and of the many wells which have been constructed. It is
accepted now that the Nile and the Cunene (Angola) rivers, for example, receive water from
those sources as they cross the arid regions.
Another example of the possible influence of the underground flow may be found in the
Chad Basin. The rainfall in this internal basin is known to be of the same order of magnitude
as the value of the corresponding convergence which is obtained from Fig. 18.2. According
to references given by Drouhin [3], although Chad Lake receives water from the Sahari
and Lagone rivers, its area and its salinity remain constant. Without a sizeable subterranean
drainage the salinity due to the combination of evaporation and the transport of salts by the
fore-mentioned rivers ought to increase. Hydrological observations taken near Fort Lamy
indicate that there is a flow towards north-northeast in an aquifer which extends beneath
the lake.
The existence of similar underground flows has been suggested by Hellstrom [5] in a
study dealing with the eastern Sahara near the Nile.
It would be highly desirable to make extensive direct measurements of the vertical water
transfer near the ground by standard methods, because much remains to be verified concerning
the manner in which large evaporation rates in these regions take place. For this problem
special instrumental problems might have to be considered. Despite questions of accuracy,
it seems reasonable that at least the order of magnitude of the vertical transfer can be obtained.
If such intense flows of underground water into certain deserts do take place, as seems
to be the case, they can be considered of some potential economical significance.
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DISCUSSION
F. M. ALI: With reference to Dr. Peixoto's statements about the existence of underground water in some
places in the desert, I have the pleasure to refer to the important investigations and studies which have
been carried out during the last four years by the Egyptian Region of the United Arab Republic,
about the subsoil water and suitability of the land of the oases for agriculture.
The first results of these investigations prove that large amounts of water exist underground, not only
in the areas occupied by these oases, but also in many desert areas which separate the oases. Furthermore, a good deal of the areas around and between the oases have a fertile soil which can be cultivated
with important crops with the least possible effort.
Therefore arrangements are being made to dig a large number of wells and prepare the soil so
that a new valley connecting these oases will be established in the least possible time and consequently
a new source of wealth will be added to the economy of the country.
These investigations indicate also the existence of an underground flow passing by the oases, which
is expected to be connected with the Nile River at unknown places.
L. J. TISON: Dr. Peixoto's lecture is all the more interesting to me, firstly because of its content, and
secondly for the fact that it clearly establishes the necessity for very close co-operation between meteorologists and hydrologists.
Moreover, this document shows the impossibility of dissecting hydrology into several separate
parts for which different organizations should be responsible. I believe that the hydrological considerations given in the lecture must be retained but we might ask ourselves, however, whether certain of the
displacements described might not be of considerable importance.
I have in mind notably that which concerns a "negative" flow of the Niger in the lesser portion
of its course (that is, a flow directed from the ocean towards the interior). The penetration of salt
water from the sea into an estuary is not, in fact, proof of an entirely "negative" flow. This penetration
can be due solely to the tide, and I am of the opinion that the penetration to which Dr. Peixoto refers
should be subjected to verification, by reference, for example, to M. Jean Rodier, Director of Hydrological Services, ORSTOM.
H. FLOHN: In the general line of approach, I agree in nearly all details with Dr. Peixoto, and we should
greatly appreciate the vast amount of work which has been done in this project. However, in the observational approach, we should take great care to avoid all possible sources of error. At first the large
systematic differences in the radiosonde humidity data, secondly the linear interpretation between
two stations, which appears to be dubious, since the humidity data of the radiosonde are frequently
only representative of small or meso-scale weather problems. According to German investigations
(Moller, Oeckel) the net divergence of water vapour transport, at least for individual months, is inconsistent with· P-E from other sources of data. It seems most likely that the results of Figs. l 8. l and 2,
insofar as they do not coincide with other considerations on the hydrological cycle, are strongly influenced by the above-mentioned sources of error, and by the lack of radiosonde data in low latitudes
as early as 1950. In addition to the annual data, the seasonal changes of water vapour transported
should be given.

A question to Dr. Peixoto is whether he introduced an approximation when describing
the vector field of Qin the (,\ </> p t) system, as he only used principles based on an inertial system.?

H. T. MORTH:

J. P. PEIXOTO (in reply): I thank Dr. Ali for his most interesting information on the observations and
studies of underground water occurrence and flow carried out in the desert regions of Egypt.
The remark brought out by Professor Tison seems to be very pertinent and I will try to get a
verification of the statement following the suggestion kindly given.
I quite agree with Professor Flohn's comments, both on the large systematic differences in the
humidity data and on the use of the linear interpolation used in the present study. Insofar as the discrepancies between the net divergence and the monthly mean values of P-E found by the investigation
mentioned by Professor Flohn, I think that in the evaluation of the total water vapour transport only
some of the terms given by the expansion ( l 3) were taken into consideration. The mean seasonal
fields have also been studied and some of the results have already been published (Geo.fisica Pura e
Aplicata, 39, 174-185, RevistaFaculdade de Ciencias de Lisboa- 2a Serie-B. Vol. VII, Scientific Report No. 3,
General Circulation Project, MIT).
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We are aware of the uncertainties of some of the results in low latitudes, as Professor Flohn points
out. I am glad to inform him that a new study, using all the data available for the I.G.Y. is already
being done by the Planetary Circulation Project at MIT. It is hoped that both the improvements of
the quality of the observations and the substantial increase of the number of stations to be used (i.e.,
approximately three times the number actually used) will be of inestimable value in the coming
investigations.
With regard to the question raised by Dr. Morth, the only approximation used in evaluating the
vector field Q has been the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium of the atmosphere. The balance
equation, which is the basic equation used, holds, of course, for any kind of differential.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE INTERTROPICAL CONVERGENCE ZONE
BY H. FLOHN

Deutscher Wetterdienst, Qffenbach
Introduction
Climatology, and especially that of tropical and subtropical zones, involves a considerable
number of facts which have frequently been described, but whose physical causes are known
only superficially, if at all. A study of this problem, if it is to be thorough, should not merely
be based on mean values of the meteorological elements, but should make use of synoptic,
aerological and theoretical methods, and the heat and radiation balances must certainly not
be neglected.
These facts include the dryness and stability of the trade winds and the abundance of
rain and instability of the tropical monsoons with westerly and polewards components. This
climatic contrast cannot be explained simply as a · result of the differences in air-masses
involved; it is also present in the middle of the continent (e.g. in the Sudan) or over the
central parts of the oceans. On the contrary, a statistical relationship must exist-at least
in tropical latitudes-between the horizontal wind components and the vertical stability;
when this relationship is studied, frequent precipitation and cloudiness can be taken as proofs
that lifting is taking place.
In order to investigate these relationships in the area of the tropical Atlantic, 366,000
maritime observations were selected among those available from the Europe/South America
shipping route between I0° N. and 10° S. [1], together with 700 pilot balloon ascents for
the zone 0-15° N. as analysed by Kuhlbrodt [2].
Vertical and horizontal wind components
If we use the frequency of precipitation of the cloudiness as indicators showing upwards
vertical wind components-which as far as cloudiness is concerned is only valid in the case
of thermal instability-then the easiest way ofrepresenting the correlation between the vertical
and the two horizontal components of the surface wind is in the form of precipitation and
cloudiness wind roses. A closer investigation is, however, only possible if the frequency of
precipitation (or cloudiness) is studied as a function of the zonal and meridional wind
components and the latitude. The results are clear as regards the zonal wind component u;
for all westerly winds, the mean precipitation frequency is 20 per cent. or more, whilst with
easterly winds it is generally less than 8 per cent. except in the area of the inter-tropical
convergence zone (Fig. 19. 1). Taking the average for the entire zone between 10° N. and 10° S.
westerly winds are accompanied by rain in 25 · 1 per cent. of all cases, whereas with easterly
winds the rain frequency is only 8 · 1 per cent. Preliminary investigations indicate that this
contrast between westerly and easterly winds decreases when the distance from the Equator
increases. Similarly, when there are westerly winds, the mean cloudiness amounts to
7-8/10, whereas with easterly winds-outside the l.T.C.-it is usually less than 5/rn.
A much more complicated question is the distribution of precipitation with the meridional
wind component. North of the average position of the l.T.C. near 5° N., the precipitation
frequency with northerly winds is about 4-6 per cent. and with southerly winds 22-24 per cent.;
south of the I.T.C. conditions are exactly reversed (Fig. 19.2). In both cases, the equatorward
wind component is dry and associated with subsidence, whilst ascent and precipitation are
clearly associated with disturbances of the normal wind field. The position of the mathematical
Equator appears to play only a secondary role in this connection. However, if we take
the zone from rn° N. to 10° S. as a whole, we do obtain a correlation between the meridional component v and the frequency of precipitation: winds blowing towards the Equator
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(trade winds) are accompanied by precipitation in 8 ·I per cent. of cases, whereas this
figure is 12 per cent. for winds blowing away from the Equator.
As a working hypothesis, the dynamic cause for both correlations can be derived from
the following relationship:
( 1) Correlation between u and w: the complete equation of motion-if we neglect friction
-for the vertical wind component w is:
dw =
dt

_

~ dp _
p dz

o<=>

+l
z

This equation contains the vertical Coriolis parameter l2 = 2 Q cos cf>. The high positive
correlation between the zonal wind component and the time change in the vertical component is greatest in the tropics and the equatorial zone, where cos c/> attains a broad maximum. It seems clear that in climatological studies this term cannot be neglected, although
it is smaller than the other two, which are very nearly cancelling each other out, by a factor
of I0 - 4.
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Precipitation frequ ency (in per cent. of all observations) over the equatorial Atlantic as related to latitude </>and
zonal wind component u.
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(2) Correlation between v and w: the following relationship between the climatological
mean values W and V can be derived from the vorticity and continuity equations if we make
reasonable assumptions [ 2, 5]:

f

z

W =

jV

dz

i

=

0

f

z

cot cf>

V dz

0

1

d l ==
and R is the earth's radjus. This relationship, which is
dy
R
not valid at the Equator itself because l = o, describes the weak but significant correlation
between precipitation and v, at least qualitatively. Hence, in an equatorward stream there
is a tendency to subsidence which increases rapidly just before the Equator is reached, but
this changes to a marked ascent on the other side of the equator.
Summarizing, this means that:
where l
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The cause of these effects, which are mainly encountered in the tropics, lies in the vertical
component and the latitudinal change of the Coriolis acceleration, neither of which can be
neglected in the tropics. The latter correlation can be visualized, although incompletely,
and therefore in a somewhat misleading manner, by reference to the convergence of the
meridians towards the pole on a globe-shaped earth surface.
Divergence and vertical motion

However, these purely climatological and general facts tell us very little about the regional
structure of the climatic phenomena, and especially the structure of the I.T.C.Z. In order
to investigate this structure, we have to take as a starting point the spatial derivatives of
the mean wind field, and in particular the divergence (or convergence) of the horizontal
wind field. Over the Atlantic, the horizontal divergence of the wind
div 2

v == au +

ax

av

ay

is closely related to the frequency of precipitation RF. There is a linear relationship of the form
RF

m - n divz V

=

A similar, but somewhat looser relationship also exists with cloudiness, and Riehl [8] has
established a linear relationship with the amount of precipitation. In the material we have
examined, the coefficients m and n vary slightly with the season, for reasons which it is
unnecessary to discuss in this connection. The correlation coefficient between the average
divergence of the wind and the mean precipitation frequency or cloudiness for all investigated
one-degree areas varies between -o · 73 and -o · 88 and is significant in all cases. If these
linear relationships are generally valid over the oceans, it is possible to deter'mine the critical
values of the wind divergence, above which no cloudiness, or no precipitation, occurs.
The three-dimensional wind field within the I. T.C.

In order to calculate the vertical motion in the region of the trade winds and the I.T.C.,
we can begin in the usual way with the continuity equation, taking the atmosphere to be
incompressible. The vertical motion at altitude z is then obtained by integration along the
vertical of the horizontal divergence of the wind field:
z

Wz

=

J divz V dz

-

0

As a first approximation, we can assume that the change of the meridional component
along the meridian (i.e.,

~;) determines the vertical motion, and we can take the mean values

given by Kuhlbrodt to be representative of the latitude; then:
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In the southernmost area of the north-east trade wind (at latitude 10°) there is a distinct
convergence, up to the height of the trade-wind inversion at above I 500 m.; about that level,
there is an equally distinct divergence, Fig. I 9.3. From this, we can calculate a maximum
lift of about 300 m. a day at the altitude of the trade-wind inversion.

If we arrange the values for av according to their position relative to the I.T.C.Z. at the
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surface in the same season, we obtain a distribution of the divergence, and, consequently,
the vertical motion on both sides of the I.T.C.Z., Fig. 19.4. The result is: to the north of
the I.T.C.Z. the convergence observed at the surface changes everywhere into divergence
at a height of I · 3 to I ·8 km., whereas south of the I.T.C. the convergence is stronger and
extends up to 3-5 km. Correspondingly, the vertical component is asymmetrically distributed,
and reaches its maximum (I) of about I 300 m. /day 500 to 600 km. south of the I.T.C.,
i.e. between the mathematical and the meteorological Equators at a height of 4-5 km. These
facts may also be interpreted as a strong slope of the I.T.C. from its surface position upwards
to the equator.
Therefore, whereas in the area of the north-east trade wind the trade wind inversion is
destroyed only slowly by lifting, there is rapid lifting, causing a decrease in thermal stability,
within the south-east trade wind crossing the Equator, south of the 1.T.C.Z.
Similar results were recently obtained for the area of the equatorial Pacific (Marshall
Islands) by D. F. Rex [7] who used completely homogeneous data. In this case, the I.T.C.Z.
was at the surface at about 7° N. during the period of observations (April to June 1956),
whilst the maximum vertical components were calculated to be at 4 · 5° N., with values of
3-5 cm./sec., or 2,600-4,400 m. per day at a height of 6-15 km.

Distribution

of precipitation and cloudiness in

the I. T.C.

If we assume an idealized vertical distribution of temperature and humidity and also
that the vertical component drops to zero between 500 mb. and 200 mb., we can calculate
the resulting amounts of precipitation from the given distribution of the vertical speed. This
leads to values of 20 to 100 mm. per month immediately north of the I.T.C., but 200 to 350
mm. south of the I.T.C.Z., Fig. 19.5. Unfortunately, no upper-wind data are available
south of the mathematical Equator. The surface wind data from this area show a wind
divergence and correspondingly small precipitation frequencies, as are to be expected in
the south-east trade wind before crossing the equator.
These results provide us with a purely dynamic explanation, derived from the wind field,
of the belts of heavy precipitation (and large amounts of cloud) which are found over the
eastern and central portions of the Pacific and the Atlantic oceans approximately between
latitudes 0° and 10° N. [9, 6]. This equatorial rain belt lies between the northernmost position
of the I.T.C.Z. in August-September and the mathematical Equator. To the south and to
the north of this belt we find the dry zones of the trade winds. An explanation for the extreme
dryness of the south-east trade wind in the neighbourhood of the Equator can be found in an
earlier Section. The juxtaposition of a rainfall belt north of the Equator and a dry zone to
the south of it can thus be explained by the dynamics of the wind field.
The concordant climatological and synoptic experience of a large number of meteorologists
has shown that over equatorial and West Africa, and in the Sudan area, there is the same
asymmetrical arrangement of precipitation and cloudiness in relation to the I.T.C.Z. The
north-east trade wind (harmattan) north of the I.T.C.Z. is generally accompanied by clear
weather, and in an area 200-300 km. south of the I.T.C.Z.-provided this convergence is
found in the northern hemisphere-we find only flat cumulus clouds with isolated protuberances. On the other hand, the convective activity is strongest about 300 to 600 km.
south of the I.T.C.Z. and leads to extensive showers and, near the northern boundary of this
area, to isolated thunderstorms. To the south of this zone there is a belt of slight convective
activity with, at the most, light showers, Fig. 19.6.
It does not appear possible to explain this pattern, which is very similar over the continent
and over the Atlantic, merely on the basis of the air-mass distribution. It also occurs in the
most central parts of Africa and over the centre of the oceans, where all air masses have
already travelled for some days over a uniform surface. The decisive factor is the thermal
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stability or instability which depends, in its turn, upon the distribution of the vertical motion
and on the divergence of the wind field.
Rainfall distribution in Africa, especially throughout the Sudan belt [3], corresponds
wholly to the transition from the equatorial rainfall belt to the arid zone of the trade winds;
windward and lee effects naturally occur in the mountainous area of East Africa.
It is unknown for the moment whether, during the southern summer, when the I.T.C.Z.
over the continent of Africa pushes far southwards, there is a mirror image pattern of the
wind field and precipitation distribution. If so, it is most likely to be found in the south of
the Belgian Congo and Northern Rhodesia. Neither have similar patterns yet been described
in the two corresponding areas of the other southern continents, northern Australia and the
Grand Chaco of South America.
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DISCUSSION
I offer an explanation of the structure of the rainfall pattern of Oceanic equatorial
regions by a three-dimensional extension of the I.T.C.Z. with a southward slant with height.
The similarity between the meridional vertical velocity profile over the sea and those over Africa
at latitudes 10° N.-15° N. does not allow the conclusion that these structures result from the same
mechanisms.
H. T. MORTH:

E. KRUGER: The most convincing method to show that divergence, or in this case rather, convergence,
should be associated with westerly flow, is, in my opinion, the following: Differentiating the equation of
horizontal motion gives:

dDIV
dt

;\ VOR - DIV 2

+- 2 f(uv)

- a ~ (p) -

f3 u.

From this it follows immediately, that for mean values from a climatological point of view, when we
·can assume that within a westerly air flow most of the factors will cancel each other and themselves,
the factor -{3u which is normally one order of magnitude smaller, might become the important one.
That is, flow from a westerly direction (u > o) should develop convergence in the mean.
The remark of Dr. Marth, that the maximum precipitation found by Professor Flohn south of the
ITC is actually situated over the equator and the effect of a trough at 700 mb. over the equator is
not confirmed by observations in the Sudan. In August, when the I.T.C.Z. is around 20° N. in this
area, there is a tendency for maximum rainfall at about 10° N. I am therefore of the opinion that the
rainfall distribution Professor Flohn derived from the Atlantic Ocean is surprisingly similar to the
pattern and rainfall distribution occurring over the predominant continental influenced area of the
Sudan.
N. E. LA SEUR: Professor Flohn has shown several examples of climatological data organized in such a
manner as to give significant information on synoptic-scale phenomena. Especially the illustrations of
relationship between cloud amount or rainfall frequency and wind direction show clearly the importance
and significance of synoptic variations about the climatic mean. The methods used serve as a useful
guide for such investigations.
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If we consider an improbable situation that a vast belt of air extending from say, 60° N .
to 60° S. is all moving eastwards with such velocity that zw is constant, the eastward moving air in the
equatorial belt would be lighter, but there could be no upward acceleration. Such a situation is not
denied by the equations of motion. What we are dealing with is meridional differences in w and the
term in question then becomes one of a number in the equation to the rate of change of vorticity about
the X axis and it is quite easy to specify conditions in which air with a westerly component will descend .
N. P. SELLICK:

The effect which Col. Sellick has just mentioned is important and it probably serves as a
damping mechanism for the ascent of a large-scale easterly flow.
I agree with Dr. Marth that the slope of the I.T.C.Z. in the northern summer increases the importance
of the observed air mass contrast. A greater dependence on insolation is probably responsible for a lesser
frequency of morning precipitations during the Sudan summer rains as compared with, say the E.
Kenya rains. Where the I.T.C.Z. is near the equator or South of the equator, the 700 mb. trough is often
found vertically above the surface trough and insolation is less often necessary to set off convection.
As regards Lettan's equation. The assumptions made are that relative vorticity is zero and i&
conserved, i.e., a regime of meridional flow with no shear is proposed. It is doubtful whether the implications of the equation are very relevant to the observed state.
D. H. JOHNSON:

J. PAULY: I must make a small objection, which, I should add, does not detract from the value of the
lecture.
Does Professor Flohn not consider that the results obtained would have been less conclusive if
instead of studying the Atlantic I.T.C.Z. on an axis from Natal to the Cape Verde Islands, use had been
made of the observational material relating to areas in closer proximity to the African Coast, in the
exact location where the I.T.C.Z., at certain times of the year, present a great variability of position.
This said, I appreciate the fact that Professor Flohn has given us an almost perfect example of
climatology which, instead of simply accumulating tables of figures, suggests a useful explanation for
synopticians.
(in reply): Regarding the close relationship between the zonal and the meridional component
of wind, I agree in substance with the remark of Colonel Sellick and other speakers, that the third
equation of motion can be interpreted in a quite different manner. Therefore I am grateful for Dr.
Kruger's suggestion, which should be checked carefully.
I agree with Dr. Marth and Mr.Johnson, in assuming a slope of the I.T.C.Z. over the ocean as well
as over West Africa where it has been described by French and British meteorologists. But I cl,oubt
if the concept of the I.T.C.Z. can be accepted also over East Africa, where orographical influences cannot
be neglected. And, regarding the question put by M. Pauly, I should add that at least the numerical
results of a similar investigation in the West African sector may slightly differ from those in the central
and western tropical Atlantic which represent only pure oceanic conditions.
H. FLOHN

EQUATORIAL WESTERLIES OVER AFRICA, THEIR EXTENSION AND
SIGNIFICANCE
BY H. FLOHN

Deutscher Wetterdienst, Offenbach
Climatological Introduction
Discussions on the existence of a belt of equatorial westerlies started after World War II,
when several authors [5], [6] investigated the occurrence of extended zones of westerly
winds in the lower troposphere near the Equator.
Over Central Africa, the existence of a shallow zone of westerlies near the Equator in
both extreme seasons was revealed in aerological cross-sections along 20° E. by Ekhart [4]
as early as 1941. But much earlier Hann has vividly described the climates of tropical Africa
with many examples of westerly surface winds in the interior of the continent, especially at
night-time, which he cites as "contradictory to each theory" [9, p. 87]. They are frequently
called "monsoon", disregarding the fact that in large areas in the Gulf of Guinea region onshore winds from south-westerly directions blow throughout the year.
In all maritime climatic charts from the west coast of Africa between o and 6° N. the
predominance of winds from the S.W. sector can be found. During the northern summer,
they extend far towards the north and in zonal directions, and they reach in August and
early September as far as over the Central Atlantic, along the shipping route from Europe
to South America between latitude 6-11° N. and longitude 25-30° W [1]. Similar westerlies
had been detected over the Indian Ocean, at both sides of the Equator, by Meinardus [12]
as early as 1893.
A preliminary map of the equatorial westerlies in the extreme seasons [7] demonstrates
that they exist in the northern summer over the eastern Pacific, possibly over some areas of
northern South America, and in a long strip from the middle Atlantic right across Africaat least at a height of 2-3 km.-and across the Indian Ocean to the western Pacific near
150° E. In the northern winter they occur also in the eastern Pacific, off the coast of Columbia
and probably in the interior of South America, in the Gulf of Guinea and in large regions of
western Africa in the vicinity and to the south of the Equator, over the central Indian Ocean,
Indonesia, northern Australia and on to 170° E.
Generally speaking, a belt of equatorial westerlies can be observed over continental regions and
the adjacent oceanic areas (more or less under continental control), extending in a meridional
direction from the inter-tropical pressure trough and the heat lows of sub-tropical continents
to 2-3° latitude across the Equator. The largest part of the belt is situated in the respective
summer hemisphere. During the transitional seasons, the belt narrows and apparently splits
into some broken areas quite near to the Equator. In most areas the surface westerlies have a
component towards the low-pressure areas-S.W. during the northern summer, N.W.
during the southern summer. In some areas they are well known under the name "monsoon" ;
the significance of this name will be discussed later in this paper.
Occurrence of Equatorial Westerlies over Africa
In this section we shall try to obtain from the available pilot-balloon data an approximate
idea of the extension of the equatorial westerlies over the continent of Africa. The data are
rather incomplete and far from homogeneous: apart from a few marginal exceptions (Abidjan,
Nairobi) they are restricted to visual observations of pilot balloons which in humid climates
only represent the fine weather situations. But since the early work of Ekhart [4] many
additional data have been published, so that a new compilation seems to be necessary. I
have restricted the evaluation of the data to the extreme seasons, each represented by two
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months: January/February and July/August. From the original frequency and velocity
distributions the resultant wind vector and the persistency are calculated in the usual
manner but derived from observations covering rather different years.
During the summer of the northern hemisphere, Figs. 20. I, 20.2, 20.3, a large heat low is
situated over the Sahara region, with an axis along latitude 18-20°. Over northeast Africa
this axis extends N.E. into the core of the heat low near the Persian Gulf, with pressures below
Juli-A119usf .J Km

N

t

FIG. 20.3

Resultant Streamlines at 3 km., July-August. Explanation cf. Fig.

20. 1.

l ,ooo mb. Since the meridional pressure gradient from the Equator to this heat low reaches
5-6 mb. along 0° longitude, 7-8 mb. along 25° E. and more than ro mb. along 40° E., it is
easily understood that a large-scale westerly flow (S.W. at the surface) develops in a quasigeostrophic manner some distance from the Equator, especially in the whole Sudan region.
This westerly flow extends from 20-30° W. over the Atlantic up to the well-known S.W.monsoon of the Indian Ocean. Its northern limit coincides with the axis of the Sahara
heat low-which may be defined as equivalent to the Inter-tropical Convergence Zone
(I.T.C.Z.)-while its southern limit extends in the interior continent to 7-8° S., at the coast
even farther south, here indistinguishable from a shallow day-time sea-breeze between the
cool Benguela current and the heated land. The vertical extension of this W.S.W.-flow
increases from 600-1,200 m. at the coast of West Africa to 2,500-3,000 m. along the River
Nile and to 5,000-5,500 m. over India [7]. Even south of the Equator westerly winds
prevail up to I ,500-2,000 m. They converge, south of the Equator and near 27-30° E., with
the south-eastern trades of the Indian Ocean, which are only the lower part of the tropical
easterlies. According to the available data, the equatorial westerlies are overrun by and
completely embedded in the tropical easterlies, Fig. 20+
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East of the mountains and high plateaux in the Great Lakes region, southerly and southeasterly winds prevail in lower layers south of the Equator. But near the Equator-at the
pilot-balloon stations of Kisumu, Kabete/Nairobi and Mombasa-we observe at approximately 3 km. (100 mb.) a shallow layer of westerlies which apparently bridge the gap between
the equatorial westerlies of Central Africa and those of the equatorial Indian Ocean, Fig.
20.5. Over Ethiopia and the Red Sea the westerlies also prevail at least in the layer between
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2 and 4 km. With some interruptions in the orographically disturbed lower layers in the
mountainous regions of East Africa, the equatorial westerlies can be followed, during the
northern summer, across the African continent until they merge in to the Indian monsoon [ 7].
During the northern winter the area of equatorial westerlies shifts towards the south. It
reaches then from the Gulf of Guinea near 8° W. (Cape Palmas) to the mountain area of the
Great Lakes near 27-32° E. The northern limit is situated at 4-5° N., whilst the southern
limit is found between I0° and 15° S., extending to the centre of the Kalahari heat low
during southern summer. Here the westerlies converge with the south-easterly trades of the
Indian Ocean. Between 20° and 25° E., the thickness of the layer of westerlies amounts to
2 · 5 to 3 km., perhaps even 4 km. in the zone 6-10° S., and the layer is likewise embedded in
the deep tropical easterlies. A weak branch of prevailing winds from north and north-west
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can be followed in some layers from the southern Belgian Congo over Nyasaland to the
coast of East Africa and even to the Comoro Archipelago. Up to now little evidence has been
found for a direct connexion between this branch and the equatorial westerlies of the central
Indian Ocean [12], which merge into the N.W. monsoon oflndonesia and northern Australia.
There are several regions on both sides of the Equator where prevailing westerly winds
are observed during the whole year, Fig. 20.9. This is true for the surface winds over the Gulf
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of Guinea between Cape Palmas and the Cameroon mountains, as well as for upper winds
in the lowest 1-2 km. in a triangle at the West Coast between 4° N. and 6° S. up to a point
near 2° N., 27° E., coinciding more or less with the area of at least IO humid months and
tropical rainforests [I 1]. From this pattern it must be concluded that the physical cause of
these equatorial westerlies cannot be found only in the differential heating of land and sea.
A preliminary description of some wind patterns in the middle and upper troposphere over
tropical Africa (July 1955-January 1956) has been given by W. Schmitt [15].
10
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Weather and Equatorial Westerlies
In remarkable contrast to the trades and to the tropical easterlies, the equatorial westerlies
are much more variable in time and space. Their persistency over the oceans is usually less
than 60 per cent.-as compared with 85-95 per cent. of the trades-and over the continent
it is even lower. In this respect, they resemble more or less the extra-tropical westerlies with
their frequent perturbations.

FIG. 20.8

Resultant Streamlines at 3 km., January-February. Explanation cf. Fig.

20. I.

In most tropical countries the frequency of precipitation is not distributed at random
over the rainy seasons, as predicted by the hypothesis of their purely convective origin. On
the contrary, nearly all effective and intensive rains occur in association with perturbations
in the pressure and wind field, Bultot [2], and are strongly correlated with the divergence
of the wind field. Similar to the relationship between wind field and rainfall pattern over the
oceans, we may expect a rather close connexion between the fluctuations of the tropical
rainy seasons and those of the position of I.T.C.Z. as the polar boundary of the equatorial
westerlies. The correlation between convective activity, frequency of showers and the thickness of the westerlies (or the African "monsoon") has frequently been described by British
and French meteorologists [I 3]. But due to the scarcity of RAWIN ascents or wind measurements with radar equipment, no clear idea of the three-dimensional wind field producing
widespread and intensive rainfalls can be obtained today.
It does not seem unlikely that instability and raininess of the equatorial westerlies-if
their thickness is not less than I to I · 5 km.-are related to the tendency of lifting produced
by the term lv in the equation for the vertical component of motion w:
dw
I Op
,,
- = - - - -g+lv
dt
8 oz
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with the westerly component u and the vertical component of the Coriolis parameter
l = 2 Q cos c/> with a maximum near the Equator (cf. H. Flohn "On the Structure of the
Inter-tropical Convergence Zone"). From a synoptic point of view we may formulate the
hypothesis that the frequency of perturbations in the westerlies and the accompanying areas
of convergence are mainly responsible for the climatological correlation between wind field
and rainfall pattern. The low persistency of the equatorial westerlies results in a relatively
large standard vector deviation, so that the mean kinetic energy of perturbations is expected to
be much greater than that of the resultant flow. The bulk of the so-called "zenithal rains"
falls in the area between the heat lows and the Equator [r6]; from this point of view there is
no difference in principle between them and the "monsoon rains" of the Indian peninsula.

Origin and Significance of Equatorial Westerlies as Part

of the General Atmospheric Circulation

In most text-books of climatology the occurrence of tropical "monsoons" with a westerly
component is explained as a deflection of trades, after their passage across the Equator, by
Coriolis forces. In reality we observe not only over the Indian Ocean [I 2] but also over Africa
and the Gulf of Guinea that the decrease of the easterly component and its shift into a
westerly component in most areas occurs before the winds cross the Equator. So we observe
in tropical areas, as in Central Africa, a belt of westerlies on both sides of the Equator, limited
in the respective summer hemisphere by the I.T.C.Z. and the heat low. On the winter hemisphere there seems to be no gradual transition from the trades to these variable westerlies
but a decrease of velocity together with a secondary convergence zone a few degrees of
latitude from the Equator, which has been described by several authors as a splitting of the
I.T.C.Z. [I4].
A more realistic theoretical explanation has been proposed by Hollmann [I o], who
investigated the adaptation of a meridional current to the meridional change of the horizontal
component of the Coriolis parameter l = 2 Q sin cp. For the stationary pressure field with
meridional isobars and quasi-geostrophic motion he derives, on the basis of the energy
equation,
Q l- 2 v 2
- JJ
g

v-

where f3 = dl/dy and Vg is the meridional component of geostrophic flow. From this we obtain
an ageostrophic zonal component produced by the latitudinal adaptation of wind to the
meridional variation of l which tends to deflect the meridional flow into a westerly one.
While in temperate and polar latitudes the term 131- 2 is negligible, it grows rapidly in the
vicinity of the Equator and may thus be at least partly responsible for the observed shift. Since l
vanishes at the Equator, this equation cannot be applied along this line. Inertial forces and
the latitudinal adaption of meridional wind components therefore seem to produce, just
before the air crosses the Equator, a secondary convergence zone often accompanied by
instability clouds and precipitations. On the contrary, the influence of the convergence of
meridians on meridional wind systems is only important at higher latitudes, especially
above 45°.
In contrast to the trades with their high persistency-at least near the surface only slightly
disturbed by travelling easterly waves-the westerlies are rather variable in time and space.
The existence of slowly travelling cyclonic systems has frequently been described, especially
in the vicinity of the I.T.C.Z. [14]. In some cases, but not everywhere, it may be possible
to understand the occurrence of equatorial westerlies simply as a result of rather shallow
cyclonic perturbations, travelling from E. to W. with the deep tropical easterlies in the middle
and upper troposphere.
The use of the term "monsoon" is frequently misleading. From the classical point of
view-Halley 1686, Woeikof I874-we may summarize the usual text-book scheme of
monsoons as follows :
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Monsoon winds are predominant air currents with a marked seasonal shift;

(3)

d
b unstable, moist and rainy, d
. d bl . from sea to land
ten to e
ue
M onsoon win s owmg
from land to sea
stable, dry and rainless
to the origin of the air mass;
The physical cause of the monsoons is to be found in differential heating of land and
sea, i.e., in the different response of the earth's surface to solar radiation.
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Idealized tropical flow patterns near the surface, (I) under oceanic conditions, (II ) under continental conditions.
On the right, meridional sections of div 2 V, precipitation (RR) and pressure (pp).

Here we disregard the use of the term ''monsoon'' for certain large-scale weather patterns in
middle and higher latitudes, which-in the opinion of the author-should not be encouraged,
in order to avoid possible misunderstandings.
It does not seem possible to use the term monsoon in such cases as in equatorial Africa,
the interior Gulf of Guinea and the equatorial Indian Ocean, where westerlies blow throughout the year. We should firmly restrict the use of the term "monsoon" to areas where definition
I, which is purely descriptive, applies, that is-in tropical countries-to those areas with a
seasonal change between equatorial westerlies and trade winds. With respect to 2 it has been
shown tha t instability and raininess depend not so much on the maritime or continental
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source of air masses but on the convergence of the wind flow and-at least in cases with
negligible convergence-on the direction of wind (cf. H. Flohn "On the Structure of the
Inter-tropical Convergence Zone). Therefore in the above-mentioned scheme paragraph 2
should be replaced by the following:
.
. genera1,
. d s wit
. h westerly d"irect10ns
an d a component firom t h e Equator h ave, m
(2) W m

Pole
easterly
lifting
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Idealized meridional cross-section of atmospheric currents in tropical and subtropical latitudes, at left under
oceanic conditions, at right under continental conditions. J =Jet stream, Easterlies shaded.

In order to obtain a more complete insight into the physical causes of our climatological
wind systems, in other words of the "general circulation of the atmosphere", we may visualize
two quite different models of a homogeneous earth: one completely land-covered, the other
purely oceanic.
To some extent the continental globe can be represented by such continental areas as
Asia and Australia, or in tropical regions by Africa, and the oceanic globe can be represented
by the Central Pacific. On such empirical basis we may conclude that the seasonal migrations
of the I.T.C.Z on a water-covered earth would be much smaller (about 5° latitude) than on
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a continental earth (35-45° latitude). On our oceanic model earth, with very small seasonal
temperature changes, the I.T.C.Z. would be expected to remain within a short distance of
the Equator, where cyclonic disturbances are not persistent, so that the trades would prevail
during the whole year, only decreasing in speed towards the Equator. On our continental
model, however, the thermally controlled pressure and wind pattern would be dislocated
more or less according to the latitude at which the sun is in the zenith. Thus the I.T.C.Z.
would migrate approximately from 23° N. in July to 23° S. in January and vice versa. In
the vast area between the meteorological Equator (I.T.C.Z.) and the mathematical Equator
a quasi-geostrophic westerly current would occur in summer with vertically unstable
N.W. win
. d s at t h e northern h em1sp
. h ere, d efl ecte d b y sunace
r.
r..
.
0 ver t h e wmter
.
h em1.
1nct10n.
S .W .
southern
sphere we would expect stable easterly winds between the sub-tropical anticyclonic cells
and the I.T.C., with a frictional component towards the heat lows, Fig. 20. IO and 20. 1 I.
We therefore come to the result that the greatest seasonal variation of winds-"rnonsoons"
according to the definition under paragraph 1-would occur on a completely land-covered earth.
Thus we are obliged to extend paragraph 3 in the following way:
(3) The physical causes of the monsoons are to be found:

(a)

In the thermally controlled seasonal migration of the planetary pressure and
wind belts in continental sections of the globe;

(b) In the seasonally changing differential heating of land and sea, especially in
higher latitudes.
This has been pointed out, at the same time and independently, by Chromow [3] and the
author [8].
From this reasoning we may conceive the development of equatorial westerlies and their
behaviour during the seasons over the African continent, as a model experiment of nature,
nearly representing average conditions on a land-covered earth. They are only slightly
deformed by the existence of the Gulf of Guinea and somewhat more by the mountains and
plateaux near the East African Rift. The use of the term "monsoon" for these westerlies is
partly misleading if used for the area with annually persisting westerlies.
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DISCUSSION
n. H. JOHNSON: Dr. Marth and I have recently worked through a year's surface and 850 mb. charts to
extract typical monthly patterns, one of which Dr. Marth discussed in his lecture. These charts depict
wind patterns which are very similar to the mean flows shown by Professor Flohn. There are, however,
certain differences due to the combination in Professor Flohn's charts of two or more Synoptic types,
whereas a "typical" chart shows only one. For example, considering the July, August mean flow for
1 km., a Drift is clearly indicated in the east, but the average conditions over the Belgian Congo result
from a mixture of Drifts and (westerly) Bridges and, taken at their face value, they probably do not
represent a very likely synoptic state.
N.B.-At this point, Professor Flohn drew attention to the very low constancy of certain stations
in the E. Congo.
As regards the northward deflection of the westerlies in the E. Congo, the cell of high pressure
west of Uganda most probably represents the reflection in the low-level pressure field of the large
scale orographic effects: the Lake Victoria! low and the E. Kenya-Tanganyika ridge are likewise tied
to the orography.
Professor Flohn invited comment on Hollman's equation. The equation applies to a particle moving
equatorwards in a pressure field for which the uniformly spread isobars parallel the meridians. It is
assumed that the pressure force is capable of accelerating the air to the extent necessary to maintain
geostrophic wind speeds, as the coriolis par~meter diminishes. The equation is valid quantitatively down
to about 3 or 4 degrees from the equator, but in lower latitudes the assumption fails although the
effect is still reproduced qualitatively. The effect could account for the observed westerly deflections
before the equator is reached over limited bands of longitude. e.g. eastwards of E. Africa, but the
required increase of pressure westwards cannot be maintained for many degrees of longitude. The
apparent deflection shown climatologically, could also be produced by friction and by the mixing of
bridge situations with other types.
B. w. THOMPSON: In commenting on the July/August chart at 1 km. by Professor Flohn, I should like to
refer to his representation of Easterlies turning to Westerlies over the West coast of Africa near 5° S.
As I see it, there is no reason to assume that the Easterlies are turning to Westerlies. Instead, I would
like to represent the picture as two flows separated by an airflow discontinuity (or convergence line).
The whole flow over Africa would then conform to a "neutral point type" -a convergence line and
a divergence line crossing with the neutral point approximately near the middle of Africa.

c. 1. ASPLIDEN: Between Dr. Flohn's and Mr. Thompson's remarks, I believe, is very little difference.
Professor Flohn's map is an average, while Thompson's pattern is arrived at from daily maps. When
studying several daily patterns, it is found that there are very often two or even three cyclonic centres
with neutral points.
On the streamlines chart at the level of one kilometre, I observe that the Sudan is subject to
two streams of Westerlies. The first is originated from West of the Indian Ocean as S.E. and then deflected to S. W. just before crossing the equator East of the Continent and thus invades East of the
Sudan; whereas the second comes from Eastern Atlantic and passing over the Belgian Congo to Central
and Western Sudan.
Are there any differences between the characteristics of both streams which can be reflected on the
weather phenomena prevailing in the different parts of the Sudan?

F. M. ALI:

(in reply): In my opinion the inconstant and weak southerly winds over the eastern Sudan
can hardly be conceived as a part of the S.E.-Trade of the Indian Ocean; at least they have lost their
original properties after descending from the interior highlands of East Africa.

H. FLOHN

Professor Flohn and other speakers in the discussion have referred to the appearance
of a westerly component in the (trade wind) flow before the trades reach the Equator. The turning of
the S.E. trade on approaching the coasts of Tanganyika and S. Kenya is an outstanding example. This
has been ascribed to the barrier effect of the plateau. In the higher levels there may be a similar effect
due to the raising of the isobaric surfaces, at least during the day time, because the heat input is at a
considerable height above sea level. For a short period during the Second World War there were
simultaneous measurements of upper air temperature by aircraft at Mombasa (sea level) Nairobi 5,400
ft. approx.) and Soroti, Uganda (4,ooo ft. approx.). The height of the 500 mb. surface drawn as a cross-

A. G. FORSDYKE:
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section through the three stations rose and fell with the altitudes of the ground surface, but with smaller
amplitude. I would like to ask if, from their studies of radio-sonde observations, East African meteorologists have reached a similar conclusion?
A similar effect has been noted on northern hemisphere l ,000-500 mb. thickness charts. Over the
southern and central Rockies a ridge is present on those charts vased on daylight ascents, but is not
present on charts based on night time observations.
I wish to point out a mistake in the analysis of the winds in the 3-km. level during
the southern summer and further point out the extreme continentality of the Indian Ocean according
to Professor Flohn's system.

A. F. SUNDBERG:
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--> Surface winds
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R. RAINEY: Professor Flohn suggests that these equatorial westerlies are in general characterized by
high variability and by precipitation. Exceptions in both these respects are illustrated by the southwesterly "Khamsin" winds of the Somaliland summer, which at Hargeisa during July and August may
well be comparable in persistency with the trades, and which, over the coastal plain (Cuban) are
characteristically rainless-due, no doubt, to their descent from the uplands of the interior.
H. FLOHN (in reply): With the remark of Mr. Johnson regarding Hollmann's equation I can agree in
substance, but I doubt if friction can be taken into account in cases with homogeneous surfaces (sea or
low-level land). I am indeed very grateful for the suggestions made by various speakers, and especially
for the remark of Dr. Forsdyke pointing to the thermo-dynamical influence of the equatorial highlands.
This would coincide with the results gained for the plateau of Tibet and its role for the development
of the Indian Summer Monsoon (cf. Anniv. Vol. Journ. Meteor. Soc. Japan, p. 180, 1957 and Erdkunde
12, p. 294, 1958), where the warming effect is even greater and produces the highest average temperatures at the 500 mb.-level of the globe.
Regarding the statement of Dr. Rainey, I had recently studied this question with the result, that
the dryness of S.W.-Winds of Somaliland in summer represents an example of pronounced speed diver-
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gence (with increasing velocity along a streamline) together with frictional divergence, along the coast
within a current roughly parallel to the coast. In addition to this, these S.W.-winds produce, at the
ocean's surface, an oceanic current off the coast and therefore cool upwelling waters, Fig. 20.12. A
similar example has been described recently for the Caribbean coast of Venezuela and Colombia
(]. F. Lahey; cf. H. Flohn, Ber. Dt. Wetterdienst 59, p. 26, 1959). Similar to that region, these S.W.winds produce, at the surface of the sea, an oceanic current deflected in anticyclonic sense, which leads
to cool upwelling waters near the coast.

CLIMATE, WEATHER AND TIME WITHIN THE TROPICS*
BY J. B. DE PORTUGAL
Servifo Meteorologico de Mofambique

The representativeness of short-period averages of some climatic elements for several
stations in Angola (Portuguese West Africa) was checked. Those stations were chosen among
those presenting long series of observations, and they include the BWw, BSw, Cw and Aw
climatic types of Koppen's classification. The conclusions [Queiroz, 1955] were as follows:
(I) The 5-year monthly and yearly averages are representative for atmospheric pressure,
air temperature, relative humidity, surface wind speed, amount of cloud, sunshine
and evaporation;
(2) The 10-year monthly and yearly averages are representative for precipitation at
localities where the variability coefficient is low;
(3) Where the variability coefficient of the precipitation is high, the monthly and yearly
averages are representative only when they are obtained from very long series of
observations (more than 30 years);
(4) The rn-year averages are not much more representative than the 5-year ones.
In Mozambique (Portuguese East Africa) it was found that there is a strong correlation
between a long series of monthly means of rainfall values (I 925- I 955) and the corresponding
values for maximum air temperature at the ground; this means that most of the rainfall is
originated by convection.
Air temperature was found to be a function of the height of the sun all over the year.
It is to be expected that the same correlation will be found between rainfall and solar radiation
for many localities of the inter-tropical belt.
The general conclusion would be that the general climatology of the inter-tropical belt
is simple and primarily affected by the cosmic factors of the climate (solar radiation and
movements of the earth).
On the other hand, many of the predominant weather features would be relatively
simple functions of time and, consequently, it is felt that some devices for objective forecasting
could be found by following this line of approach. Even the problems of local meteorology
could be tackled in this way.
DISCUSSION
G . D. STOCK: Air temperature analysis of some I 20 stations in Kenya carried out by Griffiths has not
shown the same correlation of temperature and declination of the sun as has been shown by Mr. de
Portugal. In March and September, when the declination is 2 per cent., the temperatures respectively
are 89 · 4° F. and 85 · 5° F.; with a declination of 2 I 0 in January and July, they are 87 · 5°F. and 82 · 7°F.,
it may be shown that when temperatures for Tanganyika are analysed those in the south of the
territory will show a similar pattern to those in Mozambique. I understand that the diagrams shown
relate to readings taken in Louren~o Marques only, and the plateau stations do not show quite the same
correlation. Temperature stations used by Griffiths in Kenya range from 500 AMSL to over 9,000
AMSL, coastal stations being excluded due to sea and land breezes effects.

J· BARGMAN: Manning in Uganda has found that a 10-year period is sufficient to show the characteristics of rainfall in tropical areas where variability is low.

D.

* EDITORS' NOTE.-This abstract formed the basis of a talk given by Mr.
was presented to the meeting.

J.

B. de Portugal. No formal paper

CLIMATE, WEATHER AND TIME WITHIN THE TROPICS
P. SELTZER: The absence of correlation between temperatures and seasons observed in Kenya must be
attributed to the fact that at true noon the zenithal distance of the sun is, for instance, for a point
situated on the equator at no more than 23°; but it is the cosine of this angle which is involved in the
heating of the soil and its value is only slightly less than the unit. On the contrary, at Lourern;:o Marques,
which is situated on the Tropic of Capricorn, this angle reaches 45°, the cosine of which is definitely
much smaller.
R. RAINEY: Are rainfall and maximum temperature correlated within seasons as well as between seasons?
That is, is the departure from normal of the rainfall for an individual March, for example, associated
with the corresponding departure of the maximum temperature for that particular month from the
long-period normal maximum for March?

J. B. DE PORTUGAL (in reply): The astronomical variable used was the maximum true height of the
sun above the horizon and not the declination (to which, of course, the rainfall would be inversely
correlated).
Other graphs for the Koppens types of climate mentioned in the abstract have been prepared for
Angola and Mozambique.
As Mr. G. D. Stock expected, for our stations in conditions of exposure similar to those of Tanganyika
and of Kenya the results were alike (namely for Aw and Cw types).
The findings of Mr. Manning in Uganda are really similar to those obtained by Mr. Queiroz in
Angola (Valores medios nensais e annais representativos de elementos climaticos em Angola, Luanda 1955).
With regards to the remark made by Mr. P. Seltzer, I may inform the meeting that the results for
Luanda (at about 9°S. and sea level) show a correlation similar to the one obtained for Lourern;o
Marques.
With regards the point raised by Dr. Rainey, the graphs were prepared by plotting monthly averages
of daily maximum temperatures '.1gainst mean rainfall.

CLIMATIC FLUCTUATIONS AND THEIR PHYSICAL CAUSES, ESPECIALLY
IN THE TROPICS
BY H. FLOHN

Deutscher Wetterdienst, Offenbach
The large-scale climatic fluctuations of recent decades have shown that the concept of
climate can under no circumstances be considered as constant in time. In studying the history
of climate, it is useful to distinguish [8] between the histor:_y of climate in the true sense since
the beginning of comparable instrumental observations and the early histor_y (based on
historical notes, occasional observations or systematic non-instrumental observations), on
the one hand, and the pre-history of climate, on the other; the latter is founded merely on
indirect biological or geological evidence of climate. Whereas in Europe the history of climate
begins ahout 1700, in most tropical countries it only starts after 1900 and in some countries
not until 1950.
I wish, in this paper, to leave out of consideration the fact that climatic fluctuations can
extend over exrremely varied periods, from a few years to I 0 8 years [8, I 7]; I shall restrict
myself mainly to short-term fluctuations, such as those which have been experienced by the
present generation. The meteorological services of many countries are often questioned
regarding the further development of these fluctuations. It has not so far been possible to
establish truly persistent periodicities in climatic evolution. The correlations between sunspot activity and climate [30] are, in many areas, poor or variable in time and therefore
unsuitable for extrapolation.
Establishment of the causes of climatic fluctuations constitutes one of the most complicated problems faced by meteorologists and necessitates an overall picture of all atmospheric
processes. There are local climatic changes the causes of which can be partly explained
(e.g., growth of cities in the climatic areas of the middle latitudes). There are regional climatic
changes which are associated with large-scale anomalies of the general circulation; these
cause a new distribution of temperature, precipitation, etc., but no change in the overall
heat and water balances of the globe as a whole. There are also global climatic changes,
characterized by surpluses or deficits over long periods in the total budgets of the earth. I
wish in this paper to leave the local changes out of consideration and to deal only with the
latter two groups, laying particular _stress on the tropics.

Regional climatic .fluctuations in the tropical zone
The question of fluctuations in rainfall is of prime importance throughout the tropical
zone, but expecially in the semi-humid and semi-arid .areas. In reality, it is a question of
the ratio between precipitation and evaporation, i.e. of the water balance. If an area is not
too small, its evaporation varies only slightly from one year to the next, but is extremely
subject to human influences. The conversion of steppe or savannah into farmland and the
clearing of tropical forests alter the actual evapotranspiration not only on a local scale but
also-if integration is carried out-over large areas, whereas the potential evapotranspiration
[28] is only dependent on the basic climatic conditions. A large-scale view of the fluctuations
of precipitation in tropical countries is certainly an urgent necessity but is at present hardly
possible because the required observational data are often unavailable or heterogeneous ...
We are somewhat more familiar with the large-scale fluctuations in pressure distribution,.
i.e. those of the general circulation. Since about 1910, the intensity of the Asiatic monsoon
system has increased; the summer low over northern India has deepened and the winter
270
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FIG. 22.I

Pressure changes from r88r (r9or)-1920 to 1921-40 in mb.,July (K.W. Butzer).

FIG. 22.2

Annual Precipitation changes from 1881-1910 to 1911-40 in per cent. of the former mean (K. W. Butzer).
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anticyclone over Central Siberia has increased in intensity [14]. Over North Africa, during
the same period, the summer low over Sahara has intensified and moved northward [6],
apparently accompanied by a decrease in the rainfall over North Africa, Figs. 22.1 and 22.2.
It ought to be further investigated how far these large-scale anomalies are associated with
changes in the rainfall regime in the tropical and semi-tropical parts of Africa. If areaaveraged evaporation can be considered as nearly invariant, we may take the Nile floods as
representative for rainfall in the Ethiopian Mountains, but a decrease of some 25 per cent. [14]
at about 1898, Fig. 22.3, if reliable, is difficult to understand.

1871-80 1881-90 1891-00 1901-10 1911-20 1921-30 1931·40 1941-50

FIG. 22.3
Annual discharge of the Nile at Aswan (E. B. Kraus).

Various regional climatic fluctuations have been investigated more thoroughly in the
meantime in the American tropics; they include the increase in the frequency of tropical
hurricanes, the number of which has risen from about 50, in the period I g l 1- l 920, to over
100 during the past decade. This increase appears to be real and coincides with changes in
the zonal westerlies [2, 23]. Fig. 22.4. The heavy droughts in north-east Brazil are associated
with fluctuations in the trade-wind regime [5]. Whereas north-east Brazil, in the area of the
south-east trade wind near the Equator, is normally arid, in certain years the north-east
trade wind and the inter-tropical convergence zone (I.T.C.Z.) advance into the southern
hemisphere and are accompanied by abundant rainfall. In this area, therefore, droughts are
normal and rainy years constitute an exception. There is a similar situation on the west
coast of Peru and Ecuador, where in exceptional years the El Nino phenomenon causes heavy
rainfall on the coast, which is normally extremely arid due to the influence of the cold upwelling of the Humboldt stream. Contradictory to wide-spread opinions, the oceanic changes
in the area of the Humboldt stream must be considered as consequences, and not causes, of
the atmospheric circulation. Similar phenomena at the western coast of Africa, between
latitudes 2° and 13° S., have been mentioned for their significance in long-range forecasting.
For the moment we know very little about the causes of the regional climatic fluctuations
and the associated large-scale and long-term anomalies of the general circulation. The links
with sun-spot periods have often been investigated [29], although they are anything but
firmly established in tropical Africa (Lake Victoria, see Fig. 22.5). Attempts to base climate
forecasts on the supposed relationship with a periodicity of approximately go years in sunspot
activity are still entirely hypothetical [30J. The interdependency between the circulation
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of the tropical zone and the extra-tropical zonal westerlies appears to be particularly significant in this connexion. A clear pointer is provided by Bullig's investigations concerning the
tropical area of the Atlantic; he was able to demonstrate a marked correlation between the
pressure gradient between the Azores and Iceland and the direction and intensity of the trade
wind as far southward as 10° S. These investigations also showed a backing of about 6-8°
(towards north) of the trade wind during the period I906 to I937· Although the simultaneity
of these changes does not prove the existence of a causal relationship, it gives room for some
confidence that it may, one day, become possible to prepare medium- or long-range forecasts.
Our present knowledge of the general circulation has demonstrated in more ways than one
the influence of the westerlies on tropical areas. Almost all cases of heavy rainfall throughout
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FIG. 22.4
Upper curve = Cumulative Zonal index (surface) for the area 35-55° N., 0-180° W., lower curve = Cumulative
frequency of hurricanes in the tropical Atlantic (both deviations from the average, after M. Rodewald).

the subtropical zone occur with moving upper-air troughs or quasi-stationary cold pools,
and these anomalies can make themselves felt even in the neighbourhood of the Equator.
The winter rains on the north coast of South America (especially in the area of Trinidad)
partly depend on such processes in the westerlies [I 5]. The same should be true of the peculiar
winter rain in the coastal mountain chains of the Red Sea as far as Somaliland (10° N.).
Systematic investigation of large-scale weather anomalies of the tropical and sub-tropical
zone appears to be an urgent necessity in view of the forecasting possibilities. Even distantly
occurring processes, such as the gradual diminution of the ice cap and the general warming
of the Arctic, especially in winter, are certainly not without significance for the Tropics.
During the same season (March-May) in which quasi-stationary, warm anticyclones often
build up over the interior of the Arctic, the westerlies in middle latitudes often break up into
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a meridional circulation (low index), and in the quasi-stationary upper-air troughs, the westerlies then extend even further into the tro.Pical zone than they do in winter.*
It should be mentioned, in this connexion, that the lower temperature of the troposphere
over the Antarctic and the associated greater intensity of the westerlies of the southern
hemisphere also drive the tropical circulation system with the I.T.C.Z.-the meteorological
Equator-into the Northern Hemisphere [r6]. This phenomenon cannot be attributed
merely to the summer warming of the large continents of the northern hemisphere [24], as
it also occurs over the oceans even in the northern hemisphere winter [ro].
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FIG. 22.5
Variations of the level of Lake Victoria (above) 1899-1912 Entebbe, since 1912 Jinja, and sun-spot numbers
(below).

The forecasting of such persistent anomalies of the general circulation has not so far been
successful, because we do not yet possess a clear understanding of their mechanism. It therefore appears necessary to approach this problem from its very roots, in the same way as that
of numerical forecasting, by means of electronic computers [ IO]. The system of equations
for investigating the general circulation and its anomalies is closely related to that of theo-

* Records of the 2nd century A.D. from Egypt (Ptolemy) seem to give evidence for a change in the extension
of the westerlies (especially in summer) towards the subtropics [4]. Butzer [ 7] has recently collected some evidence,
that during the post-glacial warm epoch a moist period has occurred over Egypt and the Near East, which seems
to indicate a circulation pattern completely different from all recent experiences.
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retical climatology. So far, investigations in this field, Mintz, Rapikowa and others [ ro, I 8,
21 ], have been of a tentative character, but it is necessary to tackle this problem seriously,
although the existence of atmospheric instabilities-e.g. the dynamic instability of baroclinic
zones-perhaps makes it impossible to find a satisfactory solution.

Global fluctuations
Apart ·from these regional changes, there are also climatic fluctuations on a global scale,
involving changes in the overall balances of the earth. These include the global rise in air
temperature since 1880 [31], amounting to about o ·oI° C. per annum and leaving only the
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FIG. 22.6
Variations of the annual ocean temperatures in the area 15-25° N., 75-90° W. (H. Riel) and in 5 test fields along
the shipping route Europe-South America (H.J. Bullig), deviations from the average.

southern latitudes beyond 45 ° S. unaffected: the special position of the Antarctic has been
investigated a great deal during the past years. This rise in temperature is linked with a more
or less general recession of the mountain glaciers throughout the world, including the Arctic
and Greenland, but once again not in the Antarctic. At the same time, integration of all
measured values of the sea level clearly demonstrates a rise of about 1 mm. per annum of the
sea surface [I 1J. A quantitative estimate [ 12] shows that the melting of glaciers contributes a
more or less equivalent amount of water, although this does not constitute grounds for concluding that there exists a simple relationship.
As far as the tropical zone is concerned, this increase in air temperature does not follow
from Willett's [31 J material, but it may be deduced from other data. Whereas in Djakarta
the rise in temperature of almost I ° C. may perhaps partly be attributed to the influence
of the growing city, a similar temperature increase is also found in undisturbed mountain
stations (Java, Ceylon, Southern India and elsewhere, Fig. 22.6). This is supported by the
temperature rise in the tropical area of the Atlantic [5] and the Caribbean Sea [3, 22],
amounting to +o · 5 too· 7° during the period from about 1905 to I 938, Fig. 22. 7; it has since
extended over wide ocean· areas in the northern hemisphere.
Research into glacier fluctuations during historical times has indicated that these fluctuations run roughly parallel in the mountain ranges of the northern and southern hemispheres
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and also in the Tropics-in any case in the Peruvian Andes [I 3]. This agrees with the results
obtained in connexion with ice-age research, according to which the coincidence between the
last glaciation period in the northern hemisphere and the last rainy period in the African and
American areas of the Tropics is proved (Bi.idel), or is at any rate highly probable (Flint).

The causes of global climatic .fluctuations are also still, to a large extent, unknown. Changes
in the earth's orbit (Milankowicz) have only a very slight effect on the radiation balance
and play no role whatsoever in climatic fluctuations with a length of less than I ,ooo years.
Changes in the solar constant and the C0 2 -balance will be discussed later.
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FIG. 22.7

Variations of the annual air temperatures at Djakarta (a), from 12 selected homogeneous records at isolated hills,
islands etc., Latitude below 15°, (b), and the whole zone 20° N.-20° S (c) (after G. Peczely).

In order to lead this question to a complete solution, we should try to obtain a wider
picture of the overall problem of the atmospheric balances. If we allow for the storage of
heat (.b.U) and water (.b.W) in the ground, the sea and the air, the atmospheric balance
equations can be written as follows [8, g] :

+ H) - (E U 8 + UL + Uv ± .b.U
.b.UB + .b.UL + .b.Uv
(I - a) (S

Radiation balance
Heat balance
Water balance

G)

NK - VK = VM - NM =AK± .b.W
NE ± .b.WK ± .b.WL = VE ± .b.WM

Where:

Q
H

Radiation balance
Albedo
Direct solar radiation }
Diffuse sky radiation _

S

E
G

Outgoing radiation
Back radiation

E - G = Effective outward radiation (long-wave)

a

s
u

N

v
A

w

b.

}

+H

= Global radiation (short-wave)

Heat exchange
Preci pi ta tion
Evaporation
Runoff
Quantity of water
Storage
INDICES:

B =

ground, L

=

air, v

=

evaporation, K = continent,

M =

sea,

E =

earth.
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A complete solution of the problem of climatic fluctuations-and hence any attempt to
forecast the evolution of climate--calls for more precise knowledge of all terms of these balance
equations. It soon becomes evident that various terms are dependent, to a varying extent,
on human influences. This brings up the basic question of the role played by man-made
influences in atmospheric balances, i.e. man-made climatic fluctuations.
We do not yet possess any clear numerical representation of the changes in the individual
terms with time. An increase in the solar constant has been deduced from measurement made
by the Smithsonian Institution [ l], but no definite proof has been given. With a higher
degree of probability, we can hold a rise in the transmission coefficients of the atmosphere
responsible for the increase in radiation [ 29], the more so because there have been no large
volcanic eruptions to transport dust particles into the stratosphere since 1912. This straws-
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of the total C0 2 -content of

pheric turbidity following extremely large eruptions (Iceland and Japan r 783, Tambora
1815, Krakatau 1883 and Katmai 1912) has resulted over years in a decrease in the values
of S; and their world-wide climatic effects have often been discussed. This type of effect
becomes understandable, since we have learnt of the changes in the number of radioactive
particles in the stratosphere resulting from thermonuclear experiments. The time spent by
these particles (with diameters ofless than r micron) in the stratosphere has been estimated
to be of the order of 5- ro years; according to most recent observations it is reduced, at least
for the lower stratosphere, to 1-2 years. The fluctuation in the global radiation S
H is
smaller, because the diffuse sky radiation H increases as S decreases.
In contrast to this, there exists a considerable variation in the back radiation G, dependent
on the co2 content of the atmosphere and the large tropospheric aerosols, which has been
considerably increased by bush and savannah fires and industrialization. The albedo of the
earth's surface, dependent Ort the vegetation and condition of the ground etc., is equally
v ariable. The storage of water vapour in the sea /J.WM can be seen from the observed rise
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FIG. 22.9

Variations of the precipitation amount (April-August, % of the average and the harvested area (in per cent. of
the total area) for the areas A (humid) , B (semi-arid) and C (arid) of the U.S.A. (see map above).
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in the sea surface; and we now have a more precise quantitative idea of the storage of water
in the form of glacier ice !:::.W K· Storage in the air !:::. WL, on the other hand, is very small, as
the entire water vapour content of the air only corresponds to 2 · 4 cm. of precipitation
[19, 27].
Man-made influences

Whereas we possess an almost overwhelming amount of literature concerning man's
influence on micro-climate, his influence on large-scale climate has so far only been investigated in a few cases. Generally speaking, we are faced with two large-scale mechanisms,
which operate in the same direction [8, 9]-the burning offossil fuels which, after accumulating ·
over a period of at least 250 X 106 years, are now being destroyed again in a few centuries
- and the conversion of natural vegetation into farmland, which is estimated to have affected
an area of 4 X 106 km. 2 since 1900, which amounts to some 3 per cent of the land surface.
Both mechanisms have a bearing on the C0 2 balance; the yearly industrial production of
co2 is estimated at 6 x 1015 gr. per annum, and the co2 produced by ground bacteria
- but not immediately taken up by plants is probably of the same order of magnitude. We
only possess rough figures concerning the exchange of co2 between atmosphere and
ocean and between atmosphere and biosphere, Fig. 22.8; nevertheless, an increase in the
co2 content of the atmosphere from about 293 p.p.m. ( 10-4 vol %) to 325-330 p.p.m. since
the end of the last century appears to be fairly certain. Determination of the contents of C 14
in tree rings [ 26] confirms a dilution of the available co2 by 2-4 per cent. resulting from an
addition of C 14-free C0 2 produced by fossil fuels. The observed increase in C0 2 causes an
increase in the back radiation and a corresponding rise in temperature amounting [ 20J to
o · o I I 0 per annum. The increase in the back radiation, caused by man-made large aerosols
in the lower troposphere, acts in the same direction.
The water balance is also strongly influenced by human intervention; apart from the regulation of run-off and from irrigation processes, there prevails the destruction of the original
vegetation and its replacement by crops. The increase of about I o- I 5 per cent. in precipitation
observed in Argentina in parallel with the increase in farmland, has been ascribed to the
increased evapotranspiration due to the cultivated plants [ 25]. A parallel investigation in
the prairie states of the U .S.A. did not confirm the existence of this effect [8]. Although we
do not know too much about the actual evapotranspiration of the various types of cultivated
plants in the various stages of their growth, the evapotranspiration of tropical rain forests
and watered farmlands in tropical and subtropical latitudes seems to be about as high as, or
even higher than, that over the oceans. The clearing of trees or afforestation over large areas
also has an effect on water economy of the atmosphere which-at least in certain regionsshould not be underestimated; H. C. Pereira and L. Tison have presented at this symposium
typical examples of man-made changes in the thermal and water balances. Although go per
cent. of the world's entire evaporation is from the seas, and the global water balance is
therefore influenced by man only to a very small degree, such an influence must be given
serious consideration as far as the interior of large continents is concerned, and especially in
the very extensive semi-arid and semi-humid areas.
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DISCUSSION
My first remark refers to the so-called "astronomical theory". It should be remembered
that this Milankowicz theory fell into disrepute following an early sweeping criticism by Simpson and
was not given a chance to develop. Professor E. Bernard of Louvain University, our distinguished
climatologist in the Belgian Congo, has recently revised this approach to the causes oflong-range climatic
fluctuations, using three astronomical parameters: the excentricity of the earth's orbit, the angle of
the ecliptic, and the displacement of the perihelion. The first and last of these parameters appear to be
the most important. The changes of the amount of solar energy falling on a horizontal unit surface outside
the atmosphere can thus be computed and show remarkable features which lead to a sequence of
pluvial and glaciation periods during the last million years. As each of the three parameters has a
harmonic variation, the resulting effect on the incident variation is also periodic, but with a period
which is larger than a million years. Therefore no periodicity is to be found in the sequence obtained
for the Pleistocene.
This sequence has been compared to the geological evidence of pluvials and shows a most remarkable
correlation in Africa.
My second remark refers to a study which is in progress in my service in the Belgian Congo. It
started with a desire to explain the large departures from the mean observed in 1957 and 1958 at most
stations in the Congo for :many climatic variables. This work is not finished and I can only show here
the line of reasoning and the results we might expect.
It is possible to correlate latitude with certain climatic features, for instance the mean date of the
beginning of the small dry season or its duration, the average date at which temperature or humidity
reaches a certain value, etc. When this correspondence between latitude and one climatic variable is
known for a period of years taken as reference, one can find the fictitious latitude at which an abnormal
value of the variable at a certain place would cease to be abnormal. For example, the abnormal value
of the length of the small dry season at Leopoldville in 1958 would be normal if Leopoldville were
shifted in latitude about 600 km. further south. This estimation may be made with a dozen different
climatic variables at a number of stations, and the first results already obtained show a systematic
effect equivalent to a southern drift in latitude.
Now, it is obviously not the line of rotational symmetry, the geographic equator, which really divides
the climates of the two hemispheres, but rather a line of highest temperature, or better, of maximum
potential temperature. The position of this line is the result of a number of factors and oscillates around
a mean line, the position and shape of which are controlled by the non-uniform distribution of land and
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sea, and, over continents, the variability of vegetation cover and soil surfaces. To take a very simplified
example, if we take a belt of forest extending, say, from the equator to 5° N. and a desert north of it,
the mean annual position of the maximum temperature will be influenced by conflicting tendencies:
it will tend to be where the angle of incidence of solar radiation is smallest (that is, over the forest near
t he equator) but it will also tend to be over the surface which, by its nature, is capable of reaching
the highest equilibrium temperature. The compromise, in this very crude example is somewhere
between the two, in fact just north of the forest. Suppose now that the mean intensity of the solar
radiation changes slightly: a northwards shift of the position of the "climatic equator" would probably
take place.
Looking at the high atmosphere one finds another phenomenon which bears on this problem:
D. Stranz of the Congo Meteorological Service has shown recently (Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial
Physics, in the press) that the mean height of the tropopause near the equator rises with increasing solar
activity, while its mean temperature is practically constant over the succeeding years. The relation
between the mean tropopause height and the Wolf number is strikingly linear.
This means that, as the number of sun-spots increases during the solar cycle, the virtual temperature
gradient between the tropopause and the ground decreases and vice-versa, and it seems reasonable to
associate a higher mean gradient to a higher probability of convection. Now, this tropopause movement
could also be explained by a northwards shift of a line of highest tropopause, since the station which
showed the effect (Leopoldville) is south of this line.
In short, whether the "climatic equator" and its movement with the change of solar activity be
explained in terms of surface effects or high altitude effects, or both, it appears that one could p erhaps
compute its movements from climatic data. First, one would establish its "normal" position using a set
of years chosen as "normal" from a statistical point of view and a set of criteria with strong latitude
dependence, such as I have mentioned above. Then one would calculate for the abnormal years 1957,
1958 and perhaps 1959, the "changes oflatitude" which are necessary to make these years normal and,
meridian by meridian, shift the climatic equator accordingly.
If such effects occur during each solar cycle, they are so small that they are lost in the variability
of year to year. But we have good observations of the Wolf number since 1749 and this long series
shows that the l 958 maximum is 200 per cent. of the mean maximum of all the preceding cycles and
30 per cent. more than the highest maximum ever observed previously. One wonders, therefore, whether
this extraordinary solar activity has not given us a unique chance to detect some climatic changes,
which would otherwise be too small to be observable.
The application of these ideas to all climatic variables which have a small variability and a strong
dependence on latitude might lead to a picture of the distortion of the normal climatic patterns over
the whole world.

J. PAULY: The anomaly mentioned by Mr. Vander Elst could be observed in West Africa in 1958
(abnormal duration of the short dry season at Abidjan for instance, propagation of a positive anomaly
in the monthly temperatures from Nigeria to Senegal, the flooding of the Senegal, the biggest in more
than 20 or 30 years ( ?) , anomalies in the radio-electric propagations).
In the U.K. Meteorological Office, Lamb and Johnson have made a study, to be
published shortly, of climatic changes over the past 200 years, using monthly mean pressure charts for
January and July over that period. The area covered is Eastern North America, the North Atlantic
and part of Europe for the early years but is much extended for recent decades. Climatic changes are
studied in association with such factors as the strength of the mid-latitude westerlies, the latitudinal
shifts of the main pressure belts (these probably affect the tropics) and the extent of the polar ice.
Some interesting results obtained include the resemblance between the periods 1880-1900 and 1940-1958
which were characterized by weak westerlies and a high frequency of cold winters in Western Europe.
This, and evidence from the earlier part of the period studied suggests a climatic fluctuation with a
period of 40-60 years.
Professor Flohn has emphasized the importance of trying to relate climatic fluctuations to physical
causes and has m entioned a number of possible ones. I would point out that some of these are internal
to the meteorological system: e.g. changes of albedo associated with cloudiness, snow and ice cover
and their effect is of the feedback type.
The new factors in climatic change discussed by Professor Flohn, i.e. man-made factors, may point
to climatic changes in the future somewhat different from those of the past.
A. G. FORSDYKE:
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(in reply): Regarding the second remark of Mr. Vander Elst together with that of Mr. Paulyy
I might suggest such fairly detailed studies of climatic anomalies and teleconnections on a global scale,
with the aim of a better understanding of the mechanism of these processes. The concept of a "climatic
equator" as defined by Mr. Vander Elst is not much different from the "meteorological equator"
(Kuhlbrodt i941) and seems to me very useful. Since a short review does not allow a complete discussion
of all physical causes involved, I should briefly refer to a recent article (H. Flohn: KontinentalVerschiebungen, Polwanderungen und Vorzeitklimate im Lichte palaomagnetischer Messergebnisse.
Naturwissenschattiche Rundschau i959, 375-384). Furthermore, I should stress the high value of detailed
investigations on "man-made-climatic changes" presented to us by Dr. Pereira and his collaborators.
H. FLOHN

BIOCLIMATOLOGY AND THE METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES
BY J. F. GRIFFITHS
East African Meteorological Department, Nairobi

Introduction
During the I8th century, when climatological stations were being opened in Europe and
scientifically minded observers were making individual observations, the aim of these
investigations was directed towards land utilization, agriculture and health. As Landsberg
has noted, this pioneering work took place considerably before meteorological networks
were established in order to provide data for weather forecasting. He goes on to say,
HMeteorological observations then became subservient to the aims of synoptic meteorology
and have remained so for many years. Climatology became an adjunct devoted to mere
statistical summarization of the data. Only lately has there been a resurgence of the idea
that the accumulated climatic data have a high practical value, far beyond their use for
the descriptive average picture of the atmosphere used in comparative geography, a use which
has dominated the field of climatology.''
Even the addresses of the Meteorological Services give a clue to their specialization, for
example:
United Kingdom-The Air Ministry.
South Africa-The Department for Transport.
United Arab Republic-Ministry for War and Marine.
Canada-Air Service Branch, Department of Transport.
During the past IO-I5 years it has become more and more evident that the Meteorological
Services have functions to perform other than forecasting for aviation. Admittedly this aspect
has been, and is likely to remain, the "bread and butter" side of meteorology and not to
the almost complete exclusion of applied or bio-climatology.
The term bioclimatology is here used in the s.ense of the study of direct and indirect
effects and inter-relations of climate and weather with all aspects of life.
The subject can be further sub-divided to extend to all the sciences and arts in which
climate is known, or is thought, to play a part. For example, in the Journal of the International
Society of Bio-Climatology and Bio-Meteorology such ethereal branches as aestheto-bioclimatology (the study of the influence of climate and weather on the aesthetic expression of
man) and archeological bioclimatology (the study of the influence of climate and weather
on the origin, distribution and disappearance of past civilizations) are recognized.
However, a realistic approach would classify the subject under the three simple headings
of:
(a) phytological bioclimatology
(b) zoological bioclimatology
(c) human bioclimatology.
The problem in East Africa
Here, in the Tropics, we are faced, mainly, with only a few of the multitude of subdivisions of bioclimatology. The ones with which we should, in the first instance, concern
ourselves are:
Agricultural
Forestry
Entomological
Veterinary
Physiological
Urban
Engineering
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For some seventy years records have been collected of various climatic parameters but
little processing has been carried out. The standard climatological observations, as usually
presented, are seldom of immediate use to the operator and misuse of the summaries has led
to much in the way of wrong interpretation.
In all the applied problems there are two fundamentals that must be satisfied:
(I) the climatic data should be interpreted by an expert climatologist, so that the true
climatic meaning behind the records is explained to the· operator.
(2) there should be close co-operation between the climatologist and the operator.

Method

of Approach

Climatology is defined as the study of the average weather conditions of any locality. It
is this predilection for average values that has given rise to some of the disrepute into which
climatology, in all its aspects, had fallen. This is not to decry the use of average values in
geographical climatology, i.e. climatological classifications and the deriving of broad patterns,
but during the past few decades it has become clear that average figures would not suffice.
Clearly then, the time has come for a completely new approach to climatology, the stress
now being on its applications. For this to be effected it is necessary to process the climatic
data in new form and it is with some of these presentations that I will now deal.

Processing of Rainfall data
Over the whole of East Africa the average annual rainfall is only about 34 in. and much of
the territory is definitely marginal with respect to the amount of rainfall required for agriculture. For the separate territories the figures are-Kenya 18 in., Tanganyika 36 in. and
Uganda 47 in. It is facts such as these that stress how important is a better understanding
of the temporal and spatial distribution if good use is to be made of all the workable land.
It has been general practice for many years to assume that annual totals of rainfall are
normally distributed. This has, no doubt, stemmed from the detailed investigation made
of the Padua, Italy, figures. This is a station with over 200 years ofrecords and the final result
showed that the distribution was not significantly different from normal. Manning and
Glover, Robinson and Henderson have used the assumption of normality in order to calculate
probability levels for stations in East Africa and some of the results obtained since their work
was published have been at variance with calculated values. This naturally cast some doubt
on the reliability of the normality assumption and work was instituted to test, rigorously,
the various distributions.
For this work it is necessary to use a reasonable sized sample and so only those stations
with over 25 years of records were used. Their spatial distribution is shown in Fig. 23.1.
Some zones, such as S.W. Tanganyika and N.E. Kenya are poorly represented but these are
economically unimportant areas.
The three hundred stations were then tested for normality using the standard statistical
methods. The result was that 24 per cent. were shown to be significantly different from normal.
It is essential in all this work, involving as it does vast areas and large numbers of stations,
to use only simple distributions in the preliminary investigation. It had become clear during
the course of the analysis that the maximum amount received was often very much greater
than that which would normally be forecast, an isolated large amount usually occurring. It
appeared reasonable to think that no simple distribution would be able to forecast such
occurrence. It was therefore decided to test the 24 per cent. of stations for normality after
removing this extreme value, providing that this exceeded the Chauvenet criterion and was
the only one to do so. This would also remove any extreme figures due to errors, such as the
use of the wrong size of measuring gauge, a mistake suspected in some records.
After this had been done, a further 14 per cent. of the stations became normal. The
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FIG. 23.1
Distribution of rainfall stations in East Africa with more than 25 years of record.
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disadvantage of the method is that the probability levels cannot, strictly, be attached to the
extreme value as this is now outside the analysis. However, the main bulk of the observations
now fit a normal curve and probability levels can be calculated with an increased confidence.
The important application of this method is that it can be applied with accuracy for amounts
below the mean, the part of the curve that is usually studied in applied climatology.
The 10 per cent. of the stations now remaining were then tested for log-normality and
adjusted normality, identification resulting in 7 per cent. of the cases. The main bulk of the
stations was now identified (97 per cent.) and it is hardly worth while spending much time
in trying to find the other distributions.
Table 23. 1 shows the improvement effected by the use of another distribution when a
station is shown to be non-normal.
TABLE 23 .1.

> x +cr

Place

Biharamulo
Bugondo
Dodoma
Gazi
Magadi
Mkokotoni
Mkoe
Mtito Andei
Thika
Naivasha
Namasagali
Narok Forest

N
N-M-E
N
N-M-EN
N-M-EN
N-M-EN
N-M-EN
N-M-EN
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N
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N
Log. N
N
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normal-minus-extreme

In view of the alacrity with which the assumption of the normality of the annual rainfall
figures has been accepted previously it came as a surprise to realize that nearly one-quarter
of East African Stations could not be taken as such. It was possible, of course, that this region
was unique and not a good example for an extrapolation to the rest of the world. Hence, in
order to settle this point, it was decided to carry out a similar investigation of a much larger
and more representative area of the globe.
For this purpose a belt extending from longitudes 30° W. to 60° E. and within latitudes
75° N. and 45° S. was chosen. This covers just about the full extent of the populated land.
The Meteorological Services of all the countries within the region were requested to supply
annual data for stations characteristic of the climatic regions obtaining within their boundaries.
The greater percentage of the Services replied to this circular but some figures had to be
taken from publications, such as the World Weather Records, and in consequence there
are some regions in which no stations have been investigated. However, these occur mostly
in regions of low population and do not affect greatly the results of the analysis.
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FIG. 23.2
Distribution of rainfall stations used in the World Zone analysis.
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Altogether some 503 stations were selected and their distribution is shown in Fig. 23.2.
The analysis followed was the same as that for the East African stations and on the first
tests 76 per cent. were shown to be normally distributed. The tests now digressed slightly
from those applied to East Africa for there were some stations that gave a very low ratio of
the factor (mean)/ (Standard deviation), in some cases less than unity. Study of these stations
suggested that a square-root transformation might yield a more symmetrical pattern and
so this was applied to all stations for which the ratio was less than 2 · 5 (the average Chauvenet
limit for the number of years records of the stations). This transformation proved successful
in 22 of 27 cases in reducing the data to a normal distribution. There were also 28 stations
shown to be both square-root normal and normal-minus-extreme. This statement is not surprising in view of the fact that tests for proving a distribution does fit a certain pattern are
not as powerful as those proving it does not. The square-root normal usually gave a better
fit to the data than the previous distribution.
Proceeding then with the log-normal and adjusted normal distributions the final pattern
gave:-

Total

East Africa
World Zone

298
503

Normal

226 (75·8%)
378 (75·8%)

v

NormalExtreme

Log.Normal

Normal

Adj.
Normal

43 ( 14·4)
67 (13·3)

15 (5·0)
19 (3·8)

22 (4·4)

4 (1. 3)
I (o· 2)

Unidentified

(3·4)
16 (3·2)

I0

There is a quite remarkable similarity considering the differences between the two zones
geogra phi call y.
Many deductions can be made from this work and these include(1)
(2)

Europe has fewer non-normal stations than the average, 14 per cent.
East African stations with less than 25 in. of rain have a greater tendency to nonnormality than stations with over 25 in. For the other zone this figure is reduced to
less than IO in.

Areas of Reliability

of Rainfall Levels

As the analysis proceeded it became clear that there was a marked relationship between
· the mean deviation and the mean. Linear regression lines were then derived for both areas
and these areEast Africa
World Zone

Ie'
e

=
=

o·rn3x ++ 3 ·46,
16,

0 · I I 3x

I ·

r
r

= 0·61,
= o·go,

N = 298
N = 503

From these it is possible to derive an equation connecting the relative variability and the
mean simply by dividing the equation by x and letting the value of the relative variability
tend to 2 as a maximum value as x tends to zero. This method has been tested mathematically
and differences that arise between this method and a more rigorous one are, in this case,
insignificant.
The disadvantage usually levelled against the use of the relative variability is that it is
not tractable to normal statistical processes and, although it is much easier to calculate Ie I
than a, this is a very powerful argument against the use of I e j. However, following the same
analysis, equations were derived using a in place of Ie I throughout and, in spite of the large
percentage of non-normal stations it was found that a sufficiently similar equation could be
derived simply by substituting the equation Ie I = o · 798a, in the equations given above-a
much easier method than that using a.
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Now that the equations connecting the relative variability and the mean were available
it was possible to calculate values of the anomalies, that is the difference between the calculated
and observed values of the relative variability. These were then plotted and maps of anomalous
areas drawn. As an example, that for East Africa is shown in Fig. 23.3.
From this it is seen that areas of East Africa subject to mainly eastern air flows experience
greater variability than other regions. The equations also showed that the relative variability
for East Africa stations is greater than that calculated from the World Zone equation for a
place with the same annual rainfall.
MACHA KOS
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FIG. 23-4
Frequency distribution of monthly rainfall, Machakos, Kenya.

Monthly Rainfall Distributions
After the identification of the distribution of the annual rainfall amounts of sufficient
stations, attention was then focused upon the monthly totals.
Experience has shown that the mean monthly rainfall, even when obtained from many
years of records, give no reliable indication of the distribution of totals that arises. The basic
fact behind this discrepancy is that the frequency distribution of monthly rainfall is quite
skew, the mean being greater than the median.
In Fig. 23.4 are shown details for Machakos, Kenya, and it is quite clear that there is little
point in trying to fit a normal distribution to the original data and that some transformation
must be applied in order to reduce the skewness.
Previous workers have tended to use a logarithmic transformation but tests carried out
on East African stations showed that this method was not satisfactory and that the work
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involved was quite considerable. A further disadvantage of most methods is that they collect
all the monthly figures together into one sample. This, of course, does increase the sample
size but it must be realized that these totals may well stem from synoptically different parent
populations.
In the earlier work on annual totals it had been noted that the square root transformation
gave a good fit for stations with small means and large standard deviations, the same
characteristics as the monthly data. This similarity suggested trying the same transformation
here.
Kisumu, Kenya, was the station first selected and the results are given in Table 23.2, from
which it can be seen that the square-root normal gave a very adequate representation of
the data.
Machakos, Kenya, was next analysed and the results are given in Table 23.3. This time
only eight of the twelve months satisfied the normality criteria but the four unidentified
months were all ones in which the average fall was small, less than half an inch, and the
distribution in such months is usually most scattered. Hence, it was decided to analyse only
those months having, on average, more than half an inch of rain.
Thirty-six stations were selected covering the three East African territories and typical
of the different climatic areas obtaining within them. For the 388 months analysed 347 gave
a positive result (89 per cent.), a sufficiently satisfactory result. It can be further noted that if,
for the transformed data, the ratio of mean to the standard deviation is less than unity it is
not worth trying to fit a normal curve, this then resulted in 347 of 382 stations (g1 per cent.)
being identified.
After the complete analysis it was clear that when a large number of zeroes was observed
the number calculated is, almost invariably, too low. To account, in some measure, for this
it is necessary to return to a consideration of the original data.
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Concerning these, there is little significant difference, practically, between a reading of
o ·oo in. and one of o ·or in. When the square-root values are taken these become o ·oo and
o · ro respectively. Therefore, a calculation of the number of readings less than o · ro would
be, sensibly, a number of zeroes to be expected. This was proved to give answers more close
to the observed values and it does not contravene an application of common sense to the
problem.
Statistical Forecasting

of the

Time

of the Rains

Previously we have dealt only with rainfall amounts but as Manning has stated, "the value
of rainfall to agriculture depends at least as much on its distribution and reliability as on its
absolute amount". This, naturally, leads to the next problem of how to assess a rainy season
and how to introduce the factor of time in such a way as to make the result tractable to the
normal statistical processes.
The most obvious approach is to consider the distribution of daily amounts throughout
the year. The result of this for Nairobi is shown in Fig. 23.5. This proves that, even with a
sufficient number of years available, after some laborious work, the result is still chaotic, so
much so that it defies proper and statistical analysis.
The same method was pursued for "rainy days" but again the result was not encouraging.
After deciding that the daily approach was best abandoned there remained very little choice
for a suitable interval. The period of one month is too large and the only possibility remaining
is the internationally accepted pentacle.
The next step was only taken after consulting with various specialists in the agricultural
sciences. The advent of the rains in East Africa is, generally, marked by the start of the growing
season. For this to occur it is desirable to have about two weeks during which there is rain on a number of days, but a dry spell of short duration can be tolerated. The outcome of
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this was that a pentacle was considered "rainy" if it was the centre of one of three, the total
rainfall of which added to more that I· 5 in. and only one of the three could have less than
o · 3 in. The distribution of "rainy" pentacles was then constructed. Typical examples are
shown in Fig. 23.6 for Nairobi and Gulu, Uganda. Even now, with the smoothing technique
of using three pentacles it is still virtually impossible to distinguish the extremes of some
rainy spells. Any estimate based on such an approach would be very subjective, with an error
of the same order as the variation to be calculated. The next development is to derive the
frequency histogram of the "rainy" pentacles. Finally some pattern was beginning to evolve
from the basic data.
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FIG. 23.5
Distribution of daily amounts of rain, Nairobi, Kenya.

The histogram for Nairobi was, apparently, that of two, distinct, normal distributions, one
centred in mid-April and the other in mid-November. The resulting curves have a high
probability (over go per cent.), whilst for Gulu the same technique of two non-distinct normals
gave a fit of 99 per cent. The results are shown in Fig. 23. 7.
Six stations, each with characteristics typical of the rainfall regimes of East Africa, have
been analysed and shown to be representable by a combination of normal curves. This means
that probability levels can readily be assigned to a given pentacle and a method of delimiting
the rainy seasons is therefore available.
For example, with Nairobi, if it is decided that a rainy season should be defined as a
period during which there is a 50 per cent. chance of getting rain, that is pentacles defined as
rainy, then the "long rains" (the rain period associated with the northward movement of
the Equatorial Trough) will be identified as from pentacles I8 to 27. The "short rains" will
then last from the 62nd to the 66th pentacle. If a lower level, say 30 per cent., is accepted,
these figures then become 15 to 30 for the long rains and 60 to 68 for the short rains.
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Here, then, we have a method of assessing the time of onset and duration of the rains in
terms of probabilities and this is certainly as much as can be hoped for at this early stage.

Temperature Patterns over Kenya
There are, in the Meteorological Department records, temperature readings made all
over East Africa, some dating back to the early days of the century. To date only the figures
for Kenya have been analysed but some extremely interesting relationships have been derived
from these.
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It was clear, and expected, that the temperature showed a very clear correlation with
height, the latitude width of the territory being insufficient to bring seasonal differences
into the analysis. However, some of the land below 500 ft. a.m.s.l. is influenced by the land
and sea breezes and would not be expected to conform to the general pattern for the upcountry stations. For this reason all stations below this level are excluded.
Statistical tests then showed that height and temperature (mean maximum and minimum)
are very highly correlated, so much so that if the height of the location is known its temperature may be calculated with a probable error of only some 1 · 5° F.
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FIG. 23.8
Hourly radiation values on a vertical surface for January, Nairobi.

No such easy relationship was deducible for the absolute maximum and minimum
values; the influence of the local topography being predominant.
An interesting application of these equations came to light when, in conjunction with
C. J. Trapnell, an investigation of the ecological complexes of the highlands of Kenya was
made. This revealed an interesting connection between these complexes and the ratio of
rainfall (mean annual) and height. The biologically important factor is likely to be a function
of rainfall and temperature but, in view of the close relationship between temperature and
height the more easily obtained parameter of the altitude was used. Clearly, as the rainfall/
altitude (temperature) ratio decreases the vegetation has to grow at such a height to obtain
the necessary rainfall that the temperature is too low for survival.

Presentation ef Radiation for Architectural Purposes
Although measurements have been made previously in East Africa of the solar radiation
it is only since 1957 that there has been installed at the Nairobi Headquarters of the East
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FIG. 23.9
Hourly radiation values on a vertical surface for the year, Nairobi.

African Meteorological Department a recording solarimeter for both total and diffuse radiation. All the details presented here apply to the figures for 1957 and not to a mean value, but
the principle of the calculations is obviously the same.
Radiation is, perhaps, the most important single climatic factor from the physical viewpoint for it enters into the heat balance equations playing a very fundamental part in evaporation and evapotranspiration. However, in this facet of applied climatology I propose to deal
with a less prominent use of the data-in architectural studies. Initially it is of interest to
calculate the radiation falling on a vertical surface as this gives some idea of the optimum aspect
and suitable window settings.
With data such as this, in which there are three variables, namely, time of day, direction
and radiation amount, the method of presentation is extremely important. For this specific
study it is desirable to know both the amounts received within certain hours and also their
sum for any orientation, not necessarily the main compass points.
Bearing this in mind recourse was had to the method first introduced by Krenn. In this
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30°SLOPE MAY

FIG. 23.10 (a)
Hourly radiation values on 30° slopes for May, Nairobi.

technique the gradual build-up of the total radiation for any direction is given by the distance
along radial lines and the resulting diagram is easy to interpret. Hourly values were computed
for each month and Figs. 23.8 and 23.9 show the graphs for January and the year. From
Fig. 23.9 it can be seen that the walls facing between 130° and 70° will receive an average
radiation of 200 gm. cal./cm. 2 day, over 50 per cent. more than a north facing wall but still
less than half that falling on a horizontal plane.
Similar figures can be drawn for slopes other than verticals and Fig. 23. IO shows the
values for 30° and 60° slopes during May.
It has been shown that if calculations are made for the eight main directions all other
orientations can be interpolated. The same is true for the angle of slope if values for 0°, 30°,
60° and 90° are available.
Thus, it is now possible to determine the pattern for any slope at any orientation once the
direct and the diffuse values for a horizontal plane have been measured.
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300
Fw. 23.ro (b)
Hourly radiation values on 60° slopes. for May, Nairobi .

DISCUSSION
I would like to congratulate Mr. Griffiths, not only on the remarkably clear exposition,
but also on the thoroughness with which he has attacked this problem. During his presentation I anticipated a number of difficulties but found as he proceeded that he also was aware of these and accounted
for them in a very satisfactory way. His results seem to justify the procedures he adopted, and at the
moment I have no comment regarding principle.
One point of detail: Mr. Griffiths gave for East Africa a preponderance of non-normal stations
among those having less that 25 in. annually; for the world zone the corresponding figure was IO in. Could
Mr. Griffiths say whether in this respect East Africa is typical of the adj acent territories or whether ·
regions of the East African type are distributed at random over the world zone.
A. G. FORSDYKE:

J· F. GRIFFITHS (in reply): Fig. 23.2 shows the distribution of the World zone stations and, as can be seen,
there are only few stations in the contiguous territories. With such a small number, class analysis is
impossible but if any of the representatives of these countries who are present care to work out the details
for 300/400 statiOns in their countries, I shall be very pleased to deduce the answer to this question.
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Mr. Griffiths' work has given us maps showing the rainfall which may be expected on the
basis of a frequency of I year in 5, to meet the requirements of agriculturalists. The hydrologist finds
in areas in Kenya (for example, the Athi catchment round Nairobi) that the condition which causes
us most concern and has the greatest effects on low river flows, is a succession of dry years, usually 3 or 4,
and I would like to ask Mr. Griffiths if there is any chance of his work producing maps showing the
possibility of such successions of dry years occurring for us.
M. LINDLEY:

J. F. GRIFFITHS (in reply): If there is a randomness of figures, it is a simple matter to calculate that if,
for example, there is a one in five chance of an amount less than X, the probability of receiving for two
consecutive years less than X is simply one twenty-fifth. The tendency of successions of dry years to
occur cannot be tested rigorously in East Africa as we have an insufficient number of years available.
I correlated the rainfall in the "short rains" Oct.-Dec.; the "dry season" Jan.-Feb.,
and the long rains, March-May and there was no correlation at all. It is unlikely that there is any correlation at all. It is unlikely that there is any correlation between rainfall amounts.
D. MCCALLUM:

w. SANSOM: On the subject of trends, some eight years ago I made a simple investigation of the
rainfall trends for the 30-year period I 920- 1949 by fitting a line of best fit to the annual rainfall totals,
and although few of the trends were statistically significant, there was, nevertheless, an area of downward
trend which coincided remarkably with the line of development along the railway from Mombasa to
Kampala, whereas most of the remainder of East Africa showed a very small upward trend. This suggested the possibility of some "man-made" influence on the climate, as was mentioned the other day
by Profes~or Flohn.
H.

I make a plea for further consideration of trends. At a time when I was responsible for
examining shortage of water supplies in particular areas, I used the method of plotting around cumulative
departures from the average rainfall of nearby stations with long records, and generally found a change
of trend. The year in which such a change occurred was clearly indicated by this plotting referred to
above.
F. GRUNDY:

J. F. GRIFFITHS (in reply): The problem of trends is really to be judged by the operator or user of the
data. Trends can be found from most data, but when tested for significance, they vanish. This may
happen also with cumulative departure methods, but I am grateful to Mr. Grundy for drawing attention
to this technique and its use in conjunction with ordinary statistical methods may prove worthy of
investigation.
c. PEREIRA: An interesting aspect of cumulative departures from the average, which has been shown
by Dr. Kerrich, Head of the Statistical Department at Witwatersrand University, is that they occur
in generally random data. Thus, although their hydrological effects are very real, and may be very
serious, there are no grounds for presuming a change of climatic regime, and no grounds for predicting
future trends .
H.

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION ET ECOULEMENT EN ZONE TROPICALE
INFLUENCE DE LA PERMEABILITE DES SOLS

J. TISON
Universite de Chand, Belgique
PAR L.

I. Cinquante ans de mesures de plus en plus precises des precipitations et de l'ecoulement
ont permis de rassembler un ensemble de plus en plus considerable de donnees clans les diverses
parties du globe, mais particulierement en Europe et aux Etats-Unis. De ces donnees, on s'est
efforce de deduire des formules empiriques permettant de trouver la valeur du coefficient
d'ecoulement, rapport de la quantite d'eau qui s'ecoule annuellement clans une section de
la riviere au volume d'eau qui tombe pendant le meme temps sur le bassin a l'amont de
cette section.
On s'est vite aperi;u que le deficit d'ecoulement augmentait d'abord avec les precipitations, mais que cet accroissement s'attenuait avec des precipitations de plus en plus croissantes.
De meme, l'action de la temperature fut rapidement etablie: le deficit d'ecoulement croissait
avec la temperature.
D'autres facteurs exercent evidemment leur action sur le deficit d'ecoulement et par suite
sur le coefficient d'ecoulement: il en sera longuement question ci-apres. Mais la difficulte de
faire intervenir ces facteurs clans une formule ont conduit ceux qui ont voulu etablir des
formules OU des graphiques empirique donnant soit la hauteur d'eau evaporee, soit le Coefficient d'ecoulement, a ne faire intervenir clans ces expressions que les precipitations et la
temperature, en reconnaissant d'ailleurs que les autres influences impossibles a chiffrer pouvaient conduire a des ecarts qui pouvaient etre notables.

2. Apres les premieres formules de Keller [2] et de Fischer [1], Wundt [5], en 1937, et
Turc [3], en 1954, etablirent le premier des graphiques, la seconde des formules permettant
de deduire la valeur de l'evaporation annuelle d'un bassin en fonction de sa hauteur de
precipitation et de sa temperature moyenne. Si ces deux dernieres donnees constituent des
moyennes pour une serie d'annees, on peut deduire de la valeur de l'evaporation annuelle,
celle du coefficient de ruissellement d'une etendue de bassin consideree.
Les Figs. 24. I et 24.2 reproduisent les graphiques de Wundt, les eourbes en traits
pointilles du second donnant notamment la variation du coefficient d'ecoulement en fonction
de la hauteur des precipitations P et de la temperature t. Le second diagramme de Wundt
montre que cet auteur estime que pour des precipitations depassant une certaine valeur,
variable avec la temperature, l'evaporation est independante de P et ne varie plus qu'avec t
(cette valuer serait d'environ 800 mm. pour t = 5° et 1,700 mm. pour t = 25°).
A remarquer encore que bien que Wundt ait voulu faire de ses graphiques un instrument
d'application mondiale, les chiffres dont il disposait pour l'Afrique et pour les regions
tropicales en general etaient assez peu nombreaux~ ce qui n'est pas etonnant pour l'epoque de
presentation de cette etude (1937).
3. Turc a presente ses resultats par des formules, dont l'une est !'application pour une
periode annuelle:
p

E

=

Jo·g +

(~) avec L
2

=

300

+

25t

+ 0·05 tl

(1)

E est la hauteur annuelle cl' evaporation exprimee comme P en mm.; t est la temperature
en degres centigrades.
Turc est venu plus tard et a notamment pu disposer des nombreaux et magnifiques
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resultats de la France d'Outre-Mer, et tout particulierement de ceux de l'Office de la
Recherche Scientifique et Technique d'Outre-Mer et de son dynamique directeur, Rodier [6].
D'autres formules de Turc permettent d'evaluer !'evaporation pour des periodes plus
courtes: nous ne les utiliserone pas clans cette etude.
4. Comme il l'a ete dit, les deux auteurs dont il vient d'etre question se sont parfaitement
rendus compte que leurs methodes ne pouvaient donner que des resultats moyens et que
d'autres influences devaient provoquer des ecarts que nous avons qualifies de notables.
La presente etude a pour but de montrer comment la permeabilite du sol et son pouvoir
de retention peuvent conduire, en region tropicales, a des ecarts considerables.
5. On se rend compte qu'en regions tropicales, l'enorme evaporation favorisee par des
temperatures elevees reduira souvent clans des proportions considerab]es l'apport des precipitations, remenant a des valeurs pouvant devenir tres faibles le coefficient d'ecoulement.
Toute influence tendant
reduire !'evaporation relevera ce coefficient par rapport
ses valeurs normales. Parmi ces influences, la permeabilite du soljoue un role de premier plan.
Les precipitations souvent intense des regions tropicales, tombant sur un sol impermeable,
donneront lieu a un ruissellement considerable, mais aussi a une evaporation tres importante.
Cette evaporation sera particulierement forte si le bassin est a pente faible OU moderee.
Cependant, meme si la pente du bassin impermeable est forte, le ruissellement considerable
produira des inondations clans les parties basses a faible pente du bassin; il en resultera ici
encore une evaporation importante.
Au contraire si la permeabilite du bassin est grande, la partie des precipitations qui
s'infiltre sera importante et elle echappera a !'evaporation pour etre restituee par les nappes,
particulierement durant les pericules seches.
Cette protection contre !'evaporation portera evidemment sur des quantites plus conderables en regions tropicales OU cette evaporation est particulierement rapide. II doit en
resulter que ces regions permeab]es devront, en regions tropicales, offrir des valuers du
coefficient d'ecoulement nettement au-dessus de la normale.

a

a

6. En utilisant les donnees de I' Annuaire hydrologique de la France d'Outre-Mer nous
avons constitue un tableau donnant pour une soixantaine de rivieres de l' Afrique tropicale
frarn;aise les renseignements suivants:
Colonne
Colonne
Colonne
Colonne
Colonne
Colonne
Colonne
Colonne
Colonne
Colonne

1:

2:

3:
4:

5:
6:

7:
8:

g:
10:

Riviere et station de jaugeage.
Etendue du bassin en km. 2
Donnees sur le degre de permeabilite du bassin.
P: Hauteur annuelle moyenne des pluies en mm.
t: Temperature moyenne annuelle du bassin en degres centigrades.
Coefficient d'ecou]ement d'apres les graphiques de Wundt.
Fonction L(t) de Turc.
Valeur moyenne de l'evaporation E en mm. par an, d'apres Turc.
Coefficient d'ecoulement d'apres la formule de Turc.
Coefficient d'ecoulement moyen mesure, d'apres l' Annuaire hydrnlogique.

Les diagrammes 24.3 et 24.4 reproduisent les donnees de ce tableau ainsi que quelques
resultats bassins du Congo beige [6 et 7].
7. Les resultats repris par ce tableau ont ete mis en diagramme de la fa9on suivante :
clans un de ces graphiques, on a porte en abscisses les valeurs des coefficients d'ecoulement
trouvees par la methode de Wundt et en ordonnees les valeurs mesurees de ces coefficients;
clans l'autre, on a procede de la meme fa9on, mais les abscisses sont les coefficient d'apres la
formule de Turc.
Chaque point est marque d'un numero qui est celui de notre tableau et aussi celui de
l' Annuaire cite.
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TABLEAU 24. I.
l
Riviere et station

1•

Senegal

a Bakel

2. Senegal a Galougo
3. Faleme a Kidira

2
Etendue

232,700
108,000
28,180

3
Degre de permeabiliti

Certaines parties peu
permeables
idem
idem

4

p

5

6

7

t

Rmw

L(t)T

8
ET

9
RmT

10
Rm

Senegal
950

27·8

0·04

2,065

goo

0·053

O·

1,150
1,175

27·8
27·8

0·08
0·08

2,065
2,065

1,035
l,060

o· 100
o· 100

o· 165
o· 180

0
>-3

~
zr:n
"'O

l 14

~

>
>-3
0
z
trl

>-3

a Mopti
Niger a Koulikoro
Niger a Kouroussa
Bani a Douna

6. Niger

330,000

7.

120,000

8.
9.

18,000
102,000

60% plus ou moins permeable
55 % plus ou moins permeable
Impermeable
85 % impermeeable

trl

Soudan
1,310

27·8

0·059

2,065

l , 140

o· 130

0·098

ct-'

1,600

25·7

0·210

l,795

1,190

0·256

0·254

is:

1,690
l,275

23·6
25·7

0·300
o· 100

l,550
l,795

l,170
l,065

0·307
o· 165

0·272
o· 176

D
0

trl

trl

z>-3
trl

z
10. Sankarani a Mandiana
I I. Niandan a Baro
I 3· Maggia a Tsernaoua
14. Konkoure au pont de
Telimele
6. Bandama a Brimbo
I 7. N'zi a Zienoa
l 8. Comoe a Aniassue
I

20. Bia

2 I.

22.
23.
24.
25.

'l7.

a Ayame

Alibori a la route
Kandi-Banikoara
Pendjari a Porga
Mono a Tetetou
Oueme au pont de Save
Zou a Atcherigbe
Okapara a Kaboua

21,000
12,600
2,525
10,250

59,500
34,000
66,500
9,320

8,150
20,300
19,600
24,800
8,500
9,600

Peu permeable
Tres peu permeable
Assez permeable
Gres vraisemblablement
permeeable

Guinle
1,755
1,075
500
2,060

30% roches sedimentaires
Majeure partie impermeable
Impermeable
Impermeabilite totale
idem

0

25·7
23·6
27·2
25·4

0·270
0·380
0·02
0·39

1,795
1,550
1,755

1,288
700
500
1,365

0·266
6·350
0
0·352

0·273
0·365
0·020
0·510

>-3
~

0

"'O

0

Cote d'Ivoire
Peu permeable
1,320
1,200
Peu permeable
Massif greseux a resurgences
1,100
au centre peu permeable
Certaines possibilites de
1,475
retention

Terrains al teres

N

ztrl

Dahomey
1,140
975
1,230
1,220
1,175
l,150

>
t-'

26·8
26.-8
26·8
26·8

0·095
0·070
0·065
o· 15

l,930
1,930
1,930
1,930

1,130
1,060
1,000
l,225

o· r44
O• I 17
0·090
o· 170

o· 125
0·059
0·087
o· 177

..trl
"'O

trl
~

is:

trl

~
~
~

trl

27·4
27
26·4
27·4
27·4
27·4

0·040
0·040
0·080
0·07
0·07
0·06

1,966
1,966
1,885
2,036
2,036
2,036

1,029
912
1,070
l,085
l,055
1,045

0·099
0·066
o· 130
O• III

o· 102
o· 103

o· 146
0·092
o· 105
o· 166
0·070
0·091

t)

trl

r:n
r:n
0
t'"'
r:n

uo
0

CJ1

(..,:)

0
l

2

3

Riviere et station

Etendue

Degre de permiabilitei

a Yabassi

8,250

4
p

5
t

6
Rmw

7
L(t)T

9
ET

9
RmT

10
Rm

OJ

Cameroun

28. Wouri

29.
30.
3I .
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
3 7.
38.
39.

Sanaga a Edea
M'Bam au bac de Goma
Lorn a Betare-Oya
Nyong a M'Balmayo
Lokoundge a ~olodorf
Lobe au bac de Kribi
N'Tem au bac de
N'Goazik
Benoue a Garoua
Benoue a Riao
Mayo-Kebi a Cossi
Faro a Safa!

135,000
41,000
10,680
14,300
1,177
l,940
18,060
64,000
31,000
26,000
25,400

Impermeable generalement
mais terrains volcaniques
recents offrent faible
capacite de retention
idem
idem
Impermeable
Assez impermeable
Impermeable
Granite laterise
Granite
Une partie greseuse
Impermeable
idem
Impermeable, mais la
laterisation donne lieu
a retention assez faible

2,150

23·5

0·47

1,538

1,287

0·403

0·52

1,830
1,780
l,480
l,460
1,860
2,700
l,770

23·5
23·5
23·5
23-5
23·5
23·5
23·5

0·375
0·37
0·25
0·25
0·40
0·57
0·36

l,530
l,530
l,530
1,530
1,530
1,530
1,530

1,195
l,185
1,095
1,080
1,207
1,345
l,135

0·347
0·335
0·26
0·26
0·353
0·505
0·358

0·315
0·333
0·34
0·282
0·40
0·69 (1 )
0·277

l,130
l,285
925
l,545

25· l
22·1
22' l
22' l

0·09
0·22
0·09
0·32

l,708
1,393
l,393
l,393

984
973
796
ro,581

o· 130
0·243
o· 139
0·315

o· 163
0·22
o· 118
0·308

~

c
z
::J;p.

.,,t'"'
f'rj

0

c
z

t:i

;p.
>-'.3

0

Oubangui-Chari

40. Oubangui a Bangui
41. Lobaye a M'Bata
43.
44·
45·
46.

Kotto a Kembe
M'Bomou a Bangassou
M'Bomou a Zemio
Chinko a Rafai:

500,000
30,000
75,200
116,ooo
28,650

Peu permeable
Gres du Karroo avec importante capacite de retention
50% gres du Karroo
Peu permeable
Peu permeable
idem

l,560
1,520
l,4.00
1,500
1,500
l,415

26· l
25·4
26· I
26· I
26· l
26· l

o· 185
0·20
o· 14
o· 18
o· 18
o· 14

1,842
1,754
1,844
1,844
1,844
1,844

l,225
1,188
1,146
1,200
l,200
1,160

0·215
0·223
o· 182
0·200
0·200
o· 182

o· 174
0·224
o· 169
o· 190
o· 140
o· 195

z

.,,
~

0
0

t:i:I
t:i:I

tl

z

Q

t/l

Tchad

47. Chari a Fort-Lamy
49. Chari a FortArchambault
50. Bahr-Sara a Moi:ssala
54. Logone a Bongor
55.
56.
57.
58.

Logone a Lai:
Logone a Moundou
Pende a Doha
M'Bere a M'Bere

600,000
193,000
67,600
73, 700
60,320
34,900
15,600
7,100

Peu permeable
idem

1,000
1,070

28·8
28·8

0·04
0·05

2,220
2,220

95°
1,010

0·05
0·055

0·065
0·049

Impermeable
Cuvette tchadienne en partie
permeable
idem
Faible partie permeable
Assez impermeable
idem

1,380
1,375

26·3
25

o· 13
o· 16

1,853
1,706

1,150
1,095

o· 167
o· 185

o· lfo!
o· 184

1,420
1,460
1,430
1,550

25
24
24
23

o· 175
0·22
0·22
0·27

1,706
1,600
1,600
1,480

1,125
l,110
1,085
1,100

0·208
0·24
0·24
0·29

0·201
0·26
o· 185
0·30

t:rJ

~
>o
0

>-3

:i::i

>
z

U1

>o

~
>
:j
0
I

Riviere et station
59. Likouala-Mossaka a
Etoumbi
60. Alima a Tchikapika
6 l. N'Keni a Gamboma
62. Djoue a Kibossi
63. Foulakary au bac de
Kimpanzou
64. Kouilou a Kakamoeka
65. Bouenza a Moukoukoulou
66. Ogooue

a Lambarene

a Antsatrana
Ikopa a Bevomanga
Mangory a Banian
Manarana a Bevia

2

Etendue

9,000
20,350
6,250
5,450
2,813
55,000
5,800
205,000

69. Ikopa

18,645

70.
76.

4,190
53,000

81.

( 1) Approximation

1,132

3
Degre de permeabilite

Moitie du bassin tres permeable
Tres grande permeabilite
idem
idem
Permeable
Partie notable tres permeable
40% permeable
Partie superieure dv bassin
permeable

6
Rmw

8
ET

10
Rm

z

4
p

5
t

Mayen Congo
l,600

24·7

o· 24

l,670

1,185

0·259

0·35

l,840
1,850
l,630
r,460

24·7
24·7
24·7
24·7

0·36
0·36
0·27
0·20

l,670
l,670
r,670
r,670

l,265
l,275
l,195
l,130

0·312
0·312
0·267
0·226

0·49
0·54
0·44
0·43

r,510

24·7

0·22

r,670

1,150

0·239

0·39

r,720
Gabon
l,800

24·7

0·30

l,670

r,156

0·327

0·35

25·3

0·32

1,750

r,285

0·286

0·45

:i::i

Madagascar
1,610
2 zones de volcanisme recent
avec grande permeabilite
idem
1,380
Partie aval permeable, meme
970
karstique
Schistes cristallises
770

7
L(t)T

9
RmT

M
>-3
M

C"l

0

ct"'

M
~

M

z

>-3

M

z

N

0

z

M
>-3

0

"tl

22·4

0·32

1,425

l,095

0·32

0·47

0
>
t"'
..M

22·4
22·3

0·24
o· lo

1,425
l,412

l,005
828

0·272
o· 147

0·39
0·31

:i::i

22

0·085

r,400

706

0·085

o· 198

"tl

M
~

M

>
t:d
r::
::3

M

t1
tr1

U1
U1

0

t"'

U1

VO

0

'-1
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Les points relatifs aux rivieres du Congo beige ont une notation a part.
Dans l'ensemble, les points des deux diagrammes se groupent assez bien autour de la
droite a 45°, passant par l'origine sur laquelle ils devraient se trouver si les procedes des deux
auteurs cites etaient rigoureusement exacts.
On peut en deduire qu'en general les resultats de ces deux methodes empiriques sont
acceptables, surtout si on tient compte des erreurs commises sur la mesure des precipitations,
sur !'evaluation de la temperature moyenne (evaluation tres difficile, surtout pour des bassins
assez etendus) et aussi sur la mesure journaliere des debits. On peut meme s'etonner de la
concordance, car les auteurs en question n'avaient pas les resultats actuels a leur disposition,
surtout pour cette partie de l'Afrique, lors de l'etablissement de leur methode.
8. Toutefois, un certain nombre de points (et ce sont les memes clans les deux diagrammes)
sont nettement, nous dirons meme excessivement, aberrants. C'est particulierement audessus de la droite de 45° signalee que ces points se trouvent clans les deux diagrammes,
c'est-a-dire que leur coefficient d'ecoulement reel est sensiblement superieur (parfois de pres
de 100 per cent.) a celui trouve par les procedes empiriques signales.
Or, ainsi qu'on vale voir, ces points se rapportent a des bassins eminemment permeables,
a u moins sur une partie notable de leur etendue.
g. Le N'Keni a Gamboma (61), presente la plus grande discordance entre l'evaluation
empirique et la valeur mesuree.
Or, le bassin en question constitue de sables permeables du Kalahari sur la majeure
partie du bassin, de gres du Karroo clans les vallees (gres qui constituent la roche d'origine de
sables dont il vient d'etre question) et d'alluvions quarternaires clans le bassin inferieur.
Toutes ces formations sont tres permeables et donnent, d'apres l'Annuaire, des possibilites de
retention exceptionnelles.
Aussi voit-on le coefficient d'ecoulement s'elever a o · 54, alors que les procedes de Wundt
(0·36) et de Turc (0·312) conduisent a des valeurs bien plus faibles.
La penetration clans le sol est d'ailleurs favorisee par la faible pente moyenne du bassin.
Aucune autre explication de l'aberrance constatee ne nous parait possible, la vegetation
constituee par une savane herbeuse ne pouvant exercer qu'une influence tres reduite. D'autre
part, les temperatures varient si peu d'un mois a l'autre, qu'on ne peut faire intervenir comme
explication le fait que les pluies seraient surtout abondantes pendent les mois les plus
frais, ce qui reduirait !'evaporation.
Le tableau 24.2 donne en effet la repartition mensuelle des pluies clans !'ensemble du
bassinet de la temperature a Franceville et a Brazzaville qui, bien que se trouvant en dehors
du bassin, peuvent donner une idee suffisante de la variation de la temperature clans la partie
haute et dans la region aval du bassin.
TABLEAU 24.2.
]
Pluviometrie moyenne
sur le bassin

A

s

20

0

N

D

200

210

300

210

]

F

M

A

M

J

150

240

210

100

go

Temperatures moyennes
mensuelles a Brazzaville

21·4

22·8

24·75

25·7

25·6

25·7

25·75

26·0

26·3

26·4

25 · 7

24·2

Temperatures moyennes
mensuelles a Franceville

22·7

23·6

24·5

24·6

24·7

24·6

24·4

25·0

25·3

25·6

25·0

23·8

L'Alima a Tchikapika (60), se trouve quasi exactement clans le meme cas, le coefficient
d'ecoulement reel 0. 49 etant un peu moins superieur cependant aux supputations 0. 36 a
l'aide Wundt et 0·3r2 a l'aide de Turc.
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Singalons encore que ces deux derniers bassins sont partiellement recouverts de fon~ts, ce
qui provoque une reduction du coefficient d'ecoulement.
En resume, pour tous ces cours d'eau du Moyen-Congo a bassins permeables, mais clans
diverses proportions, on peut dire que le coefficient d'ecoulement est releve clans une mesure
qui augmente avec l'etendue relative des regions permeables.

12. Le Moyen-Congo n'est d'ailleurs pas un cas unique: on trouve a Madagascar des
bassins du meme genre.
L' Ikopa a Antsatrana (69) a un coefficient d'ecoulement de o · 4 7 alors que le graphique de
Wundt ne lui donne que 0·300 et la formule de Turc 0·32.
lei encore, la grande permeabilite de deux zones de volcanisme recent permet d'expliquer
l'ecart constate, ecart d'autant plus marque qu'il n'est pas tempere par la foret quasi inexistante clans le bassin.
Le bassin du Mangory a Banian ( 76) presente clans sa partie aval des terrains permeables
sedimentaires (gres et calcaire) avec des resurgences spectaculaires. D'autre part, la partie
d'amont a ete deboisee et l'aval est occupe par la savane. Consequence: on doit s'attendre a
des ecarts notables entre le coefficient d'ecoulement mesure et les valeurs supputees. En
effet, le premier vaut o · 31, alors que les autres ne s'elevent qu'a o · l (Wundt) et o · 147 (Turc).
13. Dans l'autre sens, c'est-a-dire pour les bassins d'une impermeabilite caracterisee, on
doit s'attendre a trouver aes valuers inferieures a celles donnes par Jes procedes de Wundt et
de Turc. Sans trop nous etendre sur ce point, on remarquera que le tableau 24. l et les diagrammes
ne presentent pas des examples aissi spectaculaires que ceux signales ci-dessus clans le cas des
bassins a permeabilite etendue. Toutefois, les examples suivants sont assez probants:
Le N'Zi a :(ienoa (17), avec son sol impermeable n'a que 0·059 alors que la formule
de Turc lui donnerait o · l l 7. Ajoutons cependant qu'a l'influence de , l'impermeabilite
s'ajoute, agissant cette fois clans le meme sens, l'action de la foret qui occupe au moins
20 % du bassin.
Le ,Zou a Atchirigbe (25) ne presente qu'un coefficient de o ·06 au lieu de o · 102 qui
prevoit la formule de Turc. L'impermeabilite du bassin est totale.
Memes considerations pour la Pende a Doba (57) dont le coefficient n'est que o · 185,
alors que la formule du Wundt lui donne o · 24: son bassin est totalement impermeable.
Le Nyong a M'Balmayo (32) n'a que 0·182 au lieu de 0·25 OU 0·26. Le bassin est
peu permeable, mais !'influence preponderante est celle de la foret qui recouvre
l'entierete du bassin.
Le N'Tem au bac de N'Goazik, qui n'a que 0·277 au lieu des 0·36 ou 0·358 prevus, le
doit aux memes causes que le bassin precedent: le bassin- est impermeable et couvert de
fon~ts.

Coefficient D' Ecoulement et Courbes de Recession

14. La plupart des cours d'eau des regions tropicales presentent au morns une sa1son
seche tres caracterisee et plus ou moins longue.
On sait que clans ces conditions, les cours d'eau ne sont plus alimentes que par les nappes
aquiferes dont les hauteurs d'eau, et par suite les debits, diminuent avec le temps aussi longtemps que la pluie n'a pas recommence.
On a vu clans ce qui precede combien la permeabilite, combinee avec la retention, pouvaient
influencer la valeur du coefficient d'ecoulement: l'eau rapidement mise a l'abri de I' evaporation etant restituee pendant les longs mois de secheresse, II y a done bien intervention de la
permeabilite, puis de la capacite de retention; une couche permeable qui ne pourrait pas
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emmagasiner de forts volumes d'eau infiltree ne pourrait pas avoir !'influence favorable
dont il a ete question sur le coefficient d'ecoulement.
On est done amene, pour penetrer plus profondement clans le sujet, a etudier les modalites
du processus suivant lequel l'emmagasinement et surtout la restitution se fait aux cours d'eau.
Cela conduit a l'etude des "courbes de recession" des cours d'eau dont l'alimentation par
la pluie est interrompue pendant une certaine periode de l'annee.

15. Cette etude est basee sur celle de l'ecoulement clans les couches aquiferes qui alimentent
1es cours d'eau en periode de recession. Or, l'ecoulement clans une tranche de largeur egale
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a l'unite suivant une direction x perpendiculaire au cours d'eau, est tres approximativement
regie par I' equation differentielle suivante:
oh
K
o4 h
= a
h
(2)

+s

at

ax2

h est la hauteur d'un point de la nappe par rapport a sa base supposee horizontale.
a est l'apport du a !'infiltration verticale par unite de surface et de temps.
K est le coefficient de permeabilite (de Darcy) de la couche permeable.
S est le coefficient dit d'emmagasinement.
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FIG. 24.4
Coefficients reels d'ecoulement en fonction des valeurs de ce coefficient d'apres Wundt.
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D'autre part, le debit q clans la tranche consideree pour une certaine valeur de x, vaut:

oh
qx=Khdx

(3)

et la valeur du debit, pour la meme tranche, atteignant la riviere, est egale a:
q

K[h
oh]
. ox

=

x =

l

(4)

l etant la distance totale de filtration, c'est-a-dire la longueur de la tranche filtrante per-

pendiculairement a la riviere.
16. Dans le cas des nappes libres (non artesiennes), le coefficient S d'emmagasinement est
sensiblement egal a la porosite m', en negligeant la compressibilite de l'eau et du terrain.
L'equation (2) devient clans ce cas:
2

oh= a+ K h o h
ot
m' ox2

(5)

Dans le cas de la recession, a est nul et cette equation s'ecrit:

~-Kh~
at
OXZ

(6).

ill 1

,
, I a, a , - oh
P ar contre, s1. Ie mouvement est permanent, a etant
constant d ans ce cas et ega
0

ot

est nul et la relation (5) devient:

K
o2 h
O=a+-h---2

(7)

ox

m'

0

Cette equation integree donne, en admettant h = H, hauteur moyenne de la nappe:
h

=
x

h0

+ ao2KH
m'

( z2

-

x2)

(8)

ho etant la hauteur d'eau de la nappe a la riviere.
Mais si on revient au cas de la recession, !'integration de !'equation (6) en tenant compte
des conditions:

(h)
conduit

(-oh)
ox

a

h

h1

=
t

=

0

-o
x =

0

-

= __h_r__
(at+ 1)

(g)

avec

( 10)
en tenant compte de ce que pour t = o,
o2h
d'apres la relation (6)
- 2 = o.

ox
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Le debit q de la tranche,

a la riviere,

prend comme expression:

(II)

q

q1 etant le debit a !'instant initial.
II en resulte que le debit de la ribiere variera en fonction du temps d'apres

r 7. S'il s'agit d'une nappe artesienne, P. Werner et

f3

E.]. Sundquist [4] ont montre que :

vaut rr;;_r, r etant le rapport de la largeur 1 du massif d'infiltration alimentant la couche

aquifere artesienne a l'epaisseur e de celle-ci.
La corbe de recession depend ici de la permeabilite, alors qu'elle depend de !'infiltration
clans le cas d'une nappe libre et non de la permeabilite.
18. Les formules ( 12) et ( 13) ont ete essayees pour les cours d' eau cites clans le tableau 24. 1,
presentant un bassin plus ou moins permeable et offrant des periodes de recession par suite
de !'absence de precipitations pendent des temps assez importants. C'est en general, la formule
12 qui s'applique le mieux pour definir la forme des courbes de recession des debits telles
qu'elles ont ete observees et donnees par l'Annuaire hydrologique de la France d'Outre-Mer.
Ceci est assez logique puisque les terrains permeables reconnus sont des terrains de surface
presentant done des nappes libres. II y a cependant des cas d'application de la formule (I 3)
faisant prevoir !'existence, clans ce cas, de nappes artesiennes.
19. On se rend immediatement compte qui'il existe une relation entre la valeur du coefficient d'ecoulement des cours d'eau et la forme de leur courbe de recession.
On se bornera, clans ce qui suit, aux cours d'eau alimentes par des nappes libres. Tomes
autres choses egales, leur coefficient d'ecoulemem sera d'autant plus eleve que le debit initial
Q 0 de la periode de recession est eleve et que la valeur de a est plus faible. En effet, on a
alors une enorme restitution d'eau pendant la periode seche, restitution qui ne peut provenir
que des precipitations echappees a !'evaporation.
Le debit initial Q 0 est determine par I' infiltration pendant la periode pluvieuse: il croit

avec cette infiltration ao. Quant

aa

nous ' l'avons trouve egal ci-dessus au rapport de

H.

et comme on ne peut agir sur a 0 pour le reduire, d'apres ce qui vient d'etre dit, a ne peut
prendre des valeurs faibles que si la hauteur moyenne de la nappe est elevee.
On voit done que les circonstances seront les plus favorables pour une valeur elevee du
coefficient d'ecoulement quand une bonne infiltration sera aidee par une grande epaisseur de
nappe.
On pourrait peut-etre considerer ces conclusions comme un peu evidentes a priori. Ce
qui peut etre interessant clans ce qui precede, c'est que les conclusions peuvent recevoir une
expression numerique, qui n'est cependant pas absolue, par la valeur de a.
20. Pour l'annee 1956, nous avons calcule a l'aide de la formule ( 12) les valeurs de a pour
les rivieres figurant au tableau 1 pour autant que ces rivieres presentent une pfriode d'alimentation nulle precedee par les precipitations de quelque duree. (unite pour a = l/jour).
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Le tableau 24.3 ci-dessous reproduit les valeurs de a trouvees tandis que les valeurs du
coefficient d'ecoulement deduites de la formule de Turc et celles provenant de la mesure sont
donnees clans les deux dernieres colonnes.
TABLEAU 24.3.

Coefficient d'ecoulement
No.
d'ordre

10
14
18
19
31
47
49
50
54
55
56
57
58
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Riviere et station
Sankarni a Mandiana
Konkoure au Pt. de Telimele
Comae a Aniassue
Comoe a Karfiguela
Lorn a Betare-Oya
Chari a Fort-Lamay
Chari a Fort-Archambault
Bahr-Sara a Moi:ssala
Logone a Bangor
Logone a Lai:
Logone a Moundou
Pende a Doha
M'Bere a. M'Bere
Alima a Tchikapika
N'Keni a Gamboma
Djoue a Kibossi
Foulakary au bac de Kimpanzou
Kouilou a Kakamoeka
Bouenza a Moukoukoulou
Ogooue a Lambarene

a

0·015
0·0136
0·019
0·0021
0·00723
0·0178
0·0152
0·013
0·0127
0 · 0122
0·01
0 ·016
0·0068
o· 000674} valeurn influence"
0·0053
par de faibles
o · 000525 pluies

0·00576
0·00468
0·00274
0·0069

Turc

Me sere

0·266
0·35
0·09
o· 102
0·26
0·05
0·05
o· 167
o· 185
0·208
0 · 24
0·24
0·29
0·31
0·31
0·267
0·226
0·239
0·327
0·286

0·273
0·51
0·087
0·273
0·34
0·065
0·049
o· 162
o· 184
0·201
0·26
o· 185
0·30
0·49
0·54
0·44
0·43
0·39
0·35
0·45

On voit que les valeurs de a inferieures a o ·or correspondent a des valeurs nettement
superieures du coefficient d'ecoulement mesure par rapport a celles deduites d~ la formule
de Turc. (Pour la Bouenza et le M'Bere, la superiorite du coefficient mesure n'est pas considerable.)
·
Au sujet de ces rares cas qui semblent ne confirmer que partiellement les considerations
emises, on remarquera que d'autres facteurs et notamment la couverture vegetale peuvent
exercer une action opposee a celle de la permeabilite et reduire par consequent !'influence de
cette derniere.
Par contre, pour des valeurs de a superieures a o · o l la concordance des valeurs calculees
et mesurees du coefficient d'ecoulement est bonne avec meme parfois des valeurs du coefficient calcule inferieures a celles de la mesure.
On remarquera aussi que les valeurs de a trouvees pour 1956 sont tres sensiblement les
memes pour les annees precedentes.
2r. Pour une des rivieres, le Tomi (No. 42), la formule (12) ne s'applique pas a la courbe de
recession des debits. Par contre, la loi exponentielle de la formula l 3 s'applique parfaitement
a la courbe de recession de cette riviere avec un coefficient f3 valant 0·0212. Le bassin en
question semble done posseder des nappes artesiennes qui alimentent la riviere en periode seche.
22. En terminant, on peut se demander si !'action de la permeabilite qui a ete developpee
clans ce qui precede se fait egalement sentir clans les regions temperees. A priori, on peut
repondre que l'action doit exister clans ces regions, mais toutes autres choses egales, elle
devra etre d'autant moins marquee que la temperature moyenne est plus basse. C'est bien
ce que l'on constate a la consideration des chiffres cites. par Wundt.
On trouvera, en effet, des rivieres du sud de l'Italie dont les bassins sont d'ailleurs assez
limites en etendue (4,020 km. au maximum)' qui presentent des ecarts vis-a-vis des evaluations
de Wundt OU de Turc dus, de toute evidence, a la permeabilite. C'est le cas pour la Nera,
I' Anio et la Pescara. Toutefois, les bassins des revieres en question presentent des phenomenes
karstiques clans une grande partie de leur etendue. Cette circonstance permet d'expliquer
une infiltration et une retention considerables, que ne peuvent fournir des sables ou des
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Variations des Debits Specifiques de Crues Decennales en fonction de la Superficie du Bassin.

gres, comme c'est le cas pour les rivieres de la region equatoriale dont nous avons donne les
ecarts pour les regions equatoriales. On ajoutera d'ailleurs que ces ecarts vis-a-vis des valeurs
supputees du coefficient d'ecoulement sont beaucoup moins frequents clans les regions temperees et qu'ils n'y atteignent pas en grandeur certaines des valeurs trouvees pour les rivieres
tropicales.
En d'autres termes, !'action de la permeabilite existe clans les regions temperees, mais elle
n'a pas le meme intensite et par suite la meme extension que clans les regions tropicales. En
fait, en regions temperees, cette action n'est sensible que pour les regions karstiques.

DISCUSSION
I would like to ask Professor Tison whether, in these catchments where the actual run-off
coefficients exceeded the calculated coefficients, the possibility of run-off being augmented by underground seepage from adjacent catchments can be entirely ruled out.

M. LINDLEY:
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I have a difficulty with the basic assumption made by Professor Tison. He says that
as soon as water enters the ground it is protected against solar radiation, evaporates less, and is thus
stored in greater quantities. This is certainly true if water goes so deep that it is below the slice of ground
which contains the roots of the vegetation. In this slice, however, the result should be the opposite,
since the water will be released by evapotranspiration of the vegetation. Thus, analysing the data
more closely, I expect that one would find, for an increasing depth of porous soil, first an evaporation
corresponding to surface conditions, then an increase due to evapotranspiration followed by a sharp
decrease to the amount given by the theory of Professor Tison.
N. VANDER ELST:

c. PEREIRA: I agree with the remarks made by Mr. Vander Elst. Findings in our experiments bear
out these statements.

H.

J. TISON (in reply): In reply to Miss Lindley, I would like to say that this intervention is very much
to the point. At the end of my paper I mentioned several rivers in Italy whose catchments benefit
considerably from underground water coming from neighbouring catchments. But in the case we are
studying, all the catchments with a true run-off coefficient value greater than the calculated coefficient are adjacent catchments in the same region, the Middle Congo. Therefore, if the water from
one of these catchments was seeping into a neighbouring catchment, the first would have a real run-off
coefficient lower than the calculated coefficient, and this is not the case.
In answer to Mr. Vander Elst and Dr. Pereira, I would say that in soils with a large infiltration and
storage capacity, a considerable part of the water which penetrates into the soil goes directly to join the
water-table. The proof of this is that in catchments whose real run-off coefficients are greater than the
calculated coefficients, the flow variation, even in the dry season, is only slightly influenced by the
weather (low values of ex.). These catchments give back, therefore, large quantities of water which could
only come from underground water protected from evaporation by rapid infiltration.
L.
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THE ENERGY BALANCE OF TROPICAL LAND SURFACES
BY H. C. PEREIRA AND

J.

S. G. MCCULLOCH

East African Agriculture and Forestry Research Organization, Muguga, Kenya
Climatic Effects

of Diverse

Vegetation Covers

Recognition of the turbulence experienced over heated land surfaces, and of the calmer
conditions over lakes and forests, was vital to an earlier generation of airline pilots and is
still of importance to those flying light aircraft in the tropics. The effects have been reported
for as much as 3,000 m. above ground. Despite this wealth of experience, comparatively
little systematic research on the subject has been undertaken. In a classical attempt to obtain
direct measurements of the effects of different vegetation covers on the heat· flux in the
atmosphere, Pavari [8] suspended simple thermohygrographs from captive balloons at
500 m. and r ,ooo m. over bare ground, thicket and dense pine forest near Leghorn, Italy.
Air temperatures at I ,ooo m. over forest were cooler in the morning and early afternoon
than those over bare ground, but became warmer at night. His comparisons with air temperature r · 5 m . above ground level were complicated by the shade effects of the trees, but
he obtained opposite effects of pine-forest and of dense thicket. The air at 500 m. above the
thicket was warmer, both day and night, than the air within it, while that above the forest
was cooler. He concluded that the temperature effects of forest and thicket covers are felt
for several hundred metres above them, but disappear at ground level very close to the
forest edge.
The intensive study by Hursh [5] of the large-scale contrasts in land-surface covers
afforded by the Tennessee Copper Basin, is the best example yet reported of the effects of
forests on local climate. Although confined to a height of two metres, Hursh's autographic
recording showed that very sharp contrasts in soil and air temperatures, and in evaporation
rates, were accompanied by significant lowering of rainfall when continuous forest was
cleared to leave 7,000 acres of bare soil, surrounded by a zone of grassland averaging rt miles
(2! km.) in diameter.
Pavari [g] has reviewed some of the many studies of temperatures within the shade and
shelter of various tree covers. These, of course, give us little useful information about the
exchange of energy between land surface and atmosphere.
Catchment Area Research

Professor Tison, in his review for this meeting of the hydrometeorological effects, has
stressed the fragmentary nature of the evidence available, and has underlined the importance
of detailed investigations over catchment areas. Bernard [ 2] made an estimate of evapotranspiration for the vast Congo basin, and although through lack of detailed rainfall and
streamflow information his calculation of r,395 mm. (55 in.) for forest and r,025 mm. (40 in.)
for savannah could only be very approximate, the results are undoubtedly of the right order.
Meteorologists studying the atmospheric heat engine have generally to estimate the heat
flux to the atmosphere on very inadequate grounds. Riehl and Malkus, for instance, had
to assume evaporation over tropical land areas as equal to that of the oceans [14]. Houghton
[4] quotes a selection of diverse values from the literature, most of which were based on
measurements in small tanks: in a series of East African catchment area experiments summarized below, continuous direct measurements have b een made of all of the more important
factors in the heat and water balances, over complete valleys of from 40 to 2,000 acres.
From these experiments together with some heat flux analyses conducted on bare soil at
Muguga, Kenya [7], and some water use studies of grasses and crops on the dry Central
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plains of Tanganyika [I I], it is now possible to present a table of measured values over a
representative sample of land-surface conditions from hot dry plains at 3,000 ft. altitude to
cold mountain mist-forests at 10,000 feet.
The catchment area studies are large-scale co-operative experiments in which the several
technical Departments of the East African Governments combine with the East African
Agriculture and Forestry Research Organization to study the hydrological effects of changes
of land-use in major watersource areas. The methods, which are discussed elsewhere [ 13],
employ the comparison of measured evaporation with measured changes in the water storage
of deep soils in order to arrive at a value for seasonal evapotranspiration. This is checked
independently by the differences between the cumulative totals of rainfall and streamflow,
summed over "water years" between dates of minimum flow.
The evaporation estimates follow the Penman energy-balance method, with direct
measurement of the most critical component, the incoming solar radiation. The latter is
recorded by Gunn-Bellani distillation-type radiation integrators which have been individually
calibrated against Kipp-Moll solarimeters [12]. The Penman method has given good agreement with open water evaporation measurements when sunshine hours have been used to
estimate the incoming energy, and excellent agreement when direct measurements of radiation
have been employed.
When only rainfall and streamflow are measured, as in most of the catchment studies
which the authors have as yet found reported in the literature, the difference in thees quantities
can be the sum of both evapotranspiration and deep seepage. While our geological colleagues
can advise on the probabilities of freedom from such seepage losses, there are no means available for checking their magnitude, or of ensuring their absence. In East Africa however, our
geographical environment offers circumstances exceptionally favourable to an additional
method of hydrological investigation. The strongly-contrasting wet and dry seasons together
with the typically deep root ranges of vegetation in our very deep porous stone-free soils
permit direct measurement of soil moisture storage changes. These are not only, in themselves,
a substantial component of the seasonal water cycle (equal, in one experiment, to the total
annual streamflow), but in periods when deeply-placed electrical tensiometers record no
through drainage, they give a direct quantitative measurement of evapotranspiration.
Those unfamiliar with soil physics techniques may be confused by references in the literature
to the excessive variability of soil moisture measurements, which has been held by some
earlier workers to preclude its use in the hydrological balance. This refers to the obsolete
chemical approach by which the gravimetric soil moisture percentages were compared.
These are not additive and are indeed highly variable at a given depth. Conversion to volumetric measurements involves a great deal of core-sampling, which may be very difficult in
stony soils elsewhere, but is comparatively easy in the uniform stone-free soils of East Africa's
high catchment areas. This jn turn permits the addition of inches depth of water per foot
of profile to give a total which effectively integrates the net results of recent rainfalls, evaporation and drainage. Variability between the inches depth of water in replicate profiles is low,
the least significant difference at the P ·o5 level of probability being only 5 per cent. of the
mean at most samplings [10].
An additional check is provided by the calculation of a running balance for soil moisture
storage, which is compared with the results of direct deep samplings. The satisfactory agreement between prediction and observation over a number of years [ IOJ is a guarantee of the
soundness of the method. In the smaller catchments, where ground-water storage is slight,
the agreement of the evapotranspiration values thus derived, with the differences between
rainfall and streamflow, have been good enough to ensure that deep seepage losses are
negligible. In the larger catchments, fluctuation of the ground-water can be followed by
the difference between the cumulative contributions calculated from the evapotranspiration
and soil moisture storage budget, and the observed streamflow. The seasonal return of these
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calculated ground-water fluctuations to an equilibrium level again indicates the absence of
any significant losses by deep seepage.
The assessment, over these catchment areas, of the total rainfall, often regarded as a
tedious but simple measurement, has in fact provided the biggest technical problem in these
experiments. By using initially an intensive system of autographic gauges, supplemented by
both daily-read gauges and, on the larger catchments, by special game-proof gauges with
underground storage for 1 o-day readings, we are seeking to simplify the network as information is built up about the variability of the rainfall patterns. We hope that the introduction
by Munitalp of work on the radar assessment of rainfall will make a powerful contribution
to these studies. A special consideration, where many raingauges are installed in a small
forested valley, is that clearings cannot be made without serious disturbance of the catchment
vegetation whose effects we are studying. The gauges have therefore been mounted on
tree-towers a t canopy level, or, in the case of quick-growing plantations, on adjustable masts
on which they may be kept in the canopy without either overexposure or interference.

Energy Balance over Catchments
Thus both the incoming energy and the water-balance of these catchment areas are
obtained. These data afford simultaneously the opportunity to study their energy balance.
In the absence of cloud, there is incident at the earth's surface, in equatorial regions, short
wave solar radiation amounting to about 700 gm. cal./cm. 2 /day. A substantial part of this
energy income is reflected back to outer space by clouds, and a forthcoming publication of
the East African Meteorological Department on average cloud amount over East Africa
will serve to illustrate the association of higher cloud amounts with high altitude catchment
areas. Of the solar radiation which reaches the earth, part is reflected, according to the albedo
of the cover; the remainder is transformed into heat energy by absorption by the effective
surface. At this surface the entire interchange of energy occurs. Its albedo regulates the
radiation reflected back to space; its temperature determines the heating of the air and the
loss of energy by evaporation and by long wave radiation: its thermal properties in their
turn govern the redistribution of the energy within the surface.
Measurement of Albedo
No differential radiometer is yet available for this work although Munitalp has generously
offered to provide one; the albedo of several tropical vegetation covers has, however, recently
been measured by mounting a Kipp and Zonen portable thermopile in a reversible swivel,
maintaining the horizontal plane at a height of 30 cm. above the canopy by a heavy pendulum.
The thermopile has been connected to an accurate and sensitive moving coil galvanometer,
and pairs of upward and downward readings have been taken at 6-minute intervals usually
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For forest canopies the raingauge towers were used for these observations.
The results are summarized in Table 25. 1
TABLE

Type of Cover

25. l.

SOME RECENT MEASUREMENTS OF ALBEDO NEAR TO THE EQUATOR.

Albedo
(Mean Daily Values)

Open Water

o·og

Bare Soil
Short Grass
Bamboo Forest
Tea Bushes
Broad-leaved trees

0·08
0·21
o· 12

o· 16
o· 18

Remarks

Over a sunken pan 120 cm. diam. and
painted internally.
Kikuyu Red Loam with a dry dusty tilth.
Closely mown green lawn in dry weather.
Mature continuous canopy, 40 ft. high.
Above plucking table of mature bushes.
Above a canopy 40 ft. high.

30

cm. deep, black

The values for open water are higher than the 5 per cent. used by Penman for the higher
latitudes, but the other surfaces gave values similar to those reported from the temperate
regions.
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of Catchment Area Energy Balances

The energy-balance for each experiment is described first in terms of the inches of water
which could be evaporated annually over the catchment area. The weather data given are
those measured during the experiments (Tables 25.2, 25.3, 25.4).
TABLE 25.2. MIST-FOREST ON THE ABERDARE MOUNTAINS
40 ft. high Bamboo (Arundinaria alpinea)
Area of valley
I6I acres (65 Ha.) ·
Altitude Range ..
8,ooo to 10,000 ft. (2,460 to 3,560 m.)
Latitude
o 0 I4' s.
Mean Air Temperature
55·2° F. (I2·9° C.)
Wet Year
Nov. I95J-58

Rainfall (from 9 gauges)
Sunshine Hours
Short-wave Radiation reaching forest canopy
Evapotranspiration ..
Heat returned to atmosphere
Average daily heat flux

100
6· I
III
44
67
252

in.
in.
in.
in.
gm. cal./cm.•

Dry Year
Nov. I958-59

76 in.
6·6
I I5 in.
45 in.
70 in.
263 gm. cal./cm. 2

TABLE 25.3. TALL RAIN-FOREST ON SITOTEN MOUNTAIN
IOO ft. high continuous canopy
Area of valley
I,760 acres (7I3 Ha.)
Altitude
7,000 to 8,ooo ft. (2,I50 to 2,460 m.)
Latitude
0° 20' s.
Longitude
350 20' E.
Mean Air Temperature
6I·3°F. (I6·3°C.)
Mean Sun Hours
6· I
The annual hydrological cycle, including the progressive estimate of groundwater changes and of soil moisture
storage, balanced on I August.
I August I957 to
JI July I958

Rainfall ..
Evapotranspiration
Total short-wave radiation reaching forest canopy
Heat returned to atmosphere
Average daily heat flux

67
54
II6
62
233

in.
in.
in.
in.
gm. cal. /cm. 2

I August I958 to
JI July I959

72 in.
59 in.
I I8 in.
59 in.
222 gm. cal./ cm.2

TABLE 25.4. AFRICAN PEASANT AGRICULTURE.
Replacing natural forest on Mbeya Range, Tanganyika, by 50% subsistence crops and 50 % goat pasture on
steep hillsides.
Latitude
30 49' s.
Longitude
33 0 22' E.
Altitude
8,000-8,500 ft. (2,460 to 2,560 m.)
Area of Valley
5I acres (2I Ha.)
Water Year
I December I957 to 30 November 1958
M ean Air T emperature
57·7° F. ( I3 · 3° C.)

Rainfall (in. ) (7 gauges)
Mean Daily Sun Hours
Evapotranspiration (in.)
Incoming short-wave radiation r eaching top of vegetation (Equivalent in. )
H eat returned to atmosphere (in. ) . .
Average daily heat flux to atmosphere in gm. cal./cm.2 ..

Rain
Season
Dec.-May

Early
Dry
Season
June-Sept.

Late
Dry
Season
Oct.-Nov.

52·8
5"2
I2'5

Nil
9·2
9· I

I ·3
7·6
I ·3

54' I
7·0
22·9

60·7
48·2
363

50·8
4 1 ·7
469

24·0
22·7
510

I35"5
I I2 · 6
423

Water
Year
Dec.-Nov.

12
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Heat Flux from Semi-Arid Grass Plains

The 90,000 acres of land originally cleared from dense Commiphora thicket for the
Groundnuts Scheme at Kongwa has been very successfully developed as a ranching enterprise by the Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation. In co-operation with East African
Agriculture and Forestry Research Organization the Corporation undertook some detailed
physical studies of water relations of bare soil, field crops and grass covers [4]. Soil moisture,
a ctual and potential evapotranspiration and soil temperatures were measured over 4 years.
Evapotranspiration tanks checked the rate of water use during wet weather and soil moisture
sampling showed an average of 4 · 7 in. of stored water to be used by grass from the fifst six
feet near the end of the rains. Indigenous grasses and herbs dried out the first foot depth of
soil to wilting point by the end of April each year. Weed-free bare soil was dried by evaporation
to a foot depth by the end of May. Thereafter water losses were slow and small throughout
the dry season.
As transpiration is reduced, so the grass temperature is increased and additional heat is
distributed to the atmosphere by radiation and convection. The dead grass remains upright
throughout the dry season, protecting the soil surface by an inert cover unless burnt off by
native herdsmen. A direct measurement of the insulating effect of the grass was made by
placing horizontal recording mercury-in-steel thermographs at a depth of one inch under
bare soil, under grass cut to 2 in. high, and under the natural cover of about I o in. high [4].
The results of 3 years of daily readings, 1954-1956, are summarized in Table 25.5.
TABLE

25.5. DAILY THERMOGRAPH RECORDS AT
(3 Year mean Values at one-inch depth)

Mean Daily Maximum Temperature in ° F.
Mean Daily Range of Temperature in ° F.

KoNGWA

Bare
Soil

Short
Grass

Long
Grass

I06·8
35·4

88 · 8
18· I

79·7
9·3

This effective reduction of heat flow into the soil must be accompanied by redistribution
of the excess energy. The effect is similar to that observed by Pavari over dense thicket and
can be expected wherever a canopy of vegetation is not cooled by transpiration. The interception of nearly all of the radiation by inert vegetation of low conductivity combined with
the insulating effect of the layer of air captive within it reduces the diurnal temperature
variation of the soil surface and hence the penetration of heat energy into the soil. Table
25.6 sets out the average results for the natural grass cover in the wet and dry seasons observed.
The wet season values depend on the highly variable rainfall. Glover, Robinson and Henderson [3] calculate that a rainfall total of 20 in. may be expected in less than 7 years out of ro
at Kongwa.
TABLE 25.6. HEAT FLUX FROM SEMI-ARID GRASSLAND
(Energy expressed as equivalent inches of water evaporated)

Kongwa, Tanganyika. Latitude 6°

Incoming Energy
Evapotranspiration
Heat returned to atmosphere
Average Rate of Heat Flux
Average Daily Heat Flux

02'

S., Longitude 36°

20'

E., Altitude 3,650 feet.

Rain Season
January-May

Dry Season
June-December

44 in.
I3 in.
3I in.
6 in. per month
265 gm. cal./cm. 2 /day

7I in.
Negligible
71 in.
10 in. per month
440 gm. cal./cm. 2 /day
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H eat Flux from Bare Soil
During the intensive rain seasons the evaporation rates from wet bare surfaces are similar
to those from open water, although a shallow layer of surface soil dries rapidly during any
breaks in the rains. Soil moisture measurements showed severe drying of the first two feet of
bare soil; the seasonal loss from the first six feet depth was only 3 in. less than that from grass.
Table 25. 7 gives the approximate seasonal averages of heat flux.
25.7. HEAT FLUX FROM BARE SOIL SURFACE
(at Kongwa: energy as inches of evaporation)

TABLE

Rain
Incoming Energy
Evaporation
Total Heat Returned
Average rate
Average Daily Rate of heat flux

44in.
10 in.
34 in.
6 · 5 in./month
280 gm. cal./cm. 2

Dry
71 in.
Negligible
71 in.
oo in./month
440 gm. cal./ cm. 2

During the dry season, although the evaporation is negligible, the soil temperature
profiles show that another factor now becomes of increased importance, i.e. _the penetration of
heat energy into the soil. The examples already given of characteristic African vegetation
have a common factor in their behaviour as land surface covers. They all intercept the incoming radiation and dispose of nearly all of the energy by transpiration, reflection or reemission. The thermal behaviour of a bare soil surface is rather different, as is illustrated by
detailed studies under the cool uplands climate of Muguga and on the hot Kongwa plains.
Under both sets of conditions the depth of penetration of the diurnal temperature wave into
bare soil was approximately one foot, indicating an important absorption and storage of
heat energy during the hottest part of the day and its return to the atmosphere during late
afternoon and night.
The measurements of this heat flux into the soil can be achieved by the detailed analysis
of soil thermograph records. This problem has long been studied in temperate latitudes
where it is only in the long summer days that appreciable amounts of diurnal heat storage
takes place in the soil. That most of such storage heat is released during the night, is shown
by Albrecht 1930 [1] when, in one example, 125 gm. cal. /cm. 2 accumulated in the soil
between 0600 and 1700 hrs. while 105 gm. cal. /cm. 2 was lost during the remainder of the
24 hr. period. The daily difference of 20 gm. cal. /cm2 represents the cumulative seasonal
heat storage, which is important at high latitudes, but is negligible in equatorial regions.
Under the latter conditions heat accumulation occurs for only about seven hours per day
so that the wave form appears markedly skew and the average of maximum and minimum
over-estimates the mean temperature by as much as 5° F. [14]. Fourier analysis involving
the first two harmonics is essential to approximate the wave form in the top 6 in. of soil;
below 1 ft. the diurnal variation falls below the limits of measurement. The characteristic
homogeneity of the soils and of weather conditions from one day to the next under East
African conditions simplifies the solution of the general equation of heat flow. Assuming
a sinusoidal forci ng wave applied at the surface.

ae a ( ae)
at= ax K ax
The solution would normally involve, in addition to the usual periodic solution, a term
expressing the transient disturbance due to the initiation of the wave, but under equatorial
conditions this can be ignored altogether. The solution of Equation ( 1) for the diffusivity K
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at Muguga using the method described by McCulloch and Penman I 956 [6] resulted in a
series of values which varied little with time and not at all with soil moisture content. The mean
values were 0·0020 cm.2/sec. and 0·0015 cm. 2 /sec. for the depth ranges l-6 in. and 6-14 in.
A similar study at Kongwa has yielded values varying from o · 002 l to o · 0036 in the surface
3 in. layer.
To illustrate the heat storage which may occur at Muguga, data for 12-21 January, 1955,
are quoted. The 1-6 in. layer of soil ha$ a temperature relationship which may be written,
when zero depth, x is at l in. in the soil, t = o at 08 · oo hrs.

e (x, t)

77·26 - 0·568x

+ 22·47e+ 8·82e-

0 • 174xsin (wt
0 • 223 x sin (2wt

- 0·131x - 0·109)
- o· l68x - l ·404)
It is valid to extrapolate this equation to the surface, since under the more extreme
conditions of temperature there, any error will be in the nature of an under-estimate of the
true variation. The equation becomes then
=

e (x, t)

=

78·71

+ 34·96 sin (wt+ 0·224) + 15"38 sin

(2wt - 0·977)

giving a maximum surface temperature of 120° F., which is entirely in accord with measurements made in other experiments. The total flux into the soil may then be calculated by
integration.
This stored energy is returned during the late afternoon and evening. It does not, therefore,
reduce the total daily heat flux to the atmosphere, but it does substantially reduce the peak
rate of emission by the ground surface. The magnitude ·of this reduction in the above example
is about one-fifth. Similar calculations for the Kongwa measurements gave the same proportion
of heat storage from the incoming radiation.
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DISCUSSION
I greatly appreciate the vast amount of reliable results which Dr. Pereira has presented.
This is an extremely important contribution not only to applied meteorology, but also to the physical
fundaments of our science. Therefore, it seems to me very useful, if Dr. Pereira could publish, at least
in substance, all results gained in this work. especially monthly averages of all terms of variation,
thermal and water balance, since I doubt if similar results are available for any other point in the
Kenya Mountains?
H. FLOHN:

H. c. PEREIRA (in reply): Yes, the zone of maximum rainfall is indicated approximately by the line at
which rain forest is replaced by bamboo. Rainfall on the very high peaks (above 15,000 feet) is rather
low. This is, however, a problem for the meteorologists.

The existence of an altitude of maximum rainfall is a very controversial problem. A German
meteorologist worked on data for 1880-1890 for the Hartz, and I have studied this problem while

M. PAULY:
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studying the flood disaster on the Garonne. I found precipitation greatest on the highest · peaks in
summer, but the maximum occurred lower down in winter.
H. FLOHN: So far as I can see, we should be very cautious about the transfer of our experience of the
rainfall altitude relationship from temperate latitudes to the tropics. In Indonesia there is sufficient
evidence for a rainfall maximum near I,200 m. In contrast to middle latitudes we observe in the
tropics no great increase of wind speed with height during rain-producing weather systems, and a
great part of the orographical rains are formed by weak diurnal wind systems.
F. M. ALI: I was greatly astonished at Dr. Pereira's statement which indicates that bare soil gives less
heat than the soil covered by vegetation can give to the surrounding air. Will that hold for the bare
soil of the desert too ?
Such information will be valuable to the experiments and investigation carried out to establish
the New Valley between the oasis in the Egyptian territory of the United Arab Republic.
H. c. PEREIRA (in reply): The total heat returned daily to the atmosphere is the same for bare soil and
for a cover of dead grass. Our results show, however, that the peak rate is somewhat reduced by the
grass.
N. VANDER ELST: With reference to what has been said about absorption of solar radiation by the forest
canopy and the bare soil, I want to stress the fact that one must distinguish between the heat storage
(or balance) and the question of surface temperature. The surface equilibrium temperature is conditioned, all other factors being equal, by the capacity of the surface to emit long wave radiation. This
is more effective for the plants than for the bare soil and consequently the surface temperature of the
leaves (or the grass) is lower than the irradiated ground. The gradient of the temperature over the
ground may thus become greater than the gradient over the forest at least for the first few hundreds
of feet.
R. RAINEY: It has been said that in Britain, and no doubt through much of the temperate zone, the soil
surface may be regarded as wet for the purposes of energy-balance, for most of the year. Would Dr.
Pereira agree that most of the surface of Africa, on the other hand, is from this point of view dry for
most of the year? If so, such a difference, making a much greater proportion of the incoming solar
radiation in Africa available for the convective heating of the overlying air, and leading in turn to
greater intensities of turbulence and to much more rapid air-mass modification, may perhaps account
for some of the characteristic differences between the synoptic meteorology of Africa and that of higher
latitudes.
Concerning rainfall and altitude, another example of a mountain with much less rain at the summit
than on the lower slopes is provided by the Peak of Teneriffe, penetrating the Trades inversion.

H. c. PEREIRA (in reply): I agree that the above soil surfaces over most of East Africa are dry for most of
the year. It must be remembered that the forested mountains and hill ranges with high rainfall occupy
only about one-quarter of the land surface.
LINDLEY: The Kenya Ministry of Works has some data on rainfall on Mount Kenya. This is not very
extensive yet but the data so far available shows that the altitude at which maximum precipitation
occurs varies with orientation of the mountain slope with reference to the prevailing winds. We have
recently made plans to follow up this early work on the mountain, in connection with our investigations
into the water resources of one Drainage Area, and have now a close network of storage-type raingauges
which we plan to read seasonally, at the beginning and end of the two rainy seasons each year.

M.

J. J. LE Roux: Following on the discussions of rainfall measurements in the bamboo forests on the slopes
of the Aberdares, I want to raise one small point. A factor which may have an influence on the amount
of water precipitated in such a catchment area at high altitude, is that the bamboo plants and other
vegetation collect water on occasions when the area is covered in mist. The amount of water collected
in this way can be appreciable, depending on the frequency of occurrence of mist and wind speed.
Experiments were carried out by the Weather Bureau of the Union of South Africa over the coast
of South-West Africa near Swakopmund where fog occurs on about an average of over 100 occasions
per annum. An estimate made from preliminary results, showed that a wire gauze screen I2 ft. X I2 ft.
can collect an amount of water of the order of I,ooo gallons per year.
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H. c. PEREIRA (in reply): Similar results have been observed (but not yet effectively measured) at the
Kenya coast on the Shimba Hills. In the bamboo most of the morning mist condensation wets the
outside of the leaves and evaporates in the middle of the day. It thus reduces soil moisture loss and is
a direct contribution, but is included in our evapotranspiration estimate.

J. TISON: I wish to express my admiration for the hydrological work of Dr. Pereira and of his colleagues.
Many workers in Europe should come and see what he is doing here.
Can I ask for more information regarding the following point: Dr. Pereira explains how he measures
the variation of the quantity of water from the soil above the water table. Does he never take measurements to see if the water table is not subject to fluctuations?
L.

H. c. PEREIRA (in reply): We calculate the water passing beyond the root range and subtract the streamflow. This gives us an estimate of the groundwater fluctuation, for comparison with that derived from
the recession-curve of the stream. Attempts to measure the fluctuations of the perched water tables
beneath the roots are complicated by the complex shape of the water surface and we are not able to
make direct use of such observations in these steep valleys.

ASPECTS HYDROMETEOROLOGIQUES DES FORETS EQUATORIALES
ET TROPICALES

J. TISON
Universite de Glzand, Belgique
PAR L.

1. Le probleme de l'influence de la foret sur les conditions hydrometeorologiques a donne
lieu a une recolte abondante de materiaux, mais il faut bien dire qui'l existe une grande
disproportion entre ce qui a ete fait pour les fon~ts des regions tempfrees et froides d'une
part, et pour les fon~ts des regions tropicales et equatoriales d'autre part.
L'etude de l'influence de la fon~t, quelle que soit la region du globe OU elle se trouve, est
d'ailleurs un probleme bien difficile. On a utilise, pour cette etude, une methode qu'on
pourrait appeler directe et qui consiste a comparer aux memes temps les conditions visees
clans une region boisee et clans une autre non boisee, en essayant de se placer clans deux
regions ou les influences autres que celles de la foret sont aussi identiques que possible. On
voit immediatement la difficulte de trouver semblables regions: comme le fait remarquer
Pavari [6], si les deux regions considerees sont trop voisines elles reagissent l'une Sur l'autre,
tandis que, si elles sont trop ecartees, des elements autres que l'influence forestiere y deviendront nettement differents et on pourra attribuer a la foret ce qui est du a d'autres facteurs.
De cette difficulte est nee, aux Etats-Unis, la seconde methode qu'on a appelee historique.
Dans une premiere phase portant sur une serie d'annees, on observe les caracteristiques
hydrometeorologiques (ou autres) sur une certaine surface de foret et sur une autre surface
nue. Au cours de la seconde phase, la foret ayant ete eliminee sur la premiere surface, on
continue l'observation clans les deux zones envisagees. Au cours des deux phases, le recours a
la seconde surface nue pennet d'eliminfr les influences autres que celles de la foret.

2.

II sera question clans cette etude de l'influence que la foret tropicale peut exercer:

(a) sur certains elements de climat qui interessent particulierement l'hydrologie et surtout
(b) sur certains aspects purement hydrologiques.
3. Les resultats dont on dispose pour les regions tropicales sont malheureusement trop peu
nombraux. On peut cependant citer les resultats de Carton et Sallenave clans la foret
expfrimentale de Trang Born en Indochine. Les resultats ci-dessous ont ete empruntes a
l'etude deja signalee de Pavari [6]. La periode d'observation s'etend de 1933 a 1937.

TABLEAU

26. l.

TEMPERATURES DE L' AIR.

Rubrique

Hars Jaret

En Jaret

Difference

(Degres centigrades)
Moyenne annuelle des
maxima
Moyenne annuelle des
minima
Difference
Amplitude diurne:
Maximum
Minimum
Difference entre le maximum
absolu et le minimum
absolu pendant toute la
periode d'observation

32 · l

28 ·4

21 ·4
10'7

22·5
5·9

-4 ·8

18 · 5
l '0

13'5
0·3

-5·0
-0·7

-

3·7
l'l
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TABLEAU 26.2. HuMIDITE RELATIVE.
Rubrique

Horsforet

Enforet

Dijfirenu

(Pourcentage)

Moyenne annuelle a 6h
Moyenne annuelle a I 4h
Difference
Plus grande difference entre
les humidites moyennes
mensuelles a 6h et a I 4h
Plus petite difference entre
les humidites moyennes
mensuelles a 6h et a I 4h
Difference entre le maximum
absolu et le minimum
absolu a 14h pendant
toute la periode d'observation

97·9
67· I
30·8

96·7
82·3
14·4

-

51 ·8

4.2 ·9

-8·9

7

2·7

-

8·o

77·0

72·0

-

yo

IQ•

I ·2
15·2
-16·4

TABLEAU 26.3. EVAPORATION.
Rubrique

Horsforet

EnJoret

Total pour l'annee moyenne
Plus fort total mensuel
Plus bas total mensuel
Total moyen par 24h
Maximum par 24h clans toute la
periode d'observation

702·2
126·4
26·2
I ·9

(Millimetres)
297·5
67· I
6·6
o·8

Difference

-404·7
59·3
19·6
1·1

8·3

Ces resultats sont confirmes par Gerard qui a etudie une fon~t secondaire pres de Bambesa
au Congo Belge. Il observe notamment que la temperature de l'air est diminuee par la fon~t
et que la tension de vapeur d'eau y est toujours tres elevee avec un deficit de saturation tres
faible. La temperature du sol est toujours plus basse, l'ecart journalier est beaucoup plus vas
et l'ecart saisonnier assez marque. L'interception de la pluie par la fon~ t est notable (de
14·2 a 23·7%). Les taux d'evaporation sont tres bas (1y2% de celle obtenue hors fon~t
sans abri) et les variations sont paralleles a celles observees en terrain decouvert. Le pour
centage de l'evaporation nocturne est plus eleve en foret et la vitesse du vent y est fortement
reduite.
En resume, on peut dire qu'en genetal la fon~t a ten<lance a reduire les ecarts de temperature,
elle produit une chute tres nette de !'evaporation conduisant a une perte moins grande d'eau;
mais la transpiration agit clans le sens oppose [6] compensant, et meme au dela, le gain du a
la reduction de !'evaporation.
.
Les experiences de Schubert [9] en region temperee ont montre que cette plus grande
evapotranspiration est ]a cause de la plus faible temperature en foret: en effet, le hetre evapore
plus que l'epicea et le pin sylvestre; or, c'est clans les forets de hetres que la chute de temperature est la plus forte par rapport au terrain nu (pendant la periode de vegetation).
L'ensemble de la question de l'evapotranspiration a ete etudiee par Bernard [1] qui,
utilisant la formu]e (E
T) = P - D , trouve que l'evapotranspiration (E
T) au Congo
Belge est d'environ 1 ,025 mm. pour la savane et 1 ,500 mm. pour la foret equatoriale
(P = precipitations et D = l'ecoulement).
La meme equation nous permettra d'autres developpements clans la suite de cette etude.
Bernard a aussi utilise la methode energetique.

+

+

4 ( 1). U ne des influences de la foret fortement controversee est celle de son action sur la
hauteur des precipitations. Meme clans les regions temperees et froides OU cette action a ete
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soumise a de nombreuses etudes, les avis sont assez divergents. Schubert, clans son etude sur
la Zetzlinger Heide (Allemagne), trouve que la fon~t augmente les precipitations de 5 a
10 %· D'autres estiment cependant que la situation protegee des pluviometres en foret leur
fait donner des indictaions superieures a celles de ces instruments en terrain ouvert, toutes
choses restant egales.
Cependant, on a souvent admis une possibilite d'augmentation de la pluviosite par la
fon~t en se basant sur les considerations suivantes: La fon~ t provoque souvent, independamment
de toute augmentation de l'humidite de l'air au-dessus d'elle, une diminution de_la temperature jusqu'a des hauteurs qui atteignent I ,OOO m. et plus (mesures italiennes a l'aide de ballons
sondes). Cette diminution, on l'a vu, ne peut etre causee que par la plus grande evapotranspiration. Ce refroidissement de l'air au-dessus de la foret, quand le deficit de saturation est
tres bas, doit augmenter la pluviosite. Dans les climats chauds, cependant, lorsque le d eficit
de saturation est tres eleve, la foret ne peut guere augmenter les precipitations. On ajoutera
d'ailleurs que le refroidissement dont il vient d'etre question, a l'interieur et audessus de la
foret, n'est pas un phenomene general; les experiences italiennes dont on a parle ci-dessus,
ont montre que, clans certaines forets constituees par un taillis dense de chenes verts et
d'autres especes du maquis mediterraneen, a caractere nettement xerophile, (forteto), la
temperature moyenne clans la fon~t est superieure a celle du terrain nu (sauf d'octobre a
decembre).
Pavari l'explique en disant que la transpiration de ces forets est reduite pendant la saison
chaude et son action est depassee par !'action non conductrice du couvert qui eleve la temperature.
On a constate des actions analogues clans les forets de l' Arizona et du Nouveau-Mexique,
ainsi que clans le "chaparral" californien. Ces considerations nous ont fait sortir du cadre des
forets tropicales, mais elles leur sont egalement applicables, avec cependant cette remarque
que, pour ces forets, I' evaporation est plus rarement reduite qu' elle ne peut l'etre pour certaines
forets des regions mediterraneennes (ou du meme type). En consequence, on peut penser
qu'en regle generale la foret tropicale pourra provoquer une augmentation de la pluviosite.
4 (2). Une partie de cette augmentation peut d'ailleurs provenir d'une autre cause, du
moins en regime de plaine: la foret constitue une rugosite de la surface du sol qui provoque
un relevement des courants aeriens et la formation d'une couche limite turbulente dont
l'epaisseur est augmentee par la turbulence creee par la fon~t. Le relevement des masses
d'air, du a la hauteur de la foret et a la turbulence clans la couche limite, s'accompagne
necessairement d'une detente et celle-ci d'un refroidissement favourable a la naissance de la
pluie. Les hautes forets tropicales ont, ace point de vue, une action particulierement favourable.
4 (3)· De ce qui precede, resulte done qu'en general la foret tropicale aura tendance a
augmenter les precipitations. II faut cependant etre tres prudent clans ce domaine et des
recherches et constatations nombreuses sont encore necessaires avant d'avoir une idee nette
de cette action de la foret.
4 (4)· Une telle necessite de recherches se fait particulierement sentir quand on se reporte
aux resultats de Law [4]. Les pluviometres installes a l'interieur de la foret OU clans ses
clairieres ne peuvent, de toute evidence, donner une idee exacte des precipitations sur la
foret; ils sont influences, soit par le feuillage, soit par le fait que la clairiere modifie l'etat de
!'atmosphere. Law a CU l'idee d'installer des pluviometres sur des poteaux, clan la foret, a
la hauteur des arbres, et il a compare les donnees de ces pluviometres avec celles des appareils
places hots de la foret. Ila cependant tenu comptu que, d'apres les experiences de Mill, des
pluviometres places a une hauteur assez notable (3 a 6 m. clans les experiences de Mill)
au-dessus du sol, en zone nue, donnent des indications inferieures a celles des pluviometres
a un pied au-dessus du sol. Corrigeant ses resultats pour tenir compte de ces observations,
Law trouve que les precipitations sur la plantation sont reduites mais pas appreciablement.
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Ajoutons cependant que les arbres de !'experience de Law n'occupaient qu'une etendue tres
limitee, si bien qu'aucune conclusion ne peut etre en fait tin~e, si ce n'est la necessite de
proceder a des recherches plus etendues.

Action de la foret tropicale sur le coefficient d' ecoulement
5. On a souvent discute de !'action de la vegetation et de sa nature sur !'ensemble constitue
par !'evaporation et la transpiration.
Thornthwaite [ 10] a introduit le concept de I' evaporation/transpiration potentielle et
on peut calculer la quantite d'eau qui serait evacuee clans !'atmosphere pourvu que les disponibilites en eau du sol ne soient jamais epuisees. Si l'aprovisionnement du sol n'est pas a
chaque instant su:ffisant, la transpiration diminue et se limite a la quantite d'eau qui penetre
dans le sol, a faible profondeur d'ailleurs: cette eau est absorbee aussi bien par I' evaporation
que par la transpiration. Dans ce cas, la consommation en eau n'est que peu ou pas influencee
par la vegetation.
On pourrait en conclure que la somme evaporation/transpiration reelle augmente avec
l'alimentation en eau jusqu'a un maximum correspondant a !'evaporation/transpiration
potentielle.
6. Wilm [12] fait cependant observer qu'on ne peut pas deduire de la que !'ensemble
evaporation/transpiration reelle est independant de la variation de la vegetation pourvu
que la surface du sol soit bien couverte. Ainsi si on compare d'une part un sol profond sans
vegetation ou avec une vegetation superficielle (c'est-a-dire avec des systemes radiculaires
se limitant a une couche d'environ 50 cm. d'epaisseur), et d'autre part le meme sol couvert
par une foret d'age mur, avec des racines penetrant profondement, on se rend compte que
la quantite d'eau disponible pour la vegetation varie avec la nature de cette vegetation.
Dans le premier cas, la vegetation qu'on appellera superficielle ne disposera que de l'humidite
de la couche superieure limitee aux 50 cm. atteints par le systeme de racines, tandis que la
foret bien developpee pourra puiser son eau clans la hauteur sillonnee parses profondes racines.
L'evaporation/transpiration sera bien plus considerable clans le cas de la foret mure. C'est
ce qu'a constate Hoover [3] clans les Appalachian Mountains en Virginie: alors que la foret
mure consommait annuellement 1 m etre d'eau, sa disparition a reduit cette consommation a
50 cm. La croissance du taillis nouveau fait croitre cette perte, mais meme apres douze ans,
elle n'avait pas retrouve sa valeur initiale. Par contre, Wilm et Dunford ( 11) on trouve au
Colorado, clans un sol superficiel, une consommation d'eau independante de la densite de la
vegetation.
7. Wilm [7] presente une seconde exception a la regle de la croissance de la consommation
d'eau avec I' augmentation des disponibilites. 11 est logique, dit-il, de penser que clans les regions
a pluviosite tres abondante, la consommation d' eau peut diminuer quand la pluviosite augmente.
11 cite le cas d'une region de Porto-Rico, done en zone tropicale, ou l'evapotranspiration
d'une foret n'est que de 50 cm. annuellement pour des precipitations de 5 metres. Wundt [ 13]
a deja introduit des considerations semblables pour expliquer la valeur constante de !'evaporation lorsque les precipitations deviennent tres abondantes.
8. La forte consommation d'eau par les forets est d'ailleurs souvent admise par les auteurs
qui notent particulierement la depression plus forte de la nappe aquifere sous la foret que
sous les champs voisins: on consultera notamment Law [4] et Leyton at Carlisle [5].
On ajoutera que certain auteur russe a voulu voir clans cette depression de la nappe
l'action de drainage de l'encaissement des rivieres et autres drains naturels, encaissement qui
provoque une topographie du sol qui le rend impropre a la culture et son occupation necessaire
par la foret. Sans dire que des cas de cette espece ne se produisent pas, on preferera s'en tenir
aux idees de Wilm exposees aux paragraphes precedents.
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9. Dans une autre etude, de multiples bassins de la France equatoriale d'Outre-mer et
du Congo belge ont ete passes en revue pour montrer !'influence de la permeabilite du sol
qui tend, clans ces regions, a augmenter notablement la valeur des coefficients d'ecoulement.
Toutefois, au cours de l'examen de certains cas discutes a cette occasion, !'influence de la
fon~t a deja ete signalee. Ce qui precede permet de supposer que cette influence ne s'exercera
pas toujours clans le meme sens.
9 (r). Exemples de reduction du coefficient d'ecoulement sous !'action de la foret.
Comme on ]'a vu au paragraphe 2 de cette partie de l'expose, en sol profond la foret
augmentera la consommation d'eau, reduisant le coefficient d'ecoulement. Dans l'etude
relative a !'influence de la permeabilite~ deux diagrammes exprimaient le coefficient d'ecoulement reel en fonction de ce coefficient calcule soit par la methode de Turc, soit par celle de
Wundt. On peut estimer en effet que ces deux methodes empiriques, basees uniquement
sur les constatations faites, doivent conduire a des valeurs moyennes dudit coefficient. II a
ete montre que pour la plupart des cas pour lesquels la valeur reelle depassait sensiblement
la valeur supputee, cette discordance pouvait etre expliquee par la permeabilite du bassin.
Sur ces memes diagrammes, on peut faire des constatations clans un sens oppose, les
valeurs reelles etant nettement inferieures a celles supputees. C'est notamment le cas du
N'Tem (35)* et du Nyong (32) au Cameroun (les chiffres se rapportent au tableau 1 de
l'etude sur !'influence de la permeabilite) qui sur les deux diagrammes sont nettement
aberrants vers le bas. Or, ces deux bassins sont recouverts a roo% par la foret tropicale implantee clans une couche d'argile lateritique assez importante. C'est le cas de la foret en couche
profonde consommant beaucoup d'eau. A remarquer aussi que meme an saison dite seche,
les precipitations clans ces deux bassins ne sont nullement negligeables. Semblable repartition
favorise evidemment !'evaporation. D'autre part, la hauteur de pluies annuelles est moderee
pour les regions tropicales (entce 1,400 et 1,500 mm.). Au contraire, clans le meme pays,
mais couvert par la savane, le bassin du Lorn (31) presente la caracteristique opposee avec
une valeur :ceelle assez bien plus grande que la moyenne: or ce bassin est couvert par la
savane sur toute son etendue et la saison seche y est plus caracterisee que clans les deux cas
precedents.
9 (2). Le Wouri, egalement au Cameroun, a unb assin impermeable. Des affieurements
de terrains volcaniques recents permettent cependant une infiltration qui n'est pas negligeable.
D'autre part, les precipitations sur ce bassin sont tres abondantes: 2, roo mm. en moyenne,
2, 700 mm. en 1956. Comme on l'a vu, ces precipitations massives (voir paragraphe 3) reduisent
!'evaporation au lieu de !'augmenter en region forestiere (la foret couvre 80 % du bassin).
Ces considerations justifient la valeur reelle elevee du coefficient de ruissellement de ce
bassin.
9 (3). Dans les diagrammes deja rappeles annexes a la note sur I' influence de la permeabilite, il existe evidemment en dehors du Nyong et de N'Tem d'autres points representatifs
de bassins forestiers et qui rie presentent pas la discordance nette signalee pour ces deux
rivieres.
Ainsi le Bia (20) en Cote d'Ivoire possede une certaine capacite d'infiltration et de
retention qui devrait augmenter son coefficient d'ecoulement. Par cont.re les precipitations
normales et meme plutot moderees ( < 1,500 mm.) pour la zone tropicale doivent plutot,
puisqu'il s'agit d'une foret sur couche assez profonde, augmenter !'evaporation. II resulte de
ces deux actions opposees un coefficient d'ecoulement reel de valeur tout a fait normale.
La Lokoundje (33) au Cameroun a un bassin completement boise, nettement impermeable,
forme de terrains anciens, ce qui devrait amener une reduction du coefficient. Par contre, les
precipitations (1,860 mm. en moyenne, 2,120 en 1956) sont abondantes et tendent a limiter

*

NOTE :-The

Tableau

24. I

reference given in (
) after a place name is to the definition and description given in
page 30,') against the number and place name
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la proportion de l'evaporation. Ces precipitations abondantes agissent clans le meme sens
que la faible epaisseur du sol forestier. lei encore, tin compromis s'etablira entre ces deux
derniers elements d'une part qui tendent a accroitre le coefficient d'ecoulement et l'impermeabilite qui tend a le reduire: d'ou une valeu:r normale du coefficient. Le Lobaye (4I)
clans l'Oubangui se presente avec un bassin tres permeable et une partie importante de son
bassin couverte de fon~ts avec precipitations normales. L'action de ces elements est exactement
opposee a celle des agents agissant sur le bassin de la Lokoundje, mais elle conduit cependant
encore a un compromis avec valeur normale de coefficient. La Likouala-Mossaka (59) au
Moyen Congo a la moitie de son bassin tres permeable. Ce bassin est couvert de la fon~t
equatoriale mais ses precipitations sont abondantes ( r ,850 mm.). Il doit en resulter un
coefficient d'ecoulement nettement superieur a celui du Lokoundje et des valeurs supputees,
mais n'atteignant cependant pas les valeurs exceptionnelles signalees au paragraphe cidessous, par suite de !'evaporation assez importante de la foret clans le cas actuel.
La Bouenza (65) clans le meme pays a des caracteristiques assez comparables a celles du
cours d'eau precedent, mais la couverture forestiere est limitee a environ 50 ~lo du bassin. Le
coefficient d'ecoulement aura done une valeur reelle se presentant sensiblement comme
pour le cas precedent par rapport a la valeur normale.
Au Congo Belge, la Ruki a Ingende a un coefficient reel d'ecoulement qui est environ
o · 436. Son bassin est assez permeable et couvert de la foret equatoriale. La hauteur des
precipitations au centre de la cuvette congolaise est de l'ordre de 2,000 mm. Une telle pluviosite exerce selon toute vraisemblance !'action signalee par Wilm et dont il a ete question cidessus pour Likoula-Mossaka: il en resulte que la fon~t ne s'ippose guere a l'action de la
permeabilite et l'abondance des precipitations reduit l'evapotranspiration. Le coefficient
d'ecoulement reel o · 436 est en effet nettement superieur aux coefficients supputes de la
methode de Wundt, 0·36 et surtout de la methode de Turc 0·23 . Toujonrs au Congo Belge,
le Kasai, avant son confluent avec le Sankuru, a un bassin permeable caracterjse par son
grand debit d'etiage alimente par les nappes aquiferes de 4 · 2 l/s/km. 2 [8].
Le Kwango clans le meme region sud-ouest du Congo Belge est alimente par un bassin
beaucoup plus permeable encoure dont les nappes donnent6 ·I l/s/km. 2 • Ondoit doncs'attendre
pour ces bassins a des coefficients d'ecoulement tres eleves et nettement superieurs a ceux des
formules empiriques. II en est bien ainsi pour le Kwango dont le coefficient reel est o · 285
al ors que celui de Wundt n'est que o ·I 5 et celui de Turc o · 204. Par contre, pour le Kasai,
le coefficient reel est o · 200, tandis que celui de_Wundt est o ·I 75 et celui de Turc o · 178.
Les deux bassins en question sont couverts part la fon~t-parc et par la savane boisee qui
ont tendance a reduire quelque peu le coefficient d'ecoulement. C'est ce qui explique qu'en
depit de sa permeabilite assez grande, le bassin du Kasai ne depasse que d'environ IO % les
valeurs supputees, le Kwango parvcnant a depasser notablement ces valeurs grace a la tres
grande permeabiljte de son bassin.
Le bassin du Lomanj, a !'oppose du precedent, n'est guere permeable. II est couvert de la
meme fac;on; il faut done s'attendre a ce qu'il presente un coeffi.cient d'ecoulement reel
voisin des valeurs supputees et peut-etre meme inferjeur a ces valeurs. C'est ce qu'on constate
eneffet,carlavaleurreelleo·244serapprochebeaucoup de la valeur deduitedeTurc (0·257)
ou de Wundt (0·24).
g (4). Comme on l'a vu clans l'etude sur !'influence de la permeabilite, les bassins tropicaux
OU equatoriaux qui ont Un coefficient d'ecoulement nettement superieur a ceux supputes par
les formules empiriques ont comme caracteristiques tres nettes, a cote de la permeabilite de
leur bassin, une couverture sans foret. C'est le cas du N'Keni (61 ) dont le sol est couvert par
la savane herbeuse, de l'Alima (60) dont la couverture est moins uniformement constitutee
par la savane herbeuse, la foret equatoriale s'etendant en effet clans les vallees. C'est le cas
aussi du Djoue (62), du Kouilou (64) et de la Foulakari (63) au Moyen Congo ainsi que
de l'Ikopa ( 70) a Madagascar.
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g (5). Un seul bassin, occupe aux trois quarts par la foret equatoriale, presente aussi un
coefficient reel bien superieur aux valeurs calculees: c'est celui de l'Ogooue au Gabon (66).
On remarquera que la pluviometrie (r,800 mm.) y est nettement superieure a celle des
bassins qui viennent d'etre consideres (dont la pluviosite ne depasse pas 1,500 mm.). Cette
densite de precipitations jointe a la permeabilite d'une notable partie du bassin explique,
semble-t-il, la discordance constatee. C'est un cas comparable a celui de la Likouala-Massoka
considere ci-dessus, mais le coefficient de l'Ogooue est favorise par le fait que la foret ne
couvre qu'une partie de son bassin.
g"(6). En resume, si on s' en tient au role de la couverture on peut dire:
(a)

que pour des precipitations moderement abondantes, la foret reduit en general
nettement le coefficient d'ecoulement;

(b) que pour precipitations tres abondantes (de l'ordre de

2,000 mm. en Afrique
tropicale), la foret ne semble plus guere influencer ce coefficient, pouvant meme
augmenter si les precipitations sont des plus abondantes;

(c)

que si la foret est etablie sur un sol peu profond ce qui ne semble guere se produire
qu'en sols anciens ou montagneux, la foret n'a qu'une influence reduite sur la
diminution de l'ecoulement.

Influence de laforet sur les crues
Cette action a ete si souvant exposee qu'il sera permis d'etre bref sur le mode d'intervention, quitte a s'etendre quelque peu sur les resultats en zone tropicals OU equatoriale. On
a repete que si la foret se developpe normalement, elle tend a creer des conditions de plus en
plus favourables a un sol capable d'une certaine retention. Les debris vegetaux forment
d'abord une litiere dont les produits de decomposition constituent unmilieu propre al'etablissement des bactfrjes et autres organismes vegetaux et animaux qui, avec les radicelles des
arbres, creent des myriades de canaux souterrains ou l'eau des precipitations peut penetrer.
Ces possibilites de retention ont evidemment pour effet d'etaler l'ecoulement clans le
temps, provoquant une reduction des debits maxima de crues.
TABLEAU

Bassin

Precipitation
annuelle
mm

26+

DEBITS CARACTERISTIQ.UES EN FORET EQ.UATORIALE.

Super.ficie
km 2

Modul
l./s./km. 2

Crue decennale
l./s. km. 2

Etiage

8·3

64

0·3

8·5

30(1)

3·9

Bia
(Cote d'Ivoire)
Nyong
(Cameroun)
Lokoundje
(Cameroun)
Lobe
(Cameroun)
N'Tem
(Cameroun)
M'Bali
(Oubangui)
Likouala Mossaka
(M. Congo)
Ogooue
(Gabon)
Nyanga
(M. Congo)

1,475

9,320

1,460

14,300

1,860

1,177

24

185(2)

3

280(2)

10

2,700

1,940

59

1,770

18,060

16

42

1,500

4,905

12

43

4

1,600

9,000

53

6·5

1,800

205,000

1,800

5,600

17"5
25

58

37

110

( 1) Pertes tres importantes clans les plaines d'innondation.
(2) Petits bassins.

2·5

9
I l
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Le tableau suivant a ete emprunte a Rodier [7]. II fournit les hauteurs de precipitations
moyennes annuelles, la superficie des bassins, le debit moyen annual specifique et un debit
specifique de crue decennale estime aussi approximativement que possible. Enfin, une derniere
colonne se rapporte au debit specifique d'etiage. II s'agit de bassins couverts par la foret
equatoriale.
On n'oubliera pas que les debits specifiques de crues, toutes autres choses egales, diminuent
avec l'etendue du bassin.
Rodier observe que les bassins forestiers de zone equatoriale de 8,ooo a 20,000 km. 2 ont
des debits specifiques de crues decennales variant de 30 a 65 l/s/km. 2 , alors que pour les
bassins de savane tropicale comme les hauts bassins du Senegal, du Niger, de la Sanaga et du
Chari, les debits specifiques correspondants varient de 65 a I 20 l/s/km. 2 pour les memes
superficies. II est vrai, observe-t-il, que cette difference est partiellement due "a la concentration de la meme hauteur annuelle en une seule saison, mais cette raison est insufficisante
puisque les cours d'eau de savane dahomeens soumis au regime equatorial, presentent des
debits specifiques de crues decennales du meme ordre de grandeur: 70 a 80 l/s/km. 2 ".
Par contre, les cours d'eau de savane du Moyen Congo, dont le bassin presente souvent
une forte permeabilite, ont des debits de crue decennale qui ne depassent pas ceux des bassins
forestiers comme le montre le tableau suivant:

TABLEAU 26.5.

No . d'ordre
60
61
62

Riviere

Precipitation

Debit max.
de crue

Alima
N'Keni
Djoue

750
286
345

Etendue km. 2

Debit specifique
de crue max.
l./s./km. 2

20,350
6,250
5,450

On peut done dire que les bassins forestiers equatoriaux ont a etendue et pluviosite egales
des debits specifiques de crues qui sont inferieurs et parfois meme de moitie a ceux des cours.
d'eau de savane de la region equatoriale avec terrains impermeables. Au contraire, clans le
cas des cours d'eau de savane avec terrains permeables, les debits specifiques de crues clans
des conditions comparables sont plutot inferieurs a ceux des bassins forestiers. La reduction,
la regulation produite par la fon~t est done bien due a la porosite, a la capacite de retention
"provoquee" du sol forestier dont l'action se rapproche de celle des terrains naturellement
permeables.
Rodier remarque encoure que l'effet regulateur de la fon~t est veaucoup plus sensible
pour les bassins inffrieurs a r,ooo km. 2 et surtout pour ceux de 5 a 50 km. 2 • II donne notamment les resultats suivants pour des bassins boises de 25 km. 2 •

Norn du bassin
Ifou
(Cote d'Ivoire)
Leyou
(Moyen Congo)
Nion 1
(Cote d'Ivoire)
Nion 2
(Cote d'Ivoire)
Loue
(Cote d'Ivoire)

Maximum ponctuel
de l'averse en mm.

Pente

Permeabilite

200

moderee

assez grande

140

assez forte

moderee

200

assez forte

moderee

850

200

forte

moderee

1,500

200

tres forte

moderee

3

Debit maximum
specifique
580 l./s./km.2
700

a 4 ,ooo
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Le meme auteur en deduit que pour des terrains de pente et de permeabilite courantes, le
debit specifique pour le maximum de la crue decennale atteint 600 l/s/km. 2, tandis que pour
la savane boisee, ce debit specifique, clans les memes conditions de pente et de permeabilite,
est de r,ooo l/s/km. 2 pour une savane boisee dense et r,500 a 2,000 l/s/km. 2 pour une savane
plus claire, les averses n'etant d'ailleurs que de I20 a J40 mm. au lieu de r40 a 200 mm. pour
les bassins boises envisages. II cite encore le cas du bassin de la Comba situe comme le Leyou
au Moyen Congo, mais couvert par une pseudo-steppe et qui, soumis a la meme averse que
le Leyou, donnerait 6,ooo a 8,ooo l/s/km. 2 et il conclut que pour ces petits bassins, "le
remplacement de la foret par la savane boisee conduit a multiplier les debits specifiques de
crue decennale par 3 ou 4 et le remplacement de la foret par la savane ou mieux par la
pseudo-steppe conduirait a multiplier par IO a I 2 les debits de crue". Rodier ajoute quelques
premieres indications relatives a l'action de la p ente. Alors que celle-ci ne manifeste son
action que pour des pentes d'environ IO % Sur les debits des bassins forestiers, le meme effet
se fait a partir de 5 % en savane.
II a ete question ci-dessus de l'influence de l'etendue du bassin. Rodier s'est efforce de
mettre cette action en relief en comparant le bassin du Niger en amont de Koulikoro couvert
par la savane boisee, a des bassins completement boises, les autres conditions etant aussi
comparables que possible. II a ainsi pu constituer un diagramme qu'il ne presente d'ailleurs
qu'a titre indicatif et qui donne les debits specifiques (1/s/km. 2 ) du bassin du Niger d'une part
et d'un ensemble de bassins boises d'autre part en fonction de leur etendue.
A remarquer que les bassins boises ont ete choisis avec des pluviometries annuelles d 'environ
I ,800 mm., alors que le Niger clans la region consideree a plutot un peu moins (I ,600 a I ,690,
mm. ) .

Conclusion
Les differentes influences "hydrogeologiques" de la foret nous paraissent avoir ete
su:ffisamment mises en r elief pour ne pas necessiter une note les resumant. Nous voudrions au
contraire profiter de la possibilite qui nous est offerte en terminant ces trois etudes, pour
montrer l'impossibilite de separer clans n'importe quel probleme relatif a l'economie des
eaux les divers aspects ou stades de l'hydrologie. Impossibilite de faire notamment uniquement
ce qu'on a appele de l'hydrometeorologie. Impossibilite tout aussi manifeste de separer l'hydrologie des lacs de celle des rivieres. Impossibilite plus marquee peut-etre de separer les eaux
de surface des eaux souterraines. Particulierement, tout probleme d'hydrologie appliquee a
besoin des principes et des resultats de tout ce qui constitue l'hydrologie clans le sens le plus
large du motet c'est un non-sens de vouloir morceler cette malheureuse science entre organisations differentes.
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DISCUSSION
P. SELTZER: The fact that the temperature inside a beech wood is particularly low by day (Schubert)
should perhaps be partly attributed to the disposition of the leaves on the trees. They grow horizontally,
thus screening the area under cover from an exchange of air with the air above.
Experiments in the Kaguenan Forest (Alsace) have shown that even when there are no leaves,
the branches of the trees resist the warming of the area under cover, when a sudden flow of warm air
arrives. On the other hand, when the leaves appear, these allow cold air to penetrate freely into the
interior.

An increase of precipitation over forest areas in extratropical regions seems to be more related
to a greater parameter of roughness over forests than to an increase in evapotranspiration. Thus a very
small increase of water vapour is transported, in the belt of westerlies, about 200 km. from its source
in 24 hours. Obviously questions of that kind can only be solved by very careful observation of all
terms of the thermal and hydrological cycle, as done by Dr. Pereira. Measurements of these terms are
also made recently at selected points in Southern Germany under the supervision of Professor Geiger
(Munich).

H. FLOHN:

o.

M. ASHFORD:

What is the effect on the amount of underground water when deforestation takes place?

In supporting Professor Flohn's remarks, I wish to add that in studying some daily maps
of water vapour distribution and transport fields over the United States, no indications at all were
found to support the idea of evaporation-precipitation in situ. It seems nevertheless that precipitation
never occurs with low values of moisture transport; a high value of water vapour transport is a condition
necessary, but not sufficient for the occurrence of significant precipitation. Finally, a strong correlation
between the convergence of water vapour flux and precipitation was found.

J.P. PEIXOTO:

F. GRUNDY: I suggest that if the results of the experiments are to be of use to the engineer concerned
in the use of water, much more data should be given. The engineer is not concerned with averages,
but with streams, therefore results of run-off, etc. in dry and wet years should be separated. Also intensity
of rainfall and its distribution should be recorded in reports because these greatly influence run-off.
Also, much more information should be given in reports on experiments such as depth and character of
soil, and of underlying rocks. As regards ground water increment this is often very important but
frequently not measurable, but forecasts in shallow soil and fractured rocks probably have their greatest
importance on the increments they provide to groundwater.

Referring to specific discharge for forest and savannah given in the paper, I find that
the mean values are respectively + 8 and 93 /sec./km. 2 , i.e. the latter figure about double the former.
Whilst this ratio is about what one would expect for IO year floods, I should like to emphasize that
for, say, storms of 50 or roo year frequencies, the ratio tends to unity, or at least for small catchments.
In other words, the catastrophic peak flood run-off from both forest and savannah tends to be the same,
with similar conditions of slope, catchment shape and permeability. It is assumed that the catastrophic
flood falls on saturated catchments.
Briefly, I mean to say that although I agree with Professor Tison that in 99 cases out of 100 (speaking
figuratively) when he says that forests damp the floods, in the I per cent. case the forest cover has no
significant effect on the catastrophic flood. I make this point for the benefit of those responsible for the
design of hydraulic structures.
Also, I have plotted figures given on page I4 of the Kenya Flood Area Chart. From this I find
that flood runoffs from the equatorial forests are quite high compared to comparable Kenya areas.
For example, the Lobe Basin, in the Cameroons gives a similar flood discharge (10 years) to the Kenya
flood discharge for the Stary Athi River (30 to 50 years frequency).
Generally speaking, therefore, equatorial forests appear to give greater flood runoffs than in East
Africa. This conclusion, however, is not the result of detailed analysis and should be treated with some
reserve.

J. D. ROBERTSON:

(in reply): I have nothing to add to the remarks made by Mr. Seltzer and Professor Flohn.
In reply to Mr. Ashford's question about the effect of deforestation on underground water, everyone
agrees today that forests give rise to a lowering of the water table. Generally speaking this lowering can
be attributed to high evapotranspiration of the forest. Our Russian colleagues however, do not agree (see
L. J. TISON
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Publication 48 of the International Hydrology Association-Symposium Hanoverisch-Miinchen, Sept., r 959).
They maintain that the greater depth at which the water table is found under a forest is due to the
greater permeability of forest soils, formed of waste vegetable matter, worked on by all kinds of animals
and insects. They also add that land reserved for forests is generally the land least suitable for cultivation,
made up of very permeable sand and gravel, broken up by deep valleys. From these considerations
they conclude that water-tables with a same basic level and discharge would be deeper under forest
land than under open land.
It should also be added that observations made on the plains of Russia, in Europe and in Asia show
higher run-off coefficients for rivers with uneven basins than for those in open ground, if all other
factors are similar, with the exception of small experimental catchments. The Russian explanation is
the same as above for medium and large catchments: their infiltration capacity is increased by forests.
In small catchments, this increase in infiltration does not influence the discharge of the small rivers
whose beds are not deep enough to be able to catch the water thus infiltrated.
In answer to Mr. Robertson, it should be noted that the differences which he points out are due to
the fact that all these catchments have different peculiarities: a long slope, for example. I do not think
that from the comparison of different figures relating to two different catchments, it could be concluded
that for the same catchment the specific discharge values would be very different if the observation
period were 50 or 100 years instead of ro. Also, it seem dangerous to compare specific flood discharge
in Kenya with that of the Cameroons, since the conditions of surface, slope, permeability and, above all,
rainfall, are not the same.

CONSIDERATIONS SUR L'ECOULEMENT DE REGIONS LACUSTRES
AVEC APPLICATIONS A CERTAINS BASSINS DE L'AFRIQUE CENTRALE
PAR L.

J.

TISON

Universiti de Chand, Belgique
I.

Introduction

II est souvent question de role regulateur des lacs mais on se borne generalement a mette
·c e role en relief en comparant les courbes donnant la variation en fonction du temps des
debits entrant clans la lac a celles donnant la meme variation a la sortie.
Le present expose a pour but d'essayer de relier analytiquement ces courbes entre elles
en faisant appel a des considerations hydrometeorologiques. Semblable liaison peut donner
une base a des methodes de prevision tant des hautes eaux que des etiages et elle peut donner
certaines indications sur l'intensite et la repartition de I' evaporation, qui joue un role particulierement important clans l'ecoulement des cours d'eau de regions lacustres tropicales.
2.

Base thiorique

2. 1. L' idee de la methode nous a ete suggeree par une etude de Fantoli [6]. L'equation
differentielle qui regit les fluctuations des lacs (equation de continuite) peut s'ecrire:

dh
a=q+Sdt
a
q
S
h

etant le debit net entrant clans le lac,
le debit qui en sort,
est la surface du lac qu'on supposera sensiblement constante,
est la hauteur de l'eau par rapport a un repere fixe, cette hauteur variant avec le temps t.
Admettons que le debit net entrant clans le lac (apports des affiuents et des precipitations
diminues des pertes par evaporation, celles, positives OU negatives, dues a !'infiltration etant
supposees peu importantes) suit une loi sinusoidale:
a = Am + am sin wt.

.w
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= T'

(2)

T etant
'
I a peno
' . d e d e fl uctuat10n,
.

am est la demi-amplitude de la fluctuation du debit,
Am est sa valeur moyenne. (Am est d'ailleurs aussi la valeur moyenne du debit sortant.) ·
Entre q et h existe un relation que nous supposerons donnee par une courbe suffisamment
plate pour qu'on puisse la remplacer par une droite clans le domaine considere de la
variation et soit.
dq =
dh

/3

(3)

L'introduction clans !'equation (1) de !'expression (2) du debit entrant donne une equation
<lifferentielle qui, compte tenu de (3) presente la solution suivante:

(4)
q 0 est le debit sortant
debit sortant.

a !'instant pris comme origine des temps et qm est la demi-amplitude de
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a

T,

c'est Un intervalle de temps que les calculs de !'integration montrent egal
T

I
W S
= -- arc tg - w
f3
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a:
(5)

2.2. Il est aise de voir que clans !'expression de la solution (4), le dernier terme ne doit
etre pris en consideration que si des circonstances speciales ont, a certain moment, ecarte
(releve ou abaisse) le niveau du lac de la zone clans laquelle il fluctue normalement.
Si on se place en dehors de ce cas special pour n'envisager pour le moment que la situation
habituelle des fluctuations, produites par une variation continue d'alimentation suivant une
loi sinusoisale, on voit, d'apres (4) que le debit sortant suit aussi une loi sinusoidale presentant
la meme periode que celle des debits entrant; toutefois, la sinusoidale du debit sortant est
decalee, clans le temps, de T par rapport a celle du debit entrant, ce qui nous a fait donner
le nom de retard a T.

On peut aussi montrer que le rapport qm des amplitudes des debits sortant du lac et y
am
entrant est donne par:

(6)

On appellera a le coefficient d'amortissement.
2.3. En fait, le debit net antrant satisfait a une loi qui n'a pas la simplicite de la loi
sinusoidale, mais il est toujours possible de la ramener a:
i = n

q =Am+) amisinwit
~
i

(7)

=I

2

7T, Ti etant la periode d'une oscillation quelconque, la fluctuation reelle etant
Ti
la somme de ces oscillations diverses.
Une des oscillations composantes principales est celle qui a comme periode une annee, mais
il en existe habituellement bien d'autres qui peuvent s'obtenir par la decomposition de la
courbe donnant la variation reelle du debit entrant net en se servant d'une methode comme
celle de Schuster ou celle de Labrouste.

avec wi =

3. Application de la tMorie precidente a divers lacs tropicaux
3. 1. Le lac Kivu, situe au Nord-Est du Congo Belge, a une etendue de 2,300 km.:z _e t son
bassin couvre 7,020 km.:z, D'apres les donnees des divers Annuaires Hydrologiques du Congo
Belge et du Ruanda-Urundi [3], pour les cotes et debits sortants correspondant a une annee
moyenne, on peut admettre que la valeur moyenne de

f3

= dq vaut environ rno et peut
dh
etre consideree comme a peu pres constante pour une etude comme celle qui est faite ici (voir
Fig. 27.1 ).
Quant a la variation du debit entrant clans le lac pour une annee moyenne, il est impossible
a l'epoque actuelle d'en avoir une idee meme approximative. Le lac est alimente par de
nombreux petits cours d'eau venant des bords du graben au fond duquel se trouve le lac et on
n'a fait jusqu'ici aucune mesure de leurs debits.
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C'est une situation frequente pour les cours d'eau des regions tropicales et il nous a paru
interessant de rechercher s'il ne serait pas possible d'aborder le probleme en substituapt les
precipitations sur le bassin aux debits entrant clans le lac, quitte a tenir compte des resultats
obtenus par cette utilisation pour en deduire des indications sur la valeur et la repartition de
l'evaporation et des emmagasinements clans le sol.

COURSE DE TARAGE
DE LA RUZIZI A BUKAVU

JI

o.s
I

I

J

f

f
100

0

Frn.

200

27.1

Courbe de tarage de la Ruzizi a ·Bukavu.

3. r. r. En utilisant les donnees de Vandenplas [ 15], on a pu dresser pour le bassin du
Kivu, pour la periode 1930-1939, le tableau suivant des precipitations mensuelles moyennes.
TABLEAU 27.1.

mm.
Janvier ..
Fevirer ..
Mars
Avril
Mai
Juin
Juillet
Aout
Septembre
Octobre
Novembre
Decembre

129

125

163
176
140

6o
20

65
113
1 47

170

150

Annuellement

Assez rapidement, sans utiliser une des methodes precitees de decomposition en sinusoides,
on a trouve que les donnees de ce tableau satisfont assez bien a la loi: (en mm. par mois)
h = 121 -

50 sin w (t -

130)

+ 50 sin 2 w (t -

75)

(8)

t etant exprime en jours.
C'est-a-dire que la variation est sensiblement donnee par deux ondes, l'une annuelle,
l'autre semi-annuelle .. Fig. 27.2 montre la concordance estimee satisfaisante clans le cadre
de Cette etude entre la loi [ IOJ et les precipitations moyennes mesurees.
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REPARTITION ·MOYENNE DES PLUIES
SUR LE BASSIN OU LAC KIVU
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FIG. 27.2
Repartition moyenne des pluies sur le bassin du Lac Kivu.
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. 3. 1.2. En s'aidant des donnees du paragraphe 3. 1. 1, on voit aisement que les valeurs de
retards 'T et des coefficients d'amortissement a sont les suivantes:
Pour l'onde annuelle:
I

'T1

S

W

= - arc tg -

w

/3

365
27T
2 ·3. 109 1 .
arc tg - - - - -- 772 JOurs
100
27T
3·1636.107

= -

(3·1636.107 est le nombre de secondes d'une annee)

ar

-JI+ [

27T
. 2·3. 109]2
3 · 1636 . 107
100

4·67

Pour l'onde semi-annuelle
'T2

182·5
- - arc tg g · 14 = 42 jours
27T
az-V1+(9·14) 2

9·34

3. 1 .3. L'equation donnant la variation des debits sortant du lac au cours d'une annee
moyenne pourrait etre deduite de ce qui precede si !'evaporation etait nulle et si la pluie
ne penetrait pas clans le sol.
Si on fait cette double hypothese, la courbe de variation de debits sortant du lac, en fonction
du temps serait donnee par:

q =

0·001. 7·02. 109 [121
3·1636. 107
I2

-~sinw(t-130-77·5)+~sin2w(t-75-42)]'
4·67

9·34

(g)

le premier facteur represente le debit correspondant a 1 mm d'eau tombant au cours d'un
mois sur toute l'etendue du bassin. Ce facteur vaut 2 ·67 m.3/s. La courbe representee par
cette equation a, clans son ensemble, la forme de celle representant les debits mesures sortant
du lac, pour une certaine position de l'axe des abscisses t. En d'autres termes, a une certaine
echelle et pour uncertain axe des t, la courbe g, deduite come on l'a vu de la courbe des precipitations 8, est avec une approximation qu'on peut estimer satisfaisante, la courbe des debits
sortant du lac (voir Fig. 27.4).
3. 1.4. Comme il est certain que toute la pluie tombee ne s'est pas ecoulee, cette constatation
de la similitude des deux courbes indiquees n'est possible que si une partie de !'evaporation
augmentee d'une parties des pertes et restitutions du sol est constante et que si la partie
restante de la meme somme varie proportionnellement avec les precipitations (avec une
certaine approximation).
La partie constante de la perte qui vient d'etre envisagee (partie qui correspond au deplacement vers le haut de l'axe des abscisses de la courbe g) vaut la difference entre le debit moyen
qui donnerait toute la pluie, soit 121 x 2·67 m.3/s. = 323 m.3/s. et le debit moyen mesure
sortant du lac soit 53 m.3/s. (voir 3. 1.5).
L'evaporation totale d'une moyenne d'une serie suffisamment longue d'annees dans le
270
bassinet sur le lac correspond done a 323 - 53 = 270 m.3/s. et elle vaut
= 83 · 2 %des pre323
cipitations, soit I 1go mm. annuellement.
Le coefficient d'ecoulement de ce bassin a la sortie du lac vaut done o · 168. Quant a
!'equation de la courbe des debits sortants elle est donnee effectivement (a une certaine
approximation pres) par:
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2 67
50
[.sinw(t-207·5)+~sin2w(t-117)] (10)
"
y
4· 7
9 ·34
y etant le facteur de reduction de la partie fl.uctuante des precipitations (de part et d'autre de
la moyenne) pour en deduire la partie fl.uctuante des debits sortant du lac.

6

q=o·168.2·67.121+

KIVU
COURSES DES DEBITS SORTANTS
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FIG. 27.4
Kivu Courbes des Debits Sortants.

La determination de y se fait en egalant quelques (deux par exemple) valeurs du debit
sortant du lac d'apres !'equation 10 avec les valeurs correspondantes mesurees.
11 y a avantage a faire cette determination en utilisant les valeurs extremes de fa<_;on a
reduire l'infl.uence relative des erreurs apportees par !'observation.
3. 1.5. Resultats comparatifs pour le lac Kivu.
Le tableau '27.2 donne les cotes moyennes mensuelles mesurees du Kivu pour le periode
1935 a 1947, d'apres Devroey: Observations Hydrographiques du Bassin Congolais [3, 4].
La triosieme colonne de ce tableau donne les debits moyens mensuels sortant du lac
pour le meme periode en se basant sur le diagramme
27.2.
Debits m.3/s.
mesures

TABLEAU

Cote moyenne
mesuree
15 Janvier
15 Fevrier
15 Mars
15 Avril
15 Mai
l5juin
15 Juillet
15 Aout
l 5 Septembre
15 Octobre ..
15 Novembre
15 Decembre

0·25
0·27
o· 28
o·33
0·46
o·43
o·33
0·22
o· 19
o· 16
o· 19
0·24

Debit m.3/s.
calcule

50
52
53
58
71
68
58
47
44
41
44
49
Debit annuel moyen: 53

53
53
55
62
68
66
58
46
39
40
45
61

Cote calculee
0·28
0·28
0·30
0·37
0·43
0·41
0·33
0·21
o· 14
o· 15
0·20
0·26
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Dans une quartrieme colonne de ce tableau, on a mis les valeurs calculees du debit sortant
c'est-a-dire celles deduites de la formule IO apres que la valeur de y ait ete trouvee egale a
24 par comparaison des valeurs des debits mesures et calcules le 15 mai et le 15 octobre.
Quant a la cinquieme colonne, elle indique les cotes du lac deduites des debits calcules,
en se servant de la Fig. 27. 1.
La Fig. 27 .4 donne les courbes des d ebits sortant du lac: la courbe en trait plein est celle des
debits calcules, l'autre est cel1e des debits mesures.
3. 1 .6. Les hauteurs de precipita tions mensuelles moyennes qui ont donne naissance aux
debits sortant du lac peuvent s'obtenir aisement en faisant la somme:

(a)

de la hauteur m oyenne qui correspond au debit moyen sortant de 53 m.3/s. et qui
vaut 0 · 168 de 121 mm. (voir 3.1.4)) soit 20·4 mm.

(b) de la hauteur qui est la fraction -/4 de la fluctuation de la hauteur de precipitation
a utour de sa valeur moyenne mensuelle 121 mm. (voir 3.1.5).
Le tableau suivant donne pour chaque mois la hauteur d'eau tombant sur le bassin qui
sort a 1'ecoulement hors du lac calcule d'apres ces considerations.

TABLEAU 27.3.

].

F.

M.

A.

M.

22·1

22·7

21·2

].

s.

A.

].

0.

20' l

21

·4

N.

D.

22·4

La difference entre la hauteur moyenne de precipitations de chaque mois et les hauteurs
de ce tableau 27.3 doit evidemment fournir la hauteur evaporee, mais aussi, malheureusement
pour notre savoir, les hauteurs qui s'infiltrent clans le sol ou sont restituees par lui soit aux
rivieres et au lac par les nappes aquiferes, soit par evaporation du sol et des plantes. Ces
quantites restituees viennent done en augmentation des donnees du tableau 27.3 pour donner
!'evaporation, tandis que les quantites infiltrees sont a deduire de celles de ce tableau si on
voulait connaitre !'evaporation.
On peut d'ailleurs trouver immediatement la courbe donnant les sommes a]gebriques des
quantites mensuelles qui s'evaporent et s'infiltrent clans le sol (ou sont restituees par le sol) en
prenant la difference des ordonnees de la courbe des precipitations et d'une courbe dont
!'equation est:
h

= [121. 0·168 -

~sin w(t
24

-

130)

+ 50
sin 2 w(t
24

-

75)] mm./mois

II en resulte que la hauteur mensuelle hp en mm. des pertes par evaporation, infiltration et
restitution, est donnee par:
hP = 121 . 0·832 -

50

·

24

23

sin w(t

130)

+ 50 · 23 . sin 2 w(t
24

-

75) mm./mois.

3. 1. 7. Fluctuation a longue periode.
Les niveaux des lacs subissent egalement des fluctuations dont les periodes portent sur
plusieurs annees. Elles peuvent, comme celles de l'annee moyenne OU d'une annee quelconque,
se deduire des fluctuations de l'alimentation, les retards et les coefficients d'amortissement
etant cependant differents de ceux de l'annee moyenn_e.
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Dans le tableau 27.4 les donnees et resultats suivants sont presentes:

(a) la hauteur des pluies annuelles pour une serie de stations du Ruanda-Urundi;
(b) la hauteur moyenne triennale de ces pluies;
(c) la hauteur des niveaux du lac au Ier juillet de chaque annee.
TABLEAU 27+
Hauteur des
pluies

Annee

1,100
1,250
980
1,000
1,300
1,120
1,100
1,150

1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947

l,ooo -

1,200
1,240
1,250
1,050
1,100
1,150
1,100
1,200
980
1,000
1,150
1,050

Hauteur moyenne
triennale
des pluies
l, l 10
1,077
1,093
1,140
1,177
1,123
1,083
l, l l 7
1,147
1,230
1,147
1,133
1,100
l,l 17
1,150
1,093
1,060
1,043
1,067

Niveau du lac
au 1/7

0·56
0·57
0·65
l ·35
0·80
0·75
0·68
0·89
0·88
0·85
o· 15
0·41
0·54
0·73

La Fig. 27.5 traduit la fluctuation des moyennes triennales des pluies, alors que la
Fig. 27.6 donne celle des niveaux du lac.
Sur le premier de ces diagrammes, on constate trois pointes et creux constituant de
vagues sinusoides dont la periode est de 5 ans pour les extremes et 6 ans pour l'onde centrale.
Pour cette derniere par exemple, la valeur de l'ecart T est:
T

=

I

-

w

S

W

arc tg -

f3

6 . 365
- - - arc tg
'27T

27T . 2 · 3 . ro9
6 . 3 · 1636 . 107 . IOO

=

2 6o

.
JOUrs

c' est-a-dire moins d'une annee.
C'est bien ce qu'indique le diagramme des niveaux du lac dont les maxima et minima
sont en retard de sensiblement une annee sur les maxima et minimia correspondants de la
courbe des precipitations: nous disons sensiblement car le dernier diagramme ne donne que
les cotes au r er juillet et les fluctuations annuelles se superposent a celles a longue periode.
3.2. Le lac Tangan:.yika, entre le Congo Belge et le Tanganyika, a une etendue de 32.000
km. 2 et son bassin couvre 244.490 km. 2 •
3.2.r. Le lac est alimente par de nombreux cours d'eau dont les principaux sont la Ruzizi,
venant du lac Kivu et la Malagarasi venant de l'est. lei encore, on ne dispose d'aucun releve
des debits permettant de se rendre compte de ce qui entre clans le lac a chaque instant et
force est encore d'utiliser la methode employee pour le lac Kivu, c'est-a-dire se baser sur la
pluviometrie. En divisant le bassin en trois zones, celle du bassin au Congo belge [15], celle
clans le Tanganyika sans le bassin de la Malagarasi et enfin ce dernier bassin [5], on trouve
pour la moyenne des precipitations le tableau suivant:
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TABLEAU

27.5.
mm.

Janvier ..
Fevrier ..
Mars ..
Avril ..
Mai
Juin
Juillet ..
Aout ..
Septembre
Octobre
Novembre
Decembre

132
130

158
165

54
10
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FIG. 27.5
Moyennes triennales des hauteurs de pluie.
FIG. 27.6
Niveau du lac.
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Une telle repartition correspond assez bien a I' equation:

= 8I

h

+ 8 I sin w (t + 'J-5)

-

25

sin 3 w (t -

(II)

I 5)

dont la representation est donnee par la Fig. 27.7, qui donne aussi les valeurs moyennes du
tableau ci-dessus. Encore une fois, on pourrait serrer la representation analytique de plus
pres a l'aide des methodes deja mentionnees.
Le lac evacue son trop-plein vers l'ouest par la Lukuga. En utilisant l'etude de Charlier
[2] on voit que la valeur de f3 clans la zone qui correspond aux debits moyens, a la sortie du
lac vers la Lukuga vaut:

f3 =

~~=

120

3.2.2. Ce qui precede permet de calculer les retards et coefficients d'amortissement pour
chacune des deux ondes de l' equation (I I)
Tr

= -I arc tg -W S = 365
- arc tg ·

f3

w

27T

2 7T
3. 1636.

32 . 109
. ·- - 107

.
= go .]Ours

120

pour l' onde annuelle.
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Pour la seconde onde (de 4 mois),
ar

vaut 30 jours. D'autre part, on trouve pour

Tz

I

> -

51

et pour az

I

> - ·
1 53

3.2.3. Si on fait l'hypothese de !'absence d'evaporation et d'emmagasinement d'eau clans
le sol, on peut deduire de ce qui precede que les debits a la sortie du lac varieraient suivant la
loi:
_ 0·001. 244·49. ro 3 [81
q 3·1636. ro7

+ 811 sin w

(t - 45) -

-.:2

sin 3 w (t -

45)]

(12)

1 53

5

I2

Le premier facteur represente le debit correspondant a I mm. d'eau tombant au cours
d'un mois sur tout le bassin: il vaut 92 ·8 m.3/s.
lei encore, la courbe correspondant a la relation I 2 est assez bien semblable a la courbe
des debits mesures sortant du lac, pour une position choisie de l'axe des abscisses t.

3.2.4. On peut done emettre ici des considerations identiques a celles du paragraphe 3. r.4,
c'est-a-dire que le debit reel sortant est constitute de la somme algebrique des deux termes
suivants:

TANGANYIKA
HAUTEURS D'EAU
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4/lO
4,70.
4,60
4,50

,
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FIG. 27.8
Tanganyika, hauteurs d'eau.
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2 8 8
. va1oir
. 1e d e'b"it moyen sortant d u 1ac
(a) 9 . . l qm. d 01t
x

2 8 81
9 " [ sin w (t ::-- 45) - _:__i. sin 3 w (t - 45)]
153
y
51

(b)

Or, le debit moyen du lac vaut l 54 · 5 m.3/s. pour la periode 1930-38 (voir 2.3.5). On s'est
limite a cette periode par suite des modifications apportees a partir de 1938 a la sortie du lac,
modifications qui ont change la courbe reliant le debit sortant Q a la hauteur h du lac et
dQ
par suite la valeur de (3 = d h ·

On a done

92 ·8 . 81
x

= 154 · 5, ce qui donne a x la valeur 48 ·9, c'est-a-dire que le debit

sortant moyen correspond a une hauteur de precipitation mensuelle de

~ =

48·9

l ·

66 mm.

L'evaporation entraine done en moyenne 98% des precipitations et le coefficient d'ecoulement
n'est done que de o ·02.
Quant a y, coefficient de reduc6on de la partie fluctuante des precipitations, on le
determine en egalant le maximum de !'expression (b) ci-dessus au maximum de la difference
mesuree des debits sortant du lac. Cela conduit a y = 4 · 12.
3.2.5. Le tableau 27.6 donne clans une premiere colonne les valeurs moyennes mesurees
des hauteurs <l'eau du lac (d'apres les donnees des Observations hydrographiques du Bassin
congolais) [3] tandis que la seconde fournit les debits correspondants d'ap£es la relation indiquee
par Charlier [ 2]. Dans la troisieme, figurent les valeurs calculees du debit sortant du lac
d'apres la somme algebrique indiquee au debut de 3.2.4 et clans la derniere colonne figurent
les hauteurs d'eau correspondant a ces debits calcules.
Ces resultats sont repris par la Fig. 27.8 qui donne en trait continu la courbe calculee.
TABLEAU

Cote mo_yenne
mesuree
l

er

.Janvier
Fevrier
Mars
Avril
Mai
Juin
Juillet
Aout
Septembre
Octobre
Novembre
Decembre

4·39
4·48
4·62
4·80
4·96
4·9 1
4·75
4·60
4·44
4·33
4·28
4 · 35

27.6.

Debit mesure

134
143
150
180
197
193
176
160
141
127
II9
129
Moyenne: l 54 · 5

Debit calculi

Cote moyenne
calculie

131. 5
147·8
161·2
177" 5
192"9
192·9
177" 5
161 ·2
147·0
131. 5
l 17· 2
131. 4

4·37
4·52
4·63
4·78
4·93
4·9 1
4·76
4·61
4·48
4·36
4·27
4·36

3.2.6. Comme clans le cas du lac Kivu, on peut aisement deduire de ce qui precede la
partie des precipitations qui s'ecoule du lac et celle qui constitue les "pertes", c'est-a-dire
celle qui s'evapore, s'infiltre clans le sol ou est restituee par lui.
Siles nappes du bassin du lac ne sont pas en communication avec des nappes exterieures
au bassin, I' ensemble de cas "pertes", en y comprenant les restitutions, constitue I' evaporation
de l'annee moyenne qui vaut, d'apres ce qui precede, 81 x 47 · 9 X 12 = 952 mm. par an.

48·9
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Quant

a la variation des

92·8 (Sr. 47 · 9
48 ·9
3.2. 7. Fluctuations

"pertes"' elle est donnee par:

3 ' 12
+ 4.
12

a longue

[s1 sin w (t - 45) - 25 sin 3 w (t - 45)])m.3/sec.
periode.

Le tableau 27.7 a ete constitue a l'aide des diagrammes de Devroey [3]. La seconde
colonne donne les hauteurs' de pluie du Ruanda-Urundi, moyennes d'une serie de stations
du bassin du Tanganyika. La troisieme colonne fournit les moyennes de trois ans des valeurs
de la colonne precedente et la quatrieme les moyennes de sept ans des valeurs annuelles:
TABLEAU 27.7.

Hauteurs
annuelles
de pluies
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1947

980
1,100
1,250
980
980
1,300
1,150
1,100
1,130
1,000
1,200
1,250
1,250
1,050
1,050
1,130
1,050
1,200
1,000
1,040
1,150
1,050

Moyennes
de 3 ans

Moyennes
de 7 ans

1,110
1,110
1,070
1,083
1,143
1,183
1,127
1,077
1,110
1,150
1,233
1,185
1,1 I7
1,077
1,077
1,127
1,083
1,080
1,063
1,080

1,103
1,118
1, 121
1,123
1,128
1,129
1,139
1,151
1,152
1,145
1,131
1,110
1,090
1,082
1,080
1,080

Mises en diagrammes, on peut considerer que les fluctuations des hauteurs annuelles de
pluies presentent une oscillation dont la periode est d'au moins 16 ans de r927 a 1943 ayant
son maximum au 1/1/36 (ceci est assez approximatif par suite de l'insuffisance de la serie)
sur laquelle se superposent d'autres oscillations dont la periode est de 5 ans environ avec
maxima au r/7/3r, 1/7/36 et r/7/4r et minima au r/1/34, 1/r/40 et 1/r/45.
D'apres la formule 5, le retard avec lequel la fluctuation de periode vraisemblable de
l 6 ans (peut-etre plus) est donnee par:
a

=

16 . 365
27T

. arc tg

27T . 32 . ro9
16 . 3 · 16 . ro9 . 120

=

I I

.
8 5 JOUrS

soit un peu plus de 3 ans. Le maximum de l' onde correspondante clans la variation du niveau
du lac se situe par consequent vers le mois de mars 1939.
Mais il faut superposer a cette onde les autres dont la periode est de 5 ans et dont le
retard n'est que:
T

5 . 360
27T

= - - - . arc tg

soit un peu plus d'une annee.

2 7T • 32 . ro9
6 .
= 42 JOUfS
5.3·16.107.120
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VARIATIONS OU NIVEAU
ou· TANGANYl·KA DEPUIS
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FIG. 27.9
Variations du niveau du Tanganyika depuis 1934.
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11 en resulte que les maxima des ondes de 5 ans clans la variation du niveau du lac se
situeront vers le 1/9/32, le 1/9/37 et le 1/9/42, tandis que les minima tomberont vers le 1/3/35,
le 1/3/41 et le 1/3/46.
D'autre part, les ordonnees des ondes de 5 ans seront reduites clans une proportion beaucoup plus grande que celles de l'onde de I 6 ans, la proportion etant d'environ 3 · 2 d'apres la
formule 6.
Fig. 27.rn donne la fluctuation ainsi calculee pour le niveau du lac Tanganyika a
une echelle arbitraire en supposant evidemment que, comme pour les fluctuations annuelles,
les "pertes" ne viennent pas perturber l'allure des resultats, deduites des precipitations seules.
Compare a la Fig. 27.9 des hauteurs observees du Tanganyika [4] on doit reconnaitre
que la concordance est excellente quand on fait disparaitre la fluctuation annuelle dont il
n'a pas ete tenu compte clans la courbe calculee. On remarquera cependant que la descente
du lac vers les annees 1945 fut plus profonde que celle calculee: rien d'etonnant, le calcul aetefait
pour la situation anterieure a I 938, annees apres laquelle les travaus effectues ont abaisse le
niveau du lac autour duquel se produisent les fluctuations. C'est ce qui a provoque une
descente mesuree plus rapi~e que la descente calculee vers l'extremite droite du diagramme.
3.2.8. Dans la solution 4 de I' equation differentielle il n'a ete tenu compte jusqu'a present
que des deux premiers termes: il s'agissait en effet toujours de fluctuations periodiques a plus
ou moins longue periode, a !'exclusion de toute montee ou descente du lac survenant _apres
une situation accidentelle ayant modifie le niveau du lac. Le dernier terme intervient clans
le cas de ce qui se produit apres telle situation accidentelle.
Or, une telle cause accidentelle a exerce son influence sur le Tanganyika. La Lukuga, qui
sert d'exutoire au lac, _vraisemblablement envahie petit a petit par la vegetation, les depots
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et les eboulements, refusa ses services au lac et le niveau de ce dernier monta considerablement.
atteignant en 1878 une cote de 9 · 50 m. superieure a celle de son niveau moyen avant 1938.
A cette epoque, !'elevation du niveau provoqua la rupture de barrage naturel de la
Lukuga et le niveau du lac commenca a baisser. Cette baisse a pu etre reconstituee par
Devroey (4) et la Fig. 27. 11 donne la variation du niveau en fonction du temps.
D'autre part, comme on le rappelait ci-dessus, le troisieme terme de 4 donne la decroissance
du debit du lac qui tend a revenir a son niveau moyen normal correspondent a la capacite
d'ecoulement de la Lukuga. Dans ce troisieme terme,

S a la valeur deja utilisee ci-dessus. Am, debit moyen sortant du lac, vaut 154 · 5 m.3/s. et
qm, demi-amplitude de son oscillation (annuelle) moyenne est egal a environ 40 m.3/s.
f3 n'a malheureusement plus la valeur 120 m.3/s. utilisee cidessus, car ce n'est que pour les
faibles hauteurs d'eau qu'on peut assimiler a une droite, la courbe reliant le debit sortant q
a la hauteur h du lac. En fait, pour les fortes valeurs de h, comme il s'en est produit lors de
!'accident signale, la valeur moyenne de f3 est beaucoup grande du fait de l'accroissement
plus rapide de q quand h est grand.
II faut done determiner la valeur q 0 du debit sortant du lac au moment ou la baisse
commence, ainsi que la nouvelle valeur de {3. Cette nouvelle valeur de f3 s'obtient en exprimant
l'egalite de deux expressions de la quantite d'eau sortie du lac entre !'instant t 0 du debut de
la baisse et un instant pour lequel on connait par !'observation la valeur de la baisse. On
ecrit en d'autres terrnes:

to

q ayant !'expression de la formule 4. Dans cette expression
qo

= An

+ f3 · 9 · 5

( 15)

de sorte que la relation ( 14) ne contient plus que l'inconnue f3 nouveau. On en deduit ce f3
et par consequent qo a l'aide de la relation (15).
La meme relation ( 14) est alors utilisee pour en deduire les Llh qui correspondent a des
t donnes. Cette etude a ete developpee clans une note que nous avons publiee clans le Bulletin
de l'Institut Royal Colonial Belge [ 12].
3.3. Dans le meme alignement nord-sud que les lacs Kivu et Tanganyika, se trouve le
lac Moero qui re<_;oit comme affluent principal la Luapala et qui se decharge par la Luvua.
L'etendue du lac est de 2,500 krn. 2 et son bassin, a la sortie du lac a Pweto, couvre une
etendue de 218,400 km. 2 •
Alors que pour les lacs precedents il avait fallu remplacer l'expression de la variation des
debits entrant clans le lac par celle des precipitations, une correction etant introduite ulterieurement comme on l'a vu clans le cas du lac Moero, on connait la variation du debit de la
Luapala a Kasenga OU l'etendue du bassin est de 162,210 km 2 • On a admis que l'alimentation
du lac sur toute l'etendue du bassin (218,400 km2 .) correspondait au debit de Kasenga multiplie
par le rapport 1·34 de l'etendue des deux bassins.
3.3. 1. Le tableau 27.8 donne clans une prerniere colonne la repartition des moyennes mensuelles des hauteurs d'eau a Kasenga durant la periode 1952-1957.
D'autre part, les donnees des Annuaires hydrologiques [3] ont permis d'etablir la courbe
13
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de tarage de la Fig. 27.12 de la variation du debit en fonction de la hauteur d'eau a Kasenga.
On en deduit les debits mensuels moyens qui figurent clans la colonne 2 du tableau 27.8.
Enfin, tenant compte du coefficient I" 34 inique au paragraphe precedent, on a marque
clans la troisieme colonne les debits moyens entrant clans le lac.
TABLEAU

Cote moyenne
mesuree

Debit moyen m.3/s.
mesuri pour
Kasenga

Debit moyen
mesuri pour
tout le bassin

215
525
860
980
780
530 .
395
290
205
160
130
135

283
705
1,145
1,316
1,038
687
525
377
269
202
162
171
595

I ·64
3·28
4·50
4·80
4· 17
3·32
2·62
2·04
I ' 57 .
I ·60
0·97
I '02

Janvier
Fevrier
Mars
Avril
Mai
Juin
Juillet
Aout
Septembre
Octobre
Novembre
Decembre ..
Annee moyenne

27.8.

Les debits entrant clans le lac correspondent assez bien
a

= 595

+ 675 sin w ( + 60) + 800 sin w

+ 200 sin 2 w

Debit moyen
diduit de
(6)

314
695
I, I I I

1,309
1,162
784
425
249
233
235
182
160
595

a une variation donnee par:

(t - 75) - 40 sin w t

+
( 16)

(t -

60)

comme on peut s'en rendre compte par la Fig. 27.13 qui represente en traits continus la
variation 16, tandis que les rectangles correspondent aux debits "mesures".
3.3.2. La Fig. 27. 14 donne d'autre part la variation du debit mesure sortant du lac avec
la hauteur d'eau. On peut en deduire que la valeur de f3 est sensiblement:

800

f3 = -I. 5 =

534
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11 en resulte que le retard de chacune des trois ondes annuelles de la formule 16 vaut:
r

365
27T. 5"2. 109
arc tg
soit 63 jours.
27T
3·16. 107. 534

= -

Pour l'onde semi-annuelle, ce retard est de 38 jours.
Quant a ar coefficient d'amortissement pour l'onde annuelle, sa valeur est 2 · 18, tandis
que a2 vaut 4 ·02.
3.3.3. On en deduit que la courbe des debits sortant du lac est donnee par la relation:
q

.
= 595 + -675- sm
2·18

w (t -

. w (t 3 ) + ·-800
- sm
2·18

. w (t - 63 ) +
13 8) - -40- sm
2·18

.
( t - g 8)
+200
-- sm2w
4·02

(I 7)

Le tableau 27 .g fournit clans sa deuxieme colonne les debits moyens sortant du lac
mesures a Pweto, tandis que la premiere se rapporte aux hauteurs d'eau moyennes mesurees
au meme endroit.
Les deux dernieres colonnes donnent les memes elements calcules d'apres (17).
TABLEAU

Hauteurs d'eau
moyennes mesuries
Pweto lac

a

15 Janvier
15 Fevier
15 Mars
15 Avril
15 Mai
15 Juin
15 Juillet
15 Aout
15 Septembre
15 Octobre ..
15 Novembre
15 Decembre

l · 18
1"41
l ·86
2·48
2·73
2·57
2·36
2· 13
l ·89
l · 58
l ·36
l · 27

27.9.

Debits moyens
mesures sortant
du lac

Debits moyens
calculis sortant
du lac

Hauteurs moyennes
calculies
Pweto lac

290
380
560
840
975
910
800
660
590
440
360
340

3 14
379
537
71 l
849
885
825
710
609
521
422
356

"20
·41
l ·85
2·30
2·49
2·56
2·40
2·23
l · 95
l ·80
l · 51
l ·31

a

l
l

Les Figs. 27.15 et 27.16 donnent respectivement les courbes de variation des hauteurs
et des debits a l'origine de la Luvua: en trait continu, la courbe calculee ; en traits interrompus,
la courbe observee. On peut d'ailleurs expliquer les legeres discordances en remarquant
qu'en extrapolant les donnecs de Kasenga a tout le bassin, on a sous-estime les debits de la
montce de la crue et surestime ceux de la descente. En effet, l'extrapolation s'est faite a
une region dont les eaux de pluie arrivent plus rapidement au lac (c'est la region autour du
lac) que celles de l'amont de Kasenga qui sont retenues par le lac Bangwelo et les marais de
cette region. II en resulte que !'extrapolation employee diminue les debits de la fin de la
saison humide, pour augmenter ceux de la saison seche.
3.3.4. Le calcul des hauteurs du lac et des debits qui en sortent a ete fait clans le cas du
lac Moero en se basant sur les debits de !'affluent principal du lac la Luapula, ce qui est
plus indique, quand c'est possible, que }'utilisation des donnees pluviometriques qui a cependant donne de si bons resultats clans le cas des lacs Kivu et Tanganyika.
On peut se demander si le calcul base sur les donnees pluviometriques donnerait, pour
le lac l\!foero, d'aussi bons resultats. Ces donnees pluviometriques dont on disposait ici sont
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HAUTEURS D'EAU OU LAC MOERO
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d'ailleurs moins precises et se ramenent sensiblement pour !'ensemble du bassin a celles du
tableau 27.10:
TABLEAU 27.10.

Annee

Janvier

Fevrier

1,180

150

150

Mars
225

Avril

Annee

Juillet

1,180

0

Aoiit

Septembre

Octobre

0

20

50

190

Mai

Juin

50

0

Novembre

Decembre

115

185

Or, en raisonnent comme pour les deµx lacs precedents, mais en partant cette fois des
debits sortant du lac pour remonter par avance des ondes et amplification des amplitudes, on
obtient que la repartition mensuelle de la pluviometrie devrait etre:
h

3·1636. 107
0 · 00 I • 2 I 8 · 4

.

(

lO 9 • I 2

575 x

+Y[

+ 200 sin 2 w (t -

675 sin w (t
60) -

40

+ 60) + 800 sin w

sin wt

J)

(t -

75)

+
( 18)

x est le coefficient par lequel doit etre divisee la hauteur d'eau tombee annuellement et
transformee en debit par seconde pour trouver le debit moyen entrant clans le lac.
II est donne par:
x. 595. 3·1636. 107

=

1180

mm.

8 · 4 . 109
x = 13 ·76

0 · 00 I . 2 l

D'ou

t

=

D'autre part, en egalisant le debit moyen au I 5 avril
105 on trouve:

a la

valeur donnee par (I 8) pour

Ces valeurs introduites clans (I 8) donnent des valeurs de la hauteur mensuelle moyenne
de pluies qui ne concordent assez bien avec les hauteurs du tableau 10 que si on "retarde"
ces dernieres donnees d'environ 2 mois.
L'explication est simple: comme on l'a vu, la Luapula sort du lac Bangwelo et des marais
de son voisinage. Les debits de cette riviere y ont par consequent subi une premiere transforma-

VARIATIONS DES DEBITS
A KASENGA AU 1511 OE
Q.

CHAClJE ANNEE

1954

1952
1953

1956
1955

1957

FIG. 27.17
Variations des debits

a Kasenga au

15/7

re chaque annee.
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tion qui les a retardes de T et a reduit !'amplitude de leur oscillation de a. On peut se rendre
compte par comparaison avec l'action du lac Moero (car nous ne disposons pas de donnees
pour le lac Bangwelo) que le retard T doit etre grossierement de 2 mois, ce qui explique la
constatation ci-dessus qui est, par consequent, un soutien nouveau pour la theorie exposee.
Ajoutons cependant que si le bassin a l'amont du lac est permeable leur retention peut
jouer un role analogue a celui d'un lac comme le Bangwelo et provoquer un retard clans
l'ecoulement du cours d'eau d'alimentation.
3.3.5. 11 est assez difficile d'envisager clans ce cas la question des oscillations a longue
periode car les niveaux et debits ne sont releves de fa<;on continue que depuis 1952. On voit
toutefois par la Fig. 27.17 des debits au 15 juillet de chaque annee qu'ils se placent assez
bien, depuis qu'ils sont observes, sur une sorte de sinusoide dont la periode est de l'order de
6 a 8 ans, tableau 27. l I.
TABLEAU

Niveaux
Kasenga
15.7.1952
15.7.1953
15.7.1954
15.7.1955
15.7.1956
15.7. 1957

27. I I.

Debits
Kasenga

Niveaux
Pweto lac

780
200
195
290
960
1,900

4·29
I' 57
I· 51
2' I I
4·80
5·58

Debits
Pweto lac
800
140
208
213
692
1,150

3·50
I' 39
I• 51
I ·60
3· 16
4·36

11 s'agit de niveaux et de debits observes.
Le retard doit etre donne par:
T

365
(
= 6-. -arc tg

·

27T

27T 5 · 2 . rn9)
·
6. 3·1636. rn7
.534

= rn5 jours

On constate en effet un decalage de cet ordre entre les deux courbes
Pweto, Fig. 27.18.
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Quelques conclusions
4. 1 • Previsions
L'exemple du lac Moero montre que si on connait, en fonction du temps, la variation
des debits des cours d'eau alimentant un lac, on peut aisement en deduire les fluctuations du
niveau du lac et celle des debits qui en sortent.
L'exemple des deux autres lacs etablit que cette deduction peut se faire a partir de la
pluviometrie pouvu que les bassins des cours d'eau alimentant le lac ne presentent pas euxmemes des lacs suffisamment grands ou ne soient constitues, clans !'ensemble, de terrains
tres permeables.
Ces operations peuvent porter sur des ondes de peiiodes diverses.
On discutera plus loin si !'utilisation des precipitations n'est pas soum1se a certaines
reserves.
11 en resulte que des previsions a longue et a courte echeance peuvent etre etablies, basees
sur les considerations developpees.
On peut evidemment reprocher a ces previsions le fait qu'elles se basent sur l'hypothese
que !'ensemble de sinusoides, que l'etude de longues series passees a permis de separer comme
constituantes de l'alimentation, se conserveront clans l'avenir. On citera notamment l'exemple
de l'etude des variations des hauteurs et debits du Rhin a Bale [10], etude qui a montre
que des deviations ace qui a pu etre predit ne sont pas impossibles.
On remarquera cependant qu'il y a une difference entre la prevision des niveaux du
lac et celle des hauteurs d'une riviere. Dans le cas du lac, les fluctuations du niveau ne sont
pas seulement fonction de l'alimentation a venir, mais elles sont beaucoup plus que pour
une riviere, influencees par l'alimentation passee qui a amene le lac a des niveaux qui conditionnent, pendant un certain avenir, la sortie des debits du lac.
Le passe continue done pour un lac a influencer l'avenir plus que pour une riviere. On
peut dire que le lac a une memoire qui influence son comportement et fait que les previsions,
sans avoir aucune certitude, ont une probabilite qui permet de les retenir.

4.2. On a vu que la methode permet de trouver une expression analytique des "pertes".
ce qui est certes beaucoup plus commode qu'une evaluation de celles-ci par !'expression du
debit amene, diminue de Ce qui s' ecoule et de Ce qui s'accumule (positivement OU
negativement). Ces "pertes" ne donnent la valeur de !'evaporation que pour l'annee moyenne,
mais elles peuvent cependant conduire a la connaissance de la repartition de !'evaporation
clans le temps, Si On peut acquerir quelques donnees Sur l'emmagasinement (positif OU negatif)
des precipitations clans le sol.
4.3. On peut aussi se demander si les ecarts des valeurs trouvees pour x et y, clans les trois
exemples traites, ont une signification.
TABLEAU

Kivu
Valeurs de x
Valeurs de y

5·9 1
24·00

27. 12.
Tanganyika

Moero

13·6
18·35

Pour le Kivu, ces valeurs indiquent que !'influence sur les debits sortant du lac, des
variations de la pluviometrie (y = 24) est plus marquee que pour le Moero (y = 18 · 35) et
beaucoup plus que pour le Tanganyika (y = 4· 12).
Pour le Tanganyika, !'influence de la repartition de la pluviometrie est done quasi nulle,
mais, par contre, I' evaporation est enorme (x = 48 · g). Elle est moindre pour le Moero (x =
13 · 6), et plus faible encoure pour le Kivu (5 · g 1).
Cette derniere constatation est aisement explicable. Le bassin du lac Kivu est situe a une
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altitude elevee: la temperature moyenne de ce bassin y est relativement faible (20 . 4 ° c. a
Bukavu, 20·3° C. a Goma, 16·3° C. a Tehibinda, 18·3° C. en moyenne).
Pour le Tanganyika, la moyenne de 5 stations du bassin donne 22 · 3° C., tandis que'lle
est du meme ordre pour le bassin du lac Moero.
La temperature etant un des elements influenc;ant grandement !'evaporation, ces valeurs
de x sont des plus explicables.
D'autre part, le pourcentage d'etendue du lac Tanganyika, par rapport a son bassin,
est d'environ 1/8. 11 n'est que d'environ 1/20 pour le bassin du lac Moero. Les lacs evaporant
plus que le reste de leur bassin, la valeur exceptionnelle du Tanganyika, par rapport au
Moero, est comprehensible.

4.4. 11 est d'ailleurs interessant d'essayer de dresser un bilan de ces divers bassins en
s'aidant de formules empiriques permettant d'avoir une idee des valeurs de !'evaporation
afin de les comparer a ce qui precede.
D'apres Wundt [16] par exemple, pour des precipitations de 980 mm. et une temperature
de 22 · 5° C. d'un bassin, !'evaporation est de 885 mm. Mais pour ces regions lacustres, il
faut evidemment traiter a part le reste du bassin et le lac lui-meme. Ces 885 mm. ne valent
done que pour 244.500 km. 2 -32.000 Km.2, soit 212.500 km. 2 (Tanganyika).
Sur le lac meme, on peut evaluer !'evaporation par la formule

ew - ea etant le deficit de saturation en mm. de mesure, et v etant la vitesse du vent en milles
par heure; E est donne en mm. par jour.
Pour Albertville, d'apres INEAC [7] cette difference vaut 7 · l millibars, soit 5 · 33 mm.
de mesure. Quant a la vitesse du vent, les donnees sont malheuresement inexistantes et
on prendra 5 m./s., soit 11 milles/heures, d'apres les mesures isolees de Capart [11].
La formule (19) conduit a 4·025 mm. par jour, soit 1470 mm. par an.
L'evaporation moyenne du bassin, lac compris, est done:

(1,470 X 32

+ 885

I

X 212 · 5 - - = 959 mm.
244·5

La valeur de x correspondan te est done:

980
- - - =46·7
980 - 959
alors qu'il a ete trouve 48. 9 plus haut.
Un bilan analogue pour le Kivu conduit a 1,655 mm. d'evaporation pour le lac sur 5,200
km. 2 ( ( ew - ea) vaut 8 millibars a Bukavu).
D'autre part, d'apres le graphique de Wundt, pour des precipitations de 1,458 mm. et
une temperature de 18·3° c. clans les 4,720 km 2 • du reste du bassin, !'evaporation s'eleve a
892 mm.
L'evaporation moyenne du bassin est done:

(1,655. 2 ·3
de sorte que la valeur de x est:

alors qu'on a trouve 4 ·91 ci-dessus.

+

I

892. 4·72) 7·02

=

1,142 mm.
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Pour le bassin du lac Moero, on ne dispose d'aucune valeur de ew - ed, mais si on adopte
celle du Tanganyika, on trouve aussi une evaporation de 1,470 mm. par an.
Pour le reste du bassin avec sa pluviometrie de 1,180 mm. et sa temperature moyenne de
23. 9° c., le graphique de Wundt conduit a une evaporation de I ,050 mm.
Tenant compte de !'existence du lac Bangwelo, !'evaporation moyenne du bassin total
de 218,400 km. 2 vaut:
1,070

mm.

ce qui conduit a:
x

1180
I 180 -

10·8

1070

au lieu de 13 ·6 trouve ci-dessus, mais il faut bien dire que les donnees relatives au Moero
sont beaucoup moins certaines que celles des deux autres lacs.

4.5. Les valeurs de y rappelees au paragraphe 4.3 different aussi beaucoup d'un lac a
l'autre. Rien d'etonnant a ce que le bassin du Kivu presente une tres grande valeur de y,
c'est-a-dire une partie fluctuante des "pertes" (comprenant I' evaporation) qui vaut les
23/24 de la partie fluctuante des precipitations; les pertes et, par consequent, I' evaporation,
varient done beaucoup d'un mois a l'autre en suivant les fluctuations des precipitations.
Cette constatation est tres facilement explicable par le fait que les temperatures du bassin du
Kivu sont non seulement les moins elevees, mais aussi les plus uniformes tout au long d'une
annee. Ainsi, a Bukavu, la temperature mensuelle moyenne minimum est de I 9. 7° c. (en
juin) tandis qu'elle a sa valeur maximum: 21·1° C. en aout. L'evaporation n'est done plus
guere fonction que de la pluviometrie d'un mois a l'autre et les pertes de la saison seche
ne sont pas exagerees par des temperatures beaucoup plus elevees qu'en saison humide.
Sans doute, le lac evapore beaucoup plus en saison seche, car les valeurs de ew - ed
peuvent alors devenir doubles de celles de la saison humide (INEAC) [7], mais il faut
ajouter que le Kivu possede un bassin partiellement constitue de roches volcaniques poreuses
qui absorbent la pluie en saison pluviense, augmentant les pertes de cette saison, mais qui
les restituent avec un decalage analogue a celui des lacs [ 13] ce qui diminue les pertes en
saison seche. Ce mecanisme agit done en sens oppose de !'action evaporante du lac et donne
aux pertes un trace semblable de forme a celui des precipitations.
Pour le bassin du Tanganyika au contraire, les temperatures mensuelles moyennes varient
plus qu'au Kivu et comme leur action sur !'evaporation s'exerce surtout au cours des minima
des precipitations, il en resulte une uniformisation de !'evaporation. D'autre part, la plus
forte evaporation du lac en saison seche compense le deficit de !'evaporation du reste du
bassin en cette saison.
4.6. On aura remarque, lors de l'etude des fluctuations a longue periode, que l'amortissement devient plus petit quand la periode s'allonge et que, pour les tres longues oscillations,
la reduction de !'amplitude par le lac devient peu importante. Elle .est au contraire tres
grande pour les ondes courtes (crues de peu de duree) et c'est ce qui justifie l'emploi des moyennes portant sur uncertain nombre d'annees, comme on l'a fait au paragraphe 3.2.7.
L'influence de (3 est aussi a mettre en relief. Un lac avec exutoire de decharge bien evase
a la sortie du lac aura une grande valeur de /3 et jouera mal son role de regularisateur.
4.7. Une derniere question se pose, clans ce qui precede, pour le Kivu et le Tanganyika,
on a constate les bons resultats de !'application de la methode exposee en faisant intervenir
les precipitations comme alimentation, alors que rigoureusement, c'est l'alimentation nette
qui devrait intervenir.
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Pour le Moero, nous avons explique la raison de l'ecart que donnent les precipitations
et montre la possibilite d'application de la methode, en introduisant les precipitations, en
tenant compte du lac Bangwelo.
On est en droit de se demander s'il s'agit la d'une loi generale ou si certaines circonstances
sont cause de cette possibilite.
Ce qui a ete <lit au paragraphe 4 · 5 mettra sur la voie de la reponse. Pour qu'on puisse
remplacer l'alimentation nette du lac pa.r les precipitations, il faut que les pertes, et notamment !'evaporation, soient ou bien uniformement reparties, ou bien suivent une loi semblable
a celle des precipitations, ou plutot qu'il y ait une combinaison .des deux explications comme
on l'a deja <lit. De faibles ecarts mensuels de temperature favoriseront la "proportionalite"
des pertes ou precipitations, tandis que !'existence d'une saison des pluies et d'une saison
seche uniformisera la valeur de !'evaporation totale. En effet, alors que le bassin desseche
n'evaporera presque plus rien, le lac donnera son maximum d'evaporation et inversement,
en saison humide, le lac verra ses pertes reduites tandis que !'augmentation de !'evaporation
avec les pluies clans le reste du bassin sera maintenant l'element compensateur de ces pertes.
Les deux conditions: faibles ecarts de temperature et existence de saisons seches et
pluvieuses, sont une caracteristique de la region tropicale humide et c'est pourquoi !'introduction des precipitations au lieu de l'alimentation nette est possible clans ce cas.
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DISCUSSION
(i) Concernant la reponse du Professeur Tison qu'une hydrologie particulierement tropicale
n'existe pas, on peut se demander a quel point existe une meteorologie particulierement tropicale. On peut
certainement nier !'existence d'une climatologie particulierement tropicale, puisque les equations
basiques de balance soient independents du latitude. Quelques especes de systemes tropicaux du temps
semblent de se trouver avec seulment des differences moindres clans les latitudes plus hauts. Les
equations de la meteorologie dynamique sont exactement les memes, sauf qu'on n'est pas permis de
negliger quelques termes pres de l'equateur, lesquelles on peut negliger clans les latitudes plus hauts.
(ii) L'oeuvre du Professeur Tison donne sans doute le valeur le plus vrai et representant de l'evapotranspiration reel pour les regions OU on peut negliger les effets souterranes. je me demande a quel
point on peut estimer de ce fac;on les variations en temps de l'evapotranspiration et verifier l'hypothese
que cette quantite soit presqu' invariante. Les resultats pour les trois regions d'attrapement, y compris
les lacs, variant seulment entre 950 et 120 mm.; en prennant une balance nette de la radiation de
73· 5 cal./cm. (d'apres Budyko, valable pour les continents humides se trouvant entre 20° N., et 20° S.),
il faut conclure que clans les regions semi-humides ou continentaux plus de 75 % du radiation net est
employe pour l'evapotranspiration.
H. FLOHN:
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J.

PAULY: M. le Professeur Tison vient de nous donner un tres bon example d'ensignement magistral.
Descartes n'aurait-il pas ete en partie Belge?
Comme je ne suis pas hydroloque je ne peux discuter l'exposi au fond de la lecture. Mais clans son
introduction M. le Professeur a fait une remarque que me parait d'une haute portee. Je voudrais
commenter rapidement.
Selon M. Le Professeur Tison il n'y a pas d'hydrologique et meteorologie tropicales fondamentalement distinctes d'une hydrologie et d'une meteorologie extra-tropicales. (Je suis certainement d'accord.)
Seules les applications de la meteorologie OU de l'hydrologie peurent etre differentes sous les tropiques de ce
qu'elles sent ailleurs, l'aspect des phinomenes aidant. D'ailleurs du point de vue theorique (hydrodynamique, thermodynamique) les conferenciers que nous avons ici meme entendus, confirment
implicitement ce point de vue. Ils ont developpe par, example, les applications hydrodynamiques aux
problemes tropicales.
Concernant les aspects des phenomenes je prendrais pour example l'echelle des tourbillons physiques
qui s'etend du tourbillons de sable, aux tourbillons hemisphereques en general qui constituent la
depression polaire de la moyenne tropospherique, et continue par les ouragans et les cyclones tropicales,
jusqu'a la depression mobile des regions temperes. Voci done sur une echelle different, toute ume
gamme de phenomenes aux aspects divers visibles a differents latitudes, ( qui sent evidement du meme
famille). Meme le tourbillon de sable est caracterise par une zone annulaire de vent maximum qui
les courants jets.

o. M. ASHFORD : Il y a deux questions que je voudrais poser a M. le Professeur Tison. Premierement il
a employe des methodes tres approximatives pour l'etablissement des courbes sinusoidales ales donnees
observes. Considere-t-il que !'effort necessaire pour obtenir des courbes plus exactement adaptees serait
justifie?
Secondement je ne suis pas siir que la maniere de prevoyance du decharge des lacs soit vraiment
valide, en consideration de !'experience meteorologie que les periodicitites derivees des donnees passees
les quelles ne peuvent pas etre extrapolees ordinairement clans le futur aven confiance. Est-ce-que
j'ai raison de supposer que M. le Professeur Tison donne a entendre seulement que sa methode peut etre
utilisee pour la prevoyance des periodes relativement courtes, ou considere-t-il qu'ell donnerait res
resultats satisfaisants pour des periods pluto longues?
J. P. PEIXOTO: J e pense que M. Ashford aurait souleve une point tres importante. Il peut que les valeurs
estimees d'analyse spectrale clans le domaine de temps de n'importe quelle quantite meteorologique
pour un intervalle donne de temps ne representant pas la serie de temps de cette quantite. Aussi il faut
considerer les effets de troncature (phenomenes de Gibb) clans les spectra.
La possibilite d'appliquer un project de predictment qui est base sur l'analyse spectrale est conditionne
par la nature du serie de temps, c'est a dire, etre stationnaire, OU pour le moins quasi-stationnaire. Et
il n'est pas facile de decider si le serie de temps d'un qualite meteorologique donneremp}isse OU les
conditions dent on a parle plus haut.
N. VANDER ELST: Se referer a l'usage de telles methodes pour extrapoler et prevoir, c'est evident que
nous avons ici, Un systeme avec une memoire, probablement une memoire grosse OU une memoire
petite, (en temps) quand le lac et son bassin est gross ou petit. Je crois qu'une analyse statisique des
donnees que nous possedons deja (niveau d'eau. precipitation) pourait produire une mesure de l'etendue.
de cette memoire, un type d'indice characterisant cette memoire avec la surete. M. Le Professeur Tison
a-t-il des renseignements en cet respect?
H. c. PEREIRA: Tout en d'accord avec M. le Professeur Flohn sur le sujet du defant de difference fondmental entre l'hydrologie de la zone temperee et de la zone tropicale. Je voudrais faire mention d'une
influence tres importante clans l' Afrique tropicale la quelle est presque absente clans les zones temperees.
C'est I' occurrence des changements en l'usage de la terre sur une echelle tres grande. Avec I' elimination
des guerres et de la famine et le fait que la maladie d'Afrique tropical ete reduite pendant les denieres
cinquant annees, il-y-a eu une augmentation du population tres grande et accelerante. Les grandes
aires, les quelles etaient couvertes des forets, pendant des siecles, sont deblayees et sont brulees, et en
beaucoup de circonstances des sent cultivees malhabilement, en passe de causant la deterioration
continue des regimes hydroligiques de plusieurs rivieres. M. le Professeur Tison a-t-il decouvert des signes
de ces effets clans son travail?
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N. P. SELLICK: Dans l'exemple cite par le conferencier, il-y-a compris le Kivu et Tanganyika, clans le
quel l'arie du lac est comparable al'arie d'attrapement. Maintenant, la pluie qui tombe clans le lac lui
meme s'ajoute directement a !'augmentation d'en magasinage, tandis que la pluie qui tombe clans le
bassin s'expose aux penes des plusieurs sortes en route envers le lac. Est-ce-que le conferencier ne
trouve pas necessaire de tenir compte du rapport entre l'aire du lac et l'aire d'attrapement?

R. RAINEY: Au dela des commentaires du preopinant quelques lacs de la Vallee de Rift; notablement
le lac du Rudolf, pourvoient les indications que la pluie, re9ue sur le lac lui meme est fortement moins
que la pluie de l'arie d'attrapement en somme.

J. TISON: (i) En reponse a M. Flohn, clans la presentation de ce travail nous avons devoir remaquer
que si la meteorologie tropicale semble avoir ses lois proper et les methodes particulieres, OU pouvant
difficilement admitter qui'l existant une veritable hydrologie tropicale distincte de l'hydrologie generale.
Si les circonstances de !'arriver de l'eau au sol sont, semble-t-il assez nettement influencier par les conditions des tropiques, une fois que l'eau atteint le sol (et c'est tu qu'on fait d'habitude commencer
l'hydrologie) il semble bien que les lois auxquelles elle est sommee sont les memes pour toutes les
latitudes. II n'impechi avons-nous ajoute, que les quantites et les repartitions de l'eau arrivant au sol.
ses evaporation etc., peuvent poser de vrais problemes proprer aux tropiques.
(ii) Un sujet de !'evaluation de la repartition de l'evapotranspiration clans le temps, remarqions
d'abord que notre hypothere d'une variation autour de la valeur moyenne suivant une loi geophiquement
a celle des precipitations n'est qu'approximative et basique sur le fait que la determination de la courbe
des bebits de sortie par notre methode analytique, sans tenir compte de l'evapotranspiration, conduit
a une variation conordant assez bien (a une certain echelle), avec celle provenant des mesures. Mais, il
est bien certain que cette hypothere n'est qu'approximative, comme nous l'avons <lit. Si on vent la
variation exacte de l'evapotranspiration (en supposant que les mouvements d'eai.i souterraine sont
negligeable), il faudra operer en sens reverse de celci que nous avons d'abord adopte. En d'autre terms,
il faudra partir de la courbe constalee des debits sortant du lac et la decomposer en sinusoidales.
L.

Chaqu'un de celles-ci sera alors avancee de son et ses orders sont multiplieres par ~ la courbe recona
stituee par adoption de ces sinusoidales transformies donnera pour chaque mois la quantite de precipitations qui, sans l'evapotranspiration aurait donne les debits sortant du lac constales. La differense entre
la courbe des precipitations et la courbe reconstructee dont il vient d'etre question donne les veritables
valeurs de l'evapotranspiration mensuelle.
L'intervention de M. Pauly a ete recontree en fact clans la premiere partie de la reposse a M. Flohn.
En ce qu' est de la premiere question de M. Ashford, il est evident qu'une milleure solution pourait
etre obtenu en poussant plus loir la decomposition en sinusoidales. Nous ne l'avons pas faut, car nous
voulions simplement exproper une methode dont la comprehension devenait plus aisee si on reduisant le
nombre de sinusoidals. En depit de cette simplifications il faut d'alleurs reconnaitre que les resultats
ne sont pas si mauvais, surtout pour le Tanganyika.
La delL'Cieme question de M. Ashford a laquelle se rapportent d'alleurs les interventions de M.
Peixoto et Vander Elst, demande une certain attention. Nous sommes bien d'accord (et nous le disons
clans notre etude), qu'on peut faire des provisions au sujet du debit d'une riviere en se bassant uniquement sur le passe de cette riviere. Mais, "a notre avis, il n'ont pas de meme pour un lac qui, comme
le repete M. Vander Elst, a une memoire, pour un lac dont l'ecoulement futur sera, pendant assez
longtemps encore, influence par son histoire passer. En repose a M. Vander Elst, je dirai que je n'ai
pas, jusqu' a present, essaye de rechercher jusqu'on cette action du passe peut s'entendu, mais cela ne
me pavait pas impossible et la solution du probleme pouvant etre simplifier plus encore sides provisions
de plui, a longue echeance, pouvaient etre facter.
Je mis evidement d'accord avec M. Pereira sur l'existance et !'importance des problemes hydrologiques des tropiques.
En reponse a M. Sellick, je dirai que les differences qu'il signale ont effectivement bien action que
se manifeste clans les resultats de notre etude clans les valeurs de x et de y. Mais la methode pour arriver
a ces resultats est le meme pour tous les lacs.
En sujet d !'invention de M. Rainey nous pouvons observer que l'etude des fluctuations des lacs,
comme nous l'avons expose a la deuxieme partie de !'intervention de M. Flohn, permit d'avoir une
idee de la repartition de la pluie et de l'evapotranspiration clans le passe.

THE APPLICATION OF WEATHER RADAR TO HYDROLOGICAL
PROBLEMS
BY VAUGHN D. ROCKNEY

United States Weather Bureau, Washington
Introduction

To the pract1smg hydrologist, who is concerned with the forecasting of floods or the
design of structures for hydrological projects, water storage or flood abatement projects
and the management of water resources, the problem involves:

(a) measuring the precipitation quantitatively,
(b) taking into account antecedent precipitation,
(c) obtaining from the meteorologist the best possible forecast of quantitative precipitation, and
(d) knowing the topographic and run-off characteristics of the basins concerned.
The problem of assessing the total volume of precipitation that falls, and its distribution
in time and area, is very complicated and one that cannot be solved by any conventional
means. To obtain a true measure of precipitation, volume, and distribution, one would have
to record:

(a)
(b)
(c)

the instantaneous rates of precipitation,
the duration of each of these vadous rates, and
the duration of each increment of rate over each increment of area.

Solutions of this problem in the absolute sense would require completely covering a basin
with recording precipitation-rate gauges and performing the necessary triple integration by
exceedingly laborious hand methods or by electronic computer. The precise solution is
obviously impracticable.
Examination of rainfall records in showery conditions makes apparent the inadequacies
of conventional records during these conditions. Studies by the Illinois State Water Survey
in 1957 [4] showed that for a 100-square mile area the average variability between the
readings of any single gauge in a dense network and the mean rainfall that occurred over
the network varied from 72 per cent. for showers of ·01 to ·20 inches to 14 per cent. for
showers having more than 2 · oo inches of rain. For an area of 250 square miles, the percentage of variability for the two amounts was 81 per cent. and 31 per cent., respectively. Taking
into account that rain-gauges are usually much more widely spaced than in this study, (in
some cases there may be only one gauge for an area as large as 5,000-10,000 square miles), it
can be seen that conventional rain-gauges can hardly be considered to give representative
results.
In many areas of the world, even the gathering of conventional rainfall reports is most
difficult. It may be impossible to find qualified observers in certain areas, expecially in headwaters of small streams, communications may be non-existent-or if they exist, power or
pole line facilities for them may be disrupted by heavy rains. Then too, the cost of installing
and maintaining large networks of gauges may be prohibitive. Also, unless reports are received
from the gauges frequently, important rains fall and have their impact before their occurrence
is even known to the hydrologist. Many significant falls of precipitation will miss the gauges
completely. My remarks will be concerned with the extent to which meteorological radar
can assist, in a practical sense, with the solution of these problems.
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of Radar Equipment

An optimum radar for hydrological purposes should have the following characteristics:

(a)

Wave-length should be such that the effect of precipitation attenuation is minimized

[3].
(b) Power and pulse lengths should be selected (taking into account the wave-length)

(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

so as to ensure that the lowest amounts of precipitation that are believed to be
significant can be detected at the maximum practical range.
Correction for the effects of range and PPI writing speed should be made.
The design of the radar should be such as to minimize the possibility of "saturation"
of the electronic components.
The beam should be as narrow as possible in both vertical and horizontal extents.
Provision should be made such that the antenna can be rotated regardless of windloading effects.
The receiver gain should be calibrated.
Spacing of range markers on the PPI scope should be linear.
Test equipment should be provided so that electronic maintenance personnel can
measure the efficiency of the equipment at regular intervals.

To the U.S. Weather Bureau these considerations have resulted in a radar (designated
WSR-57) with the following characteristics:
(a) Wave-length-10 centimetres.
(b) Peak power output, 500 kW. Pulse lengths 1/2 and 4 microseconds.
(c) Sensitivity-time control feature included to 100 miles range.
(d) A receiver is provided, having logarithmic gain characteristics.
(e) Conical beam of 1 ·8°.
(f) Antenna is housed in a radome.
(g) Stepped attenuator provided for calibrated gain control.
(h) Range marker spacing is linear.
(i) Test equipment is provided.
The setting-down of thes~ characteristics does not imply that these characteristics are
all necessary before a radar can be useful for hydrology. As a matter of fact, any radar that
can see precipitation will have some value for hydrology. However, if one expects to try to
make quantitative determinations of precipitation with the radar, one must eliminate as
many variables and unknowns as possible in the equipment and the deleterious effects of
weather on radar performance. It is unfortunate that the providing of some of these desired
features is expensive and makes the radar large and cumbersome. (For a theoretical discussion
of the effect of radar characteristics on the weather display, see [ 1] and [5].)
The Radar Hydrologic Range

In our experience, the "hydrologic range" of a radar, that is the maximum range to which
a good weather radar can see virtually all rainfall of significance to flood forecasting and
reservoir control problems, is about 125 miles. Beyond this range, the beam is at such a high
altitude that it begins to pass over significant rainfall and is so broad that results become
distorted in the circumferential direction. Also, beyond this range, the radar may begin to
miss the observance of significant precipitation owing to lack of power or sensitivity. For dry
snow, this range is reduced somewhat to about 75-100 miles.
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Theoretical Limitations in Use

of Radar for

Hydrology

As in the case of so many problems in meteorology, assumptions and approximations are
necessary in the use of radar for hydrology. Some of these are:

(a)

If a correction for range is made, it is usually assumed that the storm fills the beam
volume at any range. This may not be the case with small showers at long range.
In this event, the range correction may be inadequate. If the beam is narrow, this
effect is minimized, however, and it would occur only rarely and at long range.

(b) At the altitude where the change of state of the precipitation from snow or ice to
water occurs, there will be an enhancement of the brightness of the echoes on the
PPI scope at the range where the radar beam intersects this so-called "melting
level". Fortunately, in the tropical case, the "melting level" usually occurs so high
that, with the elevation angle of the antenna set at 0°, the beam of a radar having
narrow beam width in the vertical will not intersect this level until it is beyond the
"hydrologic" range. Also, in convective storms there is sufficient vertical mixing so
that "bright band" distortions in echo brilliance are not manifested to such an
extent as to cause trouble in the interpretation of results. In the case of snowfall, the
bright band" effect may a~tually enhance results.
(c) Echoes from the "sampled volume" (that portion of the storm bounded by the
beam shape and the pulse length) pertain to a volume which is at varying distances
above the earth's surface depending upon the range. Precipitation measured in
this volume represents an integration in volume and is quite a different parameter
from that measured by a conventional raingauge with an aperture of an 8 to I 2-inch
circle.
(d) Precipitation measured aloft may drift with prevailing winds and may not fall into
a gauge below the echo. There also may be substantial evaporation if the raindrops
aloft fall through dry air.
(e) The extremely erratic pattern of showery-type rainfall and the difficulty of calibrating
a radar exactly in azimuth, makes it difficult to relate which portion of an echo lies
directly over a particular raingauge.
(f) Non-linearity or saturation of electronic components in the radar or in any photographic process used may distort the results.
(g) No account is taken of variations in the radar reflectivity between storms having
different drop-size distributions associated with the same rainfall rate [5].
(h) The effects of beam-width and pulse-length distortion in the radar display are
ignored.
(i) There may be problems of time synchronization between precipitation gauge and
radar records.
Current Techniques in Radar Hydrology

In the elementary sense, any rainfall information that a hydrologist can obtain that adds
to his knowledge of current conditions is valuable. From the mere fact that the radar extends
his vision in all directions over more than 50,000 square miles, it is apparent that radar
should be a most valuable tool for the hydrologist.
In the forecasting of flash floods, the timing of the arrival of rainfall in various parts of a
river basin and the direction of movement of the storms across a basin vitally affect the shape
of the hydrograph. In a study in 1956, Tarble and Ligda presented the example in Fig. 28. I.
[6]. No conventional rain-gauge network can give this detail and the necessary network
density would be economically impracticable.
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To maximize the usefulness of radar for hydrology, we must then develop procedures
that will, if possible, give quantitative and representative results, and we must take account
of the velocity of storm movement with respect to the basins concerned.
Techniques that are used depend on whether the radar is located in the office of the
hydrologist or at a distance, i.e., whether he has direct access to the radar scopes or has
to depend on coded information obtained by others. The simplest analysis technique involves
periodic tracing of echo positions on transparent acetate PPI overlays which have river basin
boundaries outlined on them in appropriate scale. Qualitative estimates can be made of the
instantaneous storm intensity on the basis of echo appearance alone, i.e., light, moderate,
heavy, or very heavy, taking into account such factors as attenuation and range, if these are
not compensated for in the radar design. If communications facilities permit, corroborating
evidence on storm intensity may be used for rough, subjective "calibration" of the radar
displays. Successive tracings of the scope display at intervals of half an hour can then be
superimposed to determine the areas affected, the direction of storm motion and the areaintensity relationship. Alternatively, the tracings may be made on a single sheet of acetate,
using different colours for the different times. Areas where echoes are usually strong are receiving especially heavy rain and the hydrologist should be alert for possible flooding of the
streams draining the basins where echoes persist. This technique is applicable to coded reports
as well as direct PPI plots.
A more complicated technique, and one which the U.S. Weather Bureau is now implementing with its new radars, involves the use of long-duration time exposure or multipleexposure photographic technique wherein the photographic emulsion performs the integration of radar echoes with respect to intensity, duration, and area. In practice in the
United States, a camera, loaded with transparency film and employing a fast-developing
technique, is mounted on a suitable hood on a PPI repeater having independent range
control. The aperture of the lens is closed to the maximum and in addition a suitable neutraldensity filter is employed. The shutter is then opened at the beginning of the desired period
(up to 6 hours) and closed at the end of the period. During the interval the storms leave
blurred trails of their echoes across the film. In the case of thunderstorms, for example, one
thus sees the birth, life and death of each storm cell. When the period is ended, the film is
quickly developed, mounted in a holder, and projected on to a map of the river basins. If
the interval used is one hour, for example, successive transparencies can be superimposed
in a single holder and viewed as a composite. As an alternative to the time exposures, studies
by Tarble and Ligda [6] indicate that multiple exposures on a single photographic plate
may be made at, intervals as long as five minutes, without adversely affecting results. An
automatic timer is almost a requirement for the latter technique, however. The assumption
is made, of course, that integrated echoes of equal intensity form a weak storm that persisted
a long time, and from a short, intense storm would represent equal rainfall amounts. Care
1:nust be taken to regulate exposure of the film so as to avoid saturation and to regulate temperature and development time as closely as possible.
Radar interference and aircraft echoes are not usually visible on the integrated picture
because of their transitory nature, whereas echoes from the ground pattern are easily recognizable owing to their brilliance and sharp detail. In practice, the radar integration is timed
to coincide with rhe regular synoptic period. Thus, at 1200 U.T., for example, by the time
the transparency is processed (about g minutes after the end of the period) the hydrologist
has the radar rainfall data available, while at the same time he is beginning to receive reports
from regular rainfall stations.
It is hoped that there will be an opportunity to demonstrate this technique during the
conference.
The integrated pictures demonstrate dramatically how much rain falls in showery
conditions that never is measured in raingauges-and thus demonstrate the inadequacy
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of conventional rainfall measuring techniques. For this reason it is not to be expected that
integrated radar data would have a high correlation with conventional precipitation data.
In showery conditions it is useless to try.to evaluate the radm· data in comparison with what
we now know to be non-representative and inadequate conventional techniques. We know,
for example, that in these conditions, it is extremely unlikely that any conventional raingauge
will measure the maximum amount of precipitation deposited during a storm.
(A short problem to illustrate the errors of subjective drawing of isohyets from limited information was distributed to participants at this point and the results compared with a radar
assessment) .
In an extensive research project at the University of Miami, Hiser and Conover [ 2]
attempted to relate the integrated echo density, as measured by a densitometer, to raingauge

TIPPING BUCKET RAINGAGE

Fm.

28.2

Beacon System.
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readings. In addition to the non-representativeness of raingauge readings discussed in the
previous paragraph, they found that practical problems of orienting the radar in azimuth
and range, and in pin-pointing the raingauge site on the PPI scope complicated the achieving
of high correlation. From the standpoint of the hydrologist, minor errors in radar azimuth and
range calibration are of insignificant consequence, and, as discussed in the previous paragraph,
one has no reasonable basis to expect or to strive for high correlation. In wide-area uniform
rain, of course, better correlation is to be expected.
Useful Radar Adjuncts for H_ydrology

A radar rainfall beacon has been developed and tested in the United States and quantity
procurement is now under way. In this device, a tipping-bucket raingauge is mounted in a
good exposure at a place from which precipitation observations are necessary. The gauge
is connected, through a suitable coder, to the radar beacon. The location of the beacon
antennae has to be, in general, in line-of-sight of the radar antenna at the home station
(see Figs. 28.2 and 28.3). The operation of the beacon is as follows:
(a)

As soon as any pre-selected amount of precipitation falls, the beacon is activated,
and a "pip" appears on the PPI scope of the main radar at the aimuth and range of
the beacon.
(b) As each pre-selected additional increment of precipitation falls, a second "pip"
moves outward beyond the main "pip" radially in range on the PPI scope by one mile.
(See Fig. 284).
(c) Increments are pre-selected as desired, i.e., · 01, · 05, · ro, · 25, · 50, I· oo, 2 · oo,
3 · oo, etc., etc., inches.
( d) Every six hours the gauge automatically re-cycles to zero.
(e) Every 24 hours, if rain has not occurred, the beacon comes on for a few minutes for
test purposes.
(f ) If so much rain falls that the "pip" passes off the edge of the PPI scope, the beacon
re-cycles to zero and begins counting again.
(g) The beacon signal is so strong it can be read even against a background of heavy
rain echoes on the PPL Many beacons can be used with each radar. In some cases,
satisfactory beacon reception has been obtained even though the beacon is shaded
from the radar by terrain or buildings.
The beacon provides for automatic remote-reading of a large number of raingauges in
isolated areas. The present version is powered by commercial power. A transistorized batterypowered version is under development, as well as conversion to a shielded, weighing gauge
operation for all-weather use.
This technique can be used to telemeter a wide variety of meteorological parameters. A
radioactive snowgauge beacon is now under development. With this device, a small bit of
cobalt 60 is placed on the ground with a radiation counter looking down from above on the
radioactive material. The output of the counter is connected to the beacon. As snow accumulates during the winter and melts in the spring, the beacon regularly will telemeter the
changing water equivalent of the snow pack based on changes in the attenuation of the
radiation through the snow.
Ideas for further Research and Development

Much of the work done so far has been designed around radars whose characteristics
have been optimized for hydrology.
More should be done toward the utilization of data from radars having less favorable
characteristics for the hydrologic purpose. For example, although low-powered radars
on a wave-length such that it suffers from attenuation will be hampered in quantitative
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measurement of precipitation occurring with the monsoon and in typhoons, these effects
are probably not of such serious consequence in measuring the rainfall from scattered showers.
A simple technique that should be tried would follow an experiment that has been tried by
Tarble (unpublished) with some success on snowfall in the United States. Tarble found that
if one simply counted the hours that snow occurred and assumed a representative rate of
fall per hour (in this case, ·02 inches per hour) that on an annual basis the precipitation so
calculated was within 8 per cent. of that measured in a gauge. In the radar case, a grid could

(a) On level terrain, signal may be received from beacon at

50

NM, none from

100

NM.

FIG. 28.3

(b) In mountainous terrain, signal from beacon may be received from both 50 and 100 NM Range if elevation
of distant beacon remains in line of sight of radar station.

be superimposed over the PPI scope and every hour, when precipitation occurred in a box
the grid, a note could be made merely of the fact that precipitation occurred in the box
during that hour. At the end of the selected interval, the numbers of occurrences in the
various boxes would be added up. On an average, the rates of precipitation might be sufficiently
uniform as to make the resulting composite grid chart of value in the measurement of rainfall.
Refinements could probably be made so as to classify the echoes in the boxes according to
three or four criteria of intensity. Such a technique might be particularly useful over large
lakes or forest areas where there are absolutely no other ways of obtaining rainfall measurements.
The ultimate use of radar in hydrology will come when the integration of radar echo
intensity can be performed automatically by electronic means and when the read-out can
be in the form of contours of radar reflectivity. A survey has been made of the feasibility of
using electronic storage tubes for this purpose but the development of these tubes, particularly
with respect to dynamic range, has not yet proceeded to a satisfactory state of perfection.
At the moment the most promising technique along this line involves the use of magnetic
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cores for storage and integration and the use of a stepped amplifier to contour the echo
intensity. Some work on the former approach is being done in the United States in connexion
with the automatic processing of radar data. A seven-step amplifier has recently been completed and tested by the Stormy Weather Group at McGill University in Toronto, Canada.
If the radar is precisely calibrated, it may, with the addition of these techniques, serve the
complete rainfall measuring need (see Fig. 28.5).
Another electronic technique involves not the radar principle but electronic equipment
operating in radar frequencies, The Stanford Research Institute is investigating the extent
to which the attenuation of 1 cm. wave-length radio energy over a path is a function of the
integrated precipitation over the path.

(a) No precipitation

(b) Initial "blip" with transmitter activated at predetermined precipitation
accumulation
(~=0·20 inch)

(c) Secondary "blip" appears after
assigned increment has accumulated
(~=o· 40 inch)

(d) "Blip" moves out radially along
azimuth line upon successive accumulations
(~=0·60 inch)

FIG. 28.4
Appearance of Radar Scope During Operation of Radar Beacon.
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FIG. 28.5
Radar Echoes as they would appear c;>n a Teletype Transmission showing Seven Levels of Intensity, o-6.
Intensity averaged over five mile sq uares.
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Another possible application of electronics to the hydrologic problem involves the measure
of precipitable water aloft by radio means. At the present time, a device to measure precipitable water aloft through the use of an infra-red technique has been developed and is now
under test. In this device a scanner looks continuously at the sun. The light from the sun is
passed through two filters, one of which is in a water vapour absorption band and the other
is a reference filter. The difference in transmissivity through the two filters is a measure of
the water vapour between the instrument and the sun. The instrument has the serious
limitation in that it operates only when the disc of the sun is visible, and thus, of course, not
under cloudy conditions or during darkness.
With the application of radio devices to this problem, these two weaknesses might be
eliminated. If one built two sensitive radio receivers connected to antennae which were
directed at the sun, one receiver listening on a wave-length of · 86 cm., where there is a pronounced water vapour window, and the other on 1·25 cm., where there is a strong water
vapour absorption band, the difference in transmissivity (assuming the radiations from the
sun were of equal strength on the two bands and if the receivers were identically calibrated)
should be related to the total water vapour above the instrument, regardless of clouds or
darkness. If such measurements could be taken, they would be of great value in the
prediction of quantitative precipitation.
An interesting idea that has been proposed by Tarble would involve using RHI indications
of the so-called "melting level" as an indicator, in mountainous areas, of the level below
which rain would be falling and contributing to run-off, not only from its own effect but
from the melting of snow below this level as well.

Conclusion
It has been the purpose of these notes to describe the practical application of a new instrument to the solution of a real problem and to make suggestions for further work. Although
the techniques presented here are not intended to be all-inclusive, they are representative
of those currently used on an operational basis in the United States. We believe that they
are very useful and that pronounced improvement in the solutions of our hydrologic problems
will result from their use.
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DISCUSSION
Photography of a PPI display raises the question of the stability of the picture when
the exposure is over a long period such as 6 hours. From Mr. Rockney's photographs it is evident that
there is only little drift on the range markers and therefore the stability of the picture is of a very high
order. Is this the result of any special precautions to stabilize voltages etc. in the radars employed?
All Rockney's pictures are free from ground clutter. What is the explanation of this?
Would there be any advantage to be gained by including RHI-scopes and A-scopes in radar
equipment intended for hydrological use?

J.P. HENDERSON:
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What are the prospects of improving the alignment of antenna and ware guide assemblies so as to
increase the accuracy of the PPI picture at extreme range (i.e. 100- I 20 miles).
v. D. ROCKNEY (in reply): No special precautions are used to stabilize sweep voltages. Usually the
changes in sweep linearity, and in the circularity of the range rings are so slow as not to be manifested
in an integrated photo of 3-6 hours duration.
In some pictures nearby ground clutter has been deleted by masking out the centre of the photo
to eliminate "bloom" in this area caused by high brilliance in the centr~ of the scope. Anti-clutter
circuits such as STC (sensitivity-time-control) or MTI (moving target indicator) can be used to suppress
ground clutter. Ground clutter is clearly manifested in the integrated photos however, because it is
sharp-edged and clear (because it remains stationary) and is not blurred as are the precipitation echoes.
With respect to the need for RHI and A scopes-the providing of RHI display involves special
:antenna design as well as an additional display tube (usually) and will inevitably increase the cost of
the radar. In my opinion the RHI scope is not needed for hydrology. Although the A scope is not
essential it may be useful in identifying "type" of precipitation (i.e. showers, snow, drizzle, thunder:storms) thus giving the operation some idea of particle size. Furthermore, the providing of an A scope
is cheap, requiring no antenna modification. An A scope is also useful for distinguishing rainfall echoes
from ground clutter and those resulting fron anomalous propagation. An A scope is also useful for
tuning the set and for electronic maintenance.
_
Careful alignment by the technician should hold the azimuth error to I 0 or less provided there is
no backlash in the gears or selsyns. However, unless one uses precision tracking systems with very high
accuracy (and expensive selsyns and geartrains) better accuracy than this can probably not be expected.
N. P. SELLICK:

v.

D. ROCKNEY

D. MCCALLUM:

What is the wave-length of the radar beacon rain gauge?
(in reply): 10 cm. but they could be built on 3 cm. as well.
What is the cost, capital and recurrent, of establishing these radar surveys in a catchment

area?
v.

D. ROCKNEY

(in reply): About £40,000-recurrent about £5,000.

o. M. ASHFORD: Would you recommend this technique for under-developed countries and is apparatus
available commercially?
v. D. ROCKNEY (in reply): Yes, although equipment is expensive, sometimes it is the only way to obtain
rainfall and storm data. U.S.A. is installing 32 new equipments and we have 80 in operation-certainly
equipment is available.
D. H. JOHNSON:

Mr. Rockney has stated that raingauges are used to calibrate the echoes. Is there a standard

error?
v. D. ROCKNEY (in reply): I believe I said that one should not expect raingauge values to correlate
well with radar data because of the inherent unrepresentativeness of raingauge catches in showers.
Since a fairly dense network of recording raingauges is available in West Berlin (about one
raingauge per 2 sq. miles) some experiments were carried out suggested by Professor R. Scherhag
which (according to my information) led to a rather strong attenuation of the echoes, widening the more
distant parts of each shower. Furthermore, the relationship between drop-size distribution and rainfall
intensity should be investigated in different climates, especially in the Tropics.
H. FLOHN:

v. D. ROCKNEY (in reply): I quite agree-for hydrology, it is best to use a radar operating on a wavelength such that attenuation is minimized-in Professor Scherhag's case I believe his results were
obtained with a relatively low-powered radar operating on a wave-length of 3 cm. Work is going on in
the United States to try to develop a correction for precipitation attenuation, but if such a correction
is evoked, it cannot solve the problem completely, for if attenuation is complete, one obviously cannot
correct a "zero" indication on the radar scope.
With respect to Professor Flohn's last point, we recognize the necessity of making drop-size
measurements in different areas of the world. As a matter of fact the Illinois State Water Survey is
making such measurements including photographs of drop shape, in the East Indies, Equatorial Pacific
Islands, Western and Central United States, Florida and Alaska.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF WEATHER RADAR TO
METEOROLOGICAL PROBLEMS
BY VAUGHN D. ROCKNEY

United States Weather Bureau, Washington
Introduction

The demand for precise aviation weather forecasts over continental and oceanic areas
and increased demand for weather measurements occasioned by the high speed and altitude
of jet aircraft operations are typical of requirements that have created new demands on meteorologists. It is becoming increasingly app·a rent as we study problems such as this that we must
look at the ·weather in greater detail than that to which we have become accustomed in the
past.
Meteorologists are concerned with the weather in several scales. The largest of these,
popularly called macrometeorology, is concerned with phenomena the size of planetary
waves, for example. This is the scale on which much of our present-day forecasting has to be
based because of lack of observational data and proper communications. At the small end
of the weather scale there is micrometeorology. Here the phenomena have the size of individual clouds or portions of clouds, and we are concerned with such things as measuring
the temperature within two inches of the ground for purposes of agricultural research.
Between these two scales lies a new field which is being called mesometeorology, and it is this
field that is so important to many of our modern meteorological problems.
Conventional observational instruments such as the barometer, thermometer, wind
equipment, and the like, measure the values of meteorological parameters at a single location
and are representative only of conditions in their immediate environment. Their readings
may be profoundly influenced by unfavourable factors in their exposure. Yet we have been
forced, through lack of any better measurement, to use such observations as basic data in all
scales of meteorology. For the measure of many dynamic and thermodynamic processes that
are vital to modern forecasting techniques, such as vertical motion, convergence, subsidence,
vorticity, and the like, we do not even have sensors.
The establishing of limits for the various scales in meteorology is controversial and as
many boundaries exist as there are meteorologists who try to define them. Let us assume for
the purpose of this discussion that the macroscale covers disturbances larger than 400 miles,
the mesoscale from 400 miles to r mile, and the microscale below r mile.
With respect to conventional meteorological observations and forecasts, an analogy to
electronics is perhaps illustrative of the situation. The electronic engineer observes pure
electronic waves in his apparatus and is concerned about the occurrence of electronic "noise"
that appears. Similarly, meteorologists up to the present time have concerned themselves
mainly with the pure oscillations of the atmosphere which are relatively easy to treat. They
have been forced to postpone objective consideration of the "noise" because of the difficult
nature of the problem. According to the boundaries ~escribed above, most of the significant
atmospheric "noise" occurs in the mesoscale. It is the "noise" that in many cases represents
the significant weather, that is, precipitation. Yet we have no conventional instruments to
measure in detail the thermodynamic and dynamic factors that affect it.
It is into this void that weather radar steps. Here we have an instrument that can indirectly
measure the consequences of such things as convergence and vertical motion by observing
the end product of these actions, namely precipitation. The area of coverage of a good weather
radar is such as to cover the entire mesoscale. Although the succeeding portion of these
remarks will be concerned primarily in the mesoscale, applications of radar to the macro and
microscales will also be given.
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Weather Radar:

The choice of a weather radar will be dictated by the requirements and the cost of the
equipment. Unfortunately, too often, the latter becomes the deciding factor. In general,
however, it can be said that the radar should be designed with (a) sufficient power so as to
see the smallest amount ofrain that is regarded as "significant", at a range of at least 100 miles,
(b) an antenna that will give narrow beam width in both the vertical and horizontal extents
and (c) a wavelength such that attenuation problems are minimized if attenuation is likely
to be troublesome. Unfortunately, the providing of all desired features in a radar complicates
the design and installation of the equipment to the point that the project becomes very
costly. The characteristics of the WSR-57 radar now being built for the U.S. Weather
Bureau indicate what we believe to be an optimum design, but one that is quite expensive.
The specifications are outlined in the prec~ding paper in these proceedings.
Tropical Cyclones, Typhoons, and Hurricanes:

Radar gives a much larger picture of a hurricane than 'c an be obtained from any single
station and a more detailed picture than can be obtained from all but the most dense network
of stations. The most efficient use of radar in detecting and tracking hurricanes will result if
the characteristics of these storms observed on radar scopes are first considered. Remarks
herein generally apply to storms in both hemispheres, but in the case of certain specific
storms, remarks regarding their movement or location apply only to the northern hemisphere.
The study of the distribution of precipitation in the storm area, an indirect measure of convergence, will lead to a furtherance of knowledge of the dynamic and thermodynamic
features of these storms. As a sample of what can be done in using radar to aid in defining
of a "hurricane model", a composite has been prepared to show an artist's conception of an
"average picture" of the rainfall distribution and circulation in a hurricane at about 35 °
north latitude [I and 2]. This composite reflects these distributions and circulations near the
time of recurvature (See Fig. 29. I).
A number of specific features are shown in the composite. It is not believed that all
hurricanes in all latitudes reveal all of these features. However, most have several of them:

(a) Pre-Hurricane Squall Lines:
The individual components that make up these pre-hurricane squall lines are "hard''
in appearance. That is, they are cellular in nature with crisp edges indicative of
convective activity (not, however, directly associated with daytime heating). In
the case of a mature hurricane, they may be observed as far as 400 to 500 miles from
the eye. It is believed that thunderstorms and tornadoes when observed with hurricanes occur in these squall lines. Weather associated with the lines is squally and
showery, and does not usually reveal the "bright band" phenomena. The prehurricane squall lines are usually not organized in spiral fashion in the hurricane
circulation. They are certainly hurricane-connected, but are at the outer periphery
of the circulation and their orientation may be quite different from that of the bands
in the storm itself.
(b) Outer "Convective" Bands:
These bands are also cellular in nature and curved generally in spiral form, although
their shape may be somewhat distorted at times. They are observed in the outer
part of the main circulation of the hurricane. The outermost of these bands may be
as far as 300 miles from the eye of the storm depending upon the size of the storm.
There usually are at least two or three bands in advance of the main rain shield and
and they usually are from 50 to 75 miles apart. The life of the individual cells in
these bands is usually quite short (often less than half an hour) and accurate tracking
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of them is difficult owing to development, dissipation, complex motions and radar
"beam width" distortion. It has been found by Ligda [3] that the surface wind
velocity is about 2/3 to 3/4 of the cell velocity.

(c)

The "Main Rain Shield":
This feature is more "stable" in appearance than are the convective bands and the
"bright band" phenomenon is usually visible. The outermost edge of the shield is
well marked. If the gain of the radar receiver is reduced, the spirally banded structure
of the precipitation areas within the rain shield is revealed. Work by Senn and Hiser
[ 2 and 4] in which they attempted to derive a mathematical expression for the shape
of the spiral bands that would permit computation of the eye location from the shape
of the outer convective bands and the spirals in the main rain shield, resulted in
the development of a family of three logarithmic spirals. In developing these spirals,
they have used the term "crossing angle" which is defined as the angle of incurvature
of the bands with respect to concentric cirlces drawn about the centre of the storm.
Additional work is now being done on the geometry of the spiral bands and the
origin of them. Tepper has theorized that these bands originate in a gravity wave
disturbance in the eye. [5] Consideration is also being given to the effects of latitude
and storm intensity on the equation for the shape of the bands. In general it has
been found that the 10° spiral fits the shape of storms in low latitudes, that the 15 °
spiral fits best in the latitude of about 25 to 35° and that the 20° spiral fits best north
of 350.

(d) "Dry" Area Between Main Rain Shield and Eye:
Not all hurricanes show this feature, but it occurs in many of them.
(e)

(f)

The ''Eye'' and its Deformations:
The wall of the eye of a hurricane, as revealed by radar, appears to be a tremendously
violent phenomenon. One can visualize from the radar photographs, enormous waterfilled clouds churning violently about the eye, now in one position, now in another.
Continuous observation reveals many peculiar shapes of the eye-round, elliptical,
and even square. The latter is believed to be caused by the radar beams seeing a
considerable depth of the eye. The eye is not symmetrical at all levels, hence the
PPI photograph may show a composite of all levels within the beam.
When the eye of a hurricane passes over rough terrain, the lower portion of it
may be distorted and retarded, while the upper part moves on the original hurricane
track. Tilting the radar antenna to observe different levels of the storm, sometimes
reveals a pronounced tilt of the eye.
Except in the case of "double" eyes caused by passage over rough terrain, where
the eye may be in one location on the ground and another aloft [ 1 J, and in the
case of a decaying storm whose eye is very large and diffuse, it is the opinion of
the author that multiple radar eyes do not exist but are the result of erroneous
observations. Unless one is very careful to establish that complete cyclonic circulation
exists around the suspected location of the eye, one cannot consider the suspected
location to be the eye. Almost every radar picture of a hurricane reveals precipitation areas having curved sides that might be taken for the eye unless one verifies
that the circulation pattern is not completely cyclonic, Determination of echo movement is difficult except at fixed, land based radar stations.
Oscillations

of Path,

Looping, and Stalling of Eye:

Yeh [6] has reported on studies of the oscillation of the path of hurricanes and has
developed a formula for the period of this oscillation wherein the period is inversely
related to the coriolis parameter. In Hurricane EDNA, Malkin and Holzworth
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[7] found that Yeh's formula yielded results of the right order of magnitude (26
hours) for the track before recurvature. The track of some storms as observed by
radar, however, reveals fine scale oscillations of cyclodial form, sometimes prolate,
sometimes curtate, having a period of only a few hours.
The path of Hurricane IONE, wherein there were several small-scale loops,
and several periods when the eye stalled, has been dqcumented photographically in
great detail. Careful examination of the time-lapse movies reveals that the eye looped
several times [8]. The barometric traces from Cherry Point, New Bern, and Hatteras
offer interesting confirmation of this motion (see Fig. 29.2). In the case of Hurricane
IONE, 16 inches of rain fell at some stations near the eye, while it looped.
(g) Filling and Tilt of Eye:
In the case of Hurricane IONE, pronounced "filling" of the eye appeaFs from the
radar pictures to occur. It is possible that this appearance is owing to considerable
tilt of the eye, that is, no part of the top of the eye is above any part of the bottom
of the eye, and when viewed in plan the appearance of an open eye is lost. On the
other hand, if the storm moves over large rough land masses, increased friction no
doubt contributes to "fil.ling" with resultant decrease in storm intensity and description of storm symmetry.
(h) Location of Main Rain Shield With Respect to the Eye and to the Path of Storm:
In the case of many hurricanes of the northern hemisphere for which there is radar
photographic data, and at the latitude applicable to the model, the main rain
shield is located generally in the front semicircle of the storm with respect to the path
and location of the eye. There is often little rain behind the storm except when the
eye loops or stalls, and in the long-persisting remnants of the spiral .bands that may
extend behind the storm long after it has passed.
(i) C_yclonic Turn of Path Upon Eye Hitting Coast:
In Hurricanes CONNIE, DIANE, IONE, and BETSY, the path of the storm
exhibited a pronounced, small-scale cyclonic turn as the eye passed onto the coast.
Dunn and co-workers [g] attribute this effect to frictional differential between that
portion of the hurricane over land and that over water. Dunn says further, "Because
of the increased frictional effect over land and the greater cross-isobaric flow there is
an increase in mass and relative increase in pressure in the right front quadrant which
deflects the centre of lowest pressure to the left. As soon as the greater portion of
the hurricane is over land, particularly the cause of strongest winds not far from the
centre, and coincidental with some filling of the centre and spreading of the isobars,
the frictional differential decreases and the hurricane resumes its normal course.
If the hurricane encounters a new source of energy in the form of cyclonic vorticity or
of a strong thermal gradient, the deviation to the left is less pronounced due to
increased asymmetry and to acceleration but usually some brief relative slowing
still occurs." (Note by author : Reference is to hurricanes in the northern hemisphere.
(j) "Peculiar" Features:
Under this heading might be mentioned the sharply w~ved formations that are sometimes observed in the prehurricane squall lines and outer convective bands. No
explanation can yet be given for these peculiar formations but tornadoes have been
reported with such waves. Violent weather has also been reported with such bands
observed with extra-tropical storms.
Attention should also be paid the long narrow trailing convective bands that
often extend far behind the storm. These are a part of the outer convective band
structure but are sometimes only three to five miles in width. The bands may be
several hundred miles iri length. An outstanding example of these bands occurred
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with Hurricane DIANE when a band of this nature, only a few miles wide, was
oriented in such a fashion that the cells in it moved across a particular point for about
12 hours. Under this circumstance, heavy and prolonged rainfall occurred at the
point but none occurred a few miles on either side of it.
·
In the absence of surface or aircraft weather reports, the first susp1c10n that a radar
operator would have that a tropical storm was approaching would be when he would
observe the cyclonic motion of cells in an organized line that would be slightly convex with
respect to the observer. Such lines might be as far removed from the eye as 300 or 400 miles
in the case of a mature storm and if the observer was located in the forward semicircle of the
storm. As the storm approaches, a second such line with similar motion would be observed
from 50 to 1 oo miles nearer the eye than the first, then a third line and so forth until the

Comparative press ure profi! P.S for various stations near
the center of hurri cane Ione, September 19, 1955. Eastern
Standard Time.

n--------t--___::+---+----_J_---33·
Apparent track of hurricane Ione as det ermined b y H a tteras radar fixes September 18, 19, 20, 1955.
Points are indicate<! for position at thirty minu tes after each hour. Eastern Standard Time.

FIG. 29.2
Hurricane IONE, 18-20 September, 1955.
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edge of the main rain shield could be observed. The more uniform and fuzzy appearance of
the main rain shield as contrasted to the crisp-edge cells of the outer bands makes it easily
recognizable. As the main rain shield approaches, the spiral bands that constitute it show
more marked curvature. The observer is then concerned with locating positively the
position of the eye. As the curvature of the bands becomes sharper and sharper, a small distant
echo will be seen at approximately the locus of the spiral that may be suspected to be the nearer
wall of the eye. This is kept under constant surveillance to establish that it is truly one wall of
the eye and that another smaller echo that might be the wall of the eye is not following it.
It is vital in positively identifying the eye to establish that the echo movement about it is
cyclonic.
Other Radar Observations in the Tropics:
In radar meteorology as in so many other aspects of meteorology, the area of the Tropics
has not received the consideration it deserves. In the opinion of the author, radar should
be the single most valuable observational· instrument for this area where there generally
are few conventional observation stations over vast uninhabited and isolated areas.
Our limited experience in tropical radar displays (principally from the Caribbean)
indicates that many precipitation areas that occur are organized in lines. These no doubt
are indicative of convergence zones. In some cases the lines are propagated lengthwise as if a
"spear", on other occasions broadside, as if a temperature-latitude "front". Both of these
motions are indicative of advection of the convergence and the condensation zones.
Although "easterly waves" (in the northern hemisphere tropics) are frequently observed
on radar, the evolution of these phenomena into tropical cyclones has, to the best of the
author's knowledge, not been photographed by the time-lapse technique so that the details
of the evolution can be studied.
What might be called "air mass showers" are frequently observed almost stagnant, or
moving slowly in groups. On occasions, one sees in time-lapse studies, echoes moving simultaneous! y in several different directions over one area of the radar scope (this being indicative
of different echo motion at different levels). "Stable" types of precipitation echoes, i.e., not
sharp-edged, but rather, diffuse and relatively smooth in appearance, are not frequently seen.
Soane and Miles [ 10J have reported on the space and time distribution of showers in
Southern Rhodesia. They find that it is a rare event for an echo to be "isolated" in space and
time, but rather that the echoes are usually arranged in discrete groups in areas of activity
which move across the country with time. It was also found that frequently there was no
connection between the direction of the echo progression and the direction of upper-air flow.
This phenomenon has been frequently noted in temperature latitudes also.
Gupta, Mani, and Venkiteshwaran [23] have studied the development and motion of
rain cells in the monsoon as presented on the VPI scope at short range. They observed the
bright band phenomenon in the decaying stage ofrain cells in the monsoon. Mathur and coworkers also reported on radar echoes from Monsoon rain [ 24]. In a work soon to be published,
Mani and Venkiteshwaran [ 25] studied the vertical growth rate of radar echoes in the
monsoon and discussed the matter of coalescence showers in the tropics.
Although the author's personal experience does not include radar observations of the
monsoon, it is believed that the appearance of this phenomenon on radar would be in the
form of widespread areas of generally diffuse echoes, with numerous brighter portions
indicative of locally heavier showers. It is suspected that in the monsoon situation precipitation attenuation would be particularly serious to high-frequency radars. De and co-workers
[ 11 J have reported on the observance of a thunderstorm squall line during the period of the
southwest monsoon in India, that was accompanied by a sudden wind shift, rise in pressure,
and fall in temperature and relative humidity, but apparently this phenomenon is relatively
rare during the monsoon season.
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of Local Severe Storms:

The recognition of the threat of really severe local weather events is one of the meteorologist's most difficult problems. (Reference here is to the unusual, exceptional, or "record"
type of storm.) In most cases, "post-mortem" examination of macroscale maps and conventional reports fails to indicate clearly the cause of the exceptional event. When viewed in
the mesoscale, with the aid of radar, things are seen such as small-scale vortices, "upstream"
movement of small-scale disturbances, stagnation of storms, and the like. These observances
may be related to violent weather events such as severe thunderstorms, tornadoes, and heavy
rains. Soane [ 12] has described the formation of a mesoscale vortex from an area of rain
echoes in Southern Rhodesia, in which more than an inch of rain fell. Das and co-workers
[ 13] described the formation of a similar vortex in a "nor'wester" of West Bengal. Recently,
an observance of vortex formation in a line echo situation was photographed in Florida, U.S.A.
It has been our experience that straight-forward extrapolation of radar echoes is the
best technique available in the time range of 2-3 hours for forecasting the onset of showers.
Extrapolation is facilitated by the use of transparent acetate overlays on the PPI scope, or by
a reflection plotter, and plotting consecutive echo positions thereon. (In using this technique
one must take into account possible non-linearity or range mark spacing.) This is particularly
true of phenomena that are organized in lines. Care must be used in the wording of the forecast
to take into account the facts that a storm cell may later develop in what is now a break
in the line or a line which is now solid may later become broken. In evaluating the tendency of
the storm to increase or decrease in intensity, one must remember that the effects of beam
height and range may cause echoes that are approaching the station to appear to be increasing
in intensity and those that are receding to appear to be decreasing in intensity. On the other
hand, resolution is improved as range decreases, because the beam spans less actual width
than at longer ranges. The radar may be equipped with a range compensating circuit to
minimize the range effect.
It has been found, as one would expect, that the intensity of convective storms is directly
related to their vertical extent. Radar echoes are frequently measured in excess of 60,000 feet
in altitude and the existence of associated cumulonimbus clouds at these heights has been
frequently corroborated by jet aircraft. Certainly our previous concepts of the height of such
clouds must be re-evaluated in the light of such new information. The interesting thermodynamic implications of such clouds penetrating into the stratosphere should be investigated.
Studies have been made in the United States and Canada relating the height of echoes
to the likelihood of hail. It can be said with some certainty that .more than 50 per cent. of
all echoes in Central U.S. that are higher than 35,000 feet are associated with the occurrence
of hail on the ground. Sharp-edged echo perturbations of unusual shape are often accompanied
by violent weather such as hail and tornadoes.
Radar and Weather Hlarnings:

To maximize the usefulness of weather radar, serious consideration must be given to
the matter of the method of communicating warnings to the public and to such things
as mass psychology and public education in warning terminology. It has been found in the
United States that if the public is properly educated to the new warning capabilities that radar
has provided to the Weather Bureau, advices of severe storms can be made with a relatively
calm response on the part of the public and effective protective measures can be taken.
Radar is particularly effective in the issuance of short-period warnings of such fast-moving
events as tornadoes and flash floods. In the case of tropical cyclones, not only does radar
give one the ability to detect these storms while they are yet far off from populated coasts, but
it gives the forecaster precise information as to the location of the eye of the storm and the
associated wind field with respect to coastal bays and inlets that may be deeply flooded.
14
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Knowledge of the time of arrival, velocity, and duration of maximum winds over these
bodies of water with respect to the time of occurrence of high and low tides, is vital to a
good forecast of the storm surge [I 4].
Pilot Briefing and Storm Avoidance:

Maximum turbulence in precipitation areas is associated with brilliant echoes having
sharp edges on the PPI display. On a "A" scope display the echoes appear with numerous.
"spikes" of large magnitude. On the other hand, precipitation echoes that are smooth and
uniform in appearance on the PPI and lacy in appearance on the A scope derive from stable
situations and are relatively non-turbulent. In briefing a pilot for storm avoidance one must
bear in mind that the echo display may change considerably in the interval between the time
the pilot is briefed and the time he encounters the storm area. It has been the experience
in the U.S. that a plane should avoid sharp edged echoes by at least five miles at low levels,
and any type of echo by at least 5 miles at 20,000 feet and above, whenever practicable.
Damaging hail may be thrown out suddenly from nearby clouds into these otherwise clear
corridors. The observance of "fingers" on convective-type echoes as being associated with
hail has been studied in detail by United Air Lines [15]. The use of the height-finding
feature (RHI scope) on a radar is particularly valuable for the observance of the so-called
"melting level" (lowest altitude where temperature is 0° c., with warmer temperature
below, as an indicator of the danger of aircraft icing and in flight planning with respect to
the tops of clouds.
Use

of Radar

Observations in the Macroscale:

Although radar is a mesoscale observational tool, it provides very useful information in
the macroscale as well, particularly ifthe reports from several adjacent radars can be combined
in composite form. In this application the value of radar data may be extended for the forecast
purpose beyond the usual 2 to 3 hours to I 2, 24, and perhaps even 48 hours. The composite
radar presentation gives a large-scale picture of precipitation, which, when combined with
conventional synoptic maps of the surface and upper-air, together indicate source regions of
moisture and the areas into which they will be advected.
Extensive work has been done in the manual preparation of radar composites for research
purposes, by L igda and associates [16]. Experiments are also under way in the United
States toward doing the job automatically, deriving raw data from radars whose characteristics
are optimized for the purpose so that isolines of echo intensity will approximate isohyets,
and may be further translated into a measure of convergence and vertical motion, perhaps
even in numerical form for direct use in computing machines. The term "hygrokinematic
analysis" has been suggested by Ligda for the process of the analysis of the movement of water
vapour in the atmosphere. Bigler [ l 7J has studied the practical use of such radar composites.
for operational purposes and has, in a communication yet unpublished, suggested elements
that should be included in a radar synoptic code, as well as plotting models. Foster [18] has.
described the use of radar for the "synoptic" purpose, including its use for air mass analysis.
Use of Radar Observations in the Microscale:

In the application of radar to the microscale, one usually becomes involved in special
radar equipments or special adjuncts to conventional equipments. Holmes and Smith have
reported using radar operating on the Doppler principle for measuring the winds in a tornado
[lg]. The author has also suggested use of a vertically-pointing high-frequency Doppler
radar as a cloud physics research tool, to measure the spectrum of vertical velocity ofraindrops
and cloud particles. Rutkowski and Fleischer have reported on a device to give a measure of
turbulence in small volumes of the atmosphere [20]. Radar ceilometers may also be considered
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to be in this field. The U.S. Weather Bureau is now testing such a device in a research project
on air pollution to see whether a cloud-base-and-top radar, operating on · 86 cm. wavelength,
can observe the inversion that causes "smog" to form and persist in the Los Angeles basin, by
reflections from the intense refractive index gradient at the base of the inversion and regardless
of whether clouds are present.
Radar for Climatology:

Little has yet been done in this field. It appe;:trs, however, that long term climatological
of radar data could be used to advantage in the study of orographic precipitation,
the selection of airfield sites, the refinement of large-scale isohyetal patterns in mean rainfall
charts, and studies of precipitation distribution over areas where there are no rain gauges,
such as lakes and uninhabited places.
~'averages"

Radar in Marine Operations:

Very little has been written on this subject but interviews by the author with marine
personnel have disclosed that marine radar equipments are frequently used in a very practical
way in planning the scheduling oflongshoring crews and shipboard personnel, the protection
of cargo such as sugar during the loading process, and in navigation for storm avoidance.
Wylie [ 2 r] discusses some aspects of radar theory as applied to marine navigation, and
discusses weather echoes to the extent that they are "unwanted" in the navigation problem.
A recent article by Truppi discusses the meteorological uses of marine radar [ 22].
J\!leteorological Radar for Research:

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss this most important application of weather
rndar. The attached bibliography lists a number of references to work in this field.
Radar for Hydrology:

The previous paper discusses this matter and presents a brief bibliography.
Conclusion:

In the time and space available, it is not possible to present a comprehensive review of all
applications of weather radar to meteorological problems". :Major emphasis has
been on the problem of the tropical cyclone, first because this is one of the most severe weather
events in the tropics, and second, as an example of what can be done if the use of radar
is applied to the maximum to a particular meteorological problem. It is hoped that the
suggestions made will be useful and provocative of ideas for further study and application.
~ 'practical
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DISCUSSION
Mr. Rockney referred to lines on the screen moving in the direction of their length. We
frequently observe these and I have the impression that the movement is due to development at the
end of the line rather than translation. Is this his experience?
N. P. SELLICK:

v.

D. ROCKNEY

(in reply): Yes.

J. BARGMAN: Does Mr. Rockney know of any practical use of vertical Doppler soundings for measuring
raindrop motion in connection with catchment work?
·

D.

v. n. ROCKNEY (in reply): The idea of using a Doppler radar for cloud physics work has been suggested
in the U.S.A. as a method of measuring the spectrum of vertical velocity ofraindrops and cloud particles.
Work has been under way in the U .K. under the direction of Dr. Frith, I believe, on just such a project
and the report is in final draft. The project has as its goal, however, the gaining of knowledge on
precipitation processes, rather than the immediate practical application to catchment problems.

J. cocHEME: Could Mr. Rockney tell us about anomalous propagation in as far as it affects the radar
measurement which he has discussed both this morning and this afternoon.
(in reply): Although echoes resulting from anomalous propagation frequently are visible
on the radar screen at the same time as precipitation, they are only rarely visible simultaneously on
the same sector of the radar screen. "Anomalous propagation" echoes have a "flickering" appearance
on the PPI scope and a "permanent echo" appearance on the "A" scope. With experience, they can
be related to familiar topography and become more or less characteristic. The meteorologist must
also take into account when meteorological conditions favourable for anomalous propagation are likely
to occur or are occurring.

v. n. ROCKNEY

R. c. RAINEY:

Radar sightings of Desert Locust swarms have been recorded in the Persian Gulf (Rainey,

1955, Nature, London 175, 77) at Khartoum, and at Agadir; and photographic records of such sightings.

may provide research data of unique value on the detailed structure and movements of flying swarms.
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(in reply): Quite right.
w. THOMPSON: When endeavouring to draw the streamline pattern in the vicinity of typhoons they
appear to have very much the same alignment as those of the convective bands in Fig. 29. I, though
in my experience the movement of the stream with the alignment of streamlines of the figure would be
towards the west, not the north. Can this be explained please.
Secondly, I notice that the eye is on the edge of the rain area in this example. What is the reason
for this?
D. ROCKNEY

B.

v. D. ROCKNEY (in reply): Mr. Thompson's point is well taken. I'm afraid my "composite" is only an
artists' conception and in fact does not attempt to portray exactly the orientation of the spiral bands
with respect to the direction of motion for all hurricanes at all latitudes. I was careful to specify that
this model applies only to tropical storms at about 25 ° N. latitude, at about the time of recurvature,
as they approach a crest on the storm's left. In my experience, the orientation of the bands with respect
to the direction of motion is about right for these particular cases. However, the meteorologist who
is concerned with drawing streamline in these storms may be considerably handicapped by lack of
data and the radar display should be taken into account in his analysis of the streamlines, as well as in
the development of hurricane models.
With respect to Mr. Thompson's second point, it is again necessary to take into account the fact that
the model is applicable only to a particular geographic area. The drawing of relatively dry air from
continental U.S.A. into the southwestern quadrant of the storm results in drying out that quatrant
of the storm and the eye then is quite at the edge of the rain shield. Subsidence in this quadrant of the
storm is also a factor. As storms approach the U.S.A. coast in this area they often begin to lose the
symmetry they have in lower latitudes and the precipitation often is completely in the forward part of
the storm. The movie of hurricane Helene in this latitude, however, showed the eye embedded in the
rain area although the major part of the area of rain was located in the front half of the storm.

THE AGRICULTURAL USES OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA
BY E. W. RUSSELL

East African Agriculture and Forestr_y Research Organization
The object of this paper is to discuss the kind of climatic data that is required either for
planning the most profitable methods of using agricultural land or of growing particular
crops. Once this has been agreed, it then becomes possible to discuss how far the data at
present being measured in the normal meteorological stations are adequate for the needs of
agriculture, and how far it is desirable to introduce the routine measurement of other characters of the climate.
Most of the data taken on or near the ground at a normal meteorological station have
been standardized for the last 60 years or more-daily rainfall, maximum and minimum
temperatures in a screen, the temperature of the air and its humidity at one or more specified
times of the day, the daily run-of-wind at 10 metres and the hours of bright sunshine. These
have been taken probably because they were all relatively easy and fairly cheap to measure
and they were measuring fairly definite elements of the local climate which could be easily
interpreted. They were not primarily chosen because they were known to be of agricultural
importance. but it has always been hoped that agricultural scientists would be able to use
them. Several suggestions have been made to supplement them with additional data having
more direct agricultural relevance. Thus increasing attention is being given to measuring
the incoming solar radiation, either total or very rarely in a definite wavelength band, and
it is probable that there will be an increasing demand in the future for this type of data.
In addition it is becoming increasingly common to measure the rate of evaporation of water
from some conventional tank filled with water.
Another problem which faces the agricultural scientist is the best way of making use
of the enormous mass of raw data produced at a meteorological station over a period of years.
This problem has been strangely neglected by meteorologists in the past, as few of them had
any leisure to work in the field of bio-climatology, so it was naturally left to the agricultural
scientist, who had urgent need to use suitably processed data. It is a great help to us in East
Africa that the East African Meteorological Department have appointed Mr. Griffiths as
a research officer whose primary function is to take as much as possible of this load off our
shoulders. In his paper he gave you an account of his studies on the best ways of processing
rainfall data, and he has had processed a very great deal of our East African data.
The agricultural scientist is however faced with another extremely intractable problem,
namely deciding what meteorological data are of importance for his needs. We can only
finally specify what data we need when we know sufficient about how each element of the
climate affects the growth of crops, the growth of pests and diseases which attack the crops,
and the growth or production of domestic livestock. Let me add immedia tely that our basic
biological knowledge is so incomplete that very rarely do we really know what we want to
measure. Also in the past we have often run into trouble through the use of correlation
analysis-for example searching for a temperature statistic which is strongly correlated
with some aspect of plant growth, and having found it, unconsciously assuming that this
statistic is in fact of direct importance, so overlooking the factor of real importance which
happens to be strongly correlated with the former statistic.
Finally another problem of great importance to us is the siting of our meteorological
stations. The vegetation on the earth's surface alters the climate in its immediate neighbourhood, hence for some purposes we cannot properly discuss the climate at, say, Muguga, but
only the climate within or above pastures, or forest, or other crops growing at Muguga; anq
sometimes we are concerned with the climate in the immediate vicinity of a living leaf.
390
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Hence a further problem we are often concerned with is how far, having measured the
principal elements of the climate over a short grass pasture, we can predict the magnitude
of these elements within or above other types of vegetation.
Conditions Needed for Good Plant Growth

All agriculture, even the care of domesticated animals, is based on plant growth, so it
is proper to begin by describing some of the conditions necessary for good crop growth.
First of all, plants need a source of energy to enable them to live and grow, and they differ
from animals in that their source of energy is the incoming solar radiation, whilst for animals
it is the plants themselves. Secondly, they need a suitable temperature regime. The protoplasm in living plants and animals can only function properly in a restricted temperature
range, which is very narrow for complex organisms such as mammals. It is considerably
wider for agricultural crops. though the actual range depends considerably on the crop, and
only very primitive organisms, of little or no agricultural significance, can function at the
higher or lower ends of the temperature range. Thus no growth of agricultural significance
takes place when the temperature is in the neighbourhood of the freezing point, though some
important crops are not killed at those temperatures, and the protoplasm in the leaves of
most plants would be killed by the high temperature they would acquire when exposed to
the midday sun if they did not possess some mechanism for keeping their temperatures down.
The cooling mechanism they use is the same that animals use to keep cool, namely the
evaporation of water from their exposed surfaces.
The third great need of crops is therefore an adequate water supply, and this is much
more necessary for plants than for animals, for ,plants have a much more primitive and
inefficient method for regulating their water loss than animals have. They also need an adequate supply of inorganic nutrients, and they get most of their water and their nutrients
from the soil.
The fourth great need is therefore that they can develop an adequate root system to get
their water and nutrient requirements from the soil. Most crops can only do this if the soil
is well aerated, if it has a pore space of suitably sized interconnecting channels through
which the roots can grow, and down which the rain water can percolate and be partially
replaced by air soon after the rain has stopped, and if the soil is fairly deep so it can act as a
reservoir of water to be tapped by the plant during dry periods. Naturally the longer the
dry periods between rains, the more important it is that both the soil and the root system
of the crop should be deep.
This need for the soil to be a good rooting medium and a good water reservoir for the
crop implies that the soil surface should be kept permeable, so that the rain water can
percolate into it quickly, and that it should remain in place a nd not be washed away by
rainstorms, or be covered with mud from higher land, or be blown away by winds when dry,
that is that soil erosion shall be kept to a minimum. This aspect is d ependent on good cultivation and management practices, but it becomes increasingly difficult to ·ensure this as the
rainstorms become more intense, particularly if they come directly after a long dry season
when much of the soil surface is liable to be exposed to the full momentum of the falling
rain drops.
The fifth great need is the absence of pests and diseases. The incidence of many of these
is controlled by the climate, sometimes directly, as for example the need of moisture on the
leaves of crops if the spores of some . fungal diseases are to be able to germinate and enter
the leaf, and sometimes indirectly, as for example when an insect becomes a plague because
the climate was such that it was able to escape from its parasites. Further, most crops become
increasingly susceptible to pests and diseases when they are grown in clima tes increasingly
removed from that in .which they originated.
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The Characteristics of Equatorial Climates
There is not yet any agreed nomenclature for equatorial climates. It is for example very
misleading to call the climate of the Kenya Highlands, at 8,ooo ft. elevation, a tropical climate,
because for most people the word tropical conveys the idea of heat; yet it cannot properly be
called a temperate climate, because although the mean daily temperatures, and even the
mean maximum and minimum temperatures are lower than the summer temperatures in the
United Kingdom for example, it is an equatorial climate in that it has no summer or winter
and it has a I 2-hour day throughout the year. I suggest that for biological purposes we should
use the terminology equatorial, sub-equatorial and temperate for that characteristic of the
climate which is controlled by latitude, for this affects the difference in the length of the
longest and the shortest day in the year. And these differences can have several important
agricultural consequences, for some plants only form flower buds during periods oflengthening
days, and some plants may need well over I 2 hours daylight per day for flower bud formation.
Although an equatorial climate has a I 2-hour day throughout the year, there can be
large differences between the amounts of solar energy reaching the earth's surface, or
between the daily hours of bright sunshine at different seasons of the year, due to differences
in the amount of cloud during the hours of daylight; and this can give considerable differences
in mean daily temperatures between the seasons. Equatorial climates can therefore have cold
and hot seasons, which are sometimes called winter and summer. But I consider it undesirable
that these words should be used as synonyms for equatorial cold and hot seasons: they should
be confined to the higher latitudes where the cold season is also the season of short days,
and the hot oflong days. I therefore suggest we should talk about cold, warm or hot equatorial
climates, and humid, semi-arid and arid equatorial climates. Thus a cool arid equatorial
climate gives the temperature, moisture and daylight regimes of an area, although more
thought should be given to the exact use of the words arid and semi-arid.
The consequence of the temperature seasons having the same daylength in equatorial
regions but different daylengths in temperate is that it is not really possible, agriculturally
speaking, to compare an equatorial with a temperate climate from the point of view of its
equivalence for the growth of different crops. One important reason for this is that crop growth
in the temperate regions tends to be confined to a fairly definite season from some time in
spring to some time in autumn, depending on the cold tolerance of the crop; but in equatorial
regions this temperature limitation either does not apply, or it applies to a less extent, whilst
the growing season is more likely to be limited by lack of water. This means that in areas
with a reasonably distributed rainfall there is nothing inherent in the climate to limit the
length of the growing season. This has the consequence that a variety of maize, for example,
bred in the temperate regions for a fairly short but hot growing season, in for example the
Corn Belt of the U.S., may be suited to the Highlands of Kenya where its growing season
would be very much longer and the temperatures lower, but we have no means of picking
out in the Corn Belt those varieties that will do best in this completely different equatorial
environment.
For this same reason it is impossible to predict from performance in the temperate or
sub-equatorial regions the relative performance of trees in equatorial regions. Thus we have
had to establish at Muguga, at an elevation of 6,800 ft. and a mean temperature of just over
60° F. (15° C.), an arboretum containing nearly 200 species, or different strains within a
species, of trees indigenous to higher latitudes, to compare their relative growth rates under
our equatorial conditions. We find, for example, that some tree species, as for example
some species of eucalypts, grow much faster in our equatorial climate than in the regions
where they are indigenous, because they can grow at a fairly constant rate every day of the year.
The true equatorial climate, certainly in Africa, is usually sharply distinguished from
the typical monsoon climate in sub-equatorial regions, because the dewpoint of equatorial
~ir seems to be relatively constant throughout the year, whilst in sub-equatorial regions it
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will be relatively high during the rains and relatively low during the dry season. This has
two consequences of great agricultural importance in regions or periods of limited rainfall.
First of all, the night temperatures are relatively constant in equatorial regions, whilst in
sub-equatorial regions there may be a number of occasions in each dry season when frosts
occur, or almost occur, thus preventing hot-climate but frost-sensitive plants being grown
there. And secondly, the evaporating power of the air is probably higher during the dry
season in the higher latitude regions. Each of these factors therefore makes the dry season
climate of sub-equatorial regions harsher, and often very much harsher, for plant growth
than the dry season climate of the true equatorial regions.
Meteorological Factors affecting Plant Growth.

I. Incoming Solar Energy
Most of the solar energy falling on a leaf is of too long a wavelength to be used for photosynthesis, and although the leaf reflects some and transmits some without absorbing it, the
greater proportion is absorbed, only some of which is reradiated. The plant can make little
use of this surplus absorbed energy and it will dissipate it through evaporating water from
its leaves if it can draw on an adequate supply of water. Pereira and McCulloch, in their
paper, have discussed the energetics of this process, and have shown that for actively growing
crops, whose foliage is sufficiently thick so that little of the sunlight actually reaches the soil
surface, the amount of water being transpired is mainly controlled by meteorological factors
and little affected by the particular crop being grown. This dependence naturally becomes
less close as the soil begins to dry out, that is where the transpiration is being controlled by
the restricted availability of the soil water to the plants.
The characteristic properties of most plants, which distinguish them from animals,
is their ability to use a part of the incoming solar radiation as their primary source of energy
for their vital processes, and the principal chemical compounds they synthesize serve as
the primary source of energy for the vital processes of most other organisms. The fundamental process in which a part of the incoming radiant energy is used by plants to convert
low energy to higher energy compounds is known as photosynthesis. This process appears
to be relatively inefficient because if the chemical compounds which make up the dry
matter of the plant are burnt in air, this combustion would only release about one half of
one per cent. of the radiant energy which fell on the plant during its growing period.
The primary photo-chemical process on which photosynthesis depends, is probably the
activation of some chemical compound brought about by absorption of red light with a
wavelength of 6800 A 0 ; and this is the long wave absorption band of the principal form of
chlorophyll in plant leaves. The basic process of converting carbon dioxide and water to a
hexose carbohydrate and oxygen appears to need between 8 to r 2 light quanta of this wavelength per molecule of carbon dioxide taken up or of oxygen released. Since light quanta
corresponding to 6800 A 0 have an energy of 40 k.cal. per einstein, and the conversion of
one mole of carbon dioxide to a sugar requires 120 k.cal., the process would need 3 quanta
if all the energy in the quanta were converted into chemical energy, so one measure of the
efficiency of the photochemical process is that it is between 33-25 per cent.
But plants can use much more of the incoming solar energy for photosynthesis than is
present in a wavelength band around 6800 A 0 , for not only has chlorophyll itself absorption
bands at shorter wavelengths, but the green leaf contains carotenoids and flavones which
absorb light at wavelengths shorter than 6800 A 0 , and which transfer a part of the absorbed
energy to the chlorophyll for use in this primary photochemical reaction. The process of
energy transfer is efficient, for the chlorophyll receives one quantum of energy of wavelength
6800 A 0 for each quantum absorbed of shorter wavelength by the chlorophyll itself or by
the accessory pigments. This naturally means that, on an energy basis, photosynthesis is,
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most efficient at 6800 A and falls off as the wavelength becomes shorter, because of the
higher energy per quantum at the shorter wavelengths.
The leaves of different plants differ in the amounts and types of accessory pigments they
possess, so the colour of their leaves differs. All leaves absorb most of the light in the red and
orange and in the blue-green and blue parts of the spectrum, and they differ in the amount
of yellow and green they absorb. Little work has been done on the relative proportions of the
energy in these different wavelength bands which can be used for photosynthesis by different
species of plants, nor is there any critical work on the effect of the different colours which
healthy active leaves can have on their rate of photosynthesis or on the energy flux above
the crop.
There is no general relation between the amount of light energy falling on a crop and
the amount of photosynthesis, because different plants are adapted to different light regimes.
In a natural forest, for example, some species of trees have their leaves fully exposed to the
sun, whilst many of the bushes and shrubs inside the forest will never be exposed to direct
sunlight. Thus we find some plants only photosynthesize at fairly low light intensities, some
even closing their stomata at high intensities; some only photosynthesize at high intensities,
closing their stomata at intensities at which other plants are photosynthesizing actively;
and for some the rate of photosynthesis is proportional to the energy supply up to moderate
intensities and then remains relatively constant, or only drops a little, as the intensity
increases. Unfortunately, such is the shortage of research stations in the tropics that almost
no work has yet been done on this relation between energy supply and photosynthesis for
the crops of economic importance here, although I am glad to say that work on these lines is
already in progress for cotton at the Cotton Research Station, Namulonge, and is beginning
at E.A.A.F.R.O. for other crops.

II. Temperature
It is roughly true to say that for each crop there is a fairly wide temperature range in
which the crop can be expected to give a reasonable yield, and on the whole the warmer
the season the quicker a crop is likely to grow and the sooner a short season crop will come
to harvest. As the temperature drops the rate of growth slows down very considerably, and
if the temperature falls too low, which for many hot season crops may be as high as 50° F.,
growth almost ceases. Crops adapted to hot seasons therefore need considerably higher
temperatures to make active growth than crops adapted to cooler climates, and these may
suffer from a number of troubles if the temperature gets too high. But since the primary
function of agriculture is to grow crops people want to eat, the preferred food crops are often
grown in conditions to which they are not well adapted, and a considerable part of plant
breeding research has been to try and increase the range of climates in which maize and
wheat for example will give a profitable yield.
Any discussion of what use we can make, agriculturally speaking, of temperature, must
emphasize the great difficulty of deciding what combination of the march of daily temperatures we should consider, for the temperature of the air in particular, and to an even greater
extent the surface layers of a bare soil, varies appreciably from sunrise on one day to sunrise
the next, and in the higher latitudes from summer days to winter days. It is only by studying
the reasons why plant growth depends on temperature that we can hope to decide what
functions of the daily march of temperature are worth computing.
The normal primary t~mperature data we have to work with are the daily maximum
and minimum air temperatures and the wet and dry bulb temperatures usually taken
between 0800 and 0900 hours local sun time and sometimes also between I 400 and 1 500
hours. And these temperatures are taken in a well-ventilated screen, such as a Stephenson
screen, mounted several feet above the ground, usually 4! ft. Naturally none of the three
dry bulb temperatures, the maximum, the minimum or that taken in mid morning, can
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represent in detail the daily temperature regime, but eitI:ier the mean of the maximum
and minimum, or the mid morning temperature are often taken as an approximate estimate
of the mean daily temperature, and in general neither of these two estimates differs very much
from the true mean.
On the whole, if all the environmental factors were kept constant except the temperature
-and this can only happen in the highly artificial conditions of a very well equipped laboratory
-the rate of plant growth increases fairly rapidly with the temperature, usually more rapidly
than is represented by a linear proportionality, until a certain temperature is reached, when
it may start to drop equally rapidly. The temperature for maximum growth naturally
depends on the plant species. Further if the plants are kept in the dark, their rate of respiration,
that is the rate at which the carbohydrates previously formed by photosynthesis are oxidized
away, also increases rapidly with temperature, so that the effect of temperature on plants
kept illuminated for I 2 hours and in the dark for I 2 hours is the difference between these
two effects, and little work has been done on this for the principal tropical crops.
In the field it is not easy to discuss the effect of temperature on plant growth both because
there is usually a fairly large diurnal variation of temperature and also because temperature
tends to be associated with a number of other factors, such as the intensity of solar radiation
and the cloudiness of the sky. But there is some evidence that the temperature statistic of
most value for assessing the favourableness of the climate for growth of true tropical crops
is the maximum temperature rather than the mean, or alternatively the number of hours
per day the temperature is above some lower limit, which R. W. Rayner (Ann. Rept. Kenya
Dept. Agric. 1945) showed might be as high as 85° F. (30° C.) for arabica coffee, or the number
of hours it is within a given temperature range. Of these possibilities only the daily maximum
temperature is recorded, unless one has a thermograph and reads off the number of hours
above a certain limit or within a certain range. But we can only do this if we know enough
about the physiology of the crop we are interested in to know what limits ought to be takenknowledge which we do not yet possess-and unless the limits are reasonably the same for
all the crops being grown in a district, one would have to do a different summation for each
crop.
The correlation between growth, particularly as measured by dry matter production
per unit area per day, and temperature in equatorial regions would only be expected to be
close for crops adapted to hot climates. The most characteristic factor controlling mean temperatures is the altitude of the land surface. Now increasing altitude need not affect the daily
amount of incoming radiation, but it decreases temperatures and in particular night minimum
temperatures, and these can have a marked effect on crop growth. Frost, for only one night,
can kill frost-sensitive plants, but this normally only occurs in equatorial regions at very
high altitudes.
There is probably a considerable altitude range in which there is little correlation between
temperature and dry matter production, provided the dry matter production of a series of
crops is compared, each well adapted to a part of the range only. Naturally this ceases to
hold at very high altitudes when there is a long period in the morning and evening before
the temperature rises sufficiently for any plant to make active growth.
There are some crops which form an interesting contrast to the hot climate ones, as they
need fairly low minimum temperatures if they are to give a useful yield. Thus pyrethrum,
grown only for the insecticidal pyrethrins and related compounds contained in its flowers,
needs to be chilled for flowers to be formed, and although the actual temperatures needed
depends on the length of time the low temperature lasts and the pyrethrum variety being
grown, its cultivation is restricted to areas where night minima below 50-55° F. are common,
which in fact means in Kenya at altitudes over 6,500 ft. It is because in equatorial highlands
one can get cool nights over a long period of time, with no marked seasons of frosty nights
and hot nights, that pyrethrum plants will produce flowers for a very long season, and there-
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fore give a much higher annual yield than in the regions where it is indigenous and the cool
nights of spring only give a single crop of flowers each year.
Water Supply to the Plant and the Distribution

of Rainfall

The amount of water transpired by a crop is determined by the climate, provided the
roots of the crop can take up water from the soil at this rate. I believe it is trti.e that all plants
make optimum growth during most of their growing season, if they can transpire at this
climatically controlled rate, although drought is desirable for some plants towards the end
of the season to mature the particular part of the crop which is of agricultural value.
Crops can only transpire water at this climatically controlled rate if their roots can take
up water from the soil, and the plant can translocate this water from the roots to the leaves,
at least as fast as this rate. Once the rate of potential transpiration exceeds the rate of translocation, the moisture content of the leaf drops, and if it drops too much the stomata close,
the leaf wilts, and photosynthesis ceases. Under these conditions lack of water will be limiting
plant growth. Different species of plants differ very considerably in their ability to withstand
a water shortage either without their growth being seriously affected, or in their ability to
recover when the water shortage is ended. Plants with waxy leaves lose nearly all their
water through the stomata, and if these close the leaf can conserve its water content relatively
efficiently, so it will take a fairly long drought before the leaf is seriously injured. The leaves
of many citrus varieties and of some sorghum and groundnut varieties are of this type.
But plants with soft sappy leaves, such as tomatoes for example, or potatoes, can lose water
through the leaf surface as well as through their stomata, so during a long drought the leaves
are liable to dry out and be killed. Again, J. Glover at E.A.A.F.R.0. has recently shown
that the leaves of crops well adapted to periods of drought must be very severely wilted before
the leaf mechanisms are permanently injured, whilst the leaves of less well adapted crops,
such as maize, can only withstand a relatively short period of wilting before permanent
damage is done.
Crops therefore need a continuous supply of water if they are to make continuous growth,
yet one does not need a continuous rainfall, because the immediate source of water is the
soil, and the soil within the rooting zone of the crop acts as a reservoir for the crop. Soils
hold water in the pore spaces between the solid particles, but if the soil is well drained, it
cannot hold water in the larger pores because these are emptied of water by drainage under
gravity fairly rapidly. As the pore size gets smaller, so water movement gets much slower
because of the very great viscous drag in fine capillaries, and once the pore size becomes less
than about 30µ, in size, movement under gravity becomes so small that it can be neglected
in the field. The water in these pores is held with a suction of about t atm. or 300 ems. of
water. Plant roots can remove water from these pores relatively easily, but as the size of the
largest pores which hold water diminishes, the suction with which the water is held rises,
and more energy must be expendetl in the roots for them to take the water out of these pores.
It is not however until the suction of the water rises tenfold, to about 3 atmospheres, that the
rate of extraction of water by most drought tolerant plants begins to drop, and when it has
reached I 5-30 atmopheres the rate of extraction by almost all roots has become very low.
The size of the soil reservoir thus depends on the depth of rooting of the crop and on the
water held between suctions of about t and 3 atm., i.e. in pores between 30-3µ, in size.
Perennial crops, such as forests, coffee and perennial grasses, are deeper rooting than short
season crops such as maize and sorghum and these perennial crops can dry out the soil to
10-20 ft. compared with the 4-6 ft. of the short season.
The amount of water that a soil can hold between o ·3 and 15 atm. suction depends
somewhat on the soil, being small for very sandy soils, but for the general run of well drained
tropical red loams it is between I and 2 inches in the top foot of soil, and about I inch per
foot in the subsoil. A short season crop, rooting to 5 ft., could probably use about half of
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this water, say 3 in., before the effects of water shortage would begin to be appreciable. Using
as a good working figure that the crop is using r · 5 in. of water per week in clear weather,
which is probably an under-estimate in the lower altitude regions, this means that a fine
weather break in the rains of 2 weeks at the period of rapid growth would result in a loss of
growth, and this period would be shorter if the soil had begun to dry out before the rains
ceased.
On the basis of this discussion we can now consider the problem of tabulating the rainfall
figures at a given place. The primary data are naturally daily rainfall readings for a run
of years, but these must be reduced to a relatively few figures if they are to be of any use.
A common method is to give monthly totals, but it is probable that the Meteorological
Departments will standardize on five-day periods (pentacles). For agricultural purposes the
rainfall over the period of a pentacle is unnecessarily short, since the water in the soil available to a crop is enough to last it for 2-4 pentacles during most of the growing season. In
consequence the tabulation of 10-day or 15-day totals would be more convenient.
The problem of reducing the rainfall records for a run of years to a useful form for agricultural purposes has recently been given a valuable solution by Manning which he described
in his paper. He has computed, for periods of 3 weeks throughout the year, the rainfalls
that can be expected at a given place with given probabilities, usually the minimum rainfall
that can be expected in 3 years out of 4 and in one year out of 4. The introduction of these rainfall probability curves constitutes a most notable advance in the solution of the problem of how
to describe the rainfall regime at a given place, and thanks to Mr. Manning and Mr. Griffiths
we are fortunate in East Africa in having these curves for a large number of centres.
These curves have however a rather serious limitation from the agricultural point of
view, for they do not show the probability that the rainfall over several consecutive periods
will be high or low, that is they say nothing about the probability of the period on either side
of a given dry period itself being dry in a given year. It is not easy to suggest a solution to
this problem of finding a rainfall distribution statistic whose probability would be worth
tabulating, which takes account of accumulated drought, or accumulated wetness; but it is
a problem well worth a good deal more thought in the future. Agriculturally the distribution
of water deficit in the soil is what we really want, but this depends on the crop being grown.
It would be quite different for example under established grass from under short season
arable crops, so it is not a single-valued statistic.
This limitation in the value of Manning's rainfall distribution probability curves does not
imply that they only have very limited value, for he has shown their great value for predicting
such agricultural operations as the date of planting of crops and the probable crop response
to certain fertilizers. Thus the yield of some crops can be very seriously affected by drought
at a critical period of their growth. As an example, if maize flowers in a dry period, the
proportion of the silks that pick up pollen grains, and the proportion of these grains that will
grow and fertilize the ovule, drops rapidly with a consequent heavy loss of yield although
the plants themselves could look perfectly healthy. If one knows the approximate number of
days from planting to flowering for a series of maize varieties at a given place, and the
rainfall reliability distribution curve, one can adjust planting date and maize variety so
there is the minimum probability of drought occurring at this critical time.
There is a second group of rainfall statistics of great agricultural importance, namely
the intensity, or rate of rainfall, which is usually expressed as a rate in inches per hour.
Although there are a very large number of continuously recording rain gauges distributed
throughout the world, no great attention has been given to the problem of tabulating in some
convenient form any of the information on these charts, apart from the total fall. There is
still no entirely satisfactory method of reducing the data that are derived from the charts
to a manageable form. We at E.A.A.F.R.O. have been determining the proportion of the
total annual rainfall at a given place that falls with intensities within certain selected values,
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usually under 1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-4 and over 4 inches per hour. The limitation of this method is
that ro violent storms each lasting for 5 minutes are likely to do far less damage than one
storm lasting for 50 minutes, yet these two possibilities are not distinguished. We overcome
this limitation, at least to some extent, by tabulating separately the number of occasions on
which rain fell at rates within these limits each year.
One of the most important uses of rainfall inten~ity-duration measurements made over a
series of years is in forecasting the probability of a given peak flow of a river in flood. Unfortunately peak flows are only partially dependent on the amount of rain that falls at a given
intensity, they also depend on the proportion of any storm that runs off the land surface
into. the stream, on the distribution of the rainfall over the catchment in so far as it affects
the amount of water running into the tributaries of the river, and the time it takes for the
peaks in the tributaries to reach the place at which the peak flood is being considered. Rainfall
intensity-duration measurements and the distribution of the storm over a catchment or group
of catchments is a meteorological problem, the assessment of the proportion of the storm that
runs off the land is partially hydrological, and the time taken for waters entering tributaries to
arrive at a given point in the main river is purely hydrological.
Calculations of probabilities of a given flow are therefore exceedingly difficult, as little
is known of the distribution of high intensity storms in equatorial regions due to lack ofrainfall
intensity measurements and the lack of knowledge of contemporaneity of storms over a fairly
large catchment. Further the second really important factor, the proportion of a rainstorm
that runs off the land, depends on the extent of vegetation cover and the condition of the
soil surface at the time of the storm. On the whole, in large catchments, the proportion of a
storm that runs off will follow a fairly regular pattern throughout the year, provided the
land is being managed well. But if the vegetation cover is deteriorating, due to continuous
over-grazing for example, or the replacement of well managed forest by arable cultivation,
the proportion of a storm that runs off will increase, and a stage may easily be reached when
it increases very rapidly with storm intensity.
This is an important reason why a study of the earlier records of flood peaks jn the rivers
of Africa gives relatively unreliable information on the probabilities of floods in the future,
for owing to the increasing population of cattle and people on the land, the proportion of
every heavy storm that runs off is tending to increase year by year. It will thus become of
increasing importance in the future for us to have a far greater distribution of continuously
recording rain gauges in catchments liable to cause floods than we have at the present time,
and even more important, a simple method of extracting the relevant data from the mass of
charts which will be produced.
The Micro-climate within a Crop
The vegetation on the earth's surface affects certain meteorological elements in its neighbourhood, and one only needs to walk from a thick forest into a large clearing to appreciate
some of the differences, or else to fly from over a well forested area to over one almost devoid
of vegetation on a hot afternoon to feel the difference. This naturally raises the question of
what kind of local climate do we want to measure at our meteorological stations. The usual
answer is to site our stations in an area where the vegetation, both in the site itself and for a
considerable distance around, is short grass, and where there are as few trees or other obstructions close enough to the site to affect the wind speeds appreciably, in fact where the
site is well exposed, with the minimum resistances to free air movement. On the other hand,
sites on the tops of hills or the edges of escarpments are avoided, as they are considered to be
overexposed.
The vegetation cover of a comparatively small area of land, of only a few square miles
for example, will have little effect on such meteorological factors as the cloudiness or rainfall
over the area, and therefore the amount of solar energy reaching the vegetative cover, and
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the ra'infall falling on it, do not depend appreciably on what kind of cover it is. The principal
effects of vegetation on local climate are on the return of water from the land surface to
the atmosphere as water vapour, and therefore on the heat flux to the atmosphere. This in turn
will affect the air temperatures and humidities in the neighbourhood of the plants. Now
the return of water to the atmosphere is controlled by the incoming energy provided there
is an adequate supply of water available at the surfaces where the energy is absorbed. This
means that during rainy weather this return of water is relatively independent of the ground
vegetation, or on whether the soil surface is bare or covered, but once the rains have ceased,
the return of water falls off most quickly from bare soil and falls off slowest from the deep
rooting crops. This has two consequences as the dry season lengthens-the humidity will tend
to be increasingly higher over deep rooting than shallow rooting crops, and correspondingly
the air temperatures will become increasingly higher over the shallow rooting crops and
the bare soil during the middle of the day.
Vegetation also affects air temperatures at night time by affecting the transport of heat
from the soil to the atmosphere. The best known example of this is the effect of a short grass
cover on lowering air temperatures on clear nights compared with bare soil or tall open
vegetation, for the short grass allows a layer of stagnant air to build up between the blades
of grass and the soil surface, with the consequence that the grass leaves are radiating heat
to the sky much faster than they can receive heat from the soil. They therefore cool the air
above them and this cold air will move downhill to accumulate in any depressions in the land
surface.
Vegetation also affects air movements around its stems and leaves. Thus the air within
a uniform thick crop of, say, maize, or within a closed forest, will be more stagnant and
humid, and will have a· more even temperature, than the air above the crop or forest. This
means that the actual environment around the leaves of crops is likely to be different, and
sometimes very different from that in the meteorological station at the corresponding height
above ground level; and this in turn will make it difficult to predict the response of the plant
to its environment when the environment that is being studied at the meteorological station
is appreciably different from that around the leaf surface. This difference is particularly
important in all studies on the effect of environment on disease susceptibility and resistance,
or on the effect of a tall plant on the growth of a short one growing alongside it, as for example
the effect of maize on the growth of interplanted beans, or of shade trees on the growth of
coffee, tea or cocoa. In these example it is essential to measure directly the relevant meteorological elements at the various sites of importance in the crop itself. They cannot be predicted
with any accuracy from standard meteorological data taken close by.
Dependance of Pests and Diseases on Meteorological Conditions
It is well known tha t hot humid conditions encourage many fungal diseases, and in fact
regions in wh~ch these conditions occur are restricted to crops which are resistant to the
various leaf mildews and blights which are so characteristic of them. One reason why these
conditions favour the spread of fungal diseases is that when a fungal spore settles on a damp
leaf it will germinate and the young growing point will soon enter a leaf cell; whilst if the leaf
is dry it will not germinate, and if moist but in a drying atmosphere the spore will germina te
but the young hypha will be dried out and killed before it has entered a leaf cell.
This dependence of the germination of fungal spores and their infection of the leaf is
sufficiently closely dependent on the wetness of the leaf, and the temperature and humidity
of the air, for it to be possible to predict when some of these fungal diseases are likely to become
severe, and suitable methods have been worked out for potato blight in England for example.
Similar detailed work has not been done on the meteorological conditions affecting the
spread of fungal diseases in any tropical crops, but there is little doubt that a number of
diseases are dependent on climatic conditions.
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The dependence of insect pests on climate can be just as striking as for fungal diseases.
Mr. Aspliden has discussed this dependence for the desert locust, which has been worked
out in much more detail than for other pests of agricultural importance. But often the most
important effect of climate is not on the pest itself but on a parasite of the pest, for these
are usually the principal agents for controlling their numbers. This dependence has often
been proved important in temperature regions when there is a definite season at which pest
and parasites are active, for if, say, the parasite hatches out too far in advance, or in arrears
of the pest, it will be unable to control the pest numbers. I am not aware of any examples
of clirrate affecting the phasing of the activity of a pest and its parasites, but examples will
almost certainly be found when they are looked for.

Conclusions
The agriculturalist and agricultural scientist make a number of different uses of meteorological data, namely:
( r) to classify climates so that climatic zones can be recognized in which particular
varieties of crops or breeds of animal are likely to be well adjusted;
(2) to use meteorological data for the prediction of the rate at which crops or natural
vegetation are transpiring water, which can be used for predicing water yields from
catchments, irrigation needs of the crop week by week, etc.;
(3) to predict the probability of occurrence of meteorological factors unfavourable for
crop growth, such as excessive rain, unseasonal drought, liability to floods, hail, etc.;
(4) by combining (2) and (3) to predict the most suitable systems of crop management
to minimize the loss of crop yield due to unseasonal rain or drought;
(5) from a study of storm intensities, to predict maximum run-off of water from land
surfaces which are likely to be encountered;
(6) to predict times at which fungicides should be sprayed on crops to protect them
from diseases which are encouraged by specific weather conditions;
(7) so far we have made little use of meteorological data in the management oflivestock.
Finally I must re-emphasize that one of the most important factors limiting both the
use we can make of meteorological data and our discussions on what additional data we
really need, is our lack of knowledge of the detailed effect of the climatic environment on
plant and animal behaviour.
DISCUSSION
Does Dr. Russell consider it worth while to define aridity for short periods in terms of
loss of water from a bare soil, relative to a rainfall expectation, at a predetermined level of probability?

H. L. MANNING:

w. RUSSELL (in reply): It is perfectly possible to measure the degree of aridity in terms ofloss of water,
but it is easier to use a suitably installed evaporation tank than a bare soil whose surface is kept permanently moist.

E.

A. G. FORSDYKE: I am in agreement with the broad climatic classification put forward by Dr. Russell in
his paper. It accounts for the 3 factors, moisture, temperature, and length of day. But he went on to
mention other variations, based for example on the annual distribution ofrainfall, and quoted Machakos
and Northern Rhodesia. I suggest that the only way to classify climates to the close degree suggested
is to name them according to the place or region in which they occur. Thus we speak of "Machakos
climate", which might be typical of several other regions. The name would be merely a label, or code
word, and the climatic characteristics could be set out in a catalogue for reference. Existing climatic
classifications use this device, e.g. the term "Mediterranean climate" is in common use and its meaning
well-known.

I agree in substance with Dr. Russell's terminology of equatorial climates-which, huwever,
should be defined numerically-especially from the didactic point of view; from the practical point

H. FLOHN:
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of view the proposal of Dr. Forsdyke seems to be very useful (Sujam, de Martouni). Regarding the
different scales of climatological investigations, it seems to be most appropriate to follow R. Geiger's
first suggestion (Meteor. Zeitschr.) in distinguishing between
Micro-climate:
Meso climate:
Regional climate:
Macro-climate:

Characteristic length 1 o - 3_ 1 o m.
(better, local climate) rn2- rn4 m.
rn5 m.
106-107 m.

c. PEREIRA: I would like to comment on the suggestion by Mr. Manning that climatic expectation
of water stress might be described as the difference between rainfall expectation and water loss from a
bare soil. I am surprised that a bare soil surface should have been suggested, since the differences in
the structure and particle size distribution of the surface soil leads to wide differences of rates of water
loss between different soil types. Most of the land surface is covered by transpiring vegetation and East
Africa agriculture involves plantations, crops and pastures as well as arable. Even the annual crops
develop cover very rapidly. We therefore prefer to take the balance between expected rainfall and
evapotranspiration while water supply is not limited. I have already illustrated that Penman's equation
works very well on catchments, Bernard has confirmed its applicability to Yangambi, and the Namulonge results are also, in my opinion, substantially in agreement with it.

H.

Dr. Russell has mentioned the relations between meteorological variables and plant diseases
and I would like to give a practical example.
In the Canary Islands, one of the most important crops is tomatoes, and humidity has a strong
effect on the development of disease in it. Humidities over go per cent. during more than 18 hours are
very dangerous. Therefore the forecasting of this variable two days ahead makes possible the spraying
of fungicides. On the other hand, to spray it systematically would come out rather expensive.
Another application of meteorology to agriculture in that area is the forecasting of rain two or more
days ahead, preventing irrigation being put into practice, as this is very expensive.

F. G. DANA:

COTTON CROP POTENTIAL AND RAINFALL EXPECTATION IN UGANDA
BY H. L. MANNING

Empire Cotton Growing Corporation, Namulonge
Introduction

Rainfall variability is unquestionably the most important factor limiting growth and
yield of raingrown tropical crops. However, even with perennial crops or forest cover,
relationships between seasonal averages and yield have so far been rather unsatisfactory.
But the over-riding importance of the resulting soil moisture is even greater when considering
annual arable crops from bare soil to complete ground cover. In this catagory cotton, with
its extreme sensitivity to soil moisture changes, results in excessive losses of the vital fruiting
bodies.
Neither the meteorologists nor the agronomists have as yet been able to eliminate the
uncertainties associated with long term crop-weather forecasting. Doubtless this explains the
reluctance, on the part of most agriculture research workers, to examine this fundamental
aspect of crop production. Other important problems such as nutrient availability, or losses
due to insect pests and plant diseases, have no such implied supernatural influence and,
therefore, appear to offer greater scope for control by man. But, now that such great advances
have been effected in the control of some of these more tangible variables, it is even more
important to re-examine the problem of rainfall uncertainty in order to m ake the best use
of these sometimes quite expensive ameliorants.
In the tropics, or indeed most areas where cotton is grown other than under irrigation,
the greater proportion of the rainfall is received in the form of convection storms of fairly
high intensity. As a result averages, whether for short intervals of time such as months,
seasons or even years, can be but poor guides to expectation. It is therefore hardly surprising
that relationships between crop potential and such rainfall averages are generally unsatisfactory.
During the past twenty years several methods have been devised to describe this variability
o frainfall. Among the meteorologists Conrad's "mean relative variability" has been employed
by Schuma n and Mostert. While this has the merit of simplicity,· it leads to a series of indices.
Agriculturalists naturally prefer a more direct measure capable of interpretation in actual
units of measurement of the rainfall itself. Such direct estimates can easily be derived from
the confidence limit concept applied to rainfall statistics b y Manning. Moreover, it was
shown tha t the important agricultural factor of crop risk was based on minimum expectation.
Such could be obtained easily so long as the frequency array of the data was approximately
normal in form. While annual data tend, in most instances, to be thus distributed, it was
found that a transformation was often necessary for shorter, or within season, periods.
More recently Griffiths has rightly questioned the validity of confidence limits based on
relatively short runs of data. When a pplied to annual totals, this is hardly surprising. But
for months even a short run of years gives a large sample for the pooled variance. I t is one
of the purposes of this paper to show that when considering months or even shorter periods,
appropriate analyses give precise limits which are consistent with a ctual deviations.
Given a pattern of crop water use it becomes a simple matter to estimate the goodness
o f fit to the rainfall expectation. Such a pattern has been derived for cotton by Hutchinson
.et al. The manipulation of agronomic practices to estimate cotton crop potential is then
considered in some detail, in relation to actual yield data. The application of these principles
to areas where such yield data are not available is also considered.
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Validity of Confidence limits of rainfall from short runs

4°3

ef data

Griffiths in his survey of annual rainfall in East Africa has examined the confidence
limits for periods of r 3 years for a large number of stations. As might be expected with such
short runs of annual data the limits for successive periods show quite large differences. Thus
for Masaka in Uganda the r : r limits for the period r 9 r 6- r 928 are shown to be from 33 · 5
to 4 7 · 5 inches. Limits for the succeeding period r 929- r 94 r were by contrast 40 · 3 to 5 7 · 8
inches. He has therefore inferred that serious errors can occur as a result of certain assumptions
regarding normality of annual data. Consideration may now be given to the estimates of
confidence limits of monthly rainfall, for which the confidence limit concept was originally
devised, for the two thirteen year periods in question.
TABLES 3i.r. A AND B. MASAKA MONTHLY RAINFALL DATA. I : I CONFIDENCE LIMITS (LOG x +2)
(A) YEARS 1916-1928
Jan.

I9I6
1917
I918
1919
I920
1921
1922
I923
I924
1925
1926
I927
1928
Mean
Lower
Limit
Upper
Limit
Devs:

Feb.

Aj;r.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

·497
·638
·605
·762
·922
·780
·789
·842
·836
·899
·968
·7 17
·007

·857
·829
·846
·847
·981
l ·038
·894
l . 035
l . I04
·940
I ·113
·723
·946

. 7rn
·904
. 772
·826
· l 10
·843
·096
·867
·866
·520
·840
·872
·876

·476
·704
·604
·476
·362
· 4IO
·538
·427
. 722
·668
·486
·535
· 6I l

·322
·3I8
·301
·763
·320
·612
·659
·641
·534
·648
·795
·342
·522

·566
·806
·4I5
·811
·444
·719
·575
·407
·613
·724
·423
·387
·756

· 747
·742
·558
·854
·601
·690
·790
·50I
·723
. 777
·855
·648
·617

·486
·500
· 51 l
·707
·892
·728
·788
. 772
·909
·978
·851
·578
·970

·542
·727
·568
·766
·843
·593
·7 19
·847
·797
·783
·946
·694
·686

·684
·436
·525
·567
·816
·747
·586
·927
·7I9
·9I4
·44 1
·742
·7 14

Mar.

Annual

·47I
·576
·522
·627
·554
·590
. . 582
· 407
·537
·8I3
·804
·606
·578

·538
·689
·559
·820
·408
·582
·740
·645
·8I4
·694
·802
·653
·520

·590

·654

·789

·927

·854

·540

·521

·588

·700

·744

·732

·678

· 51 l

·563

·687

·844

·750

·460

·396

·476

·624

·620

·650

·567

·669

·739

·892

010

·958

·620

·647

·701

. 777

·867

·813

·790

8

7

4

6

9

10

8

8

6

6

83 : 84· 5

Nov.

Dec.

Annual

4

l

l ·

l
l

7

-- - 40·51 in.

A:E

(B) YEARS 1929-1941

1929
I930
1931
1932
1 933
1 934
I935
1936
I937
I938
1939
I940
1941
Mean
Lower
Limit
Upper
Limit
Devs.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

·760
·704
·684
·572
·933
' 39 1
·352
·740
·444
·446
·508
·555
·633

·520
·668
·744
·64I
·8IO
·493
·873
·627
·6I5
·597
·819
·863
·443

·993
·981
. 717
·929
·860
·675
·659
·845
·939
·846
·760
·813
·629

·070
·072
·89I
· 787
l ·047
I ·098
·98I
I. I53
·918
. 775
·81 6
·946
. 710

·594

· 670

·819

·943

·477

·570

·733

·845

· 7I I

·769

·905

7

7

8

l
l

l

·042
9

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

·5 15
·43 1
·57 1
·724
·5I2
·586
· 937
·006
·373
·423
·393
·62I
·538

·726
·555
·728
·449
·626
·525
·520
'49 1
· 613
·481
·324
·576
·528

·533
·375
·709
·507
·612
·502
·438
·37I
·565
·617
'49 1
·649
·824

· 7I l ·goo
·867 ·723
·889 ·869
·845 ·767
. 775 ·700
. 717 ·697
·820 ·824
·688 ·7 14
·806 1"004
·985 ·603
·685 ·626
·5 13 ·6I2
·735 ·885

·631 ·854
·783 ·602
·736 ·534
·845 ·736
·732 ·837
·928 ·708
·782 ·555
·644 ·973
·756 ·794
·742 . 621
·725 ·502
·889 ·530
·703 I ·027

·930

·587

·549

·553

. 772

·763

·761

·7 13

·808

·450

·473

·463

·690

·680

·701

·592

·053

·724

·626 ·643

·854

·847

·821

·834

6

7

5

8

·706
144
l · 198
l · 13 l
·912
·863
I·127
·760
·853
·9II
·888
·958
·641

l.

l

7

l

6

4

6

Oct.

45·63 in.

A:E
80: 84·5
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The constant c in the logarithmic transformation of these monthly data was derived
according to the method given by Manning. Tables 31. l A and 31. l B give the values in
logarithms by months for the two periods as well as the limits in transformed units. With
1 : l limits for l 3 years, there will be 84 · 5 expected deviations over the 12 month period.
Consequently, the actual deviations from the limits, in the first sample 83 and for the second
sample 80, must be regarded as very satisfactory. Indeed the respective x2 fit to these data
are 7 · 83 and 4 · 33 respectively. Since the differences of observed deviations from expectation
could easily have occurred by chance in the first group with p between o · 7 and o · 8, and the
other between o · 95 and o · 98, it must be inferred that the calculated limits provide a very
close fit. The question now remains as to the extent to which the limits calculated from one
set of data are applicable to the other. Thus if the limits for the drier run of years were
seriously in error, compared to those relevant to the wetter period, it might reasonably be
argued that limits thus derived from such a small sample would be inadmissible for any other
period. Such a comparison has been made and the data in actual units of measurement are
summarized in Table 31.2.
TABLE 31.2. 1 :r CONFIDENCE LIMITS OF MONTHLY RAINFALL AT MASAKA FOR Two SAMPLES OF YEARS.
(B) WET PERIOD

(A) DRY PERIOD

I9I6-I928 (A)
I: I Limits ins.
Lower
Upper

Deviations

I929-I94I (B)
I : I Limits ins.
Lower
Upper

Deviations

Deviations from
Limits Applied
A to B
B to A

January
February

I' 24
I ·66

2·66
3·48

4
8

1·oo
1·72

3· 14
3·88

7
7

4
7

10
8

March
April

2·86
4·99

5·80
8·23

7
7

3·4 1
5·01

6·04
9·00

8
9

7
5

7
9

May
June

3·63
0·89

7·07
2· 17

4
6

4 · 42
0·82

9·29
3·30

7
6

5
3

6
8

July
August
September
October
November
December

0·49
0·99
2·21
2· 17
2·47
I ·69

2·44
3·02
3·98
5·37
4·50
4· r6

9
10
8
8
6
6

0·97
0·91
2·90
2·79
3·03
I· gr

2·22
2·40
5· 14
5·03
4·63
4·83

4
6
6
7
5
8

IO
IO

6
9
8
7

3
5
7
6
5
9

8r
8·77
o· 7-0·8

83
7·23
0·8-0· 9

83

80
p =

Applying the estimated limits from group A (1916-1928) to group B (1929-1941) it is shown
that the deviations could easily occur by chance with p between o · 8 and o · 9. Similarly
the limits estimated from Group B applied to Group A indicate that the observed difference
could easily have occurred by chance between p = o · 7 and o · 8. The monthly limits from
either of the 13 year samples are clearly an adequate measu:re, even where the roughly
estimated annual variation of the samples differs quite appreciably. Since a wet year is
unlikely to be the sum total of twelve wetter months or a dry year the sum total of twelve
drier months. this is hardly surprising. Effectively then the thirteen year sample with each
containing 12 months must be an adequate sample of the population. The comparable
precision of the two sets of data is shown diagrammatically with both upper and lower
limits in Fig. 31.1
The further development of these confidence limits of rainfall has been discussed briefly
by Manning. This concerns the 3 week moving totals of rainfall since these appeared to be
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Confidence limits of monthly rainfall for Masaka (Uganda). Two 13 year samples 1916-28; and 1929-4r.
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r : 1 Confidence limits of three week moving totals of Namulonge rainfall with crop water use for cotton at two

spacings for sowing date 23 June. Limits for actual peak dates and quantities for two peaks.
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the shortest period in any one year which' bore comparison with any other similar period
in another year. Many of these have now been derived and it is appropriate to consider
one such diagram in some detail since the later premises are based largely on them.
The Cotton Research Station has available daily rainfall records for the past twelve
completed calendar years. From these 3 week moving totals of rainfall were assembled , and
confidence limits derived. These are plotted on Fig. 31 .2.
The fact that so much of the rainfall is precipitated as convection storms suggests that weekly
totals would have a special significance for annual arable crops. Unfortunately the shortest
period in any one year which appears to bear comparison with any other year seems to be
about 3 weeks. The artifice of the three week moving total was therefore introduced, Manning.
Furthermore in all but leap years the gth week between February and March was reduced
to 6 days so that 31 March is the last day of the 13th week. The next 13 weeks fit conveniently
to 30 June providing an arithmetic check for the first and second quarters. The division
for the second 26 weeks is not quite so simple and week 52 must therefore have g days.
Standard weeks are given in Table 31 .3.

TABLE

Week

1
2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9

10
I 1
12
13

Date ending

Jan.

Feb.

7
14
21
28
4
II

18
25
Mar.
3
10
17
24
31

Week

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

31.3

Date ending

Week

Date ending

Apr.

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

July

7
14
21
28
May
5
12
19
26
June
2
9

16
23
30

Aug.

7
14
21
28
4
I l

Sept.

18
25
l

8
15
22
29

Week

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

50
51
52

Date endirig

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

6
13
20
27
3
10
l 7
24
l

8

15
22
31

Considering now the actual confidence limits we may take the 1: 1 range. Here it is
postulated that of the 52 periods 26 will lie within and 26 out. Of these .r 3 will tend to occur
above the upper limit and 13 below the lower limit. Effectively therefore the points formed
for the lower limit represent the 3 : 1 limits. It remains then to see the extent to which this
hypothesis fits the facts.
In the first place the distinctive bimodality of the annual rainfall is clearly demonstrated.
Moreover it is suggested that a clearly defined peak for the first rainy season occurs during
the 3 week period ending week 18. That is, between 15 April and 5 May. This more reliable
first rainy season is traditionally reserved to ensure adequate food production and the second
and clearly less reliable season for the cash crops, in this case cotton. Over the past 13 years
the actual deviations from these limits are summarized in Table 3 r.4 for the two seasons
separately.
The fit to the hypothesis that 13 values lie outside of each of the two rainy seasons separately
is clearly demonstrated . A further important aspect is that concerned with the peak season
rainfall both in date and quantity. In Table 31 -4 it is also shown that the dates of the peak
for the first rainy season will occur between weeks 17 and 20 at 1 : 1 limits. The quantity at
these weeks will lie between 6 and 8 inches. This information is extremely important to the
agronomist who must match his maximum leaf area and therefore water requirement to
this period.
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The interpretation of the second rainy season is far less simple and indeed presents a
challenge to the meteorologist. Thus reverting to Fig. 3L2, it is apparent that between
August and November there are two more or less well marked peaks. Consequently, the
peak date calculated in Table 31 .4 shows wide limits. The question is whether some meteorological phenomenon gives rise to two separate peaks or whether these limits represent an
annual shift of the main rainfall pattern September and November. Since matching leaf
area to peak expectation is fundamental to the sowing date problem, it is clear that this
question is of great importance. However, it is also clear that this technique provides the
agronomist with a pattern within which his rainfall may be expected to occur for the specified
level of probability.

TABLE

31.4.

DATA FROM 3 WEEKLY MOVING TOTALS OF RAINFALL OVER
COTTON RESEARCH STATION, NAMULONGE

First Rainy Season

YEARS AT

Second Rainy Season
Peak
Week

Amount

20
8
12

40
39
43
43
45
38
38
31
40
45
46
40
37

4· I I
3·93
3·30
2·87
6·99
2·44
5·33
4·69
5·55
5·84
5·98
3·69
s-06

12"3

39·9

4·43

42·6
37·2

5·40
5·57

Year

Peak
Week

Amount

Deviations

1 947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

19
18
19
20
18
15
19
20
15
18
22
18
16

5·57
6·40
6·33
6·79
8·56
6·30
5"93
4·40
7·9,r
7·02
8·56
9· 15
8·62

8
14
15
16
9

18·2

6·94

19·6
16·8

8·00
6·00

Means

13

l l
l l

13
12
I I

Deviations

Annual
Deviations

19
15
8

19
26
27
29
27
23
23
32
24
20
39
23
20

13·2

25·5

I I

12
12
13
18
12
12
19
12
9

Limits:
Upper
Lower

Crop water use for cotton
Consumptive use of water by vegetation has received considerable attention during the
past twenty years or so. The work by Thornthwaite, Prescott and Penman is well known and
that of the latter has provided much of the basic information on which our more recent
studies with cotton were initiated. Unfortunately the great difference between a close cut
grass turf and the conditions from bare soil at planting to complete foliar cover, made it
impossible to translate this work directly. Clearly the problem had to be considered in two
parts. Firstly there will be the loss of moisture from a bare soil persisting up to .complete foliar
cover. Then there will be the losses from the crop and soil together.
Taking the bare soil losses first, it is sufficient to say that enough work has now been
conducted to indicate a reasonably good estimate, given the three variables rainfall, rainy
days equal to or greater than o · I inches, and the open water surface evaporation.
From the time of planting up to the onset of the rains in late August, the average bare
soil losses are expected to be of the order of o · 33 Ea, which is in good agreement with the
generalization given by Trumble.
Farbrother set up the hypothesis that consumptive use of water by cotton could be related
to leaf area at least up to the stage when leaf area was equal to the unit area of land. The
relationship between this pattern and yield was then considered by Hutchinson et al.
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It was shown that much of the variation in yield of crops on a large farm scale could be
attributed to the variables, sowing date, early moisture deficit, week at which moisture
limited further leaf area expansion and finally the average weekly rainfall thereafter until
the crop was reaped. It should be emphasized that the variation in question includes differences in fertility arising from years of cultivation after opening from the ley, differences
in time of planting and all of the inevitable vicissitudes to which the indeterminate fruiting
habit of cotton, grown in a long season, is susceptible. Therefore the fact that some 5 I per
cent of this total variation is accounted for by these variables is remarkable. The path
coefficient diagram of this analysis is presented in Fig. 3 I .3 with the relevant correlations and
standard partial regression coefficients.

rV2= +0·01
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\
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FIG. 31.3
Multiple regression of large scale farm bulk of seed cotton yields on X 1 sowing date, X 2 early rainfall deficit,
X 3 week of water strain and X 4 subsequent weekly rainfall. Data from 49 dates over 10 seasons.
Y = 96·073 Xr,
1972·414 X2 + 99·830 X 3
49·461 X 4 - 1550·60 seed cotton/acre.
r 2 = 0·51.

+

+

The standard partial regression coefficients indicate that the two most important variables
are respectively X 3 , the week of departure from exponential leaf area expansion-in short,
the week at which water strain is limiting-and the sowing date Xr. It is worth describing
how this week of water strain is derived. The basic premise is that the soil profile to a depth
of 3 feet is capable of supplying 3 inches of available moisture between the limits of field
capacity and wilting point. Consequently the week by which the difference between the
generalized pattern of crop water use and actual rainfall is equal to or greater than 3 inches
is described as the week of water strain. It is also of interest to note that a sowing date effect,
independent of the later rainfall peak associated with this date, still exerts an appreciable
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effect on crop yield. This is a separate meteorological and agronomic problem now being
investigated. It is now appropriate to extend these principles to areas outside of the Experiment
Station where the basic work was conducted.
District Variery Trial yield data

Yield data from replicated experiments, over a number of years, are available at certain
centres spread over the Buganda Province of Uganda. Dates at which these annual trials
were sown will have varied according to the conditions at the expected time of planting,
so that it is possible to prepare correlation surfaces showing the relationship between yield
and sowing date. Centres where 18 or more years of data were available, were examined and
in all instances the best fit to these data was a curvilinear regression of parabolic form.
Consequently it was possible to derive a theoretical tmax' or optimum sowing date. Naturally
the inherent fertility of these centres varies from place to place for a number of reasons, not
the least of which was suspected to be limiting soil moisutre. It was therefore considered
advisable to present these yield data as percentages of the specific locality means, thereby
facilitating the comparisons between centres. Moreover, since the optimum date would be
expected to be the statistical resolution of a range of yields around this date, it is probably more
rational to consider the range of dates at which the yield expectation was 100 per cent.,
that is, the mean yield of the locality.
Since the climatological work was conducted at the Cotton Research Station, Namulonge,
it is logical to consider in the first instance yield data from that centre. Unfortunately the
station has only been in existence for about ten years. But, since farm bulk yield data for
a range of dates for each of these years are available, it is possible to have effectively a large
number of varied yield X date data. In fact the yields are the same as those which were
employed for the multiple regression analysis given in Fig. 3 I .3.
It is shown that the optimum sowing date for the Namulonge Farm is 23 June. Also
that the mean yield would be expected for the range of sowing dates between weeks 23 and
27. That is between g June and 8 July. Applying the generalized pattern of crop water use
for cotton to the rainfall expectation, it will also be observed that the rainfall associated with
the leaf area expansion coincides almost exactly with the first of the two peaks for the second
rainy season when sown at the otimum date. A shift of the 5 weeks indicated by the range
g June to 8 July will, of course, enable the leaf area expansion to coincide with the second
peak.
·
Applying these same principles to centres outside of Namulonge, but where the open
water surface evaporation is unlikely to be materially different, the same general fit is demon5trated in Fig. 31 +
Discussion

Irrespective of one's particular sphere of interest in agriculture, it is a commonplace that
rainfall in the tropics dominates the agricultural conditions. This is so whether it is of a small
enough quantity to lead to xerophytic conditions, or excessive to the point of providing
moist rain forest conditions. A less transitory view indicates that, for the most part, the actual
rainfall is precipitated in the form of convection storms, whatever the mechanism of the origin
of the seasonal rainfall. Consequently with the inherent random distribution of those localized
thunderstorms, the use of averages, whether monthly, seasonal or annual, must be but poor
guides to expectation. But, while this is relevant even for perennial foliar cover, it is even
more important for annual arable crops, varying within season as they do, from bare soil
to more or less complete ground cover.
Because of the failure of these averages to provide even a rough guide to expectation the
agriculturists have quite understandably tended to accept its variation as inevitable. Perhaps
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even more important, is the tendency to regard precipitation as a supernatural event over
which man has little or no control. Therefore there has been an almost universal reluctance
to attempt to understand this variability, but rather to investigate less abstract concepts.
such as agricultural pests and so on. But in recent years the virtually dominant relationship
between yield and rainfall, particularly in the tropics, demands that this vital variability
must be studied.
1NS.

6
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4

3

2
I

STANDARD

WEEKS

FIG. 314
1: 1

Confidence limits of three week moving totals of rainfall at Kisagazi with generalized pattern of crop water
requirement for cotton sown at the optimum date.

Credit must be given to the professional meteorologists some of whom have, during the
past twenty years or so, tackled this important problem. Thus Conrad's concept of "mean
dative variability" was a milestone which stimulated our interest in this problem. Unfortunately the ordinary agriculturist, unaccustomed to thinking in terms of mathematical
changes in the magnitude of mere indices, would naturally find this difficult to interpret simply.
Consequently it was for this reason that the confidence limit concept in the units of measure
ment to which he was accustomed, was introduced.
In the first instance, the important point to establish was the fit to the hypothesis that
rainfall data could be analysed statistically, and that the resulting statements of probability
were in fact valid. For certain frequency arrays it was shown that, with suitable transformations, the deviations from expectation were in close agreement with those based on this
hypothesis, Manning. The next stage was to estimate the size of sample of the data necessary
to provide reliable predictions. For example, Griffiths has shown that, for annual limits,
the small sample, demonstrably adequate for months, could be misleading when applied
to years. However it has also been shown in this paper that the confidence limits for months,
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derived from two samples of years for Masaka, were remarkably similar, Moreover, it is of
the greatest importance that the limits derived from a wet period can be applied to a dry
period, and vice versa, with some confidence. It must surely be of the greatest value to the
agriculturist to know that for 3 years out of 4 the rainfall, say at Masaka for the month of
April, will be at least 5 inches. Or that, for the same probability, he can only be sure of
receiving between o · 8 and o · 9 inches for the month of June.
While the agriculturist would naturally prefer to consider the shortest possible period
for the rainfall expectation, even as short as 5 or 7 days, this unfortunately does not appear
to be practicable. In fact the shortest period of time which bears comparison between years,
appears to be something of the order of three weeks. However, in order to deriye some information on the effect of week to week variation, the artifice of employing 3 weekly moving
totals was employed. This, of course, has the additional important advantage of giving a
large number of values from which to estimate the standard deviations. At first it would seem
to be misleading to employ a constant correction for wet and dry seasons together since their
mechanism of rainfall is manifestly different. But the data given in Table 3 I .4 clearly show
that the values within and without, of the stated limits, do fit the facts and so must be accepted
as a valid hypothesis. Furthermore, the greater sensitivity over seasons, or months, demonstrates the existence of seasonal peaks which are of fundamental importance to annual arable
agriculture. At the same time it is reasonable for the practical agriculturist to ask first how
this laboriously acquired information can actually be related to improving yields which is,
after all, his main preoccupation.
For some years now climatologists and physicists, working in different parts of the world,
have been preoccupied with the problem of estimating crop water use for different plants.
In this connection the well-known work of Thornthwaite and Penman might be cited. However, since I am dealing with cotton, I shall confine myself to the more recent work described
by Hutchinson et al. which owes much to the basic principles given by Penman. In this
work it was shown that crop ·water use by cotton was closely related to losses from the soil
plus leaf area, at least up to the stage when the leaf area index reached about I l acres of
leaf per acre of land. Over a range of cotton crops in different seasons, varying sowing dates
and differing levels of fertility, a generalized pattern of water use was derived. Moreover, it
has been shown that a large proportion of the actual plot to plot yield variation could be
attributed to departures from this idealized pattern. It might be argued that since only 51
per cent of the yield variation could be attributed to these related climatological factors,
a considerable uncertainty remained. But with yield variation from 43 to 369 lb. lint per
acre, an eight fold difference, this relationship is a great advance on the previous crude
correlations between yield expectation and average rainfall. Thus between the earliest and
latest weeks of onset of water strain over these 9 seasons (I 2 · o and 2 I · 5) the expected yields
were 54 and 363 lb. lint per acre compared to actual values of 52 and 338. Nevertheless the
almost equally large effect of sowing date indicates that a considerable effort must still be
devoted to the as yet undetermined factors involved in this aspect.
Reverting to the yield data from the Cotton Research Station, at Namulonge it is obvious
that over a large enough number of years and a large enough range of dates within years,
it would be possible to derive an optimum sowing date for cotton. This, for say 4 dates over
5 years, still provides only 20 values from which to make the necessary calculation. Now that
the validity of the generalized pattern has been demonstrated I would submit that similar
sowing dates can be inferred for areas where such yield data are not available. Thus in Table
3 1 .4 it was shown that the 1 : I limits for the peak week of the second rainy season varied from
3 7 to 43 weeks. Allowing for I 5 weeks of leaf area expansion, it is clear that sowing of cotton
should be confined to weeks 22 to 28. Furthermore the mean dates for the first season of 18
weeks associated with 6 · 94 inches of rain, followed by a second season peak of 40 weeks
associated with 4 · 43 inches, are fundamental to the planning of the cropping programme.

412
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A further important point which arises from examination of these seasonal patterns ofrainfall is that relating to the rainfall expectation at planting. It is a tradition with most farmers
that the rainfall at sowing is of the greatest importance. However, in the example just quoted
it is clear that between weeks 25 and 34 the combined losses of the soil and the growing
crop together, may exceed the actual rainfall at least once in four years. But at week 24 it
will be observed that the rainfall 3 years out of 4 just exceeds this level and, indeed, on a
farm scale there is evidence that, given emergence, the later early deficit is of relative unimportance. That this is not confined to cotton alone is shown by the behaviour of maize
or groundnuts with the first rainy season. Assuming that maize or groundnuts under these
climatic conditions and spacing achieves the desired leaf area in about g weeks, then the
range of sowing dates for these crops would, on the same principle applied to cotton, range
from week 8 to week I I. I do not think it is a mere coincidence that the empirical sowing
dates for these crops have in fact been just these.
Finally I should like to take this opportunity of putting in a plea for detailed study of
the mechanism of rainfall for this higher productive area of Buganda. For example, what
causes the mid-season trough about week 42 (mid-October)," and is the existence of two peaks
on either side about mid-September and early November a feature of the synoptic weather
to be expected in these regions? Clearly, for areas with one or other of these peaks, the planting
would be arranged to suit. Thus at Bulindi in the west, it would seem that the early November
peak would best suit the reaping though by later planting to match this it is equally clear
that failure would be complete. This may contribute to the lower mean locality yield of what
would appear to be a most favourable environment.
DISCUSSION
Mr. Manning has raised the point of minor peaks and minimas in the frequency and amount
of rain during the course of the year. This concept has been largely studied by Professor SchumaussMunich since 1928 and by myself in 1936-1942 (cf. Witterung und Klima in Mitteleuropa, 2-Edit. about
1952) but no data were available for such "singularity" studies in the tropics. But recent studies have
shown that the large-scale shift of the wind (and weather) patterns in the area Europe-Southern
Asia during the "summer monsoon" occurs most frequently in a short period of the year (first decade
ofJune) and the reversal shift occurs in the period between the end of September and middle of October
which was mentioned as a "trough" in the second rainy season of Uganda. I should therefore suggest:
( 1) The evaluation of long-term records of rainfall in tropical areas not only in monthly averages,
but in daily or pentacle averages and frequencies,
(2) The investigation of the large scale telecommunications of these " singularities", especially between
tropical and middle latitudes, with the methods of synoptic climatology.
H. FLOHN:

(in reply): While we have appreciated the necessity of measuring rainfall for shorter
periods, such as days and pentacles as Professor Flohn suggests, we have not found any useful relationship
between years for periods shorter than three weeks.

H. L. MANNING

F. M. ALI: The difficulty of determining the dates of sowing cotton seeds in the soil, referred to by Dr.
Russell, is also experienced in the Egyptian region of U.A.R. where agriculture depends mostly on
irrigation and not on rainfall. Cotton is generally sowed during the period from mid-February to the
end of April, which is included in our rainy season which extends from October to May.
After 6 or 7 days from the date of sowing, cotton seeds begin to germinate and for the next week
they need quite dry and warm weather, since the existence of cold spells or falling rain during this week
will lead to the rotting of the seeds and therefore the fields have to be sown again; an operation
which costs a lot of money.
Therefore agriculturists had asked for a long range forecast for the expectation of rainfall and cold
spells during the next two weeks so as to determine the most suitable dates for sowing cotton seeds.
This problem appears to be mainly synoptic, but I wonder whether such statistical treatment based
on occurrence of rainfall can be used also when cultivation of cotton depends wholly on irrigation.
With regard to the suggestions made by Professor La Seur and Dr. Forsdyke about the necessity
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of close co-operation between meteorologists and agriculturists to solve the problems concerning
agriculture meteorology, I would like to announce that this suggestion is carried out in Giza where
there exists a research station for agricultural meteology and where meteorologists and agriculturists
work in the same office and co-operate in solving many problems.
(in reply): Under our equatorial conditions at an altitude of about 3,800 ft. we do not
have the same difficulty in establishing the cotton crop such as that described by Dr. Ali.

H. L. MANNING

N. E. LA SEUR: Mr. Manning has presented an excellent example of an increasing class of problems
in which research teams have been able to isolate and describe important problems in applied
meteorology and climatology. The present example, as is typical, appears to lie outside the scope of
routine weather services. In such cases it appears desirable to include a professional meteorologistclimatologist as a member of the research team. There is not a priori reason to believe that the meteorological aspects of the problem are less amenable to attack and solution than the entomological or
agronomy aspects. But, the meteorological problems cannot be attacked without adequate data. In
view of the comments on data available in this instance, it appears to me this is an excellent example
of the possibility of gathering support from outside the usual meteorological services for the establishment
and maintenance of better data networks. The problems presented by Mr. Manning are of obvious
economic importance, and even their partial solution would repay much of the cost of better networks.
D. J. BARGMAN: Mr. Manning's request to the meteorologist to explain in synoptic terms the variation
in the peaks of the second rains reveals again the inadequacy of synoptic networks in most tropical
regions. Nearly all his areas that are different in small respects fall between two synoptic stations, thus
making a nonsense of interpolation.
The difference in the amount and duration of the second rainy season compared to the first season
east and west of 32° E. is real. So far air mass analysis seems to show a preponderance of moist Atlantic
air reaching western Uganda in the second season with confluence and suspected convergence in the
area west of 32° E. but perhaps the synopticians can now put forward a better explanation.

(in reply): Perhaps one of the most interesting features of the rainfall expectation in
Uganda is the dominance of the "second rainy season" west of the longitude 32° E. and vice versa
for the areas to the east. I am not, of course, suggesting any sanctity for this longitude but merely that
this has been a convenient division for assessing sowing date effects.
H. L. MANNING

D. H. JOHNSON: We are reaching a stage in East Africa where we can attempt a synoptic explanation of
certain features of rainfall distribution. A distinction must be drawn between the different scales of
the features which have been discussed. The monsoon and associated easterly jet stream, mentioned
by Professor Flohn, are characterized by upper pressure patterns on both sides of the equator which
are very different from those which occur during the Southern Hemisphere summer, when there is,
apparently, no corresponding easterly jet south of the equator. The reasons for such features as the large
differences in the times of onset of the second rains in Uganda and East Kenya are also becoming clear
from our synoptic studies. We have not looked however, for a synoptic explanation of singularities on
the scale of 2 or 3 weeks.
Could Mr. Manning say whether any statistical test of the significance of the dry "singularity'~
during the second rains at the Uganda stations has been possible? Does the increased yield resulting
from optimum phasing of cotton planting owe much to the dry singularity or is the benefit mainly
derived from timing the mature stage to coincide with the decline of the rains?

(in reply): So far no statistical test of this "singularity" has been made. Regarding the
yield increase it now seems that the most important period is that coinciding with the maximum leaf
area expansion. Moreover, during this period the onset of water strain is of peculiar significance to
cotton with its indeterminate fruiting habit.

H. L. MANNING

I would like most emphatically to endorse what Professor La Seur has said regarding
the need for including meteorologists on the staffs of research establishments, all of whose requirements
appear to be too great and too specialized to be met by the official meteorological services as at present
organized. But I would also stress the need for establishing, within the meteorological services, of special
branches for meeting the requirements of agriculture and indeed the whole field of applied meteorology.
The officers of such branches should travel and meet their customers, and it would be their function
A. G. FORSDYKE:
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to see, as far as possible, that the meteorological services are organized with a view to meeting such user
requirements.
I conclude with one question. Mr. Manning has told us that cotton cropping is planned in relation
to the "short rains" (October-November). Would he please say why it is not planned in relation to the
"long rains" (March-April) ?
H. L. MANNING (in reply): Dr. Forsdyke's question is of particular interest since, as he has correctly
observed, the onset of water strain could quite easily be delayed by planting cotton during the first
rainy season. Unfortunately essential food crops are normally sown during this period and the cash
crop, cotton, must therefore take second place. Moreover, it has been found that the usual peak regime
of experiments sowings during this period are quite different. It might even require a completely
new seeding programme to adapt strains to this different period.

J. D. TORRANCE: Analyses, on a daily basis, have been made of the rainfall data from about 15 stations
in Northern Rhodesia, each for the 30 year period 1926-1956. The curve of raindays is reasonably
smooth, but the curve of rainfall and raindays of o · 1" of rain or more, both show a series of peaks and
troughs of the kind illustrated in Mr. Manning's diagrams. The variation in the dates of occurrence
from station to station is not straightforward.

APPLICATIONS OF SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY TO PROBLEMS OF
LOCUST CONTROL: SOME RECENT FINDINGS
BY R. C. RAINEY

Anti-Locust Research Centre, London

The countries of Africa and the Middle East which are threatened by the Desert Locust
are together spending annually the equivalent of some fifteen million dollars on control
measures against this pest; and the extent to which these not inconsiderable efforts still fall
short of what is needed is illustrated by two recent cases of crop-damage, each of a value
officially estimated to exceed ten million dollars-in southern Morocco in October-December
1954, and in Ethiopia (Eritrea, Tigre and Harrar Provinces) during July-October 1958. The
locust swarms responsible in Morocco, and some at least of those concerned in Ethiopia, are
known to have travelled distances of the order of thousands of kilometres before inflicting
this damage; and the mechanism of the movements and distribution of swarms is accordingly
of major economic significance to the territories concerned.
Earlier work on this subject [I] led to the hypothesis that the major movements oflocust
swarms take place down-wind, towards and with zones of convergent surface wind-flow;
and that such a mechanism might account for much of the close and apparently purposeful
association which is observed between swarm movements and the distribution of the rainfall
which is essential for successful breeding. Consideration of evidence then available on the
part played by meteorological factors in swarm movements led the WMO Regional Association for Africa, meeting at Tananarive in 1953, to express the view that the further development of the application of synoptic meteorology to the forecasting of locust movements was
economically one of the most important of the fully-formulated problems of applied meteorology in the African Region. A specific Tananarive recommendation on this point, subsequently implemented by WMO, led to the establishment of the WMO Technical Assistance
Mission for Desert Locust Control.
Since the earlier work in this field had mainly concentrated on detailed studies of welldocumented individual cases of swarm movements and of the associated weather, and was
accordingly open to the objection of possible bias in the selection of these cases for examination,
it was decided that the Mission should undertake, with the co-operation of the Anti-Locust
Research Centre, a study of the whole of the available Desert Locust records, for a complete
year of widespread infestation (1954-1955), in relation to the fullest possible corresponding
synopic data.
Special charts, utilizing all available records of Desert Locusts from every country
concerned (including reports of the young stages, as evidence of developing sources of new
swarms, as well as reports of the actual swarms of winged adult locusts) are accordingly being
prepared at the Anti-Locust Research Centre for this period, by a completely objective
method presenting day-to-day changes in swarm distribution throughout the whole area, on
transparent overlays on the same scale as the Mission's corresponding synoptic analyses.
The detailed comparison of these locust maps with the corresponding synoptic weather
charts has now been begun, with the data for the five months May-September 1954, and has
already provided evidence, exemplified below, that:
The distribution and movements of swarms over this period appears to have been
largely determined by the corresponding wind-field, as indicated particularly by
low-level streamline charts (600 m. above the ground); and
(ii) Important locust breeding (egg-laying) repeatedly followed records of notable
rainfall, falling in otherwise arid areas up to a week before the arrival of the swarms.

(i)
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Thus much of the locust history of these five months was concerned with long-distance
movements of swarms produced by breeding during the spring of 1954 in a series of areas,
mainly between 25° and 35° N., for Morocco in the west to Pakistan in the east; and attention
has been concentrated in the first instance on the meteorology of these long-range movements,
and on the operationally important contrast with the subsequent effectively static behaviour
of these same swarms.
The earliest of the spring breeding areas was north-central Arabia, where young swarms
were first reported outside their source-area, N.W. from it, on IO May, during a spell of S.E.
winds associated with one of the last of the Mediterranean/Persian Gulf depressions of the
season (the passage of this same depression was incidentally associated, during 9-12 May,
with the only appreciable rainfall of the month in north-western India and Pakistan, in an
area in which egg-laying by other swarms occurred a week later). This initial move to the
N.W. appears to have been important in ultimately diverting most of these Arabian swarms
to Africa in this particular year, rather than towards India; the exact position of the anticyclonic cell concerned at this stage appears to be critical in determining in which of these two
alternative directions the main weight of the locust invasion from Arabia will fall in a given
year. Recognition of the importance in such circumstances of "zones of terminal divergence"
(regions of significant separation of wind-flow into differing directions) was an important
early finding of the Mission [ 2].
These Arabian swarms subsequently experienced consistently N. to E. winds with which
they traversed successively the Red Sea, the Egyptian sector of the United Arab Republic
and southern Libya, reaching the Sudan (formerly Anglo-Egyptian), Chad and Niger Republics at the beginning of June after a displacement of at least 3,000 km. During June,
there was an apparently similar but shorter south-westerly move of young swarms from the
spring breeding areas of Morocco, with northerly to easterly winds, across Mauritania
to Senegal, subsequently meeting Arabian swarms in the region of the Sudan Republic
(formerly French Sudan).
These periods of systematic long-range displacement, in and with relatively consistent
winds, appear to have been terminated by the swarms reaching areas of variable winds in the
vicinity of the Equatorial Trough, often a semi-permanent zone of confluent wind-flow, and
at times associated with a well-marked discontinuity between drier winds from a northerly
or easterly direction and more humid winds from south or west. Under such conditions,
flying swarms were repeatedly recorded within particular limited areas over periods of weeks
without evidence of systematic displacement. Thus, in striking contrast with the long-distance
movements of new swarms out of the spring breeding areas during late May and June, most
of the area in which these swarms bred during July, August and September had already been
reached by June. Such effectively static swarm behaviour, often followed by breeding by
the swarms, has been recognized as of major importance in the overall strategy of desert
locust control [3].
Events in the eastern part of the area appear to have followed a basically similar course,
with the first young swarms from spring breeding areas around the Persian Gulf moving
down-wind into an area of variable wind in India-Pakistan in which they were joined by
further swarms, from as far north as Afghanistan, and where they subsequently bred. At the
end of September, the passage of a well-marked cyclonic vortex across this area from the
Bay of Bengal was associated with particularly striking changes in the distribution of the
swarms, in successively southerly and northerly directions.
The findings of the Mission so far have thus extended and, with one recorded apparent
exception (as follows) have confirmed those of the earlier work. "Although the convergence
hypothesis is attractive, it may not provide a complete explanation of the phenomenon ...
In May 1955, for example, swarms moved south from the Hedjaz region of Arabia into the
wet southern half of the Sudan, where they began to breed. In order to do this, they had to
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cross the main equatorial convergence zone, which, at the same time, was travelling northwards. Had the locusts behaved completely like inanimate airborne particles, they could
not have done so [ 2]." A fuller examination of this evidence by the Mission is still in
progress; but the locust data alone suggest an alternative southerly origin for the swarms
concerned. Thus, these swarm reports from the Southern Provinces of the Sudan (including
Bahr El Ghazal, which had previously been free of locusts for more than a decade) were
preceded by unusual (but not unprecedented) reports of swarms, within the previous three
weeks and distances of 450-800 km., from all three neighbouring territories to the south (Congo,
Uganda and Kenya) while none of the neighbouring Sudan provinces to the north had yet
been reached by the more usual invasion of swarms from Arabia; and the nearest swarm
reports of this invasion from the north were still l ,ooo km. away. The last previous comparable
locust invasion of Bahr El Ghazal, in 1930, had also been preceded by the presence of swarms
in Congo, Uganda and Kenya.
In addition to the work of the WMO Mission, extensive evidence, of a kind not previously
available, on the hour-to-hour and day-to-day movements of individual swarms, has been
provided in recent years by detailed air reconnaissance. Thus, in aircraft spraying trials in
Kenya in 1952, the down-wind movement previously suggested as a general characteristic
of major long-distance swarm displacements [ 1] was also found to be true in detail for the
hour-to-hour swarm movements recorded during these trials. It was accordingly found
possible to use the local early morning pilot-balloon observations to determine the sector
to be searched for incoming swarms, and every swarm was in fact, first located by systematic
air search, while still approaching base, giving ample opportunities for repeated spraying
operations [4]
So far, detailed studies [5, 6] have been made of some 33 cases in eastern Africa in which
the direction of displacement of a Desert Locust swarm was adequately established, by
successive fixes of its position, within 80 km. of a point at which instrumental observations
of wind were being made at the same time up to the levels of the higher flying locusts. In
half of these cases, the direction of displacement so found was within 10° of directly down
the corresponding wind (taken as the vectorial mean wind between the ground and the
level of the topmost flying locusts) ; and the biggest difference from directly down-wind
movement, as estimated in this way, was 33° [6].
Meanwhile, in the course of similar aircraft operations against locusts at the other side
of Africa, it was reported-quite independently-that:
"Le personnel charge des observations aeriennes apprit rapidement a orienter ses recherches en tenant compte du sens du vent a !'altitude de vol des essaims. 11 semble bien, en
effet, que pendant toute la duree de leur sejour au Senegal, les insectes se soient tenus exactement au confluent des vents et que leurs mouvements aient ete determines par le deplacement
de ce point de rencontre au fur et a mesure du changement de saison; des vents des secteurs
Est et Ouest dominaient alternativement cedant progressivement la place aux alizes" [7].
These results illustrate how a wider use of current synoptic meteorology could be of operational value to locust control organizations. On the more local, territorial scale, the value
of current meteorological data, particularly on surface and upper winds, in the location and
interception of swarms in the course of aircraft spraying operations, has already been recognized in a number of areas [8]. Furthermore, with the continuing development of interterritorial and international co-operation in operations against the Desert Locust, the need
for strengthening the present International Desert Locust Information Service (provided by
the Anti-Locust Research Centre under the auspices of FAO), to enable full use to be made
of relevant weather data in the assessment of the current overall locust situation and in
forecasting its future development, has recently been emphasized by locust experts [3], and
plans to this end form part of the F AO Desert Locust Project now being considered by the
UN Special Fund authorities.
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DISCUSSION
J. cocHEME: Dr. Rainey has introduced the very interesting concept of zones of terminal divergence
(regions of significant separation of wind flow into different directions).
Let me say right away that I am not very happy about the expression "terminal divergence",
although the meaning that it is intended to convey is clear. It is a branching off of an airstream, a parting
of the ways for what that stream might be carrying.
It seems to me that the separation begins rather than ends and that, once more, divergence in
itself is not a necessary condiment as long as diffiuence is there. In fact the expression initial diffiuence
might be more appropriate.
I did not stand up however to talk about semantics, but to draw your attention to an instance of
terminal divergence or initial diffiuence much nearer to us and of great importance to this territory
since it controls to a large extend the southwards movement of locust swarms at a most critical time
when they are ready to invade us from Somalia and Eastern E thopia.
The time of the year is December and January, possibly February, after the end of the so-called
short rains, during the beginning if not the whole of what I will call the North Trade/Monsoon, when
air is flowing from the high pressure belt of the northern, the winter hemisphere towards the equatorial
trough or intertropical confluence/convergence zone found on most days on the East African Coast at
about 12 ° S.
Fig. 134 represents monthly vector mean winds for February 1955 at 5,000 ft. ASL with streamlines
derived from them and constancy figures. You can see diffiuence ii;i the upper limb of a streamline
shape which you will recognize from previous lectures, a kind of wave standing astride the equator.
This diffiuence is well shown by the winds at Mandera at 03° N. in the north-east -corner of the chart
and Lodwar about seven degrees of longitude west of it. It is also shown by the winds on or near the
east coast to the south.
At this same time locusts may have been breeding in Somalia and Eastern Ethiopia with an intensity
controlled by the numbers that got there and the opportunity in moisture and food offered by the
short rains or precipitation from the ITCZ in its southward movement.
Reaching this region of diffiuence, it is clear that if they bear right on their way to the inhospitable
regions of Lodwar and so on they are less likely to cause a direct threat to this territory than if they
carried straight on southwards on the left side of the parting.
To be able to forecast this alternative is of course important for those who are planning control
measures.
Which side the locusts will turn will largely depend on how far east they were in the first place.
The greater the original easting, the more they are likely to be on the more dangerous side of the
dichotomy.
This easting in its turn may well be dependent on the occurrence on the ITCZ when it is still as
far north as the Gulf of Aden or British Somaliland.
Highlands of centres of low pressure which would give rise to cyclonic circulations and westerly
winds to the south of the depressions, thus putting the swarms in a position where breeding conditions.
are favourable, since moisture would be available, and from where their subsequent route would be
more dangerous to us.
c. RAINEY (in reply): Since 1951 aircraft observations have provided repeated demonstrations of
the importance of the alternating spells of S.E. and N.E. winds which are characteristic of this area,
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around Wajir in the Northern Frontier Province of Kenya during January and February, in determining
whether particular swarms arriving in the area from the Somalilands and Ethopia would pass either
towards Turkana, relatively harmlessly, or towards the crop areas of Tanganyika and the Kenya
Highlands. Mr. Cocheme's preliminary observations on this point are accordingly to be welcomed;
and detailed day-by-day synoptic studies of this period are likely to be particularly rewarding in this
respect.

THE WORK OF THE WMO TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR
DESERT LOCUST CONTROL
BY C. I. H. ASPLIDEN

World Meteorological Organization, Technical Assistance Mission, Nairobi
In the previous paper, Dr. R. C. Rainey outlined the origins and purposes of this technical
mission. Dr. Rainey also gave in some detail the result of the recent comparison of locust
maps with the corresponding weather maps at the Anti-Locust Research Centre in London.
This portion of the lecture will deal with the meteorological aspects of the Mission, although it
should be borne in mind that the research has not been completed as yet.
The research period, 1 May 1954 to 1 June 1955, was selected as the most suitable from
both meteorological and locust standpoints.
The meteorological research covers a larger area (20° W. to 100° E. and 40° N. to 50° S. )
than that which is subject to locust invasion, since meteorological studies cannot successfully
be confined within arbitrary limits.

Data and its Collection

As always, in any large scale work of this kind, the problem arose of how to accumulate
the required data, in suitable form, at the research centre.
After a lot of consideration had been given to this problem, it was decided that the only
practical means of obtaining all the necessary observations was for someone to travel to each
meteorological service within the research area with a microfilm apparatus and film the data
needed on the spot. Accordingly, a portable microfilm camera and a supply of film was ordered.
While awaiting the arrival of this equipment, questionnaires were sent to all the meteorological services concerned, formulating our requirements and asking what data was available
for the research period and in what form. When the filming equipment, and the detailed
answers to the questionnaires had been received, a series of trips to the larger number of
these services was undertaken. During these journeys, which totalled some 83 days, during
which the best part of 20,000 ft. of microfilm was exposed, it became obvious that very few
ship observations were available, and often, those few reports were corrupt or incomplete.
Therefore a further questionnaire was sent out to those countries having the world's largest
merchant fleets in order to trace, if possible, the original observations from the ships' log
books. An enormous, and unexpected, response to this questionnaire was received, and in
some cases the observations are so numerous that along many shipping routes there is not
sufficient space to plot all available reports. (The map size is 1 :2om.)
It is believed that, other than a few possible exceptions, all existing observations from
the land regions and the larger portion of existing ship reports for the research period have
been obtained and are now being used by the Mission. It also seems clear that the observations.
are of a very high standard of accuracy. In most cases they have been checked, as well as
corrected where necessary (and where possible), by people familiar with the observers as
well as the stations where the observations originated. Furthermore, transmission errors do
not enter into the picture. There is always, of course, a possibility that some errors may have
occurred during the process of evaluating the observations from the microfilms and plotting
them on to our charts. This possibility cannot be discounted altogether in a work of these
proportions but it is believed that such errors have been kept to a minimum since every effort
has been made to ensure this.
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Analyses
Maps. The map used for all levels and parameters throughout this research is a Mercator
projection (I :20 m.). This projection is by no means the ideal one for this work, but as the
map was already available in large quantities from the East African Meteorological Department, it has been used for reasons of economy. It extends from 20° W. to I20° E. and 45° N.
to 50° S.
Surface Charts
The Synoptic Surface Chart. It is obvious that in a study of this magnitude, one daily synoptic
surface chart had to suffice. When collecting the data, there were only two standard observation times from which to choose-0600 and I200 GMT. The other two main observation
times, I8oo and 2400 GMT, were automatically eliminated, as only one or two stations in
each service reported at these hours during the research period.
The I200 GMT observations were selected for a number of reasons. Nevertheless the
0600 GMT observations were also collected for the area between 20° N. and 20° S. in the
event they might be found useful, but so far only I200 GMT charts have been plotted and
analysed.
DP-24 Hour Charts. The differences are plotted in tenths of millibars. Generally, welldefined patterns appear from which obvious errors can easily be spotted. On the other hand,
where isallobaric gradients are large and the network is sparse, errors of o · 5 to I · o mb.,
or possibly more, may pass undetected. In mountainous areas, it is not always possible to
discern a pattern, and excessive gradients may appear between stations only short distances
apart. The result is frequently that it is impossible to determine whether pressure has risen
or fallen. Isobars are of little value in verifying these charts since they cannot be drawn
over vast areas of Africa and the Middle East.

24 Hour Rainfall Charts. As already mentioned, the map in use is on a scale of I :2° m.,
and as the network of the reporting rainfall stations varies enormously in density, from none
to approximately IOO per square degree, a selection of reporting stations had to be made.
One to three stations per square degree can conveniently be plotted on these maps, and,
surprisingly enough, reports from this proportionate number of stations are available over
large areas. On the other hand, there are areas of the order of 5 square degrees where not a
single reporting station is to be found. The reports are plotted in whole millimetres. The
analysis of these charts is a problem. When such analysis is attempted, isohyets are drawn
for every IO mm. The only rule followed when drawing them is that the majority of the
reported amounts of rainfall should exceed the isohyets.
Upper Wind Charts. It was relatively simple to choose a method of analysis for these charts.
Contour charts were immediately ruled out because the radiosonde network during I954-55
was too poor to encourage any attempt.
Therefore streamline analysis [3, 8] was the only alternative. All of the known methods
were tried until the direct streamline [7, 8] was found to be most suitable with respect to the
density of wind reporting stations. This method has been used exclusively and has been found
very satisfactory. Nevertheless, as a result of the increase in the regularity of ascents over the
West African region during the latter part of I954, contours will be drawn, superimposed
on the streamline analysis, in connection with a series of perturbations moving through this
area at that time.
When selecting the levels to be analysed, consideration was given to, firstly, the lowest
troposphere, for the purpose of locust swarm trajectories, and secondly, any higher, welldocumented wind levels which would be useful in finding and tracking weather disturbances.
The average level at which locust swarms are found to fly lies somewhere between 300 and
1,000 metres above ground. Therefore our lowest wind map is the 600 metre (2,ooo feet) above
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ground. The analysis of this level has given excellent results, not only in tracking locust
swarms, but has also been found valuable when locating weather perturbations. The winds at
this level seem to be very representative of what occurs in the lowest troposphere. This
would seem to suggest that when analysing wind levels in the lower troposphere, their
heights should be referred to the ground level instead of to sea level as is the present practice.
Wind reports from stations situated in areas where the surface contours change abruptly
are of course not representative in the general windfield, but these cases are -comparatively
few and with time the analyst gets to know these particular stations.
The next level analysed is the 3,000 m. ( r o,ooo ft.) above sea level, which, in the tropics,
is analogous to the 700 mb. level in temperate latitudes, and of the same importance. The
streamline patterns on these charts have a greater resemblance to the 2-dimensional weather
picture than any other. Therefore this level should always be analysed and we have regarded
the 1o,ooo ft. chart as a master chart.
In addition to the 2,000 and IO,ooo ft. levels, 17,000 and 30,000 ft. levels are also analysed.
The 17,000 ft. level is slightly lower than 500 mb., but was chosen for the reason. that there
is an enormous decrease in the number of observations between 17,000 and 20,000 ft. Various
authorities, Palmer and Riehl, for example, have in the past found that the 500 mb. level is
of little value and difficult to analyse, due to the very indefinite wind patterns and weak wind
speed field. This is correct to a certain extent, but over the African continent the 17,ooo ft.
chart is found to be extremely useful to within 5 ° of the equator in reflecting the interaction
between high and low latitudes.
In view of the scarcity of radiosonde and radarwind observations which are available at
30,000 ft. and above, this or any higher levels cannot be analysed with any great confidence.
Time Cross Sections

Extensive use has been made of time cross-sections in this work. Radiosonde and radarwind data are plotted in this way for all stations reporting between 25 ° N. and 25° S.
Mapping of the divergence and vorticity fields

As the analysis progressed it was found that there was a marked improvement in the
regularity of wind observations during the latter half of r 954, especially for the area between
the equator and 20° N. It was then decided to try to compute the divergence and vorticity
fields around the equatorial trough across Africa for 2,000 ft. above ground level. So far,
results for only one month, and for only part of this area, are available, but preliminary
indications seem to confirm findings from the streamline analyses at the same level. Generally
speaking however, there is a belt of convergence sandwiched between belts of divergence,
in which are found definites centres of maxima and minima. The method used for these computations is the one described by Bellamy [2]. In addition to these computations Forsdyke's
method [6] has been used for mapping the divergence field in equatorial trough perturbations.
These daily maps show a continuity of travelling centres of convergence and divergence,
which are also in very good agreement with the streamline charts.
The Equatorial Trough and its Perturbations during the Northern Summer

It has been recognized for years that the E.T. has been the seat of disturbed weather
but only recently have definite disturbances of synoptic scale been found to travel in or near
the trough. In Africa, descriptions of such disturbances have been given by Archibald
Hamilton and Eldridge [r, 4] among others, and they have been designated as "disturbance
lines".
In this research, quite a number of these disturbances have been found but they wiil be
referred to here as "waves" (although "disturbance lines" may be a more approprjate
designation in West Africa, if only the associated weather is considered).
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Wave Characteristics in the Streamline Field

During the period analyzed, the cyclonic part of the waves has almost always appeared
as a centre on the 2,000 ft. charts, i.e. in the E.T. The centre generally exists up to 10,000 ft.
although this depends on the intensity of the wave as well as the polarward displacement of
the E.T. Frequently, when the wave is well developed, and the E.T. situated far no~th, there
are two cyclonic centres along the wave crest. The second one develops on the equator side
of the E.T. and extends along the wave crest up to the typical bend in the trough or beyond.
On the polarward side of the trough, the disturbance appears as the wave in the Easterlies
described by Riehl [g].
The anticyclonic part of the wave is not so well defined as the cyclonic portion, but quite
often in a well-developed wave system there are one or two small anticyclonic cells, depending
on the number of cyclonic centres in the wave. Due to their limited size, these anticyclonic
cells are often very hard to detect in the streamline field, and their existence seems to be
related to wave intensity, diurnal variation in the windfield, and topography. In the upper
easterlies, well-devleoped anticyclones are found, but generally in lesser numbers than
cyclonic centres.
In the lower wind field, the wave length of these disturbances is approximately I5°
longitude. They appear singly, or in series, and may on occasions be found at intervals of
I5° longitude from the West Coast of Africa to India.
Structure

In the lowest layer of the troposphere, i.e., 2-3,000 ft. above ground, the wave crest may
slope in either an easterly or westerly direction with height, which undoubtedly is largely
determined by the topography. From this ground layer up to 30,000 ft., when they extend
to this level, the slope is vey definitely towards the east. Beyond 30,000 ft. they frequently
assume a reversed slope up to the core of the easterlies, which often reach jet stream proportions during this time of the year. Between the maximum of the easterlies and the tropopause,
the wave crest again attains an eastward slope. There are also indications that these waves,
when reaching the tropopause, affect the lower stratosphere.
The temperature, pressure, and humidity fields change in most cases with the passage
of a wave. Riehl [g] has shown a diagram of mean pressure and temperature fluctuations for
I5 intense waves up to a height of 10 km., and these fluctuations are in accordance with what
has been observed in this work over the African region. Beyond the 10 km level, where the
wave may reverse its slope, it is less certain whether or not the lowest temperatures are located
to the rear of the trough.
If the wave extends to the tropopause, the latter undergoes very pronounced variations.
It lowers several thousands of feet and the main tropopause is then generally found somewhere
between 105 to I 30 mb. A second tropopause may be found at lower height but is seldom
reported since it mostly appears as a decrease in the lapse rate.
In a wave, the wind speed field is arranged in very distinct patterns. A shield of strong
northeasterlies in the north-western sector of the cyclonic wave crest in the lower troposphere
is a very common feature. This speed maximum frequently reaches the magnitude of 35 to
50 knots, and even higher speeds have been noted on the 2,000 ft. streamline map. Throughout
the troposphere there is a tendency for the speed field to be distributed in maxima on both
sides of the wave crest, with a minimum in the crest itself. This is very pronounced in the
upper easterlies, where the waves split the jet stream core into cells.
Changes of the depth of the moist layer with the passage of a wave are in most cases
noticeable in the time cross-sections to great heights.
The average distance the waves cover in 24 hours is 6 to 7 degrees longitude. In extreme
cases, waves may move up to g or I o degrees longitude in a 24 hour period. Their speed seems

a
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to vary little across Africa, but the waves over India are definitely slower moving. The
direction of movement of the waves observed has always had a westward trend. When tracking
the waves, the 2,000 and 10,000 ft. charts, as well as the time cross-sections, have been
used. Obviously, the cyclonic centre of the wave on the 10,000 ft. chart is better suited to
this purpose than the one on the 2,000 ft. chart, since these centres are situated at the intersection between the E.T. and the wave crest. The 2,000 ft. chart may thus indicate large
meridional wave oscillations, although the wave itself may keep to a relatively straight
westward course.
There is an extreme variation in weather distribution in the wave from one area to the
other. Over west Africa, the weather has been described as squall-line type behind the wave
crest, while over India the surface maps indicated zonal as well as meridional belts of weather,
with the heaviest precipitation in front of the wave crest. The squall-line type of weather
common to the West African wave, which is probably the closest in resemblance to the
easterly wave, is probably largely due to the tongue of very dry air overriding the equatorial
trough equatorwards for several hundreds of miles in front of the wave crest. In addition,
Flohn has shown how east, and equatorward, wind components are associated with stability
and west, and polarward, components with instability. This, of itself, would not be of special
significance to the West African wave, although it may well be a contributing factor. The
different weather distribution found in the waves over India is probably due to the deep
westerly monsoon and topography, as well as the absence of the extremely dry air which is
experienced over the Sahara region.

Origin and Formation
West African meteorologists have suspected for some time that the waves ongmate
over the Cameroon mountains or even further east. With the aid of time cross-sections,
it has been possible to trace waves backwards from West Africa as far as Aden. Unfortunately,
there is a large gap between Aden and any radarwind or radiosonde station in India, but
it seems likely that some waves over India may move as far as Aden and into Africa. In the
cross-sections for Aden, the waves appear as high-level disturbances, most pronounced
between 30,000 ft. and the tropopause, but occasionally extend to lower layers. In the
Khartoum cross-section they are again found approximately two days later, and then,
frequently down to the surface. Further west, the number of waves increases, which indicates
that some waves form over the Sudan, or west of it. Although this has been observed, no
definite formation process can be formulated.
Conclusions
From the foregoing it is clear that waves over Africa and India differ very little in structure
from the easterly waves in the Caribbean described by Riehl. The only notable difference is
the weather distribution, which is to be expected between regions with such completely
different characteristics.
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DISCUSSION
J. cocHEME: The divergence and vorticity calculations referred to are a relatively recent development
of the work of the Mission.
We have so far made monthly mean and daily evaluations for the month of October of some 40
triangles between 5° and 25 ° N. and extending from the Sudan and South Egypt westwards.
The method used is that of Bellamy because it is objective and fairly rapid. One drawback is that
the triangles vary in size from roo to 300 nautical miles for height distances. This includes a scale or
dilutive effect since the values calculated by this method are averages for the whole triangular area.
So far we are only in a position to comment on the monthly mean results. We get a series of areas
of maximum convergence going from East to West and arranged in many patterns.
From this it must be deduced that if this pattern is made up of stationary and moving areas of convergence then the stationary areas must be marked enough not to be obscured by those moving across
them, if any.
N. E. LA SEUR: First may I congratulate Mr. Aspliden on this work. This series of charts, though
produced as part of an operational study of locust movement, provides analyses which are extremely
valuable for many basic research purposes in the synoptic meteorology of Africa. I too hope that
microfilm copies of these charts may be made available at some time in the future.
The charts show clearly the difference in analyses which result when synoptic models of the continuous
windfield are applied instead of climatological models. They also show clearly that synoptic systems
can be found and followed from day to day and that there is little resemblance between the daily
synoptic structure of the equatorial trough zone and its average structure. A word on nomenclature
may be in order, since there have been some apologies for the use of the terms "equatorial convergence
zone" and "equatorial front", perhaps because of my earlier remarks on the subject. In my opinion
there is nothing wrong with the use of these terms if they are applied carefully. The first is most generally
valid in a climatological sense but it is clear from synoptic charts that there may be areas of positive
divergence along the ITC on any given date. In some regions, pre-existing air mass contrasts may be
concentrated in areas of confluence, such that over small sectors the second expression may become
appropriate. Even in these cases one should be careful of using the term "discontinuity" without
specifying the element which is considered to be discontinuous, as well as the order of the discontinuity.
One should also beware of the applying of theoretical consequences of assuming such discontinuities for
example in the determination of slopes, etc. It may be pertinent to point out one systematic factor which
tends to reduce the density contrast associated with temperature differences over equatorial Africa,
namely that the cooler air is typically very moist and the warmer air very dry. Density contrasts should
be based only on comparisons of virtual temperatures in such instances.
There can be little doubt that the disturbances described by Mr. Aspliden are essentially the same
phenomenon as the easterly wave and the equatorial wave although they perhaps more frequently
contain vortices. The differences in weather distribution, as he points out, are to be expected over Africa
due to differences in the structure of both the disturbance and the basic flow, and perhaps also because
of air mass differences. Tropopause variations similar to those mentioned by Mr. Aspliden are also
found in the Caribbean easterly wave. It is interesting to note the association of the West African squall
lines with these synoptic disturbances as well as the analogies which can be drawn between these
squall lines and some of the synoptic scale parameters which have proved useful in forecasting severe
weather over the Central U.S.
With regard to the problem of the formation of these synoptic disturbances there is evidence that
the effects of mid-latitude synoptic events may be more subtle than the actual "extension" of westerly
troughs and their subsequent "fracture" although this certainly occurs. There is some evidence that
middle latitude synoptic influences operating through pressure variations in sub-tropical regions may
result in in-balances between pressure and windfields in tropical and equatorial areas. The resulting
quasi-inertial isolations may play a role in the formation of some of these synoptic disturbances. Mr.
Landers of our department has been studying this possibility intensively and his results should be available
soon.

J. :R. CLACKSON: I congratulate Mr. Aspliden on the very energetic way in which he is carrying through
his analysis project. As I have not been able to examine the charts, I do not wish to comment on the
analyses except to say that in Nigeria meteorologists are not so wave minded.
This project is giving rise to a series of charts which is unique in its completeness of data, and I
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wish to ask Mr. Aspliden whether any form of publication of them is envisaged. I feel sure they would
be of the greatest interest to most meteorological services in Africa.
N. VANDER ELST:

I agree with the remarks made by Mr. Clackson.

I fully agree with the previous speakers about the desirability of the unique material
assembled by Mr. Aspliden being made available for further study.
I am grateful for the resume given by Professor La Seur on the application of the traditional frontal
concepts in the tropics; it was given with a logic which I doubt could have been matched in a corresponding resume on the non-application.
Two points which I would like to put to Mr. Aspliden.
I. The irregular shape and sometimes even a reversal is by no means an uncommon feature on
the ITF and I have often found them in N.-S. cross sections.
2. The somewhat categorical statement that the wa\1es he referred to always moved from E.-W.
seems a little strange to m e. Has Mr. Aspliden met my own experience that they are sometimes almost
stationary and occasionally move more eastwards, and that they sometimes quickly die out whilst
another one forms upstream, or alternatively that they jump irregularly?
A. F. SUNDBERG:

I found Mr. Aspliden's paper most interesting. The occurrence of easterly waves travelling
from India across Africa should be a rather useful tool for forecasting. In my lectures on divergence
forecasts, I mentioned that very little of such waves could be found over the Sudan. This, I think, does
not necessarily contradict Mr. Aspliden's concept of travelling waves. He had the immense advantage
of a nearly complete set of observations from the whole area for the year under investigation. He could
therefore track such waves from the origin. But I think Mr. Aspliden will agree that these waves show
wide variations in intensity. They are probably very feeble in the Khartoum area and intensify again,
as far as the associated weather is concerned, when travelling further to the west.

E. KRUGER:

w. SANSOM: Mr. Aspliden has stated in his paper that all the waves observed had a westward movement.
Some years ago I remember him giving synoptic examples of wave distribution that definitely moved
from west to east across Africa and I would like to know if he still considers these to be important
features.
It would be interesting to know whether there is any definite relation between the contour patterns
described by Mr. Johnson and Dr. Morth and situations which are favourable for the formation of
easterly waves.
H.

Wavelike progressions are observed in the upper-wind charts and time cross-sections,
but are hardly ever useful in explaining weather over East Africa.
The "easterly wave" in the sense of Riehl however, with typically associated weather pattern is not
observed over inland areas of East Africa.
H. T. MORTH:

•

c. 1. H. ASPLIDEN (in reply): Regarding the production of the charts analysed by this Mission, I believe
that it would be possible for me to micro-film them upon completion of the. Mission. Naturally such
reproduction would involve some expense, although minor, and I obviously cannot make any decision
in this matter but would suggest that this question be put forward to the Secretary-General of W.M.O.
In reply to the question put by Messrs. Sundberg and Sansom as to whether the waves described
only move westwards, this is naturally so in most cases. Nonetheless, they are sometimes observed to
remain stationary when, for example, wave trains break down or when a pronounced interaction from
temperate latitudes takes place.
Further to Dr. Sansom's comment regarding east-moving disturbances. Some years ago, I introduced
the name "tropical wave" for such systems, as I considered "extended" or "non-extended troughs"
(used by Riehl) very inadequate. These waves are naturally very important and are in some seasons
very common over tropical Africa.
The East African area is affected by easterly wave perturbations. If we consider the Indian Ocean
south of the geographical equator during the southern hemisphere winter only, there are wave-like
perturbations similar to those in the northern hemisphere during the same period, appearing on our
maps at 10,000 ft. but more frequently on the I 7,000 ft. level chart. Unfortunately the lower part of
the disturbance is destroyed in the marked divergent wind field over Eastern Africa. Therefore, without
support in the lowest layers, mosL of these perturbations only give precipitation on the coast and some
50 to 80 miles inland. Still, these vortices on upper wind level charts can often be tracked inland for
:several days.

.
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THE POSSIBILITIES FOR UTILIZATION OF WIND POWER IN
TROPICAL AFRICA
BY E. W. GOLDING

Electrical Research Association, London
Introduction
In spite' of the trouble the wind can cause, when it blows with excessive force, in destruction
of buildings or crops, in raising sandstorms or in desiccating vegetation, it can be regarded as
an asset for power production. In this respect it is comparable in nature, if not in concentration,
with water power. They are both freely available natural sources of energy which can be
utilized through the installation of suitable machines. But though both are free in nature, their
exploitation involves expense because of the cost of the machines and, in the case of water
power though not for wind power, of the civil engineering work necessary for the installation.
A hydroelectric power station has the characteristics of high cost in construction but a very
long life, together with reasonable certainty of continuity of the power supply except that
there are seasonal variations in the water flow and annual variations in rainfall.
Wind power, on the other hand, is more constant from the point of view of the annual
energy which the wind furnishes at any particular place, i.e. the annual mean wind speed
is more regular than the figure for rainfall. The wind speed at any given time is, however,
usually very var~able so that it is impossible to depend on power from the wind to the same
degree as one can rely on water power. This is particularly true in temperate climates; in
tropical climates there is often a more regular pattern of wind so that the diurnal variations
can be predicted with some assurance. The facts that a windmill can be installed easily,
without needing any costly preparations at the site and that, after installation, it can be maintained by unskilled people at little cost, are important advantages.
In the many areas distant from power supplies of the more conventional kinds, wind
power is fully worthy of consideration but it is important to realize that its use, on any significant scale, should not be undertaken without previous study of the wind regime at the site and
of the potentialities in utilization. In the succeeding sections of the paper these points are
discussed in relation to the possibilities in tropical Africa and some indication of the part of
the meteorologist, in wind power development, is given.
, Factors in the economy ef wind power
If we assume that the output of a wind power installation is in the form of electrical
energy (i.e. the windmill is driving an electrical generator) the cost per unit of energy (kilowatthour) is given by the formula :
2·4 p.c.
Cost (in pence) per kWh.
Ts
where c = The capital cost, in pounds sterling per kilowatt of installed capacity;
p = the percentage of annual charges for interest, depreciation and maintenance;
and T 5 = a factor, called the specific output, expressed in kWh. per annum per kilowatt
installed, characteristic of the site and depending upon the wind regime
between certain selected limits of wind speed.
Thus, for example, for the wind driven machine cost £150 per kilowatt of installed capacity,
the p,ercentage annual charges are IO per cent. and T 5 = 2,500 kWh. per annum per kW.,
the cost of the energy is:
2·4 X 10 X 150
2,500

=

l · 44

,

pence per kWh.
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Whether there is economic justification for using wind power or not depends upon how this
cost, per unit of energy, compares with the cost of energy which might be produced, at the
site concerned, by alternative means. Whatever the site, there is alway a possibility of generating power in other ways, e.g. by oil engine, and wind power must be able to compete in
cost or it is useless to consider it further.
It may well be able to compete in areas remote from electricity supply networks or from
cheap sources of fuels because of the facts that no long distance electrical transmission,
or transport of fuel, is necessary for wind power and the plant does not require skilled maintenance. It is, in fact, easy to show that, for the relatively small amounts of power which may,
nevertheless, be of great benefit to a developing area, long distance transmission is out of
the question on account of its prohibitive cost while long distance transport of fuel may make
thermal methods of power generation, locally, almost equally expensive.
Of the three factors, p, c and T 5 , in the expression for the unit cost of energy, the first is
fixed by the interest rates ruling at the time of the construction, on the status of the borrower
(if the capital has to be borrowed) and on the robustness of the machine-which influences
its life. The capital post per kW. (c) depends upon the size of the machine and falls with
increasing size. It also depends upon the "rated wind speed" (i.e. the wind speed for which
the machine gives its full power output) chosen in the design. The lower the rated wind speed,
the greater the "specific output" (T5 ) , for a given wind regime, but the higher the cost of the
machine-because it has to be made larger, for a given power capacity, as the rated wind
speed falls. The specific output is, in fact, the annual equivalent number of hours of operation
of the machine at full output: it will, of course, actually run at full output for the year. To
obtain the value of T 5 , the velocity-duration curve for the site must first be plotted and, from
it, by cubing the ordinates of velocity, since power in the wind is proportional to (wind speed)3,
the power-duration curve is obtained. T 5 is then determined graphically for any chosen
values of rated wind sp~ed and "cut-in speed" (i.e. the lowest wind speed at which useful
power will be generated). The windier the site the greater the value of Ts for given operating
limits of the machine. The formula for the power in a wind stream is P (in kilowatts) =
o · 000005 A V3 where A = cross-sectional area, in square feet and V = wind speed, in miles
per hour. This shows the importance of choosing a high rated wind speed V to reduce the
size of the machine because, of course, A will be the area swept out by its rotating propeller
or wind rotor. Actually the factor o ·000005 involves the air density (here taken as 1,200
gm. /m.3) but variations in this density, having only a second-order effect on the power, are
usually neglected although they may be large enough, in tropical areas, to modify this factor
appreciably.
The designer of a wind power plant is responsible for the choice of its operating limits and
the diameter of its rotor, but he must be provided with wind speed data for the site to enable
him to produce the most economical design. Another point of importance is that, in calculating
energy costs, it is assumed that all the energy generated is effectively used. This is very much
the concern of the consumer of the energy who must ensure full utilization by a judicious
selection of loads.

Relevant meteorological data
Data which the meteorologists can provide to assist in wind power development can be
classified as fellows:

(i)

Hourly wind speeds throughout the year, from which velocity-duration curves can
be drawn. These figures should preferably be for a height of 1 o metres above ground.
If more than one year's records can be provided they will show what energy variations
might be expected from year to year. If such records are not kept, annual mean speeds
would be useful.
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(ii)

Monthly mean wind speeds would be useful although these can easily be calculated
if a complete record of hourly speeds is available.
(iii) Diurnal variations in wind speed. These again, will be shown by records of hourly
speeds.
(iv) Maximum durations of calm spells.
(v) Maximum gust speeds.
(vi) Records of wind directions.
(vii) Rainfall records.
(viii) Temperature records.
The last two items will have a bearing on the uses to which wind power can be applied.
Thus, in dry areas, the correspondence between high winds and periods when water pumping
might be needed is important. Temperature records will act as a guide to the use of windgenerated electricity for heating or for refrigeration.
Choice of site
The cube law for wind power means that a great advantage in energy output can be obtained
by selecting a site with a mean wind speed only two or three miles per hour higher than
the normal for the area. Wind surveys, in Great Britain and several other countries following
the same methods, have shown that it is possible to find, on the summits of suitably shaped
hills, of no great height (of the order of 500 feet), mean wind speeds 50 per cent higher than
those for the areas in which they are situated. Provided that the summits of the hills are free
from obstructions in the forms of rocks, buildings or trees, cup-counter anemometers, mounted
on 10 foot poles, are sufficient to obtain a comparison between them. What is needed is a hill
with fairly steep, but smooth, slopes which act like an aerofoil. By comparison, by the upper
air, of the wind stream as it flows over the hill, the stream is accelerated. The effect dies away
at a height, above ground, of one or two hundred feet but wind power plant need not be built
on towers higher than 100 feet so that they can benefit by the accelerated wind. Naturally, wind
power stands the best chance of economic success in an area known to be windy and selected
sites can then probably provide even higher winds. Wind speed data at present available to
the writer show that, in tropical Africa, mean wind speeds are not generally high and that
an annual speed of I o or I 2 miles an hour must be accepted as a reasonably good figure.
The speeds will doubtless be higher near the coasts than inland but there appears to be
insufficient information to allow any precise estimates to be made of the values that could
be obtained by suitable selection. As already suggested, cup-counter anemometers; measuring
merely the run of wind in miles, could give a good indication of relative wind speeds. If one
were permitted to guess, mean speeds of 13 or 14 m.p.h. could perhaps be found in some
areas, particularly on suitable hill-top sites. For such a mean speed a specific output of
some 3,000 kWh. per annum per kilowatt could be expected with a corresponding energy
cost of about l · 5 to 2 pence per kilowatt-hour. This cost might rise to 2 · 5 to 3 pence if a mean
speed of only lO m.p.h. were found. There may not always be the possibility of such choice of
site. The whole area may be flat or, again, if a small machine is needed to supply electricity
for lighting a house, it will have to be located close to the house. A water-pumping windmill
of the non-electric type will have to be built directly over the well, regardless of the wind
speed there, but it may well be more profitable to use a wind-driven electric generator, located
on a better site nearby, and to transmit the power to an electrically-operated water pump.
Nevertheless, the principle that the windier the site, the better the economy, must always
apply.
Wind power plant and its utilization

Wind power plant, either already in use or under development, can be divided into
three classe~ based on both size and purpose.
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First, there are small machines with a power capacity less than about 2 kilowatts, in the
electric type, or r horse-power in the non-electric type. The former are used, with an electric
battery for storage of energy to cover calm spells, to supply electric lighiting, and perhaps a
radio set, for single isolated houses. Many thousands are in use all over the world and most
of them are quite sound, thoroughly proved, machines.
The non-electric windmills are used solely for water pumping-which is a load particularly
suited to an intermittent power supply-and, again, are quite satisfactory for their purpose.
In the second class are wind-driven electric generators of some 5 to 20 kilowatts in capacity.
These are intended to supply remote communities or large premises or, perhaps, to supplement the power plant supplying a small local electrical network and thus acting as fuel
savers. Storage of energy in batteries is limited, by the capacity of the battery, to a fairly
small fraction of the total power, just sufficient to cater for essential loads during calm spells.
The major part of the energy produced is fed to loads which can accept power at any time,.
as it happens to occur. A special automatic loading device has recently been developed,
by the Electrical Research Association, for this purpose. The reason for this method of operation is that, the life of a battery being short and its initial cost fairly high, battery storage is
expensive, Random energy, used as it comes, is cheap but one pays rather highly for the
firm power provided from the battery.
There seems no good reason why both of these classes of wind power plant should not be
used, with economy in areas of tropical Africa where alternative forms of power supply
are not available. Lighting, water pumping, water heating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
and domestic power loads; agricultural loads such as spray irrigation, threshing or grinding
and small power supplies for rural industries all suggest themselves as possible uses for wind
power.
An attractive possibility is the combination of wind power with plant which is operated
by solar radiation. This is, of course, particularly suited to heating loads although a solar
water pumping engine has been developed commercially. Sunshine, like wind, obviously
cannot be regarded as a continually available source of power but its characteristics might
fit in well with a combined scheme using wind power principally for loads involving motive
power.
The writer has suggested, in the past-and the suggestion has, at least, created interest
although this has not yet taken the practical form of finance-that a power scheme could
be operated entirely independently of imported fuels by making use of locally available
energy resources. These would be in the forms of wind, solar radiation and organic waste
material. The last, which could be either burnt, to drive a steam engine, or fermented to
produce methane for an internal combustion engine, would provide a stand-by power plant
to run essential loads when neither wind nor solar radiation was available.
An experimental scheme to test the potentialities under practical conditions, for a remote
community, would furnish valuable information.
The third class of wind power plant consists of machines of capacity exceeding about
100 kilowatts and intended to run in connection with large electrical networks which are
fed by conventional power stations. There is then no question of energy storage: the power
output is fed directly into the network as it becomes available and each unit of windproduced energy saves so much fuel, in the thermal power stations, or gives the effect of an
increased supply of water in a hydro-power station.
Machines in this class are, however, particularly suited to especially windy areas where
power generation for main networks is not cheap. It is doubtful whether there would be much,
if any, scope for them in tropical Africa.

Conclusion
In 1954 the writer initiated a wind survey m the Somaliland protectorate. Six wind-
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measuring stations, including both cup-counter anemometers and cup-contact anemometers
with electrical recorders, were established and the records which have been received show
that there is an adequate amount of wind, at several places, for wind power utilization. It is
suggested that similar surveys could be made in other parts of tropical Africa to determine
what potentialities wind power may have for the assistance of areas under development. To
repeat what was said in opening the paper, the wind is an asset which could be exploited
if sufficient thought and effort were applied to the matter.

DISCUSSION
N. v ANDER ELST: Is it possible to use AC voltage machines? I should like to use such a windmill in the
Congo at a certain distance from the place where the energy is to be used, and I have thought that one
could use a transformer to raise the voltage in the transmission line in order to avoid resistive losses.
E. w. GOLDING (in reply): Yes, but why not design a machine from the outset to give the required current
either AC or DC?

F. M. ALI: with regard to the storage of wind power energy from windmills, I would like to state that in
some places the wind has quite considerable force in one season (winter day) where light variable winds
prevail in the same place during another season (summer day).
May I ask Mr. Golding whether it is possible to store the huge amount of wind power energy
obtained in the windy season so as to be used in seasons or occasions when only a very small amount
of wind power energy can be produced because of the light wind available?

w. GOLDING (in reply): It is possible to use thermal storage, but this would be very costly in storing
energy from one season to another. I suggest it would be cheaper to use a machine designed to cope
with low wind speeds in the poor season.

E.

The modern windmills Mr. Golding showed us are all of the propeller type with
only two or three blades. It would seem that multi-blade propellers would extract more energy from
the wind, but obviously there are reasons why these are not used. Could Mr. Golding tell us these
reasons?

A. G. FORSDYKE:

w. GOLDING (in reply): Multiblade machines have high starting inertia and low operating speeds.
High operating speeds are necessary for the most efficient production of power. This is achieved by
using 2-blade or 3-blade machines which have high operating speeds. Three-blade machines are the
most popular because they are easier to balance.

E.

v. D. ROCKNEY: There are two special purpose sources being developed in the U.S.A. The first is a propane
fired thermo-electric generator in which a thermocouple is continuously heated by a propane flame.
The output is continuous, and for a 5-watt generator the cost of the propane is about $ 15 per year.
We are also having built a 5-watt isotopic generator using nuclear energy. The thermocouple is
heated by the decay of the radio-active material, at the experimental stage this device is very expensive.
We hope to use it to power an automatic weather station in the Arctic. Waste heat from the generator
will be used to run other parts of the station, such as the clock, switching mechanisms, barometer and
radio components. Of course, in order to use these small power resources satisfactorily, one must store
the energy in a suitable long-life battery, such as the nickel cadmium type. Then one can draw it off in
larger quantities at relatively infrequent intervals, say 3 or 6 hours (for example, for the transmission
of synoptic observations).
Incidentally, the current cost of electricity produced is about $ 100 per watt and they can be combined
in any reasonable quantity to produce greater amounts of power.

w. GOLDING (in reply): The information given by Mr. Rockney is most interesting, but I have found
that it is not yet possible to get a complete answer from nuclear power authorities as to the cost and
design of a 10 kilowatt generator.
I would like to mention a very simple little machine developed by the Chinese. This consists of an
ordinary paraffin lamp which has a heat-driven vane above it driving a small generator that gives just
sufficient power to operate a small radio set.
E.
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The delegate has kindly mentioned the part which France has played in the study of windpowered generating machines. It might be pointed out, with reference to this subject, that a windenergy instrument has been developed by M. Ailleret, an engineer in the Research Service of the
French Electricity Board. This instrument gives direct wind energy totals during a given time and in a
section of 1 km. Could the lecturer tell us whether the gigantic windmill at Grand'pa's Knob in the
U.S.A., built some 15 years ago, and of which one of the blades has been broken, has been repaired
and put back into service?

P. SELTZER:

w. GOLDING (in reply): I know the energy anemometer well. but it does have disadvantages, in that
one does not know the distribution of the energy recorded. Nevertheless, it is a useful instrument for
comparing sites.
In answer to M. Seltzer's other question, the windmill at Grand'pa's Knob has not yet been rebuilt.

E.

A. F. SUNDBORG: It is strikingly brought home from the slides what an infinitesimal part of the air
current is harnessed for the generation of power. The question of artificial funnelling of the air current
presents itself. Apparently some effects of natural funnelling are already used in the selection of propensities.
It is true that by tampering with the airstream friction is introduced, which might counteract any
funnelling effects. Nevertheless, even a small increase in the usable wind might have such economic
importance as to make efforts quite worthwhile.

w. GOLDING (in reply): Work has been done on a ductive windmill and speeds have been increased
by a ratio of 2 to 1, but unless the wind direction at the site is extremely constant, the duct has to be
carried around with the windmill. This is an extremely expensive matter and it is better to design a
bigger windmill at the present time.

E.

o. M. ASHFORD: Mr. Golding has recommended that further surveys should be made in Africa. I should
like to ask him if, in the event that favourable sites are found as a result of these sµrveys, suitable wind
machines would be available commercially.

w. GOLDING (in reply): Machines are available commercially, but the problem is still at the "chicken
and egg" stage-the manufacturers are waiting for requests from the public, and the public are waiting
for manufacturers to build machines. I would also like to add that meteorological services are not
always measuring the wind in a proper way, so that information is readily available to the engineer.

E.

J. o.

ROBERTSON:

What is the cost of wind-produced power on the average?

w. GOLDING (in reply): The capital cost is £200 per kW. and the power produced is 2d. to 3d. kWh .
per pro kW.

E.

LES CAMPAGNES DE PLUIE ARTIFICIELLE DU NORD-CAMEROUN
PAR R. DU CHAXEL

Service Meteorologique de l' Afrique Equatoriale Franfaise
Introduction
Il existe clans la partie Nord du Cameroun une vaste zone ou la culture du coton a ete
implantee depuis r95r-r952 sous !'impulsion de la Compagnie Frarn;aise pour le Developpement des Fibres Textiles (C.F.D.T.). Les superficies plantees couvrent environ 500 km.2,
representant des champs de grandeurs tres inegales. La plus grande concentration de ceux-ci
se trouve clans une zone d'environ 8,ooo km. 2 generalement plate, mais d'ou surgissent
abruptement de terre, ici et la, de petits pitons, et bordee a l'Ouest et au Nord par les premiers
contreforts des Monts Cameroun (Monts Mandara).
Dans toute cette zone, le regime des pluies, purement tropical, est caracterise par I' existence
d'une saison des pluies unique qui debute normalement vers la mi-juin et se termine fin
septembre OU clans les premiers jours d'octobre. Les precipitations, au debut et a la fin de
la saison des pluies tout au moins, se produisent uniquement sous forme d'averses.
Il est tres important que les champs de coton rec;oivent une quantite d'eau suffisante peu
apres les semis; une secheresse prolongee a en effet des consequences desastreuses sur le
rendement des recoltes. Inversement, si l'on arrive a prolonger le cycle vegetal de la plante
en lui assurant une quantite d'eau supplementaire apres la fin normale des pluies, le rendement se trouve augmente.
C'est pour tenir compte de ces particularites que, depuis 1957, la C.F.D.T. m'a demande
de proceder deux fois par an, en Juin-Juillet d'une part, et Septembre-Octobre d'autre
part, a des essais de pluie artificielle dont je vais rendre compte ci-dessous.
Mayen Utilises
Tous les essais ont ete effectues en utilisant un avion, du type DC-3, obligeamment prete
par l'Armee de l'Air. La C.F.D.T. a toutefois prisa sa charge clans une mesure tres appreciable
les depenses correspondant a !'utilisation de ces avions. L'avion etait equipe d'un psychrometreavion, du type employe en France, installe au droit de la place co-pilote; son coefficient
d'echauffement avait bien entendu ete determine. C'est malheureusement le seul appareil de
mesure dont il ait ete possible de disposer.
L'avion etait muni de cinq flits de 200 litres permettant d'ensemencer les nuages avec de
l'eau a un debit d'environ 20 litres/km. En fait, l'usage de l'eau a ete assez limite, en raison
de l'incomodite relative de son emploi, et la grande majorite des ensemencements a ete
faite avec des produits hygroscopiques. Le plus couramment employe a ete le chlorure de
sodium en cristaux compris entre r et r oo microns, le maximum de frequence des diametres
se situant vers 5µ,. Le chlorure de magnesium et un melange de chlorure de sodium a IO %
de chlorure de calcium ont aussi ete utilises, mais de fac;on assez occasionnelle.
Processus d' execution des Vo ls
On a toujours decolle au debut de l'apres-midi, peu avant le moment du developpement
maximum des nuages.
Aussitot apres le decollage, on faisait effectuer a l'avion un sondage, c'est-a-dire une
montee lente et reguiliere jusqu'au niveau 600 millibars en principe (sauf en quelques
occasions OU la proximite d'un nuage juge susceptible de reagir favorablement incitait a
interrompre le sondage pour proceder a un ensemencement immediat). Au cours de cette
montee, on effectuait des lectures aux thermometres sec et mouille du psychrometre, on
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corrigeait ces lectures pour tenir compte de l'echau:ffement, et on pointait les resultats sur un
diagramme thermodynamique, de facon a determiner la structure thermique de !'atmosphere.
L'influence de cette structure est en e:ffet importante, ainsi que je l'ai deja montre [ 2]. Au
niveau 700 mb., on determinait la direction et la vitesse du vent en mesurant trois derives.
Le sondage termine, on gagnait !'altitude jugee convenable pour l'ensemencement,
d'apres les resultats du sondage, et l'on parcourait la zone a la recherche des nuages a
ensemencer.
En ce qui concerne le mode de dispersion du sel, on a d'abord utilise le procede que j'ai
precedemment decrit [ 2]. L'utilisation d'ampoules est particulierement utile et indique
lorsqu'il s'agit d'experiences isolees. Ce systeme est toutefois incommode et trop lent clans des
operations a caractere d'exploitation, comme celles qui ont ete conduites clans le NordCameroun depuis 1957· J'ai done essaye un procede plus simple et qui permette un ensemencement continu. II consiste a utiliser de sel contenu clans des boites metalliques scellees a la
maniere des boites de conserve. Une boite etant ouverte et le couvercle entierement enleve,
on l'approche du hublot de la place co-pilote; le poste de pilotage etant en depression par
rapport a l'exterieur, le sel est aspire et repandu clans les nuages, sans qu'il soit besoin de
recourir a un appareil, quel qu'il soit. En changeant l'inclinaison et l'eloignement de la
boite par rapport au hublot, on peut meme faire varier le debit clans une assez large mesure.
En outre, !'experience a montre qu'une boite peut rester ouverte pluisieurs heures sans que
le sel s'humidifie de fac;:on appreciable et genante pour la conduite des ensemencements.

Quelques Comptes-Rendus D' Experiences
Journee du 2 Juillet 1957
II serait trop long de donner ici un compterendu detaille de toutes les missions. Je me
bornerai done a en decrire quelques-unes, et d'abord celle du 2 Juillet 1957· Dans ce qui
suivra, la lettre H designera toujours l'heure de debut de l'ensemencement.
Premiere phase.-Au decollage, le ciel comportait, 4/8 de Cu dont les bases etaient a
l '700 m. et les sommets a 3,500 m. On aperc;:oit a 40 km. au Nord de la Ville de Kaele une
serie de Cumulus assez puissants dont les sommets sont estimes vers 4,500 m. On les ensemence de l'Ouest vers l'Est a I' altitude de 2, 750 m. (choisie d'apres les resultats du sondage),
a partir de 14 h 13 TU. On brise trois ampoules de 20 centimetres cubes clans le premier
nuage, six clans le second, sept clans le troisieme et cinq clans le quatrieme, toutes de chlorure
de sodium a lo pour cent. de chlorure de calcium (chaque ampoule contient environ l 0 10
noyaux de condensation). On fait ensuite un second passage en sens inverse en dispersant
cette foi§ du chlorure de magnesium. A 14 h 25, done a H
12 minutes, la teneur en eau
liquide clans le nuage ensemence en premier lieu est tellement forte qu'il est bien possible
qu'il pleuve deja; en outre, la turbulence est extremement forte.
En s'eloignant ensuite a la recherche d'autres nuages, on constate a 14 h3o (H + l 7) de
grosses pluies tres etendues sous la serie de nuages ensemences.
Seconde phase.-Ensemencement au chlorure de magnesium d'un ensemble de trois Cu,
a 30 km. clans le W.N.W. de Kaele, a 14 h45· Ces nuages se soudent et se developpent en
quelques minutes en une gigantesque colonne quasi-cylindrique qui culmine probablement
vers 6,ooo ou 7,000 m. Elle tranche nettement sur le reste du ciel.
Troisieme phase.-Ensemencement au chlorure de magnesium d'un ligne de Cu a quelques
kilometres a l'E.S.E. de Kaele a 15 h 05. Les caracteristiques "geometriques" des nuages
sont moins accentuees que clans la premiere phase. D'apres un observateur au sol situe
au N.E. de Kaele, qui a vu l'avion penetrer clans le nuage "de la bruine est tombee 10 minutes
apres, suivie au bout de quelques minutes par de la pluie moderee a forte". De l'avion
egalement, de la pluie a ete vue sous la partie s. du nuage a l 5 h IO, done a H + 05 (clans
une partie de nuage cachee a la vue de l'observateur au sol).

+
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D'apres tous le habitants de la ville en vue de laquelle cette experience a ete faite, cette
pluie est parfaitement anormale. Qu'ils soient Africains ou Europeens, ils certifient tous
qu'aucun nuage situe a cet emplacement n'a jamais donne de pluie avec le regime des vents
qui regnait a ce moment-la. Cette precipitation semble done indiscutablement due a l'ensemencement. D'ailleurs, en dehors du secteur N. ou l'on a opere precedemment, les seules
pluies visibles se trouvent tres loin au Sud.
L'appreciation rapportee ci-dessus presente un interc~t considerable pour !'evaluation des
resultats. Elle indique en effet que les habitants de la localite, gens naturellement tres
observateurs de ce genre de phenomenes parce que la pluie est un element fondamental de
leur vie, ont etabli implicitement une correlation entre l'occurrence de precipitations et celle
de certains phenomenes meteorologiques. Une telle correlation est basee sur un nombre
important d'annees, puisque souvent etablie a partir d'observations de plusieurs generations
d'invidus. Bien que non chiffree, elle presente done un degre de certitude tres eleve. Qu'un
phenomene se produise alors en contradiction avec cette correlation prouve en consequence
qu'il n'est pas du au simple hasard.

Discussion de la mission du 2 ]uillet 1957
Pour discuter les resultats de cette mission, on a reporte sur une carte (Fig. 35. r) d'une
part la position des nuages ensemences d'autre part les hauteurs d'eau recueillies clans les
differentes stations meteorologiques, ainsi que les heures de pluie. L'etude de cette carte
confirme I' observation aerienne:
I ere phase.-Piuie a Salak de 14 h 25 (H
12) a 15 h 50 donnant 46. 3 mm., y compris
une pluie de nuit (sans precision d'heures). Cette precipitation parait done bien due a
l'ensemencement, et confirme !'impression de pluie qu'on avait eue de l'avion a ce moment
precis.
-pluie de 7·9 mm. a Maroua de 16 h JO a 17 h JO (intensite de 9·5 mm. a l'heure),
pluie ensuite de I 9 h 30 a 2 I h 40 donnant 24 •2 mm.
La pluie de Salak a ete a peu pres certainement donnee par l'un des premiers nuages
ensemences a l'Ouest, apres son extension vers le Sud; le delai de reaction correspondant
est done au plus de IO a I 2 minutes, ce qui est Conforme a l'ordre de grandeur trouve en
A.E.F. [2] et ailleurs.
La pluie de Maroua est vraisemblablement due au nuage ensemence: la concordance entre
les heures d'ensemencement, de debut de pluie (observee de fac_;on precise), la vitesse et la
direction du vent est en effet remarquable, De plus, les Stations de Mora, Mada, Guetale
et Mokolo, situees au N.W. de Maroua ont note de la pluie aux environs de 18 heures. Ces
heures et directions concordent encore de fac_;on satisfaisante avec le deplacement des nuages
ensemences sous !'influence du vent.
On peut done conclure avec une certitude raisonn!'lble que les nuages ensemences clans
la premiere phase ont provoque des precipitations clans une zone grossierement triangulaire
jalonnee par Mokolo, Mindif et un point situe au N.E. de Kolofata. Cette zone couvre
environ 5,000 kilometres carres, et l'on peut estimer a JO mm. au moins en moyenne la
hauter des pluies tombees. Les precipitations auraient ainsi atteint un total minimum de
50 millions de tonnes d'eau, dont une grande partie clans la zone cotonniere.
2eme phase.-Il existe clans cette region une lucune telle, clans le reseau pluviometrique,
qu'on ne peut rien avancer sur les resultats. La reaction du nuage porte toutefois a. croire
qu'il a a peu pres certainement precipite.
.
3eme phase.-On avait vu, tant d'avion que du sol, le nuage ensemence se developper
tres lentement sur place-ce qui est sans doute du au fait qu'il se trouvait a l'aplomb d'une
cuvette. Du sol on l' a vu atteindre puis de border Lara au N. ( 12 · 7 mm.), Kaele (lo· 3 mm.)
et gagner ensuite vers l'Est a la tombee de la nuit sous la forme d'un vaste Cumulo Nimbus.
Les precipitations ont done a peu pres certainement interesse un ruban de 35 km. de large
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environ (clans le sens N.-S.) sur 80 km. de long au moins. Le poste de Lam, a 50 km. a
l'Ouest du point d'ensemencement, a recueilli 26 · 7 mm.
Les heures auxquelles sont tombees les pluies recueillies a Guider (13 ·8 mm. "clans la
nuit") et a Mombaroua ( 7 · l mm.) ne permettent pas de determiner avec quelque certitude
Si CeS pluies Se rattachent, OU non, au systeme dont le developpement a ete provoque par
l'ensemencement du nuage situe au S.E. de Kaele.
Journee du 3 Juillet 1957

Bien que la prevision ne soit pas favorable, on decolle a 14 h 05. Le sondage confirme
l'impossibilite d'obtenir de la pluie, !'atmosphere etant trop stable et trop seche.
A titre experimental, on disperse des cristaux de chlorure de magnesium clans un petit
Cu dont la base est a l,500 m. et le sommet a 2,200 m. En 5 minutes, le sommet du nuage
s'eleve de 120 m., le nuage bourgeonne, noircit, acquiert une structure plus dense que les
nuages environnants dont le sommet ne change pas de hauteur. Une legere instabilite se
manifeste en air clair a 100-200 m. du nuage, sous le vent. 11 est incontestable que !'evolution
naturelle du nuage vers la dissipation est freinee par rapport a celle de ses voisins tres proches.
Elle commence cependant a s'accomplir au bout de 6 minutes.
Cette experience, qui a ete repetee a plusieurs reprises, est interessante car elle prouve
bien que !'introduction d'une faible quantite de sel clans un nuage tend-meme clans des
conditions defavorables-a amener un developpement de celui-ci.
Journee du 6 Juillet 1957

A partir de cette journee, on emploie exclusivement la technique de l'ensemencement
continu et, sauf quelg_ues exceptions, on n'opere qu'avec du chlorure de sodium.
Cejour la, la base des Cu est a l,550 m. Apres uncertain nombre d'evolutions et d'ensemencements, l'avion finit parse trouver au N. de Pala clans une tres vaste eclairecie peuplee
2/8 de Cu mediocrement developpes. On note trois troups de nuages, culminant a 2, 750 m.
Comme ils sont tres peu <lenses, on les ensemence a la fois avec de l'eau et du sel, a !'altitude
de 2,500 m. qui amene souvent l'avion auras du sommet des bourgonnements. En sortant du
groupe de nuages, le pilote abat sur la droite. On peut ainsi voir le systeme ensemence et
noter, 2 a 3 minutes apres l'ensemencement, un bourgeonnement extraordinaire. En s'eloignant, on constate une precipitation sous les Cumulus.
L'avion se dirige ensuite vers Kaele. Au Sud de cette localite, on ensemence au sel et a
l'eau des groupes de nuages isoles entre l 5 h 32 et l 7 h 37, sur une distance totale de g km.
L'observateur de la station meteorologique de Kaele a vu l'avion entrer clans ce nuage
"qui a immediatement bourgeonne et noirci, la pluie etant tombee 5 a 10 minutes apres,
le nuage se developpant lentement sur place". L'effet de cuvette a joue, moins accuse que
le 2 juillet. La pluie a passe au Sud de la ligne Kaele-Lam, donnant 14·4 mm. a Guider
et interessant une partie de la zone cotonniere.
Entre 15 h 40 et 15 h 43, on ensemence ensuite, a 2,600 m. d'altitude, un nuage situe a 15
km. a l'Est de Kaele, avec du sel seul. Le meteorologiste de Kaele note "a 15 h 40, l'avion
venant de l'Ouest passa au S.E. ou il entra clans 2/8 de Cu. A 15 h 43 les nuages, qui etaient
auparavant en evolution lente, bourgeonnent rapidement et prennent une couleur gris
sombre. A 15 h 45, la pluie commence a tombre et un arc-en-ciel parait a 15 h 46. L'averse a
d'ailleurs ete tres localisee. Cette observation faite du sol, bien que tres concise, est particulierement probante de l'action d'un ensemencement.
Journee du 26 Septembre 1957

Les Cu ont leurs bases a l,500 m. et leurs sommets a 3,000 m.; rares sont ceux qui depassent
cette altitude.

J
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Apres avoir opere sur un nuage tres isole situe a l'Ouest de Fianga, dont le sommet s'est
nettement eleve pendant 5 minutes, mais qui s'est rapidement dissipe, on ensemence deux
nuages presque identiques, cote a cote, situes a quelques kilometres au N. d'une masse nuageuse
qui precipite naturellement. Les sommets sont a 3,000 m. A partir de 14 h 13, on ensemence
a la fois a l'eau et au chlorure de magnesium pendent 2 minutes 2 secondes (altitude 2,850 m.) .
On ensemence egalement les nuages voisins vers le N.W. jusqu'a 14 h 19.
A 14 h 19 on aperc;oit sous les nuages traites une precipitation, qu'on distingue parfaitement des pluies naturelles.
Journee du 30 Septembre 1957

Les Cu ont leurs bases a I ,500 m. et leur sommet general est a 2,500 m.
A 14 h 34, on ensemence au sel deux groupes de Cu, sensiblement oritentes N.-S., centres
environ 20 km. au S. du lac Lere (altitude 2,200 m.). En 20 minutes environ, ces nuages se
sont transformes en petits Cumulo Nimbus, avec enclume, eclairs et precipitations.
Il est a noter que, durant toute l'execution de la mission, ce seront les seuls Cumulo
Nimbus visibles, a !'exception d'un gigantesque systeme orageux situe tres loin au Sud.
A 15 h 35, on s'attaque a un Cu peu developpe, a structure tres lacunaire (surtout clans
les parties basses) a tres faible teneur en eau liquide et peu turbulent. Il manifestement a
un stade avance de la dissipation. Il est situe a 25 km. au Sud de Kaele. Six passages sont
effectues clans ce nuage, au cours desquels on ensemence (toujours a 2,200 m.) la partie
centrale et la peripherie. Au dernier passage on a la satisfaction de voir le nuage donner
une precipitation, faible il est vrai. Cette experience semble typique de l'effet d'activation
que produit le sel sur un nuage, car non seulement le nuage traite etait deja arrive a un stade
assez avance de dissipation, mais encore tout autour, clans un large rayon, la tendance
etait la meme; a I 6 h 30 de temps local, il est d'ailleurs assez normal que les nuages tendent
a s' evanouir.
Journee du 25 Juin 1958
Au depart, on observe de nombreuses pluies naturelles extremement localisees clans le
secteur de Maroua, la nebulo site et !'importance des nuages diminuant vers le Nord. Sur
Kaele et jusque vers Lam, un gros Cumulo Nimbus donne 4 · 5 mm. de pluie entre 15 h 25 et
16 h 25: il semble n'avoir fourni de precipitations nulle part ailleurs, comme le montrera la
discussion suivante. Vers le Lac Lere, on trouve un autre Cb.
On ensemence des Cu assez developpes au voisinage des flancs S.E., E. et N.E. du Cb
de Kaele, jusqu'au voisinage de Mindif. Il semble que ces nuages precipitent, mais sur le
moment il est difficule de se prononcer avec certitude, en raison de la proximite des averses
naturelles dues au Cb.
On remonte de la vers Maroua ou le ciel s'est considerablement eclairci et ou aucune
action n'est plus possible. En regagnent Kaele, on procede a un ensemencement continu,
depuis Mindif, de l'arriere du Cb qui semble se regenerer et se developper a cet endroit
(fin de l'ensemencement a 16 h 05).
La Fig. 35.2 schematise les ensemencements effectues.
Evaluation des resultats.-Les pluies naturelles observees vers 14 h 30 sont tres localisees
et fugitives, puisqu'elles n'ont ete enregistrees ni a Maroua (pluie de "nuit" seulement),
ni a Salak.
D'apres les vents en altitude, les nuages se deplacent du N.E. vers le S.W. a une vitesse de
35 km./h. Or, un systeme orageux dont le front est a peu pres parallele a une ligne Fort-LamyMassenya aborde Fort-Lamy a 13 h 55; il n'a done pu arriver a Salak avant 19 h 55. Les 5
mm. notes en ce point a partir de I 8 h. ne peuvent done lui etre imputables. On peut suivre la
progression de ce systeme sur une carte (Fig. 35.2) ou les heures de debut et les hauteurs des
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precipitations sont pointees. On voit ainsi que le front orageux se situe a lg h sur la ligne
N.Dukla-Maroua-Mokolo. Le systeme s'epuise puisqu'il donne sur cette ligne de 6 a g mm.,
au lieu des l 2 mm. recueillis a Yagoua une heure plus tot. Effectivement, il ne pleut pas
,d e la nuit a Lara et a Bourrah, ce qui situe la limite Sud des precipitations un peu au Nord
de ces deux points. Sa degenerescence et le freinage du au relief le font arriver a 2 l heures
:seulement, au lieu de 20 h 40 (4'7 mm.). Les pluies notees a Lam a 19 h (2I mm.) et a
Guider a 20 h 30 ( l 5 mm.) sont a la fois trop avancees clans le temps et trop importantes
pour qu'on puisse les attribuer au systeme precedent. II en est de meme de celles de Kaele a 18
h 45 (23 · l mm.).
Cela etant, et compte tenu des observations faites en avion, il semble bien que l'ensemencement des Cu entourant le Cb d·e Kaele ait eu pour effet de faire se developper ces nuages a
peu pres sur place par suite de l'effet de cuvette deja note precedemment a plusieurs reprises
Ils se seraient ensuite propages a la vitesse d'environ l 7 km./h., ce qui expliquerait les pluies
·de Kaele a l 7 h 45, Lam a 19 h Guider a 20 h 30; ces pluies sont d'ailleurs assez homogenes
puisqu'on a enregistre en ces localites 23 ·21 et 15 mm., et bien superieures a celles fournies
par le systeme venu de Fort-Lamy-Massenya ;. cette homogeneite peut etre l'indice d'une
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ongme commune. Cette vitesse de propagation concorde egalement avec la petite averse
(5 mm.) de Salak a 18 h, due a l'ensemencement du nuage marque 16 h 10 au N.E. de cette
localite.
La difference des vitesses de propagation des pluies peut s'expliquer ainsi: tout semble
se passer comme s'il s'etait superpose au courant horizontal de 35 km./h. un courant vertical
de 30 · 6 km./h., soit 8 · 5 m./seconde. La resultante donne bien un deplacement horizontal
de 17 km./h. Cette valeur du courant ascendant est tout a fait normale pour la region; on
rencontre en effet frequemment clans les Cu des valeurs de lo a r 2 m. /seconde.
La Fig. 35.4, qui est a rapprocher de la Fig 35.3, montre le resultat vraisemblable des
operations de la journee.
Extraits des Comptes-Rendus des Missions diverses

Afin d'etablir autant que faire se peut la realite de l'effet des ensemencements, je donnerai
encore quelques extraits de comptes-rendus de missions, relatifs aux ensemencements qui
ont ete suivis par des observateurs independants de !'equipage.
23 ]uin I959.-Cu entre 1,800 et 4,000 m. environ, ensemencement au Na Cl a 2,900 m.
L'un des meteorologistes africans de Kaele ecrit: "A 1405 TU l'avion est entre clans les gros
Cu qui couvraient aux 4/8 le ciel au N.E. Les premieres parties des nuages arroses (sic)
s'etalaient immediatement et, rapidement, se convulsaient, se transformaient en nuages
bas dechiquetes de mauvais temps puis, subitement, les premieres gouttes de pluie commenc;:aient a tomber a 1410 TU tandisque la condensation se poursuivait febrilement".
Ces nuages se sont encore transformes en Cb orageux et ont donne une forte pluie interessant une surface de 10 X 8 km., qui est passee en bordure de Kaele. Tout autour de se Cb
et clans un rayon de 80 a 100 km., on ne trouvait que quelques traces de Cu humilis.
24 ]uin I959.-Ensemencement a 2,825 m. de deux files de Cu a peu pres paralleles,
grossierement alignes E.-W.; leurs sommets, situes vers 4,500 m. a l'Ouest, sont de moins en
moins hauts vers l'Est. Les bases sont a 2,000 m. Voici le compte-rendu d'un meteorologiste
de Kaele:
"Entree clans un Cu vers le Sud a 1515 TU; nuages devenant gris sombres, precipitations
en vue atteignant le sol. A 1537 TU, entree a nouveau clans un Cu congestus vers le Zenith,
devenant gris fonce a I 545; precipitations a la Station (0. 6 mm.) de I 545 a I 555 avec coup
de vent. A 1605 TU, entree de l'avion clans un Cu congestus vers le N.E.; nuage devenu gris
precipitations en vue a partir de 1610 TU".
De l'avion on avait observe que les nuages ensemences s'etaient tres vite developpes en
hauteur et largeur, avaient precipite, s'etaient soudes pour former un vaste Cb dont l'enclume
couvrait presque tout le ciel. Ce Cb developpait de la grele (notee de l'avion a H
38
minutes) et des eclairs; les pluies etaient tres intenses, tres etendues.
28 ]uin I959.-L'ensemencement, a 2,900 m., d'une ligne de Cu (bases 2,200 m., sommets
vers 4,000 m.) orientee N.W.-S.E. entre 10 et 25 km. au S.E. de Mora a ete suivi d'un avion
de tourisme Jodel a !'altitude de 3,000 m. L'observateur note que ''l'un des Cu evolue tres
rapidement en Cu congestus, puis en Cb. Les autres disparaissent. Une precipitation se
declenche 15 a 20 minutes apres le demarrage de l'evolution".

+

Conclusions Tiries des Experiences

De !'ensemble des experiences effectuees clans le Nord du Cameroun et diverses regions de
l'ancienne Afrique Equatoriale Franc;:aise, on peut degager uncertain nombre de conclusions.
La premiere est que l'ensemencement de Cumulus, avec un produit hygroscopique ou de
l'eau, est susceptible de declencher des precipitations. Bien que cette question fasse l'objet de
controverses, elle est indeniable, tant pour l'experimentateur que pour les equipages differents
qui ont eu a travailler avec lui.
Quelques autres conclusions vont etre detaillees cidessous.
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Influence de la Structure de l' atmosphere
La structure thermique de !'atmosphere a une importance beaucoup plus grande que clans:
les regions temperees.
On trouve en effet frequemment clans les regions tropicales et equatoriales des trances.
plus OU moins epaisses a l'interieur desquelles !'atmosphere est en etat de stabilite absolue.
Les Cu peuvent percer ces tranches, mais une precipitation ne semble pouvoir etre declenchee
que si la liberation de l'energie supplementaire fournie au nuage par l'ensemencement est
capable de detruire localement cet etat de stabilite.
En consequence, s'il se trouve une couche stable de 500 m. d'epaisseur, par exemple,.
on doit d'abord ensemencer au voisinage de la partie superieure de cette couche stable
(a l'interieur de la couche, a 100 m. en dessous de son sommet, par exemple); ensuite,.
et avec le delai le plus faible possible, on doit pratiquer un autre ensemencement a un niveau
inferieur etc ... J'ai donne au paragraphe 38 d'une publication anterieure [ 2] un exemple qui
est probablement la meilleure justification de ces vues. Toutes les experiences posterieures ont
confirme leur validite.
La mission du 27 Septembre 1957 constitue un assez bon exemple de !'influence de la
structure thermique de !'atmosphere. Le sondage (Fig. 35.5) montre une tranche de stabilite
absolue entre 700 et 690 mb., surmontee par de l'instabilite conditionnelle. Pour un premier
Cu, l'ensemencement a ete longuement effectue a 706 mb, a 50 m. environ en dessous de
la couche stable; un seconde passage a ete ensuite fait a 652 mb. Ce nuage a precipite. Tout
s'est done passe comme si, a l'interieur du nuage, l'ensemencement initial avait fait disparaitre la couche stable, supprimant ainsi le frein qu'elle pouvait opposer au developpement
vertical du Cu. Au second emsemencement, aucun obstacle ne se presentant plus sur une
epaisseur de I ,OOO m. au moins, le nuage a pu precipiter.
Pour un autre Cu situe a 60 km. plus loin, au S.S.W., l'ensemencement n'a ete effectue
qu'au niveau de 740 mb., a la fois a 400 m. de la base de la couche stable (sans dislocation
locale de celle ci au prealable) et dans une zone ou l'humidite de l'air est nettement plus
faible qu'aux autres niveaux. Le resultat a ete une disparition assez rapide du nuage, sans
precipi ta tion.
On voit done a quel point les reactions des nuages sont sensibles a la structure thermique
de !'atmosphere. On ne peut d'ailleurs donner de regle generale pour pratiquer les ensemencements etant donnee !'extreme diversite des structures. L'experience personelle de l'experimentateur joue done un grand role.
Influence du regime du Vent
Le regime du vent en altitude peut egalement jouer un role determinant. En effet, si un nuage
ensemence se developpe en hauteur, il peut arriver qu'il entre clans une zone caracterisee par
un cisaillement du vent (wind shear). Dans ce cas, la partie superieure du nuage se separe
trop rapidement de la partie inferieure; les processus de declenchement des precipitations
n'ont alors pas le temps de jouer. En outre, aucune des deux parties de nuage restantes ne
remplit les conditions que pose la loi d'epaisseur dont il sera question plus loin, et aucune de
ces parties ne peut precipiter.
Influence du relief
Quelques-uns des exemples cites clans la section 4 ont deja montre que la petite cuvette
situee au voisinage de Kaele avait pour effet d'entrainer un developpement considerable, sur
place, des nuages ensemences, amenant leur transformation en Cb et augmentant la superficie de la zone pluvieuse aussi bien que !'importance des precipitations. Ce fait a ete enregistre
a plusieurs reprises, et sa realite ne fait pas de doute.
Le 22 Juin 1959, a un moment ou, clans la region de Mora, l'avion se trouvait clans une
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zone assez plate, on a vu qu'un petit Cu de 5 a 6 km. de diametre allait passer a !'aplomb
de l'ascendance de relief due a un petit piton montagneux qui sort de terre de fac;on abrupte.
Ensemenc;ant le Cu a ce moment precis, on a vu sans conteste possible ce nuage bien isole
donner en trois minutes une averse, evidemment tres localisee. Les nuages voisins, tres
semblables d'aspect et de dimensions, ont ete suivis pendant 20 minutes sans qu'on ait pu
remarqueur de precipitations.
On voit done que l'influence du relief est nette, et peut etre importante.
Ejfet des Chlorures

On a toujours note que l'ensemencement avec un sel anhydre a pour effet de donner un
developpement vertical plus ou moins prononce des nuages. Le cas du 3 Juillet 1957, qui
n'est qu'un exemple entre bien d'autres, est particulierement probant a cet egard.
Toutes les experiences e:ffectuees constituent des essais d'exploitation, et non de veritables
experiences scientifiques. En outre, les moyens materiels (appareils de mesure, etc.) etaient
des plus reduits. II est difficile clans ces conditions d'evaluer exactement l'effet des differents sels.
Il semble toutefois que le chlorure de magnesium soit le plus actifs de tous ceux qui ont
ete utilises, ce qui pourrait s'expliquer par sa chaleur de dissolution plus elevee qui entraine
un degagement d'energie plus important. Avec ce sel, les nuages semblent se developper plus
important. Avec ce sel, les nuages semblent se developper plus vite et davantage en hauteur.
Cette circonstance en rend d'ailleurs l'emploi plus delicat, car il peut alors amener une
dissipation du nuage, sans precipitation.
Par ordre d'activite decroissante, il faudrait classer ensuite:
-le melange de chlorure de sodium a IO % de chlorure de calcium;
-le chlorure de sodium pur.
Loi de l' epaisseur des nuages

U ne experience, clans le domaine de la pluie artificielle de cinq annees en France et de
six annees clans diverses regions de l'ancienne Afrique Equatoriale Frarn;aise et au Cameroun,
amene a formuler la loi suivante:
Pour qu'une precipitation puisse se declencher dans un Cumulus, il est necessaire que l'epaisseur de
celui-ci, prise dans le sens vertical, entre la base et le sommet, soit au mains egale la heuteur de sa base
au-dessus du sol.

a

II semblerait egalement que cette loi s'applique egalement aux pluies naturelles. II est
facile d'apprecier d'un avion, sans appareillage particulier, si la condition enoncee ci-dessus
est satisfaite ou non.
L'effet du sel etant de provoquer un developpement vertical du nuage, il est possible clans
certains cas d'arriver a provoquer une precipitation clans un nuage qui ne remplit pas tout
a fait ces conditions. Un premier erisemencement a alors pour effet d'amener le nuage a
satisfaire a la loi de l'epaisseur, un ensemencement ulterieur declenche le processus de
precipitation.
Cette loi n'a encore jamais ete mise en evidence, a ma connaissance tout au moins.
Howell [4] l'a approchee en estimant qu'un ensemencement ne peut avoir de succes que si
l'epaisseur du nuage depasse une valeur minimum, qu'il fixe au voisinage de 1,200 m. pour
la plupart des regions de plaines clans les Tropiques.
Delais de reaction

II est arrive tres frequemment que les delais de reaction des nuages aient ete extremement
courts, descendant jusqu'a 2 et 3 minutes. La frequence de ces delais tres brefs est a mon sens
un arguments en faveur de la realite d'effet que produisent les ensemencements.
Par ailleurs, ces courts delais peuvent s'expliquer a partir des donnees fournies par Mac
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Cready [5]. Cet auteur a en effet etabli que pour des nuages ayant une temperature a
base de 18 a 20°C et des COUrants ascendants de I a 2 m.jsec., le temps qui s'ecoule entre le
moment ou une particule d'air penetre a la base d'un nuage et celuie ou une precipitation
en sort est de 34 a 48 minutes; toute cette duree, sauf 10 a I 2 minutes, est utilisee par les
gouttelettes d'eau pour atteindre un diametre de 50 microns. L'existence d'un courant
descendant reduit considerablement ces delais-ainsi d'ailleurs que la turbulence, comme
l'ont fait remarquer East et Marshall [3]. Un courant ascendant de 2 • 5 m./sec. associe a
un courant descendant de meme valeur peut entrainer un delai de reactio111 de 3 a 4 minutes.
Or, les courants ascendants ou descendants que j'ai rencontres clans les Cu tropicaux
et equatoriaux atteignent souvent 5 a 10 m./sec. On comprend done sans peine que les delais
de reaction soient tres reduits.
De plus, il arrive que la pluie s'echappe par des parties elevees des nuages qui surplombent
plus ou moins le corps du nuage. Les heures d'apparition de la pluie notees au cours des
experiences sont souvent celles ou l'on a observe l'apparition, en ciel clair, de ces "pluies
d'altitude". Il est evident que clans une telle observation on gagne plusieurs minutes par
rapport a l'heure d'arrivee de la pluie a la base du nuage, et, a fortiori, au sol. Il peut
d'ailleurs etre interessant de remarquer que clans les cas de "pluies d'altitude", les parties
basses du nuage perdent frequemment toute consistance, leur diametre diminue, la base
du nuage remonte petit a petit, et il ne subsiste finalement qu'une masse nuageuse amorphe,
elevee, d'ou une pluie assez intense peut _tomber jusqu'au sol pendant un assez long temps.
Il est un cas ou les nuages mettent un temps anormalement long-disons superieur a
15-20 minutes-avant de precipiter a la suite d'un ensemencement. C'est celui ou le nuage
traite se trouve, sous l'enclume d'un Cumulo Nimbus plus ou moins lointain. L'observation
montre une tendance generale a la subsidence; elle est confirmee par une etude de
Tschirhart [6] qui a montre qu'a l'avant OU a l'arriere du'n Cb il existe de la divergence
entre le niveau de la base du nuage et le niveau 450-500 mb. Dans ces conditions, l'ensemencement au sel ne peut que difficilement arriver a provoquer le developpement vertical du
nuage qui semble etre un facteur favorable, sinon necessaire, au declenchement des processus
de precipitations.

Autres conclusions
On a vu que certains Cu ensemences s'etaient transformes en Cb. Ces cas ont ete relativement frequents. Certains d'entre eux peuvent etre attribues a l'influence du relief; pour
certains autres, ce facteur n'a pu jouer, et c'est le cas en particulier de l'experience du 30
Septembre I 95 7 qui a ete relatee. Il est meme arrive que de la grele se soit formee, et
apparemment avant la pluie ou aussitot apres.
Une observation apparemment subsidiaire, mais qui n'est peut-etre pas denuee d'interet
pour la conprehension des phenomenes qu'englobe la Physique des Nuages, est !'apparition
frequente de la pluie apres qu'il se soit forme vers le tiers superior de la hauteur du nuage
une sorte de " collerette" qui s'echappe horizontalement du nuage sous forme d'As ou d'Ac.
L'existence de cette collerette semble etre de regle sur les Cb; elle ne se produit pas toujours
sur les Cu. Peut-etre faut-il y voir le resultat d'une sorte de conflit entre les courants
ascendants, d'abord generalises au sein du nuage, et des courants descendants qui se
declenchent a partir du sommet: les elements nuageux, d'abord pris entre deux courants de
directions opposees et de forces sensiblement egales, s'echappent horizontalement du nuage
jusqu'a ce que les courants descendants arrivent a percer localement vers le bas.
Voici un extrait des notes prises en vol le 28 Septembre 1959, qui para it susceptible
d'etayer cette explication: "Altitude d'ensemencement 2,800 m.; au premier passage clans
un Cu on trouve une ascendance a 2 · 5 m. /sec, prolongee; au second passage le variometre
reste longtemps a zero; de tres grosses gouttes apparaissent sur le pare-brise. En sortant a
nouveau du nuage on constate qu'il s'affaisse" (cet affaissement etant un signe de predomi-
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nance des courants descendants). Des observations analogues ont ete faites a plusieurs reprises.
Conclusions gene'rales.-Bien que l'appareillage dont j'ai pu disposer ait ete des plus reduits
bien qu'en outre les operations conduites clans le Nord du Cameroun aient ete menees essentiellement clans le sens de I' exploitation et non clans celui de la recherche pure, je pense avoir
montre par ce qui precede que le declenchement artificiel des precipitations est possible
dans ces regions, et qu'il peut presenter un interet economique certain.
Le peu de longueur des series d'observation empeche de rechercher par voie statistique,
comme on l'a frequemment fait clans le domaine de la pluie artificielle, si les ensemencements
pratiques clans le Nord du Cameroun ont entraine une augmentation significative des pluies.
Bowen [I] a d'ailleurs emis des doutes sur la validite de cette methode. Malgre ce handicap et celui de la faible densite du reseau pluviometrique, on a vu qu'il est possible, en analysant minutieusement les observations, d'evaluer les resultats avec une certitude raisonnable,
et cela meme clans des situations meteorologiques confuses, lorsque des pluies naturelles et
artificielles semblent interferer.
Enfin les nombreuses remarques faites au cours de cet expose, montrent que si le declenchmente artificiel des precipitations est possible, il est necessaire d'operer en avion si l'on veut
agir avec le maximum de chances de succes. Les experiences faites a partir du sol, par ballons,
fusees, etc ... sont trop hasardeuses parce qu'on n'est ni suffisamment renseigne sur l'etat
physique de !'atmosphere, ni maitre de !'emplacement exact OU doit etre introduit le produit
qui sert a l'ensemencement, ni maitre de la quantite de ce produit. Toutefois, clans des
operations aeriennes de pluie artificielle, il est indispensable que l'operateur ait une grande
experience du travail aerien, et de ce genre particulier de travail.
Au surplus, quand il s'agit d'essayer de faire tomber des precipitations sur une zone
aussi etendue que j'ai du le faire au Cameroun, l'emploi de l'avion constitue bien le procede
le plus commode et le plus economique (malgre les apparences) en meme temps que le plus
stir.
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